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THE COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING
AMENDMENTS OF 1983

N()NDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:33 p.m., in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. David Durenberger
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Durenberger and Dole.
Also present Danforth, Chafee, Pell, and Exon.
[The press release announcing the hearing, the prepared state-

ments of Senators Dole and Chafee, and background information on
S. 2053, follow:I

!Press Release No. S4-1061

THESENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH SCHEDULES HEARING ON
COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS OF 1983, S. 2053

Senator Dave Durenberger (R., Minn.), chairman of the Subcommittee on Health
of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the Subcommittee will
hold a hearing on S. 2053, the Community and Family Living Ainendments of 1983.
The hearing is the third in a series of hearings on long-term, care.

The hearing will be held on Monday, February 27, 1984; beginning at 1:30 p.m. in
Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearing, Senator Durenberger noted that "federally supported
long-term°care programs for the elderly and disabled emphasize costly institutional
care. As part of our ongoing hearings on long-term care, the subcommittee is inter-
ested in the development of an integrated long-teim care delivery system which pro-
vides an appr,opriate level of care, in an appropriate setting, on a cost-effective basis.
The provisions of S. 2053 provide a basis on which to begin our examination of ways
to provide for the long-term care needs of the Nation's disabled population. S. 11053
would seek to provide more individualized Services for the severely disabled by shift-
ing Werel medicaid funds from institution for the disabled, primarily intermediate
care facilities (ICrs) and ICrs for the mentally retarded, to community-based set-
tings."

Senator Durenberger fated that the subcommittee is interested in hearing from
the administration, the States, providers, and consumers. The subcommittee is par-
ticularly interested in comments on the possible benefits to be derived for the dis-
abled and the medicaid program as the result of the proposed shift to community-
based care; the feasibility and obstacles to providing such care; rind the experience
available from existing community-based facilities for the disabled.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

am pleased to have the opportunity today to participate with my colleagues in
this hearing on S, 2053, "The Community And Family Living Amendments Act." I
know of the importance of this iss,ue and of the merit of the arguments both sides
bring to the proposal.

11)
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A few weeks ago, While in Kansas, I had the opportunity to meet with individuals
who were interested in this proposed legislation. At that time, I heard both support
for the concept of deinstitutionulization as embodied in the bill, and reservations
about its likely impact on certain institutions and individuals.

The bill would involve a fundamental shift in our Medicaid reimbursement poli-
cies affecting mentally retarded persons. Over a 10- to 15-year period, medicaid
funding to large institutions serving the mentally retarded would be phased out and
redirected to small community-based settings. Any such fundamental change re-
quires careful consideration. I welcome the opportunity to hear in more detail from
our witnesses today their views regarding S. 2053.

8



STATEMENT BY

SENATOR JOHN H, CHAFEE

FEBRUARY 27,.1984

HEARINGS ON S. 2053

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THOSE WHO

HAVE COME HERE TODAY TO PARTICIPATE IN THESE HEARINGS. MOST

NOTABLY, I THANK CHRIS CRADDY, WHO LIVES/ FOR MANY YEARS IN A

LARGE INSTITUTION IN MY OWN HOME STATE OF RHODE ISLAND, AND NOW

LIVES IN A COMMUNITY -BASED HOME. CHRIS WILL SHARE WITH US HER

PERSONAL FEELINGS ABOUT LIFE IN THIS VERY DIFFERENT SETTING.

WE WILL ALSO HEAR FROM EXPERTS WHO ARE INVOLVED IN THE

CARE OF THE SEVERELY DISABLED AND RETARDED BOTH IN LARGE INSTITUTIONS

AND COMMUNITY-BASED HOMES, AS WELL AS SEVERAL PARENTS OF RETARDED

OR DISABLED INDIVIDUALS.

SOME TIME AGO, I READ SOMETHING THAT I WOULD LIKE TO

SHARE WITH YOU TODAY:

THE SEVEN STEPS TO SIAGNALLON1

1. WE'VE NEVER DONE IT THAT WAY

9
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2, WE'RE NOT READY FOR THAT YET

3, WE'RE DOING ALL RIGHT WITHOUT IT

4. WE TRIED IT ONCE AND IT DIDN'T WORK OUT

5. IT COSTS TOO MUCH

6.' THAT'S NOT OUR RESPONSIBILITY

7, IT WON T WORK

THIS BILL GIVES US THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE POSITIVE

ACTIONS ON BEHALF OF THOSE WHO MOST NEED OUR HELP. THESE HEARINGS

PROVIDE US WITH A LONG OVERDUE FORUM IN WHICH WE CAN CLOSELY

SCRUTINIZE THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF CARE AND DETERMINE HOW IT CAN

BE IMPROVED TO BENEFIT THOSE WHO NEED IT MOST.

THIS LEGISLATION IS HIGHLY CONTROVERSIAL AND EVOKES.

TREMENDOUS EMOTION. IT IS CRUCIAL TO BEAR IN MIND THAT WE ALL

SHARE A COMMON PURPOSE TO PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE CARE TO

OUR RETARDED AND DISABLED CITIZENS WHO ARE NOT ABLE TO CARE FOR

THEMSELVES, OUR GOAL TODAY IS TO DETERMINE!HOW THIS PURPOSE

CAN BEST BE ACCOMPLISHED.

10



SINCE I INTRODUCED THIS BILL LAST NOVEMBER, I HAVE

RECEIVED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE grA*B :Lf-TY OF GROUP HOMES, THE

ADVISABILITY OF THE 10-15 YEAR SHIFT OF FEDERAL FUNDS TO COMMUNITY

PROGRAMS FORM LARGER FACILITIES, THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS OF

PATIENTS, THE COST, AND MOST IMPORTANT, HOW THE STATES WILL BE ABLE

TO DEVELOP VIABLE COMMUNITY-BASED FACILITIES THAT PROVIDE A HIGH

QUALITY OF.CA4; I HOPE THAT WE CAN ADDRESS ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS
i

4

_TODAY'TO THE SATISFACTION (1 EVERYONE WHO HAS EXPRESSED SUCH
% -

HEARTFELT INTEREST AND CONCERN.
,.

WE ALL HAVE A TENDENCYTO FEAR THE UNKNOWN. THAT IS WHY

WE ARE HERE TODAY -- TO EXAMINE THIS IDEA OF GROUP HOMES, WHICH

IS NEW, AND DIFFERENT AND UNKNOWN TO MOST OF US. WE ARE HERE TO

LEARN FROM THOSE WHO WILL TESTIFY TO LEARN FROM THEIR

KNOWLEDGE AND THEIR EXPERIENCE.

WE SHOULD NOT DENY OUR RETARDED AND DISABLED CITIZENS THE

OPPORTUNITY TO GROW AND P RTICIPATE IN THE COMMUNITY BECAUSE OF

OUR OWN INABILITY TO GRAP LE WITH THE UNKNOWN. CONGRESS AND OUR

NATION HAVE ALWAYS STRIVE TO BETTER THE CURRENT SITUATION. HOW

CAN WEASK ANY LESS FOR THESE PATIENTS OF INSTITUTIONS.

11.
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.Community and Family Living'
AmendmentS Act of 1983_

0

S. 2053

Prepared by the Staff tor the Use of'

the Committee on, Finance
SUnited States Senate .

February 1984
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I. Key Points 4

o In 1971, Congress amended Title XIX, Medicaid, to ptrmit
reimbursement for. services provided in intermediate care
facilities (ICFs). An ICF refers to any facility of four or
more beds in which health-related services are provided to
individuals who do not require the degree of care or
treatment that a hospital or skilled-nursing facility is
designed to provide. In addition to facilities serving the
general population, the amendments also permitted public
faciiities4serving the mentally retarded to be certified as
ICFs. Since then, most States have amended, their Medicaid
plans to include so-called intermediate care facilities for
the mentally retarded (ICFs/MR).

o By 1987, total (Federal/State) Medicaid outlays for
intermediate cafe facilities totalled $8.5 billion: $4

billion to proVide services to 645,000 elderly recipients,
approximately $1 billion to provide services to 121,000 non-
elderly, physically digabled persons, and $3.5 billion to
provide services for 154,000' mentally retarded persons.

o Medicaid requi,:es that intermediate care services be
provided on-site, which leads to a eo-called institutional
bias. Home-based intermediate-care, except under certain
program waiver provisions, is not financed by medicaid.
Facilities provil.ing institutional care for mentally
retarded (KKL_or developmentally disabled (DD) persons
currently range in size from 16 to 2,000 beds, although most
institutionalized MR/DD persons are in State administered
public facilities of over 300 beds.

o S. 2053 would modify these provisions of Title XIX so as to
divert funds from intermediate care facilities to small
community-based organizations providing intermediate care
services for the non - elderly, severely, physically and/or

,
developmentally disabled Medicaid-eligible recipient.

o A community-based facility as defined in S. 2053 is small
(no more than approximately 9 beds), located within a
residential neighborhood, and accessible to neighborhood
services.

o

.0 The population likely to be most immediately affected by S.
2053 is the. MR /DD population now residing in large (usually
State-operated) facilities certified as ICFs-MR.

c,

I
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1
U. Background

'Notwithstanding medicaid's financing bias, during the 1970's a
growing,,number of mentally retarded individuals moved from
facilitie o community-based care'arrangements, and a growing
number of families chose community-based care over institutional
placement for their mentally retarded family members.

This trerrd can be explained in various ways. In part it
appears to be theresult,of a growing belief by some that even
the most severely disabldd person has ,the potential for, growth
and development, and an accompanying belief that this devel.pment
can best be fostered :n a "normalizing" environment, that is, an
environment which'approximates, as closely as possible, normal
family and community living. Adherents of this view have often
used the courts to-.force deinstitutionalization. Alternatively,
this ttend has been explained by cost-cutting measures instituted
by the States.

Whatever the cause, the trend is clear. The population of
public institutions decreased 36 percent between 1971 (when there
were 187,546 residents) and 1982 (when there were 119,335
residents). As thelfirss severely disabled persons were either
transferred from institutions to community setti .gs over the past
dedade or remained within the community, those continuing to Live
in public institutions tended to be the most severely handicapped
persons, 'often with multiple handicaps. In 1982, 81 percent of
residents opublic institutions,were profoundly or severely
retarged and.19 percent were moderately to mildly retarded. Of
those remaining in institutions, 43 percent have mutiple
handicaps. In addition, the percentage of those with an
emotional handicap nearly tripled between 1976 and 1982. Thirty-
six,Oercent of the institutionalized MR population have an
emotional handicap.

As MR/DD persons are transferred out of institutions and into
community living facilities, many such persons are placed in
group homes in residential neighborhoods or in group living
arrangements in multi-family buildings.

A 1982 study showed that there were 63,703 MR/DD persons
living in 13,862 community facilities of 15 beds or fewer. This
represents a 35 percent increase in the number of such persons
living in such facilitiesosince 1977.

The GAO recently completed a report which presents information
on the issues encountered and the funding sources used in the
establishmentiand opetation of group homes for mentally disabled
persons. The'GA0ifound that zoning and other land-use policies
generally were not a major hindrance in the establishment of
group homes.

14
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Funding was cited in. the GAO survey as a greater problem than
zoning or other land-use requirements in establishing and
operating group homes. Thirty-eight'percent of the group home
sponsors reported experiencing a high degreeof difficulty in
oltaining funds to establish or operate their. group home. Start-
up costs, operation costs and Federal funding were cited as the
major funATTIg-prObIeMs. -The-GAO found that funding and sponsors
for group homes for the mentally retarded were as follows:

Founders and Sponsors;

o 65 percept had private non-profit sponsors.

o percent of the homes were pioprietorships.

o Most other group homes were sponsored by the public sector.

Start-sp Funds:

o 39 percent of the homes received private funds.

o 55 percent of the homes received State funds.

o' 25 percent of the homes received local funds.

o 13 percent of the homes received Federal funds, other than
HUD Section 202 loans. Two percent used HUD 202 funds.

o Charities and community fund drives also provided start-up
funds.

Operating Funds:

o 78 percent of the horn-as usedclients' -Supplemental security
Income (SS1) funds.

o 65 percent of the homes received: State funds.

o 13 percent of the homes received ICF/MR funds.

o Other operating fund sources included personal income, title
XX (social services), local government funds, private funds,
community fund drives and donations from charitable

. organizations.

According to the GAO, 26 percent of the grggp home sponsors
experienced great difficulty locating suitabl'sites or
facilities. These problems included finding accomodations with
adequate bed and bath facilities, favorable landlord attitudes
toward leasing, a safe neighborhood, and proximity to public
transportation and medical and social services.

1 r0
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Although patients increasingly are being served in community
settings, public monies have not followed them. A large share of
public funding for out-of-home care'for the Beverly disabled
comes from the Federal/State Medicaid program, 75 percent of
which is directed toward institutions rather than community-based
programs. S. 2053 provides-for a gradual shifting of Federal
funds from large institutions'to communitv-and-family-baBed
integrated settings. Those individuali requiring highly
structured 24-hour care, including medical attention, would be
provided with this care in facilities within the community.
Those needing fewer services -- whether living at home, in foster
care, in a group home, or in an apartment -- would4elso receive
the appropriate medical attention and developmental services.

Various terms are used to refer to the severely disabled,
primarily mentally retarded population which may receive publicly
funded services. The Medicaid program, authorized under Title
XIX of the Social Security Act, provides Federal funds to help '3
support services for "mentally retarded or persons with related
conditions" who requireAnstitutional care. S. 2053, which'is
the focus of -This paper!, provides a defipition for "severely
disabled individual" which is based on the definition of
"developmental disability" under the Developmental Disabilities
Assistance and Bill of Rights Act, P.L. 91-517, as amended.

This paper. mses the term "mentally retarded and other
developmentally disabled". (MR /DD) persons, a term commonly used
in the field, to generally encompass the population referred to
in the above documents.

PII. Current Law

Federal funds to help support services for institutionalized
MR/DD persons are authorized under the Medicaid program, Title
XIX of the. Social Security Act. The MR/DD population requiring
24-hour care may receive such services in several types of
Federally funded programs. To receive Federal funds, programs
must meet'certification standards established under the Medicaid
program. There are three types of Medicaid-certified providers
in which MR/DD persons are provided care: 1) intermediate care
facilities for the mentally retarded (ICFs/MR), 2) intermediate
care facilities (ICFs) and 3) skilled nursing facilities (SNFS).

1. Most institutionalized MR/DD persons receive services in
ICFs/MR. These facilities range in size from 4 to 2,000 beds,
but the great majority of residents, over 90 percent, are in
facilities of 16 beds or more. Facilities with under 200 beds
are largely administered by the private sector, and those over
200 beds are most likely public institutions.

Federal regulations providing standards for ICFs/MR are
intended to assure a safe and therapeutic environment and include

16
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provision9 for adequate staffing, health and safety requirements
and minimo specifications for individual space and privacy.
Residents of ICFs /MRS may receive rehabilitative services and an
individual plan of care is required for each resident. The plan .

must include services necessary to enable residents to attain or
maintain optimal physical, intellectual, sOcial'and vocational
functioning.

2. Some 4R /DD persons are served in nursing care homes
certified under Medicaid as ICI's. These facilities provide
health - related -care and are not required to provide the
rehabilitation services authorized in the ICF/MR program.
Approximately 30,000 MR persons are currently served in ICFs,
according to an unofficial estimate of the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO).

3. SNFs serve some mentally retarded' persons who require a
greater degree of health care than is provided in. ICFs.
Approximately 13,500 MR persons are served in Ws, according to
CBO. a

The three services mentioned above are funded through open-
ended entitlements. That is, States are not limited in the
amount ofjederal funds they may receive, as long as they meet
standards and provide the required mathing funds. The Federal
share for these services ranges lrom 50.to 83 percent depending
on the State per capita income. The average Federal share for-
these services is 53 percent. Skilled nursing facility services
must be included inMedicaid State plans while services in ICFs
are optional.

Congress extended to States significantly greater flexibility
in developing alternatives to institutionalization by including
Section 2176 in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 (ORA).
This section granted the Secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services the authority to waive certain meditaid
requirements to allow States to set up home- and community-based
long -term care delivery systems for medicaid-eligible individuals
who were at risk of institutionalization.'The flexibility to
modify certain program eligibility requirements.which promoted
institutionalization was provided to States, as was the ability
to provide a broad range of community-based services not normally
covered under medicaid. The States' response to this statutory

.
provision is described later in this report.

TZM 0 84-- 2 17
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IV. S. 2053: Description and Issues

A. Description

S. 2053 modifies Title XIX, Medicaid, to limit reimbursement
for services to the severely disabled to those rendered in
community or family-living facilities. Funds would be diverted
away from large State institutions (that currently are ICF

.certified) and nursing homes certified as ICFs. An exception
would allow temporary institutionalization (no more than two
years per individual) under certain conditions.

ImpOrtant definitions in S. 2053:

. - "severely disabled individuals ": individuals with a
disability attributable to a developmental or physical impairment
(or combination), that is manifested before age 50, is likely to
continue indefinitely, and results in substantial functional
limitation. (The definition specifically excludes persons
between the ayes of 21 and 65 who have a primary diagnosis of
mental illness.)

- "community or family living facility": refers to natural,
adoptive, foster, and group homes whose size'does not exceed
three times the average family household size for thearea, whose
location is within residential neighborhoods, and which meet
certain staffing, service, safety, and sanitation standards.

- reimbursible "care and services ": includes home or
community-based health care,.comprehensive services for \

independent living as defined in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
(e.g., personal aides or attendants, domestic assistance, family
support services, respite care, case management, habilitation and
rehabilitation services), specialized vocational services, room
and board, and administrative expense's.

Under the provisions proposed'in S. 2053, all large Medicaid-

\
funded ICFs would have 10 years to phase out their programs (15
years for facilities that opened after January 1, 1979 and

. contain 16 to 75 residents). Facilities of 15 or fewer residents
that were in operation on the date of the bill's, enactment would
not be affected by this provision.

The bill contains a provision providing for a 5 percent
increase in the Federal Medicaid matching rate for each disabled
person moved from an institution to a community setting. The
higher matching rate would continue for 5 years following the
individual's return to the community.

The bill would also provide for an expansion of eligibility at
the option of the State. Under the provisions of S. 2053, a
State may, use Medicaid funding for services to severely

18
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disabled individuals under aye 18 (whose families Mere not
eligible for medicaid) if such person or his family spent at
least 5 percent of adjusted gross income for the provision of
care and services to such persons.

The bill also includes provisions for independent evaluations,
individualized service plans, periodic reviews, program
standards, fiscal audit procedures, and sanctions for
noncompliance.

B. Issues

The introduction of S. 2053 has intensified debate regarding
the appropriateriess of institutional care, family-scale living
and otheelevels of service and care for the MR/DD population.
While all'pesons interested in care to this population favor
quality re idential services for MR/DD persons, there is
considerable disparity regarding the types of care considered
mast approp iated Some professionals, parents of disabled
persons and\other advocates feel that a continuum of residential
alternatives including institutional care, provided in ICFs/MR
should conti ue to be available9. These individuals' contend that
these facilities are cost-effective and meet the various needs of
MR/DD persons. 4

Alternat vely, advocates 'of S. 2053; who also include
professionals parents of disabled persons, and Other interested
and informed ersons,.feel that family-scale living arrangements
provide a sup, rior service setting for all the needs of MR/DD
persons by providing personalized care in a more normalized,
cost-effective setting.

The major issues of the debate are centered around the
following questions:

o Is community care better than institutional care in all
cases?

o Can the medically fragile MR/DD person who requires 24-hour
nursing care and frequent physician services be effectively
served in small community living facilities?

o Should all institutions be phased out even if they appear to
provide goad care and families are satisfied with the care
provided? ,

o What economic hardship will the closing of facilities have
on the co unities in which they, are located and on the
current e ployees?

o Does the bill provide strong enough Federal standards to
assure ality of care and safety. in widely disbursed
facilit es each serving a small number of clients?

1 !J
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o Can not the Section 2176 medicaid waiver provision be used
to accomplish the goals of S. 2053'without 'new legislative
authority?

o Are communities ready to receive MR/DD persons in large
numbers from institutions?

o Many States, in an effort to upgrade their institutions,
have floated long-term bonds for.capital improvements. If

S. 2053 is implemented, how can States manage this long-term
debt? Conversely, 'from where will the capital funds come to
build or renovate structures within the community?

And finally, how costly will S. 2053 be to implement? In the
short term, a dual system will be in operation. institutions
will continue to operate during the phase-out period at the same
time that institutions, a direct dollar for dollar transfer will .

not be possible. Also, the scope of services is broader in S.
2053 than is currently defined under Medicaid regulations for
ICFs and ICFs/MR, and there is a possibility of an expanded
caseload under S. 2053.

Informal estimates of the number of MR /DD persons who could be
eligible for Medicaid services who currently are not receiving
such services range from 625,000 to 2 millidn. It could be
argued that MR/DD persons eligible for Medi'iaid services should
have access to such services regardless of where they reside.' If

such persons seek services under S. 2053, total medicaid
expenditures could increase.

V. Federal and State Initiatives

Many of the recent Federal activities regarding long-term care
policy have been directed toward liberalizing Medicaid funding so
as to allow States more flexibility to develop community-based
services. One example is the Medicaid Home and Community-Based
Waiver Initiative (P.L. 97-35 Section 2176) which has resulted,
to date, in the approval of 45 program waivers, 28 of which deal
with the developmentally disabled population, and the rest of
which address the needs of the physically disabled, both elderly
and non-elderly. Most of the waiver projects, however, unlike S.
205?, are directed more toward preventing preMature or
unrecessary institutionalization through the provision of
alternative community -based services than toward active
deinstitutionalization efforts. However, those waiver projects
that primarily affect the MR/DD population, like the one granted
the State of Maryland are directed toward furnishing case
management, residential habilitation, day care and transportation
services to MR/DD clients who are presently institutionalized in
ICF/MR facilities but will be relocated to community-based
facilities. Results from this and other waiver projects are not
yet available but eventually may provide data on the feasibility

20
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of and costs associated with community-based services for the
severely disabled.

In some States, both judicial mandate and State-sponsored
legislation have accelerated the transfer of disabled persons
(especially mentally and developmentall# disabled) from State
facilities to the community. DeinstitUtionlization of the
mentally retarded has occurred in Pennsylvania (Pennhurst State
School), New York. (Willowbrook), and Nebraska (Beatrice State.
Developmental Center), to name just a few of the more well-known
examples. There are currently dozene of court, cases underway in
a total of 15 or 20 'States. These Cases generally have arisen
from documented abuses within institutions.

In 1980, the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act,
P.L. 96-247, gave the Attorney General explicit authority to
initiate and intervene in litigation involving the constitutional
rights of institutionalized persons. Since the enactment of the
statute, the Attorney General has undertaken 41 investigations of
institutions, 18 of which invol:ved mental health or mental
retardation facilities.

/
The following States have/recently announced plans to close

one,or more State institutions for; MR/DD persons: Maryland,
Minnesota, Florida, Michiga , Illnois, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and
Montana. .

..
.

.

These State efforts at deinstitutionalization have been
followed closely althoug evaluations of their results have been
,inconclusive. Some rese rchers bave found lower costs for .

community alternatives, while others are unable to find a
/ consistent difference in costs in favorof community programs or

institutional programs/. Many of the differences in cost study
findings have been attributed to poorly controlled cost
identification and finding procedures. In addition, few studies
have controlled or gVen accounted for differences in client
dysfunction..

The most recent comparative analysis of the costs of
residential and day services w'i'thin institutional and community
settings comes out of the 4th year report of a longitudinal study
of the court - ordered deinstitutionalization of residents of the
Pennhurst Cent in Pennsylvania. On average, community programs
were found to 'Cost lessper client day than Penriburst Center
programs, although the community programs showed a much. larger
range in cost per client day, $19.64 to $252.66, than did the
Pennhurst programs, $80.26 to $211.88.

Most of
/
these differences are explained by personnel costs.

Pennhurst/Center staff are paid more and enjoy a more generous
fringe benefit package than do their counterparts in community
programs. Since between 70 and 80 percent of program costs
relate/to personnel, the relative prices paid for these services

2f
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are a major component of the cost of, programs. This finding is
significant in light of the provision in S. 2053 which mandates
the protection of employees who would be affected by the transfer
of severely disabled individuals to community or family living
facilities. Included within these protections Would be the
preservation of the .rights and benefits that these employees now
,enjoy, including reemployment in the community facilities and the
provision.for training or retraining.

In addition to cost studies, some attention has been given to
the effebts of deinstitutionalization on client functioning. In
a comparison of those Pennhurst residents who were placed in
community settings with those who remained within the facility,
the deinstitutionalized clients showed gains in independent
functioning and developmental growth. In another study that
evaluated a Statewide program of deinstitutionalization in
Montana, favorable changes in behavior also were observed when
clients left institutional settings.

However, not all clients that are deinstitutionalized remain
so. When examining the ratio of readmitted. clients to the
population of institutionalized clients, there appears to be an
increase in readmiasion.over the past several years. In 1964,
the ratio of readmitted to institutionalized persons was 1 to
1L3.6; the 1980 ratio was 1 to 25.6. Reasons cited for
readmission from community placement are: community rejection,
13 percent; lack of community services, 52 percent; family
inability to cope, 49 percent; and, failure to adjust, 49
percent. Obviously,kthese reasons are not mutually exclusive.

24
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S. 2053 AND THE TRANSFER OF MENTALLY RETARDED FEESONS P OM LARGE
INSTITUTIONS TO SUAL COMMUNITY LIVING ARRANGEMEN

INTRODUCTION

F°T the past 20 years there has been considerable concern about the quality

of care in some of the largeresidential institutions which provide care for

persons with mental retardiation and related disabilities. For the purposes,of
0

this paper, "institution" means a residential facility of 16 or more beds which

provides'24 -hour cart seven days a week. Most institutionalized retarded per-

sons reside in institutions of 300 beds or more. The Federal Government helps

support services in those' institutions which meet, or hays a plan to pet, Fed-

oral standards of care. However, recent judicial and legislative actions indi-

cite that abuses and other problems remain in some institutions. In an effort

to improve living conditions and provide a more normal environment for such dis-

abled persons, many of those who are less severely handicapped have been moved

into smaller facilities. in community settings. Some'profoundly retarded and/or

multiply handicapped persons have also bean moved into smaller facilities.

A legislative proposal has been introduced' which,would change the locus of

care for institutionalized disabled persons. Some professionals and parents,

rrimarily the Association for Retarded Citizens, prepared the proposal which has

been introduced as S. 2053. S. 2053 would gradually transfer Federa0funding

out of large institutions and into family-scale living arrangements so that dis-

abled persons currently served in institutions may live in households and re-

ceive services in a more normal community setting. Under the bill, Federal funds

f
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could be used in larger facilities only if the period of institutionalization

did not exceed two years.
1

S. 2053. is very controversial. Advocates.of the proposal feel that insti-

tutions are detrimental to the development of diesieled.persons and that the fund-

ing for large institutions should be eliminated so that these funds can be used

in. small, neighborhood facilities where training rid more normal living patterns

.can help disabled persons live.a more independent life. -Those opposed Fo the

' bill Imo-professionals and families with Concern for these disabled persons,

feel that some disabled persons need long-term institutional .services, that sub,-

standard institutional services should be improved rather than abolished, and

that a choice of institutional and communtiy services shoUld be made available

to meet the needs of disabled persons and the wishes of their families. Advo-

cates for the bill claim that a dual system of institutional and communtiy Derv-

ices would be prohibitively expensive.

This paper provides data on the number of institutionalized mentally re-

tarded persons and their disabilities. (This paper addresses issues of the men-

tally retarded and persons with,related conditions, not the mentally ill.) Fed-

eral fundir ources for4this population are summarized, existing community-

based services are discussed, and cost findings of the various service settings

are presented, The provisions of S. 2053 are explained and discossion''of the

bill sets'forth the major positions taken by those supporting the bill and by

those who oppose the bill or would like to see it amended.

'VgUriLLE
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I. BACKGROUND

Over the past 100'yeirs many large institutions were built to provide care

for mentally retarded persons. These institutions, which frequently served many

hundreds of resident', provided 24-hour maintenance and, in some facilities,

therapeutic care. Ths institutions generally were built in rural areas not ad-

latent to towns or cities, and for this reason, normal community involvement of.

the institution residents was not generally possible. Prior to the 1950s, such

institutional services were virtually the only available source of services for

persons with mental retardation, and many families were encouraged by their phy-

sicians to Institutionalize severely handicapped newborns at lArth. A General

Accounting Office (GAO) report characterises institutional care as follower

Until'the 1960s, mentally disabled persons who could not afford pri-
vate care had to rely primarily on public institutions.for.their care.
Conditions in these institutions generally Mere harsh. Treatment pro-
grams were limited; living quarters were crowded; few recreational or.
social activities were available; and individual privacy wee lacking.
In general, the institutions'served as custodial settings, often with
unpleasant conditions, and many people remained institutionalized for
years. 1/

In the 1930s parents of retarded children began to organize and to encour-

age the development of community:services so that their handicapped children

could receive specialized developmental services while living at home. These

parents also worked to bring about improvements in institutions. This parents'

1/ U.S. General Accounting Office. Summary of a ReportReturning the

Mentally Disabled to the G.nvounityl Government Needs to do More; Report to the .

Congress by the Comptroller Gederal of the United States, MRD-76-132A,'Jan. 7;

1977, Washington. p. 1.

28
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group is known as the Association for Retarded Citizens. The movement to imr-

prove community services and institutional conditions for mentally retarded per

sons was supported by President Kennedy who appointed a panel to 'study the issue

ind report to the President. The panel recommended that institutional care be

restricted to those retarded persons whose specific needs can be met best by

this type of service. The panel further recommended that local communities, in

cooperation' with Federal and State agencies, undertake the development of commu-

nity.services for the retarded. 2/ Abuses and neglect of retarded institution-

alized persons were reported in the press, and during the 1960s and the 1970s

efforts were made nationwide to improve conditions in institutions, expand alter-

natives to institutionalization, and to remove residents from institutional to

'community settings. This became known as the deinstitutionalization or normali-

cation movement.

In 1975, the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act

(P.L. 94-103), included provisions intended to improve services to mentally re-

tarded and other disabled persons in institutions. This law required that States

submit a plan to eliminate inappropriate placement in institutions and improve

the quality of institutional care. State plans were also to support the estab-

lishment of community programs as alternatives to institutionalization.

Also in 1975, the Education,for'All Handicapped Children Act, P.L. 94-142,

required States to provide educational and supportive services in the least re-

strictive environment for all handicappe4 children. 3/

2/ The President's Panel on Mental Retardation. A Proposed Program for

National Action to Combat Mental Retardation. Report to the President, Oct.

1962.

3/ For additional background information see: Paul, James L., Stedman,

Donald J., and Neufeld, C. Ronald, eds. Deinatitutionalication: Programs and

Policy Development. Syracuse, University Press. 1977.

ti vi
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II. RESIDENTIAL INSTITUTIONS FOR MENTALLY RETARDED
AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTALLY : DISABLED PERSONS

A. Background Data

A 1982 survey indicated that there wre 243,669 retarded persons served in

some type of licensed care facility: public or private institutions, nursing

homes, supervised group or individual living arrangement, foster care, and__

boarding homes. (This number does not include disabled persons living with

their families or living in non-licensed facilities.) Table 1 shows the number

of persons served by size of facility and the number of facilities-serving each

age cohort.

TABLE 1. Number of Persons with Mental Retardation or Related Conditions
Served in State Licensed Residential Facility as of lune 30, 1982

Number of Beds Number of Persons Number of

in Facility Served Facilities

1-6 a/ 33,188 10,469

7-15 30,515 3,393

16-63 25,691 1,098

64-299 45,709 495

300 plus 108.566 178

TOTAL 243,669 j15,633

(

a/ Facilities of six beds or fewer are mostly foster care arrangement.

Source: Charles Lakin, Ph.D, Center for Residential and Community Services,
University of Minnesota. From 1982 National Survey of Residential Facilities for

Mentally Retarded People. (Survey supported by a grant from the. Health Care Fi-

nancing Administration.)

BM MI 1111011
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Large institutions originally built to provide 24-hour care to mentally

retarded persons became, in many places, the only available residential facility

for persons with severe cerebral palsy, unconrolled epilepsy, autism and certain

other severe, chronic. or multiply handicapping conditions. Facilities providing

institutional care for these mentally retarded and other developmentally disc

abled (MR /DD) persons currently range in size from 16 to 2,000 beds, although

most institutionalized MR/DD persons are in State-administered public facilities

of over 100 beds. 4/

B. Deinstitutionalizetion

Over the pest decade there has been a nationwide effort to move the less

severely disabled persons out of large public institutions and into small

community-ibased facilities. As a result of this effort, the population of pub-

lic institutions decreased 36 parceni between 1971 and 1982. 5/

As disabled persons were transferred from institutions to .community let-

tings over the past decade, those remaining in public institutions tended to be

the Most severely handicapped per rms. in 1982, 57.2 percent of the residents

of public Institutions were profoundly retarded, 23.8 percent yore severely re-

tarded, 12.3 percent were moderately retarded and 6.1 percent were mildly. re-

tarded. As the less severely handicapped persons were transferred to the commu-

nity, the percentage of institutionalized retarded persons with mutiple handi-

caps has increased: 12 percent are.blind;'6 percent are deaf; 41 percent have

epilepsy; 21 percent have. cerebral palsy; and 36 percent have an emotional

4/ See Appendix A for a discussion of terms used to designate client popu-
.

lotion. See Appendix B for a State-by-State table of MR/DD persons in various

types of residential care.

5/. See Appendix C.
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handicap. In 1976, 34.4 percent of the residents of public residential facili-

ties were multiply handicapped; this number had increased to 43.1 percent by

1982. The percentage of those with an emotional handicap nearly tripled during

that period from 13.3 to 36.0 percent. In summary, of those residents remaining,

in public institutions, 81 percent are severely or profoundly retarded, 43 per-

cent are multiply handicapped, and 36 percent have an emotional handicap.

The adaptive behavior of these institutionalized residents in characterized

as follows:

o 29 percent cannot walk without assistance;

o 61 ,perdent cannot dress without assistance;

o 40 percent cannot eat without assistance;

o 28 percent cannot understand the er*, word;

o 55 percent cannot communicate verbally; and

o 40 percent are not toilet-trained.

Although total institution populations hove decreased 21 percent since 1976,

there was a 15 percent increase in the inatitutionalized population age 22 or

older. This indicates a docrease in the admissions of MR/DD children to institu-

tions. Services provided under the Education'for All Handicapped Children Act,

P.L. 94-142, are generally considered the major reason for the decrease in the

number of MR/DD persons under age 22 who have been institutionalized since 1976.

32
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III. FEDERAL. SUPPORT FOR INSTITUTIONALIZED MR/DD PERSONS

Federal funds to help support services for institutionalised MR/DD persons

are authorized under the Medicaid program, title XIX of the Social Security Act.

The MR/DD population requiring 24 -hour" cars may receive ouch services in several

type. of federallrfunded institutional settings. To receive Federal funds,

these facilities musemeet certificationetandarde established under the Medicaid

program. There are three types of Medicaid-certified facilities in whichMR/DD

persons are provided cares intermediate care facilities for.the mentally re-

tarded (ICF/MR), intermediate care facilities (ICF) and skilled nursing facili-

ties (SNF).

1. Most institutionalized MR/DO persons receive services in.ICFs/MR,
a program authorized in 1971. An institution is eligible for
ICF/MR payments if the primary purpose of such institution is to
provide health or rehabilitative.services for mentally retarded
individUals.and if the institution meets Federal standards. In-
stitutionalized. persons for whom payment is made must receive ac-
tive treatment under the program:. As of June 30, 1982, 138,738
HR/DD persons were 'residents of a Medicaid-certified ICF/MR. 6/
These facilities range in'eize from 4 to 2,000 beds, but the
great majority of these residents, over 90 percent, are in fecil-

ities of 16 beds or more. Facilities with under 200 beds are
largely administered by the private sector, and those'over 200
beds are usually public institutions. Federal regulations pro-
viding standards for ICFe/HR are intended to assure a safe and
therapeutic environment and include provisions for adequate staf-
fing, health and 'safety requirements and minimum specifiCations
for individual space and privacy. 7/ An individual plan ofcare

6/ February 9, 1984, telephone conversation with Charles Lakin, Ph.D,
Center for Residential and Community Services, University of Minnesota. Data
from 1982 National Census of Residential Facilities for Mentally Retarded
People.

7/ 42 CRF 442 subpart C, promulgated in 1974.

BUT
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is required for each resident. The plan must include services
necessary to enable residents tit attain or maintain optimal phy-

sical, intellectual, social anewocational-functioning.

2. Some'MR/DD.persons are served in nursing cars homes certified

under Medicaid as ICFs. These facilities provide health-related

° care and'are not rtqUired'to provide the habilitation services

authorised in the ICT/MR program. The Health Care Financing Ad-

Ministration has issued a statement saying thst the acceptence.of

MR/DD persons i ICFs and SN1Po is generally inappropriate, but

service needs of ch persons currently in such facilities are to

be Met. Approximat y 30,000 MR persons are currently served in

ICFs a.cordingito an nofficial estimate of the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO). 8

3. SNFs serve some MR/DO persOns.vho require a greater degree of
health care.than is provided in /CFI. Approximately 13,500 MR

persons are served in SNIP., accordir to the CB0 memorandum.

The three nervice Mentioned above are funded through.operr4nded entitle-

ments for eligible persons. That is, States are not limited in the amount of

Federal funds they may receive for services provided to eligible individuals as'

long as they met standards and provide the required matching funds. The /CFs

and LCFs /MR may be'included in Medicaid state plans; SNP' are required to be in-

cluded for eligible persons over age 21. The Federal phare-for these service.)

ranges fras50to .83 percent depending on the State per capita income. The av-

erage Federal sitars for the** services is 53 percent.

Of the apprOximately 244,000 MR/Wpersons in State-licensed residential .

facilities, about 182,000 are receiving Medicaid-supported services. The re-
,

mainder are in foster care, group home: and public and private Institutions

which ere supported with State funds, private donations, fees paid by families,

and income maintenance support paid to MR /DD persons.

8/ Memorsndut to Christine Ferguson of Senator Chafes's staff from Diane

Burnside of CBO, Dec. 12, 1983. The memorandum represents a summary of-the cost

analysis of S. 2053, Community and Family Living Amendments of 1983, which was

introduced by Senator Chafes on Nov. 4, 1983. The data in this memorandum are

preliminary staff estimates end are not to be considered official,a0 estimates.

34 BEST CUI r!',',Jr
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IV. OVERVIEW OF RECENT REGULATORY, JUDICIAL AND LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS.
TO REDUCE ABUSES OF INSTITUTIONALIZED MR/DD PERSONS

Litigation and legislation has focused public attention on abuses and defi-

ciencies in institutions. There is general agreement, however, that the ICF/MR

regulation published in.1974 hive been Instrumental in significantly. improving

condition, in irixtitutions. According to many experts in the field, there Ira

many Institutions which provide appropriate services in safe, humane environ-

sent.. The following diecuselon is not intended to imply that abuses exist in

all institutions.

A. ICF/MR Standards

The prnsufgation of ICF/MR regulations in 1974 was an effort to establish

and ensurs"active treatment and a safe environment in inptitutions for MR/DD

persons. Hower, not all beds in all institutions have qualified for ICF/MR

certificetion, and those programs which have been certified may not always con-

form to all provisiOis of the /CF/MR standards. Eighty-seven percent of all

public institutions with 16 or sore'bed ire ICl/MR certified. and most States

have certified all institut.on bed.. 9/ Most of the non-certified badare In

10 to 12 States. Beds In institutions can be certified even if they do not meet

all ICF/MR standards if there Is a plan of correction to bring the beds up to

9/ From Feb. 9, 1984, telephone conversation with Charles Lakin, Ph.D.,

Center for Residential and Community Services, University of Minnesota. Data

from 1982 National Carmel of Residential Facilities.

-"d
,
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standards. The certification process is not-supposed to allow repeat def,nien-

cies, but most of the reported abuses have generally been known for sometime. 10/

l'

States have the responsibility to determine whether a. facility is eligible

for.Mrdiced certification and is meeting ICF/KR standards. If facilities are

found Out'of compliance, Medicaid funds can be disallowed or deferred Ontil the

facility is brought into compliance. In addition to funding penaltieei legal

action can be initiated.

\

I

B. litigation and State Actions

II

.1!

/7

0

N41t.um ous court cases have revealed the physical and psycholo Joel abuses
dAek,

which have taken place and continue to take place in some instit ;ions for KR/00

persons. There are currently dozens of such court cases underw . For example,

in Youngberg v. Romeo [457 U.S. 307 (1982)) the Supreme Court f und that insti-

tutionalized mentally retarded persons have the right to adeq to food, clothes,

shelter and medical care, the right to personal safety, the right to freedom

.

from unnecessary physical restraint, and the right to training necessary to fur-
,

ther their interest in safety and freedom from undue restraint. 11/

Within the past three years, approximately 20 institutions have been sche-

duled to be closed.

10/ Ibid.
/

11/ Other major cases include Wyatt v. Stickney /344 F. Supp. (M. D. Ala/.
1972), Affiimed in Part, Reminded in Part, and Reserved in Part, sub nom., Wyatt
v. Aderhalt, 503 F. 2D) 1305 (5th Cir. 1974) and/Pennhurst State School and Hos-
pital v. Haldeman [451 U.S. 1 (1981)) end (No. 81 -2101 Jan. 23, 1 8 )

BEST 1IN TAINZLE
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C. Civil Rights Statute

In'1980, the Civil.Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act, P.L. 96-247,

gave.the Attorney General explicit authority'to initiate and intervene in

litigation involving the constitutional rights of institutionalised persons.

The Attorney General ds authorized to intervene if he believes thit deprivation

of rights is part of pattern or practice of denial, if the suit is of general

public importance, and if it is believed that institutionalized persons are

being subjected cto "egregious or flagrant" conditions which deprive such persons

of any rights, privileges or immunities under the Constitution or laws of the

United States. Since.the enactment of this statute, the Attorney General has

undertaken 41 investigations of institutions, 18 of which involved mental health

or mental rets?dation facilities. 12/

12/ From testimony of William Bradford Reynolds, Civil Rights Division,

Department of Justice before the Senate Subcommittee on the Handicapped, Nov.

17, 1983.

e.:"19'"A 1":1711
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V, COMM=TY-CASED SERVICES UNDER THE MEDICAID WAIVER

\

In an effort to increase home and community -based services to institution-

alized aged and disabled persons, title XIX was amended in 1981 to
*
allow the use

of Medi$aid funds for home and community-based services. 13/ The following

groups may be Served under the waiver progress the aged, the physically die-.

abled, the mentally retarded, and the mentally ill. Section 1915(c) of the So-

. cal Security Act provides that Federal funds may be used to support home or

community-based services (other than room and board) for persons who, but for

the provision of mach services, would require the level of care provided,in

Medicaid-supported institutions.

States must set forth a nueber'of assurances to qualify for the waiver:

o Safeguards ere required to protect the health and safety of persons
provided services and to assure fiscal accountability for the funds
expended.

o Persons entitled to institutional services are to be evaluated to
, determine the need for such services.

o Persons deterMined to be likely to require institutionalization are
to be informed of the alternative available under the waiver pro-
gram.

o The average per capita Medicaid expenditure for services under the
waiver is not to exceed the average per capita Medicaid expendi-
ture thst the State would have rade if the waiver had not been
granted, i.e., the cost of community services is not to exceed the
cost of institutional services..

13/ Title RIX was amended by P.L. 97-35 (Section 2176). This provision

allows the Secretary of HHS to waiver certain requirements only available in
institutions such as the availability of emergency care on the premises.
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'o The States are to provide annual reports on the impact of the waiver
prograM to include data on the type and amount of assistance pro-
vided and the Imalrh and welfare of the recipients.

As of July 1983, 28 waivers have been granted.for programs serving MR/DD

individuals. It is estimated that 15.600 MR/DD persons received community eery-

_
ices under the waiver provision in FY 1983 at a total cost of $145 million. 14/

Regulations implementing the waiver provision include a cost. formula which

requires that s State's per capita Medicaid expenditure' not increase with the

waiver. 15/ An official of the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)

statild that in considering Medicaid waiver requests, HCFA is considering both

per capita costs and total ICF/MR costs. To meet these requirements a State

must have fewer recipient days in institutions under 'the waiver than it would

,otherwise have had. States may do this either by transferringaperson out of

institutions into home or community settings or by placing in Medicaid-supported

community facilities those preparing to enter institutions.

Services authorized under the waiver provision include case management serv-

ices, homemaker/home health aide services and personal care services, adult day

health, habilitation services, respite care and other services as approved by

the Secretary.

A State may be granted a waiver for three years initially and the waiver

may he extended for an additional three years unless noncompliance with the pro-

visions of the waiver is determined during the initial three years.

14/ Information in this paragraph was provided by an official of the Health

Care Financing Administration.

15/ 46 Fed. Reg. 48535. ,Oct. 1, 1981.

..r r.iy;.1i1jill
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V.I. COMIJUNITY LIV/AG ARRANGEMENTS FOR MR/DD PERSONS'

As MR/DD persons are transferred out of institutions and into community

living
%
facilities, many such persons are placed in foster care arrangements or

in group homes in residential neighborhoods.

A 1982 study showed there were 63,703 MR/DD persons living in 13,862 cdmmu-

1 ni y facilities of 15 bed, or fewer. 16/ This represents a 35 percent increase

in t e number of such persons living in community facilities since 1977. Facil-

ities serving six or fewer persons were primarily foster care arrangements. Fa-

cilities of 15 beds or fewer were predominantly privately' operated.

The GAO recently completed a report which presents information on the is-

sues encountered and the funding sources used in the establishment and operation

of group homes for mentally disabled persons in seven States. 17/ The CIAO re-

port analyzes group homes for both the mentally retarded and the mentally ill,

but the information summarized below relates exclusively to the mentally re-,

tarded where sull distinction is possible.

Group homes are defined in the GAO report as community -based living facili-

ties offering a family or home-like environment and supervision or training for

4.to 16 live-in disabled persons. The GAO found that a typical group home

16/ From Feb. 9, 1984, phone conversation with Charles Lakin,APh.D., Center
for Residential and Community Services, University of Minnesota. Data'from the

1982 National Census of Residential Faciliqes for Mentally Retarded People.

17/ Report by the U.S. General Accounting Office, An Analysis of Zoning
and Other Problems Affecting the Establishment of Group Homes for the Mentally

Disabled. Aug. 17, 1983, GAO/HRD-83-14.
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accommodated six clients and was staffed by two persons. Group homes were gene-

ally found to be detached homes in reaidential neighborhoods with easy.access to

public traiwportation and community services. Some homes were in multi-family

buildings or apar,menis. Local zoning ordinances often require specific permis-

lion befOre group home for disabled persons may be established in a residential

neighborhood. Group home sponsors usually have to assure that a facility will

meet life-safety codes or the homes have to be licensed by local or State agen-

Ciee. The GAO found that zoning end.othet land-wee policies generally were not

major hinderances in the establishment of group homes. According to the GAO,

those sponsors who did encounter difficulty in meeting zoning and other land-use

requirements faced burdensome or questionable requirements, waited longer and/or

incurred extra costs before opening the group home. Zoning tended to hinder

those:sponsors attempting to open group homes in centzal city areas as opposed

to other areas. The GAO found that 18 percent of the sponsors reported having

great difficulty related to zoning, licensing, Krimit, or life-safety code re-
c..,

quiremtnts. (Life-safety codes caused the greatest difficulty.) About 15 per-

cent of the sponsors closed, changed locations, or were unable to open a facil-

ity previously because of the requirements.

Funding was cited in the GAO survey as a greater problem than zoning or

other land-use requirements in emtablishing and operating group homes. Thirty-

eight peYcent of the group home sponsors reported experiencing a high degree of

diffi'ulty in obtaining funds to establish or operate their group home. Start-

up coats, operational costs and lack of Federal funding were cited as the major

funding problems. The GAO found that funding and sponsors for group homes for

the mentally retarded weft as follows:
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Sponsors:

o 65 percent had privet. non-;profit sponsors.

o 8 percent of the homes were proprietorships.

o Most other group homes were sponsored by the public sector.

Stert-up Funds:

o 39 percent of the homes received private funds.

o 55 percent of the hoses received State funds.

o 25 percent of the homes received local funds.

o 13 percent of the homes received Federal funds, other than HUD

Section 202 loans. Two percent used HUD Section 202 funds.

o Charities and community fund drives also provided start-up funds.

Operating Funds:

o 78 percent of the homes used clients' Supplemental Security Income

(SSI) funds.

o 65 percent of the homes received State funds.

o 13 percent of the homes received ICF /HR funds.

o Other operating funds included personal income, title XX (social

services), local government funds, private funds, community fund

drives and donations from charitable organizations..

According to the CAO, 26 percent of the group home sponsors experienced

great difficulty locating suitable sites or facilities. These problems included

finding accommodations with adequate bed and bath facilities, favorable landlord

attitudes toward leasing, a safe neighborhood, and proximity to public transpor-

tation and medical and social services. The GAO found that 15 percent of the

group home sponsors reported considerable difficulty in developing positive

Munity relations, 13 percent had. reat difficulty obtaining community support

and 12 percent had great difficulty. educating the community.

Although most existing group homes received no community complaints, about

37 percent were the subject of complaint. which mainly centered on'perceived dan-

gerous or unusual behavior
of the clients, according to the GAO report.
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. VII.. COST SUMMARY :' FUNDS USED FOR RESIDENTIAL
SERVICES FOR THE MR /DEPOPULATION

Distribution of Public Funds

A report by the Office of the Inspector General of Health and Human Serv-
e

ices estimated that for FY 1981, public spending for both residential and sup-

port services for the mentally'retarded population Was $11.71iillion. 18/ The

Federal portion was estimated to be $5.4 billion and the State portion was esti-

mated to be $6.3 billion. Approximately half ($5.9 billion) of the public funds

were Spent on residential caret $3.7 billion for care institutions; $0.7 bil-

lion for community residential facilities; and about $1.1 billion for care in

other long-term facilitiea such as nursing homes and mental health institutions.

This report eatimates that at least $4.5 billion was spent on community-based

support services which ranged from medical care to special education. It was

estimated that about $1.3 billion in supplemental security income (SSI) and so-

cial security disability insurance (SSDI) payments were made .to individual. liv-

ing in the communisy; this $1.3 billion includes grants from States to counties

which help pay for residential care and services. These data are summarised

below:

18/ Placement Care of the Mentally Retarded: A Service Delivery Assess-
ment, National Report to the Secretary, Office of the Inspector General, Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services, Oct. 1981, p. 11.

4 3
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TABLE 2. Public Funds fok Mentally Retarded Persons: FY 1981

(in billions)

Fund Allocatio..s Amount Allo ated

TOTAL FUNDING

Source of funds
1. Federal

2. State

Expenditures
1. Residential care

o Institutions ;

o Community facilities
o Other long-term care t

o Miscellaneous ;
.

2. Community-based supprt services

3. SSI/SSDI and Stat/grants to counties

(5.4)
(6.3)

$11.7

/ $5.9

,G (3.7)
/

I'
(0.7)

d (1.1)

(0.4)

4 $4.5

4

$1.3

During FY 1982/State and Federal parishes for ICFs/MR totaled $3.6 billion;

the Federal haripiwa $1.98 billion. For FY 1983, ICF/MR payments are estimated

to total $3.9 billion with a Federal share of $2.2 billion. Approximately'BO

percent of /CF/MR funds are used in public facilities and 20 percent are used in

private facilities. 19/

B. Per Diem Costa by Tyke of Facility

The cost of maintaining MR/DD person varies according to the type of fa-

cility in which such person resides. The most expensive facility is the Medi-

caid-certified ICF/MR which is required to provide comprehensive services for

very severely impaired MR/DD persons. The cost of a non-ICF/ER group home is

19/ Data and estimates provided by an official of the Health Care Financ-

ing Administration. See Appendix D for ICF/MR funding mince 1973.

44 UST
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apparently the least expensive. Community facilities were assumed tb include

support services. The reiults-of the CB0 cost estimate and the HMS Inspector

General asiessmaot Are shown below. The C80 estimate projects cost for'FY 1984

and the Inspector General repoi-t is based on FY 1981 data. The facilities In

these two studies are not strictly comparable:

TABLE 3. CB0 and Inspector General Per Diem Estimates for Persons
with Mental Retardation'

CB0 Per Diem Estimates
(FY 1984)

Inspector General Per Diem
Estimates
(FY 1981)

ICF/MR (with 16 beds or more) 8104 icF/mR (institution) $80

Community-based arrangements
(includes ICFs/MR of 15 beds
or fewer and other -ommunity

ICF/MR (community)

Non-ICF/MR group home a/

65

50

living arrangements) 78

SNF 60

ICF 59

a/ Such group homes are financed with client SSI/SSDI payments, State
funds, section 202 loans and affection 8 rent supplements from the Department of
lousing and Urban Development, food stamps, parent/reeident fees, and voluntary
sector contributions, according to the report of the Inspector General.

The ICF/MR regulations require a more intensive level of care and habilita-

tion and training than is fotad in non-/CF/MR facilities. The Inspector General

assessment found that:the level of care required in an ICF/MR is inappropriate

for certain ed persons: those who could benefit from a more in-

dependent residential sett ni, those older persons who wish to "retire" fvom ac-

tive treatment programs, an hose so severely impaired that they prtmariiy

quire services to prevent r gee sion and health problems.

sN 1" a.

11U' PBLE
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.Employees of State institutions tend to.be unionized and to receive more

employee benefits than do persons operating community facilities. A recent cost

study in one State found that institution staff are paid more and receive more

fringe benefits than do staff in community programs, and that these differences

account for much of the per diem differential. 20/ According to this Pennsyl-

vania study, the average salary of an institution Worker was $14,161 in PT 1982

compared to $9,304 earned by community residential proiram workers. Institution

fringe benefits amounted to 36.4 percent of base salary whereas fringe benefits

In community facilities were 21 percent of salaries. The specialization .0 labor

in institutions and the medical focus of institution staff are major factors con-

tributing to, increased staff costs in institutions;

20/ Longitudinal Study of the Court-Ordered Deinstitutionalization of

Pennhurst Residentst Comparative Analysis of the Costs of Residential and Day
Services within Inhtitutional and Community Settings, Dec. 15, 1983, Human Serv-

ices Research Institute, Boston, Hass., T. 57.

46
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VIII. SUMMARY OF S. 2053: COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING
AMENDMENTS 0? 1983OVERVIEW

On November 4, 1983, Senator Chafes introduced S. 2053, the Community and

Family Living Amendments Act of 1983. The bill would shiftledaral Medicaid

funding for severely disabled persons from institutional care to community-based

care in residential households and email facilities. The purpose of this pro-

posal is toprovide a strong incentive to States to move severely disabled indi-

vidual from large custodial institutions into small community-based facilities

and to authorize services attested to maintain such persons in these small facili-

ties. The institutions affeCted by thin bill would be ICFs/HR, other ICFs, and

SNFe. The bill would limit eligible community facilities to family-scale house-

holds (with certain exceptions). Under the bill, an institution would be allowed

,
10 years to reduce to zero the number of residents for whom ICF/HR reimbursement

would be claimed. Certain small institutions (with 16 to 75 bids)would have

15 years. _Facilities serving 15 persons or fewer at the time of enactment would

not be required to reduce the resident population. A State plan would be re-

quired which would set forth the number of persons for whom the State would no

longer claim ICF/MR payment for institutional services. After the transition

.period, Medicaid funds could only be used for institutional care if the cars

wersnot aveilable in the gommunity and if the period of institutionalization

did not Licari 2 years.

.S. 2053 would not require the transfer of MR/DD persons out of institutions,

but after the transition period, States could not continue to claim ICF/MR pay-

ments for such persons as is currently authorized. Federal funding would be

c'A tt, ratt'1611-
/
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available for eligible community and family support services. States could opt'

to leave MR/DD persons in institutions at Stste expense, but Federal Medicaid

reimbursements for such.pLrsons would be reduced to zero over the10- or 15-year

transition period, except for timporer$, institutioualization.

The bill is designed to alter funding and service patterns to severely dis-

abled persons with substantial functional limitations whose disabilities were

manifested before'age 50. Disabilities due to advancing age are not included

unless such conditions. began before age 50. The bill would not include persons

between the ages of 21 and 65 who suffer primarily from a mental diiiase. Men-

tal disease is not defined, but the term may be assumed to include psychiatric

disorders as opposed to-mental 'retardation or physical impairments. The bill

would require the identification of all institutionalized severely disabled .per-

eons and a community.service.plan'would be required to be developed for each such

person.

States would be required to enter into an implementation agreement with the

Secretary of HES which would assure a timely reduction of the institutionalized

population claimed.for ICF/MR.payment and the development of services in commu-

nity-based facilities. The agreement would assure the provision of services to

further individual functioning and independence. Room and board would also be.

provided. If the provisions of. the.implementation agreement were not followed,

States would be penalized by a reduction of Federal Medicaid funding. The bill

would provide incentive Federal funding foraervices to persons transferred from

institutions and living in community facilities for up to five years to encour-

age such transfers.

in introducing S. 2053, Senator Chafee stated:

Under this Act, serviices to the disabled would be more individual-
ized, providing for the special needs of each person. Those individ-
uals needing 24-hour care, including medical attention would be pro-
vided this care in facilities within communities. Those needing

48 ,"..J
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fewer services, whether living at home, in foster care, in a group
home, or in an apartment would also be provided with appropriate med-
ical attention . . . .

There will be those Coot will oppose this idea (the overall approach],
st least at the outset. And I believe it is important for a very
complete discussion to Lake place between those who support and op-
pose this concept of care.

It is my hope that after debate, research, and discussion, my col-
league will support this bill. I hope that'process will improve it.
But I am convinced that the need for an examination of the care pro-
vided to the severely disabled is desperately needed, and I strongly
believe that this bill is an appropriate starting place. 21/

21/ From statement by Senator Chaise', Congressional Record, Nov. 4, 1983,

p. 515485.

1 ; 114161
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IX. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF S. 2053

A. Reduction of Institutionalized Po ulation

S. 2053, with certain exceptions, would require Um Medicaid funding only

be available to severely disabled individuals who.reeide i a "community or fear

ily living facility" (CFLF). A CFLF would be limited in,siz to three times the

number of individuals in an average family household, oi appro mately nine beds..

This restriction would not apply to facilities with 15 or fewer b ds on the date.

of enactment if such facilities did not exceed 15 beds prior to ena tment. Fa-

cilities or institution, with more than 15 beds could continue tore ive Medi-

caid funding if they were in compliance with a written plan setting f rth the

manner in which the institution would reduce its population claimed for ICF/MR

payment to zero within 10 years. Institutions with more than 15 and fewer than

75 beds would have 15 years to reduce such population to zero if the institution

were built within 5 years prior to the effective date of the proposed Act. Tv

remain eligible for Medicaid funding during this 10- or 15-year period, inetitu-.

ions would be required to submit_a_report to the State.every six month. showing

the number and identity of severely disabled individual, who had been transfer-

red from ICF/MR payment status and the services planned for such person..

In addition to the requirement that.CFLFs not emceed three times the aver-

age family household size, CFLFs would 'enure provision of needed services and

would be located in.a residential neighborhood that could enable disabled indi-

viduals to participite in prevailing living, working and service pattern... A

CFLFotherthan.anatural, adoptive or foster home, would be required to meet

BEST
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safety and sanitation standards established under regulations by the Secretary

in addition to. those applicable under State law. Staff of CFLfs would be re-

quired to be trained or retrained in accordance with the, State implementation

agreement.

. B. Eligible Use of Institutions

After the transition period, the bill would provide that Medicaid funds

could be used for institutionalized persons only if the institution provided

medical assistance that was necessary to the therapeutic objectives of the indi-

vidual which was not svailsble at a CFLF in the State, and only if the individ-

ual did not spend more than two years in the institution.

C. Eligible Persons

The term "severely disabled individual" would mean an individual with a

disability that is attributable to a developmental and/or physical impairment,

is manifested before age 50, is likely to continue indefinitely,. results in sub-

stantial functional limitationi in three or more major life activities (self -

care, recept134 and expressive language, learning, mobility, self direction,

capacity for independent-living, economic self-sufficiency) and reflects a need

for services of an extended duration. This term would not include persons be-

tween the ages of 21 and 65 who suffer primarily from a mental disease.

A State would be allowed to use Medicaid funding for services to a severely

disabled individual under age 18 (whose family was not eligible for Medicaid) if

such person or his family spent at least 5 percent of adjusted gross income for

the provision of care and services to such person.

rk"rw, nrIc
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D. Identification of Disabled l'ersons in Institutions

A community Services plan would be requited for every disabled individual

residing in an institution that provides care supported by Medicaid funds. The

plan would specify.the typos of assistance such perWon would require when trans--

ferred to a CFLF and would be formulated by an interdisciplinary team including

community professionals, and as appropriate, the client, family or guardian.

E. Eligible Services in Community Facilities

Eligible services to be delivered in CFLFs include eligible care provided

in institutions prior to enactment, home or community based services, independ-

ent living services, specialized vocational services, room and board and admin-

istrative servic...-.. I

F. Accreditation of Community Facilities

Except for natural or adoptive homes, CFLFs are to be accredited by the Ac-

creditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and Other Developmentally

Disabled Persons or other national accrediting body, or licensed by an appropri-

ate State agency.

G. Implementation Agreement

States would be required to enter an implementation agreement with the Sec-

retery
N

to ensure the following:

o The proposed Act is to be implemented within specified time limits.

o Services are to be continued for severely disabled persons who re-
side in institutions which lose Federal Medicaid support. (ICF /HR

standards would continue to be enforce in such institutions.)

rr "0'1"'If
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o CFLFa are not to he u

o Disabled individuals
close to the natural,
as is consistent with
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duly concentrated in any residential area.
__,---

. _

re to reside in a that is locAted as

adoptive or foster home-of'such individual

the beet interests of such individual.

o Periodic, independent review of the quality of services in CFLFs is

to be provided.

o Case management services are to be provided which include a written

plan of assistance for each disabled person, review. of the plan to
determine the appropriateness of service and access to other social,

medical or educational services.

o Fair and equitable arrangements are to be made to protect the inter

este of employees affected by the transfer of:disabled individuals

to CFLFs.

o A community,ftervice plan is to be developed for each disabled per-

son residigg in an institution. The plan is to be developed by an

interdisciplinary team including professionals who deliver services

in the local area and are knoWledgeable about the person's disabil-

ity.

o The parent or guardian of a disabled person is to be notified at
least 60 days before such-person is to be transferred to a CFLF.

Provision are to be made for appeal of the types of services plan-
.
ned. The impending transfer could be appealed on evidence that

the community services planned are not available in the neighbor-

hood where the placement is to occur.

.o CFLFs are to be accredited by an appropriate accrediting body or be

licensed by the State.

The State plan making the assurances listed above is to include a copy of

each written plan submitted by an institution to such State.

H. Funding Penalties for Noncompliance

Medicaid payments to States for administrative services would be reduced

5 percent in *ny quarter if during the prior quarter the Secretary found a State

to be out of compliance with the proposed Act or with the ICF/MR requirements

applicable to institutions. The State plan would be required to provide for

periodic independent reviews of services to ensure that community facilities and

1.

A
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. institutions meet applicable standard!. The independent reviewer would be re-

quired to subpit a report to the Secretary at least every six months.

I. Funding Incentives for Transfers from Institutions

State would eceive a 5 percent increase in the quarterly Medicaid payment

for severely disa led individuals who resided in an, institution prior to enact-

ment of these amendments and resided in a CFLF thereafter. This incentives pay-

ment would apply to individuals living in CIPLFs for less than 5 years.

J. Personnel Training

The implementation Agreenent would provide for training or retraining for

persons who 'provide 'services in CFLFs.

K. Program Review

States would be required to provide for a review of care and services by an

independent auditor for each fiscal year to ensure that the State was in compli-

Ance with the proposed Act. A report of the audit would be required to La Ilb-

mitted to the Governor, the State legislature, and the Secretary within 120 days

of the close of the fiscal year. The Secretary could also provide for an inde-

pendent audit. Audit findings out of compliance with the proposed Act could re-

sult in reduced funding. The Comptroller General of the U.S. would from time to

time review State plans to ensure compliance with the proposed Act.

J,4
inv.
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L. Complaints

Any interested party would be able tg bring an action regarding. an alleged

n
violation of the proposed Act by a State plan. Such person could recover attor-

neys' fees should the party prevail. Not less than 30 days before starting the

action the interested party would inform the Secretary of HHS, the U.S. Attorney

General, and the State in which such act -ion is brought.

0-
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X. DISCUSSION OF S. 2053 AND RELATED ISSUES

The introduction of S. 2053 has intensified debate regarding the appropri-

atones. of institutional care, family -scale living and other levels of service

and care for the MR/DD population. While all persons interested in care to this

population favor quality residential services for HR/DD persons, there is consid-

erable disparity regarding the type, of care considered most appropriate. Some

professionals, parents of disabled persons, and other advocatei feel that a con-

tinuum of residential alternatives, including institutional care, should be

available which ere cost-effective and meet the various needs of HR/DD persons.

Advocates of S. 2053, who also include professiolals, parents of disabled per-

sons, and other interested and informed persons, feel that familvmtele living

arrangements provide a superior service setting for all the needs of MR/DD per-

sons by providing personalized care in a more normal, cost-effective setting.

A. Examples of Public Testimony

ThNolloving two statements takes, from the public testimony are intended

to. illustrate the issues and the depth of concern felt by those persons who have

taken position& for and against S. 2053. The first statement illustrate abuses

found. in some institutions. The second statement, specifically opposing S. 2053,

expresses the concern that good institutional services should be maintained and

that a choice of service settings should be available.

56 ILE
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1. Examples of Institutional Abuse 22/

Four beautiful little girls, unable to move to protect themselves,
sleep in cribs where above their heads the ceiling is visioly crum-
bling. From the superintendent, "I's Afraid with the next big rain,
this ceiling is going to collapse." .Jane, confined to a bed, in a
building without working air conditioning where summer temperatures
are commonly in the upper 90's and low 100's. Jane and all of her
companionsl--Ako,are 'infested with flies spring, summer and fall be-
cause they cermet-move their arms to swipe them away and because
there are no screens or screens are ripped and torn. Johnnie, who
for most of his waking hours-does not have furniture to sit in, and
must fight with 20 other people to sit in a hard plastic chair. Joe,

who spends his days in the living area, a large room, banging his
.head against the wall or biting his hands. Why? There is no other
stimulation for him, no games, no toys, no recreation equipment.
James, in 30 degree temperatures walks to his program building in
sneakers without any socks as well as no coat. June, who doesn't go
to her program because there aren't any clothes. Geremi, sent home
to his parents in a pair of sloes with nails protruding through the
soles into his feet. Jonathan, who walks around spending the day
pulling up his pants because they fall off. Pattie, who bites other
people and chews on her fingers. She bites because she is hungry,
she is hungry because although she is supposed to be receiving double
portions of food at meal time, the kitchen doesn't have enough food
to provide her with double portions.

Lisa, a beautiful little girl, frail and thin, becoming chronically
undernourished. Why? She doesn't receive Wescribed dietary supple-
ments and she is fed so rapidly, most of the food which goes in her
mouth ends up coming back out. Kitchens, which change nutritionally
balanced meal plans because there is an inadequate supply of foods.
Mary Ann, who has waited almost two hours to be fed while her tray
has been sitting in the open to be infested by flies.

This witness testified that there are inherent disincentives for change

within institutions. According to this testimony: some States take funds from

good institutions to help upgrade poor ones; supervision and evaluation of in-

stitutional services is sometimes done by State or contracted employees "reluc-

tant to bite the hand that feeds him;" some States are under pressure to main-

tain institutionalized populations to recover from the Federal Government part

of the cost of capital expendituregNin such institutions.

NN

22/ Taken from testimony of Kathy A. Schwaninger, Executive Director, Work-
ing Organization for Retarded Children, Queens, New York. Presented to Senate

Subcommittee on the Handicapped, Nov. 17, 1983.
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2. Need for Continuum of Services 23/

The true thrust of this legislaCion IS. 2053) is that size equals

quality. The agency that serves developmentally disabled children

and adults in ten 10-bed facilities is Inherently providing higher
quality, more individualized services to its residents than is phe
agency which operates a 100-bed facility., Never mind the fact that
the "institution" has better staff ratios, more-qualified staff,
heavy family involvement, on site health services, and is overseen by
a voluntary, community board of directors. Never mind the fact that

the organization has been providing caring, quality services for the
developmentally disabled for the past 10-20 years. Never mind the

fact that the residents halie developed healthy, long-standing rela-
tionships in a supportive atisosphere. And never mind the fact that

the family is finally comfortable that after looking for years, being
on waiting lists for years, that this facility is appropriate for

their son or daughter. No, never mind all these minor factors. We
no good--it's too big . . . We must acknowledge that there is a

strong and definitive difference of opinion regarding what consti-
tutes the correct "quality of life" for the mentally retarded. I am

adamantly in favor of leaving as many choices and options open as is

possible. I am strongly in favor of expansion of many types of resi-
dential services for the retarded, including small group homes. I am

supportive of any changes in the current system which would ensure

that regulations be applied uniformly. I am in favor of the strict

enforcement of any regulations which enhance the quality of lifejor
the retarded in all facilities, large or small.

B. Overview of Research Finding!

Although emperical research on the subject is not conclusive, most studies

tend to support the contention that community-based services conducted in as

normal a setting as possible are more effective than institutional services in

primoting developmental growth and independence of MR/DD persons. A move from

institutional to community settings tends to result in positive social adjust-

ment and improved behavioral development for many MR/DD persons. However, for

developmental growth to take place, according to research findings, the commu-

nity setting must include certain essential features effective teaching

23/ Taken from testimony of Peter MUle, Executive Director, Riverside

Foundation (a not-for-prbfit ICF/MR), Lincolnshire, Illinois. Presented to thr

Human Service Committee, Evanston City Council.
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technologies, friendship networks for MR/DA person, and active involvement and

positive attitude of care providers. Some research has found that large insti-

tution in which these features are present are alio effective settings for de-

velopmenflgrowth and that reducing the size of facility does not tecessarily

change the daily pattern of care.

Research indicates that there is great variation in community care facili-

ties. They range from small family care units to larger segregated replicas of .

institutions. To provide as normal an environment as poisible, community facil-

ities need to be enriched with positive programming Albin the facility-and mean-

ingful contact and exchange with activities and services outside the facility.

That is the community facility must be therapeutic as opposed to being merely

custodial. Studies have shown that client. in community care facilities benefit

from increased interaction with qualified care'providers within the community

facility and from involvement in community activities and services outside the

facility. The more educated care providers tend to promote increased clienCin-

teraction and increased contact with outside activities. 24/

S. 2053 represents an effort to optimize the benefits of small, family-

scale and community living arrangements for virtually all of the institutional-

ized HR/DD population. By specifying the services which must be provided in the

community facilities, the bill attempts to ensure that the clients get necessary

health care and developmental training in as normal setting'ss is possible.

Advocates of S. 2053 have argued that proper education, training, community in-

tergration and. social interaction are simply not possible in isolated institu-

tions with their history of abuse.

24/ Set Appendix D for selected bibliography whic,, includes research on

which this section is based.
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On tha other hand, those who oppose S. 2053, or wish to see the bill modi-

fied, argue that while family-scale living arrangements may be appropriate for

most of the' institutionalized MR/DD population, facilities of over nine beds may

be more economical and may be an equally effective setting for training for some

of the MR/DD population. It is, argued by some that there is opportunity for so-

\

cialiration in Larger facilities where training and recreational activities help

create social relationships within the institutionalised MR/DD group.

C. /Federal vs. State Decisionmaking

,
Under current law, States make the decisions regarding whether an individ-

ual's care it provided in an institution or in a community setting. S. 2053

would, in effect, make the decision at the Federal level because after the tran-

sition period, ICF/MR funds would generally only be available in community set-

tings. States have developed various approaches to the care of MR/DD persons

that include'institutional end.community care settings. S. 2053 would require

that all States conform to the lame Federal requirements regarding service set-

ting to qualify for Medicaid funding.

States. might argue that this decision is an appropriate State function and

that considerable capital outlays have Already been expended to bring institu-

clone up to ICF/MR standards. Much of this expenditure was financed through

bond issues that are predicated upon the receipt of Medicaid payments in future

years. In response to this concern it might be argued that States could use the

institutions for nursing homes, juvenilejustice facilities or other residential

purpose.

6(3
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D. Expanded Caseload

Many MR/DO persons are maintained at home by families who are reluctant to

institutionalize' them. Other MR/DD persons reside in non-medical home care fa-

cilities and in board and tare homes. By making community facilities and serv-

ices available, additional demands may be created on behalf of MR/DD persons not

currently served in Medicaid-funded facilities, This phenomenon could increase

total Medicaid expenditures.

There are various informal estimates regarding the number of MR/DD persons

who may be eligible for Medicaid-funded services under S. 2053, Estilmate of

eligible persons range from 625,000. to 2 million more than the 138,738 persons

who received ICF/MR service5 in 1982. 25/ It is not known how many of the eli-

gible persons would come forth and request services under S. 2053, but case man-

agement, independent living services and respite care are services needed by

most, if not all, non-institutionelized-MR/DD persons and their families. Since

S.:2053 would not put a cap on the amount of Federal funds authorized under

S. 2053, program eligibility directly effects poisible costs.

On the other hand, community services have been shoOn to be considerably

4
less expensive than institutional services, especially for persons living with

their famines, so it may be possible that the same amount of Medicaid funding

would serve considerably more persons in the community than in institutions.

25/ Estimates range from approximately 625,000 (by an official of the Na-
tionaly Association of State Mental Retardation Program Directors), to 1.2 mil-
lion (by an official of the Association for Retarded Citizens) to 2 million (by
Charles 'Lakin, Center for Residential and Community Services, University of
Minnesota).
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E. Medically Fragile Clients and Clients with
Severe Behavior Disorders

One issue frequently raised is the concern that medically fragile MR/DD.

persons who require 24-hour nursing care and frequent physician services may be

served more efficiently in institutions where emergency cervices are available

at all times. It is estimated that 2 to 30 percent of the institutionalized

MR/DO population is either medically ragile or has vary severe behavior prob-

lems, and it is argued by some that these persons may be more appropriately

served in facilities of more than nine persons.

Advocates for S. 2053 argue that these medically fragile clients and

clients with severe behavior disorders can be appropriately served in family-

scafe facilities more humanely and with lower costs.

F. Reactions of Some Parents of Institution4lized:Persons

Some parents of institutionalizedNR/DD persons are strongly opposed to

S. 2053 because they feel that their family member is getting appropriate, ef-

fective care in an institution; the parent want the security that they feel they

have in the institutional setting; and they, do not want the Federal Government

to legislate against their choice of care for their MR/DD family member. Such

parents want the assurance that their offspring will continue to receive care

after the parents die. Some such parents fear that community services may be

come fragmented, may be discontinued, and may not provide the total care pro-

vided in one setting by an institution. Some parents are also concerned that

S. 2053 does not offer the chance to resume institutional care if the community

placement does not work out.

On the other hand, there are some families of institutionalized persons

rho would prefer to have their MR/DD family member.in a more normal therapeutic

62 k
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community setting nearer to the rest of family and would support S. 2053 because

it would make more funds available for this purpose. There have been expert-

snots in which families who were initially opposed to deinotitutionelization

chinged their opinion as -they. saw positive results following the transfer of in-

stitutionalized persom to coimunity faeilities. 26/

C., Expanded Use of theOgedicaid Waiver Provision

Rather than transfer funds out of institutio4 according to a specified

timetable, as is proposed under S. 2053, it has bein..rgued that community serv-

ices for MR/DD persons can be expanded by the Suttee thtough wider use of the
a

Medicaid waiver provision. 'Another alternative could be eta authorize Medicaid

funding in community facilities as an option under Medicaid,\rather than using

the waiver provision. It is argued that these approaches would allow the spec-

trum of services'to be expanded rather than diminished. An expanded Medicaid

waiver or community care option could maintain Federal funding in both institu-

tion and community settings.

On the other hand, it is argued by advocates of S. 2053 that it would be

prohibitively expensive to try to maintain a dual system of institutional and

community services and that community services are cheaper. (However, during

the 10- or 15-year transition from Institution to community services, there

would be a dual system as MR/DV persons were gradually moved out of institu-

tions. Advocates for the bill argue that considerable leverage is necessary to

change the major focus of services for the MR /DO population from institutions to

small community service settings.

26/ For a discussion of court cases involving the wishes of parents, see
Deinsatutionalization, Zoning and Community Placement, Mental Disability Law

Reporter, vol. 7, no. 5, Sept.-Oct. 1983. p. 375.
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H. Community Readiness

It has been argued that many communities are not ready to receive MR/DD

persons in large numbers from institutions. It is clear that nearly all insti-

tutionalized MR/DD persons require care and or supervision. Communities would

need to develop facilities for some MR/DD persons which would be barrier-free

and which would meet life-safety codes required for MR/DO persons not able to

respond appropriately to life-threatening dangers. The capital outlay for such

facilities could represent, a considerable expense not addressed in S. 2053.

It is the purpose of S. 2053 to provide a strong incentive to States to de-

velop and expand community and #gamily support services. The 10- to 15 -year time

frame provided in the bill is intended to allow time for the development of core-

munity and family services. The major effect of the bill, moving Federal funds

from institutions to family-scale facilities, would provide some of the resources

necessary to develop community facilities. Advocates of S. 2053 argue that as

long as nearly all Federal funding is used in institutions, communities will not

have the resources to expand services.

I. Reactions of Facility Operators and Unions

Owners and operator. of proprietary institutions, who may.have invested con-

siderable funding to bring the facility up to ICF /MR standards, may fear .a loss

of profits or may go out of business if S. 2053 were enacted. On the other hand,

under S. 2053 these persons could possibly sell the institution, and apply for

Medicaid funds to develop the types of facilities eligible under the bill.

Governors may oppose S. 2053 because it would require the loss of Medicaid

funds to continue support to institutions. States interested in developing

6 ,1
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family -scale facilities, however, could obtain increased assistance under the

proposed approach.

Some State institution employee unions may oppose S. 2053 because it is

felt that institutional services are more approeriate for some MR/DD persons.

It is argued by some advocates of the bill that this opposition is based on

fear of losing jobs. It might be argued that State employees currently working

in institutions could become care providers in noMmunity

N
:1270 0 \ bJ
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APPENDIX A: TERMS USED TO DESIGNATE THE CLIENT POPULATION

Various terms are used to refer to the severely disabled,' primarily men-

tally retarded population which may receive services in these institutions. The

Medicaid program, authorized under title XIX of the Social Security Act, pro-

vides Federal funds to help support services for "mentally retarded or persons

with related conditions" who require institutional care. S. 2053, which is in

the focus of this paper, provides definition for "severely disabled individual"

which is based on thi definition of "developmental disability" under the Devel-

opment Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act, P.L. 91-517, as amended.

(The definition included in S. 2053 is, presented on page 26 of this paper.) A

memorandum from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), which provides a cost

analysis of S. 2053, refers to "MR persons."

This paper uses the term "mentally retarded and other developmentally dis-

abled" (MR/DD) persons, a term commonly used in the field, to generally encom-

pass the population referred toin the above documents. Because S. 2053 would

affect Federal funding used for severely disabled individuals, the term MR/DD as

used in this paper refers to severely disabled MR/DD persons in need of life-

long or extended services, and not to those mildly impaired persons able to

function relatively independently.

The term "severely disabled individual" as defined in S. 2053 includes cer-

tain severely physically impaired, mentally alert persons who meet the functional
0

definition in the Lill. The data presented in this paper do not include this

population because they have traditionally not been considered part of the MR/DD

population, are generally not served in ICFs/MR and are not included in the major

studies of institutionalized disabled persons.
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APPENDIX It MENTALLY RETARDED PSOPLE IN RESIDENTIAL CARE PER 100,000
STATE POPULATION SY SIZE OF FACILITYr UNITED STATES, 1962

(1001 REPORTING).
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Appendix S presents the number of mentally retarded people per 100,000

of the population living in smaller facilities (1-15 residents) and in
Larger public and private facilities (16+ residents). States are rank

ordered according to the p r capita rate of placement-in large facilities.

o Approximately k of every 100,000 people in the U.S. mere placed in
residential car. for the mentally retarded, with 76 of these individ-

uals place in larger facilities.

o State placement rates in Larger publicly operated facilities ranged
from 18 to 140 per 100,000 people. Most states (38) placed mots peo-

ple in large public facilities than in either larger private or smal-

ler facilities.

Source! grief #21, 1982 National Census of tmoidantial Facilities: Summary

Report. Center for Residential and Community Facilities, fall, 1983,
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APPENDIX C1 AVERAGE DAILY POPULATION OF MENTALLY KETAPI,ED PERSONS IN

PUBLIC RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES1 PY 1970 --Py 1982
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APPENDIX D: TOTAL AND FEDERAL ICF/MR EXPENDITURES AND
NUMBER OF PERSONS SERVED

Expenditures

Fiscal Year Total Federal Perons Served

(in millions) (in milli -11) (in thousands)

1973 $ 165 $ 98 29

1974 203 120 39

1975 349 204 54

1976 602 g 349 83

1977 871 501 101

1978 1,162 662 98

'1979 1,493 844 115

1980 1,977 1,107 125

1981 2,927 1,624 196

1982 3,609 1,985 154

'1983 (est.) 3,911 2,151 132 a/

a/ The estimate of persons served in FY 1983 was provided by Wayne Smith,

Health Care Financing Administration.

Source: Data were provided by Ian Hill, Budget Analyst, Program Benefits
Branch, Division of Budget, Office of Financial Management Services, Office of

Management and Budget, Health Care Financing Administration.

In addition, under the Medicaid waiver during FY 1983, 15,600 persons ware

served at a total cost of $145 million, according to estimates of the Health

Care Financing Administration.
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Senator DURENBERGER. The hearing will come to order.
Recently much of the attention of this subcommittee has focused

on medicare. We have had a full agenda, closely monitoring the .

legislative proposals regarding the prospective changes.
This year, however, we will begin to expand our focus to health'

care services for the economically disadvantaged. Over the cours
of at least 10 hearings in 1984 we will examine how our goal /f
equal access to quality care in Ainerica will be reached. To do t at,
we will begin to look at who is economically disadvantaged, hat
services are now provided, how these services are provided d fi-
nanced, and what changes need to be made.

An important part of our examination will focus on W much
society is willing to pay to provide quality care to all kinericans.

Our hearing today will cover an important area of medicaid re-
imbursement long-term care services. Specifically, we 2A/ill focus on
the Community and Family Living Amendments Act, sponsored by
our colleague Senator John Chafee.

This legislative proposal would seek to provide ore individual-
ized services for they severely disc led by shifting F deral medicaid
funds from institutions for the isabled to the ommunity-based
setting. Those most directly affected by this pro sal are mentally
retarded and developmentally disabled individuals.

While the quality of services that the Governinent reimburses is
of utmost importance to us, we cannot ignore/the question of cost.
We are now spending more than 10 percent of our gross national
product on .our acute health care system, our rick care satem..-The
'more these costs rise, the less available are,,x.esource-g for health- ----______

care, preventive health care, and a variety of other services that
address the ongoing needs of all Americans, including the chronical-
ly disabled ° ,.

Reality requires that we establish policy within fa framework of
resources, and that means a policy which results in cost-effective
and cost-efficient health care as well as compassionate health care
delivery.

Primarily because of the last decade's rapid growth of payrrienta-----\
for care and intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded,
medicaid has become a principal source of Federal financial assist-
ance for the mentally retarded and other developmentally disabled
persons.

.

Medicaid expenditures for ICF/MR's have become the program's
fastest growing category, rising from less than $200 million in 1973
to almost $4 billion in 1983. These inckases \ have been drastic,

/ even when viewed against the rapid groWth `in overall nursing,home expenditures.
The expenditures for ICF/MR's have increased at an average

annual rate of approximately 34 'percent each year from 1,976 to
1981, more than flouble the 15-percent increase for all other long-
term care services, and almost triple the annual growth rate for all,
medicaid expenditures. ,

Medicaid reimbursement qs paid to formal providers of care, .

which leads to its so-called institutional bias. Facilities providing
institutional care for mentally-retarded persons currently range in
size from 16 to 2,000 beds, although most ICF/MR facilities are
over 200 beds.
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Today we will examine a proposal that would modify medicaid
reimbursement so as to redirect it to small community-based pro-
viders of care. We realize the strong sentiments that are held on
the issue of the institutionalization.

This hearing provides members of the committee with an oppor-
tunity to hear from a broad range of people with differing views on
the issue. The presentations of these views will help us as we con-
sider this most important legisiative proposal.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today, witnesses
that represent organizations, institutional providers, community
providers, parents, and recipients of care. I hope you, all of you,
will help us think through how we can insure that the Government
pays the best price for the highest quality of appropriate care, and
I thank all of you, and I thank each of you, for coming this after-
noon and takinrthe time to explore the proposal that is before us.

I will turn at this time to my colleague Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would join you in thanking all of those who

have come here today to participate in these hearings. Most nota-
bly, I thank Chris Craddy, who lived for many years in a large in-
stitution in my own home State of Rhode Island and is now living
in a community- bases: home. Chris will share with us her personal
feelings about life in this different sett' .

We will also hear, as you noted, Mr. Ch an, from experts who
are involved in the care of the severely disab d and retarded both
in large institutions and community-based homes.

Also, we will hear from several parents of retarded or disabled
individuals.

Now, some time ago I read something I would like to share with
you today. It was entitled "The Seven Steps to Stagnation": (1)
We've never done it that way; (2) we're not ready for that yet; (3)
we're doing all right without it; (4) we've. tried it once, and it didn't
work out; (5) it costs too much; (6) that's not our responsibility; (7)
it won't work.

This bill gives us the opportunity to take some positive actions
on behalf of those who most need our help These hearings provide
us with a long overdue forum in which we can closely scrutinize
the current system of care and determine how it can be improved
to benefit those who need it most.

ow, this legislation is highly controversial. One has only to take
alook out in the hall as well as in this full room and another full
room upstairs to realize that it evokes tremendous emotion.

It is crucial, it seems to me, as we discuss matters this afternoon,
to realize that we all share a common purpose; we are all, trying to
work tArrd one goal, and that is to provide the best possible care
to our re arded and digabled citizens who are not able to care for
themselves.

Our goal today is to determine how this' purpose can best be ac-
complished, at the same time working within the financial con-
straints that were mentioned earlier,.,

Since I introduced this bill last November I have received ques-
tions about the stability of group homes, the adyisabilitx of the 10
to 15 year shift of FedeT1 funds to community programs from
larger facilities; the eligibility requirements of the patients; the

7 3
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cost; and finally, the question that comes most often, how the
States will be able to develop viable community-based facilities
that provide high quality care.

I hope that we can address all of these questions this' afternoon
to the satisfaction of everyone who has expressed such heartfelt in-
terest and concern.

Now, Mr. Chairman, it is no secret that all of us fear the un-
known. That's why we are here today, to examine this idea of
group homes, which is new and different and unknown to most of
us. We are here to learn from those who will testifyto learn from
their knowledge and their experience.

We should not deny our retarded and disabled citizens the oppor-
tunity to grow and to participate in the community, because of our
own ability to grapple with the unknown. The Congress and our
Nation have always strived to better the current situation; we have.
never been satisfied with the way things are. We want to move
ahead as a Nation. We have done that with a host of different pro-
posals that have come before us, not just in the health sphere but
in all kinds of activities.

And so, as we have tried to strive to improve the situation in the
past, how can we ask any less than to strive to improve the current
situation for the patients of our institutions?

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Senator Pell.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLAIBORNE YELL, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for letting
me be here.

I just wanted to strongly endorse and support the efforts of my
colleague Senator Chafee in this bill. I have been very impressed in
our own State of Rhode Island to see that since I first came to the
Senate in 1960 when we had a population of 1,300 in our home for
the retarded, that is now less than 400. And this has accompanied
savings to the State and accompanied a better style of life and a
better quality of life for the people who are institutionalized.

I would hope that this hearing will shed more light on this diffi
cult subject, and I am glad to be here in support of the idea that
the fewer people in big institutions, the more in smaller and more
affectionate, if you want to use that word, and more close-reaching
surroundings, the better off we are.

Senator DURENHERGER. Thank you.
I know Jim Exon has had a little experience with this area that

goes back to being Governor of Nebraska, and we welcome his
being here today.

Jim, we look forward to your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. JAMES EXON, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEBRASKA

rSenatorEXON. Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee
on Health, I would like to take just a few moments, if I to
present a written statement from a constituent of mine abopt S.

1
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2053, and comment that as a former Governor and before that as a
private citizen I have been actively involved in support of and im-
provement in all programs for mentally retarded citizens. We Ne-
braskans are proud, proud indeed, of our accomplishments and
leadership in this important area.

The statement is from Ms. Patricia Crawford, who is the Govern-
ment Affairs Chair of the Nebraska chapter of the Mentally Re-
tarded Association of America.

The State of Nebraska has been a party to an expensive and
lengthy court battle with which I was involved during my years as
Governor. Many of the issues raised in S. 2053 were encompassed
in that lawsuit. Ms. Crawford has been involved in mental retarda-
tion issues for a number of years and offers some firsthand testimo-
ny about the issues ,and problems raised by this proposal.

The major concern of Ms. Crawford and my own concern about
this bill is that it will deny the freedom of choice to parents and
families of the mentally retarded and the disabled.

Mr. Chairman, the lawsuit that I referred to resulted in a
number of changes in our State's large facility, which has been im-
proved, in the quality of care that has been provided there.

The real issue, it seems to me, should not be the size of the facili-
ty where the mentally retarded and the disabled are served, but
rather the quality of care that they receive.

Some witnesses will likely to tell you today that bigger is not
necessarily better for the retarded and the disabled. I submit that
the reverse is also true, that smaller is not necessarily always
better.

Some mentally retarded and disabled persons would undoubtedly
be best served in smaller community-based facilities, of which we
have a great number in Nebraska; but not all disabled and retard-
ed people are alike. And some may be best served in a larger facili-/ty.

The bottom line is that parents and families of the mentally re-
tarded and disabled should have as many alternatives as possible
and should be able to choose for themselves what type of facilities
they desire for the treatment of their loved ones.

Mr. Chairman, the statement of Ms. Crawford outlines a number
of concerns about the bill being considered and relates Nebraska's
experience in this area.

I would respectfully request that her statement be received and
be made a part of the permanent record of this hearing, and I urge
that we proceed on the basis of caution in this complicated area.

T ank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
nator DURENBERGER. Thank you for your statement, Senator,

and without objection Ms. Crawford's statement will be made part
of the record.

[The prepared statements of Senator Egon and Ms. Crawford
follow]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON

Mr. Chairman, tnembers of the Subcommittee on Health: I would like to take just
a few momenta to present a written statement from a constituent of mine about
S. 2053, and comment that as a former Governor and before that as a citizen, I have
actively supported improvement in all programs for mentally retarded citizens. We
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Nebraskans are proud of our .iccomplishments and leadership in this important
area.

The statement is from Ms. Patricia Crawford, who is the Governmental Affairs
Chair of the Nebraska Chapter of the Mental Retardation Association of America,
Inc. The State of Nebraska has been a party in an expensive and lengthy court
battle with which I was involved during my terms as Governor. Many of the issues

. raised by S. 2053 were encompassed in that lawsuit. Ms. Crawford has been involved
in mental retardation issues for a number of years and offers some firsthand testi-
mony about the issues and problems raised by this proposal.

The major concern of Ms. Crawford, and my own concern about this bill, is that it
will deny the freedom of choice to parents and families of the mentally retarded and
disabled.

Mr. Chairman, the lawsuit that I referred to resulted in a number of changes in
our State's ,large facility, which have improved the quality of the care provided
there. The real issue should not be the size of the facility where the mentally re-
tarded and disabled are served, but the quality of the care they teceive. Some wit-
nesses will likely tell you today that bigger is not necessarily better for the retarded
and disabled.

I submit that the reverse is also truethat smaller is not necessarily always
better. Some mentally retarded and disabled persons would undoubtedly be best
served by living in smaller, community-based facilities. But not all disabled and re-
tarded people are alike, and some may be best served in a larger facility. The
bottom line isthe parents and families of the mentally retarded and disabled
should have as many'alternatives as possible and should be able to choose for them-
selves what type of facility they desire.

Mr. Chairman, the statement from Ms. Crawford outlines a number of concerns
about the bill being considered and relates the Nebraska experience in this area. I
would respectfully request that her statement be received and made a part of the
permanent record of this hearing.
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STATEMENT OV PATRICIA KELLY CRAWFORD

1307 Crustdale Rd.

Lincoln, Nebraska 68510

Presented on behalf of the

Mental Retardation Association of America, Nebraska Chapter

before the SC2nate Pinance Committee

Subcommittee on Health

February 27, 1984

Regarding S. 2053, The Community and Family Living Amendments

Act of 1983
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Has.anyono over come to your church on a bed?

It is a regular occurrence at the Beatrice State Develop-

mental Center, Beatrice, Nebraska, the only Nebraska public insti-

tution dedicated to the care of the mentally retarded. Because.

it is a community built especially for the multiply handidapped,

many ordinary hazards have been eliminated from the design. For

_ instance, there is no deep and in the swimming pool. The 10

ultramodern cottages are barrier-free for those residents in

wheelchairs or who are on mobile carts because of inability to

sit up. The streets have a 15 mile per hour speed limit. Even

the bathtubs are. special; several are deep and cylindrical and

have a hydraulic chair to lower the bather into the swirling

warm water for several minutes--it must feel great to someone who

has spent the day in a wheelchair.

Broad 'green lawns, air-conditioned housing, special trailers

to transport the folks on mobile carts, dances, birthday parties,

Scouts and camping are features of the Beatrice 'campus, plus a

host of experts to train, teach, program, nurse and doctor the

residents of this unique community. The Center is accredited by

the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals'.

A joint effort by the taxpayers of Nebraska plus the federal

Medicaid program has provided the opportunity for the most

severely handicapped Nebraskans to enjoy the "good life."

How much will it cost for the taxpayers to throw away and

replace this community, to break it up and scatter it about, just

because.of an ideathat many experts simply do not buy. And I

N
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can promise you, tho p,tlents of these severely and profoundly

retarded adults don't buy it eiAhert

Eighty percent of the population of public residential faci.-

litios for the mentally retarded is comprised of the severely

and er9foundly retarded; 431% of the residents have other hindi-

capping conditions in addition to mental retardation. The most

common arc blindness, deafness, epilepsy and cerebral palsy. The

most common of all is; mental illness, occurring in 36% of the

residents (R.D. Scheeronbergeri Ph.D., Public Residentiat

Facilities for the Mentally Retarded, 1982). All but a few

mildly or moderately retarded people residing in institutions

have ether types of problems, such as 'blindness, deafness, cerebral

palsy and epilepsy or behavior problems. Do not ignore this fact.

Profoundly retarded individuals generally cannot aspire to

a mental age more than 2 to 21/2 years and even in adulthood will

rarely have any intelligible speech. Total life support is essen-

tial to their survival and up to 40% are either bedfast or semi-

ambulatory. The average age of death is below 40. (Beatrice

Daily Sun; Beatrice, Nebraska, September 27, 1980)

Mental Retardation Association of America, Nebraska Chapter,

is eight years old; 99% of our members are parents and relatives

of retarded adults. Two-thirds of our retarded loved ones live

in congregate residential centers; one-third are in community

programs, Because of the wide ranges of abilities and disabilities

in the retarded population, with IQ's which range fro N.0 -70 points,

our members support a continuum of sorvices. A full range of
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services includes renidential centers for the moat severely

handicapped, well supervised community based group homes,

.supervised living, and independent living for the most able.

AS parents and/or legal guardians, we should be able to choose

the most beneficial program for our children.

Years agc many of our members banded together to start

community programs. Over time, some of these same people came

to realize that the very programs they started did not meet the

needs of their retarded children. All retarded people are not

alikel Some of our members were instrumental in starting their

local Association for Retardod Children, and almost all were

formerly members of that organization. Once the Association

for Retarded Children adopted the goal of closing all institutions

for the mentally retarded,organizations_like the Mental Retarda-

tion Association of America, Nebraska Chapter, began to spring

up all across the country--like mushrooms after a rain--to

advocate 'a full range of services to meet a full range of needs.

Robert IsaacJon, Ph.D., in his book, Meeting the Needs of

the Retarded, says, "The aim of programs for the mentally handi-

capped should be to provide those conditions and Oxcumstances

that are most conducive to their happiness and personal growth. -

Programs of education and vocational training should be supportive

of those goals, rather than ends in themselves."

This is a new approach for many, in a work-oriented society,

but certainly it is a more common sense approaqh for those who

are profoundly or severely retarded.

80
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Most people have nuvor soon a severely retarded person,

which is one of the reasons it is so difficult for the public

to,understand how their needs differ from those of thelmildly

retarded in such goals as employment and independent living, ansl

why a good institution is usually their best environment.

We are talking not just about.parsons who can't talk or

read, but persons who have multi-handicaps. Many,of these persons

may never see, walk, or be able to push their own wheelchair, never

be able to hold a spoon, or comb their hair, or brush their teeth.

They will learn the simplest of skills only after years of effort.

Many aro completely unaware of their surroundings. Staff, trained

in motivation techniques and the value of praise and the soft,

loving touch, can yo no futher than the deficient brain will allow.

Following are personal stories of young adults who need good

institutional care, now made possible at Beatrice State Develop-

mental Center and private institutions in Nebtaska, throug the

aid of Medicaid funds that would be threatened by S. 2053 If

Medicaid funds are phased out, the fine Nebraska instit ions

will drastically decline, in quality or close altogethe/ Medicaid.

pays 57% of telal costs.

81
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JANICE ADAM
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Janice, 35 Years old, is profoundly retarded, epileptic,

and blind, and has 'Ned severe emotional problems.

AL ayes 4 and 5, *mice attended the Child Developmental

Laboratory, a child care center at the University of Nebraska

(a part of their child traiihq program).

This was followed by attending the School for the Blind, then

private tutors at home. Her learning development was negligible

and she was shoNiny emotional probleMs.

Janice then spent several months at the Boston Center for

Emotionally Disturbed Blind Children, testing at the famous

Monninyer,Clinic, and 'the Nebraska Psychiatric Institute. All .

three advised placing Janice in an institution for retarded persons.

lanIce entered the Beatrice State Developmental Center at
/

th0 age of 13 and remains there at35. She lives in a cottage,

sharing a room with one person. Janice's speech and learning

/
e

ability is very, dimited, but she has two interests, swimming and

music. She has her own piano (plays by ear) and EI.ims in the

Center's indoor pool.

Janicp's moEher, now a widow, visits her weekly. She is

comfortable about Janice's individualized programmingVin care
s

and feels the advice to place Janice in a stcpctu living enViron-.

ment was wise. Janice's behavior problems ve modified and she

is able to go (escorted; because of,her blindness) to activities

in the Center's auditorium, park, chapel and restaurant. The

Beatrice State Developmental Center is truly Janice's home

and community.

82
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DAVfD SHAPLAND

Jayidi pow 34, was a normal child until, at 17 months, he

had meningitis and was left mentally reLardea' with seizures.

At the aye of 7 he was committed to the Beatrice State

Developmental Coster, with an average of 20 seizures a day, and

he had to be diapered at all times.

After 22 years at'lleatrice State Developmental Center, his

soizues were under coitrol. 4e had been trained in janitorial

services and had also worked in the laundry and some sheltered

workshop programs.. Ho had no disciplinary problems and got along

well with staff.

The court-ordered deinstitutionalization program moved

David into a community prog'ram, where he lived in a basement

c.ith no fire exit.

In the community program many problems arose. Four years

later nis seizures wore no longer controllable, and his final

' evaluation papers reported he was a constant liroblem, hard to

manage and uncooperative.

David was then admitted to a church-sponsored residential

institutie. At the end of the first year he no longer has

seizures nor behavioral,problems, is happy, and is working in

a rug-making program.

Without the Medicaid proyraM, David, at best, would,be an

unhappy man in a community program; at the worst, he might be

vegetating at home, feel unproductive and completely frustrated.

Tne great fear, expressed by his parents (now retirement

aye), is that Medicaid funds might be cut off by passing S. 2053

and that Uavid might some day become a street person. There is

no other family member to assume his care.

0,,
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KATHY'NOIVMM

Kathy began school in a ,f)ecial program in Kent, Washington.

After her parenits moved to Nebraska, Kathy was admitted to the

beatrice !tato OevelopmentA. Center at the. age of eight. She

was diagnosed as retarded with behavior problems.

Kathy was making good progress throughout her 10 years at -

the institution. However, when she was 18, her parents, bowing

to the de-Institutionalization movement and the court decree, con-

sented to having her enter a community program.
%.

In the community program she regressed, becoming a severe

behavior problem. She was disciplined by being locked in a closet.

At the onl of a year she was moved to an institution for the men-,

tally ill whore she regressed even more. Through the pleas of her
,--,--

paronls(she wa returned after 6 months to the Beatrice Stat
I

Developmental enter.

At the Beat co State Developmental Center'it ook her many

months to get back o the func ioning evel at w ich she loft the

institution. She co inuos t improve, is ap y, and enjoys the'

campus activities. Bar P1Cents and the professionols believe the

structured environment best fits her needs.

For Kathy, Beatrice State Developmental Center is her home,

her community. S.'2053, by closing or causing a reduction in

quality programs, would be a devastating blow to Kathy.

84
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PHMLIV NNHSEN

Phillip, now 37, was diagnosed as trainable, and he attended

a parochial school for s'ecral. years. His father was a prominent

architect and his mother, finding no school facilities in the

city for children such as 4er son, was the chief instigator of

early community programs for the retarded,. These early proyralus

weroirun primarily by the paronts. -Mrs. Enersen has, through the

years, received many high honors and awards for her over 25 years

of actively working for all retarded persons.

Phillip, after attending a training school in St. Louis,Jwent

to the Holy Angels School in Shreveport, Louisiana, until his early

twenties.

He returned home to taker part in new community programs that

had been started for adults to prepare for simple factory work.

The plan was for him to live'at home while he learned these

skills.

Undo,: the stress of the program, Phillip regressed alarming-

ly, resultLny in a nervous breakdown.

After psychiatric care and some trying-times for him, he

was accepted at the Ma4in Luther Home facility, Which receives

Medicaid funding. He has been a resident there for 10.years and

is doing well.

Because of early training, exceptionally good manheA and

good appearance, professionals and his parentg'feel that 11\,1;

abilitids have often been overestimated. Phillip has a friendly

nature and was once preyed upon by unscrupulous persons in a

Laundromat.

Philibp needs, and hbs the right to have, a sheltered

environment! that Ow:v. him health, happiness and protection.
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MATTHEW cRAW1,1080

Matthew is 22 years old and profoundly ietarded. He lived

at home with 2 brothers, 2 sisters; his moth.r anal father until

age 14, when he entered the Beatrice State D.velopmental Center.

He pioneered a nursery school for the mentally retarded 9

V

from aye 3, and as the kids grow older, tho program served more4and

more children and eventually evolved into thenpublix high scAkol

program. Before the public sector took over Y,he school, the parents
.

"bogged add borrowed" tho money to kbop it goihg. There were

bake sales, garage sales, volunteer help, tokeri\ wages for the

teachers,

Matthew got along fine at home during early\childhood. It
\

wasn't until he got to be 12 or 13 that he grew increasingly appre-

hensive and less happy. At the same time, his.brethers and sisters
0

were at home less and there were many errands and activities

which wore disruptive to Matthew's peace of mind. It bedame

apparent that Matthew needed a highly structured environment.

His IQ is not measurable since Matthew does not have the

prerequisite skills to take the test; he is considered to be

profoundly retarded:. He has no speech at all.

Matthew is a cute little man, blond hair, brown eyes,

5'Z" tall. He has a remarkable sense of humor for a severely

handicapped guy; people like him. His behavior is generally

good and he seems to be quite happy. The thIngs most important/

8
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to Matthew are an smu clad schedule, familiar surroundings,

and familiar people. lie likes, rock and loll music and:swimming

He is difficult to motivate because we have not discovered any-

thing else he really enjoys doing. He takes pre-vocational

training which teaches sorting and simple assembly skills, but

he requires continuous prompting.

At the Beatrice State Developmental Center, he is able to

move about familiar areas. of the campus, independently. At

nfte, he has to stay in his own yard. He has no fear of environ-

mental hazards, so requires constant sopervision, especially on

a home visit.

Because ho hat, no speech, his parents believe that he.ts

Safe in an institution which is always open for inspection for

visitors or staff and where he. cannot get lost.

Matthew's Prqress is evaluated yearly by his entire team,

more frequently by dkact staff. The team met February 6 and

determined that Matthew was properly placed and khzuld remain

at Beatrice Stat,e Developmental Center.
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Community LLvIng in 5oldum integrated Living

for Severely Mentally Retarded Persons

"Community" living for the retarded has been touted as

the golden pathway leading to a lifetime of pleasant associations

with normal persons.

Yet, within my own city, Lincoln, Nebraska, many rotaeded

adults have little or no participation in activities with normal

adults.. Here is a description given to me by a Sunday school

teacher of retarded person living together in a group home:

The retarded persons in my,Sunday school class have little
contact with normal persons other tnan staff. Tney live,
oat, play, study and work only with other retarded persons
in the community. They live in group homes, with OTHER
RETARDED PERSONS. They go, during the week, to sheltered
workshops for RETARDED PERSONS only. In the'evenint they
may have special classes, held for RETARDED PERSONS, or
they may attend the special weekly recreational event, FOR
RETARDED PERSONS; occassionally, on dates selected by the
bowling alley operator, thby all go bowling, using only
lanes designated for the retarded group. They sometimes
go to movies or other entertainment, but escorted by staff
or volunteers, as they did at the institution.

Unfortunately, for those less retarded, who are allowed

to go out without supervision, there is the risk of being either

the victim of crime, or of unwittingly committing a crime.

Note this, from a Fall 1983 seminar on "Jail, the,New

Institution for the Mentally Retarded?":

It was estimated that 700 developmentally disabled persons
entered the criminal justice system in Nebraska during 1982.
There are 106 developmentally disabled pertons in prison
in Nebraska.

WO
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Thin statement hrings Lu mind the prophetic statement of a judge

Several years ago, when Beatrice was, by court decree, being

emptied of- the mild and moderately retarded.

if you .keep emptying institutions for the mentally retarded,
you'll find yourselves, %someday, building penal institutions .

instead.

Por many residents of Metric° State Developmental Center,

placement in the comunity would moan restriction to a city block,

instead of a 640 acre campus, whore they had easy access -to the

institution's restaurant, gift shop, beauty shop, gym-auditorium-

theatre combination, hospital, park, phapel, etc.

There has been a great deal of speculation, conversation

and misinformation about t.le comparative costs of serving mentally

retarded pernons at the Beatrice State Developmental Center, as

compared with community-based programs.

In view of this, in 1980, the Nebraska Institutions and

Welfare Departments commissioned Touch Ross & Co. to do a study

(which they believe to be a first study anywhere); which would

give the con/arative costs of caring for people with approxi-

mately the same levels of retardation in the community and in

an institutIon. The costs at Beatrice and.in the community

programs in each of Nebraska's six mental retardation districts.

were oxaminud.

As a result of that study,*, Touche Ross reported that costs

of HIGH NEED clients were higher in the two regions containing

the two metropolitan areas of the state (LincOin and Omaha);

but lower in the other regions, IL is significant to note

*See attachMent
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LAI:a VERY EW 61q1 wnd winorm were being served in those outlying

regions. Neverthelegs, in the two regions serving the high need

individuals, ,.:ost at Beaton 5 (16 counties including city .of Lincoln)

was $21,000; in Retjion 6 (5 counties including city of Omaha),

$211700; and. at the Beatrice institution, $19,600. In the other

ruO.ons costs ranged from $9,700 to $16,800 each year.

What will be the net effect of S. 20537

Nebraska has done an exceptional job in providing community

based programs. The impact on the population remaining in the

institutions is significant--of a population of 461 at Beatrice

State Developmental Cantor: 86% of the resiGents are profoundly

or severely retarded; 175 are non-ambulatory; 65 persons are
.

totally blind; 237 have hearing impairments, 9 being profoundly

deaf; 292 of the 461 have no speech--only 58 have fairly normal

speech skills; 213 are epileptic; 120 receive psychiatric care.

S. 2053 would send those colks'across a State which has large

areas which are designated by the federal government to be primary

medical care shortage areas (see att chment). The western two-thirds

Of the state lacks experts of all t pes, physical therapists,

occupational therapists, speech therapists, etc.

The Joint Commis n on Accreditation of Hospitals accredited

Beatrice State D el pmental Center, if deprived of Medicaid funds,

would not be able to adhgre to criteria for accreditation and

would probably become a warehouse, a custodial_facilitY only.

In Nebraska, with only one million taxpayers, we are saddled

*See attachments
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with a vary high pruporly 14x, salts tax, income tax, tin taxes,

gas taxes, taxes ad intinituml

Can we really afford to discard four residential facilities

tor the mentally retarded? Can Nebraska taxpayers. afford to

build or replace complete lacilities for 905 mentally retarded

persons?

The present Medicaid law encourages and allows the states

to bring their institutions up to modei'n acceptable standards

of care. It also provides the states the opportunity to serve

the severely handicapped in. an integrated setting through use

of the Medicaid waiver. A rocent Supreme Court decision affirmed

the rights of the state to care for the disabled in institutional

settings. Right now,_25 states are using Medicaid funds in

community programs through the Medicaid waiver program.

. What if S. 2053 boyMerangs?

With Medicaid funds phased out of the institutions, the

ptateswill hav6 to assume the total cost. If states, having

increased the mental retardation budgets to make up for the lack

of federal funds to.institutions, cannot afford to build new

n

40(

conununity residences, the net effect on the retarded eople will

not be desirable. The institutions wiLl probably d ,line in

gualitrand movement to community will slow down or stop altogether

because of Limited local funds!

In Nebraska, our group homes all receive title XX monies.

If S.'2053 passes, these will all be "grandfa0ered" into the

title XIX program! Again, remember that a title XIX waiver is

now available for community based programs.

Please kill S. 205i!
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lalMMAPY

Eignty percent of the population of the nationls public

rosIdentai facilities is compriped of severely and profoundly

Mentally retarded people--Ki's ronqinq from b-35. Of these

residents, 43,11 have additional hAdicappinq conditions. The

most common are blindness, ovafness, lack /f any speech, epilepsy,'

cerebral palsy and mental illness. Many of these people may

never walk, talk, hold a spoon, comb their hair, brush their

teeth, bathe or toilet themselves.

Cocamunity placement may offer them the opportunity of inde-

pendence, employment productivity and community integration but

these people are unable to profit from the opportunities.

Institutions in Nebraska are designed to satisfy the various

needs of the multiply handicapped mentally retarded residents.

The Beatrice State Developmental Center.is fully accredited by

the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals. The ac-

commodations are ultramodern, attractive, and air-conditioned. The

severely haddictipped resid4nts are protected from ordinary hazards.

The swimming pool has no deep end, the streets havp a 15 mile

per hour speed limit. The non- ambulatory residents routinely

attend church and Scouts and other activities in wheelchairs or

mobile beds. If S. 2053 is enacted, 57% of the funds will be

removed from this fine facility.' Quality services will be replaced

, by clislodial services only, and/or the place will have to' close

because state and local taxes cannot be stretched any further to

make up the difference.

9')
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Ther in,;ve that community placement

is beneficial to the severely and.profoundly retarded who are

often multiply handicapped.

'there are no dat7Michprove it is cheaper to serve these

severely handicapped at an integrated site.

The present Medicaid law encourages and allows the states

to briny their institutions up Lu modern acceptable standards of

care. it also provides the states the opportunity to serve the

severely handicapped in an integrated'setting through use of

the Medicaid waiver. A recent Supreme Court decision affirmed

the rights of the states to care for the disabled in institutional.

settings. Right now, 25 states are using Medicaid funds in

conmmnity proArams through the Medicaid waiver program.

. With Medicaid. lunds phased out of the institutions, the

states will have to assume the total costs. If states, having

increased the mental retardation budgets to make up for the

lack of federal funds to institutions, cannot afford to build

new cdnununity residences, the not effect on the retarded people

will not bo desirable. The institutions will probably decline o

in quality and movement to community will slow down or stop

altogether because of limited local fundsi

If Medicaid funds are already available for community based

programs are now being used by 25 stateM for community mental

retardation services, then what is the purpose of this bill?

Its sole purpose is to close institutions.

Kill S. 2053.

ti
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The synopeis oi prplousional journal articles following

supports the testimony here presented.

"Normalization Through the Normalization Principle: Right Ends,
Wrong Means"
Author: John M. Throne
Journal Mental Retardation, October 1975, pp. 23-25.

The author's point is that the normalization principle
presents the desired outcome, but the only way to obtain
that outcome involves non-normal or specialized treatment -'
procedures and specialized environments.

"Cost Comparison of Institutional and Community Based Alternatives
for Mentally Retarded Persons"
Author: James C. Intagliatai Barry W. Wilder, Frederick B.Colley.
Mental Retardation, June 1979, pp. 154-156.

The authors compared the-costs of care in institutions and
group homes, family care and natural family. The natural
family was found to beithe cheapest with the group home
the most expensive of the community options, only slightly
less than the institution depending on the severity of
disability. Professional treatment such as physical therapy
was significantly more expensive in the community versus the
institution.

"Cost Benefit Analysis and Mental Retardation Center Funding"
Author: Jack Bernard
Mental Retardation, June 1979, op. 156-157.

The author discusses in a general manner the very favorable pay-
off to society as a wnoie for investing in mental retardation
programs.

"New Long-Stay Patients in a Hospital for Mental Handicap"
Author: Douglas,A. Spencer
British Journal of Psychiatry, 1976, Vol. 128, pp. 467-470.

The author describes the reasons handicapped individuals
are admitted to long-term care facilities (e.g., behavior
problems, physical infirmity and helplessnesS) and why
long-term care facilities are the only reasonable option
for their care.

"Assessments of Residential Enviropments for Mentally, ,Retarded
Adults in Britain"
Author: Mary Dalgleish
Mental Retardation, Vol. 21, No. 5, pp. 204-208.

The author compared the services to mentally retarded indi-
,viduals from large older institutions to newer smaller hostels.
The comparisons revealed that the older institutions cated
for the most impaired (physically and behaviorally) and were
less homelike than the new hostels. Comparisons of cost
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and size multi not Ii mado in any meaningful way because
of the differences in client type served. The author
concludes that the quality of care is dependent on more
than just the physical surroundings.

"Deinst_tutionalizcition:' Too Wide a Swath"
Author: John M. 'throne
.lental Retardation Journal, March 1979.

The author discusses the fallacies of the deinstitutionalizatien'
imovement pointing out that families are institutions also

and that research does not indicate that group homer are better'
or worse than large institutions. Be points to the.relevance
of operant procedures in management, administration and
training as the most productive path t pursue.

"A 51-State survey of the Current Status of Residential
Treatment Programs for Mentally Retarded Off nders"
Author: George C. Denkowski, Kathryn M. Denk wski, and Jerome Mabi
Mental Retardation, Vol. 21, No. 5, pp. 197-'03.

The authors investigated, via a survey, the services for
mentally retarded criminal offenders. hey found a few
(185 beds available in community setti gs across the
country, but they served clients with mi or low frequency
aggressive behaviors. The more difficul mentally retarded
offenders are served in institutions (73 ). By 1983, the
authors estimate that there will be 1 ' eds available
whereas aa many as 15:000 beds are need

"Living in the Community"
Author: Sharon Landesman-Dwyer
American Journal ofpMontal Deficiency, 1981, V 1.86, No. 3, pp.223-334.

The author provides a very objective and rticulate evaluation
of servilie options for mentally retarded. She reviewed the
literature on the pros and cons of institu ional and community
livinv. Finally, she provides four succin t and thoughtful
suggestions for future deveropment and evaluation of mental
retardation services.

"Relationship of Size to Resident and StaU Behayior in SmA11,
Community Residences"
Author: Sharon Landesman-Dwyer, Gene P. Sackett, Je4 Stein
Kleinman
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1980, Vo. 5, Np. 1, pp. 6-17.

The authors examined the commorily accepted b lief that smaller
(i.e., less people/fewer people) were better than more
congregate living environments. This was not found to be
the case. In the larger facilities there was more social.
behavior between the residents and reciprocallfriendships
than in the small facilities. Resident bdhaV;r1r on the whole
was more related to variables such as social nteraction patterns.

"ndividual Community Placement of Deinstitutionali ed Mentally
R,tarded Adults: Some Personal Concerns"
Author: Maililyn Aninger, Bruce Growick, and Kaye Be6sky
Mental Retardation, 1979.

As the title suggests this was basically a foil w-up evaluation
of the effects of community placement.
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Senator Dula: NH situER. I would just note for the record that, atyour request, I cared Ms. Crawford and visited with her on thetelephone last. Friday, and I trust that we can accommodate the
views of as many peoble outside this room and outside the financial
ability of making the trip to Washington as part of this record,

So thank you very much for being her'e.
Senator Pm., Thank 'you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Our first two witnesses are a panel con-

sisting of David Braddock, who is director of the Evaluation and
Public Policy Division of the National MR/DD Expenditure Analy-sis project at the Institute for the StUdy of Developmental Disabil-ities in Chicago, Ill., and Karen Green-McGowan, who is a regis-tered nurse and a consultant from Peacht.yee City4Ga.

Is Karen here?
[No response..)
Senator DURENBERGER. She must be caught in the traffic outside

the hall.
Well, Mr. Braddock, why don't you proceed with your testimony.

We appreciate, very much your being 'here. Your full statement will
be made part of the record of this hearing.

STATEMENT OF DAVID BRADDOCK, PH. D DIRECTOR, EVALUA-
TION AND PUBLIC POLICY DIVISION, INSTITUTE FOR THE
STUDY. OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES. UNIVERSITY OF
ILLIN[OIS ArCHICAGO, CHICAGO, ILL.
Dr. BRADDOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you and the other

members of the committee today. I too share Senator Exon's con-
cerns that whatever is to coi-ne out of the introduction of S. 2053, a
cautious balanced approach is the best step.

I also feel that I can best contribute to the deliberations on thisimportant bill by primarily sharing with you information that wehave recently collected and partially analyzed in relation to an ex-
penditure analysis project that has looked at comparative commu-nity versus institutional expenditures in the United States over thelast, 8 yearS.

I bcli4e that the fiscal record demonstrates that a major fiscal
incentive to spur the development of community services in theUnited States is appropriate, and if but one single thing comes out
of the introduction of .S. 2053 I believe that it should be, and I be-lieve that the fiscal record demonstrates that i should be, a major
national fiscal incentive to spur the development of those commu-
nity services.

In brief, let me highlight a few of the most interesting findings of
the research we recently completed in part.

This is a line chart depicting the-growth of Federal MR/DD ex-penditures in the aggregate as compared to the total Federal
budget, both nondefense and defense components.. It is contained in
the written testimony that I handed out, if' you don't have a goodview of this chart.

In brief, since fiscal year 19'0, MR/DD expenditures in the ag-gregate in s he United States as a percentage of the total Federal,
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budget have not grown, and for fiscal year 1984, for the firsttime
Voice. Excuse me, Mr. Chair Man. Could the witness please iden-

tify the page number'?
Senator DURENBERGER, Page 8.
Dr. BRAnaocK. The percentage of the total Federal budget occup-

pied by MR /DD programs in the aggregate is approximately three-
tenths of 1 percent of the total budget. And as I indicated; in 1984,
for the first time in many years, we see an actual decline in that
figure.

The second point I would like to make is with respect specifically
to the ICF/MR program. Over the last 8 years approximately $12.9
billion in Federal-share ICF/MR expenditures has been issued
under reimbursements for this program by the Federal_Govern-
ment in both institutional and community settings. Eighty-two per-
cent of these moneys have flowed into State treasuries which were
reimbursements: for services in public institutions for the mentally
retarded. Eighteen percent of this $12.9 billion were reimburse-
ments to community programs and services of all varieties, shapes,
sizes, and, of those, three quarters of those community programs
were private ICF/MR operations.

Moving along qUickly, the comparative relation between institu-
tional and community programs is rather starkly in favor of the
institutional support-received by the ICF/MR program in State in-
stitutions,

In 1977 the figure was about $45 million, versus nearly $700 mil-
lion in institutions; in 1984 the figure is approximately $600 mil-
lion for community programs, and over $1.8 billion in institutions.

Senator DURENBERGER. You are going to have to move very
quickly.

Dr. BRADDOCK, All right.
Let me, then, sum up with a couple of points:
Over the last 8 years the Federal Government, through the ICF/

MR program and the State governments through general fund and
special fund expenditures and through title XX have spent more
than twice as much in public institutions in the United States than
in community services.

If State service system configurations, which display quite domi-
nant institution-oriented characteristics, are to be shifted in a sig-
nificant way, a major kind of a fiscal incentive needs to be adopted
at the Federal level to encourage them to do so, if this is to happen
within the next 10 to 15 years at a rate which I believe many and
perhaps most professionals and parents would agree is an appropri-
ate speed.

In closing I would like to say that I support this bill in principal.
in terms of the fiscal incentive. 1 believe the fiscal incentive pro-
posed is too brief' and believe it should be for perhaps 7 years with
one renewable 5-year term thereafter.

I would also like to endorse the deeming of ACMRDD and other
national accreditation standards. And in conclusion I would like to
raise a bit on the negative side a concern about its litigiousness
and the fact that it requires quite excessively redundant audits of
State performance. Thank you.

1Dr. Braddock's prepared statement 'ollows:1
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STATEMENT OF DAVID BRADDOCK, Ph. D. ON 5.2053
TUE COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS OF 1983

I am David Braddock, Director of the Evaluation and Public Policy Division
at the University of Illinois at Chicago's Institute for the Study of Develop.'.
mental Disabilities. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee
for the opportunity to appear before you today on 5.2053.

The importance of my own personal view on S.2053, however, pales by com-
parison with the many organized incerests, parents; and professionals who will
be appearing before you later today. I will therefore limit the scope of my
comments to providing a brief fiscal description of historical and contemporary
trends in Federal and state MR/DD expenditures, with an emphasis on the ICF/MR.
program. I will also try to separate fiscal facts from editorial opinion and
clearly label the later as such.

This testimony has three parts. First, a few preliminary results of a

nationwide analysis of Federal -State MR/DD expenditures are summarized. In Part
Two, Charts illustrating some of the major points in Part One are presented.

.

Refer to these as you go through Part One. Part Three, "Suggested Client
Relocation and Facility Phasedown/Closure Guidelines" is the product of an
Institute effort jointly funded by the State of Illinois' DMHDD and the Federal
Government's Administration on DD and Administration on Aging,

THE MR/DD EXPENDITURE ANALYSIS PROJECT

The "Expenditure Analysis Project" is an analysis of MR/DD funding in the
50 states and by. the Federal Government. In collaboration with the Council. of
State Governments, and supported in part by a 24-month Project Grant of National
Significance from the Administration on Developmental Disabilities, the Project
is analyzing the record of MR/DD expenditures in the state executive budgets of
each of the 50 states for the last eight years (FY 1977 - '84). Federal Gov-
ernment MR/DD spending for 79 programs is being analy2ed over a fifty-year
pe..:.iod (FY 1935 - '84),

The prime purpose of the project is to develop and test a methodology for
accomplishing annual or biennial updates of MR/DD spending trends in the states
and nAtionally. Other purposes are 1) ascertaining comparative net state
general fund expenditures for community services compared to institutional
services funding in the 50 states; 2) projecting if or when fiscal parity has or
will be achieved in each state between community and institutional services
expenditures; 3) correlating growth in MR/DD state expenditurA with the pres-
ence or absence of litigation, state deinstitutionalization patterns and indices
of state fiscal capacity.
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Analytic Procedure
The 50-State Study

he procedure being used to obtain MR/DD state expenditure data has three

steps. First, we obtained enough published state executive budgets to address

the ,period of intended analysis: FY L977 - 1984. (Moat budget documents ob-

tained reported expenditure figures for the preceeding one or two fiscal years.)

Chen, each budget document was inspected for relevant MR /DD content. The rele-

ant MR/DD sections of the budget were duplicated and filed on a state-by-state

baaii.

The second nee involved constructing a "general state MR/DD ledger" for

each state using'the same terminology employed by the state in the presentation

of its executive budget.
Again, the jedger.covered the FY 1977 - 84 time pe-

riod. To make analysis manageable, initial attention was focused on

recapitulating a summary of the principal state agency(ies) operating expend-

itures for MR/DD state institutions and. community programs. This refers to the

functional state agency equivalents of the MR/DD division of (usually) the

Department of Mental.Health and Mental Retardation. Title XX and 1GF/MR reim-

bursement data were also obtained. Special Education and SSI/SSDI funds are

excluded from this analysis at this time.

The third step, now nearing completion, consists of implementinea compara-

tive expenditucp analysis to ascertain which operating funds have been deployed

in the states between FY 1977 to FY 1984 for the provision of MOD community

services; and which funds have been deployed to fund the operation of state.

MR/DD institutions: The published state budgets, of course, imperfectly break-

out community and institutional MR/DD expenditure figures. Therefore, the

project staff have had extensive contacts
with state fiscal and program person-

nel to obtain and verify expenditure data. This bas required mail and telephone

surveys of the medical assistance and social services hureaucraciea, in addition

to the state mental health/DD agencies.

Procedure: The 50-Year Analysis

of Federal MR/DD Expenditures

A second major component of the project is an extension and expansion of my

1955-73 study of MR'DD expenditutes by the Federal Government. Data, whictg are

primarily based on agency administrative records, have been obtained from a

survey of approximately 75 agency contacts throughout the federal bureaucracy.

Cost analysis techniques have been applied to 79 key prograps with significant

research, training, service, income maintenance, and construction missions in

MR/DD. A 4,000-cell federal-level spreadsheet has been developed_depicting

MRJDO expenditures beginning with the Works Proeress AdministratieTh- (WPA) in-

stitutional construction program in 1935 and coming forward up. to appropriations

data for the enacted FY 1984 budget.

II
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As with the state-by-state fiscal analysis, the data have been entered into
a computer and-OfLated into constant dollars. Data are classified according to
the five-categort classification system (research, training, services, income
maintenance and construction). The data are also organized on a program-by-

yprogram and agency-by-agency-basis. The result yields a comprehensive picture
'ot federal MR/DD expenditures. This analysis includes a complete fiscal history
of the ICF/KR.program and of other major and minor funding sources in /*ODD for
which the Federal Government has been and is now responsible.

SUMMARY OF
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

I. DIMINISHED RELATIVE GROWTH OF FEDERAL MR/DD FUNDS
(see Chart 0

. I

The relative share of Federal MR/DD expenditures as a percentage of the
total federal budget has not grown since FY 1981 and, for the first time in many
years diminished slightly in FY 1984.

2. INSTITUTIONS AND ICF/MR FUNDING

[Eighty thousand MR/DD individuals live in 95 state institutions with
between 500 and 2;000 residents. -8ruininks, 1982]

`10

2.1 Eight-Year ICF/MR Institutional and Community Funding Trends
Most ICF/MR Funds Support Institutions

(see Chart 2.1)

During the FY 1977 - '84 period, $12.9 billion in Federal ICF/MR reimburse-
ments.were paid-out. Eighty-two percent of these monies were deployed in sup-
port of state institutions; only 18 percent of the sum was reimbursement for
community services. About three-fourths of the "community" funds were reimbur-
sements of private ICF/MR providers; one-fourth,of the community. funds went eor
state-operated community-based ICF/MR operations.
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2.2 Rapid Growth of 1CF4.1R institutional Funding

/T.
(se. Chart 2.2)

In the 13-year period of the ICF/MR program's operation (FY 1972 - '84),

contributions of Federal ICFIMA reimbursements to the 50 state treasuries grew

explosively. In 1974 ICF/MR reimbursements rewsented seven percent of total

state'-federal expenditures for MR/DD institutional services. By ,19/9, the

Federal ICF/MR figure exceeded 30 percent and was headed higher. FY 1983 and FY

1984 ICF/MR reimbursements climbed to 43 percent of total state-federal in-

stitutional services funds. In little more than a decade, the Federal Gov-

ernment had assumed nearly one-half of the costs of operating the Nation's

public MR/DD institutions.

2.3 State Funding for Institutions Declines
in Constant 1977 Dollars

(see Chart 2.3)

State government funding of MR/DD institutions from own- source revenues has

declined since 1977, while Federal ICF/MR funds have grown markedly. Since

Institutions are experiencing a declining census, however, resident per diem

costs have increased from $35.76 in FY 1976; to $86.22 in FY 1982 (Scheerenber-

ger, 1976, 1982).

2.4 Facility Closures: A New Trend

The convergence of normalization tenets, lawsuits, tightly constricted state

budgets, and a declining institutional census has led a number of states to

close MR/DD institutions. Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Pennsylvania and

California, have completed closures of one or more institutions since 1980.

Additional closures are in-progress in Florida, Maryland, Illinoisl Pennsylvania

and other states. Several terminated MR /DD institutions have been converted to

prisons.

3. COMMUNITY SERVICES AND 7CF/KR FUNDING

3.1 Community Funding is Growing

iederal-share community services 1CF/MR funds expended in FY 1977 amounted

to million. FY 1984 reimbursements for community ICF,MR's are projected

by toe states,to be $640 million.
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S.2 The Home and Community Care Waiver

p

Federal-share Community ICF/HR reimbursements as a percentage of total
state-federal expenditures for community services more than doubled from b.3
percent to 14.7 percent between FY 1977 "80. With some assistance from the .

Home and Community-Based Care Waiver Program, community reimbursements were
projected to be 21% of total Federal ICF/MR reimbursements in FY 1984.

3.3 The Predominance of State Funding
of Community Services

(see Chart.3.3)
. .

Excluding Federal SSI/SSDI entitlements, the states have themselves financed
the vast majority of the Federal-state initiatives in community services
development since FY 1977. The increasing federal reimbursements for in-
stitutional services has, arguaPly, freed-up state monies for community,develop-
ment.. Federal-share Title XX (Social Services Block Grant) Funds have, however,
declined since FY 1981 in unadjusted dollars and hover around the $200 million
mark. Expressed in constant 1977 dollars, Title XX (SSBG) Funds have declined
steadily since FY 1977.

'CONCLUDING REMARKS

Over the last eight years, Federal and State governments combined spent
more than twice as much money in the Institutions than in the Community. In FY
1977, $3.48 was budgeted for combined state-federal institutional expenditures
for every dollar spent on community services in the United States*. This 3.48/1
ratio has been more than halved by FY 1984 to 1.47/1. Many states are un-
deniably pursuing major priorities in community services development today.
However, he cumulative impact of many years, in fact, decades, of radically
unequal ratios between institutional and community spending poses formidable
fiscal obstacles in most states. Only Nebraska, Minnesota and Colorado achieved
spending parity between the institutional and community service sectors over the
eight-year period between FY 1977 - '84. By 1984, parity in

Institutional/Community expenditures had been achieved by only seven more
states: Florida; Rhode Island; Montana; New Hampshire; Vermont; Ohio; and
Michigan, whose state general funds for community services grey from $14 million
to $135 million between FY 1977 - d4, even in the midst of near-depression
economic conditions.

*The ratio is predicated on the following: state general and special funds;
LCF,MR reimbursements; Title XX-SBG; and various tederal programs such as
Developmental Di:nbilities, CHAMPUS, Medicare reimbursements, P.L. 89-313, etc.

.I. p FT
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S.2053, Funding Parity, and Responsible Deinstitutionalization

In my personal. views 5.2053 will make a major contribution to the well-being
of HR,'DD people and their families ii it accomplishes one thing: the adoption
of a substantial fiscal incentive for stares to enhance community services. It

may take at least another decade, or more, to achieve fiscal, parity between
Institutional and Community Services on A national busts if no such ICF/MR

incentive favoring community development is adopted. Fiscal parity I believe is
a good intermediate, but not Long-term goal for th'e nation as whole. The tem-
porary five-year period for a 5 percent increase in the ICF/MR match for com-

munity placements and care, as proposed in 5.2053, is definitely a step in the
right direction. But it is of insufficient duration to insure the kind of

smooth transition that the present fiscal imbalances of the highly in-

stitutionalized service system configurations of moat states require, I would
prefer a seven-year provision renewable once by the Secretary of the DHHS, or by
Congressional action, for an additional five year term. I am assuming a perma-
nent incentive would be politically untenable at this time. I hope I am wrong.

S.2053 would entail the relocation of thousands of KR/DD persons and the
phasedown of institutions. The inclusion of suggested "relocation and facility
phasedown guidelines" as a preamble or, through administrative regulation is
important. Such guidelines need to be particularly sensitive to the interests

and needs of MR/DD individuals, their relatives and also of affected employees.
Such guidelines would improve the appeal of, this legislation to the groups who

would be most affected by it. We have recently drafted a set of facility
phasedown-relocation guidelines in connection with an Evaluation Division

project at the Institute studying the closure or phasedown of DD institutions.
I have attached a copy of these preliminary guidelines for your review. It

appears as Part III of this testimony. A number of states now have extensive
experience with facility phasedowns/ closures. Knowledgeable professionals from
these states should be consulted by the Subcommittee.

I would also like to endorse the "deeming" of ACMRDD and other profes-

sionally recognized nationwide accreditation systems. This would promote effi-

ciency and raise program Standards.

On the negative side, the Bill strikes me as litigious and requires exces-

sively redundant audits of state performance. It would thus not contribute to
the recent intelligent' Federal trend toward reducing government paperwork.

Finally, I unequivocally support a major intermediate-term or long-term

fiscal incentive to spur the development of community services in the United

States. I believeithe fiscal record demonstrates a need for this kind of

thrust. Around this single concept a consensus can and must be forged, bringing

together parents, unions, associations, professionals and lawmakers, who,

through responsible deinstitutionalization policien, seek simple justice and

more appropriate services for people with developmental disabilities.

7 j
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PART III

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR FACILITY
CLOSURES AND PKASEDOWNS*

CONTENTS

1. General Management Guidelines

Z Personnel Guidelines

3. Client. Guidelines
"Minimizing Transfer Trauma"

4. Parents/Families/Guardians Guidelines

*From De Braddock, T. Heller and E. Zashin. The Closure of the

Dixon (Illinois) Developmental Center: A Study of the Implementation and

Consequences of a Public Policy. Chicago: Evaluation and Public Policy

Division, Institute for the Study of DevelopMentalJDisabilities, University
of Illinois at Chicago, 1640 West Roosevelt Road, 60608; March, 1984. tvs

Supported in part by grants from the Illinois DMHDD, the HDS Administration
on Developmental Disabilities and the Administration on Aging.
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1. GENERAL MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

1.1 Short-Term Economies May Be Difficult To_chieve

Prepare the Legislature, the Governor's Office, the Bureau of the

Budget and other overnight groups not necessarily to expect imme-'

diate economies from closures during the terminating fiscal year.

Our review of the'public administration literature uncovered several

references to facility closure costing more to implement during the
terminating fiscal year than to continue present operations. A

basic reason for this is the required redundant staff costs at both
the sending and receiving facilities for a period of time. This

axiom is true not only for closing mental institutions and juvenile
facilities but also for abolishing government agencies and closing

military installations as well.

1.2 Adopt a Budgetary_ InterchangiTechnique

Consider the adoption of a "budgetary interchange" technique to

promote efficient facility phaaedowns and supported community

placements.

This budgeting technique allows the executive agency implementing
closures/phasedowns to transfer funds appropriated for institutional
operations in the phasing-down facility directly to community eery-

ices operations. Funds follow the client from the terminating

institution to the, placement setting, thus facilitating an :orderly

transition process. Budgetary :knterchange is presently facilitating

extensive client relocation from the Pennhurst State School, a

Pennsylvania facility scheduled for closure. The approval of the

legislative appropriations committee is required. Such approval,

minimizes the number of times the executive is required to return to
the legislature for supplemental funding. Yet it need not diminish

the agency's responsibility to report to and keep the legislature

informed ,wip regard to agency progress on phasedowns.

1.3 Use a Pro-Active Participator Management Strategy

the Task Force Coordinator implementing closure/phasedown should

adopt a pro-active stance vis-a-vis presenting the case for closure

to concerned interests.

The strategy used by the Dixon Closure Coordinator involved initiat-
ing meetings with literally dozens of opinion-makers such as com-

munity organizations, newspaper editorial boards and television

journalists, in addition to parents individually and in groups.

This active attitude-shaping orientation helped to positively

re-shape the climate surrounding the closure implementation.

rpmr7 9,."7:7m
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1.4 Appoint An Ombudsman/Deputy At The Terminating Facilim

Task Force Coordinator should appoint a deputy or ombudsman to act

as his representative at the phasedown facility.

This individual would oversee receiving facility representatives,

the screening team, and receiving facility staff when they visit the

sending facility. S/he would also coordinate transfer schedules

with the receiving facilities and would have authority to delay

temporarily scheduled transfers. The purpose of this role would be

to centralize phasedown authority on-site and to insulate the send-

ing facility superintendent from controversy surrounding the

phasedown. The latter would not be put in a position of having to

choose sides between facility staff and the Department on phasedown

issues. Staff complaints at the sending facility would be taken to

the deputy.

1.5 Request Cover-us To Appoint Inter-Agency "Expediters"

The Governor should facilitate 'administrative efficiency by direct-

ing all state agencies involved in the phasedown to appoint an

"expediter" with special authority.

The expediter from the Department of Personnel would handle trans-

fers of sending facility staff'moving to other facilities, assist

with union negotiations when these were necessary, and trouble-shoot

on personnel-related problems. The expediter from the IDPR would

schedule surveys and negotiate modifications of standards (waivers)

when the taskforce sought them, Both of the expediters would have

authority delegated to them by the head of their departments to

speed ,various kinds of approvals and paper-processing. The Capital

Development Board might also appoint a similar expediter, if capital

expenditures are incorporated into the phasedown plan.

1.6 Minimize Bumping

"Bumping" should be disallowed or at least minimized in the

phasedown facility during the closure process.

:CI 270 0

Bumping destroys program continuity in the phasedown facility at

precisely the moment residents need it most: during the later

stages of a phasedown when "staff and program continuity break-down.

This can have deleterious effects on clients who have developed

dependent relationships with staff over a number of years.

,!,,71,1101,t11
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1.1 Transfer Staff With Clients

If the phasedosin involves numerous transfers to other state-operated
institutions, also transfer a few key staff with the clients.

The suggested, guideline would be at least one key staff for each
unit receiving 5 or more residents. "Key staff" refers to unit

directors, shift managers, technicians, etc. In the case of the DDC

closure the transfer of the (former) Dixon Assistant Superintendelt.
to a receiving facility executive position exemplifies this practice
at higher management levels,

1.8 kvaluate The Closure/Phseedown

Evaluation efforts should be initiated as soon as closure/phssedown

is announced so that DMBDD Management can draw on independent per-,
pective during the closure proCess and. reassure families and

advocates that if 'clients begin deteriorating after a move, tepa
will be taken by DMHDD based on the evaluation to correct

deficiencies.

1.8.1 Evaluate Community Support Services.

If clients are relocated to community settings, a survey of
the community support services in the receiving environment

should be completed, prior to, during and after client
relocation.

The purvey would assess the degree to which the !MUDD has

been successful in stimulating the development of community
services to support the new clients. It would also lay thk .

foundation for the Department to justifiably seek additional
revenues from Springfield to (a) augment'services where they
were needed and (b) develop a community services program
development plan for the catchment area.

1.8.2 induct ACMADD Surveys for System-Wide Facility Com:411499!

When terminating DD institutions, consider requiring that

they be surveyed' by the ACHEDD prior to the closure decision
or the closure announcement, if possible,

The performance of the terminating facility can then be

compared to other DMHDD DD facilities in terms of program-
matic deficiencies. The decision to close or phamedown can
be justified if the ACHRDD deficiencies are extensive when

compared to the median performance of all other Illinois

state- operated DD facilities.

114
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2. PERSONNEL GUIDELINES

2.1 Terminate One Unit At A Time/Minimize Internal Transfers

Close down one unit /wing/cottage at a time when possible and deter-

mine the unit/cottage closure schedule ahead of time, not during

implementation, which is disruptive.

Closing down one section at a time would result in increased ad-

ministrative efficiency and coot-savings. It also reduces the

occurrence of internal transfers at the closing facility and keeps

groups of clients and staff intact.

Prior scheduling of closu es also enables better planning on the

part of administrators and employees at the sending and receiving

facilities.

2.2 Establish Employee \ Counseling Service

Establish an employe counseling and job placement service at the

phasedown/closing f cility as soon as a major phAcedown or a full

closure is announced nd becomes evident to the stfff.

This service would

workshop training, j

and retirement planni
School and Hospital

for establishing tb

consulted about devel

nclude direct person-to person counaelink,

b relocation/transfer planning, resume writing
g. The final report of the Pennhurst State

ployee Counseling Service provides a blueprint

s service in Illinois. The IIDD should be

ping this service.

2.3 Coaduet Early And Continuing Briefings For Staff_

Have a representative Jan "expediter" -.see guideline P 1.5 of the

Illinois Department of Personnel) present comprehensive briefings to
'facility staff when closure or phasedown is announced.

The subject of this briefing will be to announce the initiation of

the employee counseling service and to fully discuss employee

rights, benefits and realistic expectations concerning layoffs,

employee transfeia and retirement. Identify the DOP expediter to

the staff for further contact regarding specific questions. The DOP

expediter would occasionally keep "office-hours" at the Employee

Counseling Service Office.

1 1 5
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2.4 Distribut Information Packets on Receiving Facility Environments

Through the Counseling Service, distribute information packets to
staff describing other state and community facilities and their

environs as soon after phasedown is announced as possible.

If possible, prepare a slide-tape or other A-V presentations on this

topic for dual use--by families/. guardians as well ad employees.

The IIDD should be consulted ahout preparing these materials for the
Department.

2.5 Adopt As Many Staff Incentives As Feasible

Consider studying in detail one or more of the following incentives

to staff in terminating facilities:

2.5.1 Early Retirement

Early Retirement inducements, as has been the practice in
other states phasing down facil4ties, such as Nev York.

2.5.2 Staff Retraining

Staff retraining programs for community -hawed services

employment.

2.5.3 Extended Health Coverage

Temporarily extended Health Insurance Benefits for laid-off
workers and their families throughout the first year, if -the
workers remain unemployed.

2.5.4. PrioritY Hiring Polis_y_at Receiving Facilities

Implementation of a, priority-hiring policy in the receiving.
facilities for laid-off staff of the phasedowm facility,
however, giving the receiving facility latitude to judge an

employee's performance record with the Department.

2.6 Develop/Distribute Weekly Newslettes

Develop a weqkly newsletter and distrihute it to staff at the ter-
minating and receiving facilities.

This suggestion draws on the experience of the Massachusetts DME in

the closure of the Grafton State Hospital in 1973. A newsletter is
a useful device to dispel rumors and improve communication between

the closure oversight group and the staffs affected by the

termination. Rumors abound during closures; this breeds anxiety in

the staff, which Is easily transmitted to clients/patients. The
newsletter would include relocation timetables, administrative
policies (including changes in policy), and information about em-
ployee transfers, receiving facilities, joh search, relocation of

employees and their families, and places to obtain counseling.

Pp
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3. CLIENT GUIDELINES

3.1 Minimize Client Transfer Trauma fly Implementicgan
"Anticipatory Coping_Itrategv."

3.1.1 Close down cottages/units one .at a time;

3.1.2 Keep client groups/friendships as intact as possible;

3.1.3 Minimize internel,transfer of client and staff in
the terminating and receiving facilities;

3.1.4 Conduct preparatory pkograms for clients, including site

visits to the new residential setting, as desired by the

clients, and in accord with their level.of functioning;

3.1.5 Gradually introduce higher levels of programming
at the receiving facilities upon client relocation;

3.1.6 When feasible, involve clients personally. in the habilitation

process and the four-level review,

3.1.7 Involve sending facility staff, who are most
familar with the clients, in the actual move to the receiving

facility.

3.2 Adopt a Four -Level Client_AssttEEMIglacement System (Modified)

The Closure Study Staff recommends keeping the Four-Level Review

Process for future closures but revising it to make it considerably

more efficient. The process was time-consuming and should be con-

densed and simplified. Greeter emphasis should be placed on

economizing receiving facility staff -time away frow,their day - Co-day

'responsibilities. There appeared to be unnecessary staff redundan-

cies built into the Level II stage. A'brief summary of the Bug
geated process is presented below.

3.2.1 Initial Planning/Screening.

Level I: The receiving facility representatives screen all

clients subject to transfer and classiffthem according

to special needs, e.g., behavior problems, medically

fragile, special programs, etc.. (We expect the majority

of clients not to fall into a special need category) A

staff team from the sending facility should assik the

receiving facility representatives in this process.

The Phasedowm Task Force works with receiving facility

superintendents (or their delegates) to determine

rr:TMt.TIE
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approximate numbers and types of clients 16 b

transferred to each receiving facility; they ale

establish approximate timi-frames for the entire

phasedovu process.

3.2.2 C i n Ob ent/Perent No_tification

Level II: Working as i team, receiving facility representatives
,assign specific clients to each receiving facility.

Representatives then observe each client going to his/her
facility and, prepare a data package, including the

habilitation plan, which is sent to the receiving

facility. This step takes place at the sending facility.

After this tentative facility assignment,

Parent/Guardians are notified of recommended placement.

3.2.3 Unit_Assignments/RP-SF CominItAtion/Speciil Needs Steps

Level III: Staff at oath receiving facility review the packages
and make tentative assignments to units. Each receiving

facility geode a team with at least one representative

from each unit receiving clients and specialists (as

epecial needs of clients dictate, e.g., audiologist,

psychologist, etc.) to the sending facility to meet

clients and discuss their individual needs with sending

facility staff. For special needs client., the team

holds a meeting with sending facility stiff serving the
client to discuss special issues. There is "no sign-off

by sending facility staff.

Back at the receiving facility, staff from each unit

discuss each client they will be receiving with members
of the team that went to the sending unit.

Parent/Guardian may be invited to attend.

3.2.4 Appeal

Level LV: An appeal process is a necessary "relief mechanism"
for closure/phasedovn. There is no reason to assume that

the appeal system used for the DDC closure is not ap-

propriate for future phasedowns. This process is an

appeal of the "last resort" and will be used rarely if

the implementation of the first three Levels proceeds

smoothly. Only one DDC client vas reviewed at'Level IV.

u rtnElLvi
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4. PARENTS, FAMILIES, GUARDIANS GUIDELINES

4.1 C4nftiC$CiOnli0 Phasedmwn Facility's Parent's Association

As soon as closure or phasedown is announced the Task Force Coor-
dinator or another Agency executive requests permission to address

the phasedown facility's Parent's Association.

Meetings) should be held to explain the phasedown process and to

solicit parents' assistance in integrating P/F/Gs from the sending

facility and in dealing with problem. that might emerge during the

transfer process. It is wise to acknowledge upfront to parents at

both sending and 'receiving facilities that the transfers may tem-

porarily create some strains at the receiving facilities. The

Department's willingness to work out solutions should be conveyed to

parents. The importance of receiving facility parents in helping

provide a more receptive environment for the transferred residents

and their P/FIG's should be emphasized.

4.2 Involve Pexents Who Have Been Throuth_The-Process

Parents involved in the successful DDC phasedown should be invited

to the initial phasedown discuasions at the phasedown facility with

DI representatives.
The purpose here is to help reduce P/F/G anxieties and build support

for the positive opportunities that well-planned sensitive reloca-

tion can bring to their relative. Having gone through the experi-

ence, DDC's! P/F/Gs are knowledgable about the closure process and

speak from a perspective uniquely sensitive to the interests and

needs of the P/F/Gs in the terminating facility.

4.3 P/F/G NOtific8Ciou

Individualized notification of Parent/Families and Guardians (PFG)

can serve to reduce anxieties and build support necessary for

facility termination and client transfer to proceed smoothly. The

PPG notification and consultation process ie presented below and

broken down into two steps: a) the letter of notification; and b)

PFG Follow-up Consultation.

Immediately upon the announcement of closure or phasedown, notifica-
tion letters are sent to PFGs providing the following information:

'"41
i.
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1. A rationale for the phase-down ----
2. The approximate time-frame
3. Positive aspects of the change
4. Types of placements that will be available
5. PFG options for alternative placements
6. Reaffirmation of the state"ti.commitment to serve the

client
7. Description of the four-level process - what will happen next
8. Name and phone number of a contact person

PFG Follow-up is continued through telephone contact, reiterating
essential information in the letter of notification and soliciting
PFG participation in the client transfer process.

4.4 Encouraging P /FIG Involvement

The following seved steps should be employed in the attempt to
involve the P/F/G meaningfully in the process;

4.4.1 Hold Informational SIssions At SF

Invite P /FIG to an 'informational session at the sending
facility. Representatives of the receiving facilities will
make presentations (these may be Audio-Visual).

Oven-House'At RF

Invite P/F/G to open-house at each receiving facility.

4.4.3 Parent AstgOiati n At__RESOntactaF/F/G

Parent association tt receiving facility contacts P/F/G to
offer assistance, inviting the P/F/G for an individualized or
small group visit to
visit with staff.

4.4.4 Set-Up P/F/G Buddy-System At RF's

If the P/F/G has accepted placement, an orientation coor-
dinator at the receiving facility designated by the superin-
tendent requests the Parents' Association to appoint personal
"buddies" for each incoming client's P/F/G. The buddy system
operates during the period prior to and after placement in
the receiving facility for at least 90-days or longer, at the
discretion of the P /FIG and receiving facility
superintendent.

This recommendation grows out of the Closure Study's
Evaluation meeting with DDC /receiving facility

1% OApr411!1:
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superintendents. Although it is a simple concept, is can pay
major dividends if it is implemented from the very beginning
of the phasedown process.

4.4.5 Provide Financial Support To Parent's Association

The DMHDD through either the sending or receiving facility or
Central Office budget, makes available such funds as may be

necessary to implement active Parents' Association involve-
ment in the orientation process. These funds are used to

cover any/all out-of-pocket expenses incurred by parent -

buddies in the exercise of their orientation duties. Under

certain circumstances, when receiving facility parents are
requested to make major commitments of time to the ori-
entation and buddy system, remuneration through a small per-
sonal services contract is appropriate.

4.4.6 P/F/G Attend. Actual Transftr If Desired.

Receiving facility contacts P/F/G when transfer is scheduled
and invites P/F/G to be in attendance during transfer or at
receiving facility upon arrival. Parent association repre-
sentative (buddy, if possible) also is present upon arrival.

Senator DUlkENBERGER. Thank you verpmuch. And I want to be
sure, on the record, to thank pm.. for the full statement, which is
much more elaborate than time permits anybody's oral presenta-
tions to be today, and for all the work that you have done in this field
as well.

John? .
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Braddock, you endorse the legislation, with some reservations,

as you have pointed out.
Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you think the fiscal incentive of the additional

5 percent for the 5 years is not adequate? Is it the time or the
amount?

Dr. BRADDOCK. Well, I think that the amount is minimally ade-
quate. I think that the time is too brief' to allow the kind of smooth
transition that many of the States are going to require.

A lot of States are going to fight this pat titular provision, I think,
with considerable vigor. And if this is done, a 5-year provision is not
likely to have much of an impact, particularly if we spill. out into the
judicial arena.

Senator CHAFEE. One of the arguments we are going to have here,
and it's a very legitimate argument, is the cost. Now, as I understood
your testimony, you just outlined the comparison between what has
been spent; but do you have some ideas as to the per-patient cost per
day in the varied settings including capital, costs?

Dr. BRADI)OCK. Well, I have two comments I would like to make
about that, and one of them`is that the peg`- capita expenditures in
State institutions has grown from $35.716 in 1976 to approximately
$86 per day in 1982 in State institutions.,

I know of one institution in the United States where it is $500 a
day. This institution is phasing down and will be closing soon.

As the census of institutions drops; the price goes up, and
wouldn't be surprised to see a number of institutions in the United



States with per thorns in excess of $100 per day, were an assess-
ment to be done in 1984. And were an assessment to be done per-
haps 5 years down the road I think world see a proportionately
much larger cost.

As far as comparative corm-nut-lay costs are concerned, for less se-
verely retarded or disabled individuals the savings in cornnumity
services is tremendously large compared to the cost of services in
an institution. As you get closer and closer to more and more medi-
cal kinds of services that are required, the savings tend to dimin-
ish, significantly so, to the point where I don't, think it is possible
to say with any kind of scientific, certainty that It is always cheap-
er. I don't think that is a good basis for decisionmaking in this
area. I think perhaps it might be a bit more expensive for a very,
very small segment of the MR/DD population to be served in com-
munity services, but a very small part.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you.
As you know, as far as I'm ned, the thrust of this legisla-

tion is not financial. Obvious e financial realities have to be
taken into account, but the thrust of'the legislation as far as I am
concerned, is how to best care for our retarded and disabled citil
zetis-and how to help them achieve their fullest potential.

Now, if there are savings also involved, as you have indicated,
that's fine; that's all to the good.

When you developed your F. itistics, were you considering capital
as well, the capital investment?

Dr. BRADDOCK. The capital investment was considered as it relat-
ed to community expenditures. It was considered as it related to in-
stitutional expenditures only insofar as it pertained to, renovation
costs and costs incurred as part of the annual appropriation% proc-
ess.

Senator CHAFEE. Obviously in most States you have at least one
facility now; whether it is up to ICF/MR standards or not is an-,
other question, but at least you hi something there.

Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Doctor, for coming, and thank

you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. BRADDOCK. Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Senator Exon.
Senator EXON. Dr. Braddock, maybe you could clarify something

for me; I. refer to your bare chart which is on page 8 or 9. Do you
know what I am referring to'? Chart 2.2 or 22'?

Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes.
Senator EXON. "Comparative Federal Institutions and Communi-

ty Expenditures for ICF/MR's."
If I understand that correctly, that is the black line being the

amount of Federal funds that go to the institutional programs, and
the checked line is the 'percentage of the Federal money that goes
to community-based programs. Is that correct'?

Dr. BRADDOCK. That is correct.'
Senator EXON. Now, let's back up to the pie chart, the first chart

tat you showed. I guess I don't quite understand that.
1st says "State-operated funds" down here. Is that all of the State

money that is put in by all of the States?
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Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes, sir, it is, but only as it pertains to communi-
ty programs with ICF/MR components.

Senator EXON. Well, let me phrase the question this way, then:
This is entitled "Pie Chart Depicting $12.9 Billion Federal

Funds," right?
Dr. BRADDOCK. Right.
Senator EXON. If there is $12.9 billion in Federal funds, and I am

sure that is accurate, how much State and local funds are being
put in at the same time? Do you have that information?

Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator- EXON. Is that in your written testimony?
Dr. BRADDOCK. Some of it is. There is a table thati I didn't get to

mention that I will address your attention to, 2.3. Just turn the
page and you will see a chart that deflates everything into 19'7'7
dollars. And the-hash-marked bar shows the fact that State funds.
supporting institutions in the United States are actually declining
in constant dollars between 19'7'7 and 1984, rather consistently.

The dark bar represents Federal ICF/MR expenditures, and
these funds from 19'7'7 to 1983 increased consistently, and in 1984
for the first time showed a very slight decrease; however, the ICF/
MR Federal-share component of the State institutional budget is
about 43 percent. Most of the remainder would be State support.

Senator EXON. I guess what I would like to haveand maybe
some of the other witnesses could provide it, just for our education
on thisif the Federal Gbvernment is spending $12.9 billion, do we
have a similar figure for the total being spent by State and local
facilities? If we had that, it would be helpful, I think.

Dr. BRADDOCK. I can give you that figure right now: The figure in
the aggregatesee, the $12.9 billion figure is for the entire 8 -year
period. - ,

Senator EXON. Yes.
Dr. BRADDOCK. The figure in terms of State funds is $1'7.'7 billion.

So the States still provided the majority of support for State insti-
tutions. But in the span of less than a decade the Federal Govern-
ment has assumed nearly one-half of those costs in terms of these
reimbursements as a percentage of total institutional expenditures
by State and Federal Governments.

Senator EXON. Well, what are you saying, Dr. Braddock, then?
You are saying that you feel it would be more fair and equitable to
provide and mandate a larger share of the Federal grants for com-
munity-based programs? Is that the main point that these charts
are trying to depict'?

Dr. BRADDOCK. Well, the point that I am 'making is that over the
last 13-year history of the ICF/MR program the Federal Govern-
ment has come to the -aid of a situation of literally a national dis-
grace in our institutions and has helped many of these facilities to
become in part reformed.

I think that we are at a turning point in the history of services
to the mentally retarded and other disabled people in this country
and that it is appropriate to take a second look at the way in which
the volume of these funds are indeed being allocated.

Senator EXON. Thank you, Dr. Braddock.
Senator DURENIAERGER. Thank you.
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Let me clarify one of these money questions, so I can get to other
questions, Doctor.

It would appear to me, in looking at your charts, that what has
happened over the last 8 years covered by your charts is that the
Federal Government has carried an increasing share of the cost of
institutional care. You point out in your testimony that the State
funding for institutional care was going down, because the States,
at their initiative. in many cases, were starting to move their finan-
cial commitment into community based services.

Dr. BRADDOCK. Yes, precisely.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is that sort of a picture of what has been

going on out there?
Dr. BRADDOCK. That is an accurate statement.
The last chart in the group of charts, in fact, indicates the degree

to which States are carrying the burden in State own-source reve-
nues to support community services. And I suppose this. is the
bottom line of my testimony, and that's that if States wanted to en-
hance community-based service systems, they have had to do so
primarily through SSI-SSDI entitlements and State general fund
expenditures.

Title XX, interestingly, has actually declined rather steadily
since 1977 in constant dollars in terms of 'the social services funds
that were being allocated under its reimbursements for community
services.

So the States, arguably, have been able, by pulling out of some
institutional support, to spend more money on community services.
And we see some of this happening. The problem is that the fiscal
imbalance between community and institutional'spending has gone
on for so long and it was such a large imbalance for so long that, in
the absence of a more forthcoming and vigorous incentive of some
type we are going to be waiting quite some time before we have
comprehensive community-based services-

Senator DURENBERGER. But to get back to my question which is
what we are here for. John says we are here to provide the best
quality of care for every one of these individuals, Jim said the issue
is quality, not size; you talked about needing a national fiscal in-
centive, I presumeto achieve that goal.

Now, it strikes me in looking at those figures, that the States,
meaning the folks who are closest to the people out are the,
ones that have taken the lead in deinstitutionalizatior. Tializa-
t ion, whatever you may want to call it.

And so my question of you is the degree to which thee:; .3 a rela-
tivity between Government-based financing and quality of care,
And I think I need to knowas you ask me to come up with a na-
tional fiscal incentivewhether that means just a new pot of Fed-
eral medicaid money going out there, is it a pot of money going out
with a set of mandates, or is it some other possible form of public
financing that puts incentives perhaps much closer to home, in the
hands of local governments, in the hands of communities, or in the
hands of persons and their families that are experiencing develop-
ment disabilities'?

Dr. BRADDOCK. That question is difficult for me to answer in a
brief period of time, but I think it is a national fiscal incentive in
the ICF/MR program, with a set of mandates, in brief.
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I think it is also a review and rethinking of numerous Federal
programs that have disincentive:{ in them that encourage States
and communities to push individuals out of communities and into
State institutions.

One of the problems that we have in Illinois is that we did not
build a single MR/DD institution within Metropolitan Chicago
until 1973; therefore, most retarded people were literally extruded
100 miles and 140 miles away to the large State institutions. So,
Illinois is still paying the price of not having even provided institu-
tional services near major population centers.

So I think you need to look at more than simply the ICF/MR
program, but the ICF/MR program is some 40 percent of all Feder-
al expenditures in the MR/DD area.

So, as goes the ICF/MR program, probably so will go the critical
mass of services toward retarded people in the United States.

Senator DURENBERGER. But, in effect, the bottom line of this bill
as I read it says, "Use Federal money to get Federal mandates,
both- of them landing on an institutional provider." Nothing here
says, "Perhaps the money ought to go to the individual involved or
someone representing the individual involved to help make, the
choices."

So in effect we are saying, "The money used to go to big State
institutions, and so that's where we sent our people." Now we are
starting to build another delivery system by sending money to the
providers.

Have you looked at this issue of whether we should just continue
to try to improve the quality by sending money to institutions only
and then picking the people who will go to what institution?

Dr. BRADDOCK. No. As I understand the way the bill is struc-
tured, it would also impose an expectation upon private providers
of service with facilities larger than stipulated sizes in addition to
institutions. It is not strictly focused on State institutional pro-
grams but rather on ICF/MR facilities outside the institution that
are larger than 16 beds.

Senator DURENBERGER. But the decision about who goes where
and the responsibility- --

Dr. BRADDOCK. Well, on that particular topic I am not sure I
would prefer to give an answer off the top of my head. I don't like
to think in terms of an ideal world; I would rather deal in terms of
fiscal facts and parts of the legislation that I understand in some
detail.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, perhaps some of the others who are
going to testify can try to think in this sort of an ideal world, and
maybe you can with a little time. It may be unfair to pop that on
you here, but because of your background I would like some testi-
mony in the record on that issue.

Senator EXON. Or. Braddock, thanks for coming. I am going to
look through your material, because I am very much interested in
this.

Since I am for both types of facilities and improving both, would
it be fair to say that your testimony is to represent that it is your
belief that the measure \before us essentially would mandate more
of the Federal funds, whatever they are, go to community-based fa-

1_ 2 5
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cilities and at least take that portion of the decision away from
local officials? Is that a fair paraphrase of what you are saying?

Dr. BRADDOCK. It is my understanding that the bill as it is writ-
tenbut I would want others who are dealing of the technicalities
of the lang-ume of the bill to determine whether or not a mandate
is required certainly the intent of the bill is to phase down and
phase out State institutions in the United States. I think this is a
primary purpose, and to provide alternative services in community
settings.

Just by way of summation, I think, in 1977 we had one State in
the United States that provided at least $1 of care, in the communi-
ty for every $1 in the institution, and that State was Nebraska.
And over the last 8 years only three States, if you total up all of
their institutional and community expenditures excluding SSI and
SSDI actually spgnt a little bit more money in the community than
they spent in the institution. And those three States were Nebras-
ka, Minnesota, and Colorado.

Now, as of 1984 we have an additional seven additional States
that are spending an approximate one-to-one parity, which I' think
is a reasonable intermediate-term goalnot necessarily a long-
term goal but an intermediate-term goal. Those seven have several
members on the committee representing them, including Rhode
Island, Florida, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Michigan.

I think what is important to recognize is that a number of States
have been able to initiate major community services priorities, and
Nebraska certainly is one of them that is probably going to be the
least impacted by any compromise type of legislation that comes
out of S. 2053, in my view.

Senator EXON. Thank you for being here, and I appreciate your
testimony. I am not sure that I agree with your conclusions, but
you are an expert, and that's what we need. Thank you.

I would like it to be known, so that there is not any more confu-
sion, I am not a member of the committee, and if I were I would be
sitting on the other side of the table. I just wanted to clarify that.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, we are glad to have you on this side of the
table, and it was good of Dr. Braddock to make some nice com-
ments about Nebraska, wasn't it?

All right. Thank'you very much, Doctor.
The next panel will be Barbara Matula, Dr. .Howse, Senator

Bloom from Illinois, Dr. Carl, and Mr. Gunther.
Will those panelists please come to the podium?
Everybody's statement will go into the record, so there is no need

to read your statements in full. We have quite a few witnesses and
want to give everybody a chance. So if we start right off, you can
summarize your statements. Everybody has 2 minutes. There will
be a chance for questions to draw you out.

So, Ms. Matula, if you will start right off.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA MATULA, DIRECTOR, DIVISION. OF
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT Or
HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES, RALEIGH, N.C., ON BEHALF
OF THE AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Ms. MATULA. Thank you.

1.2
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I am here representing the State Medicaid Directors Association,
and, as you can imagine, the issue of caring for the mentally re-
tarded is an issue of considerable concern to us,

While deinstitutionalization isn't new to the States, I think the
most important recent impetus to that has been the waivers which
allow us to expend medicaid funds in home and community-based
settings rather than in the traditional institutional settings.

Summarizing very quickly, I think that our primary concern
with the bill is that it severely limits the variety of settings in
which the disabled individual could receive treatment.

We believe that providing each recipient with the most appropri-
ate care does not mean, always, providing community-based care.

An individual, we feel, should not arbitrarily be moved from one
type of setting to another unless he or she is going .to benefit from
this, and I think you have experts in the field who could tell you
better than I that not everyone will benefit from a community set-
ting.

Most importantly, as State officials, we do not feel that the Fed-
eral Government should be prescribing specific sizes and locations
for each State.

We feel that we do have the expefience now in the medicaid pro-
gram, though it is only 2 years under our belt, of providing care
and incentives for home and community-based waivers, and I think
if my testimony led to one conclusion it would be that we strength.
en that area.

This is very new. We have moved slowly. We didn't want to
repeat some of the old mistakes and the old charges of "dumping"
patients; this was not our intent. But the waivers, over half of
which have been particularly for the MR/DD population, I think
need to be 'strei.gthened. Perhaps we should remove the idea of
"waiver" and make this a State option, that the medicaid dollars
can follow the patient to the lowest appropriate setting for his or
her needs.

We don't want to undermine the family and natural community
support structures; we have some concerns that the bill might un-
intentionally do that.

I would, think that if I can beat my limit I can give my time
maybe to someone else, and I would be happy to do so.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Well, thank you very much, Ms.
Matula.

Dr. Howse.
[Ms. Matula's prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, good afternoon. I am'

Barbara D. Matula, director of the North Carolina Division of Medical Assistance

and current chair of the State Medicaid Directors' Association.

I come before you today to present the views of state Medicaid directors

on the issue of providing care to the mentally retarded and developmentally

disabled, and specifically, our views on the Community and Family Living

Amendments of 1983 (S. 2053),

As this Subcommittee is well aware, the Medicaid program pays for a large

part of all the long-term care services in this country. About half of

the money spent on nursing home care comes from Medicaid. This accounted

for $13 billion in FY 82, of which $3.6 billion was for the care of

recipients in intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded ICF/MR).

The issue of caring for the mentally retarded and the developmentally

disabled, therefore, is one of great importance to all state Medicaid directors.

The bill before the Subcommittee today, S. 2053, is intendeM to reduce,

over a period of several years, the number of severely disabled people

residing within institutions. The policy of deinstitutionalization, in

general, is a good policy, and one which states have pursued now for well

over a decade. In the last two years, deinstitutionalization has been

advanced within Medicaid by the widespread, use of waivers to provide home

and community-based care. ApprOximately half of the 100 waiverapplications

that have been submitted by states focus specifically on mentally retarded/

developmentally disabled individuals. The move to deinstitutionalize has

been viewed by both state administrators and health professionals as a
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step forward in providing the most appropriate care for the handicapped.

It appears, however, that some misunderstanding has arisen regarding the

states' efforts to move or keep the disabled Out of institutions. S. 2053

seems to presume that states still are financially biased toward institu-

tionalizing Medicaid recipients and that the existence. of this bias will

only disappear if federal funding to institutions is stopped. We disagree

with this presumption. "While we concur wit\the bill's general goal of

furthering deinstitutionalization, we believe tliat the policies it lays

out are based upon incorrect premises regarding current state activities

and the best treatment setting for each disabled persOn.

Our primary concern with S. 2053 is that it would greatlye)Mit'the variety

of settings in which severely disabled individuals could receive treatment.

Providing each recipient with the most appropriate care does not mean providing

community-based care in every instance. An individual should not be moved

from one type of setting to another unless he or she would benefit from

the move. However, it appears to us that 5. 2053 would force states to

provide all Medicaid services to severely disabled individuals in a community-

baseL setting, even through this may not always be best forthe recipient.

Some disabledpeople need the type of intensive, round-the-clock care that

can only be provided efficiently in an appropriate institution. We do

not believe the federal government should be in the business of prescribing

uniform sizes and locations for the provision of care. These determinations

are best left to the states, which now have the experience and the incentive

under Medicaid to provide the various types of care needed by the disabled.

0
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A serious concern can also be raised about the cost-effectiveness of a

community care mandate for the severely disabled. We believe that S. 2053

could lead to increased cost per day in providing care to many Medicaid

recipients and would almost certainly lead to increased total costs. There

is an underlying assumption that community-based care is less expensive, .

on average, than institutional care. However, if intensive'care is provided

to individuals in several small settings, rather than in one large setting,

there could be significant inefficiencies. Qualified professionals to

provide care and rehabilitation to disabled individuals are in relative

short. supply. Aside from the cost of recruiting and training the large

number of new professionals that would be needed, it is doubtful that having

them available in each community facility would be dost-effective, especially

given the other legitimate demands on the limited health and social cart

resources we are willing to pay for in this society. Thus, community,

facilities, as defined in 5. 2053, would not always be able to sustain

ad quote staff or equipment for those most in need without becoming prohib-

itively expensive. As an example, in North Carolina we have found group

homes to be as expensive, or more expensive, on average as large institutions.

Regarding eligibility and cost, it appears to us that section 6 of the

bill would significantly increase the number of persons eligible for Medicaid,

and therefore, would significantly increase the total expense of the program.

Under home and community-based care waivers, states are using waivers to

remove mentally retarded individuals already residing in institutions and

place them in the community. The liberal eligibility guidelines suggested

by S. 2053, however, would lead to coverage for many individuals, currently

in the community, who are being cared for by family and friends. While
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undoubtedly some of these people deserve additional assistance, we believe

it would be a mistake to significantly interfere with the natural support

network in the community. That network needs reinforcement, not replacement. 4

;

One further concern with the bill is the impact on patient and family rights.

If enacted, 5. 2053 would severely limit the choice of treatment centers

available to individuals and their families. Although this may not be

the bill's intent, it would appear to be its consequence. 5. 2053 does

allow for a hearing process in which individuals and their families may

appeal for care in a larger institution. But the result would be to put

the state at risk for financing that care for those whose appeals are

successful. It seems to us perverse to remove all federal funding for

large institutions, yet at the same time acknowledge, through the establish-

ment of a fair hearing process, that larger institutions may be the appropriate

setting for care and treatment.

In the interest of addressing the goals of the bill, but avoiding some

of the problems it would create, we offer two observations:

First, the states are currently capable of carrying out the process of

deinstitutionalization for those individuals who would receive more appropriate

care in a community setting. The states have been pursuing this policy

for more than a decade and the activity has recently been enhanced by the /

home and community-based care waivers program. If there has been a concert(

on the part of the mentally retarded and their families, it may be that

the process is not proceeding as fast as some would like, but it has beet

proceeding in the careful manner necessary to avoid costly mistakes.
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Second, the goal of deinstitutionalization would be benefited most at this

oint if home and community-based care services were made a state option,

rather than a waiver program. The states have acted responsibly and prudently

under the waiver program.. There is no reason to believe this would change

if home and community based services were made a less cumbersome state option

instead. An option would avoid the delays and uncertainties that accompany

the waiver process, and would, therefore,/foster the same state efforts to

deinstitutionalize that the drafters of S. 2053 seek. States would still

need the flexibility to waive itatewideness and comparability to run an

effective program, but this, too, quid become a state option.

In conclusion, let me reiterate that state Medicaid directors support a policy

of deinstitutionalization, but such a policy must acknowledge that optimum

care for the individual is contingent on maintaining a variety of treatment

settings. To the extent this option is constrained by federal statute or

regulations, those in need will suffer.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views. I would be happy to

answer any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF DR, JENNIFER HOWSE, DEPUTY SECRETARY,
OFFICE OF MENTAL RETARDATION, PENNSYLVANIA DEPART-
MENT OF PUBLIC WELFARE, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE MENTAL RETARDATION PROGRAM DI-
RECTORS, INC.

Dr. HOWSE. The State directors of mental retardation gladly
accept the time given by the State medicaid directors.

Senator CHAFEE. I am not sure she specifically offered it to you,
but you are the first one in line, so you take it.

Dr. HOWSE, Thank you so much, Senator. [Laughter.]
I am here representing the National Association of State Direc-

tors of Mental Retardation Programs. There are 50 of us. We col-
lectively represent services, to over 500,000 mentally retarded citi-
zens across this country.

The national association supports the development of a eompre-
henive system of community-based services for developmentally
disabled persons in each State; however, we oppose the enactment
of S. 2053 in its present form. I will give you 11 quick reasons why
we oppose the bill in its present form, and you can read them more
indepth in the testimony that we have presented to the committee.

The 11 reasons are:
One, we feel that the bill as constructed would ignore the signifi-

cantly different problems facing the 50 States today and ignore
social, demographic, political factors, et cetera, that have to be
taken into account.

Two, we believe that the bill would require States to absorb the
unamortized portion of renovations and capital improvements to
existing State faCilities,

Three, the bill doesn't offer any assurance of the continued avail-
ability of Federal funds to support the contemplated expansion of
community services.

Four, we believe that it could cause a deterioration in the quality
of service in the very facilities that are being phased out over the
proposed 10-year period of time.

Five, the bill does not provide reimbursement for staff.training,
which is a critical component of developing a quality service in the
community.

Six, we believe the bill would complicate the already-difficult
task of dealing with neighborhood resistance to the development of
community services.

Seven, we believe the bill would increase the risk, of developing
substandard community programs based on the mandated sched-
ule, which for big States is a very tough schedule indeed.

. Eight, it would require the expenditure of billions of dollars in
capital outlays for community programs, to construct them in a
fashion or renovate them in a fashion that is appropriate and fire
safe.

Nine, the bill would have a rather substantial impact on institu-
tional employees, and does not appear to provide the States much
relief in that respect.

Ten, the bill, I believe Dr. Braddock mentioned and I certainly
agree, is unusually litigious in its nature; it actually invites litiga-
tion,
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Senator CHAFEE. Do you have these items numbered in your tes-
timony?

Dr. HOWSE. Yes, sir. They are numbered by letters of the aloha-
bet in the testimony.

Senator CHAFEE. Starting on page 7A? A is one?
Dr. HOWSE. Yes,_ sir, and summarized in considerably more

detail.
Eleven, the last criticism that we have of the bill, Senator, is

that we believe that it places too much authority in the hands of
residential service providers in terms of managing services.

Another concern that we have is that the bill, as it's written,
would vastly expand the number of eligible clients, and therefore it
would expand the Federal and State costs involved in providing
services. Also we think the reimbursable services in the bill as it is
presently constructed, are defined too broadly..

This all might sound as if we have enormous - opposition to the
bill; however, that's not true, Senator.

Senator CHAFEE. Outside of that, you support the bill. [Laughter.]
Dr. HOWSE. These are very practical considerations. We think

you have been enormously statesmanlike, and you are very timely
in your efforts and the efforts of this committee to substantially
reform the use of medicaid services and funding to support the di-
rection of community-based services. And indeed, I am sure you
will find, from examining testimony, that the majority of States in
this country have gone in the direction of moving their medicaid
dollars into community services.

Our colleague, the North Carolina State director of medicaid,
mentioned the waiver program. We have an alternative. It is
simply a modification of the bill as you have proposed it. We would
like very much for the committee to consider this alternative along
with other alternatives that I am sure will be brought up today.

Our alternative simply would be to legitimize the existing waiver
authority in such a fashion that there would be a statutory modifi-
cation so that States could actually receive financing for borne and
community based services by making those services a part of the
State medicaid plan. States could chose to do so; there would be
certain strings attached to the Federal commitment. None of us be-
lievedespite your good intentionsthat we receive funds without
any obligations in.return.

But the obligations would include a multi-year plan; States
would set criteria, schedule:;, specify ways that interagency. coop-
eration would be achieved, and the like.

In short, we hope that the fact that there is some stiff opposition
.to the bill does not result in throwing out the baby with the bath-
water. We do think that the time is right for redirecting medicaid
into community based services.

We think that alternatives that prescribe a way for that to occur
are very timely, and believe and urge that the committee find a
legislative vehicle to achieve the redirection of medicaid dollars,
and to redirect Federal policy and Federal financing towards com-
munity based services.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[Dr. Howse's prepared statement follows:]
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NASMRPD ,iupports the development af a comprehensive system of

communityased serOces for developmentally disabled persons in each

state. How ver, we oppose the enactment of S. 2053, in its present

form, for the reasons outlined below.

The estahDishmekt of a fixed national schedule for phasing-out federal

Medicaid support all larger institutions serving chronically'

disabled, non-elderly recipients would; (a) ignore the significantly

different problems facing the 50 states and,..thus, fail to account for

the unique social, demographic and political factors each state must

contend with in its efforts to achieve permanent systemic reforms; (b)

require many states to absorb the unamortized portion of institutional

renovation costs, previously mandated under federal ICF/MR regulations;

(c) offer no assurance of the availability of federal funds to support

the contemplated expansion in community-based services) (d) mane a

deterioriation in the quality of services in facilities scheduled to

lose Medicaid support; (e) require the states to provide staff training

service not reimbursable under the Act; (f) complicate the task of

dealing with neighborhood resistance to the establishment of community-

based facilities; (g) increase the risk of developing substandard comr

unity programs; (b) require the expenditure of billion of dollars in
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capital outlays to construct appropriate, fire safe community

residences; (t) place states in the double bind of trying to meet the

legislation's institutional depopulation goals while at the same time

cushio4ing the impact on institutional employees; (j) afford the states

inadequate protection against.deVisive, time-consuming litigation; and

(k) place too much authority in the hands of residential service provi-

ders.

S. 2053's proposed e/igibil.ty standards also would create new ine-

quities and vastly expand the number of eligible clients as well as the

federal/state cost of providing long term care services under Medicaid.

Reimbursable services are defined too broadly in the bill and, con-

sequebtly, would extend Medicaid funding to previously excluded areas

of programming.

As an alternative to S. 2053, NASMRPD supports the following revisions

in existing law:

Permit states to offer "home and community-based services" as an

optional coverage under their Medicaid plans for recipients severely

disabled since childhood who otherwise would require long term care

services in a Title XIX-certified institution.

Require, as a condition of approval of community care waiver
r

request or a state plan amendment after July 1, 1985, that a state:

ta) offer homeland community care coverage as an optional Medicaid

service no later than July 1, 1990; and (b) implement a ten year,

I t): j
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plan to minimize the number of developmentally disabled recipients

inappropriately placed in large institutional settings.

* Increase the federal Medicaid matching ratio for home and community

care services by five percentage points above the state's normal

share of. Title XIX costs.

* Authorize states to cover pre-vocational services for eligible, non-

elderly disabled persons as part pf a home and community care ser-

vice program, under certain specified conditions.

Limit the Secretary's authority to place restrictions on the manner

in which average per capita expenditures are calculated for purposes

of approving a home and community care waiver request or the pro-

posed optional state plan service discussed above.
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Introduction

The membership of the National Association of State Mental Retarda-
tion Program Directors consists of the designated officials in the
fifty states and territories who are directly responsible for the
provision of residential and community services to a total of over
half a million mentally retarded children and adults. As a result,

we have a vital stake in the evolution of.foderal Medicaid policy.

According to statistics compilied by the Oeatth Care Financing
Administration, federal-state Medicaid payments on behalf of 124,600
residents'in intermediate care facilities!for the mentally retarded
(ICF/MR) totalled $3.6 billion in FY 19824 Outlays for ICE /MR ser-
vices are expected to climb to $4.2 billiOn in the current fiscal
year. The federal share of such costs was $2.0 in FY 1982 and will
akproach $2.4 billion during FY 1984. This makes ICF/MR
cements by far the single largest source Of federal aid to the
states for services to mentally retarded persons',

IE. Recent Trends

Sine the late 1960's the states have emphasized the development of
community-based alternatives to large, multi- purpose institutions.
As a consequence, we have witnessed a steady decline in the number
of persons residing in public and priv ,4te institutions for the men-
tally retarded. For example, since 1967, when the population of
public institutions peaked, the amegate number of mentally
retarded residents has declined byzalmost 77,000--6r to 117,850 by
June 10, 1982.

Meanwhile, there has been a sharp increase in the number and types
of community residential and daytime programs for mentally retarded
and other developmentally disabled persons. A 1977 survey, con-
ducted by the University of MAnnesota Center for Residential and
Community Services, found that over half of the 4,427 community
residential facilities serving the mentally retarded, nationwide,
had been established withili the preceeding five years. A more
recent study by the Center revealed that the number of small com-
munity residences (serving 10 or fewer persons) almost quadrupled
between 1977 and 1982 and the number of residents living in such
facilities more than tripled (from 17,635 to 51,132).

The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania illustrates the historic changes
which are taking place in professional and societal views of the
most appropriate methods of serving mentally retarded persons. In

1966, Pennsylvania operated nine state schools for the mentally
retarded serving a total of 13,470 residents. Today, the number of
residents in Commonwealth institutions has declined to 6,400, or
less than half the number seventeen years ago. Over the past 24
months, we have closed three state-operated mental retardation unite

DEST CP CailLE
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and the Secretary of Public Welfare recently announced plans to
phase out one of Pennsylvania's largest and best known retardation
treatment facilities, Pennhurst State Center, by June 30, 1986.

Meanwhile, support for community-based living and programming alter-
natives has grown rapidly in Pennsylvania. The FY 1984-85 budget,
which Governor Thornburgh submitted to the Legislature two weeks
ago, requests $270.8 million for community mental retardation ser-
vices, or 122.5 percent more than the amount expended just five
years ago. In PY 1984 -B5, the Pennsylvania Office of Mental
Retardation will serve:

6,792 clients in community residences, most of'whom will live in
small, home-like environments;

9,986 in sheltered workshops, work activity centers and other
daytime habilitation-programs;

6,363 in infant stimulation and other early intervention
programs; and

14,181 mentally retarded persons and their families through
various types of in-home training, respite and related
assistance programs.

The trend toward serving mentally retarded and other developmentally
disabled persons in the community is clear--not only in Pennsylvania
but across the Nation. NASMRi'D supports this trend. In our view,
the fundamental question before this Subcommittee today is not the
direction which future policy should take, but rather the manner in
ahich federal law should be altered to facilitate this process,
without jeopardizing the quality and appropriateness of services
rendered to existing or future retarded clients.

III. Basic Assumptions
1

Before examining some of the practical problems Inherent in S. 2053,
as currently drafted, I want to underscore the fact that NA5MRPD.
agrees with several of the basic premises that underlie the
"Community and Family Living Amendments of 1981". For example, the
Association agrees that:

Existing federal Medicaid policy offers the states powerful
incentives to place and maintain disabled persons in large,
multL-purpose long term care institutions, since reimbursement
for home and community-based service alternatives is not
generally authorized under current law.

Thousands of mentally retarded and other developmentally dis-
abl.ed personswho currently reside in public and private
institutions Wauld benefit' from transfer to less-restrictive,
community-based care settings.
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A fundamental goal of state residential systems serving mentally
retarded and other developmentally disabled persons shOuld be to
assure that each client is placed in the most normalizing, least
restrictive living environment, given his or her service needs,

Steps need to be taken' to build upon the precedents established
under the Medicaid home and community care waiver authority If
the states are to meet current and future demand for appropriate
community living and'programming opportunities.

IV. Commentary_on_52_2053

While NASMRPD agrees with several of the basic premises of the
"Community and Family Living Amendments", we also believe that were
the bill to be enacted into law in its present form states would
face enormous problems in implementing its provisions; as a con-
sequence, many of the objectives which are being sought would not be
realized. l'would like to briefly review'several key provisions of
S. 2053 and outline the reasons why our Association feels they are
ill-advised,

A. Phasing Out Support for Larger Medicaid-Certified Institutions.
Under the provisions of S. 2053, states would be allowed up to
ten years to phase out Title XIX support for any Medicaid-
certified long term care institution serving the severely
disabled which did not qualify as a "community or family living
facility", as defined in the proposed Section 1918(h)(2), pro-
vided the state had an implementation agreement with NHS that
complied with Section 1918(i) of the bill. There are a number
of practical reasons why many states would have great difficulty
in fulfilling such a mandate, including:

States Significantly different problems as they attempt
to accommodate their existing MR/OD service systems to the
demands of the future and consequently, it would be-nearly
impossible to fashion an institutional phase-out schedule
which would properly account for all of the unique social,
demographic and political factors likely to influence
policies In each state.

Many states would be required to absorb the unamortized por-
tion of the cost of institutional renovation projects man-
dated under past federal ICF/MR regulations.

A more detailed discussion of the Association's views regarding S. 2053
is available by writing NASMRPD, 113 Oronoco Street, Alexandria, Virginia
22314.
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The bill offers no assurances that federal funds will.be
available to support the contemplated expansion In
community-based services.

The quality of services in institutional facilities would be
likely to deteriorate during the phase-out period.

Objections from clients and parents to community placemont
would complicate the task of meeting the institutional
phase-out schedule mandated under the bill.

B. Developina_Community Alternatives. As noted above, states would
be required to enter into a "community and family implementation
agreement" with HUB in order to qualify larger residential faci-
lities for continued Medicaid support during the phase out
period. The overall effect of this mandatory phase out provi-
sion of S. 2053, combined vith the detailed stipulations of the
implementation agreement, would be to shift responsibility for
formulating Medicaid long term policy, as it affects severely
disabled persons, from the states to the federal government.
NASKRPD believes that such a shift would: la/ be incompatible
with the basic philosophy of a federally assisted, state admi-
nistered program such as Medicaid; (b) lead to significant ine-
quitica in implementation because of the previously mentioned
differences in needs and resources among the fifty states; and
(c) he difficult to implement because HHS lacks the slecialized
staff resources necessary to properly administer the program
called for in the bill._

NASMHPD also is concerned that several of the obligations states
would be required to undertake in order to maintain an accep-
table implementation plan are unrealistic, including:

Federal training fonds are nJt authorized under present or
proposed law, even though 5. 2053 would obligate the states
to provide training services to community program staff.

Lack of community acceotan:e would be a barrier to aahlevIng
the proposed institutional phase-nut schedule in many
.fates.

The risk of developincl substandard community programs would
increase, if 5. 2053 were enacted into law.

Billions of dollars In caprtal outlays would he required to
construct safe, accessihoe community residenc0 for the
multi-handicatmed, non-ambulatory residents who remain In
public and private institutions.

The proposed employee protections do not solve the enormous
logistical and political problems many status would face if
they were required to phase out Medicaid support for all
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large public institutions according to the schedule set
forth in the bill.

. o The provision for parental appeals, contained in Section
1918(1)(1)(k) of S. 2053, would be difficult to administer
and afford the states inadequate protections.

The bill, as drafted, would place too much authority and.
control in the hands of prbviders of residential services.

C. Eligibility for Services. In S. 2\053, the term "severely
disabled individual" i4 defined in the same manner as the term
"developmental disability" in the Developmental Disabilities
Assistance and Bill of Right Act, except thatt(a) the age of
onset of the disability would have to have occurred prior to
age 50, rather than 22; and (b) mentally ill persons between the
ages of 21 and 64 would be treated as ineligible for benefits.

Limiting benefits to persons disabled prior to age 50, in our
view, makes little sense in the context of overall Medicaid
policy. It is difficult to argue, for example, that a 45-year
old bus driver who sustains a serious spinal cord injury in a
traffic accident should be entitled to an entirely different set
of benefits than a similarly injured colleague who happens to be
55 years old.

Furthermore, state and federal outlays for long terM care ser-
vices on behalf of severely disabled Medicaid recipients would
rise percipitously if S. 2053 were enacted into law--primarily
because of the additional number of clients who would become
eligible for Title XIX reimbursable services. Based on an ana-
lysis of available data, WASMRPD calculates that the number of
retarded persons who would be eligible for long term care bene-
fits under Medicaid would at least double in the short run and
more than triple in the longer term. And, these estimates do
not even begin to account for the effect of adding thousands of
non-retarded persons who would become eligible for long term
ca e services under the bill; nor do they factor in the
in reased marginal costs of operating larger public and private
in titutions over the ten to fifteen year phase out period that
we Id be authorized under the bill.

W'th the federal government struggling to keep the deficit under
$ 00 billion annually and many states facing difficulty in
s staining current service levels despite recent tax increases,
w. feel it is essential that individuals and groups interested
inn the welfare of severely disabled individuals conceptualize an
incremental strategy for altering Medicaid policies that: (a) is
,onsistent with the goal of offering eligible severely disabled
ecipients long term care services appropriate to their needs in
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a setting which maximizes their opportunity for growth and
`,,, self-fulfillment; and (b) assures reasonable, controlled growth

in Medicaid outlays over the next five to ten years.

D. 'covered Services. Under the provisions of S. 2053, a wide range
o home and community-based services rendered to Title
XI -eligible, severely disabled persons would be treated as
rei bursable costs under the Medicaid program. The way in which
several of those services are defined deserves comment:

Home or Community-Based Health Care Services. The bill
indicates that such services as "...described in Section
1915(c)(4)(B)" of the Act would be reimbursable under the
proposed program for severely disabled persons. The cited
section of the Act outlines services that may be covered
under an approved home and community care waiver program.
However, the technical language of S. 2053 leaves some doubt
in our mind as to whether the drafters intended to authorize
Medicaid reimbursement for all, or just certain, services
currently fundable uncle; a Section 1915(c) waiver.

Comprehensive Services for Independent Living. No one would
deny that severely disabled persons can benefit from inde-
pendent living services or that demand for such services
greatly exceeds the current supply. The question is: should
such services be reimbursable under the federal-state
Medicaid program. Section 702(b) of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973, as amended, defines the term "comprehensfve ser-
vices for independent living" to mean ".-..any appropriate
vocational rehabilitation service...and any other service
that will enhance the ability of a handicapped individual to
live independently and function within his family and com-.
munity and, if appropriate, secure and maintain appropriate
employment." Traditionally, vocational rehabilitation and
job placement services have not been treated as reimbursable
expenses under the Medicaid program.

. Room and Board. Since most potentially eligible recipients
of benefits under the proposed new program for severely
disabled persons would qualify for SSI benefits, we see no
reason to treat room and board costs as a Medicaid reimbur-
sable service. The notion of an individual entitlement to
cash assistance, NASMRPD believes, is more compatible with
the goal of fostering independence and self-reliance, which
is the hallmark of community-based services. By contrast,
the single vendor payment approach, which has long chry'ac-
terized Medicaid long term care policy, tends to reinforce
the client's dependency on the provider of services.

E. Standards Applicable to Non-Complying Facilities. In order to
avoid reductions in federal payments for administrative costs
incurred in operating the Medicaid program, states would be

33-2'70 --84 10
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required under S. 2053 to give assurances hat periodic indepen-
dent reviews of all large, former ICF/MR f ilities would he
conducted, to assure that they remained in mpliance with
federal ICF/MR standards. in other words, c pliance with
federal standards would be mandatory in decer ified facilities.
We doubt that such a provision would be upheld in court, if, as
seems certain, it were to be challenged on eith r statutory or
Constitutional grounds.

F. Enforcement and Penalty_Provisions. Thc bill into porates a
confusing array of auditing and oversight requireme ts. NASMRPD
members recognize the states' continuing obligation o maintain
propel accountability for federal Medicaid funds. H ever, we
believe that the present requirements of the Chafee bi 1 would
lead to duplication of effort and consequently impede fective
implementation of the program.

Finally, S. 2053 would permit any interested party to Tilt suit
in federal district court if he or she felt the terms of t e Act
were being violated. NASMRPD fears that such an open-ended
authority to litigate would lead inevitably to suits that would
hinder, rather than advance, effective implementation of the
program.

V. NASMRPD's Alternative Proposal

While our Association opposes the enactment of S. 2053 in its pre-
sent form, we strongly support statutory modifications in Title XIX,
aimed at encouraging the states to expand and improve community-
based alternatives to large institutions. In this concluding sec-
tion of my testimony, I will outline for the Subcommittee a
coordinated set of statutory amendments which, NASMRPD believes,
would reduce the "institutional bias" of present Medicaid policy, as
it applies to the provision of long term care services Co eligible
developmentally disabled clients. The ideas expressed below are not
intended to be a polished legislative proposal, but rather a preli-
minary attempt to identify a reasonable middle ground between those
who are satisfied with existing Medicaid policies and those who
believe that Title XIX support for all long term care facilities
serving more than fifteen non-elderly disabled recipients should be
phased out over the next 10 to 15 years.

With these thoughts in mind, NASMRPD recommends that the following
changes be made in existing law:

A. Optional Coverage. Add "home and community-based services", as
that term is currently used in Section 1915(c)(4)(13) of the
Social Security Act, as an additional service which states may
elect to cover under their medical assistance plans, for reci-
pients severely disabled since childhood, in accordance with the
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provisions of ',ection 223 of the Social Security Act, and other-
wise requiring long term care in a title XIX-certlfied

.

Institution.

Under current law the Secretary of Health and Human Services may
approve waiver requests submitted by states desirous of pro-
viding Medicaid-reimbursable home and community-based services
to eligible recipients who, in the absence of such services,
"would require the level of car,' provided in a skilled nursing
facility or intermediate care facility..." (Section 1915(c)(1)
of the Act). As of December, 1983, Al states had submitted a
total of 48 such requests to HHS which explicitly asked for
authority to provide home and community care services fpr men-
tally retarded and other developmentally disabled recipients.
Twenty-nine (29) of these requests had been approved, three (3)
hill been disapproved and one (1) withdrawn; final action was
pending on the remainder.

Despite the advantages of the waiver program compared to past
policies and the clear evidence of the states' willingness to
use this alternative method of financing, there are several_
features of the current statutory and regulatory authority which
suggest that, in the long run, it may prove to be an impe'rfect
vehicle for encouraging states to utilize lower cost home .and
community-based care options. One prominent drawback of the
waiver authority is that it offers a state little incentive to
move systematically, over a period of years, .to expand the
number and types of community-based services available to eli-
gible severely disabled recipients with long term care needs,
thereby making it possible to reduce the number of such persons
who are inappropriately placed in institutional settings.

Furthermore, from the point of view of a participating state,
the waiver process represents a less secure method of financing
services than those available under a regular state plan amend-
ment. With a waiver, for example, the Secretary can withdraw
approval just as simply as she initially approved the state's
request.

Finally, despite the fact that there is no statutory. expiration
date for the home and community care waiver program, the
legislation is generally viewed In Washington as an experimental
attempt to test the hypothesis that long term care services for
elderly and disabled persons can be provided more economically
and humanely if the states are given greater freedom to choose
among a wide array of Medicaid reimbursable service alter-
natives. Indeed, the very notion of a waiver authority is
derived from the Secretary's long standing statutory power to
grant waivers for the purpose of demonstrating new approaches to
providing services and cash assistance to persons eligible for
federally-assisted welfare benefits (Section 1115 of the Social
Security Act).
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1

Given the fact that many states with approved Section 1915(c)
waiver programs have substantially reaiigned their methods of
financing community-based services for developmentally disabled
clients, the elimination of this authority, or major constraints
on its future use, could be highly disruptive. Thus, continuity
of federal support is a major concern of participating states,
especially in view of the likelihood that most waiver-eligible
program participants will be dependent on public support, in one
form or another, for the remainder of their lives.

As an initial step toward addressing these drawbacks of the
existing waiver program, the proposed legislation would amend
Section 1905(a) of the Act by allowing states to offer home and
community-based services for certain, high risk developmentally
disabled recipientslas an optional coverage under their state
Medicaid plans. Except as specified below, the range of ser-
vices reimbursable under this proposed optional state plan ele-
ment would be the same as those currently specified in Section
1915(c)(4)(B) of the Act (see discussion under Item D below).
Eligibility for such services still would be restricted to
clients who were either currently residing, or at-risk ofplace-
ment, in Title XIX-certified long term care facilities.

We believe there are several sound reasons for drawing the para-
meters of eligibility in this manner. First, clinicians and
program administrators.generally agree that severe, prolonged
disabilities occurring at birth or during a child's early deve-
lopment require significantly.different treatment and life mana-
gement strategies than disabilities of similar severity that
occur after the individual reaches adulthood. Second, states
are organized to deliver services to persons who meet the defi-
nition of eligibility suggested above; in contrast, existing
service delivery responsibilities would have to be completely
revamped, at tremendous expense in both dollars and time, if
eligibility were to be extended to disabled persons up to age
50. And, finally, NASMRPD's proposed definition would assure
that home and community services would be focubsed on the
appropriate target population--those most likely to be institu-
tionalized or at-risk of institutionalization.

B. Requirements of Participation. Amend Section 1915(c) of the Act
to specify that, on or after July 1, 1985, in order to qualify
for approval of a new or renewal waiver request on behalf of
recipients with severe disabilities originating in childhood (as
that term is defined in Section 223 of the Act), a state must
agree to: (a) offer home and community care services for such

.

recipients as an optional coverage under its state Medicaid
Plan, beginning no later than July 1, 1990; and (b) develop and
implement a ten year plan aimed at minimizing the number of such
recipients inappropriately placed In large Institutional
settings.
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Among the states spe7ific obligations Under this provision of
the legislation woul i be to: (a) establish a comprehensive
screening and assessment program to identify developmentally
disabled persons inappropriately placed in skilled nursing,
intermediate care and intermediate care facilities for the men-
tally retarded; (b) describe fhe level of ,care criteria, poli-
cies and procedures, it would use to determine whefher a
disabled applicant .is qualified for admission to a SNF, ICF or
ICF/MR facility (and, thereby eligible to receive community
care services) and, if so, whether he or she woUld benefit from
such non-institutional services; (c) establish a pre-admission
screening program aimed at preventing future inappropriate
placements of developmentally.disabled persons in SNF, ICF or
ICF/MR-certified facilities; (d) outline a systematic plan to
reduce the number of developmentally disabled persons
inappropriately placed in institution4 settings over a ten year
period; (e) describe the steps that would be taken to develop
the home and community care services required to meet the needs
of persons inappropriately placed in Title XIX-certified long
term care institutions, as well as to deflect future institu-
tional placements; and, (f) describe the steps that would be
taken to assure that the activities of responsible state and
local agencies are properly coordinated to achieve the objec-
tives described above. Any state which failed to fulfill its
obligations under this agreement with HMS would be subject to
fiscal sanctions. ...

There are several reasons why NASMRPD.believes that the proposed
extension of optional coverage for community care services on
behalf of certain developmental) disabled recipients would be a
prudent step. First, since eligTbility would be restricted to
persons severely disabled in childhood, who are either residing
in Title XIX institutions or at-risk of placement in such facil-
ities, the total number of recipients potentially eligible for
community care benefits would be relatively small. Second, as
is the case under the existing Section 1915(c) waiver authority,
states would be obligated to demonstrate the cost effectiveness
of community alternative;;, compared to institutional costs, and,
therefore, it should be possible to avoid uncontrolled growth in
program outlays. And, finally, most states already have well-
established networks of community care services for developmen-
tally disabled persons upon which to build. Generally,
community care systems for frail elderly and other disabled
Medicaid recipients are not as well-developed.

C. Increased Matching_ Ratio. Amend Section 1902(a) of the Act,
effective July 1, 1985, to increase the federal matching ratio
for home and community-based services, delivered in accordance
with an approved Section 1915(c) waiver request or as an
optional service under a state's Medicaid plan on behalf of cer-
tain developmentally disabled recipients, by five percentage
points above the percentage a state is otherwise entitled to
receive under the provisions of Section 1905(b) of the Act.
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The purpose of this amendment would be to give the states a
positive fiscal incentive to develop community-based alter-
natives for developmentally disabled persons who are at-risk of
institutionalization. It would entail some additional federal
outlays, but since. services would be .restricted to persons
currently institutionalized or at-risk of institutionalizatibn
jn a Title XIX-certified facility,presumably the increase would
be offset, at least in part, by the generally lower average per
capita costs of home and community-based alternatives.

Unlike a,similar provision in the Chafee bill, the proposed dif-
ferential matching for home and community-based services 'would
not be: (a) restri ted to persons residing in Medicm4d-certified
institutions as of the date of enactment of the legislation; or
(b) limited in du ation to fit,e years after an institutionalized
recipient was pla ed into a community-based setting. Therefore,
the states would n t be faced with perverse fiscal incentives in
attempting to establish service priorities. Nor, would they
have to worry about "making up the difference" when the period
of differential matching expired.

D. Coverage of Pre-Vocational Services. Explicitly authorize the
states to cover pre-vocational services for eligible, non-
elderly disabled persons under a home and community care waiver
program and/or a state plan amendment (as discussed under Item A
above), provided certain conditions are met.

Most States which have sut?mi.tted waiver proposals aimed in whole
or in part at providing home and community-based services to
eligible developmentally disabled persons are offering, or
intend to offer, day habilitation services which include task -
oriented, activities intended to help participating clients to
acquire the social and job-related skills that are prerequisites
to entry into a vocational training program. Generally, such
clients are capable of very limited productivity, but they
nonetheless need the opportunity to engage in such'training
programs if they are to make al successful and permanent adjust-
ment to living in the community.

NHS attorneys havelprepared an informal opinion indicating that
neither vocational nor pre-vdcational training services should
be considered reimbursable expenditures under a home and com-
munity care waiver. In view of the indistinguishable line be-
tween work-related training and other habilitative activities in
the case of stich clients, a growing number cf qtates have been
expressing concern that they may be subject to sizable
disallowance, unless existing federal policies are clarified.

The proposed amendments would modify Section 1915(c)(4)(B) of
the Ackby adding the following parenthetic qualifier after the
words nabilitation services": "(including pre-vocational ser-
vices for any eligible non-elderly client who is disabled as
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,defined in Section 223 of ,he,Act and is participating it a
program certified ss a "work activities center" under the provi-
sions of Section 14(.2) of t.le Fair Laborriptandards Act!". In

other words, to qualify as a "habilitation service" under a
waiver, or the Otate plan amendment proposed above, pre-
vocational activities would have to be provided to elieW4s who
were dltermined, in accordance with the basic Social Security
Act definition of disability, to be "fl..incapable of engaging in
substantial gainful activity"; also they would have to be
receiving such services in a program certified by the U.S.
Department of Labor as serving individuals whose work produc-
tivity is "inconsequential."

E. Limitations on the Secretary's Authority to Approve Waivers.
Amend Section 1915(c)(2)(0) of the Social Security Act to limit
the Secretary's authority to place certain restrictions on the
manner in which average per capita expenditures are calculated
for purposes of determining: (II whether e state qualifies for a
hom'e and community care waiver; and/or (2) is eligible to fur-
nish such services under the proposed optional state plan amend-
ment discussed above.

At the present time, HHS officials use a regulatory formula to
determine whether a state's waiver request meets.the statutory
test of having projected average per capita expenditures with
the waiver that do not excped average per capita expenditures
without the'waiver. FurtKermore, in reviewing state waiver
requests, the Department looks specifically at a state's com-
parative utilization estimates. Generally, requests which pro-
ject a significant growth in the number of persons eligible for
Medicaid reimbursable long term care serviceWtth vs. without
the waiver program are not approved. The net effect is to
severely limit the utility of the waiver program as a mechanism
for developing community-based services on behalf of elderly and
disabled persons who are "at-risk" of institutionalization in a
Title X/X-certified facility.

The proposed amendments would have the effect of mandating admi-
nistrative policies that carry out the original intent of
Congress In including Section 1915(c)(2)ti) in the Act. It

would accomplish this end by limiting the Secretary's authority
to issue regulations or other admiristrative policies circum-
venting this intent.

f r

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, the major aim of the proposals discussed above is to
build incrementally on the existing home and community care waiver
authority. NASMRPD wishes to make clear that these proposals are
not intended to offer a solution to all of the complex problems of
assuring appropriate care for severely disa'led persons with chronic
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health, social and developmental needs. Instead, they are an
attempt to outline a coordinated set of statutory changes that may
be achievable over the next few years.

Inherent in the legislative changes NASMRPD is proposing is a
recognition that: (a) society's view of the number and types of
developmentally disabled persons who can be served more
appropriately in community-based programs is changing and, there-
fore, federal policy should allow the states the flexibility to
accommodate to these changes; (b) individual decisions regarding the
appropriateness of community care cannot be divorced from the
availability of resources to meet a given client's needs, at any

A point in time, if we are committed to assuring that developmentally
disabled persons receive services in the community that are of equal
or higher quality than those prrvided in large institutional
settings; (c) size of a vlient's living environment should be just
one of many factors used to determine the appropriateness of any
client's residential placement; and, (d) states are at varying sta-
ges of implementing community-based service systems for developmen-
tally disabled persons and, consequently, federal Medicaid policy
should encourage each state to design its own strategies for
expanding and improving such services, rather than assuming that all
states can and should meet a uniform national schedule for phasing
out large institutional facilities.

As the Association's spokesperson, I want the members of this
Subcommittee to know that the leadership of NASMRPD is committed to
the enactment of legislation that will improve the quality,
appropriateness and accessibility of services for mentally retarded
and other developmentally disabled citizens. In pursuit of this
goal., we stand ready to work closely with the members of your staff
and other individuals and organizations who share simildt objec-
tives.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our Association's views. If irC
we can be of further help, I hope you will call on us.
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Senator CHAFEE. It seems to me that one of the major points of
opposition, from this witness and many others, is going to be that
we are taking away an alternative. In other words, if you mandate
the community-based setting, then you areas Dr. Howse said
not leaving the institutional, if we can use that word, setting, and
the indication is that some patients might do better in the institu-
tional setting than they would in the community-based one; or, as
Senator Exon said, in some cases bigger could be better.

I think we want to address that, particularly in thinking of what
Dr. Braddock said. As the numbers in the institution shrink in size,
the cost of the per-patient per-day-care in the institution rises very,
very dramatically. If you have an institution for 1,500, the ex-
penses are so much; but if the population of that institution be-
comes 300, you are left with many of your fixed costs, fixed operat-
ing costs, and so the per-patient per-day expenses are extremely
high. I think we have to consider that. I will be interested in what.
the witnesses have to say.

I will turn it back to you, Mr. Chairman. Glad you're back.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right.
Senator Bloom.

STATEMENT OF HON. PRESCOTT E. BLOOM, STATE SENATOR,
STATE OF ILLINOIS GENERA', ASSEMBLY, ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATORS

. Senator BLOOM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's kind of unusual
being on this side of the table.

This past December I became chairman of the National Confer-
ence of State Legislatures' Special Committee on Health Care Cost
Containment. I am here to represent the NCSL.

Our policy is that we believe that appropriate alternatives to in-
stitutionalization which are effective in maintaining the population
hi their communities at a cost below institutional care should be
eincouraged as a part of any comprehensive Federal long-term care
Policy.

We basically are: "Aye" on the concept of S. 2053 but "No" on
the bill right now as it is presently written. It appears to be a little
more stick than carrot.

Speaking as someone from central Illinoismy district cuts
across two congressional districts; I am PeorialpasedI see our Illi-
nois Association for Retarded Citizens profoundly split on this
issueprofoundly, and deeply, and emotionally split.

I would like to pick up on the capital issues. To a degree in the
1970's, the mid-1970's or late-1970's, the States were trying to bring
their State institutions up to Federal standards and to get accredit-
ed through medicaid, and so on and so forth. Qur concern is that a
State can't be a size 10 to size 16 shoe; they haye different require-
ments, and we need the flexibility. And our o'n Department of
Health didn't get their medicaid waivers until fiscal year 1983.

In my own district, we are closing Galesburg \\Mental Health
Center, a very, very traumatic experience for many of the parents.
If this bill were law tomorrow, then one of the alternatives that
presently exist, St.. Mary's on the Square, would not be allowed.
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St. Mary's on the Square was an outmoded hospital. Folks didn't
know what to do with it. Some people bought it and turned it into
apartment-living for the developmentally disabled, and these men
and women work in the Galesburg Community Workshop area and
are functioning parts.of society. That should be encouraged. But it
is an apartment complex of almost 100 people.

Another point, we are concerned with. This bill does not address
the dual diagnosis problem. I had the misfortune of inspecting
Galesburg Mental Health Center three times because of the clo-
sure. Galesburg is just one of four mental health centers that have
been closed in the last 18 months in Illinois. Pointing toward com-
munity-hased care, and I know the pressures that are being put on
the community-based care system.

There is a segment of the developmentally disabled or the retard-
ed population, profoundly retarded, heartbreaking situations where
people need 24-hour-a-day care, and you haw to ,leave us a little
more flexibility to address these situations than S. 2053 presently
does.

I will answer any questions you have. We have submitted our
full statement.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Dr. Carl.
[Senator Bloom's prepared statement follows:1
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESCOTT BLOOM ON 5.2053

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee, it is indeed

a pleasure to appear before you today to present testimony on behalf

of the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL*) on S.2053,

th:. Community and Family Living Amendments of 1985. I am Prescott

Bloom from Illinois, where I serve in the state-senate. I also serve

as the Chairman of the recently established NCSL Special Committee on

Health Care Cost Containment, which is an issue of great interest and

concern to me, personally, and to my state. The special committee will

meet over the next] several months to discuss and review a number of state

and federal Cost containment initiatives.

The NCSL Human Resources Committee which is responsible for guiding the

Conference policy on health, income maintenance, and social services, has

nothad'an opportunity to consider specific policy on 5.2053. We believe

that NCSL long term care policy is applicable. The NCSL policy states in

part:

"A comprehensive federal long term care policy which addresses
the health and social needs of the frail elderly population and the
physically and the mentally disabled should be developed and state
involvement in the formulation of such a policy is crucial. Federal
legislation should be patterned on successful program innovations which
have been developed and tested at the state level. The National Con-
ference of hate Legislatures believes that appropriate alternatives
to institutionalization which are effective in maintaining this popula-
tion in their communities at a cost below institutional care should be
encouraged as part of any comprehensive federal long-term care policy.
Alternative programs may be a cost efficient means of reducing costs and,

in addition, promote a better quality of life for our frail elderly and
disabled people..."

* The !iational Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) is the official
representative of the country's 7,38 state lawmakers and their staffs.
It is the only national legislative organization governed and funded by
Ole qt,a05.

i:i.c4-,,:1:121E
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NCSL would rather see the development of a comprehensive federal policy

which addresses all of the problems and concerns states have in the de

livery of long term care services regardless of.the population receiving

them.

The problem of economically and effectively providing health care service

for populations in need of long term care is an area of major concern to the

states and will be part of the focus of the NCSL Special Committee. This

is a complex and difficult issue that Illinois and a number of other

states are dealing with. A recent NCSL survey of the states found that 51

bills relating to nursing homes and 'alternatives to institutional long term

care will be introduced in state legislatures during the 1984 legislative

session. States are cautiously seeking Medicaid waivers to provide a

range of home health and community based health servicesto avoid premature

and unnecessary institutionalization. These community care waivers author

ized under Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981,{0MBRA), have been

extremely popular in the states. As of November of last year, the Health

Care Financing Administration (HCFA) had received 46 state applications

for 100 waivers.

Over the last 20 years, the movement at both the state and federal levels

has been to change service delivery pratices to accept the principal of

"normalization" and to provide care in the least restrictive setting to

enhance the individual's habilitation. States are moving towards the

deinstitutionalization of the elderly, and the mentally and physically
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disabled. Some states have moved rapidly to accomplish this goal, while

others have proceeded more cautiously.

Senator Chafee's bill addresses a subgroup of the long term care popu-

lation, the severely mentally retarded and disabled who are medicaid eligible.

Under the proposal, such persons would be eligible for Medicaid assistance

only if they were livilg in a family home or community based facility, as

defined in the bill. 1 commend Senator Chafee for meeting the challenge

and taking the initiative to develop a.proposal in this important area;

however, the bill raises a number of questions and potential problems

for the states which we feel must be addressed.

The problems associated with the provision of long term care services

are broad, far reaching and not limited to the elderly, the mentally

retarded, the physically disabled, or any subgroup of these, but, encom-

passes them all. Many of the support services necessary for the care

of one group is equally necessary for the others, consequently a com-

prehensive approach to the provision of long term care may be indicated.

The states are well aware of the differences between the populations

'served, in particular, the increased service demands of the severely

disabled versus those of the frail elderly needing long term care.

Elderly patients typically require more intensive services at the

end of their lives, while the severely disabled require an array of

services across an entire life span. Services for the handicapped,
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however, are usually oriented toward skill acquisition and independence

rather than medical or respite services provided to the elderly. For

the disabled the need for services may decrease over time as they acquire

independent living skills. However, certain basic services such as housing,

primary health services and nutrition services are needed across the board.

Here, as well as in other areas, states believe there is potential for

developing a more cost-efficient way of delivering those services.

Again a comprehensive national policy which involves the states experi-

ences on needs in long term care would help resblve many of the conflicts

states presently operate programs.under. We believe that the analysis of

the needs of the Long term care population overall and the targeting of

needed services to those individuals who need them, in whatever setting,

be it community based or within an institution, is the critical concern.

Over the years, the states have made a considerable financial commitment

to rehabilitate, modernize older facilities, or to construct new

facilities. Much of this work would be lost under the provisions of

S.2053, as many of these facilities would not qualify under the bill.

This is an area of great concern to state legislatures, particularly

those that have recently allocated funds to construct or modernize state

fa.cilities in order to meet compliance standards to receive reimbursement

under Medicare and Medicaid. It is estimated that the capital commitment

over this 20 year period has been in excess of $1 billion.
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NCSL is extremely supportive of the community care waivers available

under the Medicaid program. We believe the increased experimentation

should be encouraged under this existing provision to help states con-

tinue the movement toward community based care where it is determined

such cafe is desirable and cost affective. The Community and Family

Living Amendments Act of 1983 should provide an impetus to expand

the existing authority under the Medicaid program.to further study the

special problems associated with the provision of long term care to

the severely mentally retarded in the context of a comprehensive long

term care policy.

Finally, the states must have adequate funding and flexibility to develop the

expanded support service network which will be needed to allow families or

community based programs to care for the severely mentally retarded or

disabled. Although it may be assumed that the benefits of family and com-

munity based programs will lessen an individual's reliance upon institu

tional services, a more complete array of support services will be needed to

maintain individuals in their communities. Adequate federal funding will

be needed to design and maintain that array of services. States should

also have program flexibility to provide those services they know are

needed to adeuciately support individuals on a local level.

I thank you for this opportunity to share the views of NCSL with this

distinguished panel. NCSL looks forward to working with you on the develop

ment of a comprehensive long term care strategy to assist all those in need

of these services.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. CARL, JR., PH. D., ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, RETARDATION AND
HOSPITALS, DIVISION OF RETARDATION, STATE OF RHODE.
ISLAND

Dr. CARL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the com-
mittee.

You have the statement that Mr. Gunther and I submitted joint-
ly from the State of Rhode Island. I am one of those other 49 State
directors that Dr. Howse referencps, and I'm here to support S.
2053.

I am here to support S. 2053 because basically it is what makes
sense and it is what's right on behalf of the people who are unable,
by and large, to speak for themselves.

Nobody would design the kinds of living that these people have
been put through and that they go through today, those people who
are institutionalized. No one would willfully and purposely design
that kind of a living arrangement.

I have traveled throughout these United States, I have operated
State institutions in several States, and I continue to travel. In the
last several weeks I have visited public institutions in several other
States in America. There are places that you would not let your
dog stay in. There are places that are a shame for this country.

What makes it a particularly shameful experience is that we are
pouring billions of dollars into shoddy care, and we are doing that
under the guise and under the pretension that these people need
these kinds of services, when as a matter of fact all practical evi-
dence is that these folks, like all the rest of us, do best when they
are treated like folks-4n small settingswhere they are treated
with dignity and treated with individuality. They are not lumps of
protoplasm; they are not just retarded folks; they are people, first.

When these people are treated as individualsand come to
Rhode Island; I can show you the most severely .retarded and the
most profoundly retarded and the most multiply handicapped
people living in community settings, living well in community set-
tings, small four-person homes and .six-person homes and two -...
person apartments, thriving, growing, living, and proud of them-
selvesthey may not be able to talk, or they may talk a little bit
funny; they might not walk very well; they might have a whole
host of problems, and they may not be going to Harvard; but they
are people, and they will thrive when they are treated as people.

They will not do well when they are not treated as people; that's
what we've done in this country, that's what the medicaid program
today encourages in most State institutions, it is to keep people in
bad .places, inappropriate places.

Thank you, Senator
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, very much, Doctor.
George Gunther.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. GUNTHER, JR., CHIEF ADMINISTRA-
TIVE OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, RETARDA-
TION, AND HOSPITALS, DR. JOSEPH H. LADD SCHOOL, STATE
OF RHODE ISLAND

Mr. GUNTHER. Mr. Chairman, I am the superintendent of an in-
stitution for the mentally retarded in Rhode Island which has 397
people living there. In addition to that, I am also the operator of a
community program throughout the State of Rhode Island which
operates group homes and apartments throughout the State for,
four to six persons in the group homes and two people in the apart-
ment programs, so about 125 people.

I am also the parent of a 25-year-old retarded woman who lives
in the institution. So from that background, this is what I have to
say:

Over the last decade in the United States, over 50,000 persons
have left institutions and returned to the community. There now
remains about 115,000 persons in public institutions for the retard-
ed. This legislation addresses the 115,000 persons in addition to pre-
venting thousands of others from entering institutions in the
future.

This legislation encourages the development of a community-
based residential and day-service system to replace the institution.
And looking at the United States on a State-by-State basis, the
community-based resident and day-service system either does not
exist in some States or it exists in a portion of the State, or it is an
incomplete system in many States where it does exist.

Over the last decade, since the beginning of the ICF/MR pro-
gram, States have been encouraged to and indeed have made huge
financial investments in institutions, both in improvements to the
physical plant and increases in the staff.

The professional groups and persons who oppose this legislation
raise some legitimate technical concerns about the elements of the
legislation, but the primary thrust of the bill is accurate anci basi-
cally raises a major policy issue for the U.S. Federal Government,
which is: Should the Federal Government continue to invest huge
sums of money in a system of care such as large multipurpose in-
stitutions when all of the evidence and professional body of knowl-
edge recognizes this as a system that has outlived its usefulness to
the citizens who are retarded in the United States?

If one were to posit the answer as no, we should not continue to
invest this money in this kind of a system, then one needs to ad-
dress the elements of a bill that can effect the development of a
proper community-based system with a corresponding reduction of
institutional services in an orderly manner.

S. 2053 sets the stage for this to occur. The testimony we have
submitted suggests assurances that various groups need to support
this excellent concept as I do.

Thank you.
The prepared statement, joint, of Dr, Carl and Mr. Gunther fol-

lows:I
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George W. Gunther Ja.16 Baehoound:

In the twenty -iiive yeau that Mk. Ciinthen ha4 been in the iiietd

o6 netandation, he ha4 had the oppottanAty to keview 6e4viee4 linom a

vaniety of'peupectivez. .FiAzt, he i4 .the pa/Lent o6 a twenty-Iiive (jean

otd woman who i4 netanded, and ne4ide4 at the Vn. Jo4eph H. Ladd Cpten

which he i4 the Chieli Adinirtatitative 064ieen. 'He i4 a pa4t Board

Member o6 the Nationat A44ociation o6 Retarded Citizen6, and a put Board

Member of the American A46ociation on Mentat Veliicleney.

On. Robent L. Cant, .74.'4 Bac/wound:

VuAi_ng yeaA pko6e66ionat eaiteen, Catt ha4 both,

diAectty admini.6tened inztZtutionat 6etting6 in Ma66achu6e.ttA and Ohio,

and been kezponaibte bon the development o6 vaxiou6 community 4enviee4

in Rhode 14tand. He ha4 6enved a6 a coati-Q.-twit to the Unite State. Ve-

paittmea oi Jurtiee, numenouz 6tate and pnivate ageneiez, and to vaitiouz

p4o6e46ionat andpanent-con4wnen g4up6.
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In the 1 , Dn. Show Gnideey Howe es tab tished the Brost pubicc

in4titutio' bon netaAded citizens in this country. Within ten years,

04. Hats had pubtaty decnied this action, and catfed bon the ctosute o6

this 6a_ Pty. He conneetty pnedicted the inhumanity and inappnopniatenes.s

o6 institutionat aim which has 6aced ouk netaitded chitdnen and 6niends

bon this past centany and a quaAten.

Atthough President John F. Kennedy promoted new natona poticies in

the.1960' 6 to improve ouA nation's capacity to cake 'lion ouit feast 6ontunate

citizenny, 1965 saw the pubtication o6 a book* in graphic pictokiat 6onmat

which documented owe inhumanity to institutionatized netaAded citizen4.

When Bengt N.in je, liiitecton 06 Sweden's organization 06 parents o6 Aetakded

chitdken, visited the United States in 1969, he compated the many pubtic

institutions housing netanded persons with Nazi Gekmany's concentAation

camps.

Ii 1913, the Fede-kat Goveknmcitt mdde a major commitment to insti-

Ntiona.t cake bon ne.tanded citizens thitough the Medicaid program. Fnom

th Ls date 6c,.:eand, Fede.nat 6unding l ao been avaitabte to ate_ states bon

certain institutional and othe.n se.nvice.s. Dwi ing the past decade,

hundreds o6 roittions 06 redcnaf dotecvus have been spent in these state

in,stitat Lots. From 1973 to 1983, .we a£-so saw a pi.pueation reduction

public institutions bon netaitded citizens by mane that 50,000 pe.A.Son6.

At this time, 6eweic than 115,000 pen.sonz /terrain, in these public

6acitities.. This popueation reduction has been the direct kesutt o6

dozens o4 Fedenae Law ,swits, ns weft a..64moite entigntened state tegatation

in response to Fede.nal Count decfsiores. er?

Fon years, most pno6e.ssionats in the ketcuTdation 6ietd have aokecd in

6avoic 06 community cake. bon pen sons with netandation, Most o6 us have preached

*Litatt , Bunton, Chitatma's in Punqatony., Longman, Inc., New Yokk

New Vonh, 1965
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-the dual musagez o6 mane humane cane and Lower pen penzon expend.4.tiote.s.

Vet many people and moat ongartization4 invotved to /te-tan.dation zenvicez

are apponentty. tenn.ibty thnentened by the mate zubmiza ion Q6 a. piece o6

tegLatation (S2053) dezigned to promote community aeAviced 604 retarded

citizens, and halt the expendi-tune o6 miLtiona o6 dottana on eteatty acanda-

touz ..inztttu-tional cane nationwide. In state a6ten state, media expoaez

F edelae and State taw swit , advocacy gnoupz compta.intz (Let document negu--.,

e.a.,Lea and lxcbtieey the 6hame o4 theze ins ti-to.tionat benvice.a. Even the

µtt.sent llttLted States OepaAtm en t o6 Jab tice avowedt y o n-in tenv en tion.Lst

and non-.0..tigatcona2 Vn pasture, has documented The diagnace o6 pubtic

t.c.tutionat aenv(cea Got. netanded ci.t.i2en4 in state a6ten state .throughout

thk! countty.

(oonder tehat the opponents o6 S2053 bean? Sune-ey, they cannot

the /.%-ta t nn p)Lez vitt ndit.i ons? We propose that the 6ollowiltg be

conaieted.

The Cotanunity Living Amendments Act appears to be a pnogneazive piece

tegiatati.wt suppottecl by The National Association o 6\ZetaAded Citizens.

14 this to 60, V.,/11.1 4,6 that Senators and Congressmen have nece.ived so much

out? aga6tat proposed tegiatation?

it is the intention o6 .this testimony to avoid a tine by tone-rev iew Q6

the p.to pc's td eg g ation and technical alpecta and to address the broader

mpti cat ( s as we see it.

Oven the ea,s t decade in the United States, oven, aome 50,000 pen.sona have

te6t -inatetut«,na and returned to the commun,i,ty. There now nemaina about

115,000 pots ons in inatitutiorvs Kok ,the ne-tanded. Thia tegiatatiwt addnu.aea

the 115,000 pen.aona in addition to pnevent-i.r.g Thouzanda o6 othen!, Ptom en-

cAbil tn.!, t t.tona th the hub ike,
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This tegiotation encounagez the development 06 a communi.ty based

nesidentcae and day service sya-tem to kepeace the inoti.tution. in tooking

at -the United States on a .state by state bazi.e, The community based neat-

dent and day service buz.teni, ei-the,1 does 'not ezizt in some states, on eviz-ts

in a portion c6 the 'states, on -is an ineompeete system in many btate,a wheite.

At does exizt.

Oyu' the Zazt decade 14tirice -the begivuting o6 the ICF -MR pnognam) states

hat; e been encouraged -to, and .indeed have made huge tinanciae investments -in

,ms.t.(itutionz, both .improvements -to the phoicat plant and increases in the

sta66.

The roto6essi.onai gnoups and pekzons who are apposed to this te.gistat,ion,

raise dome iegit (mate terthnicat concvms about the element o6 the tegi4ea-

t4,-on, out the pkiplaky thfrut o6 the bite iz accurate and basicatty kaizez

a majc,t potted (.4,6ue 604 the United States Fedekat Goveknment, such as, bhotad

the Fedekite Government continue to invest huge .stuns 06 money in a zy.stem 06

carte - such as .large ti..-pu-kpoze 4.516.U-tut-ions- - when all the evidence and pno-
.

tessionae body o6 hnoweedge recognizes thiz as a system that' has outlived its'

uzetueness to the citizems who ate retarded in -the Un-ited State-6?

16 one were to posit the answer ae M), we. showed not continue -to invest

thiz money im thiz fund o6 a system, then one needs to addkes,s -the elements

06 a bue that can e66ect the develop/Nent o6 a. p4opek community based system

with the cokkespondin,a keducti.on 6,6 institutionat sekvicez in an orderly manners.

The ete,nentz need to address these broad coneekn.s:

Retwtded Citizenz - They need a sa6e, pnopenty 6upenk4ed home uuth

-su66i.cient -t.itea-tment 4eAviceS and a "home" atmospheke, such as a tow. to

d cx person- home 604 most, but not a-U. Seiviing netoAded nenzonz is not

a geogtarkic izsue wheke one pant 06 a state on countny can serve and the

bmt
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othek pant cannot. Any service that can be detiveAed in an institution

can be detiveked in any neighbokhood in America.

Patents and Fami4 - They need assurance that a phopeA home wieE exist

and be pkopekty supervised and a system o6 services ate in pPace be-

6oke you can expect them to embrace an unknown wpm'. Emphasis

zhoutd be placed on moving as many teems as possible to community settings

as bast as possible in an okdekty manner, rather than emphasizing the

dosing o6 anything. 16 the openings are successliut, the ctozingz mitt

zimpty liottow.

Institution Based Pkoliezzionats - As previously mentioned, pko6essiona2s

who worth in inzatutions have pakticipated in helping to move ot,.t 50,000

persons into the community. The chorus o6 concerns that 44 being raised

by these groups requite azsukanCes that the community system Witt have the

capacity and wittingners to save medicatty comptex person's, medicatev

6kagiee ceder( pekzons, retarded pennons who exhibit nom'. behavior

put:items.

assisted in placing 50,000 ketaAded persons in the community, community

ComMunity Based Pkoliezzionts - Just as the inztitution based pkolieszonats

. .based pkoliersionats participate in providing services to .these persons

who are now Living in the community. Most 196 the ctients, ketativety

zpeaking, have been the most capabte ctientz .&t the institution. With

Less capable ctientz now enteking the community, they need azsmancez that

sta66 tkaining and specialized Suppcht semvices wL be avaitab.te to su,s-

ta,irt the retarded peons in the community. They abso need azzukancez

that the ovek ninety pekcent who atneady ,live in auk neighbokhood mitt not

have services reduced as a kebuit o6 the expanded sekvices 6ok 6wonuty

imztitutionatized, persons.
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covennot's OiEces and 11Lstatutea - Ttemendous euppott6nomGovennou

and Legistatute4 throughout the country has tuutted in huge invesbnents

06 money in these institutions to biting them to the Fedetatty.mandated

1CF-MR standaAdswhichimpnovea the services and insotes the continuation 06

oven 6i6ty percent 6edctat neimbotsement.

These poups need assonance that some netie6 aoutd be avaitabte to

ass4,st the states in the payback 06 the bonds i6 these 6acitAtAes wete no

tongen used. In addition, azsistxutce needy to We puvided to states to

devetop neutaization ptans 6o4 the institutions which genelatty haft huge

neat estate vatue.

Community Acceptance Assonances need to be puvided to the community -

at - tang to insane art pet4ons that ketaldcd persons wit! be assimilated

An commatitieS to avoid having too many netanded petsou tiving in one

bcatton, ) put supeuision needs to be assured to alleviate beans 06

"dumpIng" petzonz in .them neighborhood.

Unions - To the octent possibte,dizcossions need to be encoutaged that

could nesutt in ne-tnaining thempenienced inst&totionat zta66 to too/Lk

cn the now community based tocations.

In conclusion, the basic dements o6 S2053 ate 6an teaching, tong oven-

due, and cottect. To out knowtedge, the major organizations invotved, support

the basic concepts o6 the B-itt, but need azzotances, such as, we have ptevioosty

desctibed in thib document.

N1
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In support oe these contention4, we bn.i.e6ty discussed below some o6 oun

expenance.4 in oun home 4tate.

In Rhode 16t and, we have seen a steady, ptan6at dectine a the inatitu-

tione population and a concument incneue to comm utty aenvice.4. In 1970,,hene

wute 1,260 penson4 Living at the Ladd Center, oun 6ingte atate /Le-tondo-U.0n in-

atitution. Today, Owen than 400 pen4on4 atitt live at the Ladd Ceram at-tune

devetopmentz,now in pnogne4a, cat eon eunthen poputation neduction4 to 6ewen than

200 pm-4mb by 1985.

Since 1919, oven eighty email community residences eon Om to six netanded

penzo44 have been bstabti6hed in Rhode 16tand. VwtJng his came time, oven two

hundred new apartment settlings have been bstabti4hed. Today, move than eight

hundred netanded e,itlzen4 Live n gutty on partially wiated community kaidenceA

About 2,000 ketanded adults attend vaniou4 devetopmenat On vocationat day

aenvice pnoqum6 throughout the state. A 4tateluide EaAty Intenvention Pnognam

.4envicuoven 300 di4abted ineant4 and the eaittez. Reote cane services, genetic

coun4etttng, eamty aub4idy parents to keep tetanded pen4o0 at home, aocat am-

vice4, behavionat training, and apectatized health and demtat aenvice.4 are aft

available throughout our State.

Much pnogne.44 has been made, mone A071.abl4 to be accompti6hed. Pnimanity,

however, owe experience in Rhode Wand chows that a combination oe nezpouive-

nue 6nom the Governor and Gene/tat A4aembty, 4tnohg advocacy 6nom parents and

eniend4, nea4onabte planning, and imptementation 4tnategiu and a gene/Lou and

caning pubtic, can provide decent, dignieted, and coat-eeeective 4envice4 eon

oun retarded citizens. We can 4ettte 6on nothing less.

S2053 on come neuonabte eac4imite, wilt promote these kind4 oe community

based services nationwide.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
To reiterate, the statements of all of the witnesses will be made a

part of the record.
Chairman Dale, do you have a statement or comment that you

would like to make?
Senator DOLE. No. I just have a statement I will ask be placed in

the record.
I appreciate the fact that these hearings are being held. I know

this is very controversial. 1 was just checking the mail we have re-
ceived in the committee plus mail I have received from my State. I
still think it is worth careful consideration.

Generally in this committee we can work out some of the prob-
lems, and I hope we can do that based on the testimony we will
hear today.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Jack Danforth, do you have an opening statement?
Senator DANFORTH. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. John.
Senator CHAFEE. Let me ask Mr. Gunther or anybody on the

panel if they can answer this question. I am correct, I believe, in
the statement that, as you reduce the population of an institution
built for large numbers of patients, your per-patient per-day costs
rise very, very dramatically. Is that a fair statement, Mr. Gunther?

Mr. GUNTHER. The fixed costs for the most part are not able to
be reduced; however, 70 percent of the costs of an institution re-
volve around the staffing. So as you reduce the population, if you
movie the staffing and reduce it in some, way, either by moving
them with the client or through attrition or whatever other way,
you are going to, reduce the cost 70 percent.

Your basic fixed costs, however, for many items will remain, and
costs will increase slightly

Dr. Hows.E. We have a slightly different picture in Pennsylvania.
We are clp6ing Pennhurst Center which is a very notorious facility
for the Mentally retarded. We are doing it through the medicaid
waiver/that was spoken about earlier, and the way we are keeping
the Or diem constant and not seeing a great increase is by reduc-
ing,iitaff rather dramatically at the end of the previous fiscal year
for which we intend to move people out. So, in other words, if you
reduce your staffing costsand in Pennsylvania our staffing costs
are about 85 percent of the budgetif you reduce staffing costs
prior to the movement of people out of the facility, you can keep
your per diems a constant, and indeed drop your per diems.

Senator CHAFEE. I am surprised at that, because I would think
you would have to have x number of people in your fire depart-
ment, x number of people in your sewage plant, or whatever it is,
as long as you have a big institution, whether there are 200 there
or 1000.

But now, let me ask Dr. Carl this question: You have come out
quite forcefully for this legislation, but what do you say about
those who suggest that there should be a different setting for dif-
ferent people and that for some the community setting is not the
the answer, for some the .answer is an institution, and it doesn't
have to be a horrible institution but it could be a good institution
with, say, 200 people in it?
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Dr. CARL. Well, all we have to do is find some of those really,
good ones, Senator. If we travel around the country, we won't find
very many good ones.

It seems to me that the important thing, as we look at the insti-
tutions, is that we will find that they are (a) very, very expensive,
and (b) very, very impersonal.

It seems to me that we will not find very many people who will
opt as their first choice--1 am not talking about parents and I'm
not talking about professionals; I'm talking about the people who
live therb. I would suggest that very few of us professionals or par-
ents would trade places with those people in even those good insti-
tutions.

It seems to me that those places, th 3 big places, are not places
anyone would opt for, anyone would select out as their first choice.

I am in favor of appropriateness of care. I am in favor of provid-
ing the adequate level of support and assistance that people need.
Some people need lots of assistance; some people need a tremen-
dous amount of support. And I think we can give them that. r

However, the requisites for that kind of support are not geo-
graphically based. You can provide the same support in your neigh-.
borhood and my neighborhood or in an institution.

The real issue is: What is our commitment to personalized care
and to individualized care? If we really care about what is best for
individuals, then we will treat people as individual citizens.

Senator CHAFES. OK, fine. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask all of you ,one question that

relates to the last statement, I think, that Dr. Carl° made about
how do we guarantee this quality of care.

What role does Federal money currently play in what some pro-
fessionals call "case management"? In other words, outside of the
money that is going to providers to provide services, how much of,
what kind of, and from what source is money being spent with the
individual, to make sure that that individual is getting the right
kind of care in the most appropriate setting?

I sat here and listened to the reaction of Dr. Carl's statement
and, because I have been in some of those institutions, I resent the
implication that he laid across this country that every institution
larger than whatever he knows in Rhode Island is only fit for dogs.
[ A pplause.1

But I haye to reach past what he knows that works and what
other people may think works and ask myself if there isn't in place
in a lot of communities in this country some mechanismif you
will a human mechanismoutside of the provider organization
that assures me, as a parent or assures the individual involved, or
me as a tax provider, that there is quality of care. How do we know
people are in the right setting, getting the right kind of care? What
are we spending the title XX money on, for example? What are we
doing at the county level by way of managing the services being
provided to these people? 1

Dr. IfowsE. Senator, there is substantial difference between
States in the methods by which quality assurance is accomplished.
In the medicaid program it is a shared responsibility between Fed-
eral and States. There are Federal standards for quality of care
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that accompany Federal dollars, and States and the Federal Gov-
ernment share a responsibility to assure that those standards are
being met.

Title XX is indeed another source that can allow for the reim-
bursement of case-management services; but, apart from that, what
you will find in most States as the common ingredients of a qual-
ity-assurance system both for State centers, State institutions, and
for community services are an individual habilitation plan that is
monitored by a case manager, and you will also find external li-
censing or certification responsibilities that are carried out in con-
nection with quality assurance.

Senator DURENBERGER. Maybe someone else can also respond to
that, but do we find an inadequate financial commitment to that
quality assurance program? 1 mean, there are places in my State
where, yes, the plan is in effect and it looks.good if you go and look
at somebody's file, but when is the last time anybody actually went
out there to ari institution and confirmed whether or not that plan
for that particular person was being implemented?

Senator BI.00m. In Illinois, outside of the turf wars that some-
times crop up between public health and mental health, the Peoria
area retarded citizens and the various independent living programs
they run, they go through hands-on inspections each year. Plus,
they maintain the very active parents and relatives programs With
the community-based effort there, it is a two-way street; it is not
only through the licensure 'process but through the community and
through another unit of government.

And this is a good feedback mechanism fOr a State legislator like
me, because if one is mad at the other, as you can well imagine, we
are first to hear about it.

Senator DURENBERGER. Barbara, do you want to add to that?
Ms. MATUIA. Well, in the medicaid nursing home program, every

medicaid recipient must be seen once a year to assure that that
quality of care is being met, that that plan is in effect.

The commitment from the Federal Government is open ended,' so
I would say that it is a question of supplementing that with an
onsite ombudsman team, which most States have.

Senator DURENBERGER. So you have a oncea -year requirement,
and then you have public health making sure the place is clean, or
something like that? There ought to be something in between that.
MS. MATULA. Right.
Dr. CARL. Senator, in Rhode Island we require that people have

at least a monthly visit by an independent perSon, what we call a
service coordinator. We also have, twice a year, a team of profes-
sionals that visit each one of these kinds of living arrangements,
and we treat the arrangements the same, both in the institutions
and in the community.

Senator DURENBERGER. How do you finance that?
Dr. CARL. How do we finance it?
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
Dr. CARL. We finance it through both the medicaid program,

where we have eligible clients and eligible servicesand those are
either the medicaid waiver arrangements' or IC14"/MR arrange-
ments. Where we don't have Federal dollars, then we finance them
directly through the State appropriation process.
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We have been able to work I think quite well with the medicaid
program and capture'a great amount of Federal dollars to assist us
in the provision of these kinds of quality services.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Any other questions?
Senator CHAFEE. Let me ask you two question, Mr. Gunther.
Well, perhaps I should ask the first question of Senator Bloom. I

should think the community-based settings would help encourage
more frequent visitations of parents, friends, and family.

Senator BLooM. Absolutely. In the Peoria area, P.A.R.C.; we have
allied agencies where various combinations of disabilities and re-
tarded are servicedKnox County Mental Healthall cut addi-
tional traveltime and expense.

Senator CHAFEE. As opposed to an institutionand I don't use
the word "institution" derogatorily, but it's a word for the bigger
facilitywhich is probably some distance?

We had testimony earlier indicating that the closest one to Chi-
cago, at least in the last decade, was 140 miles?

Senator BLOOM. That is not accurate.
Senator CHAFEE. That is not accurate?
Senator BLOOM. Not at all accurate. There are two of them- -
Senator CHAFEE. Well, in any event, you get some advantage

with the community setting where the families can visit more
easily. Is that a fact?

Senator BLOOM. Oh, no doubt about it. But each of these institu-
tionsand you are going to find out, if those audience noises I
heard behind me are accuratehas its own set of parents groups
that feel very strongly. Dixon, Bowen, Kankakee Mantino, and now
Galesburg in Illinois are closing, and I can promise you that, as I
said, the Illinois Association of Retarded Citizens' group is pro-
foundly split, and you are going to find that there are people, espe-
cially since, as I think one of the prior witnesses referred to, the
upgrading of some of these institutions and capital expenditures, to
keep the certified beds, there are parents groups that have devel-
oped a very strong attachment to these institutions.

As you can well imagine, there are intense emotions that have
been generated in Illinois, having four institutions close. There are
still too many beds for people, andGalesburg was split between the
mentally ill and the developmentally disabled. No one has said how
S. 2053 is going to address the problem of dual diagnosis.

I assume that the long phasein period is to somehow say to the
States that you recognize the fact that they have made a hell of a
capital investment over the last 7 or 8 years.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Mr. Gunther, briefly describe the kind of screening process you

go through. Suppose you have a situation where the parent doesn't
want the child to be moved to the community? What happens
then?

Mr. GUNTHER. First of all, Senator, let me say that in. 1978, at
Ladd Center, we were experiencing the same kinds of things the
Senator was describing, with parents being 'very fearful and very
against having their children or relatives leave the center and
going out into the community. They feared there would not be suf-
ficient staffing; they feared for safety; "They don't have pedestrian
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skills; are you going to put them in a neighborhood where they will
get hurt? How are you going to run these?" They are comfortable,
and they feel they have done the right thing for many, many years
in having their relatives stay there, and all of a sudden we come
along and say, "Look, we are going to move these folks out."

When we said that to the Ladd Center Parents Association, we
experienced all of those. But I said to them, "Look," talking about
the process, "I am not going to say to you we are just going to
willy-nilly send people out. If I cannot convince you, in your own
mind and heart, that this is a better place for your son or daughter
or relative, then certainly I am going to take a step backward."

And as each situation came along, as each home opened, I would
bring the parents there and show it to them and talk about the
kinds of staffing.

By the way, we don't staff group homes in terms of a geometric
equation; you look at the clients who are going to live in the group
home and determine the kind and amount of staff that is required.
So in saying there is never enough staff, we staff them according to
what each person needs, so the staffing is always different in differ-
ent places.

So once the parents begin to understand this, they see the super-
vision that is going to be in placethree shifts, 7 days a week, very
similar to the institutionthat's how we deal with it. When the
parent says, ,"No, absolutely not," then we have a discussion with
my superior and the parents, and we continue to talk it over.

In the 5 years that I have been operating this program and
moved hundreds of people out of the institution to the community,
there has never been one instance where the parents have objected.
Where they have objected initially, I just did not move at that
time. I waited until they felt comfortable, and we worked it out to-
gether. And I have never had a case in the final analysis where
they didn't go. a.

Senator CHAFEE. Have you had any situations where people,have
been movedito the community and then the parent or the relative
or the guardian, wants to move the person back to the institution?

Mr. GUNTHER. No, sir, I have never had that. We have had three
or four clients who have returned to the institution because they
juk did not make out well, just did not fit in, were not happy
there, and so we returned them. That kind of what we call the re-
cidivism rate, the return rate, is not very high, however, which I
think goes into a lot of the planning on the front end, making sure
we take our time and transition these people with their families in
a very careful manner.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Any other questions?
[No response.]
Senator DURENBERGER. All right. Thank you all very much for

your testimony. I appreciated it a great deal.
Our next panel consists of Robert Deer, executive vice presi-

dent, Chartham Management, Salem, Oreg., on behalf of the Amer-
ican Health Care Association; Margaret L. Shreve, executive direc-
tor, the Whole Person, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.; Guerin A. Fischer,
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executive director, Clearbrook Center for the Handicapped, Rolling
Meadows, Ill.; Sister Barbara Eirich, director, Community Resource
Center for the Developmentally Disabled in the Bronx, N.Y.; and
Thomas I3roacto, counsel, on behalf of St. Mary's Training School
for RE -Irded Children in Alexandria, La. Do we have Sister Antoi-
nette Baroncini here, also? Oh, there you are. All right..

Is there anybody who is here that I haven't called off, or anybody
that I should call off that is here?

[No response.)
Senator DURENBERGER. We will begin the testimony by indicating

that all of your written statements will be made part of the record
with our appreciation for the time and effort that went into pre-
paring them, that you may summarize those statements in 2 min-
utes or less, and that we all appreciate the distance you have come
and the effort.you have put into providing us with assistance.

We will start with Mr. Decker.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT DECKER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
ctimmum MANAGEMENT, SALEM. OREG., ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. DEcKEtt. Good afternoon. My name is Robert Decker, and I
am the representative of the American Health Care Association,
the Nation's largest federation of long-term care facilities.

AHCA opposes Senate bill 2053. The fundamental problem with
the legislation is that it provides only one type of dwelling for the
mentally retarded and the developmentally disabled individuals
whose problems are both diverse and complex.

In the late 1f1,(10's and early 1900's we built only large public in-
stitutions, an recommended placement of all mentally retarded in
those institutions. We now know that the mentally retarded have a
wide range of needs and require more than one method of treat-
ment. Senate bill 2053 would limit the settings for the delivery of
care to one type of setting and therefore restrict the modes of treat-

,. ment.
AHCA believes that a continuum of care, including State institu-

tions," facilities of 16 or more residents, as well as smaller group
homes, semi-independent and independent living situations, must
exist to adequately meet the needs of these individuals.

The proposed program will increase the cost of care, and the pre-
liminary Congressional Budget Office report on cost savings must
be challenged. New construction costs were not included in their
report, and we estimate them to be over a billion dollars. The cost
of expanding medicaid coverage to include vocational training has
not been included. The report does not account for the expansion of
eligibility from the current definition of "developmentally dis-
abled" to "severely disabled."

It is unclear whether the increased costs of managing, adminis-
tering, and enforcing a program which is scattered throughout
many locations is included.

It is unclear whether the costs are adjusted to account for the
higher costs of the heavy-care residents now residing in the larger
facilities. And it is unclear whether the costs of care nut now in-
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cluded in group homes per diems but allocated to other cost centers
were even considered.

ARCA recommends the following:
That the States utilize the section 2176 of the medicaid home and

community.based waiver program ,to develop community care pro-
grams, and that that section 2176 waiver program be studied for its
effectiveness before the drastic changes or additions are made to
the medicaid program.

Thank you.
[Mr. Decker's prepared statement follows:1

t (1 *I II!
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(k oa morning. My name is Robert Deoker. I am here today representing

the American Health Cara Association and its Task Foroe on the care of the Develop-

menteliy Disabien. I am also the Hereoutive Vioe President of Chartham Management

Imo, a private oorporation whibh owns and administers five intermediate care

facilities for the mentally retarcee in the korthweat. My past experience includes

four years as the superintendent of the Idaho State School and Hospital, a publio

faoility tor the eevelopmentally disabled. In audition, I have experienoe as

a foster parent to a developmentally disabled individual.

The Amerioan Health Care Association is the nation's largest federation

of long term oars faoilitiea. Over 8,000 member faoilities provide.oare tG

the obronioally ill and aeaelopmentally disablea of all ages. We appreciate

the opportunity to offer our comments on S. 2053, the "Community and Family

14ving Amendments Aot of 1983." The proposal would require that all Medioaid

funds for reaidential aervioes be tramsferreo from mid-sized and large inatituUonal

settings to small racilitiee which serve a maximum of eight or nine clients.

AHCA believes this proposal Would have a detrimental effeot on programs serving

the severely disables. More importantly, the proposal would aaversely effeot

the developmentally disabled who require apeoial services in order to aoquire

skills neeced to live as indepenaently as poaaible.

ARLIZOLAUW

In 1972 Congress extenaea Medioaid ooverage to inolude ICFs/MX. Active

treatment and twenty -tour hour supervision are required for oertifioation.

In 1975, rules were iasuea to implement the program. The goal of the ICF/MR

progr is to help each developmentally disabled person reaoh his/her maximum

potential. Each resident must nave an individual active treatment ana train-

ing program. Aotive treatment is a planned, goal-oriented therapy program which

assumes the resident can aevelcp beyond current capabilities.

Under the Medioaid rules, ICF/MH realities aro lioensea AUG aonitorea

by itatea. They must meet extensive Life. Safety Code provisions, looal fire'

ana zoning laws. Five nu ea and sixty specific federal stanearce govern ICF/MY

facilities. In addition there are state oertifioation, lioonsure and program

stanuards. Facilities are inapectea for 1) quality of programming and treat-

ment of residents, 2) physical safety ana sanitation, and 3) utilization review

to cetermine if the level or care is appropriate to meet the resilient& needs.

Professional servioes oxfereu to residents inolude nursing, mental, mmaical,

psychology, phys1,.cal therapy, ocoupational therapy, speeoh pathology, audio-

logy, therapeutic) recreation, paarmacy, sooial ano uietary servioes. These

services are part of the "total" oare the large and mid-sized facility provides

to its residents.

The ICF/MR program serves persons with a oroaa range of oicabilities, such

en blindness, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and mental retardation. Many ICF/MR

residents nave no next of kin. A sizeable number of children are "warms of

the state."

.r *
,.;" ;
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P.L. 95-602, emoted In 19(b, defines developmental disabilities as: .

a severe, chronic of a person which:

1. is attributable to aimental or physical impairment or !combination
of mental and physical impairments;

2. is meife8t before age 22;

3. 18 likely to ountinue indefinitely;

4. renulta in substantial functional limitations in three or more
of the following' areas of major life activity:

a) self -care

b) receptive and expressive language
c) learning
d) mobility
e) self-direction
1) capacity for independent living, or
g) eoonomic self-aufficienoy; and

5. rellects the need for a combination and sequence of special,
interdihoiplinary or generio oare, treatment or other servioes
which are:

a) of lifelong or extended duration and
b) individually planned and coordinated (Public Law 95-602,

1978)

Oneimust meet all live of these oriterie to be classified as a develop-
mentally disabled person.

There are tour types or locations of the delivery or care for the develop-
mentally disabled. The majority are cared for by their families in the home
and receive treatment through npeoial health education and training programs.

Other developmentally disabled are cared for in ICF/MR facilities. Six

to fifteen percent of all mentally retarded live in some form of supervised
residential setting such as state institutions, private mid-sized ICFs/MR, and
foster care or small community facilitiea.

\

/At the present time a state has the option to operate an ICF program.
Some 'At Medicaid programs support only state institut ons and small programs;
howeVer, others supportmid-sii.ed programs as well.

There is a trend toward developing community dare Iacilities. For example,
over the last decade the total population of large state institutions has declined
by one-third wnile the number of oommunity care programs has increased ninefold.
New admissions to nupervised apartments during 1982 increased by 31.9 percent
while new admissions to large facilities grew by 6.4%. One third of the existing
small programs have opened sinoe 1960. The Section 2176 Medicaid waiver program

V:0 )
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to fund home and community beset' services is expected to accelerate the growtb

of group homes and use of community based services.

=I. kiiiliLattaiLIALLIJILSAINIT

AHCA [supports a wide spectrum of services for the eevelopmentallY disabled

and advocates a system which provides service delivery through an assortment
9f settings tailored to address the needs of the individual. MILA oppObes the

'Community and Family Living Amendments Aot of 1983' proposal to limit reim-
bursement for services to a single mtlel of service delivery. The aeeas or

the developmentally disabled are diver e and must be eddressed by a variety
of systems and programs. '

For some developmentally disabled persons a small facility may be ideal.
For others, especially those with numerous complex problems, a larger facility
that can offer an array of services and full staffing is more appropriate.
If all facilities are limited in size, no mingle facility will be able to provide

a wide array of services. This will cause particular problems for the severely
handicapped who need multiple services such as professional nursing servioes,
phys.tca'l therapy and occupational therapy and other special consultation and

direct care.

\Hany statements will be mane here today citing studies and programs which
euppOrt the theory that small community based facilities are less expensive
than institutional care. These statements are misleading. In order to correctly
interpret them one must understand the various levels or care that are provided

for ICF/Mh clients.

Two types of Iacilitiea comprise "institutional care facilities. This

fact is not usually apparent in cost studies. There are the large state facilities

and the private [CF/MR facilities such as those which are AHCA members. Large

state run facilities are often the most expensive. In part, this is because
of higher labor and, property costs and the higher costs associated with the
heavy care clients they service. Thane facilities often oost over $100 per

day. AhCA member racillLies are private proprietary and non-proprietary facilities
which range in size from lb beds to 200 bede but are usually approximately 50
beds. Reimbursement Is approximately $50 to $65 dollars per day per resident.
Problems arise when the ocean of these levels are lumped together. Suoh a

practice leads to the assumption that all institutional care is more expensive

than community care.

A second problem pertains to the term "private ICF/ME", which may be mid -

leading, Sometimes, it refers to small community-based facilities caring for
up to 15 clients. Other studies define private ICF/HR care as mid sized instil.

tutione caring for up to two hundred clients.

The leek of uniform defioitione causes problems when the average per diem
003E3 are discussed. Small (up to 15 beds) facilities often utilize training,
education, social eervieca, and therapy programs which are supported through
state and ccuety governments, United Way and charitable donations. The costs

of these services are not uecessarily included in the "per diem". Mid-size

and large facilities usually provide comprehensive services on campus as part
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of the facilities' program. The costs of these oomprehenaive services are ;included

in the perdiem rate.

Studies which compare institutional and community -based care do not treat

the mid-size facility and its costs and aervioes as a distinot.model of care.

This could mistakenly lead one to believe that mid sizeo faCility costs are

as high ap the public institutions or that their costa are higher thanoommu-
nity-based facilities which utilize outside programs.

The legislation would shift Medicaid funding for the care of severely disabled

individuals from institutions (ICFs/MR, SNFs /MR, ICFs and SNFS) to community

living arrangements. The deinstitutionalization program would be phased in

over ten years for most institutions and fifteen years for relatiVely new insti-

tutions oaring for 15 to 75 clients.

Severely disabled individuals are defines an individuals with developmental

or physical impairments or both, which are manifest before age 50, are likely

to continue indefinitely and result in substantial functional limitations in
three or more of the following areas: self care, language, learning, mobility,
self direction, oapaoity for independent living and economic) self eufficienoy.
This would include many mentally retardcd, the developmentally disabled and
many head injured individuals.

Community living facilities would be limitea in size to 8 or 9 beds, must

be in residential areas but oannot be olustered and must meet safety standards.

Written individual plans of care are required, as is training for staff. Mediae.l

assistance, home and oommunity based servioes, vocational servioes, oase management

and monitoring are authorize°. oceaa to habilitation and rehabilitation, sooial

and educational services is required. Facilities are required to be licensed

or certified or accrecited by the''Aocreditation Counoil for Services for Mentally

Retarded and Other Developmentally Disabled Persons. Federal Medioaid payments
would temporarily increase by 5 percent of the total amount expended under the

state plan for the care of individuals transferred from institutions to community

care. There is a 5 percent reduotion in the Federal Medicaid.matth for non- complying

facilities and institutions.

Aliriki0=101101L5,_205.1,_.121L/AKILLARRAXIffillitra LIVING UMW=

AHCA is oppoaea to the Community ann Family Living Amendments. The bill

would withdraw funding from good facilities whioh are providing oomprebensive
services that enable a developmentally disabled person to learn the skills needed
for independent living and transfer'funding to facilities whioh have an unknown
capacity to care for the developmentally disabled and which are dependent upon

outside, piecemeal funding sources.

.L._21153.211BILIXIMILIILAILLISAKILLIMING-LIMUMMISAIV

The tundamental problem with the proposal is that it is based on unsound,

unproven and clinically unaoceptable premiaea.
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Our objectiono are centered on the following major points:

1. Not all severely disabled persona can be oared for in

oommunity settings.

2. Quality 15 not related to size. big is not necessarily

bad and Irvin ia not always good.

3. Mandating community oars for all severely disabled persons

will inoraase the cost of dare.

o Bgt all severely disabled persons can be cared forjauggionitygatliggs.

-- Many severely disabled are physioally and mentally handicapped
and suffer from life threatening medioal conditions. Some are
frail add need constant observation by professional staff. For

example, some of these individuals have many seizures daily.
\ The administration of medications, shunts, tube feedings reqUire

rofessional staff.

\%
A large portiOn of institutionalized mentally retarded residents
al o suffer from serious behavioral problems. These people require

a high staff ratio and Antense oare by trained individuals.
ocees to professional belp is a necessity for both staff and
residents. Experienoe dhows that these olienta are the most
diffioult to plaoe in oommunity oare, that they are among the
moat expensive to care forkand that emotional and behavior problems

are direotly related to reoidiviam.

Some past deinatitutiolmlization of the severely disabled people

have failed miserably. Efforts in Kentuoky and Florida are examples
of inadequate dare, high mortality rates and irreversible damage.
In these oases, it is always the disabled who pay the prioe.

o Quality is got dihect1V related to Bin.

Larger taatlities oan provide more servioes and are in better
positions to develop a professional staff to deliver varied and
oomplex sophisticated Beryl:ma. Beoauee of the nature of the
funding aouroe for large.facilities olionts are lees dependent

'upon varied and categorloal program appropriatione whioh oan
be changed or terminated:. Such changes oan disrupt or oanoel
services.

Numerous atudies have concluded that size ie not related to quality

of care and that home like facilitien do not guarantee improvement
in behavior of either staff or studies.

-- Several atudiee have evaluated.i'emily style homes as more restrio-

tive than larger aettinga.
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At leaat one study oomparing small ana large settings round that
in larger faeilities residents engage in more social behavior
and oevelop more friendships than rasiaente of small facilities.
Another conclude:: that larger faoilities are more likely to utilize
agenoiea aervioes and programa ana thus appear to be oloser to
the objeotive of client normalization and developing Imolai oompetenoe

than amaller facilities are.

Larger raoilities, by virtue of large professional staffs ana
large number of visitors allow for greater opportunity to formally
and informally monitor resident care.

-- The life safety or disabled peopp) its enhanoea through physical
struotures built or. modified to meet life safety and other oode
requirements aevelopea to provide neeried proteotion.. Family
homes are not designed to provide this protootion.

o liandatifuL_aemmu.nity_aar

lkilWAIL_of care.

-- The Congressional Budget Office report showing a cost savings
AY. must be challenged. It in diffioult to determine what assumptions

were used in aeveloping the report. Boweverkwit appears that
large costa were not include°.

An simple is the coat of new construction. Coat figures are
based on a projeoted discharge rate of 12,000 residents per year.
This will require over 1,500 new group homes per year., Bzperienoe
shows that it is cheaper to build new group homes than.to retrofit
existing awellings. Current new conetruotion costa are $25,000
to $30,000 per bed. Between $3 and $3.6 million, plus interest
and oepreciation, would be neeaea aach year. Over $1 billion
would be needed just to build group homes for the current-residents
of state institutions who would be deinati- tutionalized. States
are ourrently having difficulty raising bonds; moreover, many
bonds that were raiaea over the last cumarie for large institutions
have not been retired. Some states are plaoing lids on coat
per bea which would prohibit new oonstruotion at current costs.

-- Other costa not olearly inoludea are:

1. Additional oosts.of aaministering, monitoring, surveying
and inspeoting a greater number of faoilities soattered
throughout the country.

2. "Start up" poste which would be aasooiatea with the program.
These should inolude the coot of maintaining the empty bed
at the large facility. Costa associated with the additional
number of staff who will be needed to fill gaps in the delivery
of servioes oauaea oy time spent traveling to, from ana

18,1
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between faoilities. Labor ousts are ourrently approximately
two thirds of the program omits.

3. Costs of oaring Ifor the new population who would be included
in the definition of severely disabled. We believe it would
include many beau injurealvictims. Theca people are generally
heavy care residents, needing intense therapy, nuraing and
supervision.

4. Costs of wading authorization of vooational rehabilitation
posts under Medioaid.

5. Coats of transportation to servioea may also need to be
included.

6. Costa of deinstitutionalizing the heavy oare resident.
Approximately one half of the institutionalized are multiply
handicapped, one-third are non-ambulatory and one-third
suffer from emotional problems. To date, most community
Dare programa oare for leas handicapped persons.

Some aeverely disabled may be oared ror in oommunity settrogs
for less dollars. However, we find this rarely to be true..
Several factors should be considered when oaloulating expendi-
tures.

1. In community oare costs for servioes are distributed among
different °oat centers or funding programs. For example,
transportation, day programming, therapy ano4woOkshops are
often funded out of education, Title XX, state oounty or
local funds. At the tame time, institutional costs are
usually the total coat.

2. Information on reimburaihent of private ICFa/MH (such as
those which belong to AHCA) compared with small programs
is not available for each state. However, an the following
examples show, oommunity oare can be more expensive.

XabAia

Large lacilitien leaathanailbulft

$39,53 Per day $50.54 per day

ldahQ

.3Q.J211LasaILLY 11 Othar ERILLULLta_sulgiagi
from.5 to 24 beds ^m,y

$54.36 per say $73.79 (average per day
rate of 9 facilities)

1 5
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$56.00 per nay
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Irivate ICF/lik

$?3,000 per year
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sinaliallVAarsaram

$94.00 per day

scalaltxbars

$40,000 per year

There are other concerns which mesa to De considered in the impact of this
14islation.

o As written, this legislation would also affect the oars or the "haaa
injured" patient. These people are usually the victims of accidents
such us auto crashes, drug overcoats and gunabota. They fit the aria/Lion
Of the developmentally disabled as outlined in Section 191b(h).- In
many oases, these individuals are oared for in nursing homes. Some
are,00matose and Semi-comatose and require daily nursing and therapy
services. Cognitive retraining, respiratory care, tube feedings ann
sensory stimulation are professional services which are often required.
These services cannot be effectively providea in small settings.

o What would be the impact on the ooit of oars if states opt to include
those severely disabled whose families spend up to five percent of
their acjustaa gross income on care? Isn't is eliding a population
that is not necessarily financially needy?

o What states rights issues would be ginera ea by a program which is
mandated by the federal government, but is so part of the Medicaid
program which is suppossa to allow flexibility to states to assign
and provide services aoobrding to the needs of its population?

o Thar, is no provision for the rights of the aisablsa and their families
who prefer the institutional care model. These people must have the
right to choose or at least influence the choice of care.

o The intent of the legialation is ror-a gradual phase out of institu-
tions. Private ICIWAIR and SMFentR must make ends meet. The break
even point is not too far below full capacity. Many of the resiaents
would be sent to institutions until community oars is available.
Each transfer oanses a aisruption in serviette to the client. This

mould result in a loss of skill development.

o Recidiviam is a fact. Under this proposra, clients would have no
where to return. how will these peoplete handled - will they be
transferrea from one oomumity program to another ano eventually fall
througb the cracks?

186
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o What ahout investors who have risked private capital to develop mid

sized private institutions? How (or will) they be compensated? Many

private companies were approaohea by the state and asked to establish
mid sized facilities.

o How would the 5$ increase per person affect implementation.of the
See. 1915 Medicaid waivers for home and community based oare? The

waiver money can only be uses to support community care if the average
coat of that oare is leas than the oost of institutionalization.
Would this create two classes of omumity care recipients?

4

o How will the five peroeut be caloulated? Will it be based on the
per diem rate for the faoilit,, '.be person was previously in or the
average per diem rate for the state?

o Who would be responsible for maintaining closed institutions? Even

oloeed faollitiers incur ouets. Billions of dollars have been spent
in the last few years to improve these facilities.

o The bill assumes that there will be group homes available. Who will

be responsible for acquiring or building the homes?

o There is no doubt that Medicaid funding and standards have improved
care in ICFe/MM of all sizes. If it is withdrawn from large insti-
tutions and if the state must maintain the institution we may see
a reourrenoe of problems whioh existed prior to the early 19705.
If Medicaid funding is not provided, Medicaid standards will not be
required to be met.

o Previous efforts to restructure care fur the mentally ill have Tailed.

In the mid 1960's, national effort to deinetitutionalize over crowded,
large mental hospitals was implementer. Plane to serve the deinstitu-
tionalized through community -based reeouroea did noOmaterialize.
The result was a rapid and unplanned exodus of thousands of state
mental hospital patients which oaused a shift of the looation of the
chronically mentally ill to the community without the oonourrent shift
in sufficient oommukitty aervipes or resouroea. Is a result, many
of these people were unable to live independently and were foroed
into auhatandard boarding homes or shelters for the homeless. Others
have been placed in nursing homea which are not always ahle to provide
the care needed. Transfers to appropriate care settings areusually
difficult because of an insufficient bed supply in those settings.

AiirdLii=0111112.1/1LIM

1. The Senate Finance Committee should not mark up or report S. 2053.
For the reasons listed above, the proposed program would be detri-
mental to the care of the severely disabled.

elf

2. States should utilize. the Sec. 2176 Medicaid Home a CommUnity Based

Waiver Program to develop community oare programa. T prOgram provides

needeu flexibility and funding for effective, oomm ty care.
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3. The Seo. 2176 waiver programs should be studied for effectiveness
before any drastic changes are made to the Medioaid program.

011111,11,11M1

AHCA cannot endorse the proposes system. It is based on an arbitrary size
and premised on unproven theories. If enacted, we foresee many ex-residents
or lacilitiea isolatea in small homes, unoared for and eventually forgotten
or ignored.

Any changes in Medicaid must enoourage a balanoed approach to the care
of the severely disabled. While the severely disabled have one thing in oommon
-- disability -- they are a heterogeneous group and cannot all be pushed into
a narrowly designed system which works under certain oiroumstanoes.

There is a need for small facilities. For those who can make the transition
from institution to oommunity, small home like facilities can ease the way.
Unfortunately, many people are unable to develop the skills necessary to live
independently. These people may be profoundly retarded, blind, crippled and
suffering from any number or medical conditions. These people need nursing
and therapy and oustodial care 24 hours a day in addition to training. Is it
praotioal or even possible to provide these services in small soatterea settings?
Even if the personnel were available, the coat would be prohibitive. The total
cost of a nursing visit, a home health aide visit and a therapist visit could
be as high as $80 per day. Add to this the oost of room, board and custodial
care and the total met is much more than what Medicaid now provides.

AHCA is conoerned this legislation will appeal to those who are not well
informed yet who support its goals. We support the goal of independence; however,
we know the proposes system will be disastrous for the developmentally disabled.
They need and deserve more than system whioh is based on an arbitrary number
or beds, not the quality or services.

831499.02
12/12/83/2/17/b4
3/13/b4
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Let's see, I guess next is Margaret Shreve.
Ili, Margaret.
Ms. SHREVE. Yes. I've conid off the snow bank in Maryland, and

I'm now here.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET L.SHREVE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
THE WHOLE PERSON, INC., KANSAS CITY, MO.

M. SHREVE. I am here to represent physically disabled people,
and particularly those folks living in Kansas and Missouri. I am
the It ueZtor of a center for independent living called The Whole
Person.

The people that I am concerned about are folks who have arthri-
tis, who have cerebral palsy, who are blind, deaf, with multiple
sclerosis, muscular dystrophy, et cetera. And most of the individ-
uals that my program and others like mine serve are people who
are severely, permanently physically disabled, medically stable,
and mentally competent. We support the bill.

We have some concerns about the bill, and the four largest con-
cerns are the age limit, the degree of consumer control which can
be exerted over a medicaid service, the living arrangements, which.
according to the current text are somewhat restrictive, and I think
that is due to the fact that they were written for community-based
facilities, and that the definition of "natural homes" should be ex-
panded so that it includes choice for the severely physically dis-
abled person, such as living alone, living with friends, living wi
spouse, dependents, and any arrangement thereof.

An example of the current problem we have in the State of Mil
souri is that we have no in-home personal care services under med
icaid for more than 60 hours per month. For a severely physically
disabled quadraplegic person, that is not sufficient; therefore, the
only alternative is a nursing home.

We are working right now in Kansas City with j-rieone who is a
spinal cord injured man, 18 years of age, who does require 24-hour
attention because he is on a respirator. But no nursing home will
take him, and if he doesn't leave the State and find the services
that he requires in his own home, he is probably not going to sur-
vive.

We have the technology to make sure that people with this level
of disability survive, but we are not providing the in-home or the
community-based services to make sure that they have the quality
of life that they deserve.

Programs like mine are working on issues like accessible hous-
ing, accessible transportation, public accessibility in the sense that
our public buildings are more wheelchair-accessible, communica-
tion accessible, et cetera.

The thing that we seem to be lacking the most is the personal
care, the in-home service, and it has to be individualized, tailored
to the individual's leveLpf functioning -and level of physical disabil-
ity. And that is why we therefore support the bill.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Guerin; Fischer.
[Ms. Shreve's prepared statement follows:]
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

contained In

Testimony for S. 2053 by Margaret L. Shreve

1 am representing the interests of severely physically disabled people from the
states of Kansas and Missouri in support of S. 2053, the Community and Family
Living Amendments of 1983.

This bill could provide for the community-based,'In-home services needed by severely
physically disabled persons In order to live independently in the community settings
of personal choice. The bill needs to address several concerns which were apparently
overlooked in regard to the physically disabled population. These concerns are:

I) Lifting the age restriction so that persons who incur a permanent
physical disability after age 50 are eligible for community-based

services.

2 Defining "natural home" to include many options such.as living alone,
living with friends; living with spouse, living with dependents, or
any combination of such living arrangements..

3) Removing restrictive language In reference to where.a severely

disabled individual can live.

4) Expansion of consumer involvement throughout requirements of the bill;
including disabled people in the planning of community-based Services
as well as Implementation and supervision of such services where
poSsible.

Like the developmentally disabled population, severely phytically disabled
persons are often placed in Institutions for lack of any ,IternatIve. If a major
.funding mechanism can be used to reverse this situation, severely physically disabled
people could live independently in the community with minimal support services.
The severely physically disabled population does not need community-based facilities
or "bricks and mortar" projects but does need individualized and personal services
in the home setting of their choice. Senate Bill 2053 could provide this.

Advocdtes for severely physically disabled people look forward to passage of
Senate Bill 2053 and thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to speak in
the bill's favor.

6301 Rockhill Road, Suite 305E Kansas City, MI) 64131 816/361.0304 TTY /Voice
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TO: Senator Dave Durenberger, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health of the Senate Committee on Finance

RE: Testimony for S. 2053, The Community and FaniLly Liviny Amendints of 1983

DATE: February 21, 1984

I am Maggie Shreve, Executive Director of The WHOLE PERSON, Inc. In'Kansas City.

The WHOLE PERSON is a community-based, non-residential service and dvocacy

organization for people who have severe physical disabilities. 1 testifying

for Senate Bill 2053 as a representative of various consumer groups of physically
'disabled people in Kansas and Missouri. We believe that Senate Bi11l2053, the
Lommunity and Family Living Ar.ondments of 1983, has tremtndous posit\ve implicatJons

for severely physically disabled people who are struggling to live irldependeolly

in the community..

The population to which I am referring is composed of, individuals who:have severe

physical limitations but are mentally cOmpetent. This group includes\many types of
physical disabilities such as arthritis, blindness, cerebral palsy, delafness, head
injury, multiple sclerosis, muscular 4strophy, polio, spina bifida, sbinal tcrd
Injury, stroke and similar disabling conditions. As a representative 6f this group,

I have concerns about some language used In Senate 13111 2053. I am concerned about
the age limitations used in the bill; 'the definition of "natural home;' the degree

of consumer control which can be exerted over the types of services to be covered
by Medicaid funds; and the definition of the type of neighborhood In which a severely

disabled recipient of Medictaid funded services can live.

It is obvious that Senate Bill 2053 was drafted to respond to the nnn-ln titutional
service needs of developmentalh disabled persons. I see the same poten tai for

people with severe physical di,sabilitles but In different ways. First e all, I

do not assume that severely physically disabled people need "bricks and mprtar"
projects specific to their disabilities or their needs. .1 assume that a broad
spectrum of community-based, In-home services which are taildred to ench,Lndividwi's
level of physical functioning and mdnagement abilities are needed. Seconaly, I do

not assume heavy involvement from parents or guardians but rather reliance upon the
consumer him or her self regarding the planning, Implementation, supervislOn, and

evaluation of community-based services.

Many severely physically 'disabled people are able to live In the connunIty \?f certain

environmental changes are made and necessary supportive personal services ar,e available.

These services arc not housed within a "facility" of any specific type but 'eed to
It

be provided to the individual. in his or he choice of residence. One such t plcal

service which is not readily available In this country 1:. Personal Care AtOil tance

or PCA. A frequently used definition of Personal Care Aisktance services '1 a

consumer-directed, In-home service which allows for up to 42 hours of servic4 per
week and in which the consumer recruits, interviews, hires, trains, manages, Od
discharges his or her attendants (or PCAs). Sc.tate Bill 2053 could provide qe

6.301Rocidull Road, Suite 305E Kansas City, MO 64131 816/361-0304 TTY /Voice
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funding mechanism needed for the establishment of Personal Care Assistance services.

Based upon these-general issues, the physically disabled population wilt' benefit

from Senate Bill 2053 if certain sections of the bill can be clarified, Below are
those sections which will require additional atLention In order to meet the needs

of severely physically disabled persons while maintaining a cost effectiveness compared
to institutionalization.

Section (c)(I)(P) should include syi11ed nursing facilities as well as intermediate
care facilities and institutions ror the mentally retarded.

Section (c)(I)(C) may be too limiting if only section 702(b) of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 is used. We would add general language which adlresses the need
for any comounity-based service which is necessary for the health and well-being .

of a severely disabled individual living independently in the community'
Section (h)(1)(B) should not be restricted to age 50 as the cut-off for onset of

disability. Some advocates believe that 65 is a more appropriate age.
personally believe that?this bill has great potential for disabled elderly
individuals as well as other age groups and should not contain any upper age
limits at all.

Section (h)(I)(E) assumes that the Medicaid recipient is in need of more than one
service which may not be the case. This section should Include the possibility
that a severely disabled person may need only one service from Medicsid.

Section (h)(2) should provide a definition of "natural home." Typical developmental
disability policy and language limits "natural home" to a residence where a
parent or guardian is in charge. For the severely physically disabled adult
who wants to live alone this would not be appropriate. We therefoxe suggest
that a definition of "natural home" Include the possibility of living alone,
living with friends, liviny, with spouse, living with dependents, and any cm:.
bination of such possible flying arrangements.

Section (h)(2)(C)(ii)discriminates against the severely disabled individual whO
wants to select where he or she will live. This section was presumably/Written
for the establishment of group homes or other community-based facilities but
needs to be broadened. It shauid not restrict 6n indlvidualls choice in the
selection of a living site.

(h)(2)(0)(i) needs further definition so that it includes involvement of
the consumer or Medicaid recipient. In reference to the Personal Care Assistance
concept mentioned above.; the only disciplinary team requirecior Implementation
of the service may be a worker or occupational therapist who performs an
in-home evaluation. Some services may not require interclitcjplinary teams while
others might. Adding the consumer to the team's membership, as appropriate,
may eliminate this problem.

Section (i)(1)(C) should be expanded to include consumer in"volvemer.t aad/or representa-
tion. This would allow for the training of certain Care givers the consumer
as in the Personal Care Assistance example

Section (i)(1)(i)(ii) is somewhat unclear. We read this section as requiring peer
or consumer involvement in the planning process; but during a second eading,
we realized that it refers-primarily to professionals in the delivery system.
We would prefer to see consumers involved in order to continue emphasis of
consumer control where possible.

Sectie.i (i)(1)(J) and (K) appear to have omitted Oe severely disabled individual
in error. The consumer should be the first 'person contacted in both the
decision making process and in the appeals procedure.

in summary, those of us involved in the privision or community-based servcles to
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severely physically disabledpersOns lice Senate Bill 2053 as the answer.to many of
the planning and service delivery problems which now occur on the ocal level. It

would reverse 'the current' unding situation which' does not permit for community-based
in-home services many instances. This current problem results In many unneeded
and costly institutional placements of severely physically disabled citizens who
could befully participating in their chosen communities.

We also lee the need for changes to the existing bill so that it can.adequately
meet the'needs of the severely physically disabled population in the most cost
effective manner possille. Changes in the age limitation, definition of "natural
'home," delineation of where a consumer can live, and the expansion of consumer
ment In all aspects of service delivery will strengthen this bill. We hope that
the Subcommittee on Health and eventually the Senate Committee on FinancemIll see

.Ghe merit of'this bill'and seek its passage. Thank you or your time and attention.
If further Information or clarification Is needed, pleasedo not hesitate to contact:.

Margaret L. Shreve
Executive Director
The WHOLE PERSON, Inc.
6301 Rockhill Road, Suite 305E
Kansas City, Missouri 64131

(816) 361-0304 (TTY, and Voice)

STATEMENT OF GUERIN A. FISCHER, ED.D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-,
TOR, CLEARBROOK CENTER FOR THE HANDICAPPED, ROLLING
MEADOWS, ILL., ON BEHALF OF THE VOICE OF TIM RETARDED
Mr. FISCHER. My name is Guerin Fischer, and I am representing

the /Voice of the Retarded, a large group in Illinois. that made up
of 28 various parent gro6ps, representing about 8,090 par is in Il-
li ois. It is a very new organization that came upon the ene
sh rtly after we had more news with regard to S. 2053.

t also am the executive director of Clearbrook Center for the
Handicapped, a large facility, in suburban Chicago that has 14 dif-
ferent sites and has about 450 people from ages zero to adulthood.
We have a variety of services, including many group homes and
also some large facilities.

On behalf of the group I am here today to represent, I want to
make a few comments and give some examples.

We are opposed to the bill because, based on the premise that
care can only be delivered appropriately in a very small, less than
10 environment, we maintain that some forms of developmental
disability demand special' technologies and specialized staffs which
are only available in larger facilities,, and by "larger" I am talking
about larger than 10. 1

. The phasing out of residential facilities that house more than 10
people is being promulgated without the assurance that communi-
ty-based facilities are available. \ ,

Let me give 11 an example: Thet4sare only at the present time
16 group honc n Illinois, four of which are managed by Clear-
brook Center for the Retarded. No start-up money"; Senator, which
you asked earlier, was available to purchase the homes and start
them up, as far as capital purchase monies from the State of Illi-
nois. ,

The parents 'who were interested in going to this new concept
were the ones who started the fund raising, and, incidentally, 60
percent of our budget comes from the State of Illinois. For 40 per-
cent we do our own on fund raising, which also we feel very strong-
ly would have a direct implicatipn should this bill be passed.

1
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So back to your question about the capital. No, we have not re-
ceived capital funds for .our group homes, nor have we received
hapital funds for a facility that we are currently building that
\ould house 90 people in a residential area in suburban Chicago,
that would happen to be clustered, with 15 people per cluster and 6
tot4Iclusters, which also mould be eliminated should this bill be
proinulgated as it is currently written. We have very strong feel-
ings about the cluster concept.

Mimi, for, a minute, on costs. Please do not be persuaded or too
sure about some figures you have perhaps heard as far as the cost
of group homes in the community versus State facilities.

We have taken people from the State institutions, and our cur-
rent costs in our gropp homes run at $85 a day versus $100 a day,
which is what the State is paying now in Illinois. And we are talk-
ing about mild and moderate individuals, higher functioning re- 4..
tarded people. And so I think you have to see the association be-
tween starting putting other types of important people in the com-
munity, the profound and severe, which only makeup 5 percent of
the total population out into the community, and you can add the .
difference of costs. There isn't that big of a difference;, in fact, I'
would suggest that maybe the researchers should look at the' indi-
vidual agency's audits, like Touche Ross, different audits that-we
have, rather than looking at Government figures. And I think you
might find more accurate figures amongst all of the States.

So we feel there is a tremendous need for the continuum of serv-
ices, as was mentioned earlier. We are concerned about the State
institutions, decent quality care, decent community care, and we
all I think share that feeling very strongly.

Thar,* you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Sister Barbara.
[Mr. Fischer's prepared statement follows:]
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VOICE OF THE RETARDED
798 LINDEN AVENUE ELMHURS r. IL Win

Marty Pratt. Chaamdn
Phone. 3588381

Jean Catlin. Co.Cnailman
Phone: 474.4441

Bernadotte SelltranSerretary
Phone. 834-2520

tar Marguerite; 1' feasufer
Phone 832.0481

tie:n.(11,1 Ott 1:i.itlmuNpry AND

1211.1,_

February 7, 19134

The Pres Wert ' s Commission 011 Mental Rat a rdat ion was appoint ed

in May of 1066, As a result of thin commission, some progress has peon

made in tie ruing the me eta 11 y let emir d but it in proceedinci through a

!:uccess ic+11 of sma 1 1 advances' acreSs the broad front, rather than by any

singular* Apectacular adi/anee.. unfortunately, 1 1 tt le has been done in the

area of residential services. Now we are faced with a proposed Senate

Bill which, as written, could eliminate much progress that has been made

theca past 18 years,

SB 2063 in hasfcalby lumping all.classifications of mentally retarded

silo living arrangement, non-clustered group homes in the community with

1 e!,, than 10 people per home fly classification, I moan the Profound (0-19 IQ)

or I.5 pervert!: of -the retarded population; Severe ( IQs between 211 -34) or

1.0 percent of the retarded population; Moderate .(iQs of 35-49) or 6 percent

of the retarded }uvula': ion and the ,Milds or IQs of 50 -69, 89 percent of the

mentally retarded population.

There Me I it in placing Mild and Moderate retardates in community

bast, 1 f :lei 1 it ius if proper funding is available. Cl eat. brook Center for the

Ret aided has done inst. that. raearbrook manages 4 of the 16 group homes in

the e of I I ,4114 more i19111efl would be needed to accercr.odet e the

5 , on(1 atc tot;l if nt iona iZv,1 ra,;11 not to mention 3.11sshcr 11,000 retarded

adult who arc at home and will nerd an event nal placement IS the i 14, t ent

1,1.1l anal-, la to inanaqc Lhom. Our annual Twaelle-1(o,P.1 audit:

v.,i 1 11,,11 11,0) r, ow, ark, PS ptr, i ye , i ,e. or day 14-r a Pv rnal in a

B
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VOICE OF THE RETARDED\-1
798 LINDEN AVENUE ELMHURST, IL 60128

Many Nan. (Mailman
Phone' 358,8381

Jean Caron. Co Charmen
Phone' 474 4441
°made Ile Sul !Iran, Setts lery
Phone' 834 2520

114 Marguenie. Nanny
Phone. 837 9481

group home versus 3100 pox day for a person in a state institution.

But please remember that the $100 per day is for service rendered to profound

and severe cliennfsr It conts.more for that population which comprises only

five percent of the total mentally retarded population.

From my personal experience, support services for group homes are

not available and we are located in affluent suburban .Northwest Chicago.

We servo gher functioning Individualb who need supervision and guidance,-

24 hours. a day; however, they can solf-medicatie, can be trained'to cross an

intersection, dam be trained for possible fires in the how:, etc. Staff

turnover is a problep but manageable. It would become unmanageable if the

o
clients were profound and severe.

Sh MI, as written., does not differentiate between the services

that a good State institution provides, that good community-based ICF/DDs with

15 and over'provide, or.quality group homes. An example; Clearbrook currently

. ,

is building a 90-bed ICF/DDrin the residential community of Rolling Meadows,

Illinois.. It isia one-story, 41,000 square frt., building accessible to

ambulatory and non - ambulatory prople. It will have an indoor pool, bicycle

trails, curs toy care, doctors, six clusters interconnected with individual

kitchens and laundry facilities. S2:1 million has been raised dills far, all

as a result oL the c6mmunity-basN parent oriented hoard. No financial

assistance has been reveived from the Statd of Illinois, The Illinois/ARC

teqt tiled duttnq the :toning heatinqn two yearn ago in support of the project.

5tt,2951 would put the ICF/Dh out of Lustiness hrfore it opened., because'
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95% of the population would be Medicaid recipients.

We advocate a continuum of services,- Please refer to the attached

chart which systematically depicts a continuum of alternatives, We support

the philosophy that espouses helping retarded pdople progress to'another

advanced level, which includes a less restrictive residential setting if

they qualify and if facilities are available. But in contemporarleIllinois:

a minimum number of state residents coPld move to community-based facilitieb

because the accommodations are not avihlable for pr'ofound and severe people.

Another major issue is the question of coqs. The provisions of

SB 2051 would force the abandonment of a functioning system of quality care'

4,f the severely developmentally disabled individual. This ahandonMent would

be based on isolated experiences that are said to prove that Care can be

provided Mole econOmically in settings of 10 or fewer clients. Proponents

of SB 2053 have publicized what are purported to be. comparisons of gouts

of services between largo State-operated institutions and-small community-
.

based services. Those comparisons show the cost of community -based services'

to he approximately one-half the cost of serLices provided in the larger

institutions., However, konald Conley, en economist at the natlonalInstitute

of Mental Health; cautions that "these Comparisons depend on the categories

of residents and t,, complex of ces within or outside of the

facility". It is wrong to-take the average cost per re!iident of a large

facility serving a developmentally disabled population which hag a wide
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5pectrum of . needs - from Minimal to'vry extensive and intensive - and

compare that average cost to the average cost of in small community

facility whose clients have a narrow spectrum of minimal. needs.

Our attumpts'to procure root data which compare characteristics

of clients and kirls pf.qUality of services have been uasuccessful to.

the point that we neriously doubt such data hx4SL. Our request for a coPy

of the Cosgressiotll Midget Office preliminary cost savings estimated fl

Sh hooted in ARC/I information sheet) revealed'that the study had

teen withdrawn because of errors. A conversation with a'representative

of the Hubert Humphrey 1nStitute for Public Policy quoted by.AHC/1)

indicate:: that f:aviugn were achieved in.a facility serving approximately

10 tesideats; however,) it teems foolhardy 0100estroy a system nerving many

thousands on the basid of that limited experience. The Report of the

President's Committee on Mental Retardation Rtkst and Present (1977) states

that "While there is little disagreement that the traditional institutional

patterns of custodial carelhave been dehumanizing, there is disagreement on

the question.0 economy and the comparative quality of community services

presently available ", The President's Committee also reported the eonclu-

%ions of a three-state study prepared for the Department of Health, Education

and helfele: "the cfUits of 'cervices to developmentally disabled persons in

State houpital,; (r ;1e) do not differ significantly from the adjusted, true

198
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costs of 'services is coMmunily,settings.provided both g;oupe are

providini with a full array of needed snrvides."

_Senate Bill 2053 would arbitrarily deny Medicaid funding to

inslItelforce which are now providing quality services to the developmentally

disabled. It iS Aiscriminatory 19' that by forcing the closure of institu-

'lions, it will Criminate a' valid choice from among an array of settings in

. which service; may be provided. ARCYUS' Position Statement on "Least

Hesttietion" states that this aloice of setting should "involve a team

consisting of professionals, parents and other advocates and, when appro-'

priate, the individual who is mentally retarded". SB 2053, by forcing the

closure of institutions, would substitute its decision-makin process for

that of the prescribed team.

We disagree with the assumption that SO 2053 will bring a more

equitable distribution of DMH/DD dollars. Proponents of the bill:state

that 531 of DMH/DD moneys are. expended on 13% of the developmentally

disabled population. We do not question these figures, but. we think it is

important to note that the 13% are. the segment of the developmentally

disabled population - namely the severely and profoundly retarded - that

requires the greater amount and kinds of care, and that this fact will not

change whether they are served in the institution or the community In

fact, a greater expenditure of funds will be needed for intensive staff ing

8
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and programing to prepare thine developmentally disabled individuals who
have serious behavioral and psychological problems fot life In the community.

In conclusion, on behalf of the thousands of parents from the state
of Illinois, we want to emphasize that We are not foes of cOmmainity

and we aro not in favor of large institutions that have not been Upgraded in

accordance with the needs of the handicapped. We.do not accept Senate Bill
205 l's defihition of an institution. We- do believe In a developmental model

of call in a least restrictive environment, and we strongly support the

establishment of ,a full continuum of services required to meet the personal
needs of all developmentally disabled people. We also maintain tliat both

cOmmunity-based facilities and the larger facilities each has its own role
in contributing to that continuum. We strongly believe that all retarded
people are entitled to all citizenship rights, and, in particular, to the
freedom of choice of residential facilities which suit their Pa4Lcular needs.

Finally, please permit me to quote Senator Charles-it. Percy

(r2- Illinois) who, after ritading Senate bill 2050, made the following public

pronouncement;

"Fur my part, I share the concerns of those who feel that

the WO would unnecessarily eliminate excellent facilities
in Illinois already providing qual lty, care. Pieria be

assured that. I have no intention of either cosponsoring or

support ing this bill,"

I,
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CLIENTELE TO BE SERVED

BY PROGRAM CLASSIFICATION

PROFOUND
(IQ 0-19) \

Profound/Severe

SEVERE

(IQ 20-34)
Severe/Moderate

TRAINABLE
(IQ 35 -49)

Moderate

EDUCABLE
(IQ 50-69)

Mild

HOUSING i SNF/MR ICF/DD
Group Home (CAA)
SNF/MR

ICF/DD
Group Home (CAA)

CLF

CLF
i

SLA

NATIONAL
POPULATION 1.5% . 3.5% 6% 89%

'

.

NEEDS:

CHARACTERISTIC
FUNCTIONING

Need Medical Model. Need gitpervision Need Guidance Need 5222211.

a) Money management
b) Daily living skills
c) Socialization and .

'recreation

Current needs met -

limited volume

e.g.: Intravenous,
toileting, bathing,
are 4ependent 24
hours, ambulatory,
non-ambulatory

a) Medication
b) Toileting
c) Hygiene
d) Socialization
e) Money concepts
f) Ambulatory or

non-Ambulatory

a) Medication
b) Money management
c) Dailyliving skills
d) Socialization and

recreation
e) Ambulatory or

non-ambulatory

LEGAL STATUS

.

Declared incom- .

patent. Full
guardianship

Full or limited
gVardianship

Limited guardianship
as needed

Full rights

.

4
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by Thomas Quinlan :
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Ja:!1 !LS! e 15 t'..11 mounting since
March over a [reread have former
iaZy retarded adzBs to a rtsitemliat
ne,liborlived of Meadow's is
ape ttd to crest at a puhttc hearing

nyht
A five member Special Zoning Com

,cr,ated by' Mayor William
ho,;tn 'AM a.1: quest:ens and entei
tam pretenta:mna Injure voting to
nuke a recommendation to tt.e city
curci!, what] eventually will decade
whether to approve or disapprove the
spacial request.

Atv:.:ber; of the Concerned Citizens
of tt Ming Meadows fighting the pro-,
joked Wee and representatives from
(I:art:rook Center are expteted to al
tend the meeting in full force.

C:vm'braok, a nonpro,: organlia-
Ilan Mcadaos for linidt

capped and retarded persons, ts seek.
ing Ikteiala'se viand to built a two.
gory. 74 "wtd pormblent care. I arlity
on a 3 S al re :.11e wl.ere i eel
located. 1 he G3 Whoa facility is ceed
eti, Clearbrook officials centeltd, t,'LL
came there currently to a shortage of
beds for handicapped jdults ntm.Jing
permanent care.

BUT IICP.IFOWNFRS IN the :an
reti'vling Laighberheed are objecting to
tlj site of the faellity and the ordt
mince that would allow such o facility
it a re udential neighborhood

Curterdly, the school at 330I Camp-
bell St. is te:ed for y daytime training
program for adolls and an Want care
program Game Fischer, Clearbrcek's
directo:, has said the residents of the
p:kposed home would be retarded
adults who have single or inuitiple
physical handicaps and ore unable to
live independantly. Most would go to
jobs to tne suburbs during (tie day.

Ilesidet 's protesting the facility
have attondad nearly every city coio
cif meeting since March, tellin'g alder
me:, they fear fur the tardy of their
remora(. the devaluation of their prop-
erty and the avail:01es of the area

don't mind the school at all,"
said one resident, "But all of a sudden
they want to blo It up to an apart.
meet kidding That's what we objei..t
to."

Clearbrook and of Deihl.: of the Sub-
urban Townships Alva. for the Retard'
ed. a Croup of parents with mentally
retarded children, have said they've
spent sixoyears looking for a site be-
lore settling on Clearbrookfs property.

DAN lanitOWSKI, a member of the
honwownere group, said the focus of
(he dispute has changed somewhat
over the past few weeks.

"We're still challenging Clearbrook,
but we're not attacking them ny
more," he said. "We're fighting the

zoning ordinance flow."
The homeowners won nne decision in

the course of events when CiAartirook
uf t!cided against seeking ivies.
Malice:mimeo' xenon,; and sill
wit5in its ,current residential rentag
But Clearbrook could still build the
salve lactluy tY it receives a $1eCl31
use pernut because its two story plans

. would not violate any residentia: erdi
Cauca,

A neighborhood survey conducted in
April by the homeowners' group
showed more than 75 percent of those
contorted against the plans for the
home.

lf the Special Zoning Commission
conies to a &mica Tucsday, the city
cot nod is likely to take the matter up
for consideration at Its nest council
meeting on June 10.

The public hearing begins at 8.p m.
council chambers at the city hall,

3000 HIrchulf ltd.

Dv rri raYV
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CHARLE5H.PGRCY
ILLINOIS

1.11Citif f e

January 11, 1984

Mi. Mary E. Feldsien
Dir,.2ccor of Developnent

Clearbrook Center Foundation
3201 West Caupbell Street
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

Dear Ms. Feldsien:

CHICAGO 0171Cr1
IN Scum L(4.+. S

CM.. I W.., $004
(III) 331.051

I would like very much t,3 commend you and the staff and board of Clearbrook
Center On the very fine job you are doing. Clearly your twenty -eikbt year
record speaks fcr itself.

Clearbrook.Center offers an invaluable service to the, handicapped of all
ages in the northwest suburban connulities of Chicago. I am especially
pleased to learn of the new residence facility you have planned. Facilities
of this type accomplish a great deal in allowing their residents greater
independence and access to a wide variety of community activities with far
more 'opportunity to ultimately take their place in the work force. At the
same time, the costs to the taxpayer 'are about half what they would be in
a state institution.

I am also'impreised by the fine grassroots support you'have received from
organizations aid iadividuals within your cumunity and the support you are
receiving from n y of the nation's top foundations. this it clearly a fine
endorse1rent of .ur Center. I wish you continued success.

arles H. Percy

United States Se toe

CEP/eh

r4 jtj

RECEIVED

,LEAritiROOK.
GEM EH
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Members of the nth Congressional, Dititzi,,,,t
. \

President Reagan and the membens_el_Cnng_r.ess are highly
encouraged by the'business acid voluntary"comthitment in the
local areas for support of social service organizations.
Clcarbrook, Center for the handicapped isi currently 'serving
320 mentally retarded and physically impafredindipiduals in
13 different programn.throughout the Norithwast Suburbs of '

Ground breaking ceremonies for Clearbrook Commons,
a 90 bed intermediate care residential center for mentally
retarded adults, was held in Rolling Meadows, Illinois
durihq early September 1902,-paving the way for a home that
will keep our handicapped citizens In the community where

f they function test and 'bring others out of state institutions.
It will operate under the concept of Normalization, the
principle of helping developmentally disabled individuals.'
obtain an existence as close as possible to the norms and

patterns of society's mainstream.

Recent studies of the'gbographic area show a large demand
for residential eerviceaNfor the developmentally disabled.

Clearbrook has already-recel'i2ed 225 application requests for

the 90 bed facility. The devtpmentally disabled adult in
need of. this service who In pre ently living at home, has aro

aging velatives,who at some; point will not be able to cart

for his/her needs and would like'a -residentialNplacement
within the community.

,Economically the llientally retarded can be cared fox with'

greater quality and efficiency in the community. Nationally,

\ efforts- are under way to bring the mentally retarded citizens

out of !costly state institutions and back to their local

areas where many more op-portbnities 'Ire available.

I wish to encourage and urge all of you to support the

Clearbrook Commons project in ahy,Lay'possible, financially

or,as a volunLeer, and to get to know this organization
which has provided quality care for the.handicapped for the

paSt 20 years. Its growth and.i,ts progress depend on your
assistance. Paniel Krause l226 Roger Rd. Woodstock, 111.

00198

rely

P ip M. Crane, M.C. r

illin,is 12th Congressiona, District

d
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0S;ANIZATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH VOICE OP THE RETARDED

Little City Foundation Palatine, Illinois

The Lamb Libertyville, Illinois

Brother James Court Springfiela, Illinois
. _

Clearbrook Center fur the Handicapped Rolling Meadows, Illinois

Dixon Association Dixon, tllLnois

Glenkirk Association Northbrook, Illinois

Countryside Center Harrington, Illinois

Good Shepherd Manor Arlington Heights, Illinois

Heppiday Center Homewood, Illinois

Howe Center Chicago, Illinois

tBeverly Farms Godfrey, Illinois

Ada McKinley . Chicago, Illinois

Kankakee Assn. for Mentally Retarded Kankakee, Illinois

Lincoln .Association

LudeMan

Meadows Association Oolling'Meadows Illinois

Mount St. Joseph Association Lake Zurich, Illinois

Misericordia Association Chicago, Illinois

Murray Parents Association Albers, Illinois

Now Horizon Center Chicago, Illinois

Parents Assn. for Handicapped Children Hanover .

Riverside Foundation Mundelein, Illinois

St. Mary of Providence Chicago, Illinois

1Suburban Townsh* for the Retarded Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Waukegan Developmental Center Waukegan, Illinois

Fox Center Geneva, Illinois
I

Augustana Center

Nrove School Evanston, Illinois

2 05
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SyATEMENT OF SISTER BARBARA EIRICH, DIRECTOR, COMMUNI-
/TY RESOURCE CENTER FOR THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DIS-
ABLED;INC., BRONX, N.Y.

Sister BARBARA, Qood afternoon.
---Lam the director of the Community Resource Center for the De

veloPniehtally Disabled in New York City. Our agency was forme
in a direct response to the Willowbrook consent judgment which r
wired,- among other things, the development of least restrictiv
settings possible for individuals who were part of the class member-

I ship. .\

We presently are operatingor have operated up until today
four separate resident es 'for individuals who have complex physical
involvement and medical management needs. Today we are open-
ing- our fifth. We have opened the fourth and fifth house for per-
sons-who have been diagnosed and categorized as individuals, with
high - risk *problems for neuromotor, respiratory, and seizure disor-
ders. These individuals had spent several years within a hospital,
setting. These folks have done very, very well within the communi-
ty.

The first two houses we opened have indivich als who came from
the bacJ wards, Senators, the back wards of institutionsindivid-
uals who were, declared to be "profoundly retarded" or "severely

/ retarded." Two of these young folks are right hereMarcus Pagan
and Veronica Ward are with us this afternoon, evidence that. there

/is great growth that can occur with folks if they are in a normal,
/ natural setting' and a small group setting. They have done excep-

tionally well, and so has the staff and the community itself.
Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much, Sister.
Mr. Brocato, and Sister Antoinette.
[Sister-Barbara Eirich's prepared statement follows:]

0

2
/,
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR PAINTS OF TESTIMONY 1.

by Sr. Barbara Eirich befOre

'. UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE OF FINANCE

Subcommittee on Health

February 27, 1984

MAJOR POINTS

1, Ownership as referred to in this testimony occurs at a fairly high
frequency in small residential community based settings. Ownership
in this concept has the following characteristics: closeness of.

relationships between staff'and residents, and among the residents
which is exhibited in the knowledge, respect, care, concern and
interest in each other; an interest in maintaining the residence
as neat, clean and homelike as possible; the possession, use and
.pride in ownership of personal possessions of the residents clothing,
radios, pictures, etc.; -a closeness of staff to resident to. such an

__extent thalan early detection of an illness or seizure is noticed
in the slightest change in appearance or behavior; the staff
demonstrdte a sincere willingness.to adopt policies and procedures
that enhance the rights and safety of the.residents; a general
sense of advocacy for and an expectancy of development pf each
resident by the staff; and a sense of belonging in the community.

2. Individuals who have complex medical or medically related needs can
Jive in small group:settings in the community with appropriate supports.

3. Generic medical services have been and are available in'the community
for individua;z/Predominently children, adolescents and young adults
who have multiple handicapping conditions who are living in the
-community.with their families.

4, Medical services are obtained more rapidly in small settings, as the
staff are attuned to notice the slightest change in a resident. Since

there are fewer persons in the setting, there is greater knowledge

about each resident.

. 5. The quality'and, spectrum of medical services are better in the

community. It is rare, to hear of advocacy for medical service

within an institutional setting.

6. Families would like to have their children/family Membors 'placed in

small group settings neartheir own homes.

Community residential programs can be developed and monitored for

quality of service with fewer regulations than the current Intermediate

Care Facility for the Developmentally Disabled ICF/DD regulations.

8. Small residential settings for individuals-with'mUitiple medical
management problems cost less than hospital care, and in:many cases
will cost less than the large congregate care institutions for the
developmentally disabled.

Since physical integration is a pre-requisite !.1 social integration,
.it is imperative that individuals who have spee1:0 needs remain in
the community 'to retain the level of integration.

7.

9.

2 o s
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The Commimity Resource Center for the Devolopmenta]ly Disabled, Inc.

is a private, not-for-profit organization formed to provide residential

settings for individuals with complex medicp2 or medically related problems

associated with,.or due to the effects of one or more developmental

disability. The agency presently sponsors four separate residential

settings in the South Bronx; and East Harlem areas of New York City.

We are planning to open a fifth residence in late February, 1984. Each

residence has been planned to provide home for a small group of persons

in an effort to retain as much of a homelike atmosphere an possible,

Four of the five residential settings haNe six residents, and one

setting has ten residents.

I have been involved as Director with this particular service since:

its' inception .in 1976. I'have seen our residents change as they moved

from large congregate care developmental centers and/or acute care

general hospitals into the. smaller homelike settings. We have been

successful in retaining staff in each of the residences which we attribute

to the faot that:there is ample' opportunity in each day each staff

member to interact with our residents as family members; /the staff are

given on-going training to assist them to handle the needs of our

residents; and last, but perhaps most important,, is the fact that our

staff and residents alike have an attitude of what I would call ownership

.within the small group setting.

The qualities that I use to define this ownership in the community

'are as follows: a respect for the dignity of each person regardless of

his/her ability; a closeness of relationship between staff to residents,,

and resident to resident that is exhibited in greater knowledge, respect,'

care, concern and interest in each other; an interest in maintaining

33. 210 O.K4--14
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the home as a home, and an effort to keep it neat and clean while it

is being lived in, used and sometimes abused; an encouragement by the

staff of the residents to obtain, retain and U30 portonal pOSUOSUi003

such ;13 clothing, radios, clocks, watches, games, etc.; a closeness

that procNces a deep concern when one of the follow residents or staff.

,is ill or suffers from the death of a loved- one; a closeness of staff

to resident to such an extent that an early detection of an illness

or seizure is noted by Slightest change in appearance, or behavior;

staff demonotrating a willingness to adopt policies and, procedures

that enhance the rights and safety of the residents, 'and'will participate

in the development of these policies'and procedures should'an accident

or incident occur that had negatively affected a resident; ageneral

sense of advocacy for the residents by the staff in obtaining.medieal.

care, education .and day training services; an air of expectency that

our residents will develop greater skills and socially acceptablb

behaviors; and there is a sense of belonging in the 1+1 community.

I would venture to say that most of us learned these qualities from our

own families 'in small settings. Most of us do not live with 20 - 40 -

50 - 100 or more persons as one single family unit. Larger congregate

settings are not natural, and because of that fact, the qualities

attributed to-ownership as.men'tioned above, do not develop to the

fullest potential:in the larger settings. This statement does not moan

that there is a lack of these qualities within the individual staff

members within.a large congregate Setting. Ownership, as I perceive it

doer not achieve full maturity within the large congregate care facility

simply because of its unnatural size.
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When I. asked one of our residents what ho thought would be

import;ult to Lell people about the di'ff'erences he found in his present

hcefle and .Willowbrook State School, he said "the people here are nicer...

the rood tastes good I have my own clothes, radio and cameo

I have friends I go to school (program) I like to talk to

the neighbors,.,. I like it horn... ". This was shared by a young
. _

man who 23 years of ace. When we picked this young,man up at

9lowbrook seven (7) years ago, he was diacaosed as functioning on a

low level of severe mental retardation, .Nis IQ score was 21, He

pros tly demOnstrates greater abilities than defined in 1976 within

-the institution, The psychologist in:thenstitution noted in 1975

in rocord,,and in almoSt every record we received,the need for

smaller more homelike settings. There is no doubt 'that the Willowbrook

Consent Judgment influenced the clinicians, but the message was alear

smaller group settings enhance development of relationships, and the

development of yeople.

Perhaps the most significant fact that our agency can provide is.

that individuals who have oomplex medical management needs can live in

small group settings in the local community outside a hospital or

nursing homejsetting. Individuals who are physically. .handicapPed and

virtually dependent on others for all their daily living activities

jUal ac ft: ing, dressing, bathing, mobility, etc, not only can survive,

/1.but can ti 1ye in a home whether it.js located in a free standing house

or in an artment within a 50 - 1500 apartment complex.

V
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The residents selected for our residential settings have complex

medical or medically related needs. The staff need training to develop

appropriate positioning, handling and feeding techniques to meet the

need's of the residents so that these functions: actually aid rather than

inhibit the development of the resident. Each one. of our residents have

a multiplicity of medical or medically related diagnoses and heeds which

have been, for identification purioses, grouped together as follows:

developmentaC - mental retardation (mild to prof6und retardation);

physical disability (seitere neuromotor involvement including scoliosis

due to the'effects of cerebral palsy); respiratory problems (including

asthma);. seizure. disorders; gastrointestinal problems (including

megacolon, csophogitis, gastrointestinal bleeding); sensory deficits

(blindness, deafness); behavior management needs for socially unacceptable

behaviors (including severe self abusive and self stimulatory behaviors)4

,dental care; and nutritional needs (most of the residents are on special

diets).

We have been successful in obtaining good primary and generic health

care in the local community. These services have been available to the

general public, and have been made more accessible and available to the

developmentally disabled since the implementation of thil Education Aot

Of 1975. Many children who might have been placed in institutions for

the mentally retarded due to the lack of educational and other support

tier:fines prior to 1975, are still living at home with their families.

They are currently receiving medical serviced in the local community.

It.is reasonable to expect.that these services would continue to be

available to individuals living in small group settings.in the community.

During the pant seven years, I have received over 100 referrals from

families who heard of our program - Most of the informal was passed

21"
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by word of mouth in the community. Without exception, the parents

wanted their child placed geographically near thom, in small group

homes.

All of the programs sponsored yy our agency are 'certified by the

New Yark State Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities,

and are fUnded under the Title Xl,'
/

Medicaid Intermediate tare Facility for

the Developmentally Disabled (IdF/DD).program. I believe that good

quality residential programs be.provided and monitored by local
. .

authorities with fewer regul tions. It is my belief that the Commu 'ty

and Family Life Amendment, uld enable the development of residential

services with fewer regul tions, at a lower cost than the institutional

I0F/DD. program

This past week.I calved a referral from a social worker .at one
.

of the city hospital y/. The data 'ankinformation was familiar. The
i,

recurring issue tha boggles my. mind. is the fact that this particular

child has spent t elve oonsecutive months within an acute 'care hospital -

for lack of a ho e. The tax payers ire paying over $600.00 a day for

her.care - 'a 1 vel of care she has not needed for the past 333 days.'

This child's eeds could be, handled bylthe family with sufficient

support, or by a group residence. It is'ineXcusable to allow such a

waste to ccur of the public resources. Here 'again, the acceptance and

approv of the Community .and Family Living Amendments of 1983 S -2053

would enable the development of appropriate services at a fraction'af the

curr, nt hospital costs.

It should be noted that we tooksix individuals from Flower Hospital

n 1980 and placed them. in the.:smallresidential setting. The hospital

per diem at that time was over $300.00, while we received approximately

on half that amount. We will be admitting six more individuals into

a new residence the week:of February 27, 1984. The hospital is now

receiving over $350.00 a day per client. We antioipate receiving

approximately ono half that amount.

In sum, I would,personally.like to see the Community and Family

Life Amendments S-2053 moved forward,for approval in Congress. It

is an amendment for families, for the continued development of people

who happen to have very special needs.

.9 1
t)
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STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY ANTOINITTE mARONCINI, ADMIN-
ISTRATOR, OF S.T. MARY'S TRAINING `H OL FOR RETARDED
CHILDREN, ALEXANDRIA, LA., ACCOMPANIED BY DR. MAURICE
DAYAN, MS. MATHILDE BRADFORD, AND THOMAS.BROCATO

Sister ANTOINME. Mr. Chairman, I am Sister Mary Antoinette
Baroncini, administrator of St. Mary's Training School, a private
nonprofit inteftediate-care facility for mentally retarded located
in Alexandria, La. I am here representing the views of our diocese
and Bishop Charles P. Greco, founder of St. Mary's 'and Holy
Angels Training Schools.

I have with me Dr. Maurice Dayan, our consultant psychologist,
Ms. Mathilde Bradford, our director of social services, and Mr.
Thomas Brocato, our legal counsel. At this time I would like to call
on Mr. Brocato to speak in our behalf.

Mr. BROCATO. Mr. Chairman, I am Thomas K. Brocato, counsel
for St. Mary's Training School and a member of Governor-elect
Edwin Edwards' Select Advisory Committee on Mental Retardation
in the State of Louisiana, and I represent his views in this regard.

Some 30 years ago in the State of Louisiana the need for residen-
tial care of the mentally retarded became a primary concern of
many of the members of our community, and most notably then-
Bishop Charles Greco, who, as the result of his concern, recruited
the congregation of Our Lady of Sorrows from Italy and brought
them to. America to provide this care.

We did not have funding of any sort other than donations and
some grants at that time.

Now, we have several oppositions to this bill, the first being that
we are opposed to the notion that an en masse predetermination is
going to be made that all mentally retarded clients will be placed
into the community regardless of their degree of retardation and
without a professional' deterinination of whether or not such is apL
propriate.

We have had instances, and experience has taught us in the past,
that there is recidivism, there are abuses which occur, and -that
these can be minimized, and that in some cases institutional care is
better for some individuals than not.

In our view the bill does not or will not result in a saving of
money for the Federal Goveinment, because our -understanding of
it is that the numbers of persons who are presently in the commu-
nity who are retarded but who cannot get Federal fonds will be
able to come in under this bill and -be funded in community set-
tings.

We also would like to point out that not all institutions such as
the institutions which were used for the studies to show that se-
verely and profoundly retarded could prosper in a community set-
tingthe facilities that they came from previyusly were not of the
caliber that ours is and were not of the caliber that exists in the
States presently. There was a different situation in those previops
years.

We are not opposed to community living as an option; we support
a full array of services. We want to make, that point very clear. We
think that the community home has definitely has a place in the
care and treatment of the mentally retarded in this Nation. How-
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;ever, we are definitely opposed to the, lack of choice, freedom of
choice, for the families of the retarded individuals and of the pro.-

/ fessional input to make those choices as to the appropriate setting.
I For thpse reasons, we would ask that the bilrbe unfavorably re-
ported.

Senator DURENBERGER. ,Thank you very much. We let you go
little longer because Senator Long just couldn't be here; he was
tied up somewhere else. Half the State of Louisiana must be here,
so he regretted not being able to come down.

Mr. BROCA.TO. Thank you, Senator.
[Mr. Brocato's and Sister Mary Antoinette Baroncini's prepared

statement follows ;]

? 1 r-zit,
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ST. mAlY'STRAINING SCHOOL STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION TO SENATE' BILL #2053

BY THOMAS K. BROCATO, A1JORNEY

FEBRUARY 27, 1984

I Thomas K. Brocato, legal counsel for St. Mary's Training. School, a pri-11

vate, r.,,n-profit, intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded, locat78

in Al?xandria, Louisiana, I an also a member of Governor-.Elect F:100 Edweds

Bela .t advisory committee on mental retardation in the State Of 'Louisiana. With

me is Sr. M. Antoinette Baroncini, Administrator of St. Mary's, Iiithilde
I.

Brageoed, Director of Social Services at St.'Mary's, and Dr. Maurice Dayan,

Consulting Psychollogist fb St. Mary's.

We appear before the Committee to voice our opposition, and the opposition

rf trice inr.ominq Administration of the State of LoUislana, to Senate Bill #2053,

by Senityr Znaf I have specifically been authorized by Governor'Elect

Edward:y.tn s .ak in this regard, .

.10 The effect of this measure,. if enacted into laW7,will be the extinction,

iitnin :) to 1.5 years, .cf all intermediate'care facilities having a capadity of

more thaf-, fitteen. Institutionalization will no longer exist as a residential

lining )2ti:in for ally person, no matter how profoundly retarded or disabled.

Tnii'r;J,,t not happen.

je not opposed to the congigity living concept as an option for the men-

'. tal)y rAarded, and we conhd the Senator's efforts to devise a federal funding

mechanism specifically for the "group home" concept. However, elimination of

the institutionalization 'option will visit an incalculable harm'on. the entire_

mental retardation common' ty of this nation; and more importantly, will forever

A

cheat those mentally retarded citizens who best prosper .in an institutional

setting, of their inalienable right to realize their fullest potential and hap-

J
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pihess. Likewise, the families of these citizens will forever be cheated of the

peace of mind that when they-are, gone, their special child will be cared for in

an institution of proven stability, longevity and quality.

4

.Finally, assuming that one decade hence, society- is inundated with retarded

citizens for whom-commility placement is inappropriate, abuses of the most

heinous sort will befall these persons. The secietat cost of dealing with these

abuses and the expenditure of community resources to address and .eliminate them

will make the cost of tristimtionalization se4 a bargain, iy terms of both

money and humanity. However, the bargain will mo longer be available, because

the institutions will no longer exist.

Our facility, and all other public and private facilities of our state main-

tain a "1?ast restrictive environment44concept, in accordant' with the Title XIX

_ --
philosophy. Many-01--u-sh0 ave for years advocated and imp mented a program for

COnmunity placement, on a voluntarty basis, where appropriate. However, much

careful thought, planning and review is spent in making a determination of

whether a community placement i.s appropriate.

Senate Bill 42)53 elimipates individual consideration of each case, and

instead, makes an En Masse legislative predermination, which in man\y\ca,es will

adversely affect the purported beneficiary, his or her family, and society in

ti

general. For these reasons, and for the reasons to be more fully discussed by

my associates, we are opposed to Senate Bill #2053 and ask that it not be

favorably reported.

eqo I

4 '1
r.
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ST. MARY'STRAINIAG SCHOOL STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL' #2053

BY MAURICE. DAYAN, Ed.. O., CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGIST

FEB4ARY 27, 1984

---
I am Or. Maurice,Dayan, consulting psychologist for St. Mary's and Holy Angels.

I have almost thirty years experience in mental retardation and provide psycho-

logical service§ to community homes as well as residential facilities.

0

11

I wo..ild lixetd give some factual reasons why we are opposed to Senate Bill

#2053 as written.

I. First of ;all, historically, only 3-4% of the mentally retarded have needed

and have bee'n served, by residential programs and need Title XIX 'ICE funding.

Segite Bill 12053 as presently, writ-ten.would -open the door and develop

dependence on the Federal dollar for a large number of the 963 who pre-

viojsly have not been served. Title XIX ICF-MR would no longer be d "most

in need"-"last resort" funding pPogram.

2. With the improveMent of medical care, the numbers of severely and profoundly

retarded are increasing because of an ,increase in their lifecT1115)val rate.

Ac 3 result there are a larger number of medical-at-risk ilitiduils who

need constant medical care and supervision. This medical care is not pre-

sently readily available.in the community and an incaasing number of physi-

cians are refusing to accept Medicaid patients in the community.

3. There presently is a dire shortage of professionals trained in working with

the mentally retarded. The dispersal of the' small 3% of the mentally

retarded from the institutions will bring tout dispersal of Mir pro-

fessionals who -will be spending more time traveling than providing pro-

fessional services.

IP
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A. Senate Bill 02053 advocates "the "Big is Bad/Small is Good" position.

Research studies suggest this is a gross oversimplifIcatiip. Technical

information including review of the literature can be provided to the

Committee upon their request.

5. Another assumption underlying Senate Bill.02053 seems to be that life in an,

institution is,hleak and sterile and tat life inthe community will be more

. enriching and satisfying. A 'review of the literature clearly indicates that

for retarded individuals, life in the cbmmunity is not all that it purports

White we can force physical integrationorretarded individuals, we

cinnot mandate community bcceptance..

6. Senate Bill 02053 implies that institutional care is far More costly than

placement in a community based residenu. When more accurately compared

(Community Services/Room and Board versus Institutional Placement/Full Aray

of Services), community placement is not less costly, than 'institutionaliza-

tion.

7. Senate Bill, 02053 takes away the freedom of choice for the parents and'fami-

lies of the mentally retarded. As'parents get older, they are. concerned

with the ongoing security and care for their children in the inevitable

event vc She parents death, Community homes have yet to prove stability and

viabill-y.

There are many other valid points tnat can be made in opposition to tie bill if

time were allotted.. I sincerely hope that all ramifications of this legislation

be considered before a judgment is ;Ie(dered upon residential facilities.

th
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ST. MARY'S TRAINING SCHOOL STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL 02053'

BY' MATHILDE BRADFORD, DIRECTOR OF1OCIAL SERVICES

FEBRUARY 27, 1944

I am Mathilde Bradford, D;rector of Social. Services at'St. Mary's School for

Retarded Children, and would like'to 'speak in opposition to the Chafee Bill for

severat reasons.'. First',),..t..hpugh phasing out residential care, this bill will

deprive parents and professionals of the option to use this type of care if it

! AIWIt most appropriate for a particular child or retarded per-son. We need an

array of services for the mentally retarded including both community based care

and residential care. Parents and professionals should have quality re idential

care as an option to consider in working out" the most appropriate plans fqr the

retarded. This type of care has already proven itself to be both valuable and

effective. Under the provAions of Title XIX (431.51) parents and clients have

the right to chile and 'attain services from any qu'alified Medicaid provider but

if residential care is phased out, they will be deprived of their.right to

freedom of .choice in regard to securing residential care for their loved ones.

It would indeed be tragic If one type of care, i.e., community based care,- is

overemphasized at the expense of residential care to the point that residential

care would disappear and no longer be .a viable resource for consideration in

making appropriate individual care plans. Should this happen and residential

care and institutions are lost, they will be lost forever and will not come back

for the amount of money needed to reestablish such facilities is not likely to

be forthcoming in the future. We will be throwing out the baby with the bath if

9
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we disppse of residential facilities, quality care can be given to the mentally

retaded'in as number of ways and quality, individualized reskdential care-1 one

of these ways,. it has been said that a rose 'is a rose is a rose, but we cannot.

say that a child is a child is a child. Children have different, varying needs

'depending upon their particular capacities and we must continue to be able to

utilize an option of residential care when this seems indicated as most

appropriate. We must have a variety of resourcesto meet a variety of needs and

quality residential care is certainly one of the options which we must continue

to keep,

r r4A,'"1
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YOUR OPINIONS
LETTERS

Helping the. retarded
Metairie

I am the mother of a severely
retarded child

Fortunately, my soa Kevin is receive
ing excellent care and professional
training and guidance at the St. Mary's
Training School for Retarded Children.
In Alexandria.

It is always a pleasure for me to
visit my son at this wonderful 'Institu-
tion and to meet with the dedicated
and competent teachers and assistants
who do such a marvelous job with the
children.

Sen. John Chafee has introduced In
Congress Senate Bill 2053 entitled
"Community and Family Living
Amendments Act." If this at passes,
Medicare funds will be diverted from

such Institutions as St. Mary's and be
given Instead to small, family.sixe
community living arrangements.

I believe the decision on what is best
for each retarded child should not be
determined by a legislative act, but,
should be made by professionals In
the field of mental retardation and the
parents or guardians of the mentally
retarded individuals.

We don't need laws that would with.
bold funds from facilities such as St.
Mary's when experience hal proven
th the majority of retarded chit-

en within the classifications being
aced for at St. Mary's the expert care

and professional help these unfortunate
children are receiving cannot possibly
be equaled by the type of care being
suggested by Sen. Chafee.

rl
-N171;"1

For example, the autistic children at
Sf. Mary's can be helped only by pro.
I essionals with the technical skills
required to help such children reach
their potential. Such children would be
lost in the kind of community being.
suggested by Sen. Chafes.

I would suggest to Sen. Chafe. and to
Sen. Dave Durenberger, chairman of
the subcommittee on health, that they
visit St. Mary's Training School in
Alexandria and see for themselves the
loving and °L....tears that these
little recta) citisens are receiving.
Then I sure they will no longer
advocate the passage of the act at
issue, which will eventually feed to the
demise of St. Mary's Training School
for Retarded Children.

Catherine A. Comeau
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conditions in Calif. Facilities Called 'Abusive'
I N,Y. Times News Seri*.
ACRAMENTO, Calif. A state corn.

Vision, reporting on a.ninemOnth Inquiry,
found "akjAse,,,unhealibfuk rq_ultand
ann fonttionsw in Callforrua cont
ty care facilitte.s.ihirgiise 151-1a:

e&
yill andihe physically Ells-

`he report by the Commission on Call-
'ma State Government Organization and

nomy calls the 150,000 adults and chil-
n in the state's' 22,000 licensed cony
nily care homes "California's defense-
citizens."

!ommunily care facilities are different
m. nursing homes in California, which
se more residents, are mostly for the
erly and. are more closely regulated. Of

the VMsornrauaitys:
are verger ice t sixemoe hi or (elver
tkepe

1Fri

said: .

On Thursday, Nathan Shaped, the corn-
mission chairman, announced the findings
of visits to some of the 22,000 facildieS, say.
ing, "Some residents are actually killed in
facillUes each year."

"We found that daily, throughout this
state, residents of community care fedi-
ties are being sexually abused, beaten, fed
spoiled food, forced to live with toilets that
don't work, left unattended and generally
subjected to a demeaning existence," he
said.

The Stale Department of Social Services
Is to prepare an analysis of the report. A de-
partment official said: "These type of fa-

t f.1
't

pis

1(4.

cilities experiencethe same problems as
MOO in othOr Mates. We view the report
arrarsevtuenrotVnt we are doing but
what some types of changes that could be
done by the Legislature."

.State Assemblyman Tom Rates, Demo.
crat of Oakland,thairman of the Atom.
bly's Committee ou human Services; and
state Sen. Henry Mello, Democrat of
Waterville, chairman of the Senate Sub-
committee on Aging, said they planned
hearings un possible legislative proposals.

Shapell, who is chairman of the board of
Shaped Industries and Construction, told of
a facility in southern California whose bed.
ridden residents were found lying In their:
own excrement and of a Napa County fa
ably operator who forced a. resident to

2 2 3

have sexual relations with him.
Shaped. said, "We recognize, of course,

that many facilities proVide very good care
to residents who in many eases are ex
tremely difficult to handle."

The report quotes a representative of the
community tare industry as saying, alle,
condtiddla111Liarmore tievert_lhime.veLexistedlantabliaLytauut its

pi out there."
"California government is faced with an

enormous task in overseeing community
care," said Jean Kindy Walker of Modesto,
a commission leader. "Although our report
only addresses the elderly, the develop
mentally disabled and the mentally Ms
ableit foster children and substance ;thus
ers are art4u parts of this system."

a
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Retarded need help
l,:ess Orleans

r. I / VW. le, V. :r.mrnd you for
h :to; from Catherine A.

C t I g the re...srded (Let-
tys. Jan 22).

t3, am 0.e r cc of a retarded
V10 1:7.5 been a resident of Pine-

-- crst te 5 1,:ol in Pineville for 20r ric,ral help of a
.

GG di 1!:.7,cd staff, he has
r improvement that
s: et Id have hrr. possible if be
s- cis Pere Ms has been so

ard s:tistying brdase
tt-. 7; 7,:th;N: there
I LT. r(:.:y C t:. t:;e ;;:ro-

durtiorhof Striate Bill 2053, entitled
Community and Family Living.
Amendment Act. If this bill should
pass, Medicare fends Will be divested
from such institutions as Pinecrest.
This would mean a great loss and atig
ctAliack on services currently offered
and much needed
Legislators wjo have little or no

1,nt 11 ledge of the type of services
t...-eded fort or re:Lt.-4d citirens are in
my opinion. in no way equipped to
mrAcet.:IFions that should be made by
r7-!cssitnals in the field of- mental
retzrdation and the families and

t r ri tar4t..1 Ili ivideals.
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kany of the residents at Pinterest
would be totally lost ban environment
suggested by Sen. Chafe,. I bate 7..rit-
ten to Sens. Johnston and 'Long Both
Lave promised whatever help will be
possible.

I would suggest that all legislators,
both national, state and local, take
time out of their busy schedules to -visit
such institutions as Pinecrest or St.
Mary's Training School for Retarded,
Ci..ildren In Alexandria and see first-
hand the wonderful services these
rett.rded citircr.s are receiving.

Veronica B. Hill

BEsT
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ST. mi.RY'S TRAINING SCHOOL STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL #2053

BY SR. M. ANTOINETTE BNRONCIN1, ADMINISTRATOR
FEBRUARY 27, 1984

. .

1.3n Sister Mary_AntOnette Ba;'Oncini, Administrator. of St. Mary'S Training

School, a private, nop-profit intermediate care fkility for the mentally

ratArdedlocated-ln-Aleiandria, Louisiana.

. I am here representing the views of our Diocese, and Bishop Charles. P.

Greco, rounder of St. Mary's and Holy Angels Training Schools. 1. have with me

Or. Ma.rice Oayan, our consultant psychologist, Ms. Mathilde Bradford, our

jirect')r of Social Services, And Mr.'Thomai Brocato, our Legal Counsel. At this

time, 1 would like to call on Mr. Brbcato to speak in my behalf,

dii-rn 0- 225
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ST. MARY'S TRAINING SCHOOL STATEMENT OF OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL #2053
BY THOMAS K. BROCATO, ATTORNEY

FEBRUARY 27, 1984
.

1 im Thomas X.' Br,ocato, counsel for St. Mary's. Training School, I am,aTso a

member of Governor Elect Edwin'Edwards select advisory committee on mental retar-r

dation in the State of Louisiana, and I nave been specifically authorized by the

6" Governor. elect to .rbPreSent _the .views 'of tne-incoming administration "on thiS'bill,

oppose this Jegislation, for the following' reasons. As a result of this

bill, r'esidentia Irving in larger institutiOnal facilities will. no longer exist as

an option for the me ally retarded, 'Community living options, or "group homes" will

be legislatively pre-de ermined as appropriate placement for all mentally retarded

citizens, regardless of the degreeof retardation or other disability, and without

considered professional and familial judgment of whether suCh placement is

app;iopriate for the individual. Experience has taught us that in many cases, even

after considered judgment is exercised, community placement proves' to be

inappropriate, and often. detrimental to the well being of the client. 'Assuming that

one decade hence, society is inundated with retarded citizens for whom community

ement is inappropriate, abuseS of the most heinous sort befall. The societal

cost of dealing with these abuses and the expenditure Of community-resources to
1

'address and eliminate them will make the cost of institutionalization seem a bargain,

in terms of both money and humanity. This bill has been represented as amoney

saver; however, historically, only a very small percentage of the mentally retarded

have been served in institutional Settings. Rather than decrease dependence on

federal' funding, this bill will open the way for many individuals not previously

obtaining Title X11( support to do so. The program will no longer support only those

for whom it was originally.intended; that is, those most. in need. In order to

truly evaluate the fiscal impact of the measure, one must consider,-that institutional

care incjudT1-rimny services, which in .a group home setting must be purchased in the

community, Such as medical care, speech therapy, and physical_ therapy. Proper care

and treatment of the mertlly retarded is not accomplished by-merely providing room,

board, and supervision. lean' -)f the service's required are not readily available in

226
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the comnity, decentralization of these services can only be more costly and less

:?fficient. The bill 'assumes that all mentally retarded citizens will reach their

hijhest potential only in a community setting. 4owever, studies which appear to sup-

port this notion should be viewed cautiously. Manivariables must be considered. in

oetemining -the validity of these Studies, such as the degree of retardation of the

individuals involved.as well as the quality qf staffing and kogrammingof the indi-

viaual's prev'ous institutional placement. Life in a modern qualityfacility such as

ours is n,t a bleak and sterile existence. Progress in normalization and developmen.

tal Idel is achieved, we are not opposed -to the community living concept as a

val,abl? and needed option for the mentally retarded, and we commend the Senator's

effortls to. devise a Federal funding mechanism specifically for the "group' home".

Howev?r, institutions should not be eliminated simply because community living is a

coiln. Ther'e is,

tutions will visit an incalculable harm on the entire mental retardation community of

this nation which has spent lany hours and dollars in developing quality programs and

facilities for the care of the mntally retarded. It will deprive those mentally

retarded citizens who best prosper in an institutional setting, of their inalienable

right to realize their fullest potential and happiness. likewise, the families of

these citizens will forever be deprived of the peace of mind that when they are gone,

tnelr special child, or loved one, will be cared for in an institution of their

choosing, with proven stability, longevity and quality. Many of us have for years

advocated and implemented a program for community placement, on a voluntary basis,

where appropriate. However, much careful .thought, planning and review is spent in

.making a determination of whether d.COmnunity.plaCeMent is appropriate. Senate Bill

#2053 eliminates individual consideration of each case, and instead, makes an En

Masse legislative pre-determination, which in many cases will adversely affect the

purported beneficiary, his or her family, and society in general. . For these reasons,

and for the reasons to be more fully discuSsed by my associates, we are opposed to

Senate Bill *2053 and ask that it not be favorably reported.

7.
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/Senator DURENBF.RtlERAohn,---
-Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

Sister Barbara, I would like to ask you a question. As I under-
stood your statement, you now have some five ho es, as of today.
How many in each home? ,

Sister BARBARA. We basically have six young people in, each resi-
dence. We have residence that has 10 young people,

Senator CHAFEE. And you said that these young people are in
some instances- severely physically disabled as well as mentally re-
tarded?

Sister BARBARA. Yes, sir. Three of the hous:es that we have
opened have individuals who are functioning on the profound level
of retardation, They have severe physical deficit.,'. They are basical-
ly a nonambulant group of persons. They have multiple contrac-
tures of all of their extremities, severe scoliosi;, and very complex
medical problems. Some of these individuals re at high risk for
seizures and respiratory problems. i'

Senator CHAFER. Now, are you able
in this small setting?

Sister BARBARA. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. Give me your thoughts A your ability to care

for these individuals in small settings. /

Sister BARBARA. I think that_part of the i Sue at hand for us is to
look at the needs of the particular individ als that we are serving,
and staff accordingly, and train our sta I so that they have the
skills with which to handle the needs of the population. ,,

I think that one of the factors that weirealind_happened-when-
-we-opened-up-a-residence for-10 you- ng pepple, was that it was very

difficult to manage the situation. And/ the reason is that each
person has anywhere from 50 to 100 management needs, and it is
very difficult for the staff to relate to that. When you drop the resi-
dential population down to a smaller mber of persons, there is a
great closeness that comes, an aware 6ss of need that emerges by
the slightest change, a change in th way that the person looks,
gives eye contact or doesn't give eye Contact, or moves or does not
move. We were able to identify indjeators for immediate medical
attention. It may be the way that A person moves that indicates
that a seizure is imminent and that care needs to be provided in-
stantly.

1 We have found that the larger the number of management
issues, the resident population pr gents, the smaller the number of
persons in care should be.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, it has been my experience, and obviously I
haven't had half the experience, that any of these witnesses or that
many of those gathered here today have had, but it has been my
experience in observing those in a small unit that the growth of
the person toward realizing his or her potential seems far greater
than in an institution.' Am I correct in that, froth your greater ex,
perience?

Sister BARBARA. In my experience, Senator,, that has been the
case. Part of the reason is due to the fact that individuals who
have complex management needs, tend to trigger reactions and be- i
haviors in other residents. Another fact is the nature of impact on '
the staff person. For example, a staff person entering a residential'1 /

I
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setting serving 20 to 30 persons, each having 30 to 50 individual
needs and deficits, perceives the magnitude in a geometric propor-
tion. The impact provides the staff person with the perception that
little can be done for each resident because the staff person sees
several hundred needs, which is an overwhelming experience. In
the smaller setting the staff person is in a position to identify at
least 10 or 20 prioritized needs in each individual that could be ef-
fectively managed during a 24 -hour. period. The smaller setting is
more normalized and allows for greater knowledge of each resi-
dent. Restqts of programing is seen almost immediately. The staff
can increa e development rather than inhibit it, just by the way
they hand e, feed, transfer, and assist a developmentally disabled
person in rograming. Since the smaller setting is more home-like,
the staff have a healthier self-image of themselves and have a
greater expectancy of response in each. resident. This element of
expectancy in learning is what, has helped us all grow. Studies con-

chil-dreri-atten-dWig inner-city schools in the 1960's
clearly 'indicated that the students whose teacher expected them to
learn, actually did learn. Individuals who have one or more form of
developmental disabilities need to be perceived as persons who can
and do learn. Smaller settings can enhance the learning process.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you, Sister.
Sister BARBARA. You are welcome, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE, And I just want to pay tribute to the work that

you have done, as well as that of the other witnesses here. I appre-
ciate it. _ .

Senator DURENBERGER. Senator Dole.
Senator Dou. I wanted to ask Ms. Shreve how S. 2053 would di-

rectly affect your operation.
Ms. SHREVE. My operation, per se, I'm not sure. In terms of what

we might be able to help others do who are living in the communi-
ty, a great deal.

I probably need to'clarify that. The Whole Person has a policy of
not being the primary service provider if at all possible; in other
words, we are trying to work with community resources to make
sure they are in place. Therefore, we would not particularly' want
to be a vendor or be a provider of, medicaid service if there is an-
other agency in the Kansas City area that could provide that to our
population. '

Our biggest problem right 'now is that those services don't exist,
or if they do they are so restrictive that the only alternative be-
comes nursing home care. And for our population especially, medi-
cally stable individuals, this does not seem to be appropriate, and it
seems to be far more expensive.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, as I understandlet's seewe have
three witnesses opposed to S. 2053? Or less?

Senator CHAFEE. Three.
Senator DURENBERGER. Have you had an opportunity to see

whether you might be able to modify S. 2053 and therefore remove
your opposition or soften your opposition?

Mr. DECKER. Senator, we are not against deinstitutionalization,
and we would' support the concept in that we, are not opposed to
seeing a decrease in the numbers of people within larger institu-
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tions to smaller facilities, if in fact that is appropriate for their
care.

I think one of the basic problems that most everyone has is the
timeframes and the phasing out, and mandating that there is only
one modality that you can utilize.

Mr. FISCHER. I would like to add, if possible, that on exhibit 1 of
my presentation, Senator Dole, if there was a configuration of serv-
ices that would handle everyone from profound in the right setting,
with the right kindlof model, the right kind of people to take care
of their needs and functions, and also if there was a legally associ-
ated status of that individual from profound all the way to educa-
ble, or "mild," if you want to use that term, that would show a con-
tinuum of servicep that I think the organization that I am repre-
senting would buy as far as S. 2053.

As it is written right now, these -needs of the ir_n_portant Reople
frorn_z_ero_to-1-9-1Q-up-to-h-igher-isricCbellig-ifef, and we feel it is
very important that there has to be the basic issue of nonlumping
of all of them into one configuration of service,. which as originally
written is less than 10, whether it is a State institution or whether
it is community:

Mr. BROCATO. Senator, if I could defer that question to my col-
league Dr. Dayan, who is a clinical psychologist.

Dr. DAYAN. Thank you. There are several alternatives, and of
course one of the alternatives is the alternative that the National
Association of State Program Directors_is presenting-and -looking-at
-as-an alternative. It's a viable concern.

I think there are a couple of things we are concerned about: We
have not opposed community programs. In fact, we would like to
look at a funding mechanism that will strengthen and give a little
more support to those masses of numbers of people who have uti-
lized volunteered dollars. We haven't even talked about all of those
volunteers dollars that had gone into programs before there was a
medicaid.

We can go across the country and look at programs all over the
country that medicaid has not even supported that are excellent
programsin Houston, Tex.; in St. Petersburg in Floridawhere
the percentage of dollars is all local dollars, volunteer dollars.

What we are talking about i leaving a way so that all the vari-
ous alternatives and all the choices are there for the citizens of the
communities and the parents of these handicapped individuals can
make those choices.

Basically, what the basic alternative 'is, as I see it, would be td
first of all say, "Let's look at the most in-need group, 3 to 4 percent
of the mentally retarded, and find the funding mechanisms
through medicaid, and then for those 96 percent who are not most
in need, find some lesser restricted combination of contributions of
the community toward that funding; for example,-matching Feder-
al dollars with United Way dollars earmarked for community serv-
ices." If not, we are going to shave a massive amount of people
trying to get in on the dollars available which is going to decrease
the number of dollars in the country per client.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
I want to make just one brief statement, and perhaps in the form

of a question, that follows this line of questioning.
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Just as other members of this committee, the thing that is both-
ering me is that 1 would like to find some mechanism by which I
can facilitate choice in the system by someone other than me. So if
anybody has any great ideas on how to do this, please bring those
ideas up here with you when you testify.

In everything we have heard here today it seems to me that the
) StatesRhode Island, and a bunch of other Stateshave been out

ahead of everybody generally, certainly ahead of us at the Federal
level, in moving in the direction of a more sensitive individualized
approach to this problem. ,

Now it looks like re have a shift here, where we are coming to
the Federal Government, because apparently nobody has adequate

_mandatedF-ederalpregr
to do certain things. It bothers me that that appears to take some
of the choice and some of the jecisionmaking away from the local
level.

I would like you to react to that, particularly, those of you who
are in favor of this bill.

The second part of that question is this problem of what ...
sometimes call "substitution,' when we .do long-term care and then
we do intermediate 'care and then we do the SNF's and then we do
home-health, and we do this kind of home health and that kind of
home health, with all the mandates:" And we- never -save

--

-any
money, or we never raise the level of care.

There are some figures in the Congressional Research Report on
S. 2053, that says that right now there are 138,738 persons who re-
ceived ICF/MR, services in 1982. But, "estimates of eligible moons
range from 725,000 to 2 million."

Now, it would seemand maybe this is John's idea and he
should be saluted for it, but I don't know who those 2 million a.

people areand the closer you can get to the Bronx model, the
more of these 2 million people you are going to serve. Are those
people today unnerved where they are? What is going to 'happen
with regard to those 2 million people?

Sister Barbara?
Sister BARBARA EIRICH. Sir, I would just like to make a state-

ment that there is a group of 'individuals who are within a hospital
setting at the present time. Today we are taking the seventh
person outof a hospital setting at over $350 a day.

Senator DURENBERGER. So, some of those are in very expensive
settings, paid for out of some other funds?

Sister BARBARA EIRICH. That is correct; and I have a recent refer-
ral that just came in last week for an individual who is in care in a
city hospital at over $600 a day, and that level of care is not
needed.

So, in some instances individuals are within the hospital .health
care system somewhere.

Senator DURENBERGER. Where are the rest of them? Are they at
home, a lot of them, particularly the young?

Sister BARBARA EIRICH. There are a large number of persons
who are at home at this point in time, but I am looking at the per-
sons who are more physically involved, have a need of a lot of sup-
port services, and in a sense removing them from a hospital setting
reduces dramatically the cost of care on a per-diem basis..
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Mr. FISCHER. Senator, there.-was a study done recently in Illinois
that indicates that there are over 8,000 people of that group that
you alluded that are not receiving medicaid funds now, that are athome with their elderly parents, that are going to have to be some-day funnelled into the system.

Right now we are in the process of cornpleting a 90-bed facility,
which I talked about, totally raised locally by corporations and par-ents and foundations, and with a waiting list of over 300 in the
community, not even counting the people that we would like totake if they are appropriate from State institutions, like we havedone in the past to our group homes. So that is goodo f them_are,ifyeu---justrmrnberthat out thicTii. the country.,There are a significant amount:of pecIple who are not receiving itbut who, will someday, when they can;3t, home any longer.

Senator DURENBERGER. Margarey
Ms. SHREVE. I was going to..-istagest that at least for my popula-

tion we have found that oftentimes there are many informal sup-port systems in plaae in the community, and I don't think that this
bill is necessarily going to change that.

But what happens is, if the informal support system bre ks
down, then the person is "at- risk,',' OK? If there are no other alt r-natives, if there is no way to get some in-home services in place to
keep that informal system going, that's when you are going to r ninto a major cost .factor.

For our population, there are a lot of people who are living in
the community now with very little help, but they also tend I toincur higher medical bills when they do need help.

Senator DURENBERGER.. Well, what, besides a lot of TLC, are's p-porting this population that is not in an institutional setting?
Ms. SHREVE. Well, in Kansas City, for example, what we tend to

utilize most heavily is a section 8 subsidized housing' unit to try \to
get somebody into an accessible apartment.

We have a city sales tax that supports our transpoitation system,
so people are mobile. We have a degree of medicaid and sometimes
medicare services available through home health agencies, which'
we will use as much as we can.

The educational opportunities are there. If a person has a voca-
tional goal or potential, then they are usually a client of vocational
rehabilitation in each State.

In other words, we have'such a massive bureaucratic system that
we can work through, if we can trainwell, in our case we are
training consumers to work through it,, not providing the services
ourselves.

There are bits a d pieces available, but the major piece t t we
see missing tends o be the hands-on help, it tends to be the ervicethat is provide y medicaid if you are willing to go to an i stitu-.tion.

And in, our case, we have been saying, "Look, if that's the only'
option we have had for so long, I don't see anything wrong with
changing the option and saying, 'If you want to go to an institu-
tion, you are going to have 'to find sources other than Medicaid to
pay for that.' "

Seliator DURENBERGO. Are there any other comments on the
issue'of the mandate 4 and choice and substitution and costs?
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Dr. DAYAN. Well, first of all, I would like to make one statement:
Institutions don't go out and recruit clients; clients come to insti-

tutions because the community has not provided appropriate serv-
ices to themfAnd historically, if you look at the admissions 'policies
of the majority of the facilities in the last 10 or 15 years, they have
been facilities of last resort, because communities have not provid-
ed those services.

So, institutions don't want the clients, they want the clients
served.

The other factor is, development of an individual doesn't take
place based on whether rit is an institution or large or small, it is in
the quality of care of the program. I think the important thing is
how the funding mechanism provides a quality program, wherever

'it is provided.
Senator DURENBERGER. I guess Sister Antoinette was going to

add something.
Sister ANTOINETTE BARONCINE. I would like to tell Senator

Chafee that we don't like to call St. Mary's an "institution."'St.
Mary's is a home. It is individualized' for each child, 'and, like
Bishop Greco said, we feel that nothing is too good for these chil-
dren. And that is the way we treat our children.

We have all services for them; they are free to go out; they take
part in sports, and everything.

Our "institution," if you want to call it that, has just 150 beds,
and we want to keep it at that number. We don't want to get any
larger.

So I do think that we need some group homes even though we
have had a sad experience with group homes; in fact, one of my
boy; right now is walking the street in. Baton Rouge, and he is a
male prostitute. This is the .esult of a group home without plan-
ning and adequate supervision.

But I agree with Sister in that that was an exception. It is not to
compare with St. Mary's, or Holy Angels or other institutions.
Those two reports Mere are great, and I agree with them, but those
are the exceptions..You cannot compare them with the regular fa-
cility.

And for my last statement, I would like to invite Dr. Carl to
come to see St. Mary's.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine.
It seems to me, if I could summarize the views of those who are

opposed, that it isn't that they are opposed to group homes what
they are opposed to is the lack of choice, as it were, the lack of
there is a code word for it, what is it?

Mr. FISCHER. Alteilnatives?
Senator CHAFER. Well, OK, "alternatives." It is more complicated

than that I could have gotten that one, I think. [Laughter.]
Senator CHAFER. But here is the problem that we face: The

States say, "We are-noropposed to the group homes, but we don't
thinkeveryboarshould be in a group home, and we should have"

_ ould use the word"a State 'institution.' "
But the fact of the matter is, the States aren't moving in that

direction. And, as Ms. Shreve says, the facilities aren't there in the
community.
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So when the home care system breaks down, the mother or
father who is taking care of the retarded child dies or gets terribly
sick herself, there is no alternative but to go to the institution.
There isn't an alternative in most of the States.

So, whereas everybody pays lipservice to the issue of a continu-
um of careI don't mean the people here pay lipservice, but I
mean the State legislatures and the Governors, and so forththey
say they are for community -based services, but the dollars continue
pour into the institutions.

I imagine if you compared the capital expenditures for institu-
tions versus group_homes across the Nation, it would be no compar-
ison at all; it must be 10 to 1. You can get a bond issue passed for,
institutions for the mentally retarded, but nobody thinks of doing
it for the group homes.

So here we are. We believe, at least I believe, that the better care
comesnot in every instance, but in most instancesfrom the
smaller units, as Sr. Barbara spoke of.

Now, how do we get a slant in that direction? We are no getting
anywhere the way we are going now. What we have is cont of over
certain funds, they are Federal funds. We don't have cont of over
all funds. I think in the figures that came through, Federal medic-
aid dollars amount to about 50 pertent. Wasn't that what t the first
witness said?Dr. Braddock indicated about 50-50.

-So what we are saying, or what this legislation is saying, is that
we are going to direct more of those funds toward the group homes.
Absent that kind of incentive, nothing positive is going to happen
across the country; at least, that is what history has proven so far.

Now, what is the answer to that, Mr. Decker? Why shouldn't we
do this? We don't see much happening as far as these group homes
go across the Nation.

Mr. DECKER. First of all, Senator, I think that if you wi take
look at the informationI think it is in Dr. Braddock's udy, a
if it isn't I believe it is in the study that has been done by Rich d
Schoenbergerit indicates that since 1974 there has been a tre-
mendous increase in the 'number of group homes across the United
States. And it has been during that period of time that we have
seen a real expansion in those homes.

The information that was given to you by Dr. Braddock shows a
decline in the institutional population during that same Iskeriod of
time.

I think, also, with the community-based waiver program that is
now coming into effect, and wish some modifications on that, you
are going to accelerate that process.

Senator CHIME. That is all medicaid, though; there are no cap-
ital funds involved.

Mr. MICKEL*. That is true, 'sir. But I think there are some ways of
utilizing the medicaid waiver program in order to 'further acceler-
ate the process.

I have been a superintendent of a large State institution in
Idaho, and we own and operate group homes, independent living
situations, apartment living situations, as well as ICF/MR facilities
at the current time, so I have seen this whole spectrum. I honestly
believe that there has been significant progress. I think every State
in, the United States has seen a decrease in the population of their
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institutions; I don't think that there are any that haven't I am not
sure about that, but I know that the people who have testified here
today have all indicated that there has been a tremendous decrease
in their population I think you are going to see that with the com-
munity-based waiver program in effect.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think that the hierarchy is clearly tilted
toward the institution. Nearly every institution has a large, strong
union. The unions are frightened of moving toward the community-
based care systems.

In our State,. and Dr. Carl and the others,could testify to this, the
unions have cooperated and they haven't lost. But that's the un-
known; other unions don't know that.

I suspect most parents groups are opposed to this, because they
don't know what is going to happen, they are worried, and I can
understand those concerns.

So, the thrust is for the continuance of what exists nownamely,
the large institution. And while the population has gone down,
which is splendid, it hasn't gone down dramatically in most States.
So the money is being poured into upgrading these institutions in-
stead of going out to the kind of programs and care that Sister Bar-
bara is talking about and that others hive mentioned. That is why
we are seeking thiS thrust from the Federal Government.

Thank you all for coming. I appreciate it.
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, Sister Barbara.
Sister BARBARA EIRICH.s Senator, I would like to thank you very,

very much for having the opportunity to be here today. It could
only happen in America. Thank you.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right. Thank you all very much. I ap-
preciate that. [Applause.]

Our next panel consists of John Clarke of Denver, Colo., father of
a retarded son; my good friend Mel Heckt from Minneapolis, father
of a retarded daughter; Christine Craddy, Cranston, R.I., former
resident of an institution; Peter Kinzler, on behalf of the Parents'
Network and Parents Associates of the Northern Virginia Training
Center, Alexandria, Va.; and Eileen LeVasseur, Barringtonl R.I.,
mother of a retarded child.

All right. Let's start with John Clarke..
Dr. Clarke, welcome.
I guess you have all been here long enough, you know what the

rules are. Your statements are all made part of the record,and you
may summarize them in 2 minutes.

Dr. CLARKE. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOHN CLARKE, PH.D., FATHER OF RETARDED
SON, DENVER, COLO.

Dr. CLARKE. My name is John Clarke. I am a clinical psychologist
by training, and I am the parent of ,a young man who has been in a
State institution in Colorado for about the last 10 years.

Roger has been diagnosed as "profoundly mentally retarded, of
unknown ideology."

Several years ago, I was strongly opposed to the movement from
institutions toward the community. In Colorado we had no choice
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in that matter. We were told that they were going to reduce the
institution populatican by about 30 percent in a couple or .,3 years.

My association which is the Ridge Association for Retarded Citi-
zens at that point opposed such a move. That was probably the be-
ginning of a chatige jr sentiment for me and for many other of the
parents in' the Ridge Association. Among other thi gs, we found
out that that inOe to the community actually work d, even though
my son was not one of the fortunate persons to be efit from it.

Well, along about the same time 1 also had e opportunity to
visit a number of model programs around th country, including,
some in the Philadelphia area, Macomb-Oakl nd in Michigan, and,
in Nebraska.

The point that I gathered from that wa that these kinds of pr
grams work, an they work extremely eilTlifact, I came away
convinced that t ey work better than do the programs in the insti-
tutions. Partly, his is a matter of attitude as much as anythin
else, and a lot other intangibles, but nevertheless it left me
pressed.

By the time that I had finished these experiences, both local y
and nationally, I was convinced/that the community alternative 's
the better/alternative.

I would like for my son to be able to increase his responsibilities.
He has ot, in general, been ill-treated in the institution. There 're
good si ff there. There are/kind staff there. In fact,.sometimes t y
are too kind; they do too 'much for him. And this can happen el e-
whe(e, as well. But I think it is more likely to happen in an insti u-
tional setting, particularly where there are wards of several i di-
viduals, 20 or more. And I realize that that's not necessarily he
only way it has to be.

Obviously, I could talk at great length. I would simply like to fsay
that when I and thy wife made the decision to place Roger in; an
institution, we didn't have the choice of a good community pro-
gram; in fact, we didn't have the choice of any community pro-
gram. Had we had that choice, we would not have opted for an' in-
stitutional placement. So I see no reason to change my mind about
that now.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER, Thank you very much.
Mel Heckt.
[Dr. Clarke's prepared statement follows:]
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My name is :John Clarke. ' I reside at 6338 East Mississippi

Street. in Denver, Colorado. I am,a licensed Ph.D. Clinical

Psychologist and practice in.my,firm, Colorado Rehabilitation

and Clinical Consultant6. I am also the parent of a son, -Roger,

age 20 who resides in a 'Colorado state institution certified as

on ICI -MR feT the purpose of receivi!ng feder.al medicaid funds at

A current rate excoeding $100/day plus funds for his education.

During the post several years I have had a number of

opportunities which most parepta have not. I have travolod put-
.

side 'of Colorado' to visit community services which have beon

recognized for being exemplary; in particular, a number of the

programs outside of Philadelphia for persons who 'have left

Pennhurst under court order, the Macomb-Oakland Regional Center

in Michlgan'which hasreCurned 1200 people from institutions to

the community in 10 years and has not admitted anyone te,an

institutionin the past 5 years, and Region V in Nebraska \-

(Lincoln and surroundingcommunities). I have also been fortunate

to attend a number of seminars and workshops in .Colorado by

"state of the art" practitioners such as the late.Dr. Marc Gold,

Dr. John McGee, Dr. Jerry Goff, qr. Lou Drown and Karen Green

and to visit.several of the newly developed community programs

in. Colorado. A\11 of these experiences have changed my views on

services for persons with developmental disabilities. They'bilve

clearly. demonstrated to me that anyone can have his/her needs

appropriately met in the community. It is being done, it can he

done and it must be clone.

My observations are also consistent with the very compelling

data seen in the longitudinal research over four years on the

Pennhurst populations reported by Jim Conroy at Temple University

and Valerie Bradley. mt HSRI, Boston. (heir research, the most

rigorous scientific design uning matched samplea or fractional

twins, clearly presents data that cannot he argued away by

personal opinions'and emotions. The results indicate that all
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individuals, regardless of severity of disability, continue to

make sigWiennt developmental gains lending toward reduced

_dependency by living in home-like community settings.' Unfortun-

(Italy, their counterporta who have boon left behind in the

instiLnion, et la reported cost pf $165/db Y. qre making no

developmental gains; indeed, a painful indictment of Pennhurst,

and perhaps large congregate care residences in general.

Institutional environments ere not conducive to individualized

programming, growth and development.

The technological revolution of the past decade has been

invigorating, yet I boliove that it is but a glimpse of what

the future holds in special education, vocational training,

non'-aversive bchovioral psycholdgy, phYsical/Ocupationnl

therapy, adaptive equipment and bioengineering; What we. know

today - let alone what in yet to come - can make the future .

brighter for all persons with developmental.disobilitien and.

their families; however, incentivaa fur states to continue

funding institutions with medicaid funds could maintain the

ivelus quo and prsvont this bright future and.emancipntion.

At this point I would like to share my personal perspective

as it relates to my own son. Roger is now 20 years ofage and

has resided at the Whentridge Regional Center for about.10 years.

The decision to place him was extremely difficult for his mother .

.and me. We did not select institutional placement on our. first

choice nor did any of the other parents I know who placed their

children in Whootridge. When my wife and I realized that we'

could not give our son the care and attention he needed, we could

find no family support services nor.program in the cnmmunity that

wan right for him. Had community programa been available we

Would have placed him in a community program.

There have been aubstantial changes and new dovelopmenta in

recent ye/ire pb I .mentioned previously. IF I could put myself

in the sheen of younger parents with younger children I would

clearly rind unequivocally strive to keep my child at home with

family support services or if necessary,' place my child in a

3
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community living arrangment. there is no question in my mind

that such alternatives are,superie Lo institutional Placement,

I have never seen a program that is provided in the institution

that connot'be provided in the Community and which is usually

done better.' 1 am aware that good programs: don't always'exist

In some eommunitjes and that the "state of the art" technology

has not been rephicated in all communiti,s. It seems clear to

me that Senate Bill 2051 provides the'impetum,to create such

programs throughout the land and give them financial incentives

and stability.

1 am not advocating that institutions simply be closed. .

I do riot want my son dumped into just any kind of program but

I do wart' him to 11aye the opportunity tebenefit from the best

technolo'giccil developments, to live in a'.hemelike setting and

to participate in community 13 e just like you and me - to

experience success and fel re, happiness arid sadness ancrthe

dignity of persOrial ideal' y. 'It is the.job of parents such as

myself In work witerM agencies which have the resPonsibility

for developing programs for persons with developmental disabilities

to assure thel n full array of quality services are developed in

the community.

As a final comment I would like to note that my impressions

of Roger's experiences at Wheatridge have been mixe.d. In general.,

he has been kindly treated and there are many good and dedicated

staff members. On the other hand, his programming has.been

sporadic at hest, particularly in the early years. There hero

long periods of time when he received very little, if any meaning-

ful programming. Only in the pest two years has the situation

changed and even then, the impetus came from outside the insti-

tution hotauae of the passage of federal legislation (P.t . 94-142)

and a Hight to Iducation Lawsuit for Colorado children residing

in iwilftptiowi,

Huger in prefiently in an institution based school .program

and flits experience has been generally positivo; however, he has

rat .had the Lind of daily opportunities for-social interaction

f
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and ago apprepriate peer modeling, which would ho most desireahlet.

He never seer; anyone in a better elate Pun, he is. Ho has no

opportunity to 'cern from rule models who are not. handicapped.

Unfortunately, when 'he reaches age 21 it in quite uneertaiii

whether he will be ablotncontinue to receive adeguAu preram-:

mind. In other word::, the programs developed at the institution

came about an a rennit Of outside pressures arid may. riot continue

when Roger "graduates" From school. Most of the adults reniding

at Ridge today get almost no developmental programming!

Right now we are et a critical stag(!.df deiielopment for

Roger and many other young adults. It is extremely timely nod .

essential that the federal government shift 'ito financial bins

from institutions and congregate care to community program

development so that those young people will have a dhanee to

develop. You have heard and will continuo to hear outcries

from both patent:3 who are lobing the perceived neeurity of the

iHetitution and the representatives (4 the induntrics wrihave
created over the past thirteen.yearo through the ICI-MR medicaid

program, .Listen to their concerns and pl'ovide the necessary

safeguards to insure continuity of funds and nervicrs during

the transition. Howevert I urge you to rise above the emotion-

alism and vented interests and provide the stoteomannhip and

leadership Foy public policy which has been entrusted to you

for the good of all of.soCiety. Ensuing genoratio!in should

not have _institutions forced upon them as it wan upon us! We

must provide the next generation with a-better legacy. The

future for children end adults-with developmental 'disabilities

is-in your hands. I urge you to support 5.205).

BEST COPY
2 El I
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STATEMENT OF ;LVIN D. HECKT, FATHER OF RETARDED
DAUG TER, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Mr. HECKT. Thank you
I am a Minneapolis la

age 32,., who is severely m
bault State Hospital in Min

I would like to speak on be
parents who have profoundl

. daughters who live in our Minn
41 Minnesota community institut

First 1 would like to express to
preciation to each Member of Con
appropriations, which have enabled
improvement in the quality of/care f
State institutions, of which we 'have 7.
quality of care for over 5,000 residents o
dential facilities, all of which are ftind
funding. They are not nursing homes,' how ver. And we have 2,300
of those 5,000 who. live in 41 community inst utions.

Our success today, and I think we have ma tremendous success
in improving the quality of care in both the Sate institutions and
in the community residential development, ha been attributable
in large part to the Federal-State medicaid matt

I would like to suggest, however, that we ,are efinitely. opposed
to this Senate bill, because we feel that almost all institutions
would close, or they would return to the warehousing of the past.
We are opposed to that. We think there are good and bad, and we
don't believe that we should close down all of our State 'institutions
and community institutions any more than we should all nursing
homes because there are some had ones in the country there.

We also think that parents and retarded people would lose the
freedom to chose what is most appropriate, the institution or the
small community home, among all of the options. We think it is
very important that parents have this right to play a very impor-
tant role in the determination of what is'best.

Sometimes the government people come and go, but the parents,
are still there, and sometimes the monitors don't always have all
the facts and the information on a specific child as to knowing
what is'.best or isn't best.

In conclusion, we are also concerned about the fact that there
will be Many, many thousands of people dumped into inappropriate
community residential facilities if this bill were passed. Such has
happened, in Illinois, Chicago, where my daughter was a social
worker, and some of them being dumped into downtown Chicago
hotels. Wo feel this is a very, very severe problem in this area. And
I think Moving almost 2,000 people who live in places over 15 beds
in our Nation would be a mind-boggling task. Many, of them have
satisfactory placements, and some don't.

There ought to be a right for those people who want to move into
the community to go into the community; but there should also be
a right for those who believe that the 'best treatment program is
the institution. They should have that "right, too. We don't see how
that can operate under S. 2053.

Senator Durenberger.
er and father of a young lady, Janice,
tally retarded. Her home is the Fari-
sota.

alf of Janice and on behalf of many
and severely retarded sons and
rota State institutions and in our

ns.
ongress, however, our deep ap-

ess for the medicaid law and
y State to make substantial

the. 2,211 residents in our
Iso, we have increased the

our 311 community resi-
by ICF/MR medicaid
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We would recommend that the bill be withdrawn and the Feder-
al dovernment not force or plan closure of all or almost all institu-
tions now; the state of knowledge is too soft We think States must
decide or have a major role in any such closure decision, and we
think that we do need more experience with the waiver law, the
community care waiver law, to remove some of the bugs out of
that.

We do also, however, fully support you, Senator Chafee, as far as
your ideas of extending medicaid funding to more and additional
community 'services. We think that pan make a lot of sense for
many, but not for all' We think increased appropriations in those
areas would save tax dollars in tbe long run, by the delay or diver-
sion from the more expensive community and Stat! institutions.

Thank you very much.
[Mr. Heckt's prepared statement follows:]

24
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Summary of Point:

Federa Medicaid should not be withdrawn from all state
and co unity institutions...--

a. A most all would-Close or return ft, the warehousing
o the past. :

b.' * Parente and/or retarded people would lose the
freedom to choose- -the institution or-the small

.community home As the most appropriate and least
restrictive:

c.. If would dump many out of institutions. against
their wills, and their parents wills, and into
inappropriate community residences and services.

It would deny residential and other services to
those who have no alternative.

It would damage the already low self-esteem of
those who are admitted and then demitted from the
small hpmes.

f. The mass transfer of all is draconian and
mindboggling - the human suffering of residents,
parents and employees - the economic loss and
waste.

S-2053's arbitrary small limitations for all future
residences should be rejected.

'Federal Medicaid'should be extended to community
services in 9-2053:

a. It is good for many, but not for all.

b. Increased appropriations now should save tax
dollars in the future by prevention or delay and
diversion from the more expensive community and
state institutions.

IV. Recommendations

a. 5.2053 should be withdrawn or killed NOW.

b. The Federal Government should not force or plan
closure of all or most institutions now. The state
of knowledge is too soft.

c. States must decide, or play a major role in, any
such closure decision.

d. More experience with'and study of the federal
'Community Care,Waiver" law is necessary.
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I am Melvin D. Beckt, 4 Minn.& iS lawyer, and.father of

Janice, age 32, a severely mentally retarded young lady whose
4, -.,

,----:...home is the Faribault State Hospital.' 11 .. t
."-" ,---T

I speak on behalf of my daughter, and for many pXrents,

elatives.and,guardians of citizens who are mentally retarded

;

and'wh live in state or community Sinstitutions.

MyIexpress our deepest appreciation to you, Senator

' Durenberger, and.to each member of this subcommittee, and to

. Congress for the Medicaid law and appropriations which have

enabled my state to make substantial. improvement in the'guality
,

of,care for the 2,211 residents in our eight (S),state

institutions, and for 'the 5,000 residents of our 300+ community

ICFMR facilities, of which.2,300 residents live in 41community

institutions. Our success today would not have been possible

. without federal and state Medicaid funding.

. For 30 years, I have joined with other members of the

Association for Retarded Citizens in fighting the long battle

for the develoirient, expansion and improvement of community and

246
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institutional services fCr all citizens who tare 'mentally '

0

retarded. As a consequence of that involvement, study and
. N

experience, I strongly support extending federal Medicaid

funding to those additional .community services provided in

D
5.2053, and just as resolutely oppose both the withdrawal of

substantially all of that. Medicaid funding from all state and

community institutions, and the arbitrary afie limitations for

new community residential facilities contained in the bill.

5.2053 represents the worst of all worlds for many mentally

retarded citizens who reside appropriately in State and

community institutions if Medicaid funding is withdrawn, and the

best 4 all worlds for many infants, children and adults who

appropriately could continue to live with their parents, or in

foster homes, group .homes or semi-independent living facilities

only if Medicaid funding is provided. 4

5.2053 THE WORST or ALL WORLDS

,However wells intended, 5.2053, the "COmmunitY and Family

Living Amendments of1983", requires of its supporters an'

irresponsible leap into dangerously uncertain waters. The

architects of. this questionably designed and imprudently

proposed legislation hare advanced a blueprint which creates.

many more problems than it seeks to correct.

Based on my independent examinatiorrof'widely dispersed

research studies, conversations with hundreds of parents and

247
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numerous experts, and my own personal exp4rience, lam convinced

eat if 5.2053 is adopted, moat, if not all, of the following

results would develop from'the incautious leap previously

men tioneds

1. All state institutions would be closed in 10 years or less,

or, if some states decided to fund the entire cost of those,

institutions, the quality of service would return dangerously

close to the warehousing and substandard care which prevailed in

them so disgracefully 15 years ago or such states might maintain

existing atandards, pay the entire cost of said institutions,

'and reduce thy!, funding of existing necessary community services

by the amount of the lois of the federa; Medicaid. funds.'

2. Alinost all community insti4utions (defined as those having

more than 15 beds). would be forced to close pir,doors to

mentally retarded citizens in 10'or 15 years because those

community institutions in many states derive 45 to 80 per centum

of their operating coats from federal Medicaid funding.

3. 5.2053 would deny to mentally retarded persons, and to their

parents, relatives and/or guardians, the right to choose the

state or community institution as the most appropriate and least

restrictive among the current options.

248
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4. S.2053, in a baronial disregard of parental wishes or

opinion concerning tp beat interest of their retarded sons and

daughters, would force many mentally retarded people - agalnst

their wills, and against the wills of their parents, relatives

and/or guardians - to leave appropriate community and state

instktutions, and would dump them, almost indifferently, into

inappropriits- community residential, facilities. Ironically,

that ill-chosen curtailment of residential and prog.ramatic

options would, at .the same time,' deny appropriate small group

home community services for those who now live in community or

institution settings, but who want.and are able to live in

smaller community facilities, yet could not secure admission to

them because beds and programming would be taken by those from

the'inbtitutions who would be transferred to them

inappropriately and unwillingly.

5. The bill's untested and excessively risky "solution" would

force the removal nation-Wide of almost 180,000 retarded persons

from existing state and community facilities which have more

than 15 beds. The turnover problem inherent in such a mass

transfer of mentally retarded persons is as mindboggring as its

ramifications are endless. It is draconian. It is difficult to

predict the economic cost and human suffering of such a move.

1
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6. This proposed legislation would deny residential and

programatic services to those who have no alternative but a

state or community institution. This-is true especially for

those profoundly and severely and multiply handicapped retarded

who live in sparsely populated areas of America, and who require.

24-hour cursing, and other professional care. It also

eliminates a vital resource for those who have been demitted

from the foster or small group home, or whose foster or group

homes have gone out of business, or lost their licenses, or'who

have tried the small foster or group homes and found living in

them unbearable. It is safe to say that sometimes 6 normal.

adults or 6 retarded adults cannot live under the same goof.

Parenthetically, it is important to note that 0 the past

several years, most admissions to Minnesota's State institutions

have been those discharged from group homes or other Community

facilities.

7. The closure of all state)Ahd community institutions will

result (notwithstanding the best intentions of the bureaucracy)

in many residents now therein being unloaded, nil'admirari, iinto

inappropriate community residences and ineffective programs.,

What is even more horrifying to:consider is the possibility that

those unloaded will be provided with no program or residential

service whatsoever.

9 0 0
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In. the pasty the efforts of souls states to reduce

institution populations have resulted in horrible dumping.'

ldiana dumped 4,000 institutionalized residents into nursing

homes without adequate programs. Illinois unloaded thousands

ipto huge, rundown, downtown Chicago hotels located in high

crime areas. Missouri's'plan was nearly a shambles, and.even in

Minnesota, which to date has an excellent record of reducing its

mentally retarded state institutionalized population, there has

been some dumping of young Adults into nursing homes for the

elderly, and others into larger, more restrictive community

environments than existed. in their'former state institution

home. Others have been injured by Medically prescribed drug

overdoses in the community, and have had to return to the

institution.

I am not convinced that the monitoring, licensing and

individual program plans will eliminate dumping if the federal

and state dollars stop flowing.

8. However unintentional, and perhaps totally overlooked,

consider the psychological damage facing those residents who, .

for the sake of expediency, are transferred to.group homes, and

then are kicked out. If they know their self esteem is low,

what explanat!nn can be given to those so afflicted that will

abrogate the further decline of self worth brought on by 116
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anothersand then another, 'and then another dismissal? Not all

of the elderly retarded residents in institutions are Bill

Sackters; nor will all have the gool fortune to find such good .

and supportive friends as Bill. Some have lived in the

institution for 50 or more years, and do not wish to leave. .How

can we totally disregird their feelings, and their rights? Some

retarded people of all ages exhibit'great difficulty\djusting

to change. Others can adjust. But still others cannot make

changes without disastrous results.

9. 5.2053 leaps recklesslyto a number of incorrect conclusions

and unsupportable assumptions. Among these is the notion that

adequate monitoring of small group homes will be.guaranteed.

Under other less crucial circumstances, if that idea were not so

pretentious, it might be described as quaint. For, example, if

Minnesota were to require 6-to-a-household limitations for those

currently residing in our state's ICFMRa, and in our state

institutions, it would need 1,182 community residential .

facilities as opposed to the present,300+'ICFMRs and eight (8)

state institutions now in service. The cost of monitoring those

additional facilities necessitated by S.2053 would be gigantic;

the dumping and demissions would be catastrophic; and,

administratively, an ongoing nightMare would be created. Puis

custodiet ipsos custodes?
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10. Among other less less-than-infallible conclusions drawn by

the promoters of 5.2053 is the claim that coats are less

expensive and living conditions are better for all mentally

retarded citizens if they reside:in small foster or group. homes

in the. community rather than in state or community

institutions. Nothing.resembling acceptable evidence is offered

in support of that claim. Conversely, from across the nation,

and within many disciplines, respected voices are heard

cautioning against premature acceptance of the studies

projecting large cost-savings or superior liVing conditions for

all'mentally retarded people if only they move lock-step into

the small foster or group homes in the community. The more

realistic expectation is that the proponents claim is correct

for some and incorrect for others. Exaggerated projections of

cost-savings can only come back to haunt many retarded citizens

in time.

11. The same thesis further declares that if all state and

community institutions were to be cloyed within 10 to 15 years, .

automatically small foster or grodp homes would be located,

developed, funded and'etaffed with experienced and caring

employees for those mentally retarded peesonsyhohave been

discharged from themo.and also for those living at home but in

desperate need of such community services. Again, that helter

253
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skelter plunge intouncharteted waters. One almost would

conclude that the proponents have overlooked a numbet of salient

problems. For example, high, interest rates, high building

costs, housing shortages; low per. diem rates for profit and non-

profit providers, unwillingness of some, states to appropriate

more tax dollars, the logistical problems of closure and

locating new facilities; all have a significant bearing upon

achieving the proponent's obje:tiva.

LikeWise, how can state or community institutions continue

to reduce their populations, and revenues, and still meet the

high standards established byS.2053 and not be sued under Sec.

5 (a)(i) et seq? Does anyone actually believe that such a

massive nationwide shift. of people can be well-coordinated among

all of the cooperating county, state and federal agencies?

Now, fOrthe purpose of clarity and opennesS, and wishing

to state my unease with S,2053 as specifically as possible, may

I ask the subcommittee.to'consider the following questions and

criticisms:

1. Page 2 - Lines 21-31 (b) ('2j (3).

sinless changed,, this section would deny medical assistance

to persons who have resided in an institution for a period

of two years, and who have no other alternative for

residential placement. Likewise, I think it is both
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ridiculous and cruelto designate such a short time duration

for care, treatment, and habilitation of some persons who

are mentally retarded.

2. Pale 3 - (c) (1) (15) Specialized Vocational Services

Is it not conceivable that.the inclusion of.vocational an

employmelt services in'medical assistance funding might

drain off dcalars,for existing services to'auch an extent

that now in-place community'services will receive lest'

funding than at present?

If that be the case, then I bel4ve that some of.these

services should be excluded from medical assistance lunding.

3. Page 6 - Lines 7 -l$ (21 (B) (i) and \(,ii).

Exceptions and alternatives must be prded to any bed size

limitation fOr'a facility. This does not distinguish

between the need for providing residential services. for

children apart from those established for adults and

severely retarded, and it fails to consider the special

needs of the profoundly multiply handicapped, high intensive

medial and 24-hour nursing care person as contrasted with

the mildly or moderately retarded person without such

handicaps.

(C) Line 25 (iii)

The suggestion that in order. to receive medical

assistance, all profoundly' retarded, multiply

It

r
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handicapped people shall be located in residential

neighborhoods, wherein they would be encouraged and

enabled to participate in the prevailing living,-

working and service patterns of such neighborhoods,

.\
either amounts to a clasitic case of sheer folly or

represents another definition of the word PROFOUNDLY.

4. Pages 6 and 7 - (h) (2) (D) (i)

In the section defining the inter-disciplinary team, 13.2053

states that professionals and retarded people shall be part

of the team', iOd when appropriate, the parents, guardians,

next of kin, or next friend of such individual" may be

involved.

Does it'not seem more-then-somewhat illogical to insist that

a profoundly retarded person who can't. underistand or

communicate or make certain decisions be given a place on

the inter - disciplinary team while, at the same time, denying

membership to a parent because someone, presumably a

professional, has determined that the participation of a

parent, relative or guardian is irrelevant "to the

habilitation or rehabilitation of such individual."

Parents of profoundly .and severely retarded sons and

daughters have been making many decisions for the lifetimes

of those persons who do not have the ability to do so. How

2 56
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\

can anyone summarily prereept from them that natural

right? Or deny to them that loving involvement? Before a

parent is precluded from inter-disciplinary team

participation, should not the Court so order that exclusion?

5. Page 8 - Line 2 (B)

Though the plan calls for continuity of medical assistance

for severely disabled individuals who reside in a facility

or institution that ceases to function, it provid s no,

assurance whatever for the continuation of residential

services..

(F) Refers to a periodic independent monitoring r review

of the'quality of mediCal assistance provide , but
tl

fails to specify the time intervals involved

Could they be ten years apart?

6. Page 9 - Line 6 (H)

Deals with maximum efforts made to provide emplo entof

former institution employees affected by the transfer of

severely, disabled individuals to community facilities, but

nowhere in 3.2053 appears anything resembling assurance or

guarantee that those etforts will produce positive

results. Other questions regarding employee loss are

ignored or overlooked. Herewith, a samplin4s

33-270 0-841,7
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(a) If.3.2053-phsseS, will not the best professionals, and

lay staff, depart the facility as quickly as

possible?' Who would remain facing sure dismissal in

10-years,.or less?. May that not have an adverse affect

upon. many residents?'

(b) What of thelormer mentally retarded residents who are

now gainfully employed at institutions? About 50 such

workers are.presently employed in Minnesota? Is it

reasonable to think that thiy will be able to. find

employment elsewhere?'

(c) Many institutions have excellent ongoing in-service

training programs for thosi who work with the mentally

retarded and other handicapped persons. How can we

retain the experience, know -how and priceless empathy

and enthusiasm of those employees if we threaten their

jobs?

7. ?age 11

Temporary Increase in Federal Payment - section 3 01

The 5 per centum incentive to place severely disabled

persona in the community promises dumping iust'es surely as

the counties' financial incentive to place them in

institutions guaranteed. it. Both were/ace wrong.

Appropriate placement must be the prevailing.priteria..

Incentives of a fiscal nature can only insure dumping.

25e
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Forced to confront the possibility that 8.2053 might be

'enacted, I find myself caught in a crossfire.of frustration,

astonishment, uncertainty and parental concern - a

combination of eviscerating emotions not unlike the

helplessness felt by a black person who was denied the right

to vote, forced to sit in the rear of a bus and refused the

freedom to eat in a public. restaurant.

My daughter, and thousands of mentally retarded persons like

her, by this legislation rill be.told that they have been

denied the right, and the choice, to live either-ina state'

institution or a community-hexed facility if any of these

abodes exceed the new, mandatory resident limits established'

by 8.2053. Instead, imperiously, they will be forced:to

Jive in a house sheltering from 1 to 15 residents, in a

coimunity not of their choosing, a facility chosen for them.

by some professional or governmentaleipert(s) who may or .

may not be.governed by what is most appropriate,.but rather

by how little it costs.

Senator Durenberger, members of the subcommittee, at this

point. I should-like to share with you some of thcleelings,

opinions, and sentiments contained in letters I have

received from other parents and pardians concerning.the

enactment of S.2053.

9
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"...As with all human beings, there is no
'Oneness' to the retarded population, but a
coThiTipTaTEed array malfunction within an already
complicated structure'of human existence. What
must be established is a iystem of care that is
capable of matching the myriad of needs present An
the regarded population."

DEAN $. THOMAS,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

"...Unless all the resources available at an
-institution are made available in the community,
this proposed legislation is not feasible. Even
today,. in small outstate communities. many of these
resources are not available for those already
released from Skate Hospitals. I strongly oppose
S.2053 .and implOce that you and your committee
consider this piece of legislation for what it is,
a totally inappropriate bill that does NOT protect
the best. interest of any retarded person."

BERNICE UPIN,
4aribault, Minnesota

"...To rule, as in 5.2053, that all mentally.
retarded Americans must exist in small groups-of
fifteen heds or less is cruel, thoughtless, and
brutal. We need community and state institutions
for that portion of the mentally retarded
population who need signifiCant, supportive
services that a group home 4ould not provide."

FLORENCE M. ruxum, .

Minneapolis, Minnesota

"...The 'retarded' are not ONE group with on
problem and therefore one solution. Like al the
rest of society, each retarded person is an
individual, and what is a good living situation
for one may or may not work for another. Please
consider all of the possible implications of this
amendment. Do not be unduly influenced by its
introduction by the Governmental Affairs Committee
of ARC-US. So-called 'experts' have been wrong
many times in the past."

MARIAN G. SELLING
Richfield, Minnesota

26 )
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"Horrified at our first encounter with a state
institution some eighteen (18) years agoand
watching theslow but progressive movement to the
present makes us want to sing praises to all the

people involved in the program. They have done a
tremendous.job. Please do not allow it to slide

backward. In oui573Ion there is no best way for
,all. Some people fit well in residential
facilities. Our profoundly .ketarded son would not
fit this mold. He needs close supervsion and he
needs training. He is receiving that now and we
think he is deserving of it. Our feelings are
strong that'it would be near impossible for him to

receive the same in a small unit somewhere else
with small staffing, different caring and
attitudes."

.

MR. t MRS. RICHARD SCHULTZ.
Bloomington, Minnesota

"...The end result would be to force large numbers
of retarded citizens from their present
satisfIctory placement in community and state
institutions and dump them into inappropriate
residential facilities that might or might not be
available; all this without the retarded citizens,
their parents' relatives' or guardians' input on

13. Alarming or decision making."

GORDON S. LUNDBERG
Richfield, Minnesota

"\ ...Not to mention the exodus that would occur,
fkom them being transferred from home to home,
,until one at the bottom of the scale would accept
them; to a place, no doubt, where their only
interest is making a buck, and the care is non-
existent. Ai an example, I have a twin brother
that is retarded who has happily spent most of his

62 years of life in the campus like surroundings
of the Firibault State Hospital, where he has
always had good care by the staff, who genuinely
care about him; who is also wheelchair ridden, and
needs a big facility like Faribault with its
spacious grounds to roam around in."

{,ESTER D. LEONARDBON
St. Paul, Minnesota

4
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"...At some point in our lives we. are all affected
by a mentally retarded person, whether it be our
child, a brother or sister, a niece or nephew, or
relative of One whom we are associated with. It
is a sad commentary that still we are fighting for
the rights of the mentally retarded. I urge you
to oppose 5.2053. I have seen both sides of the
coin, having a mentally retarded brother and being
a'teacher of the mentally retafded.
I would like to request...that'you "unofficially"
spend a day with profoundly and'severely retarded
persons, and justify the passage\ of S.2053..."'

BETSY PRATT LONG \

Tulsa, Oklahoma

"...One of the premises behind S.205 is that
mentally retarded citisens canan d should enjoy
the right to move in'larger society a will. Many
are capable of this,, they can go to a ob or a
movie alone, and there are currently h mss (maybe
more are needed)that can meet their n ds.
However, there are many retarded citis s who are
not capable of these kinds of activitie , who
cannot care for themselves or venture i to larger
society, and to whom living with a larg grqup of
peers is. of greater concern. To force hest.
individuals to live in a small home wit only a
few others with whom they can interact a
inhumane...."

N DANIEL M.-FISKUM
\ St. Paul, Minnesota

'BEST OF- ALL WORLDS

S.2053 does have some very

should be approved by Congress. Medicaid should a extended to

cover some of these costs:

1. Parents, who mtherwise would have to i stitutionalize

their infant or child, should be given medical ssistance to

enable them to choose to keep their child at h e whenever

possible. This option may be best 'for the eh ld and the

/

outstanding proviajtons which

,. V
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parent. In most cases, the cost would be much less than that of

the state or community institution or the ICMFR group home. In

some instances, the cost may exceed that of the institution, but

the child'd interest should prevail over the cost argument.

Likewise, cost considerations should not force parents to keep .

the child at home if it is not feasible to do so. Some families

can cope while others might bu destroyed by having such a child

in the home.

2. Foster parents should be an option for children who

can't live at home. However, mass usage of foster parents is

also fraught with potential for abuse and difficulty in

monitoring. For those profoundly and severely retarded who have

need of 24-hour nursing care, or who have severe hehayioral

problems, it may.be such more difficult to find such foster

parentirthan.some experts admit, and also such foster parents

may suffer from the same burn-cut as the natural parents.

Stability and continuity of care is very important! The use of

foster parents for normal children has frequently. resulted in

some orthose Children being shunted from foster home to foster

home with dire consequences for the child. .

3. Small foster homes which need not meet ICFNR standards

and regulations are another viable option for some,'but

certainly not all, mentally retarded citizens.

4. Semi-independent living is another viable option for

some mildly and moderately retarded adult citizens. Again, each
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individual must be carefully evaluated or disastrous result can

and do occur from improper placement. This would not be oper

for profoundly retarded adults or for most severely retarded

adults.

5. Also, the small ICFMR group home should be/ viable

option for some of the retarded now living in our tate and

community institutions. They, and their parent should have

the right to Choose and secure admission to suOilfacilities.
.

HoWever, the small group home is not the answer for all children

//or adults.

In other words, creating more optionii by extending Medicaid

funding gives parents a their sons an daughters a much better

opportunity to find the proper residen e and program. The

prevention, delay or diversion from ,acement in a more

expensive institution or ICFMR faci ity will save costs for ou

taxpayers and be better for those v4o can begOWtherefrom..

However, too much precaution cannot be taken to prevent cost

from being the sole or most compelling criteria in determining

what is or is not proper care for the individual person. In

Minnesota, I understand that some counties are inappropriately

pushing foster home placements for cost reasons only.

Such an extension of Medicaid to those community and family

services mentioned above will not eliminate the need for

community and state institutions or for ICFMR group hoMiri, but

it will hopefully reduce the demand for more of such services

and in this way reduce this cost pressure.

264
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There, is one other danger I believe should be addressed.

Unless Congress and the statei increase appropriations in the

short run for sUch family and, community services, there is a

real danger and probability that present services funded by

Medicaid rill suffer cut-backs in funding which may

substantially curtail the quality of services presently being

provided. In the long run, however, such an extension of

Medicaid should reduce the amount of or need for increased

fundihg. .

TEN PROPONENTS POSITION.

The proponents of 5.3053 obviously'believe that all state

and community institutions are bad and that all existing

'community facilities having 15 beds or less are passable, but in

the future nothing should be funded by Medicaid if larger than 3

times the average. family household. size which in my state would

be 8.

In trying to convince you that all. institutions are bad,

they show you'publicity of Pennhurst and Willowbrook and I

understand Senator Weicker's committee is_inyestigating the 10

worst. institutions in the nation, as opposed to any

investigation of the best.

They. and the media only point out the bad and not the goOd

in our institutions. They should realize that all state and

community services, including all residential facilities, vary

from quite poor to quite good. Because some are quite poor does

2 5
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this mean we should destroy all?. In our nation there are. some

bad and. excellent nursing domes. Should Congress withdraw all

Medicaid funding from all nursing homes because some are.bad?

Of course notl There are recent developments enabling some who

want to live in their homes or in smaller lest expensive

facilities to receive Medicaid assistance. This makes sensel

The proponents also overlook the vast improvements in

physi p is and staffing and individualized programming

which ave.occurred recently in our state and community

in utions since the advent of the 1977 ICFMR Law. Many of

these improvements have taken place in the past 3 years.

The proponents. arrogantly persist in trying to place all

mentally retarded people and their parents in the same lock-

step, iron pants mold. The proponents know best and the

thousands and thousands of arents. who have sons and daughters

residing in state and comm nity institutions are all wrong. The

proponents fail to realize hat many of our retarded sons,and
-

daughters have much more fre om, much less restriction, much

safer surroundings and a more p ofessionally supportive, more

loving and happy environment in the larger facility than they

would receive in the small group home for 6 or less.

Some of the proponents advance cost saving as the rationale

for institution closure, but many now are backing away from that

position. In 1963, Minnesota had 6.100 residents in state

institutions. This was reduced to 2,300 plus at the end of

2 6 6
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1982. To compare the coat of care of the mildly and moderately

And iven,severely retarded who live knvommunity homes with the

'cost of caring for those profoundly and severely retarded who

now remain in the institutions is comparing apples with oranges.

Recommendations

a. 8.2053.should be withdrawn or killed now.

b. The Federal Government should not force or plan closure

of allor most institutions now. The state of

knowledge is too soft.

c. States must decide, or play a major role in, any such

closure decision.

d. More experience with and study of the federal

"Community Care Waiver " 'law is necessary. Why?: To

insure that placement decisions are in fact being made

based upon what is most appropriate for each individual

and not made upon what is the least costly. Otherwise

there will surely be massive dumping or forcing of

mentally retarded people out of the State and Community

institutions and ICYMR Group Ho inappropriate

small community residences. his Would be true whether

closure or forced reduction of population were involved.
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COWLES ION

No person who is mentally retarded should be denied the right

. .to live in either a community.or in a State or Community

institution. Nor should such person be, obligated to live in

either because there are no other viable options.

The proponents of S-2053 are willing to upset or destroy the

entire cart in order tofind a few bad apples.- The.bad apples may

be found by this method but the good ones have then already been

dumped out.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.and to

submit this written statement. I am confident this Subcommittee

will do what is just and right.,

268
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. ,The next witness will be Christine Craddy, from

Cranston, who was .formerly in one of our, institutions in Rhode
Island.

. All right, Christine, go to it.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE CRADDY, CRANSTON, R.I., FORMER
RESIDENT OF AN INSTITUTION \

Ms. CRADDY. Mr. Chairman, I have something very important to
tell you. I used to live at, Ladd School, since I was 5 years old. Now
I am out in the community livingin a group home with eight other
peoplebanking, shopping, doing my own haircuts.

The food was very terrible. We used to be the last building to eat.
It was very cold. I didn't have very much * * *. The clothes didn't
fit. My relatives used to buy me new clothesthey used to lose
them. And I don't think anybody else should live in an institution.
If you are going to _put, them anywhere, put them in a group home.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Christine. [Applause.]
[Ms. Craddy's prepared statement follows:]

269
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S,2053

My name is Christine Craddy and I am a resident lof

.a.group home in Cranston, Rhode Island.

I lived in an institution, called Laidd School,'

from the time was five '(5) years oldluntil I was

nineteen (19) .

When I was at Ladd, I was scared rhost of the time and

I was very lonely. Sometimes I would go.home on weekends

and when I was taken back to Ladd I would cry for a long

time

Most of the time at Ladd we would watch television all

day. Lots of times I wore clothes that didn't fit. I

think that we were the last building to get fed because

the food was always cold and it wasn't very good.

At Ladd I 'spent all of my time in a wheelchair. Now I

-.use a walker and I 'even go to the dance on Friday'night.

When I dance I don't need the walker.

I have lived in the group home' for eight (8) years now,

and I am very happy.

I have come a long way. -- from braces to special shoes

and from a Wheelchair to a walker.

'0 7 ro t
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S.205-3

'Christine Craddy

Page 2

In the group home I help make supper, do my own

laundry, go shopping and pay for the hairdre'sser myself. -

At Ladd I used to stay in the ward all day and go to

the dining hall to eat and that's about all.

Since I've been living on Dyer Avenue, I have taken

trips to Virginia, Florida, New Hampshire and Canada.

I saved my owrOloney for these vacations from working at

the cehte'r.

I work every day at the center. All of us are glad

to be out.of Ladd.

think everybody would like to be out of Ladd.

Somebody should just ask them what they would like.

Recorded by:

.///

Submitted by:

James V. Healey Christine Craddy.
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Senator CHAFEE. Thank you Christine.
Senator DURENBERGER. Our next witness will be Peter Kinzler,

from Alexandria, Va.

STATEMENT OF PETER KINZLER, ON BEHALF OF THE PARENTS'
NETWORK AND PARENTS AND ASSOCIATES OF THE NORTHERN
VIRGINIA TRAINING CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Mr. KINZLER. Thank you, Senator Durenberger.
In 1978, when I first considered putting my child in an institu-

tion, my image of an institution was probably that shared by many
of the Senators and other people who have not had children there
and have not had the opportunity to visit that it was a warehouse
with beds lined up along a wall, people shackled in, et cetera.

Fortunately, it was not that. Quite to the contrary, the Northern
Virginia Training Center is a very bright, cheery place with small
units and extremely dedicated and knowledgeable staff.

When we circulated copies of Senator Chafee's bill around the
country to parents' groups, we discovered that other parents were
similarly satisfied. And as a result, The Parents' Network now rep-
resents 60,000 parents people with first-ha d experiencein 38
States. We suggest that institutions really de erve their new name
of "training centers." It is more appropriate.

We do not object at all to community li ng arrangements. We
think they are entirely appropriate in m y situations. We think
there is plenty of experience that shows ey work extremely well
with-many mildly and moderately retard d people. .

We would submit that their experie ce with severely and pro-
foundly retarded is far more limited -nd far more questionable.
There are some good experiences and here are some bad ones. For
example, I have submitted for the re ca d an experience from Flori-
da where 16 people who were mov out of institutions into group
homes died within a short period of time, largely because of lack of
knowledge in the medical care.

'What we need are not anecdotes, but well-analyzed data.
The cost questions are difficult ones. The studies that we have

-seen tend to compare apples .and orangesthe mildly and moder-
ately retarded in the community with the severely and profoundly
retarded in institutions. They compare different constellations of
services. Again, more serious analysis is needed.

What do we favor? What we favor, first of all, is more money.
There simply is no substitute for money. Senator Chafee has re-
ferred to the fact that there may be anywhere,between 750,000 and
2 million people out there who would be eligible for medicaid under
his bill. How you squeeze services for all those people out of the

isame pot of dollars, I'don't know. I don't think it is feasible.
What we think would 'be extremely useful would be to eliminate

the existing bias in the medicaid program so that people's needs
would be determinative, not the availability of funds.

Finally, if there is one thing that could be done immediately,
that would be to take the mildly and moderately retarded who are
in institutions who do not belong there and move those people into
the communities.

Thank you, Senator.

:;:1-271) 0-84-18
0
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Sen tor CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Kinzler.
The next witness is Eileen LeVasseur from Barrington, R.I.
[Mr. Kihzler's prepared statement follows:]

.46
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Principal Points of Peter Kinzler, of the Parents Network,
in Opposition to S. 2053

the Community and Family Living Act Amendments of 1983

1. Parents Network represen)Z60,000 parents of mentally
retarded children who live in }restitutions in 38 states.

, .

We believe, on thrbasis of first hand experience, that
most of oday's institutions for the mentally retarded are well
run places that provide quality. care and training for our children.

.
,.; .

3. Community 'living arrangements for severely and profoundly
retarded persons are. still in an experimental stage. To date,
most community-based residences have dealt with mildly and
moderately retarded people,, those who can' -dress and feed themselves '
and hold jobs in the community. 'Community experience with seViTi715'
and profoundly retarded people -- 'those whose trainability! is very
limited and who need around- the -clock care-- is very limited and
has not been subjected to rigorous analysis. Many expert' observers
in the field suggest that other factors--such as the grouPing of
residents and the qualifications of staff- are more releivant to
development:

4. Existing data on the, relative costs of instituti ns and
community living arrangements are contradictory and incon lutive.
Most of the studies are fatally flawed, in that they tend i'ZIr

compare the costs of. less retarded individuals in the com unity
with those of the more severely retarded residents of ins i-
tutions,and they compare a different constellation of services.
Where similar residents and services are compared, the costs
appear to be about the,, same. There is no reliable data to
support the. contention that 'even one more person can be served
for the same dollars, nevertheless that two to three times the
.present population could be served.

. .
.

S. Parents have a number of questions about what would
hap4g. pen to our children in the community living arrangements
envisioned in 5. 2053, How would the many services now pro-
vided at institutions--from different types of therapists to
medical care-- be provided ? Would 6c1 apples among the stag'
be weeded out rapidly y ? uld Medicaid monitor 100 times'the
number of living arrangem is they now monitor with any reasonable
assurance of mintaircing quality ? What will happen to the
residents who are left behind in institutions when a financial

crunch occurs ? _

6. Some actions can be taken now to better meet the needs

of all severely and profoundly retarded people. One, the states
and the federal government can provide more money. No, the
bias in Medicaid in favor of institutional funding should be
eliminatedrbuilding on the present waiver program. Three,

most mildly and moderately residents 'of institutions-- those
most demonstrably capable of benefitting from living in'the
community-- should be moved there, Finally, we must develop
a continuum of services from private homes to group homes to
institutions to assure that the individual needs of the retarded--

and not the needs of those with an ideological predisposition-

are best served.

4""i
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.Statement of Peter Kinzler

on behalf of

the Parents' Network

and

Parents and Associates of the Northern Virgfnia Training Center

in opposition to

S. ?053.

the Community and Family Living Act Amendments of 1983

bef67e the Health Subcommittee

of the

Senate Finance Committee

February 27, 1984

I am testifying today as the parent of, a severely to profoundly retarded

son who resides in an institution, on behalf of the parents of that institution

and on behalf of the Parents Network, an informal organization of more than

60,000 parents of mentally retarded children who live in institutions. The

Network sprung up more or less spontaneously in the Summer of 1983 in reaction

to a legislative proposal by the Association. for Retarded Citizens to phase

out, over a'10 to,15 year period, all Medicaid funding for institutions for

the mentally retwded, This concept has been incorporated- into S. 2053.

We are generally very satisfied with the care our children are receiving

in today's ins6tutions,which more accurately deserve the name "trainirig centers."'

While we are well aware of the need for more community living arrangemels--

and fully support additional funds for their creation-- we believe they Wce

needed to supplement, not replace, institutional care. What is needed is a .

\

continuum of care so that retarded citizens can receive the most appropriate,

care to fit their needs. Unfortunately, S. 2053 would fund more community ling

arrangements by cutting off federal Medicaid funds for institutionskihis ,\

approach would surely mean the closing of most if not all institutions. There- ,,

i
\
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fore, as the parents of the children who would be most directly affected by

this legislation, we vehemently oppose enactment of S. 2053.

Let me state to you as clearly and succinctly as 1 can the basis for

our opposition.

Most of Today's Institutionsfor the Mentally Retarded Are Well Run Places

that Provide Quality Care and Training for the Residents

Thanks to years of effort by thousands of people-- including many members

or former members of the Associatiorl for Retarded Citizens-- today's institu-,

tions no longer are the warehouses pf the turn of the century that often come

to the minds of people who do not have relatives in institutions. As parents,

we could never place our children in warehouses.

Federal Medicaid funds and standards have played a major role in the

drag tic improvement in the quality of institutions. My son lives on a brightly

colored unit with 12 other residents and slers in a room with two other children.

He goes out into the community for school each day and when he returns to the

institution, he has training programs for eatilig, walking, dressing and toileting,

among others. The staff is generally caring, committed and creative.

Tighter enforcement of existing Medicaid standards or adoption of even

tougher standards, such as those presently being considered liy the Department

r. \
of Health and Human Services, could make our children's

\

residences even better

places.

To say that institutions have come a long way from le olden days 15 not

to say that all abuses have been eliminated. There are still some instances

of improper care and even viclence in institutions--and every possible effort

should be taken to root out these problems.

To be fair, however, one must recognize that these same problems exist in

society as a whole and even in community living arrangements. For example,

a serites of articles in the summer of 1983, copies of which are attached for

inclusion'in the hearing record, recount how 16 residents of an institution who

27Y



were moved into newly built group homes in Florida died soon after they were

moved. The reasons for their deaths va y from improper nursing and medical

care to "transfer trauma," a medical th ory that some people lose the will to

live after being taken from familiar su roundings. As a result of these

unnecessary deaths, further transfers w re halted.

I do not cite this example to sugg st that they! problems are rampant in

community living arrangements, any' more han similar anecdotal information

demonstrat6 widespread problems.in institutions. There is no comprehensive

data to prove either case. The key point is that. protection of the handicapped- -

in and out of institutions-- is particular y crucial because most handicapped

people are not capable of protecting themselves.

In short, we do not maintain that institutions are perfect residences nor

that all of them are run as well as we'd like{ see them run. But we do know

from first hand experience that there are manly, well run institutions in all parts

of the United States that provide significant Uenefits to our childrep,( Under

these circumstances, we think the advocates of legislation that would inevitably

result in closing many, if not most, of our children's residences have an

enormous responsibility to demonstrate. that our children can be equally or better

served in community-based residential facilities.

Grou_LHomes and Related Community-based Living_Facilities for Severely to

Profoundly Retarded Persons Are Still in an Experimental Staoq
..- /

For the most part, group homes have been used for the miyidly to moderately

retarded who do not have 'severe medical or behavorial problems. We think

their track record in serving this population indicates rot most such people

who now live in institutions can benefit from placements/ in community living

facilities.

However, most residents of

/
Ins itutions today are'not mildly or moderately

p-(
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retarded. They Cannot dress and feed. themselves and hold jobs in the community.

They are severely and profoundly retarded; people whose trainability is very

limited and who need around-the-clock care.

The present Population of institutions,,--where more than 76% of the

residents are severely or profoundly retarded--reflects the success over the

past decade of moving many mildly and moderately retarded people out of

institutions into the community. Over the past 10 years, this movement has

resulted in a 37% decline in the institutional population. At the same time,

the residents whop remain in institutions and those children and adults who have

replaced some of the ones who moved into the community are far more retarded

and multiply handicapped.

The number of severely and profoundly retarded persons ln community-based

facilities today is very small. The studies of how these people fare are few

and inconclusive; and all he. available evidence suggests that it\ii more a

question of the way in which groups of individuals and sta f are organized

than the size serf the residence. Pursuant to thi:s concept, many of the larger

institutions redesigned their larger wards i4O,smaller units. Other factors

such as geographical location, resident background, average age and the

qualifications of the staff have been found to be more important in the develop-

ment of the clients than the size of the facility.

The experience todatesuggests that the concept that "bigess,,is bad"
_ . .

lia;-ne mote truth when applied to the residences of the mentally retarded than it

\

does to,the'size o' ,.:orporations or universities. The t!rperienceto date

would justify more experimentation with placing severely; and profoundly

retarded persons in community living arrangements, but i in no way would Justify

, ...

moving all such people into the community. What is nee4d is more exper mentation

and study; riot more demagoguery. However appealing it '1 for people w o do

not have children in institutions to want to place our children in gr up homes

2 7:)
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with white picket fences, we the parents want proof-- empirical data, not

articles of faith-- before We acquiesce in moving our children from avironments

in which they are doing well.
0

Existing Data on the Relative Costs of Institutions and Community. Living

Arrangements Are Contradictory and Inconclusive

The ARC has stated that cost studies demonstrate that for the same money

we can serve two or three times as many Mentally retarded persons in community

living arrangementt.. Based in substantial part on this assumption, S. 2053:

would increase the number of eligible recipients of Medicaid funds at least

two to three hundred percent, and perhaps by as much as 700 %.

Unfortunately, the cost studies do not support the.basid premise. A

fair reading of them shows that most are fatally flawed in conception. Many

compare the costs of the typical resident of a group home- a mildly to

moderately retarded individual-- with the typical resident of an institution, s.

a severely to profoundly retarded person. In addition, many of the studies

do not compare the same constellation of'services. In short, for every study` \

that says that group homes are cheaper, there is onethat says that institutions

cost less.

Where similar residents and services are compared, the costs appear to

be about the same. In Northern Virginia, for example,. several intermediate

care facilities for the mentally retarded-- which house 8 to 10 severely to

profoundly retarded persons apiece, including some who have been discharged from

the nearby institution--havc found that their actual costs of care_exceed the

per diem costs at the institution.

The quetion offtosts is an important issue. What is needed here is

for proponents and opponents of the different living arrangements to sit down

together and agree upon a proper methodology-- perhaps with some prodding and

..funding from the Congress-- and then hire an independent consultant to assess

2 6,0
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the real costs of curing for the severely and profoundly retarded in institutions

and commUnityvlivingarrangements.

If S. 2053 Would "Guarantee" the Quality of Care for People Who Are Now Residents

. of Institutions, Why a-e the Parents Se OpposeJ?

Many parents fought long and hard to establish regional training centers

so that their children could live in a quality residential environment Close to

them. Parents whO have lived through all the difficulties and uncertainties

of having handicapped children are particularly anxious to make sure their

.children will reside in a quail* facility for the rest of their lives. To

suggest that the certainty of good care that now exists will be replaced.by an

uncertain scheme is very threatening. In short, parents nationwide are pleased

with the present situation and see no reason to trade it in for a system that at

best might provide the same *quality and at worst might have disastrous consequences.

Presently, our children live in places with substantial 'resources,on hand- -

people experienced in how best to deal with a bi.oad range of behavorial 'problems,

incluiding aggression, property destruction, self-injury, etc., and who are well

grounded in current stateIof-the-art technology, expertise not immediately

available in a small community-based residential setting. In addition, our

children have at hand the skilled services of physical and occupational therapists,

social workers, doctors, nurses, dietitians, advocates and local human rights

committees.

We.have many questions about bo4Sechildren would fare in community

living arrangementS, Would they have prompt access to all of these experts, or

would they have,to wait a week or a month until the experts could get to the

house? We know.how badly the local hospitals handle our children. Would there be

small community .facilities with doctors who understaAd their problems and needs?

What would happen to people who have lived in institutions. for decades? Is it

really feasible to move them out without inflicting grievous harm?

What would happen to our kidS when one of the staff was a bad apple?

2
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Who else would be around to report that person? How would the facilities

maintain the same kind of continuity that exists in institutions now when they

had the kind of inevitable turnover that comes from burnout on the job and low

financial rewards? Could Medicaid' and' other interested groups possibly

monitor the.quality of20,000 community living arrangements as well as they

presently monitor 260 institutions?

Finally, if group homes are to be opened up by definition to a potential

Universe of retarded citizens many times the size of those now receiving

Medicaid funds-- with no criteria for choosing among applicants-- then the

odds are great that many of our children will have no place to go when the

states choose to close the institutions to save money. Or, ifa state kept
a

some of the institutions Open; they would be. far away from many of the parents

and likely to be grossly underfunded. S. 2053 may say that any remaining

institutions would have to maintain certain Medicaid standards,' but when the

financial crunch hits who is to say that those standards won't be reduced or

laxly enforced?

Without criteria for admit ing applicants into group homes, it is even

possible that the bill might have the perverse efect of aiding mildly and

.1 I

moderately handicapped individuals to the detriment of the severely and

profoundly retarded. This result could come to pass if states chose to serve

the less retarded first in community living arrangements because they are less
t .

expensive to care for, they cduldserve more people for the slime dollars.

We deeply empathize-- and we emphasize the word empathize-- with parents

whose retarded children live at home. We have been there and we know how

difficult it is. However, we know of no magic that can stretch the S3 billion

in Medicaid funds being spent on the most retarded children living in institutions

to provide services for three to seven times that population. The hard data

simply isn't there to demonstrate that we can serve even one more retarded

person and maintain the present level of quality care by moving the retarded
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into community living arrangements, lhanswer lies in.more money and, until

such time as the necessary funds are ,secured, a rational society always must

devote its rTiited dollars to those people who are in the greatest need,

If S. 2053 Is Not Acceptable, What Can Be Done to Aid People Who Could

Best Be Served in the Community:Whether 'They're Living in Institutions or

at Home Presenty

The first answer is that more money is needed. There is no substitute.

for dollars. Realistically, with $200 billion deficits faci,ig the federal

government for as far as the eye can see, there is not likely to be much

help forthcoming from the federal government, Therefore, the states may be

the places to look. Many of their economies have picked up and the necessary

monies would appear smaller on a state-by-state basis. Moreover, it would

avoid the potentially disastrous effects of imposing a national solution

bn the very different worlds that exist in different states..

Second, we must eliminate the bias in the Medicaid program that favors

institutional funding. We believe the Congress made an impressive start in

that direction with the Medicaid waiver program and we understand some 33

states have, applied for waivers. That program should be expanded so that

Medicaid funding is authorized for group homes on the same basis as it is

institutions.

Third, emphasis should be placed first on moving the mildly and moderate

retarded, those without major physical or behavorial problems, out of the

institutions and into group homes. These are the people everyone agrees are

molt capable of benefitting from living in the community.

Fourth, the role of the parents in caring for their children must

continue to be respected. We love ur kids and know more about them and what

is best for them than all of the ofessionals this field. Imagine how

angry you would be if a teacher told you that you were raising your children

incorrectly and that he or she-- the teacher-- was going to correct the problem.

Li t
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And that teacher had the authority to do so. It is the height of arrogance

and patronizing for people who are not in our situation to tell us that they

know what is best for our children; that all we need to appreciate that they

are correct is to be "educated."

Until there has been extensive/experience in group homes with the many

different kinds of children who are severely and profoundly retarded and that.

experience has been quantified and evaluated 4nd truly shown to provide better

care for all our children, we will continue to support federal funding for our

institutions. We must maintain a continuum of services from private homes

to group homes to institutions to assure that the particular needs of our

children-- and not the needs of those with an ideological predisposition- -

are best served.

STATEMENT OF EILEEN LeVASSEUR, BARRINGTON, R.I., MOTHER
OF A RETARDED CHILD

Ms. LEVASSEUR. Gentlemen, my name is Eileen M. LeVasseur. I
am almost 80 years of age, and among my several children is my
daughter Marion, who is ;45 years old and severely retarded and in
a wheelchair.

'Due to the labk of community support services at the time, plus
the needs of my other children, I took action to place my daughter
at the Ladd School in Ex ter, R.I., in 1954. She lived there for 29
years until early 1983, wh she was placed into a very nice group
home with five other wome a few miles from my home.

I visited my daughter east weekly during all of those years
she lived in the institu on, and, frankly, I was opposed to group
home placement when it was first suggested as a possibility during
1978-79.

Most members of the Parents' Association of Ladd Center were
likewise opposed to the concept, because no such community homes
existed prior to 1980. I served as president of the Ladd School Par-
ents' Association for 6 years, and, my other daughter, who 'is with
me today, has served as president for 4 years.

Today, all of us in the organization and all of my family are
proud of Marion's new home. We support the idea of community
residences completely, because we have seen with our own eyes
how much better they are .for our retarded children than the insti-
tutions we have known.

For this reason, we support Senator Chafee's bill, S. 2053.
Thank you.
This is my statement today. We have much more to. say, but I

guess we will have to wait for a later date. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you very much, Mrs. LeVasseur.
We have had some discussion here kin the expenses, and Mr.

Kinzler touched on that, and whether we are comparing apples and
oranges; in other words, whether you take the cost of the group
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homes for say the mildly retarded, which can be relatively modest,
compared to the expenses that would'i)e involved for the severely
retarded. And that is certainly a fair comment.

I think what we will try to do as we go along here is to seek fur-
ther inform-21.00n on the expenses, because obviously that is a
factor.

Now, another factor comes into play, and that is, if you imple-
ment the group home alternative you will certainly have a host of
new patients or clients who will appear, who will chose being in
the group, homes. Well, I am not sure that is all bad. Yes, it might
be more expensive; but, presumably, they are' iving with 'relatives
or parents now, and for a variety of reasons they do not chose to

le institutionalize these "young people" because they have concerns
about the institution but would be satisfied with the group home.

I don't think that means that every retarded child who is now
being looked ,after by parents would necessarily go into a group
home; I don't think that follows, although we don't know.

But, as I said in the beginning, the purpose of this exercise isn't
solely a financial one, certainly not as far as I am concerned; it is
to bring these clients or patients to their fullest potential. That is
what we were seeking in the testimony we have had ,today.

We have a few minutes here, does anyone on the panel want to
add anything? Briefly, now.

Mr. KINZLER. As briefly as you wish.
Senator Chafe, let me address what you were talking about.

Senator Durenberger has kind of indicated in his statements that
perhaps what he would be interested in is some kind of a voucher
.program. If you had enough funds available Tor all of the popula-
tion we are talking about, you could more or less define, what their
needs were, give them a certain amount of funds, take off a certain
amount for parents' participation, and then say, "Go choose." But
you don't have enough funds. Your potential universe, the existing
number of children in. State institutions, appears to be approxi-
mately 138,000. How do you increase that universe twofold, three-
fold, or tenfola for the same dollars? I think the needs are there
and they should be met, but I'don't know how you do that:I think
that is an. exercise in magic; I don't know how to do it.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, as I get what you are saying, a voucher
namely, you could turn it in at a groUp home, you could turn it in
at a St. Mary's, you could turn it in at the State training center.

Mr. KINZLER. Right.
Senator CHAFEE. And you are suggesting that'll' you did that you

would have a hbst of new people appear who have up to date been
looked after by their families. Is that what you are suggesting?

Mr. KINZI,ER. I think that all of the data suggested by Dr. Brad-
dock and others indicates a much larger potential universe to be
served. And using, the eligibility criteria of your bill, it would be
anywhere from 400,000 to 1 million or more.

Senator CHAtfEE. Well, that may be. Somehow I don't think we
want to save money by failing trr meet needs. I mean, that's not
exactly the way I want to proceed, and I am confident that is not
the point you are making.

There are two points I want to make in conclusion:
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One I am convinced that there are savings in this. And it
be that it is the mildly retarded you are talking about. Well,why
not? Let's proceed with that, and achieve the savings.

Second, I wouldn't want people to get involved in horror stories
of what has taken place in A or ,B. And I know in the illustrations
you gave you weren't suggesting that that is a reflection on group
homes, that story about 16 in Florida. But I think we definitely
don't want to start down on that path, because for every illustra-
tion one could find about something that has happened to some-
body in a group home, you could counterbalance it with something
that has happened to somebody in an institution. So it gets back to
the care and the supervision, and we have got to advance on cer-
tain assumptions here, and that is that there is going to be decent
supervision' and care: And if there isn't decent supervision and .are
in the group home; there could just as easily be poor supervising in
the group horpe.

So we know from experience --I am speaking from experience in
my own State, where We have had great success, after proceeding
very carefully, with the training of the personnel, and with careful
selection and integration, and working with the parents, as Ms. Le-
Vasceur has talked about that the community group homes can be
extr.imely successful.

So, on those two particular points made by those in opposition to
S. 2053: One, that it is going to lead to jerking patients out of a
comfortable institutional netting and arbitrarily throwing them
into a homelet's set that aside; that's not going to take place
and secondly, that'there is lack of supervision in one or the other; I
just don't want to start exchanging horror stories in that vein, be-
cause it is not fair, as we try to come to a fair and good conclusion
of what is best for the patients.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER /Thank you.
Eileen, how old is your daughter?
Ms. LEVASSEUR. My daughter is 45 years of age.
Senator DURENBERGER. Forty-five?
I just want to tell one little story that I heard during the recess.

This 45-year-old daughter went to the doctor to get .her physical
and see how she was, and the doctor said, "Oh, you're in great
shape.. You are going to live to be 100." So she came back to her 80
year-old mother and said, "Hey, I've got good news; I'm going to
live to be 100." And her mother said, "What am I going to do with
a 100-year-old daughter?" [Laughter.]

Ms. LEVASSEUR. I want to say something about Marion. Marion
is so happy. There is a difference of day and night with- her. She
wouldn't be here today if she were still at the institution. That, I
can guarantee you. She wouldn't be here today.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, let me conclude by saying how
please, as chairman of the subcommittee, I am that all of you are
here today.

To go back to the focus of this hearing, for people who wanted to
be witnesses today it looked like this was a hearing to say whether
we were for or against S. 2053, I have concluded this is a hearing
that is for the disabled in America, and for the improvement in
their health care.

2i6
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The question is: Now, that John has given us the leadership in
moving in the right direition, how can we, in the larger focus that
the subcommittee is working on for this year improve the quality
of healthcare services by improving the way that we finance those
services. How can we -all come together on something that every-
body here can agree on? ,

Really, it is not a matter,' in this area, of wasting money. I just
stepped, out to take a phone call from my,16-year-old son who just
went to the doctor. He came back with a 5-minute visit from the
doctor, an X-ray, and a $95 bill. Well, I will tell you, theee are
some areas in this country ere we are wasting money, it's
.coming. out our ears. So we d n't have the resources, to do the
really important things.

So, I don't feel that we ought o be constrained by the p billion
or the $4 billion, or whatever i is, dollars and say, "There, isn't
enough to do this right," because there is so much in other parts of
the system that we are absolute wasting, that we shouldn't use
that to beat up on health care for isdbled persons. N

So I will just conclude by thank g you.
Senator CHAFEE. I would like to thank all of the witneses on this

panel, and the prior panels for th trouble they went to in coming
here.

Senator''DuRENBERGER. Let us all thank John for his leadership
in this effort. Thank you very much [Applause.]

The hearing is adjourned.
`[The prepared statarients of Dr. 3enjamin Ricci and Eileen Le

Vaseur follow:]
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the hear'ng was concluded.]

ft
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Until the decade of the 70s, for far too many of us, a choice of placement

for our mentally ,retarded children was not available. Co4idering the fact that

only five percent of the retarded was being served by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, institutions' had been made available to the 'lucky" few. Some of

the more fortunate parents/guardians/relatives, i.e., tiq: politically connected,

had been given placement opportunities in other states. But for the majority of

us, it had to be institutions in Massachusetts, misnamed "staie schools" for the

retarded.

It emphasize that. there"VAs fib ;chbleis orPlace:ment.

--Wittfocrt-trtrosttrMT-torClit overVITETT4TnI majority of us, the decision to

institutionalize our flesh and blood was the most difficult, heart-rending deci-
sion we have ever had to make and krhaps will ever have to make. But for a

variety of soul-searching reasons, many of us took the step in order to preserve
our individual and collective (family) sanity and to provide opportunity for

normal growth.

Through the years, for maq_Pf us} ti

"SE-ate schools were finally aeon in their true light: they were

colossal misnomers. CSvil rights were stripped from our institutionalized
.children, as..were the protections afforded by the First, Fifth, ltgnth, Thirteenth,
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States of America.

Some of us realized that America had let us dou.gl. We filed class action suitsilu'

the Federal Court. Robert Simpson Ricci et alit v. Milton Crlynbliftt et

filed on February 7, 512, was both historic and proced;nt-settityr,On't.la;;sachusefts

and. America. As a result of Federal Court prodding'and guiding,/ tIfl Commonwealth

of Massachusetts, in particular, made improvements. "Human warehouses" and "pig

pens" were gradually transformed,into places which, given the will to do so and
the proper leadership, could easily become residential centers and fu y deserving

of praise. It

Also as a result of our insistence and constant prodding, community prog
were set up as part of t.he consent decree process. But as the record reveals, t '

community programs were set up neither to humanize' nor recognise the dignity and \
worth of retarded persons but merely to deinsticutionalize. Deinstitutionalization,
that ugly word and concept which'reveals its negative self by the prefix de merely
directed defendants' to take away from, to reduce the populations at the state schools,

My record of advocacy (now mote than fifteen years),'my membership on a Special
Legislative Commission which investigated' two of five Massachusetts institutions
for the. mentally retarded, my status as "father and next friend", in legal. terms,
of. the principal plaintiff in our historic class action suit filed more than twelve
years ago in the United Statem-Distridcourt in Boston, and my having lived with

the problem for close to thirty-seven years qualifies me as an expert on mental
retardation, especially in Massachusetts.

t

_ 172-469-1% Other related cases are identified as: 74-2768-T, 75-3910-T,

75-5023-T, and 75-5210-T.

)

33-2111 0-- 8,1-.
t
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Furthermore, my aea(kmie preparatian and my one -thit'd of a century
experience as a biulogical u. ientist on the University of Massachusetts/Amherst
faculty ban been of immeasurable benefit, espLially when dealing with the
issue of the administration of psychotropic medications and. the resulting side
effects among the mentally.retarded: the deleterious effect of poor diet and
.1nck of exercise; and the contribution of noise, ambient, and heat stresses on
the mentally retarded. .

_ _ ._ _

In my travels throughout America _I_bave thetine auribl syentiuts
'end chose employed in the i:ocial.services that Massachusetts is viewed .as a
. "leader"; is "light yearn ahead in Its thinking and in its implement tug of pro-
grams fol,'"the developmentally disabled" ; "kite place to be for professional
excitement"; and has always been nt. "the cutting edge of change." I remain un-
convinced by such kudos because the Massachusetts I know leaves much to be
desired. Of course, those kudos might be considered in .a

thatia_thc_case.,...thoA,Amertea,- ircfact, fh in need or ajundlimental_overhael-of---------7
its-way0, and-thinking ationt:cirre arid services for its mentajly_s_atarded--popelta-tom-----'

My succeeding remarks will be applicable to.Massachusetts. By wny of a
preamble, it is'intcrestlng for me to note that major support for passage of
S.2053comes'from .the AhsoCia0ion for Retarded Citizens, United'States.. (ARC/US)
a.k.a. NARC, whose former president, Mr. Joseph Bunonomo, has long been active
in the Massachusetts ARC.(MARC), as well As from otlier MARC members who have been
extremely v061 in supporting S.205.41 It is wife to any that this bill has been
advanced by MARC's efforts, an association which very seldom played its advocacy
role but has steadily'inc:pased its service-provider role, In an e6pnomic Sense,
00 effective Ira MARC become.as a vendor observices that today it is a business:.
as a collection of vendor ARCs, it receives'more than eleven million dollars out
of approximately fifty, million dollars awarded by the 'Commonwealth of Massachusetts
for services. It is merely good business sense forMARC and ARC /US to lobby
vigorously for passage of 5.2053. Some years ago we recall hearing Mr. Charles
"Engine Charlie" Wilson insist that what was good for General Motors was good for
America. Manyof us rejected that'audacious remark. Likewise, we reject the view
that what is good for MARC and ARC/US is good for retarded persons and their
parents/guardians/relatives.

It is well also to expose the false assumption that ARC/US and MARC speak for
all retarded persons and their parents. I wish to stnte emphatically that they
do At speak for the Massachusetts Coalition of Advocates for State Facilities for
the Retardi,d, the largest, most active,-true advocacy group in Massachusetts.

This' coalition, representing parents/guardians/relatives of residents of all the
institutions in Massachusetts, is shocked at the limited position taken by ARC/US
and MARC. This position simply does not meet needs and wants nor 18 in the best
interest of 'all retarded citizens. To.phrase it another way, ARC/US and MARC
speak for the Massachusetts Coalition as legitimately no Yasser Arafat speaks for
all the Semites.

Let us now turn to some assumptions upon which .S.2044is base--After all,
.----an assumption means "to pretend to have", "td suppose as a fact -- without proof."

f'11r-Okl
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First False Assumption: Generic medical, dental, health, and therapeutlic
services are in place and available In contmur.ity settings, as presumed in 5.2051.

generic- services described-above-dd-eiTSCaI nstitutions and 'were

gained as a result of the class action suits cited earlier.

Second Falso Assumption: All placements made, especially since the involve-
ment of the fe'derarcourt, were based on the individual -needs and wants of re-

tarded persons who were "freed" fiom institutions.

As recently as two weeks ago, a motion was filed in U.S. District Court in
Boston in Ricci to return to Belehertown.State Scheol,two. hundred

tembers-ohCbilfOnfriiide:111.-aurgtng-homes withouttenefit-at irctive
-----Er-difide4;-effective programming, and individual selvice_plana.(TSPs),- -The

lnumber-of-zraas members in Ricci and related cases who were placed in nursing
homes approximates One thounanj: Those persons were literally delivered, like
objects, to nursing homes in the hey-day 4-deinstitutionalization with full
verbal assurances given by then Mental Health Commissioner, Robert Okin, that they
would be t. -atel with "full dignity and respect" and would "develop"'dpe to the
"exposure foistimulating progiamming." .U.S. District Court Monitor, Anne Berry,
expressed the plaintiffs' 'collective view. "Many of these clients [in nursing
homes] plae.ed in the early days of the consent decree in an effort to get the cen-
sus level down (emphasis mine) now sit in nursing homes where, once again, they

have the potential of being the victims of neglect, at the least, and abuse at the
worst,.and in those situations these people do not have day programs."2

Third False Ansumptjin: Well-designed., organized, financed, administered,

and functioning community-based programs aild facilities currently exist.

As a result of our monitoring of community-based facilities for class members
in Ricci and 'related canes, we have seen the complete absence of the above cited

qualities.

In fact, -we have observed many under-served class mcmhers whose 1SPs have
been deliberately "written down", i.e., they contain deliberate, glaring omissions

in order to keep costs down. We have also identified many unserved class members.

In fact ye have observed many mini-institutional models which stifle per-
sonal growth and development.

All this has happened despite the rhetoric that "MassechuAtts, especially
Western Massachusetts, has the most extensive and best examples of community
residences in the United States."

. .

Fourth Yalse Assumption: A "plan" exiata.-whish-44-1-1- "accommodate" 480-p0f3iffia

currently residing in state schdols into community residences during the forth-

coming fiscal year. 1

2Transcript., Robert Simpson Ricci et alai v. Milton Greenblatt et alii

Civil Action 72-469-T, and related cases, U.S. District Court, Boston, January

29, 1981, p. 73.
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IThis "plan", billed during (Prmer Governor Edward` ?King's' admirinit-tlitiOn an
the "I':.5? a II d IS c t- wits_ thoro: y_Al.t.-e.retilt-ad -In-the---Ftlit,17ii r

U.S. District ,,,ludg-'osepli-1,....,fauro,---an-worl as by" nilinaliiis-Pidalt ars.
Especially netowerthy in Judge Tauco' s remark, "I want you to ,understratuLtha-t--.----------/
I've. been. listening to thiscoma:natty plarnnt project ion, these projections,' .

far seven, years now and that will be it." .

The recently deceased Secretary of .iittman Services, Manuel Carballo, said
during a meeting on January 20, 1964 in the _presence of .Governar. Micitael-Dukak.fst-7-

- .141-11Int-itf''rvim'7WT1 tri r',:-Pcd11.4ftr.sI.-
stratinrr-OTTIFT:i1S-TriaiAl ng Commissioner of Mental ..1.1ealth James - Callahan Hutt
"the-protection- Of--480 'persons is unrealistic; it cannot be aceomplished."

In truth theCommonwealth of Massachusetts has never lived up to its
projections over the pant twelve years, hence the current back-log and the result-
ing problems,

DeSpite the written 'agreement contained in the Capitol Community Plan portion
of the Consent Decree, introduced In 1977, the defendants have failed repeatedly
to establish a workable, quality plan. In this regard, U. S. District Court
Monitor Anne Rerry stated, "A major Concern of the plaintiffs regarding the
establishment. of the eormpunity system -1S --ttra tv-orrtru"
and improved, as necessary, and when a problem in4detected it be addressed."
Each plaintiff group has raised this repeatedly.

Motions have been filed to close down two state operated residential. programs.
(SORT') because they violate the provisions of the Consent Decree in Ricci. They
were In real ity scenes from "One Flew ,clver The Cuckoo's Nest." Other similar
motions, relating to vendor operated programs are soon to follow because the
vendors are experiencing fianancial

-Fifth Falso Assumption: Community residences are less-expensive to operate.

Given the current state of affairs, per capita costs are less, but this is
due to vendors' agreeing to shoestring operations which has resulted in high, \.
staff-burnout; and an "82% state-wide staff turnover rate" (which hes a noticeably
impact on- retarded persons exposed. to frequent staff turnovers), and staff-pay
differentials on the orderrof $3,000 per year less, in addition to lack of
employment benefits.

reanscript711,obert ..Sirnyso.n et alit v. Milton. Creenhlott
Civil Action 72-66-9-f, and releled-casese.T. Di-strict --dvrt, Boston, fanuary
29, 1981, p. 106.
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Quality community residences and programming have been shown to be costly

=---- tO" tho- ext-Ffft-Thilf-TUTexceU-Thstft611-6nal per
capita costs. 'Once again, to

quote the late Human Services Secretary Manuel Carballo, "In most states, deipstj-

--tUrrOMMIlitOn S-O-Tiras someffirrig Wit woad- cost Iess. arii now clear that

good community care is expensive. There is little difference in coat from insti-

. __tut-Lianal-c4re ."
. _

.S UM) t40-41:C4.114LUEIZI tt PCS-Itivneem-i qtrn-Hft vti -Itt a f an. ct 1;011r re-

se rvicuR , currently exist
mllTtiplL hand i caps .

In fact, the only certain way for residents to leave buildings E, F, and the

Infirmary at Belzhertown State School and similar residential buildings at the

other state schools is in a hearse, Their dilemma and the plaintiffs frustrations

is compounded by the fact that through the years vendors have repeatedly refused

to serve this population. This is true on a state-wide basis.

Seventh False Assumption: Institutions are inherently had and, by contrast,

community i'Aidences are inherently good.

Given the bids resulting from prejudice and an ignorance of the working models

ssfal ct,uttr., ..ach-as-thanthrerandbi...vid (7-1-irto 1.1 51- to

our institutions), meet-al health administrators and middle management personnel

r6pLat parrot-like their disdain for institullons. I have toured Scandinavia ex-

tensively, was impressed, and remain so. The Scandinavians continue to lend ug

by light years.
-

Institutions can be Improved operationally as well 'as physically, by hiring

adMinistrators and middle management personnel who are faithful to thee concept of .
.

anti, of course, understand the steps needed to transform institutions into resi-

dential' centers. This would also afford parents/guardians/relatives the freedom

of choice. There is'a need for both institutions and comMunity-based residences.

A choice must be available to parents/guardians/relatives.

I note with interest that Press Release No. 84-106, announcing the hearing

on S.2053, the Community and Family Living Amendments of 1983, reveals an anti-

institution bias, as well as an ansumption'of costlier institutionat care. The

anti-institution bias is held and espoused by those persons whose professional

preparation was deficient. Those persons are being driven by an impersonal-gut-

-dance system, much as a missile is targeted. They navigate by ideology rather

--------thanvie44-1-eyv-to-p-arapbrase-totemnIst-teerge WM; ,and they riTh clasered

evidence. They are social scientists in name only, not bothering to examine the

data.

Institutional versus,community=care costs .reveal the disgusting deception

they practice. If cost calculations are made both carefully and honestly, they

reveal, as they do in Massachusetts, that OCierung quality caret-programming,- and

5"State school funds won't end debate 897.5m in improvements doesn't

address future of institutions for the retarded", The Boston Globe, Jean Dicta,

December 25, 1983, p. 22.

2 0 t,
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residences in...1>tah_le, dellflitItle_neighborhoods-tesultn-in7per-capail dagtTwhich .

------------iffE-a-PICOTamatOly equal for institutional and community core.

Many of us have advanced this argument for years; however, the biased,
human services (including mental retardatina).admInistrators-nAsidurragry-aiild-

--L-calcularing'irde Costs for services. The only high administration official to
recognize this and cp9raRnOWIY-eXlitess-it,in.,a,candidly..444freshing way Was Tte

"Tate Human. Services. Secretary Manuel-Cm'h7TrY7-----

An examination of per capita coats whichreflect.lower community-delAred
service costs traditionally reveals: (1) Deliberate omissions of. programming
and services Which would enhance the personal growth and development as well, as
the humanization of. the retarded consumer. (2) Deliberate omissions of the costs
of'service-provider agencies and service coordinator agencies. (1) The salaries
of professional and technical staff person.: whp are assigned to community based
prol,ye!!:s, but are caried.on the bookS of Institutional budgets, hence incorrectly
inflating institutional costs while deflating community-setting costs. (4) The
considerably lower salaries of non-profit operated programs resulting in excessively
high turn-over rates, vip, 82% in Massachusetts.

For the sake of intellectual honesty, I urge thl recalculation of costs by
impartial accouptants in order to put this matter to rest. It is obvious that
the continued repetition of facts or figures irrespective of correctness,
ultimately assures a measure of validity and truth. With license to paraphrase,
"figures don't lie but [biased persons] do figure." The enlghtuned-American
society deserves this recalculation, thus makim_it.necessai.y,

. .

I note with Interest a recent reply by U.S. Senator -John Chaffqe, sponsor of
S.2053, 'to one of his,constituents. Who expressed concern and opposition to S.2053.
Predictably, Senator Chaffee proclaimed, "Rhode Island is the most advanced state
in the country in providing community -based services." From that, it is obvious
that such political proclamiations do.not require a hard-data base, for if one .

were available I suspect that statement could. not have been made. Secondly, con-
tinued the senator, "one of the key sections of S.2053 is an assessment of each
individual's needs--the parentS are participants in that assessment." It is
obvious the senator dutifully signed a letter coMposed by a biased staff person,
or'by a professional mental retardation administrator, or social worker.

real world, pareAts_x.pcognizu-hou, hopelers-17--ourntEirDUCe-d:-3andrziciiev red-- they are.
TVITEheinlore, it Is revealing that "needs" or biological. necessities are°to be
assessed, but no mention Is made of wants, those-quality of life, psychological,,
religious, sociologdear.considerations.

this

glaring of all Soilator Chaffee's letter is the omission of total cost
of this package. Continuing to beunserved are.those retarded persons who o-dre

_a4_4:-lass member,; Massachusetts) or those who have never been at Rhode Island's
Ladd School or who were fortunate cot to have been improperly.placed at the state
mental hospital In Howard, node Island.

Ca
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Men can never fully comprehend the experience of childbirth. There is no

retOrt.t9.,SYCK.a As-aqua/1y --Obv-ious-that-nersows who'have.

not contributed' biologically to the creation of a mentally retarded child can

never fully comprehend the tensions, frustrations.-sorrows, and emotional drains

------essoeisted-with-mental-reeardattoni- -Stress-As relentless; no-Ting1T-day-feeqdr----
completely free from it. Concern isever present; respites may involve only hours,

seldom days, never weeks.

It is clear that 5.2053 was crafted by professionals who navieate by ideiology

rather than reality. They were aided by others whose sole purpose was to protect

business enterprises. What is obviously lacking is'input from parents and families

who have experienced the relentless stresses associated with their re-

tarded family members.

Parents are articulate, visionary, advocates in the truest sense of th-e word,

and are extremely capable of contributing inputs which would have affecred-nny--
i eo ogue spo es-

' persons, we do not Wish their intrusions, their insensitivities, their mistaken

belief that increased chronological age among the mentally retarded brings with it

presumed competence. We are. outtsged at their charge that we are overprotective,

when we merely believe that putting retarded persons into society without well
conceived support systems is both morally offensive and a repugnant violation of

Perhaps it would surprise the render at this time to learn that my son,
Robert Simpson Ricci, resides in a staffed apartment in Amherst, Massachusetts.'

He is employed by the Town-of Amherst. Our community of Amherst is as ideal and

supportive an any in America. Those gains, however, were the result of constant
vigilance and abundant persistence to foecc state government to do its job better.

They,came neither easily nor predictably. But, they came.

For the Riccis, a choice was finally offered. However, itcame after more

than a decade of vigorous advocacy. Yet, there arc parents/gus,rdians/relatives
who believe, as.LIO L.thatthd right to choose between institutional and community.

------selvings- is -fundamenrsi3y-and'thoroughly
persons in particular, but also for all, of us in general, to have their wishes

respected especially their wish that their children be served An what is currently.

called an institution. In Massachusetts, because of our'collective advocacy and

becausethe....DiStrict_Court_is_sa_ell.ec.tive-fornm, inetitntions-are-ptaces-
where excellent medical, dental, therapeutic, f'd vocational services are offered;

'where staffing has improved, and environments ",ve been-drastically-upgraded. So--

. the choice should belong to parents/guardians/relatives; They must not be forced

Co accede to the wishes of ideologues.

S.2b53, as it is currently written, does not allow for choice.. If passed, it
will dictate community living, because At will eliminate state schools over a

specified time frame. The freedom to choose is an American right. Would our

Congress take away our freedom to select private schools over public schools?

S.2053 lacks much of substance. Any future bill must be distinguishable by
the provision for omtUdSMen, roles to be filled specifically by biological
parents of retarded persold, chosen Tor their independence, vision, courage,
and their sensitivity to wants and needs of retarded persons. Thin would most
likely assure quality control, thus enabling retarded_personajo' glow end

ceme-hurmanized..-''

-e



TESTIMONYTO THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE

Re: S.2053

Filed with;

Submitted by:

RodericX A. DeArment, Esquire

Mrs. Eileen LeVasseur
Past President
Parenfc, Association enter (P.A.L.)
253 Narragansett Avenue'
Harrington, Rhode Island 02806

February 22, 1984
__

SUMMARY

This testimony is in support of S.2053, given from

the perspective of a parent'of a severely disabled

retarded daughter and xepresenting-an-organization of

`parents of persons with retardation in an institution.
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My name is Eileen M. ,LeVasseur. I am almost

.80 years old, and among my several children is my

daughter,"Marion, who is a,45 year old severely retarded

woman in a wheelchair.

Due to the lack of community support services at

the time, plus the needs of my other children, I tool',

action to place my daughter at the Ladd School in

Exeter, Rhode Island in 1954. She lived there for

29. years, until early 1983, when she was placed into a

very nice group home with five other women a few miles

from my home.

I visited my-daughter at least weekly during all

of those years she lived at the-institution. And,

frankly,I was. opposed to group home placement when it

was first suggested as a possibility during 1978-79-;
_ _

Most. members of theParents' Association of Ladd

Center (P.A.L.) were likewise opposed to the concept

br,cause no.such community homes existed prior to 19801

I served as the President of P.A.L. for six years, and

my Other daughter has served as1President for foQr/ A

years.

Today, all of us in the organization and all-_ of

my family are proud of Marion's new home. We'support

the idea of community residences completely, because we

have seen with our own eyes how much better they are

for our retarded children than the institutions we

have known.

For this reason, we suppOrt Senator Chafee's bill,

S.2053.

Thank you.

2
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS OF TESTIMONY

. by Karen Green-McGowan, R.N., before

UNITED STAMPS SENATE COMMTTEE ON FINANCE

Subcommittee on Health

February 27, 1984

MAJOR POINTS

o.

1. Health services to institutionalized citizens are almost universally
substandard. Access to health care services available to the ordindy
citizen is vastly superior.

2. Institutional environments are more hazardous than community settings.

3. Persons with complex medical needs are Particularly vulnerable to the

effects of trausA, and infection,and the "revol!;ring door personnel"

phenomena in congregate care settings.

The- most consistent commonality shared by the profoundly handicapped,
medically fragile population is the .diversity of_their-needs. Com!Aex

needs are corvpunded in complex environments.

Tipp more handicaTped the perOn, the smaller the setting should be.
-_-----_.
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In the nearly twenty years since I began working with the perabns labelled

"multi- handicapped ", "medically fragile" and usually profoundly handicapped as well,

I have observed the response of these persons in nearly 70 institutional settings in

North America. I have had the opportunity to work with catastrophically handicapped

children and Melts during their transition from large stato_w_proviAcia4-11-opereted

facilities to snall, dispersed community settings in 17 states and 7 Canadian provinces

citi int the last 1;* years. In many canes, I have maintained a 3-5 year rdnningVontact

with tho:lo :n their now cop.-unity liven. I can tell you that alest without

exception the wcrst community settirf:, is batter than the bent institution I have seen.

My initial seven years in the field were spent first' as a Nurse clinician any

then an a. prw:r:.. adsdnistrator for 24U multiply handicapped persons ranging in age

from almost to mature adulthood.' We were so concerned about preventing hepa-

titis and 1):!.1 our population ir 196'i that liltle_staff affort_ttala -loft to ge.4
_

. people off their backs. We had no equipment to get them out of their beds._ A good

staff ratio the was

Things hay, c.anged a lot in t! .
succeediar 20 years, and there are more resoUrcen-

now to 5:.z1r... r.c locicnlly impaired children and adults, But, an I wander fror

in:Ititutio,, -C i',- Itut;on whose ans:al fiscal expenditures are simply staggering, I

have le n: 1%-: 'ei 1, ensues why thee;e facilities fail to achieve the humanization

1

and devolo:- -:... ;yreas I see in their deistitutionalized (or never ins1.itutIonali2ed)
__..

twine. w%,-. 11, :. ,..\en o very sneil'ig/aps, usually at a fraction of the coot of insti-

tulional car-. ,

_....,.
I

11.1- i..,-- '. cArliLnly he_,, litt-io tr do with the caring hr concern of the staff

who int erar :- -..,7T il (L.....ly ba.7,1:. 1 have yet to train o1 consult in an institu-

tional !al.'...... ,r,. 11 r.....rity o'intIff did not orgently desire what wits best for

f-
fi-

v1 J
4..
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tho: r eli or. t... I sterest i or y enough, what rost hands-or peraosnc 1 wart for incise

in,:relltly handicapped persons in their c r is to get ther. out, of the

ard 1,tc n ire. Iii 100,9 at the inat'Aution in.Glenwood, Iowa_ whore I work,d, we

ttrarr-horo with oktf-criFilet eee slat f

e:).`. kcr,d, 1;2 t!, two rthcipx and frol;ned upon by top adrdnistration, we were

tu-ten.I.r.ed that our youncent 6hIldren would not suffer t1i effeeth of cowregatc

and de;,riat.,.:: fard. t=it.tt__1111.1±4L,the souls of our older residents,

I r. the .uc! \of acquiring health care, we were not no tort-nate:

"There appears to be general a-reagent that the quality of health
services available to most of our institutionalized handicapped children
is substandard when compared to t:.al 'available in the general conmunity.
The residents of institutional facilities, for whom the option to choose/
their doctors or types of health care given is not available, are generdlly
regal red to live in an ervironnent containing sore hazards to health
through infection, 'tranna or other cures than exist in the average-

.

tz,

Ir. our ran!, childret. and adults with .Kajor, acquired deformities Were e.asie-
... ,...._

refUzed cnrrective surgCry that would allow then to sit, move, or develop

e : C they were confined to "custedial care' in an institution and perceived by

hearth care pro,:d.deril as waiting to die. This wa-skonpounded by apathy 3n the part.

c or facii.ty phyziciars, many of whor, were out of touch with current medical

4

Perron:: with danarr to the rfl:rcerltert.,

do;e:ri on °incr.-. to assist then in act,leving normal movement. Early intervention now

PerCerqtirn o t..htifsabi 1 i ty seen in older popnlationr- deprived

of prtventative care. Thd s. i. now being de vend by therapists using fardly membcr

a primary interversirs. What count,: ranst for theoe current youngsters in that one c:r.

Itersons, urually their parents, are carefully and systematically .trained by

developmental therapists to handle them inways that encourage normal movement to

p

:,'v 0
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to develop and prevent the deformity that inevp.ably results.when severely handicapped

1

children are lefton their backs.

Contrmt the response when children Ore ripped from their families, placed

impw4c7.al settings and handled by ever- increasing numbers ofInorAnally trallied

persons who leave on a regular basis without saying good-tye. In one facility in

Kentucky whose ward for 16 multi-handicapped persons met AC/MRDD ratios; but had a

1905: turnover pey yeir, 56 different persons laid their and on very client in a

12 month period. It' is Lot difficult to iMagine.the fear and anxiety a-child aght .

experience under these not uncommon conditions when every movement transition is depen-

dent on'the hands of another. Some jerk, some, yank"by erns and legs in ways that cwise

fractures. But everybody seems to go away sooner or later.

What is irportant to understand about this population labelqed medically fragile

is that their most consistent commonality is the diversity of their needs. In the
_ _._ -

days when we believed that persons with severe handicaps needed only to- be kept clean

and cog..coFable, a nursing care or medical management model seemed quite apprcpriate.

What is interesting to disoover when incredibly handicapped kids are giver conditions

experienced by their non-handicapped peers, is how .much tney canachieve,,even when

Olat chance is given late in life. There is a progr'am in Kentucky called "Ne Neigh-

born" where severely handicapped children and adults are brought back to forlay sett-

ings, one per household. They began to move, creep, craul, walk and talk a. ',rare:Ill:le

speed. Water, they need medical care, they get'it from coa:Tinity physicianr. If t'.ey

don't get what they need, they Lo elsewhere, ort.heir faallies push, nudge

and hrangu. tntil these individuals get what they need. The costt one cf'

the institutional per diem. In two cases, children returned to their ow: Had

'

'fiscal support been available, more could have been reunited with their fariller.
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only eue-exampitt-of37grouing-trand tbUdiir sappolaing persoai-WtT"65Tiirge"----

needs Insinglelplacements in family settings where they tend to thrive aid rapidly

boo° less complex.

am currently involved iht a special-project in Florida, which close i s
0

laif faciiity sprvIng me41cdlly complex_ parsons by the end of 19B4 Theue very OmnleA

Ow clientwarp all Irving into 4 bedroom houses located in their home commumIties all over

the etate. Tho death rate,for the mgjority of this population that has lived in ,nm-

unity tor the past two years has ben less than half that of the two institutions from

which tRey came.

41.

When I, look back over my last twenty years with this.populatlen both_in_the insti"---

tutioa and in the community, I am loft with the following conolusionst

1; Health Servisas to institutionalized eitizunu au

uut7dta1dard. Access to health case aerices available to the ordinary

citizen is vastly superior.

r/ 2. Institutional environments are more hazardous than community settings.

.3. Persons with complex medical needs are particularly vulnerable to the

effects of trauma and infection and the "revolving door personnel" phenomena

in cohAregate care settings.

4. The most consistent commonality shared by the profoundly handicapped, modloally.

.fragilu population isithe diversity of their needs. Complex needs are com-

pounded In complex environments.

5, The more handicapped the person, the smaller 'the setting should be.

Bibliography

1. Planning for service to Handicapped Persons. F. Magrab, Phyllis H. and
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[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]

TESTIMONY OF BETHESDA LUTHERAN HOME ON S. 2053,
THE COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS ACT
OE_19_82,_BUORE-TH-E-SUBCOMMiTTEE-ON-HEALTEC

OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

\

My name is Alexander L. Napolitano. I am Executive
0 -

DirectOr of Bethesda.LuEheran BOme located at 700 Hoffman Drive,

Water_twn,__Wisdopisin 51084- --I-woutd-tie-toIli-aiW the

Subcommittee fOr this opportunity to offer Bethesda's views on

S. 2053, the Community and Family Living Amendments Act of 1983.

Quite simply, Bethesda believes that S. 2053 would disserva.th67

Nation's retarded citizens.

I. BETHESDA'S MISSION.

_Bethesda isa private, non profit organization serving

pearly 450 retarded people fro131 states and one foreign country

-'on its,main campus in Watertown, Wisconsin. Bethesda's residents

range in age frOm 8 to over 90. Bethesda also presently operates

10 group homes in'8 states and has 3 more such homes under

development. The overall capacity of these group homes is 103

beds.

Bethesda has been successfullAterving-mentally retarded

children 4nd adults since 1904. Starting as a small facility for

a few retarded childrelj.aethesda. has-grown to be- a-netionaIly-- -----------

recognized and widely respected home and_Er4ining. center-for

_retarded_persons. Located-on-nearly-500 -aaffd-dflaridIn a

cf
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pastoral setting bordering the:Rock River, Bethesda residents are

.
--caTed -for by a Staff of nearly- 6.00---people..- M ©reover ;- over 5; 660

volunteers help to enhance this care. liye Watertown_mala_campus

includes dorMitories, a vocational, workshop,. therapy rooms,, an

infirmary, detached small group homes, an educational center, a

chapel, service buildings ( for printing_,.. glaintenance.and

and extensive recreational flailities-(gym,swimming_pool_,__arts.

and crafts).

Bethesda also conducts.workshops to train people to work

with retarded persons, publishes various- educational materials

armt-n-riv-e-g-ta-develoO.public awareness of the needs of America's

retarded citizens. Bethesda provides respite care (short-term

care for aretarded person, while. the family enjoys a vacation or
4

deals with .an' emergency) and intends to open a Christian Resource

Center and /diagnostic and Evaluation Center to provide .

information and guidance to tamilies of retarded persons and to .

the parishes that serve them.

When Bethesda was founded in 1904, little was being dote

for retarded people. Often they were ignored, mistreated, hidden

in back bedrooms or jailed as c;imi.nals. For the last 80 years,

Bethesda has been a pioneer in working to change, these
. _

-misconceived stereotypes and in training.retarded individuals to

develop productive skills.

BeEheada's.SuOCess in se..-ving mentally retarded citizens

--41a-s-been-widely-accratMeel. -A-Study-fUnded by the Joseph P.
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Kennedy, Jr. Foundation and conducted by Dr.. David F. Allen at-

the HarvArd- School_ of Public Health,-tound-Retbepdas=programs:to-----v______

be exemplary. State inspectors have praised Bethesda's

institutional programs and have concluded that its group homes

are models of the group home concept. Indeed, Bethesda's work,

receimed_national recognition-in-the-NBC-Television docuMentary

entitled "No Miracle But Lov.."
;!

Bethesda is deeply committed to the concept of permit-

ting retarded persons-to live- as-normally-aS *possible with as.
.

_ _ _ _

much-autonomy ov-e-t-thoWn lavesastheir capabilities allow.

TO that end, since 1975, Bethesda has mwred 260 residents to

group homes, supervised apartments, foster'eare placements or

back to living with their .natural families.

-To-ease-the-transition-away from Bethesda and tomake-ii-

rewarding as possible the lives of thdse residents- who most

likely can never live in the larger 60taniti, Bethesda provides

extensive habilitation programs. These programs include educa-
./

tional and vocational training; religious instruction; social,

medical, nursing and psychological services; behavioral training; .

and occupational, physical, speech, recreation and music

* ...The_Xesults of that study are-published-ina,book- by-Dr-;---
Allen, now Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at Yale University,

and his wife, Victoria! entitled FthiCal_ . .

--RefdedaIlbn: CnOices/Living Hope (Abingdon 1979) with a

....

33-210 0--g4 --- 20
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II. S. 2053_VIDUL,E DISSERVE THE -IPPT.E.111Esirs_

jiethesda's 80 years of experience in caring for retarded

citizens demonstrates that many retarded people progress much

faster when they have regular accesstottr-api-ez--,..
-Medical services -and e'ducational and job training programs which

can only be'made available at a large,institutiop. S. 2053-would

phase out_federal---fundingr.to:instiXUtions-.-for-meMAIFY ietarded: _ -LL

______peoplaftdi---imstOgd7PrOide federal funding for small,group

homes. With their federal funding gone, i nsti.tutions.for--
. . _ _ _ _

mentally reirded persons would have to close. As an operator of

both a large instituttanal.facility and a number of small group

homes, Bethesda opposes the doctrinaire bias of S. 2053 against.

institutions for mentally retarded individuals.

A. Summary of Bethesda's Position.
_

Bethesda opposes-S. 2053 for the follo ing reasons:

1. S. 2053 would have the.effect of-closing all
institutions for mentally. retarded persons, including
private institutions such as Bethesda.

_ _ _.

.2. -S. 2053- agsumes, without badis,-that institu-
.

tional care. is Universally-infer-tor to mill group care
for all retarded citizens...

/

S. 2053 incorrectly assumes that _community_____-----.,---
placement is-always -the-taast restrictive alternative
even for severely and profoundly retarded people.

4. S. .?053 would malt.e_it _much- mo-r-e---dit-f-i-ctittifr----

retaeded Calzans_to-ex-e-r-p-i.ae-theri-r-re-rr1-1-6-tis freedoM.
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without-tiasTS;-ENWCIFe-dOit--
of implementing 'group home care for retarded people
would be less than institutional care.

6. S.. 2053 does not take into account the fail-
ures nor prevent repetition of the abuses which have
L.:stilted -f-r-Ortr Frevious deinstitutionalization programs.

S. 2-051- th-e---effect of-ae-iiiiEltUITOn-
alization on the families of retarded persons, on staff
members who care for retarded people, and on the
community at large.

8. S. 2053 lc nni-a-necessa,--pl-p-r-e-r-equ-i-si-t-e-
development of. group. home care.-

\
B. Total Deinstitutionalization Would Disserve

___....... Many_Retarded Citizens.

1. S. 2053 Would Have the Effect of Closing
All Institutions for Mentally Retarded
Persons, Including Privqte Institutions
Such As Bethesda, In Favor of Group
Romes-, ---

The goal of S. 2053 is to deinstitutionalize mentally

retarded individuals. To that end S. 2053, over a period ok.ten

- - - -
years, would eliminate all federal funding-for. institutions 4r

mentally retarded person's A.n favor of funding fOr -"community or

famiiy living ,.fatilities.". Such
-

caring for a group of people no more than three times the average
. _ _

'size family. household in its area. In short, small group homes

would be federally funded but larger fadilities would not.

Because of the extensive Services and staffing ratios

- .. .. _ _ _

by- lawfwhich aet-hesda trelisves-e-be-bott appropriate

7
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and necessary), no facility ,can operate today without the funding

assistance its residents receive from Medicaid. While. about half

of BeEhesda"s 1983 operating budget came from contributions. from

eve-r--72-13-070-a-a-geople living in everystate

as:income. from its investments, the remainder of Bethesda's

operating budget came from the Medicaid moneys which S. 2053

.

pLopoces to-liminatJe, . _ .

ft is unrealistic to believe private funding sources

_ .:...1 cou-1-4-t7-over the 0,355,000Portion of BetheSdes-Opetatinig-:bUdget

which Medicaid funded in 1983. -goc is it-realistic to-count-on-

income .from endowment funding. At current interest rates;

Bethesda's endowment would have to increase by $70-80 million to

pLovide enough,ihcome to cover the loss of Medicaid funding. It

is also unreasonable to expect the states toasSuthe the funding.

'respansibilitie's'new.bdthe by-Medicaid, especially for_p,rivate_

institutiOns with residents who come-temmany-dittereht-Stat;ei--

across the Nation. .

Thus,. therft_is_rioApubt_that an eliMinat,ion of Medicaid:.
---_.__ ,

moneys would eventually close Bethesda as well_as all other : .

. .

_

-facilities-taTget than the small group homes to be funded under

S. 2053. By'so doing, S. 2053 eliminates freedom of choice.

Retarded citizens' should have the .choice of a home in the

.,___----commy-o-r---i-n---anl-ngtit-dtali:Trr, depending On which setting best

meets a particular individual's needs. The federal government

not employ its power of the pgcse to enforce one' modelof-

care to the exclusion of the other..

0
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2. S. 2053 Assumes, Without Basis,- ._That
'Institutional Care is Universally
Infe_r_i_o_r_to--Small-G-r-o-up Cate-for All

--Retarded Citizens',

Bethesda does not oppose the, general concept of dein- ,

--st-t-trutional-izat;ion-,---Indee-B&Ehesda has been at the foref.ront

in returning-its restdents-td: the-COMMudity and in ettablishing-""-

group homes. But while cleinstitutionalization is the best course

for many retarded people, it simply is.not a solution Cot' all

-retarded people.

. Bethesda's eicperience with group homes demonstrates that

such facilities are hood for_ moderately-r-etarded individuals who

- in-depej-ndenti-y--i-n-sor ie-ty- while 1i-`v'ing with peers in

a protected envir nment. But for severely and _profoundly r

Ll.ri 1-s 9 Lia-uirtromes 11 T.-Mt the a n'sQe-t--. The-Se--

_ t
individuals do not do well in small group homes because they are

often non-ver al and are unable to communicate.their -problems-or-.

*chba61Cgiilit as bathing, dressinkj 'and cooking. '

As Dr 'Ar,Ofur Mayar..cancluded_in-his -October- 2-1,. 1.9131-, repo

the California, ARC;.

/ "What may be optimal ill-smalT-communities-ma y----
/ not necessarily be optimal in our crime-

.% _r_lsideraft_iv,-..tcong-e-s-tad-,--i-mper s-ona 1 r-
/ cities. Similarly, what may be optimal for

mildl_and moderately--retarded-indlvtdUals,
who can relatively easily communicate and
1,Dterm-44(-404-th-the-nelijhboring- corliMunrty , may
not necessa r ily be _olitirrt4L,fo.t-, 9-rofoun-dly _

_ _ _ .
Severely retarded people, whose needs and
capabilities are vastly different,"

«-U
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It would he nothing short -of a tragedy if t _e Subcommittee were _

to ignore this reallEy.

Bethesda believ-es. e la TnTáce today to elimi-

nate inferio, should--be -s-t-rictlyenforced to prevent

the pAs't abuses. which occurred in some institutions.,f.or mentally__ -_,
----r-Ti-e-tai-de-d persons. But government intervention should only ensure

' -the-dual-ity of care; it should not remove institutions as a

choice for those who are ret-a-r-ded-.--Exemplarrinstituti-ons

provide exemplary care.

A fair Inquiry into th'e-institutional reform-movement-in-
.

. _
mental retardation demonstrates the invalidity of the assumption

that smaller facility size means better quality-care.- For

example, James S. Payne.-and.Jams R. tteatise

Mental Retardation (Charles E. Merrill 1981).at pp. 314-15,

concluded that "it is incorrect to pr_eStime_a_re-ta-rded-pet4on_vill-r.---=-------.-

.be.better served .in a smaller facility-simply-because"it"is

nmall-er . ---_

Moreover, -Sharon Landesman-Dwyet -of the University of-...

Wisconsin, conducted. a study in 1981 in an attempt to isolat'es- .

causative elements which c_ant_c_lbut_e_..to-a...retar-ded---pe-r-sen'-s-

successful living in the community. Landesman-Dwyer concluded

that, while many unfortunate 11Mb:a Situ.a.tio.ns..exi.4ted--i-n large-
. .

inSfitUtidns, The- size of A facility, as Such, does not have any

material adverse effect on a retarded person's living

experience. Rather, the appropriate facility for a particulkr----

L.
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________.
individual is dependent on the resident's age, past experience,

I

-- ---Tabi:14ty level and-ourrent-life situation.
a

1 As a result, Landesman-Dwyer rejected precisely the
1

71:=1-othrrIaiie-salutionto care-fop-the-menta-1y retard -ed_ts---
--------

.

.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

th--anImating-fOr-ce-behlndS. 2053 (cited in a Report by_ Arthur_

Mayer, Ph.D, to the Association of Retarded Citizens --
. _

California Medicaid Restructuring Forum on October 21, 1983);

"Indiscriminate solutions, such -as small
family-style homes for everyone, will not long
prove satisfactory. Indeed, some such well
intentioned social policies already have failed
or _lecl.to

3. S. 2053 Incorrectly Assume. That
Community Placement Is Alwate the Least
Restrictive Alternative Even for Severely
and __Profoundl. _Retarded People.

Community placement is not the least restrictive

,.,--vTaacememt'fdr'many-SeVereW.44:11,1-0.MAdIy-JEEtdod-pe44ns..--For. ,____

example, a large institution provides a. better living situation
L,..,

__

than would a group home for people who need major medical/nursing

support systems,. who are notambulatory, or who cannot consis-

tently follow even the simplest of instructions. Such people may_
_.,

.

_
-----TNY-61:15e_1.4:4:.PP.6,-.a&P.n. . .t.9.-1./.ve_m_group. homes ..,.,!....certaLnly-not-im -- ---.:-

two years as implied by S. 2053 or in the foreseeable future

t.i.nn_.19 la tb.)-(-344. .

For many of these individuals an institutional setting

provides more rather than less personal freedom. For severely

3
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\\
retarded persons, with short attention spans and limited

abilities, a. large institution Slich as Bethes a provides the

concentration of staff. and_freguency.-of-servi

-revel retarded-perSons.heed. A- -Bethesda, those who might.be_
.

confined to their bed elsewhere are taken to classes, to mealo

and to special-events.---They Are not confined to. one or two r,Oomo

s.4hey_waUld be in a small lacility-. -Moreover, when services

are miles Away, time is consumed in travel to the therapy site

which can
/

ncessitate shortened.therapyprograms.

book, Payne and Patton emphasize that, as

general matter, the institutional setting has value and often is

the least restrictive altetnative. far_severely and _profoundly_

retarded.citizens (id.):

"Many people now recovering from years of ram-
pant alti7institutionaLismAnsp+ted,by:various--
.cOUrt-cases-ba -begun-to realize' that
residential services inOeed may bS'appropriate,
Edit those severely and 'profoundly handicapped
persons for whom_community placement-is-far
from 'least restrictive.".

Payne and.Patton point out nine benefits of the institutional

setting, all of which have begn borne out hy,Bethesde.s
.4.

experience.

_

"A concentration of mental
_ retardation special*atsmad'medical

personnel."

_Bethesda has a full-time medical director and over 50

nurses; daZEMS- of teachers and teachers aides; supported by

pp
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psychological and psychiatric consultants, all trained in mental
_

retardation-; extensive in-service ltraini14.t.ol_all_direct-care--------------.-.

.staff, plus scholarship assistande-to-a46ure that staff ren4ns

professiOnally current.

b. "A setting where necessary medical
and.technologacal support can be
housed most economically."

Bethesda's_cf)sts average betWeen_$66 and/$7-3-per-day per

person (We receive ,only $49 per day for those on Medicaid) while

costs at state facilities are over $100 per day. Providing the
_

level-of-care-offeraat-bethesda in a facility Of-1

'less for severely and profOUnaly retarded individuals would not

.....

c. "A structured and systemat16 life-
style, which severely_and profoundly
retarded persons usually require,"

Bethesda has found that routine is absolutely essential

for lOwer-1:1-6vel-t6tarded'OreanA Only after years of training

are most seriously retarded persons able to enjoy a lest

-restrictive environment.



ja. "A 'home' among peers characterized!
byindividual-attentidn and care, in
contrast- itothe mainstream cbmmunty

.. -.

4 whbre retarded people generally
bring up the rear." .

. '

We-all need to experience success. There is noway,

however, that severely retarded persons can "win" in competition

with "normal" people. At Bethesda, through quarterly case re-
.

views,and throligh-specia activities, we structure opportunities

for personal success and accomplishment. If a resident has not

been meeting program goals, these goals are broken down intq

smaller goals which can be mastered, and praise and rewards are

given for Mastering each step.

e.. OA location where qualitatively sound
.---and ethically sanctioned research --

_both pare_and applied can take.
place; accomplished by encouraging
in-house staff who demonstrate the
requisite research skills/interests
and by cooperating on joint ventures

. with universities andotherresearch

Before Bethesda approves. a scientific or behavioral

research' project, a special committee must review_its value,

appropriateness and moral/ethical implicatidgs. In recent years,

Bethesda also has become noted for the development of religious

-trathing-progems-and materials-, all of whl Are tested in

Bethesda's classes and then published foi use in parish'and

community settings.

314 ,
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f. "A vector for developing community
awareness, understandlf4,.partici-
pation and acceptance of persons who
are mentally retarded."

Through its publications, movies and videotapes, through

its volunteer program, and through tours, Bethesda works daily to

break down barriers for retarded persons. Over 5,000 volunteers

a year come to Bethesda to assist with campi4 and recreational

activities, perform in programs, share classroom activities or

simply serve,as.friends. All leave with new understandIng-of the

needs and feelings of retarded persons.

g. "Instilling morale that fosters
interest and pride in the daily
duties df the staff." .

"You just can't stop trying," said our Speech Therapy

supervisor the other day as she was talking about all the things

her.department has tried to help one of our residents, who has

cerebral palsy and cannot speak.' To help him communicate, our

speech therapists hive tested a-variety of communication boards

placed at4diffe. At locatioms,on his ,,,heelchair, a focused light,

a bell, a "speller- teller," and a differently-positioned

wheelchair. They still have not found the right answer but the

"trying" goes on, with the aid of consultants and engineers --

because they want to and because they care.

t2,
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StaEE members also are enthused about involving our

residents in the community. The staff take the residents out to

dinner, to the community drop-in center, arrange shopping trips

and numerous recreational outings, and encourage community

schools and organizations to narticipate in classroom activities.

This integration process has created a positive reactiOn from

Watertown, the community in which Bethesda is located.

"Creating an overall climate of hope,
understanding and determination." .

Bethesda is known as "a haven'of hope." People who

visit comment frequently on the happiness of both the residents

and staff. It was begaus,e of this unique atmosphere that '

Bethesda was made the subject of an NBC Television special .ten

years ago,entitLed "No Miracle But Love."

ti

In all of these ways, the institutional setting is

better than group homes for seriously retarded individuals.

Placement of such individuals in group homes would be a more

restrictive rather than a less restrictive alternative.

t? 6
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41. S. 2053 Would Make It Much More Difficult
for Retarded Citizens to Exercise Thcoir
Religious Freedom.

Bethesda is associated with the Lutheran Church and

provides an opportunity for worship and spiritual growth to its

residents. Bethesda's chapel has been especially designed to

permit handicapped people to develop a religious life without any

physical barriers. At Bethesda 'residents attend, daily chapel

services and weekly Bible classes, participate in voice or

handbell choirs, belong to the Altar Guild and receive religious

counseling by persws trained to meet their needs.

Unfortunately, the opportunity to practice theit faith

and to grow spiritually is often not available to retarded people

.i in the community. Many congregations simply fail to provide such

opportunities and it is difficult to imagine how retarded citi-

zens, especially severely retarded citizens, could enjoy

spiritual growth in a non-church affiliated groilp home. Large

institutions; whether church-affiliated or secular, are in a much

better position to offer religious services to retarded citizens

than are group homes.
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5. S. 2053 Assumes, Without Basis, That the
Cost of Implementing Group Home Care for
Retarded People Would Be Less Than for
Institutional Care.

An assumption underlying S. 2053 is that group home care

for retarded people would be less expensive than institutional

care. Bethesda believes that the cost of implementing S.'2053

should be investigated in depth. Among the factors which should

be included in such a cost study are the following:

-- The expense of building, buying or leasing the more
than 10,000 group homes needed to house the 125,000
to 150,000 People now living in large institutions.

-- The cost of supporting community services such as
workshop training, therapies, education, medical
care, respite care, domestic assistance and
transportation.

.

- - The expenses associated with the expanded state in-

spection teams needed to ensure that the residents

in group homes do not suffer from abuse.

- - The expenses associated with the expanded state or
'.county social service staff which would be required
to coordinate and manage the placements into group

homes.

-- The costs of training programs needed for the group
home staffs:

Unless careful attention is given.to these and other factors, the

costs of group home care will be grossly understated.

318
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6. S. 2053 Does Not Take Into Account the
Failures, Nor Prevent Repetition of the
Abuses, Which Have Resulted From Previous
Deinstitutionalization Programs.

While many individuals have been released from

institutions in recent years, many have been readmitted to other

institutions because sufficient support systeMs do nOt exist in

the community. Deinstitutionalization has been largely a process

of reinstitutionalization -- shuffling retarded residents through

devastating experiences in independent living, then placing them

back into an institution when the community experiment fails.

Community facilities are not inherently normalizing. In fact,

they can be as restrictive as the. worst possible institution if

the setting is inappropriate and the residents are unsupported by

the services they require.

The failure of the deinstitutionalization effort for the

mentally ill is well known. For example, in Illinois, the

process has.come full circle (Radmila Manojlovich, "A Scandal in

Mental Health Care" (American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees (Illinois Cou il)) at page 3l)r

"The mentally ill -- by the tens of thousands
have been discharged from the large public

facilities. However, they have not been
placed 'in smaller care facilities that are
integrated into real communities. Instead,
they have been dumped into other institutions

nursing homes, boarding homes_and the like
none of which are part of any community.

The mentally ill have not been deinstitution-
alized. They have been reinstitutionalized."

a I_ 9
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Great care must be taken to ensure that the problems

which have attended the deinstitutionalization of the mentally

ill do not repeat themselves-in the deinstitutionalization of

mentally retarded individuals. However, disturbing signs of the

deinstitutionalization/reinstitutionalization cycle have appeared

in states like California and Minnesota. The wholesale

deinstitutionalization contemplated by S. 2053 puts many retarded

'citizens 'at risk 'of suffering though this deinstitutionaliza-

tion/reinstitutionalization cycle.

7. S. 2053 Ignores the Human Effects of De-
institutionalization on Staff Members Who
Care for. Retarded People, on the
Community At Large and on the Families of
Retarded Persons.

The deinstitutionalization 4octrine championed in

S. 2053 also ignores a number of basic human factors. The

following factors cannot be ignored if community placement of

mental retarded citizens is ever to be successful.

a. The Staffs of Group Homes Have High
Turnover Rates.

The national average for length of service for staff in

a group home for mentally retarded individuals is 18 months. If

large numbers of new group homes are opened, these staffing prob-

lems will only be exacerbated. Where staff members are unhappy

and not closely supervised, the potential for fraud, neglect, low

quality programming and physical abuse of residents is great.,

0 r)
4, !
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b. 5. 2053 Makes No Provision for Funds
unity RLtitu es.

Bethesda's biggest struggle in establishing group homes

is finding a neighborhood where the neighbors do not object,

where zoning is appropriate, and where the retarded residents can

truly become part of the community. .Placing retarded people

where community resentment exists. reduces their self-esteem and

creates a sense of isolation. 5. 2053 does not'confront these

issues and provides no funding mechanism to aid the proces6 of

community. integration.

c. Inability of Many Families to Cope
With a Retarded Family Member.

.
Many families experience guilt over being unable to

handle the retarded family member in the home. Divorces and

problems with "normal" siblings are common in families with a

retarded member. Because many retarded people have normal life-
.

spans, families must, also struggle with questions such as 'how to

care for the retarded member as the parents grow old and who is

to care Ior the retarded person after the parents' death,

For many families the very essence of the term institu-

tion -- the notion of permanency and continuity -- gives them

comfort that the 'retarded individual will be cared for after they

have succumbed to the infirmities of old age or death. The spec-

ter of a retarded son or daughter being shuttled from facility to

33-270 O- 84 -- -21
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--Ea-G-i ty tri te nightmare

that haunts parents of retarded children.

8. S. 2053 Is Not a Necessary Prerequisite
to the Development of Group Home Care.

One must not lose sight of the fact that group homes may

be funde without removing funding from institutions. Indeed,

,Medicaid fu sure available today. to 'community-based Intermedi-

ate Care Faciilties for the Mentally Retarded (ICF-MR) of 15 beds,

or less. The readon most states have not chosen this route to

funding group homes 11 two-fold. First, the certification

standardsare very high (e.g., each home must have a nurse on

contract, and residents must be recertified by a doctor every two

-months). Second, the cost of operating such facilities at the

required standard is substantially higher than the. Medicaid ;ov-

erage provided. With this history, the prospect of success for

the group hone concept which lies at the heart of S. 2053 is

extremely limited.

CONCLUSION

No one solution can be best for all retarded people.

The wholesale move to deinatitutionalize contained in S. 2053

would severely disserve the best interests of many retarded .

citizens./- Bethesda urges the Subcommittee on Health'not to lose

sight of this fundamental principle as it continues its review of

the best mix of services and federal assistance for retarded

citizens. Bethesda thanks the SubcomMittee for its willingness

to examine all options for providing care to this Nation's

retarded population.
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TESTIMONY - PRESENTED TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON

COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS OF 1983, S.2053

o

ON BEHALF OF

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SUPERINTENDENTS OF PUBLIC
RESIDENTIAL FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

By Bernard R. Wagner, Ph.D.

Immediate Past Presi'dent and
Chairman of the LegiSlatiVe Committee
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I am Bernard R. Wagner, Ph.D., Superintendent orihe Georgin Retardation Center,

Atlanta, Georgia, and am speaking on behalf of the National As4ciation of

Superintendents of Public Residential Facilities or the MentIlly Retarded. This

organization is comprised of approximately 180 chief executit officers of state

institutions serving mentally retarded clients. The purpose/of this presentation

is to express our opposition to the proposal entitled "Commuility and Family

Living Amendments of 1983". As currently written we feel tiat these amendments

could carry the potential of seriously harming services off/ered the mentally

retarded clients whom we serve.

Our first grounds for opposition to this proposal lie in the propoeal's rigid

adherence to the elimination of Medicaid funding for stle.institutions except

for a total' of two years of care. I should point out inithis context that our

'Association consistently for the last ten years has entheaiastically supported

the developMent of appropriate community based alterna0ves to institutional living.

We as an organization, however; feel that emphasis shohld be placed upon each state

developing a full continuum of services and that in Byny, if hot all, states this

continuum of services would probably include some li ited institutionally based

services. For example, there are significant numbs of clients currently in

institutions who require relatively soPhisticated. d intensive services which

would b&-.impractical and uneconomical to deliver i /a fnmily-size setting in com-

munity. Many clients are profoundly retarded medical surveillance from

licensed physicians and nursing personnel, and So require a wide v,ariety of

'specialized services such as adaptive equipment4hysical therapy, and occupational

therapy. Other clients require intensive behavkhr modification programs because

of severe behavior problems.. In this context many states are now beginning to

realize that they are not adequately serving t.4o very difficult populations -

mentally retarded offenders who all too often/are placed in correctional facilities,
/

and duel diagnosis clients with both mental etardation and psychiatric problems

who are inappropriately placed in psychiatr c settings.

/

Most states in planning for their continuud of services will probably come to the

conclusion that such highly sophisticate /services are most humanely nndcost

effectively delivered in an institutional rather than community setting. The prob-

lem with the amendmentsha proposed is that the states would not be allowed this

option under Medicaid funding.

324
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A second problem which we have with the amendments as proposed la that they appear

to us to be based on incomplete and inconclusive data. While studies quoting that

community based services are more economical than institutional based services are

probably accurate when speaking of the mild and moderately retarded clients with-

out major behavior problems, there is an insufficient data base to draw similar

, 'conclusions regarding cost effeCtiveness when one considers the types of popula-

tions requiring intensive services described in the preceding paragraph. Further-

more, we fee,. that the amendments are based on somewhat untested philosophical

rather thin ate based positions. For example, an assumption is made that by

pimply plac ng retarded clients in community in smaller residences the eventual .

result will be a less reetrictivev more normalizing environment. Informed profes-

sionals in the field are beginning to recognize that thisis a gross oversimplifi-

dation, and'that in many cases programs and services exist in institutions which

are in fact more normalizing and less restrictive than a number of community based

programs which meet the criteria of size.and location.'. Unfortunately, the field.of

residential services for the mentally retarded has been a field all too frequently

dominated by'philosophical based rather than data tased positions. We certainly

feel, se leaders in the field of residential services for the mentally retarded,

Oft our.decisions as to what the future of each state's system should look like

should be based on data as well as philosophy, and that hard data regarding the

delivery of services to those residents currently in state institutions requiring

intensive levels of care hes certainly not yet been developed.

The absence of complete data regarding the reported efficiency of community over

institutional placement can be highlighted on two grounds. First, many of the

studies in this- area compare the cost of serving mild and moderate clients in

community with .the cost of serving severe and profoundly involved clients in

institutions. Second, some of the apparent savings in the community result from

common community practices of paying minimal wages to staff, Whereas state

institutions use a much higher salary structure. If emphasis is placed on moving

institutional staff out into community as we
depopulateAnstitutions, and such

staff,retain their salariei and benefits, much of the apparent cost, effectiveness

of community settings will be significantly reduced.

A third basis for our opposition to the amendments as proposed is that we feel,

that the mechanism for encouraging the growth of community basedeervices already

exists in the Medicaid Waiver Program. We as a group do support the planned

3225
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movement of retarded residents out of institutions into the community and the

shifting of the emphasis away from institutional services towards community base

services. .Most states, 37 at this point,''llave already had Medicaid waiver plans

approved, and it is our understanding the remainder of the states are in process

of developing their necessary deinstitutionalization plans. \It would appear to

us that the Medicaid Waiver Program provides sufficient incentives to states to

make the appropriate shift in the service system from institution based to com-

munity based, while still allowing each state the flexibility to develop a system

of'service involving a comprehensive continuum of services offering the variety

of services dnd settings our retarded citizens deser4.

In summary, it is our desire through this presentation to express our serious

reservations regarding the proposed "Community and Family Living Amendments of

1983". We feel that these amendments are too restrictive in that they eliminate

entirely the possibility of a state planning to provide some of its services in

institutional settings, that the amendments are based ah philosophical positions

rather than data based, and that we are very, concerned that the clients whom we

currently serve in our state institutions might have to settle for less intense,

less sophisticated, and perhaps inappropriate services based in community if

,these amendments are approved and promulgated as currently written. We are as an

organization totally committed to the development of quality services, but would

put the emphasis on each state developing its own well-thoughout continuum of

services rather than a federal dictation that these services may not include any

institutional based services. We stand ready to provide additional information

through testimony, surveys of our facilities, or any other device you might deem

appropriate as you consider the very complex and significant issues involved in

this.area.. I am sure we share a common goal of attempting to develop the most

appropriate, cost effective services for mentally retarded individuals which uses.

our scarce federal Medicaid resources in the most appropriate and cost effective

manner.

f) )
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10 ADVANCE
'3..alst !Merest% 01 menially rttanied ptrsom .dachaNing

APP,0Pnal dvcAnon. Munn ntedwal and Watt aerncea"

446 BERNARDSTON ROAD GREENFIELD, MA 01301 (413) 773.5155

SENATE BILL 2053

OPPOSED BY

CONGRESS 0? 4DACATES FOR TIV_RET,ARDER,_,ING--

PRESENTER: IARBARA ICONOPIA, PRESIDENT

DATE: FEBRUARY 20, 1.984

SUMMARY

DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION
(AFFECTING MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS):

CAUSE OF DEATH, DESTRUCTION AND DEGRADATION'
OF HUMAN LIFE.

a
LEAST RESTRICTIVE SETTING:

NOT ALWAYS THE COMMUNITY.

FAMILY INVOLVEMENT:

THE MOST IMPORTANT ENTITY ,N PLANNING SERVICES.

FACILITIES AS COMMUNITIES:

MODELS EXIST.-- A MATTER OF WILL.

TRUTH IN ADVOCACY:
_ .

.

NEED FOR BOTH COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS.

RESTRUCTURING OF MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS:

MAKING RESOURCES (TAX DOLLARS) BENEFIT MENTALLY
RETARDED PERSONS.

Ai
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TO: U. S. SENATE FINANCE SUB-COMMITTEE :ON'HEALTH

13:--COKMUNITrAMD- FAMILY LIVING-AMENDMENTS ACT OF 198LIS, 2053)

PROM: BARBARA EONOPIA, PRESIDENT (71f4)

CONGRESS OF ADVOCATES FOR TKE RETARDED, INC:

DATE: FEBRUARY 20, 1984

PARENTS' VOICE"

During the past two deoad s, the mass-movement to detnetttutionalize mentally

ill patients from hospitals and mentally retarded persona from residential

centers inoluded misuse of oourt systems to a000mplish idealistic:, libertarian

goals in the name of "residents' rights to treatment in least restrictive en-

vironments". By the.late 1970's, parents and relatives'of retarded persons

living in publio residential oars and treatment faoilities found the reasona-
,,--..

bleness in their lives turned upside down by the movement to do away wi h a'

ohoioe in oars for develolimentally.impaired individuals.

Congress of Advooates for the Retarded, Inc. was organised in 1979 wee

:small but determined. group lof parents stood up and said "NO -- FOR.MA Of

OUR CHILDREN, PVBLIC RESIDENTIAL CENTERS ARE THE 'LEAST RESTRICTIVE E IRON

MENTS". The priority goal of OAR is to keep these residential center for

care, training and treatment of severely and profoundly retarded perso s an

alternative for families who bear the burden'of dealing with this dove opmen-

tal disability.

THESE FACILITIES MUST BE UPGRADED AND TRANSFORMED INTO SPECIAL

COMMUNITIES FOR RETARDED PERSONS WHO REQUIRE SAFE EiVIROEFF:NTS.

The numbers are many and voices strong among those who speak with disregard

of the true needs of the severely and profoundly handicapped in our sooiety.

d
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Under the United States Constitution, this segment of our retarded population

is entitled to adequate and appropriate oars. This is the basin, realistio.in-

tention of our Organization, to see that this group of individual. who need

special love and 'imolai attention "re not saorificed and lost in the prooess

of bettering the lives of retarded persons in general. We are avowed in advo-

oaoy for All retarded persons without exclusion of any who have extraordinary

needs.
1,

Sinoe the early da of idoorporation, CAR has reosived tear-stained letters

from parents and relatives of retarded perilous, distraught from the insensitive

attitudes of sooial solentists who develop plans that thrust their loved ones

into situations where they oannot cope. Me have oommunicated with 1 and

State Legislators, our eMbership and the general publio regarding

tragedies that have befallen retarded indIfiduals who have been oast onto the

streets of an unoaring sooisty. Yet, the prooess continues with egging dis-

regard for the very serious, sometimes fatal oonsequenoss. Many st e oental

health systems pledge allegiancie to the philosophy of "normalisation" do the

extent that the retarded persons needing services simply become so many apples

and oranges: Until Ow swollen`bureauoraoies are broken down, the most ser-

iously mentally handioapped in our sooiety will oontinue to reoeived only a

small fraotion a the resources allooated for their oars and treatment. IN

AMERICA TODAY WE CAN DO THE JOB OF PROPERLY SERVING OUR RETARDED POPULATION.

THE RESOURCES ARE THERE. TO DO IT EFFECTIVELY AND WELL. THERE MUST BE BOTH

COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTIONAL PROGRAMS.

On November 4, 1983, SenatorJohn Chafse of Rhode Island introduoed as 5.2053.

OOMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS ACT OP 1983. This bill, as written,

would a000mplish basioly what the ARC US bill intended to do, eliminate a

neoeasary part of servioe delivery to retarded persons, the total-oar. resi-

dential center.

.) j
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Congress of Advocates for the Retarded strongly opposes 8.2053 and conoludes

this written testimony with the following text taken from a letter now being

distributed nationally to make known our position,

"We do not believe that one type of care should exist at the expense bf the

other, nor that only one type servloe is beet for all mentally'retarded indi-

viduals. For many mentally retarded citizens the institutional setting witb

ite many support services is best. For otber lesser'handloapped mentally re-

tarded citizens the group home, supervised apartment or eon* other alternative '

service may be appropriate. We believe in a oontinuum of quality care, not

Suet one type of oars.

.A majority of our members have a family member in a publio inetitut on. Most

of our members have expressed concern over Senate Bill 2053.. After eviewing

the proposed bill we find that it would be detrimental to entany r Larded

individuals who need institutional care. Institutions have in any s &tee

served as the innovators and leaders in quality oare for the mentally retarded.

Many of the nations better community programs are supported totally or in part

by institutions. To curb funding to institutions would not only burt institu-

tional services, but would oleo hurt community services.

Many other reaeons inoluding impaot on the mentally retarded individual's

family; zoning law changes (we do not want mental retardation ghettos); the

negative effect of this proposed law in rural states with limited health oare

and mental retardation professionals; the unproven cost of the type of care

belpg proposed; and the unproven quality of pare to be rendered (the profess-

ional reviews and variety of professionals in an institution oan not be du-

plioated in a small group home at less expense and thus oare in the group

home may not equal the quality of the oars in institutions); have N4 us to

oppose Senate Bill 2053."

3 3
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Testimony on Community and FaMily Living Amendments of 1983,

S.2053 by

Pasquale Accardo, M.D.

The nauseating stench of institutional settings.for the

handicapped has permanently scarred the olfactory sensibility of

parents and professionals involved with the retarded for many

decades. This abomination is thankfully decreasing'in frequency

and becoming a terrifying memory rather than a reality - there are

fewer institutions, institutions are smaller% there are leas

inmates in institutions and the standards of_quality for the surviving

institutions are (underfire) continually improving.

The movement away from institutional settings and towards

community placements as part of a general program of normalization-
.

is both laudable and deserving public and professional support.

It is not inappropriate that part of this support be legislative and

financial:. The history of the institutional movement in the United

Statet is one of almost unrelieved horror, professional incompetence

and public apathy. Starting with the best of intentions, that

movement quickly degenerated into an inhuman warehousing of human

beings that distorted and then justified the mistaken observations

and opinions of psychologists, geneticists, physicians, educators,

administrators and bureaucrats. For too many years, severely

retarded persons, mildly retarded persons, nonretarded persons,

and emotionally disturbed persons were indiscriminately and

irrationally segregated from the community in settings that had

started out with the goal of education for return to the community

but quickly declined in enthusiasm and rapidly evolved into a hell
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on earth, a concentration camp for nonpersons without papers. These

errors, abuses', and self-delusions were thoughtlessly propagated and

infermecllaterilay and professional opinion about the andicapPed.

It has long been clear that an alternate approach w dictated by

advances in (a well as a truer prespective of pa t achivements in)

medicine, educition, psychology, philosophy, t ulogy and humanity.

That the pld pattern of institutionaliz tion needs to be

erradicated root and branch goes without /aying. But the greatest
I

error inherent in that approach was to/consider all retarded perspns

to be the samh - to have the same minimal needs that could best be

'met by a ssgregated warehousing. /Retarded persons are-not all the

same: they exhibit as much, it /not more,variation than the

nonha9dicapped population. lo presume that all severely retarded

per an function in group home settings makes about as much

sgn as assuming that all nonretarded persons can function best

in a home setting. tome retarded and some nonretarded persons

special needs that can only be met in more specialized settings.

The optimal placement for a person with one specific medical

diagnosis (albeit an exceedingly rare one), hydranencephaly, is

an intermediate care facility with readily available medical suppcIrt

services. This is also the ideal type of placement for persons v4th

either similarly severe organic brain syndromes, other severe medical

conditions, or similar functional levels. The need for this type

of placement is permanent and not abort term. It is necessary for

a small but important segment of a special needs population. That

the majority of severely retarded persons may do well in group home

settings is no excuse to ignore the needs of this minority. That

r.)
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group homes need legislative and financial support is no rationale

for withdrawing such support from those with different and greater.

needs. The population in need of intermediate care facility

placement is more limited, more dependent and most defenscless.

It verges on criminal irresponsiblity to make,the growth of one

phase of the service delivery system dependent on the erradication

.of an equally necessary phase. That resources need to be shifted -

that many clients currently in institutional settings would do better

in group homes can surely be implemented without blindly removing all

funding support from more specialized intermediate care facilities.

Perhaps the impact of thin legislation might be clarified by

a rough analogy to a similar dilemma in the cars of the elderly.

Aged grandparents may stay at home with their family, and may live

in community based retirement villages or they may be segregated

in nursing home facilities. /Part of the decision as to life style

is a matter of personal Ehoice, but medical and physical limitations

may sometimes make certain of these options impractical and

unrealistic. The family with a severely limited grandparent (scil.

severely retarded grandchild) is being told that unless they are

willing mo let their grandparent live in a group home setting, their

only"other choice would be to keep them at home. Permanent/long

term nursingome placement is no longer supported. Indeed, if

they pay for h t nursing home placement out of their own pocket,

medical servi es hat would otherwise have been covered will not

be. Now even b st nursing homes for the elderly, should never

be our first chbice, but they do remain a necessary form of care in

certain selected cases. Continued financial support for this third

Mar
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option provides the best possible entrance for regulating the

improvement of standards and quality of care in such settings.

It is necessary to confess that the medical profession has little

interest or expertise in the provision of quality care to the

severely retarded population. An informal attempt to survey the

meeting of the most basic medical needs of this special population

in community based settings routinely produces blank stares. It

is not so much that the answers are inadequate; the questions have

not yet been framed. It is only in the past 20 years that. pediatrics

has reluctantly and slowly moved towards admitting grass ignorance

in the medical management of the developmentally disabled. A full

correction of that almost criminal ineptitude will take at least

the remainder of the present millenium. The numerous problems

inherent in the provision of routine health maintenance for the

severely retarded in community based group homes has been glibly

ignored on the facile assumption that if they qualify for such a

placement they can probably be treated just like anyone else at

the nearest clinic, doctor's office or other health facility. If

professionals and families would trouble their brains ever so

briefly to recall the nightmare of medical ignorance, incompetence,

and callous neglect that retarded adults were victimized by as

.children, they might not feel so complacent about presuming the

availability of routine health services. Indeed, they'ought to

be absolutely terrifies' about future possibilities for the simple

reason that there has been relatively little change in the attitudes

,and opinions of the medical. profession towards the severely'tetarded

over the past century. For every physician who has been converted

334
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to accept the mildly retarded person and the'Down Syndrome adult /into

the community; there is another (tf not the same) physician who would

strongly support the refusal of extraordinary care (e.g., feeding).

if not actually euthanasia for the severely and profoundly retarded

andohandicapped. . This legislation testifies to an abysmal ignorance

,of the state of preparedness (psychological, ethical, organizational

and educational) ofthe medical profession to evenasSively be

drawn into its implementation. For familiea with profoundly impaired

members witht-pecialized medical and paramedical needs, this

legislation must appear to have been,drafted in cloud cuckoo land.

The population of the United States is approximately 230 million.

The prevalence of mental retardation is approximately 3%. Of the

almost:. 7 million retarded persons in the United States, about 6

million ate only mildly retarded; these persons should have benefited

from special education services so that they are (or will be)

functionally literate and capable of independent living with minimal

social support services. In an accepting environment, such persons

should not need segregation.in a stigmatized facility such as a

community based group home setting. There are about 1 million

Americans who are moderately retardedr these persons can be

trained to useful employment and can do quite well in group home

settings. It must, nevertheless, be remembered that some moderately

retarded persons with good social skills may do well in a less

restricted environment, while some few others may have long term

proftems in coping with a group home setting. As the cognitive

limitation becomes more severe, the incidence of. associated medical

and physical problems also tends to increase. Rising mortality and

335
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morbidity and shortened life span are correlates of severeand

profound mental retardation; they are.hallmarks of the increased

special needs of this subpopulation which represents only a small

proportion of the total mentally retarded'population - with less

than a half. Million severely and less than a hundred thousand

profoundly retarded persons in the whole United States. Persons' .

in the profoundly retarded range have intelligence quotients below"

25, mental ages below 4 years of age, frequently have no useful

speech and often have severe physical problems and disabilities

such that independent mobility is significantly limited. While

many persons in the severe range of mental retardation can function

in group home facilities, some can not; conversely, most profoundly.

retarded individuals will not be able to function in group home

facilities, while some few will. Any legislative change needs

to support the widest possible range of choices for living conditions,

a range that needs to be carefully titrated against a complex array

of individual needs. Failure to allow for the complexity of the human

needs involved can become a self-fulfilling prophecy: an increased

mortality rate for a segment of the sew° and profoundly retarded

and handicapped population inappropriately placed in group home

facilities will be a mute testimony to the ideological poverty

that informs the proposed legislation. Thy hydranencephalic

patients mentioned above are traditionally accorded a lifespan

of less than 1 or 2 years by medical specialists; superior

intermediatp care facilities are demonstrating that that

limitation is artificial. The group home placements that are

contemplated would most probably reinstate the validity of the

.)030
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gloomier medical prognosis.

The ability of human bein to function optimally is enhanced

by increasing the options at,the disposal. This legislation

reduces options and does so drasti ally,with such a lack of

foresight as to appear malicious. I. used to be feared by parents

and professionals that the use.of ,alternate modes of communication,

such as,sign language and,electronic co unication devices, would

cancel any progress towards the acquisitio of speech. Experience

has taught us that alternate modes of commun at ion not only

enhance the overall quality of life for disabled persons but actually

tend to increase the development. of\ spoken.langu4e. Quality long-

term and intermediate care facilities are needed chices on the Spectrum

of possible living arrangements for. severely and profoundly retarded

and handicapped persons. The judicious use of such settings will

enhance the quality of life in selected cases and will also contribute

to maximizing the impact pf group homes on the quality of life of

their residents.

The teeth in this legislation bite in only one direction:

funding for existing intermediate care facility programs - even

those doing an excellent as well as necessary job - will be cut

(there is no leeway in that decision) - and patients will be hurt

thereby. On the other hand, while some of these cut funds will be

transferred to group home facilities, there are no teeth to insure

that these latter facilities will be funded sufficiently to even

begin to supply the same services on a decentralized basis. Indeed,

the government's track record indicates (if it does nbt actually

guarantee) critical funding deficits in this area. The teeth in

(,) ir)
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this legislation bit only the flesh of the severely and profoundly

handicapped and retard d.

This bill is, in a y, attempting to tell the entire United

States of America that a Ne England town meeting is the only

acceptable form of.local Bove. ent. The success of that model in

the locale where it evolved is riking. Its proposed transplantation

by legislative fiat to be imposed n the broad diversity of

communities in the 50 United States ach with their own regional

history and local practices, some in n d of improvement but many

'excellent, is a political nightmare.;

The great American philosopher, George Santayana, warned that

those who did not learn the lessons of.hieter would be forced to

repeat them. Of all the errors of the past,. th pattern most

terrifying to repeat is that of the swinging pen ulum. The

replacement of one extreme by its opposite, the correction of one

erroneous course of action by the opposite evil, smacks so much

al

of he mechanical, of a Hegelian or Marxist dialectic, that it must

a ear abhorient to free men. Bruckberger in his Image of America

noted that it was the glory of America, the virtue of the American

political system, the key to the success of the first of the

world's great revolutions, that it avoided trying to legislate

utopian ideals but instead remained rooted in practical compromises.

.S.2053 is uncompromising, unamerican, inhuman in its extremism and,

'if passed, will be judged by history as the action of men and women
i

too blinded by narrow ideology to take any notice of the human

suffering that could have been avoided.

,3 '18
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Statement on The Community and Family Living Amendments. (52053)

Submitted by

The American Association of University Affiliated Programs

for Persons with Pevelopmental Disabilities (AAUAP)

NoTE: Acknowledging the high level of current discussion and concern re-
garding the issues involved'in S 20S3, the Board of irectors and
staff of the AAUAP used the occasion.of their mid-winter Board
meeting to formulate the following statement., Subsequent to its
distribution to the AAUAP Membership for input aad refinement it
was formally submitted as testlimony for the record on Friday,
March 16, 1984.

I. Background Factors

o It was agreed that there has been a documented historic failure of
state residential facilities ("institutions") to respeCt the dig-
nity of individuals and hence they have suppressed human potential
and value.

o It was further noted that irrespective of the level of financial
assistance, centralization of services in institutions does not in-
sure provision of appropriate therapeutic and support programs.

o'Deinstitutionalization experiences in Pennsylvania, Michigan, and
New York, for example, have shown that the quality of life has
improved after discharge (at a cost which has been somewhat less)
as judged by the views of clients, families, and service providers.

o We have now learned that there ar6 no individuals who cannot be

. effectively served in the setting of community residence.

o Community-based programs appear to provide many personal benefits
which have as yet not been clearly and systematically demonstrated,
but which show important promise.

II. Reflections on Current Realities

o Current Title XIX reimbursement regulations provide a sunnresiVe
atmospherc'for the development of community alternatives,. which
could seriously delay or prevent new'and vital program improvement.

o There is a need to modify the existing motivations leading to the
placement of handicapped individuals in more supportive and
creative environments.

o Preparation for community life, or assurance about the feasibility
of this plan, cannot be carried out successfully within the insti-
tutional setting alone.

:33 ,9



o It is not clear whether or not attitudinal factors in the soc'al
scene must be entirely revised before progress can be made in
achieving gains for exceptional individuals,

o.There are many gratifying elements in the S 2053 language about
specific measures - individualized plans, safety, residential
settings, etc.. .

1

III. Cautions about the Planned Steps

o Most landmark legislation in behalf of handicapped persons has
been based on rights and incentives. 1-16-Wever, a major comuonent

of S 2053 is based upon a disincentive model of legislation.

o Inasmuch as the proposed legislation will have the effect of
pressing for the final return of all institutionalized persons
to the community, this must be preceded by systematic planning
for and a concomitant commitment regarding community-based
support.

o Training in the developmental model is needed for (a) the gate-
keepers, (b) the primary care workers, and (c) the providers of
related services.

o The suggested legislation may not go far enough in consideration
of the range of oroad supports needed for families in order to
maintain their handicapped children at home or alternative

1.........039mouigiy placements.

IV. Conclusion

The AAUAP feels that the Community and Family Living Amendments of
1983 are so important and valuable that we vigorously endorse the
intent and philosophy of this legislation.

3
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I.TC;11C.Y....OF HELEN KELLER

th,ten Keller inspired millions
throughout the world by her %humph
over deafness and blindness' She
used her personal miracle of corn
municahon to open the world for
other blind and deafblind people.
She appeared before legislatures.
gave lecture wrote articles. and
apeve all, made herself an example
of what a severely handicapped per-
s ti can accomplish. When the

er!can Foundation for the Blind
w s established In 1921, She found
in t a national organization that
shared her purpose. From 1924 until
her death In 1968, Miss Kellor was a
member of the Foundation staff.
serving as counselor on national and
international relations, It was also in
1924 that she began her campaign
to build an endowment fund
for the Foundation. Throughc
this fund and the kindness of piesent
benefactors her'work is continued.
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HOW WELL IT nOULD ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL OF BETTER SERVING THE DIS-
.

ABLED. WE HAVE OUTLINED THOSE POINTS IN THE NUMBERED ITEMS BELOW.

THE AMERICAN FOUNDATT,ON FOR THE BLIND IS A NATIONAL, NON-

PROFIT ORGANIZATION WHICH PROVIDES BOTH DIRECT AND TECHNICAL AS-

SISTANCE SERVICES TO BLIND AND VISUALLYIMPAIRED PERSONS AND THEIR

FAMILIES,,PROFESSIONALS IN SPECIALIZED AGENCIES FOR THE BLIND,

COMMUNITY AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS, SCHOOLS, AND CORPORATIONS.

DIRECT SERVICES INCLUDE INFORMATION AND REFERRAL FOR BLIND PERSONS,

THEIR FAMILIES AND PROFESSIONALS; SPECIAL CONSUMER PRODUCTS; A

TRAVEL IDENTIFICATION SERVICE; AND GENERAL EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICES INCLUDE TRAINING, CONSULTATION,

PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS, PUBLIC INFORMATION, AND SOCIAL AND

TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCH.

WE SUGGEST MODIFICATION TO S. 2053 IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS;

1. THE RESTRICTIONS IN PROPOSED SEC. 1918 ON THE TIME

SPENT IN AN INSTITUTION WOULD REQUIRE THE MOVEMENT

OF MOST OF THE CURRENT POPULATION OUT OF INSTITU-

TIONS WITHOUTRECNRSE TO FURTHER TREATMENTS IN AN

INSTITUTION, IF NECESSARY. THAT AMENDMENT SHOULD

BE AMENDED TO REMOVE THE ABSOLUTE TIME RESTRICTION

AND REQUIRE CERTIFICATION OF NEED FOR SUCH INSTI-

TUTIONALIZATION AND RECERTIFICATION AT SPECIFIED

TIMES SIMILAR TO MEDICARE CERTIFICATION OF MEDICAL

NEEDS FOR PART A OF TITLE XVIII. THIS CERTIFICA-

TION COULD BE CARRIED OUT BY AN "...INTERD/SCIPLI-

. NARY TEAM OF INDIVIDUALS..." AS OUTLINED IN SECTION

1918(h)(2)(D)(i) FOR THE COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING

FACILITY. A SPECIFIC PERIOD OF TIME IGNORES THE



POSSIBILITY OF A NEED AFTER THE STIPULATED

PERIOD AND OFFERS NO ALTERNATIVES.

2. THE DEFINITION OF SEVERELY DISABLED RESTRICTS

THE BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM TO CERTAI*TYPES

OF DISABLED, ANDWOULD TERMINATE THE SERVICES

TO THE MENTALLY DISABLED AT AGE 21. EVEN THOUGH

HAVING RECEIVED SERVICES UNTIL THAT TIME.

FURTHER, IT ESTABLISHES A CUTOFF DATE,FOR MANI-

FESTATION OF "COVERED" DISABILITIES AT AGE 50.

MORE THAN HALF OF ALL BLINDNESS IN THE U.S., FOR

INSTANCE, OCCURS IN THOSE OVER AGE 50 AND MOST

SEVERELY VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS ARE MULTIPLY-

IMPAIRED.
4

THE DEFINITION OF THE DISABLED WHO WOULD RECEIVE

SERVICES UNDER THE PROPOSAL SHOHEt BE THE SAME AS

THAT FOR DISABILITY /BLINDNESS IN TITLE XVI OF THE

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT AND WITHOUT A CUTOFF DATE FOR

MANIFESTATION OF THE DISABILITY. THERE SHOULD BE

NO AGE LIMITATION SINCE THOSE OVER AGE 50 CAN

BENEFIT FROM "LESS RESTRICTIW SETTINGS" AND HA-

BILITATION SERVICES AS WELL AS THOSE UNDER THAT AGE.

3. THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION SHOULD MANDATE MEDICAID

COVERAGE. FOR ANY AND ALL INDIVIDUALS WHO MEET TITLE

XVI COVERAGE IN ALL 'STATES. WITH THE CURRENT MORE

RESTRICTIVE (THAN SSI) CRITERIA IN SOME STATES, SOME

OF THE DISABLED WOULD NOT BE ELIGIBLE FOR ALL SERVICES.

4. THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION SHOULD GIVE MORE FLEXIBILITY

FOR THE STATES IN THE PHASE-OUTOF MEDICAID FUNDING.

THERE ARE NOT SUFFICIENT DATA TO SHOW THAT THE
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PROGRAM CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED WITHIN TEE PROPOSED

TIMELINES. SOME.STATES MAY BE ABLE TO AC-

COMPLISH THE PROGRAM AT A FASTER RATE THAN OTHERS.

HOWEVER, THE LEGISLATION SHOULD.REQUIRE STATES

TO MAINTAIN THE NECESSARY LEVEL OF SERVICES DURING

THE PHASE -OUT.

5. SOME'CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO ASSISTANCE

IN FUNDING THE PURCHASE/RENTAL OF A COMMUNITY FA-

CILITY, AND IN TRAINING FOR MANAGEMENT THEREOF.

6. RECOGNIZING THAT NATURAL/ADOPTIVE FAMILY

STRUCTURES WILL BREAKDOWN OVER THE YEARS

EITHER THROUGH AGE, DEATH, SEPARATION, OR ILL-

NESS, THE ACT SHOULD ENSURE THAT AN INDIVIDUAL

PLACED IN SUCH AN ARRANGEMENT HAS SUBSEQUENT

CARE.

WE HO'E THAT THIS EFFORT TO PROVIDE ALTERNATIVES TO INSTITU-.

TIONALIZATION WILL BE SUCCESSFUL.

IHH14+11-14+HHHHHH4
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The American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees (;FSCME) represents more than one million public employees
throughout he United States, including 100,000 who provide direct
care and sul A)rt services to individuals with developmental disabil-
ities. AFS;IE members work in large developmental centers as well
as in small community residences and apartments, group homes, and
day programs. They work as therapy aides and social workers, house-
keepers and speech pathologists, secretaries, dietary personnel,

\

firefighters, nurses, maintenance staff, case managers, and physical
therapists. On a daily basis, AFSCME members work to promote the
health, safety, growth, and development of severely disabled people.
Our commitment to promoting the interests of the developmentally
disabled through a service system characterized by individualization,
accessibility, and a full continuum of care requires that we oppose
5.2053, the Community and Family Living Amendmentu Act of 1983.

This legislation would phase out entirely Medicaid funding over
tht. next ten to fifteen years for mental retardation facilities
that house more than three times the number of individuals in an
average family household. States would be required to file written
plans and timetables for reducing their institutional population to
zero. During this phase-out period, severely disabled individuals
would still be entitled to Medicaid coverage for institutional
services only when no community or family arrangements are available,
and provided that the total time such an individual has resided in
an institution does not exceed two years. States would have the .

options to continue to operate institutional programs, but would have
to do so entirely with state funds. Following the phase-put period
no developmentally disabled person, irrespective of severity of
impairment Or the wishes of his,or her parents or guardians, would
be eligible for Medicaid coverage in an institutional setting.

If our experience has taught us anything, it is that the starting
point for any system of services for individuals with developmental
disabilities must be the individual disabled person. Implicit must
be the recognition that, like medications, programs, services, and
settings cannot bc prescribed uniformly on a class basis, but must
be determined according to the specific needs and condition of each
disabled beneficiary. Individualization recognizes not only that
the needs of each person differ, but also that each cliant's require-
ments for services may change many times during the course of a
lifetime. S.2053, however, would subordinate the concept of individ-
ualized care to the programmatic requirements of a very narrow and
absolutist treatment ideology. If enacted, S.2053 would seriously
disrupt the continuum of services necessary for individualized care,
and in the'process jeopardize the security- and well-being of tens
of thousands of this nation's most vulnerable citizens.

Of the approximately 128,000 persons residing in public residential .

facilities for the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled,
80% have I.Q.'s below 35 and a maximum mental age of less than 4 years.
Sixty percent have one additional major handicap; 37% have two, or
more handicaps in additraTTIO mental retardation. Fifty-five percent
are unable to dress themselves. Fifty percent are unable to speak.
Forty-nine percent are not toilet trained. Thrity-five percent
cannot eat without assistance. Tenty-five percent exhibit revere
behavioral disorders that create danger for themselves and others.1/
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While upwards of 96% of this nation's people with developmental
disabilities aready live either at home or in other community. place-
ments, those who remain in public residential facilities require
specalized medical and other services merely.to survive.2/ They require
intensive individualiied care and programming from a variety of
specialties and disciplines if only, in many cases, to prevent a
deterioration in their current levels of functioning. State develop-.
mental centers are more than bricks and mortar. 'Advances in medicine
and the behavioral sciences; judicial intervention, and Medicaid's__
ICF -MR program have trAnsformed-s-tatc institutiong-ffbIrPiadoMinantly
-austbilraT-fa'Cilities to multi-disciplinary, client-focused develop-
mental centers which - at their best - reflect and exte.d state-of-
the-art programs and services in the care and treatment f profoundly
retarded, multi-handicapped individuals.

Medicaid's role in this transformation, and in the promotion
of the health and welfare of this extremely vulnerable population,
cannot be over-emphasized. The Intermediate Care Facility for the
Mentally Retarded (ICF-MR) regulations which were first published
in 1974 (as 45 CFR.§§249.12 and 249.13; now 42 CFR 442, Subpart G),
provide the only assurances on a national basis that developmentally
disabled people will receive.adequate individualized services and
humane care.. As a condition for Federal funding - which ranges
from 50% to 77% - facilities under this program must provide individ-
ualized planned services for each client, comply with normalized
living. and privacy standards, and provide sufficient numbers of
appropriate and adequately trained staff. In addition, lacilities
must meet strict architectural standards for life safety, fire
protection, sanitation,privacy, and home-like surroundings. Between
1977 and 1980, 39 states Appropriated or spent nearly $1 billion in
capital expenditures for mental retardation facilities - 75% of_
these outlays were devoted to projects directed toward bringing
state facilities into /CF-MR compliance. 3/ All such expenditures,
it should be noted, were made with the unaerStanding that long term
financial obligations in connection with these necessary capital
improvements would be amortized, in great part, with Medicaid dollars.

To withdraw Medicaid support from state institutions would be
to undermine those advances that have significantly improved the
quality of'life for tens of thousands of severely and multiply-
disabled individuals. States that had counted on Medicaid reim-.
biirsement. to amortize construction and operating costa could be
expected to slash institutional, programs, reduce staffing levels,
and severely restrict maintenance and capital improvement. Rather
than risk the expenses and vicissitudes of uncertain federal program
and funding policies, states would be encouraged simply to abdicate
all direct care responsibilities. The effect of a forced dismantling
of public institutions would be dismantling as well of the public
provision of services and care. Simply put, it is easier to provide
paper "assurances" than actual. services, and many states could be
expected to'take the route with the least potential for administrative
or political risk.

.1 0
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By discouraging the public sectot'i role in the direct deliVery
of services to the developmentally disabled, S.2053 would promote the
proliferation of a "non-system" of programatidally and administra-
tively unrelated provider entities of widely varying quality,
competency and commitment.4/ Pressures on state and local officials
to recruit and maintain sufficient numbers of independent community
vendors would be at odds with the tough regulatory role these same
officials would be required to aszulle_in...crcler to

gtShdaids-. The result would be a provider-driven arrangement,
of 'therapeutically and administratively unrelated programs lacking
comprehensive planning, guaranteed continuity of care, accountibility,'
universal access, program diversity and balance, and consistently
applied standards ofquality,

It must be emphasized that while the changes envisioned under
S.2053 are drastic and disruptive to the lives of thousands of
severely disabled people, the premises underlying this bill center
on ideology rather than empirical observations. While anecdotal
comparisons abound, there is no professional or empirical consensus
.to support the resuii7EFFErthats

Facility size is the most significant determinant for
positive client outcomes, especially for profoundly
retarded and multiply-disabled clients. 5/

Setting ("community" v. campus) is a primary determinant
in positive developmental outcomes for profoundly retarded
and multiply-disabled individuals.

The total cost of serving profoundly retarded and multiply-
disabled individuals - holding quality, array, and
accessibility. 6/

Proponents of S.2053 cite the experience of Rhode Island and

the phase-down of the Ladd Center to support the objectives of this

legislation. AFSCME is proud to have taken part in the planning,
establishment, and operation of Rhode Island's state-operated system
of community, group home, and institutional services. Rhode Island

AFSCME members, working closely with /state Officials_and parents,
succeeded in upgrading the entire system of care for the developmentally

disabled in Rhode Island. It must be noted, however, that the transfer
of resources from a redominantly institutional service s stem to one

t at s characterized y a u 1 continuum o care occurre With no

changes in current Federal law. Similar initiatives have occurred
in New York, Massachusetts, and other states without the drastic
changes proposed under S.2053.7/ In addition, PL 97-35 (Section 2176)

amended Title XIX in 1981 to permit states to obtain Medicaid waivers

for the provision of non-institutional, community-based services.

Any state wishing to replace its institutional services with alterna-
tive services can do so now, under existing law without the draconian

measures required under S.2053.

ti :11 .111
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The Medicaid program must not be altered to limit the options,
and opportunities available for the care and treatment of severly
disabled individuals. AFSCME opposes S.2053 because this legislation,
if ,nacted, would deprive medically

fragile and vulnerable people of
the highly specialized services they require. AFSgMg_agrees-with----------the prep.anderang4L..c.p.rofessional-oplETUn-tliSi a balanced, account-

-------- ---ribr6Thervice system characterized by a full continuum of care will
best meet the needs of developmentally disabled individuals. This
continuum must include high quality institutional and community-
based services which meet the individualized medical, habilitative,

.educational, training and protective needs of developmentally
.disabled people. Efforts to de-fund any eleMent of this continuumof care must be strongly resisted.

gar
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1. R. C. Scheerenberger. Public Residential Facilities for the
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3. R. Gettings and D. Mitchell. Trends in Capital Expenditures
for Mental Retardation Facilit es: A State = State Survey.
National Association of State Mental Retardation Program
Directors, Inc., June,1980.

4. Neglect and abuse of the aged and the, mentally ill in
predominantly privately operated'commenity residences has
been widely reported, most recently in `Community Residential
Care in California, Commission on Califo rnia State Government
Organization and Economy, December 1983. \See also: U.S. General
Accounting Office, Report to the Congress:' Returning the
Mentally Disabled to the Community: 'Government Needs to Do More,
1977; Reports on Hearings by the House Select Committee on Aging:
"The National Crises in Adult Care Homes", June 1977; and "The
National"Crises in Adult Boarding Homes", February, 1978.

-5 : Heather S. Menninger. Issues in the Development.:--Pr:
.---------___. _ _ ..._ . _._ _

and Administration of Community Residential Facilities for
Developmentally Disabled Persons: A Review. HCFA, October, 1980

6. See T. Mayeda and F. Wai, The Cost of Long-term Developmental
Disability Care, DHEW, 1976; Jones and Jones, The Measurement
of Community Placement Services and Its AssoCiated Costs,
Florence Heller School of Social Work, 1976: J. G. Murphy and
D. E. Datel, "A Coqt-Seaefit Analysis of Community Versus
Institutional Living", Hospital and Community Psychiatry, March,
1976.
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Also, recent cost estimates submitted by states seeking Home
---and-Communityltased waivers undeT-Midi-64id-iti&Wirdely varying

'and inconsistent costs for non-institutional services. One
approved waiver, targeted,to serve 300 Pennhurst residents
cites the following coat estimates: 1

Waivered
Institutional Costs (Non - institutional Costs)

1983/1984 $44,584 443,384 \

1985/1,986 $47,209 ,$46,855

For the first year for the waiver, non-institutional services
are expected to "save" $1,200 per client. During the second
year, the "savings" are projected to be $354. These expenditure
estimates for community programs, however,-do not include the

costs of room and board. Obviously, for this target population -
which-i-representattve Or-deveibraiTtil-den-fei-residents.
nationally - the total costs for community placements exceed
the costs of ICF-MR care.

I

7. New York State and AFSCME collaborated to obtain $224,000 in
Federal Developmental Disabilities funds with which to train
institutional direct care and supervisory staff for new jobs
in state-operated community-based programs. Since 1978, the
State of'New York his operated, and continued to expand, its
publicly operated system of community ICF-MR's and group homes.

In-Massachusetts -, the-State-Legraiiture has earmarked 60% of
all capital expenditures in mental retardation for state-operated,
community-based programs.
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March 15; 198A

The Honorable David Durenberger
Clarrman
Subcommittee on Health
'Senate Finance Committee
219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
United States Senite
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chalrmant

The American Psychiatric Ass
cal specialty society representin
psychiatrists nationwide, is plea
our comments on the Community and
Amendments of 1983, S. 2053. We
thistestl-monyby- the- Amertcan
Psychiatry, an association of 3,0
triete each with two years of tra
advance program of child psychiat
ing a general psychiatry residenc
that these comments be made part
tee's February 27, 1984 hearing r cord on this
legislation which would phase out Medicaid funding

for residential facilities servin§ more than six

to nine disabled persons while entitling such

individuals to receive a wide array of home and

community-based services.

...

ciation, a medi-
over 29,000

ed to provide
Family Living
re joined in
demy of -Child*
0 child psychia-
ning in an
y after complet-
. We request
f the Sub-cammit-

The first objective of the American Psychia-
tric POSSOCiatiOS is to "improve the treatment,
rehabilitation and care of the mentally ill, the

mentally retarded,_ and the emotionally dis-

turbed." As such, we have been deeply concerned
and committed over the years to me,Ling the needs

of those articulated populations .- particularly

the moat chronically mentally ill and retarded.
We fully support the intent of the Community and

Family Living Amendmentet "the full participation

of severely disabled, individuals in community and
family life" and have long articulated the need to
provide appropriate levels of insurance coverage
to enable these individuals to be treated'for

BE
rrij. tL.,)
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their medical illnesses enabling them to rejoin the producing,
contributing national workforce. Improving the lives of disabled
Americans -- whether physically or mentally impaired -- without
question should be the goal of Congreis, as it is the medical
profession's, in particular. However, the intent and end result
of the proposed legislation would differ markedly, wore the
legislation to be enacted as written.

The provisions of S. 2053 are based on arbitiaty size limi-
tations and judgments regarding the needs of the mentally dis-
abled, and supported by questionable coat analyses and interpre-
tations of major studies relating to deinstitutionalization.

For these. reksons, artiou-lat-ed- in grewtsr detail below, we
must oppose enactment of S. 2053 ge written. Many questions
remain unanswered: many details remain confused. The experience
of current MedicaldcomMunity and hoer-based care waivers might
more appropriately serve as a guide to future legislation, par-
ticularly.given the sei'ious and tragic problem which befell
countless of the chronically mentally ill when they were deinsti-
tutionalized en masse beginning in the mid-1950s.

In 1955, there were 600,000 patients in the nation's mental
hospitals. At about that time, the move to deinstitutionalige
patients began. It stemmed partly from civil rights issues and a
growing emphasis on personal freedom. It was also believed that
community programs for the mentally ill were more humane and
effectivenot to mention cheaper than the so-callea,Warehouses-

--fox-tbe-mentelty-ill,"Often.with populations nearing 5000 in some
facilities. Unfortunately, those community programs were inex-.

. pensive indeed, they were nonexistent, Thousands of the chronic-
ally mentally ill flooded communities when. state after state
sought to close the institutions without the corollary commitment
of funds to support adequate community .Services. Many of these
people, unable to live indepehdently, were forced intg subettn-
dard boarding homes or shelters for the homeless. The Congress
learned a number of years ago about S110$ (single room occupancy)
and the plight of the thousands of mentally ill living in the
half-world of such facilities. More recently, the nation has

.

similarly turned to look at the homeless. A recent Little Hoover
report from the state of California has disclosed the very same
pattern of disregard for the disabled and elderly which hed been
leveled against larger institutions to be present in the now- .

burgeoning board Andlcare facility induiEri in that state ',Filch
has yet another repository for the deinstitutionalized mentally
disabled and elderly.
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Caring psYchiatiists, other physicians and health and mental

health personnel coupled With a small, but growing number of the

patient and parent support organizations are still seeking means

of combatting the stigma of mental illness which reduces tbe com-

munity concern or activity. They are still scrapping for dollars

to support this community network which wee to have'been in place

when the movement began. They are seeking, at the same time, to

maintain a full spectrum of care settings, whether larger or

smaller, whether "institutional" or "community based" (a misnomer

about which we will apOak later), which can best meet the parti-

cular needs of each of the chronically mentally ill of our

nation.

The message which emerges from this painful history legation

is that deinatitutionalixation is good in theory, good for some

in practice, -but absent proper planning, data bases, personnel-
bases, community support and, indeed, money, it is fatally

flawed. We are concerned that as written, S. 2053 contains many

of the same pitfalls and holds out the same altruistic hopes as

did the deinstitutionalization movement for the mentally

.
WHO WOULD S. 2053 TARGET FOR "COMMUNITY" SERyICES?

Medicaid now provides for the health care needs of at least

the financially indigent of All participating states. Many

-------stAtAs-have-brordened.that.populAtion to ineude'tire-isedicallY-

needy. Among those persons are mentally disabled individuals

meeting the Medicaid state-Federal criteria. That program up-

ports medical treatment, whether institution based or community

based for the eligible population. (Mentally ill individuals,

though financially eligible, are excluded from Medicaid coverage

for hospital based care if they are between the ages of 22 -65..)

Today; the Federal share of Medicaid funding is being

reduced, states are being hard-pressed to provide sufficient

resources to meet the current agreed-to coverage,for those low

eligible for the program. The legislation before the Committee

proposes to broaden at least one segment of the population -- the

mentally retarded -- who will by Federal statute not state

decision-making -- be eligible to receive Medicaid funding for

health and-other.services (some of which have not traditionally

been Medicaid funded). But utilizing the definition from the

Developmental Disability Act to form the basis for the population

to be covered, the legislation would expand Medicaid coverage to

essentially all mentally impaired persons who may or may not now

be living in the community the onset of whose illness occurred by
.

f Nt
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age 22. The legislation proposes to broaden the population fur-
ther, by encompassing individuals for whom onset of the disabil-
ity occurred prior to age 50. As noted, it becomes irrelevant
whether that person is residing at home or in an institution at
this time. Thus, persons eligible for the services, by Federal
statute, would include not only those now institutionalized with
an illness onset at age 50 or lower, but those now residing suc-
cessfully in the community who otherwise might not be Medicaid
eligible. The legislation is creating a new mandatory category
of "medicallV eligible" individuals (now includad_qestez_ms44.04Ad.._.,..__ _

atstat.e.option} who- must-rpeeTVeddiaiiinity-based care. The pro-
vision extending Medicaid services to the families of severely
disabled children, if the family income exceeds the eligibility
criteria, is needed. However, the five percent of income spent
on disability services does not give an adequate sense ot.the
effect the provision would have on the family or on Medicaid
expenditures. Last, the measure would extend, by option, to men-
tally ill persons, whether they reside in the community or in
institutions at the very time Medicaid has never provided hoc,-
pital-based care to the same population between the ages of 22-
65.

Medicaid will be paying substantially more to'provide a
myriad of services -- some now not available for Medicaid
eligibles. Funding availability aside, there is a serious ques-
tion as to whether the service network necessary to support such
a population actually exists or could exist in a community. It

- would support housing, rehabilitation, vocational activities,
health care, and daily living care for a population as varied in
level of care requirements as can be imagined.

FACILITIES VERSUS COMMUNITY

S. 2053 makes the argument that "community!' is better than
"facility." It would limit Medicaid payments to eligible indl
viduals residing in a "community 'or family living facility" with
a capacity no greater than three times "the number of persons in
the average family household in the area in which the facility is
located..." As the average family household in the U.S. gener-
ally runs between two and three, the'maximum size of a community
or family living facility would be six or nine individuals. The

1

current literature offers no convincing evidence to support t e .

premise that independent living skills can be taught only in er-
........---- ,t a tvttrkv e-c1.1 ere it t-ttes-ta---thlit' -g 1V eh -t1114' el me TicaTlirailia"Ci iii:-. -

which can be and is the case in any number of what the bill would

'Ll A- ':.,
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consider to be "institutions"
developmentally disabled perso s

progress better in smaller than in larger settings. '(see frr

example Baroff, "On 'Sise' and the Quality of Residential Caret

A Second Look," 18 Mental.
Retard. 113(1980) or Brown & Huard,

"The'Treatment Environment for Retarded Persons in Nursing

Homes," 17 Mental. Retard. 77, 79-80 (1979).)

Community placement is ideal for many developmentally dis-

abled persons but not all. It is a cruel but avoidable fact that

many institutionalized retarded persons are multiply handicapped,

also suffering from blindness, deafness, cerebral palsy, ll

epilepsy, or other disorders. For patients such dB these, a pro-

gram of habilitation may well require a complex array of.profes- .

sional services -- including not only good care and medical

treatment, but also language or speech therapy, physical therapy,

feeding, behavior training, and occupational therapy -- which

often are available only in institutional settings. Other

patients are so agitated, self - abusive or vfolent or otherwise

present such behavioral difficulties that some restrictions or

intensive therapy are needed. The APA strongly defends tb- right

of such patients to institutions, as well as the humaneness of

their being served there.

This position is in no sense an apology for inhumane insti-

tutions. In ourDview, if the right to habilitation is recog-

nized, comparable high quality humane care and habilitation must

and can be provided regardless of whether or not it is in a set-

ting deemed an "institution."
We believe that state and other

facilities of a size larger than envisioned by this legislation

should remain available as an option for appropriate patients,

S. 2053 forecloses this option.

As Throne has observed "The distinction between institutions

and communities is a false one. A human community is dolposed of

pepple and their institutions...:
Small and medium sized com-

munity-based residential facilities,
group homes, and foster care

homes are institution* too....
The issue is not one of Institu-

tionalikation versus deinatitutionalization....
The issue is

what kind of institutions beet serve." (Throne, "Deinstitution-

siltation: Too Wide a Swath," 17 Mental. Retard. 171 (1979)1 S.

2053 prohibits a response to that issue by closing some faci'i-

ties which might "best serve" some of,the developmentally dis-

abled.

;1
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COST

It is argued that this legislation will save Medicaid funds
now expended for institutional care. It Ls argued that this
legislation will save many of the developmentally disabled from
lives lacking in habilitation, lacking in treatment. Both are
patently false for a number of reasoner

(1) Medicaid requires "active treatment" to occur in all
facilities now providing care for the disabled. That active
treatment could be equally flouted by larger institutions or
smaller facilities t-hich spring up aswthe result of the board and
care industry this legislation will set in place..

(2) As hag been noted, the population base is appreciably
larger than current Medicaid beneficiaries who are\developmen-
tally disabled. Even if "community care" costs lea's per caplta,
it will ultimately cost far more than current Medic&c1 pays for
those now under the program.

Q
(3) Economies of scale do not exist, particular y in meet-

ing the needsof the disabled for phyeicp1 therapy, ani other
forms of therapy routinely provided in so- called insti utions.

(4) Saved Federal Medicaid dollars will be more than offset
by State dollars utilized to provide care to those pro oundly
disabled who are not candidates for community-based treatment and
to provide tarn for those persons whose needs require instku-
tional care whep "necessary" care fails.

(5) Substantially greater Federal dollars will ne d to
expended to expand appreciably the programs under p.t. 94-142
(Education for the Handicapped Act) which would be req ired to
meet the educational needt of those newly returned to he com-
munity -- many of whom wo ld be.among the most profoun ly dis-
abled of the population.

(6) Cost estimates about community-based care r fleet the
costs associated with those now being 'treated in the ommunity,
not those who remain in .institutions. The latter ar in greater
need of a large constellation of medical, social and rehabilita-
tion services than the former.

(7) Capital outlays for this legislation are Ainknow, but
estimates are already in the billions. Coupled with the test of
serviqes, construction and rehabilitation of facilities for

.10
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community-care for this population far outstrip the modest esti-

mates of the bill'scost. An example of the problem that can

result in the rapid development of community oare is the 1974

CHAMPUS problem, when it was disedvered that children and adoles-

cents were being sent to residential centers of all sizes and

quatifications.
Federal money was being used to provide totally

inadequete treatment because facilities' were needed so rapidly

the controls broke down, or were never i'n place. The recent

California Little Hoover Commission Report (December, 1983) bears

out our concern that both a new "industry" could be created by

this legislation, and that existing monitoring cannot today keep

Up with the needed certification and review of such facilitie.

It appears to us that what this bill represents is en

interesting way to seek adoption of a program which requires sub-

stantial Federal, state and local funding in a time of severe

economic constraints by premising its adoption upon the phantom

availability of Federal-State
dollars (through the troubled Medi-

caid prograri) to pay its way. Given economic realities, however,

we are deeply and seriously concerned that what will be created

is yet another example of the fai.:ure of 4einstitutiona....isation

as the result of absent resources. We cannot fford another

example of what we still are trying to rcaolve for the mentally

ill .happen to the mentally retarded.

The APA believes that Congress should not proceed with this

legislation until many of the questions about appropriate care

setting, service
availability, financial resources, and popula-

tion to be served are answered clearly. The ongoing experience .

under the Medicaid Community and Homp-based care waivers may pro-

vide some greater evidence. We hope the Committee will work with

us as we mutually seek answers to
these questions as well as

those posed by the failed past deinstitutionalization movement

which has affected the mentally ill.'

Respectfully Submitted,

George Tarjan
President, American Psychiatric

Aesociation
Past President, American

Academy of Child Psychiatry

GT/TFtam
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Summary - S. 2053
February 27, 1984 By: Miasie Resnick

Senator Durenberger and members of the Subcommittee on Health, I welcome this
opportunity as a counselor, teacher, parent, and advocate to speak for myself
and thousands of fellow Arkansans in opposition to "The Community and Family
Living Amendments Act" now S. 205.

Our major concerns resulting in this consensus follows:

I. Medicaid Restructurina. Is Needed . . . but S. 2053 is not the
vehicle for doing so, since the ultimate outcome for Arkansas
would be ,the closure 4 all eight of our ICF/MR facilities
serving approximately 1,400 client's. A population which is
99 per cent Title'X1X eligible. Maximum reimbursement rate
of 72 per cent eligible costs are realized. The Arkansas
taxpayers, with a present 10.5 per cent unemployment rate,
low wages, and recent raised taxes to support education,
could not generate enough revenue to replace the Title XIX
dollars S. 2053 would take away from our institutions. The

first just began operation in 1959 and their demise would
create a crisis for Arkansas.

It would he impossible to have alternate services, meeting
Federal guidelines, within the time frame mandated by S. 2053.
Why must,it be "one versus the other" instead of a continuum of
services. Why not maintain quality institutions as an alter-
native? Since for many, this is their real home in the least
restrictive environment.

II The Lack of Learning From Past Mistakes.. When adVocates began
lobbying to "set the mentally ill free" and "give them their
rights" as well as "save taxpayers dollars", the result of such
action has produced hordes of street people whose populace Is
much younger with thousands of women. In the past 20 years,
over 800 chronically mentally ill patients have fallen through
official fingers into Arkansas streets and boarding homes, many
of them unfit. Dr. Robert Shannon, State Mental Health Com-
missioner, commenting on S. 2053 stated that unless policy makers
in the field of Mental Retardation profit from the documented
examples in the mental health field, the mentally retarded could
join the mentally ill, the out of work and the alcoholic derelict
in the nation's streets, alleys and bus stations.

In reference to the aforementioned comments, I trust that they have helped clarify
the reason that go many people are opposed to the "Community and Family Living
Amendments of 1983", S. 2053.

( a ty
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S. 2053, DISASTER FOR ARKANSAS SERVICES
_

Arkansas was the forty - seventh state to develop a state school for develop-

mentally disabled children. In Conway, Arkansas on October 4, 1959, the Arkansas

Children''s Colony was formally dedicated.

This unit is now one of six Rumen Development Centers, Easter Seal Center and

Mickel's Infant Infirmary, all ICE/MR facilities that serve approximately 1,400

developmentally disabled persons, of all ages, In Arkansas.

The Booneville Human Development Center, Booneville, Arkansas, where my twenty-

nine year old severely retarded daughter resideS, like all of the other Centers in

the state, is a model that'it might be well for other service providers to observe

and copy. This institutional setting is atop a beautifully landscaped hill among

the pines. It has dormitories with single rooms (or each resident and full time

supervision; group homes with varied degrees of supervision; and single family

dwellings for two to four occupants that need a minimum of supervision.

Many of these people are able to go to work, shop, prepare their own meals, par-
.

ticipate in vocational training, social activities, and sports events which, may be

on or off campusie. (Exhibit I, Booneville B.D.C. Special Olympics).\

The primary objective of this Center is to provide a program to all of the resi-

dents, with emphasis on life survival skills, so, where poSsible, they may seek a life

away from the institution. During its ten years of existence, 255 residents have left

the Center to reside in group homes; with their respective families; in rehabilitation

centers; in foster care facjlitivs or apartments. Many have made the transition

successfully, but some have nut. The lack of success is often duo to the fact that

during a difficult adjrstment period, these developmentally disabled persons displayed

behavior that the community pr6viders would net tolerate. As a result of these'aclions,

the person invollied has anded oil on the streets, in jail, or back in Intolerable home

situations. This situation should be corrected, since. how many so called normal people,

fA d)
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suddenly thrust into a totally different life style nmong strangers, can make the

transition without emotional trauma. It is difficult enough for these so called

name' people- who possess a far greater reasoning ability to make decisions and

nredict the utility of the action than the mentally retarded person. Yet, there are

those who expect the mentally retarded person to adjest to such a Situation in a matter

Of days or weeks. Why not maintain quality institut..ons as an alternative? Since for

many, this is their real home. When the mentally retarded person is forced into a

situation beyond his or her ability to adapt, it often results in displays of bizarre

behavior (Exhibit II, "Suuland").

A young,woman left the Booneville Human Development Center to live in a group home,

she soon progressed to marriage and giving birth Co a baby, The constant demand on her

time to care for the baby and its incessant crying caused her to reach a breaking point.

One day she grubbed a pan of boiling water from the stove and used it to scald the

baby to death. This young woman is now in a prison in Arkansas, the victim of a sit-

uation beyond her control. Reports of rape, pregnancy, suicide, public appearances

in underwear, public disturbances, venereal disease, drowning, and disappearances are

Just some el the fates awaiting many retarded who are released from the institution

for independent living without the proper fellowup by a case worker. Case management

must have top priority in any move toward deinstitutionalization.

My daughter, Susan,' was the recent subject of an editorial by Jack Moseley in the

Southwest Times Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas after he had studied the "Community and

Family Living Amendment:, of 1983", now referred to as S. 2053. Part of his Letter From

the Editor" read like this: "Goals great, but what about realities? She's twenty-nine

year' old and eery hapr. She has d boyfriend and etaloys the companionship of those

around her. She teets secure and tree to walk across the green meadows or rent in the

shade of tail pine;. Viten she visit's her family she wants to get back to.the place .

she consider!: home. Bet there are those in our society who want her to he more "free

°and independent". co achlev that well-Intentioned goal, they would uproot this young

.6
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woman, take her away from familiar surroundings, away from friends and make her pair

of a social experiment thit in some instances actually has killed people. She and

those who love her face the difficult task of opposing a growing national movement

that sounds extremely appealing and humanitarian. Unfortunately, the practical side

of this movement. is packed with peril for the objects of social change."

Realizing that small and medium sized coMmunity-based residential facilities,

group homes, fester homes and even the household of the conventional nuclear family

are institutions; S. 2053 cuts too wide a swath since its blade threatens an institution

except the one the supporter of S. 2053 chooses to defend. All of our ICF/MR iistitutions

In Arkansas could be brought under this ax for one reason or another. When deinstitu-

ti6nnlization, in the form of a Federal mandate, attempts to force all mentally retarded

citizens into a specific setting, regardless of prevaling conditions, it is not scientif-

ically or morally sound. Research shows that with the proper use of operant procedures

one can teach retarded people a multitude of dependent upon their abilities,

in any or all of the institutional settings mentioned above.

This issue started some years ago after money became available for research in the

form of studies, travel, experhnents, etc., and modern science produced drugs that in

proper, regular amounts made Some-mentally ill people behave normally, whatever that is.

Advocacy groups sprang up around the country and immediately began lobbying on behalf.

of the "rights" of the. mentally ill. "Set these people free", they demanded. 41.Z

them their freedom; give them their rights, besides it will save taxpayer's money."

State after state did juSt that. An article "Homeless in America" appearing in

Jannarv'2,1984 issue of.Newsweek stated: "The people who pass the night in such

accommodat-lens its-overnIght-strOltws,-pKiiii-boTiihs, rardbenrd box, a, garages, abandoned

buildings, 'over hot air grates or under bridges, are a much more diverse lot than in

the p,. And much y,unger, now averalne in their low JO's. Twenty years ago the

homel.ss consisted almost exclusively of alcoholic skidrow men, mostly white males.

The have been lolned by huge numbers of released mental patients, who now make tip
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one-third to one-half of the total, and have added thousands of women to the.streets.

It's hard do tell who were seriously Ill b'efore becoming homeless, and who were

driven over the edge by the rigors of street life. As states emptied overcrowded

and ill-staffed hospitals; they set thousands tree to fend for themselves. And now,

as local governments and charitable organizations stretch to ptpvide refief, they

find, according, to some accounts, that the more they do, the more\they increase demand.

Meanwhile, what they cannot do--from providing underwear (an item, unlike overcoats,

that's rarely Connted) to finding family backing and permanent housing--is what the

homeless often need most (Exhibit Ill; "Life").

Because they live without addresses, the homeless arc unable to receive food stamps

and welfare in most states. EstimateA raage anywhere from 250,000 to two million

nationwide, tens of thousands of whom hazard the elements every night."

The state of Arkansas 1s well aware of the plight of its mentally I.11 residents.

Recently, the Little Rock Arkansas Democrat ran a series of.articles On the "Boarding

Homes for the'Mentally Ill".

An editorial dated December 16, 1983 exposed the shameful condition and what

brought it about. In part, it read: "Whose mental health? The State Department of

Mental Health tells us that over the past 20 years as many as 800 chronically ill

mental patients have fallen through official fingers into Arkansas streets and boarding

homes, many of them unfit. The figure is probably even larger and State Mental Health

Commissioner, Dr. Robert Shannon, admits to the Democrat that all these people and

others since dead have been "cheated" and .are probably even worse_of_f.than in.the-19fills ---

when the mentally ill were housed in Arkansas' medieval mental institutions. Shannon,

also, states that unless policy makers in.the field of Mental Retardation profit from

the example in the mental health field, the mentally retarded could join the mentally

ill, the out of work and the alcoholic derelict in the nation's streets, alleys and

bus stations. This comment was made in regard to Shannon's concern for S. 203.

."At this time, Arkansan' Governor Bill Clinton, legislators and concerned citizens

arc working to get funding for a long term care facility back on the State Hospital

(



grounds and provide more supervised -care for the mentally ill wherever they can be

found."

"The plight of the people in the boarding homes is the product of the noble drive

for 'doinstitutlonalization' but no one intended that people released from institutions

should end up.wandering the streets, eating out of carbage cans and wasting away in

unfit boarding homes which degenerates to mere existence becanse there is no other plade

'for them to go."

Arkansas is a small state in area and is not heavily populated; therefore, it is

simple to garner facts as to what has happened in the past and is continuing to happen

to the mentally ill. It is for this reason that so many people are well aware of what

happens when mass deinstitutionalization takes place. Due to the array of authenticated

data from Life, Newsweek, Reader's Digest, newspapers, and other sources of information

Including on site observations, from around the nation; we have every right to believe,

',beyond a reasonable doubt, that the same fate awaits the mentally retarded in Arkansas

and across America if S. 2053 Should become an enforceable law now or ever. In fact,

many states are already seeing some of their mentally retarded living as "street people".

I am president of the Arkansas Association of Human Development Center Parents;

coordinator, Arkansas Parents' Network; board member, National Congrees of Advocates for

the Retarded; president, Human Development Center Supporters; member,iDevelopmental

Disabilities Advisary Council; member, Governor's Commission on People With Disabilities;

past president and_secretary of ..local.ARCIs-in-Aritansas-and-nrginia1 -cerified reading

clinician having taught the mentally retarded for twenty-eight years and a'lecondary

school counselor presently teaching and counseling retarded students and their parents

as well as ",normal" students with mentally retarded parent or parents. Most important-

ly, my clAim to being an authority-in the field of mental retardation is the fact that

I am the m(the\of a severely retarded Down's Syndrome daughter.
.

As I have shrved in the many capacities associated with mental retardation, other

vital concerns about the Federal legislation titled "Community and Family Living Amendments

of 1983" now Senate 8i11 2053 have come to my attention. These concerns have come from
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many sources such as parents, service providers, legislators, business leaders.

Developmental Disabilities Board members, Human Services Administrators, Arkansas

State Department of, Education representatives, and other interested citizens.

.Exhibit V "Third Congressional District Caucus Resolution". Some of these concerns

are:

1. Medicaid restructuring is needed but 'S. 2053 is not the vehicle for

doing so, since the ultimate outcome for Arkansas would be the closure

of ous_ing/irarions.

2. These concerned people are completely committesid to the philosophy that

a continuum of services is needed, ranging from home to institutional

care,. with as many incremental options in between as necessary with no

time frame attached to providing services.

3. There is a consensus that community options are not available. To

provide this wide array of services, we must accept the responsibility

of working together for the development, 'implementation and retention

of the alternate services. We cannot let S. 2053 cause us to be "pro-

Institution and anti-cammunity based"-'or-"proCommunity end "anti-

institution based" service advocates.

4. If S. 2053 were passed and enacted into law in its present form, the

phase down of Arkansas' _inStitutionaxould_hegin within six- months -and

be totality phased out long before the maximum ten year period elapsed.

It would be economically impossible for Arkansas to have alternate

services (that meet Federal guidelines) available for the 1,280 clients

of the ICF /MR facilities wahin the time frame defined in S. 2053.

Ray Scott,-hirector of the State Department of Human Services, agrees

that were the Federal government to decide that at some effective date

Title XIX funding was to cease for the institutions" then it would be a

crisis in Arkansas.

-4) r.f
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What Scott sees happening is a series of things being done that would

result in Congress, for example, devising a different funding rate for

institutional based services, compared to community based ones. He doesn't

foresee the "either or" situation deictibed by Ma. Myrl Weinburg and the

National Association of Retarded Citizens which maintain that both

institutions and community based services cannot be funded and afforded so

the inatitutions_mme_go___

Dr. Ray Nelson, Commissioner, Developmental
Distlea-Serviees-,--staterl-

that Arkansas cannot completely move away from institutional models. A

certain amount of institutional
care will continue to be needed.

Proponents of S. 2053 say it is not devised with the intent of forced

closing of the institutions but it would definitely cause this to become

a real situation in Arkansas. The taxpayers of this state could not generate

enough evenue to replace the Title XIX dollars taken away from our institu-'1

tional programs. At this time almost 99% of our ICFMR institutionpl

population is Title XiX eligible. MaximUM reimbursement rate of 72% of

eligible costs are yealiied.

5. Arkansas has one of the highest :ates of teenage pregnancies in

--These pregnancies are producing a high incident of infants with birth defects'.

This situation alone is creating a need for services wHIch will call. for

increased revenue at a time when the Federal government is cutting Medicaid

funding to the bone. S. 2053 expects the state to magically produce dollars

for these services but they are just not there. Birth defective children of

mentally retarded females, also, remain an a tremendous problem in Arkansas.

Human Services can place the physically sound babies out for adoption but it

is the responsibility of the family or friends to try to secure-help for the

defective ones. If S. 2053 were passed, it could mean that facilities such

as Mickel's Infant Infirmary, Clarksville, Arkansas, an ICF /MR facility (the

lJ ti
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only one in the state), that cares for newborns would lose its funding

and cease to operate. Many of.these infants will always be medically

involved and not be capable of functioning or even not continue to live

on God's earth without the intense medical Isupervision necessary for the

sustaining of life that Mickel's provides them. For some other infants

who receive Mickel's intensified program early in life, a

integration back into the community is possible (Exhibit IV, High Risk=
Pregnancy).

6. Arkansas unemployment rate.rocketed to 10.5 per cent in January and Governor

. Clinton stated that many counties had unemployment rates of 16 to 20 percent.

S. 2053 states that due to technological advances the.severely and.profoundly-

retarded can become self-supporting. This claim is totally without scientific

proof. However, there are some of the higher level mentally retarded clients

being trained to leave the institution and become self-reliant ifthe_y_cuul
_ .

find a job. 'Due to the shortage of jobs, large umbers of Arkansans seek

the available ones paying minimum wage; theref re, the mentally retarded can-

not compete in the job market.. If they are ush,ld Dut to fend for themselves,

could they become nothing more than tatget for slave labor or an even worse

fate.

7. Arkansas has the "right to work" law an state employees are not unionized.

S. 2053 states that a union represent hive from each state will negotiate

with the "Secretary" to secure comparable job placements for all institution

employees and acquire some other "business" for thq facility when it is

phased out.

When community leaders of Booneville and other towns and cities around

Arkansas became aware of this situation they rallied to our support in the

defeat of S. 2053. The Booneville Human Development Center is the largest

unit that generates jobs In this area. ,People work at this Center from

3R-270 Ci--84----24
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several adjoining counties. The loss of their jobs would be a lose in

\state tax dollars too. These Lax dollars are needed to generate the

Title XIX funds so this would deny services wherever they might be

located. Most of these people 441.11d not be willing to work in a-- prison

ur lave one in their community and it would be a likely considersr.Inn-far

such a facility in this unit as it has been considered strenglyL4n tho put,

8. Arkansas has and is currently engaged in the process of up ading public

oreducation, and the citizens are paying a "high price" to o so. Forcing

the severely and profoundly mentally retarded children into regulaW public

school settings will demapd far more educational tax dollars and often times

produce nothing more than a life threatening situation for the student. ;As

an educator, 1 can tell you this is not what education is about. It will

only help generate opposition to the mentally retarded who are already

being served since the children who can actually be educated to carry on

the affairs of the community, state, nation, and world will suffer-Crow

such action. Also, as a parent of a severely retarded child, neither I nor

other parents with whom 1 have discussed this issue want it for our c dren.

9. S. 2053 could take away from the individual state governments eir right to

secure and dispense "Medicaid dollars" to the best of eir ability. In

fact, if it comes into the state as "open end dollars, it could very well

be up for grabs" by the most powerful serest groups. .It could very well

never be used to provice sery s foi the developmentally'Aisabled, regard- \
0

less of whether they are residing in a coiiunity or no called institution

setting unless their advocates are one of the powerful interest groups.

10. S. 2053 is unacceptable due to Section 6'as it establishes a mandate for
ve

litigations that could result in advocate lawyers and a few clients 'lost oying

the fine programs we have in the state of Arkansas and the denial of se ices

to those who often times need it worse. The courts should not make prog am

decisions. I have seen the results first hand in Florida, Texas, PennsylVania,
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Kentucky ApOpermilirs and have heard of similar results in Massachusetts,

Connecticut, and New York'whon advocates, such as state affiliates of

ARC-US, brought suits to cloae'itate schools and the devistating affects

of much actions. The ago *, suffered by both parents and clients of the

schools are untold yet the movement goes on. Death, broken homes, broken'

hearts,,und broken bodies have had no impact on the social planners who so

often get. the "cart before the horse." The money and the community facility

must be in place before-the client is moved from the institution. Then, the

institution must remain as a viable option for those who need it for the

rest of their life. Title XIX money, must not he used as a ploy to simply

implement a total new concept of care without further research and planning.

From the foregoing comments, trust that some of the pointy clsrify the position

taken by so many people in opposition to Community and Family Living Arnsiidmonts of 1983,

tS. 2053.

I., also, wish to pledg myself and many Arkaraana to work diligently with others

to draft and support an alternate version od the Community And Living Amendments of

1984. We do realize that development and funding of alternatives to institutionalization

mot he done now or in the very near future.

From what I have been able to study, the New Jersey alternative draft version of

bit,

the Community and Family 5er/ices Amendments of 1984 may be the document, already con-

ceived, from which we can begin discussions. ,

nl
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A light rain failed to dampen the enthuslosm of the volunteers .
spectators or participants at the Area 14 Special Olympics
Saturday at Bearcat Stadium.

The competition sow a record number of participants who were
competing in the athletic tests with no lasers. The beauty of the
Special Olympics comes just from being a part of tht, program.

Most of those who sat through the drittle during the morning
come away with on appreciation of the meaning of courage.

Most of the volunteers and spectators who were not
portIcjanting were able to understand the mooning of the Special
Olymplcs.

That meaning Is exemplified in the motto.

Let me win, hid 14 I comet whit
let me be breve hi the attempt,
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Mentally retarded people who arc sexually vice

lent. carry com.agic,us
disc,wes or have litethreaten-

ing medical problems were placed in an Orlando
of

neighborhood facility not equipped to take care

them. their doctor says.
One 11.year.old girl faces Imminent death from a

mybterious ';Nu: rhe caught at the new nursrianing

h.one far the retazI d. She lived 91/2 years in O

(la; Suntan(' Galt:J.
Twentyfe,ur hours after being

mz.%ed, she contracted the
virus that is killing her,

the doctor said. (

The child is one of five people the home's medical

and mirsing staff soy should never have been taken

oet of Sanlan 1 and placed in their home.

B.:t in 11i .! rush to empty
Suntan(' centers In Talla

ha.,s, and Oriando, the home's staff said that state

he dth officials are pushing the retarded around like E

cpar,r,vcrk
tion to some of their sp

, with little attention
vial reeds.

I;

l'h..e,
P1711..1.1.0:;Iiiiors...nrclered that

the_livo 491,

-171 (.0:err; hi, i9.).' ; ° -,i_ler,.;atetv.reasons.
11.91h are

F
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5t, on, And residents with medical problems are

bin moved to 64-bed intermediate care facilities or

'41 ted clusier homes being built around the state.

Those able to help ttwollelves are moving Into com

inanity group hoinas.
Retarded infants are going to

I,

PleaSe SOO SUNLANDI B-7 1.

c\
riNAI

From El1

foster homes.
But determinim3 the liect housing for some Indi-

vIduals has created roblems for the retarded and
those tallingLeare of them..\

Since an 101riandoarea intermediate care facility.
_upped In July, Ur. Willlam,Musser of IvIoltlang said
five people have been sent'there that his staff could4
not be expected-to handle.

Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
officials said they hope to ellatinate some of the
transfer problems by improving communication
between the Suclands and the rearivMg homes.

But according, to FIRS rules and f;tilticli nes, offi-
cials said the Inca: facility shenlid have been an
appropriate place for the following five patients:

1:1 A violent retarded man 'mom\ to have broken
another patient's leg at the Gainesville Suntan(' Cen
ter. Since his arrival last month, he has punched an
aide in the face, threatened a nurse ritli a jagged
piece of glass, and xas found disrobed in e female
patient's room, apparently ready to rape\her.

He frequently Wmclers away because tae home is
not allowed by law to lock him in. Arrangcmc,.:s are
being made to transfer him to a secure

Id The I 1-yearold girl whose mediedi history
Includes elironic viral and respiratory Infections,
uncontrollable fevers of 105 degrees, dehdration
and a condition requiring a nasal tube for tee ing.

However, IlltS officials decided she did no reed
an intensive care facility. Since contractin the
virus, she has been near death In an area hospit I.

El Two brothers from the Gainesville Sun and
who were hepatitis carriers. The staff feared o ter
patients would catch the contagious disease. 'o
when a von driver from Gainesville brought more
patients, the staff packed the brothers In the vats

1110111111

1171.110 mosrlsw.

and sent them b..ck.
CS A your:,; girl whose test for tuberculosis ca

back positive. Although a radiologist stid Xr,
showed her longa were e ar, and although
Orarye Caerly Hoalth Dep tment ofrcer said t
wns not contaeious, the do or was told to kve;
close eye on rtatt members working with her.

Staff immibers reinain't.neltsy about the pL.asi'
spread of the disease.

0 A boy from the Orlando Sunland who has
severe bladder ohqruction that prevents urinata-
Ills medical history includes kidney disease, rcct
rent urinary Infections and urine retention.

State officials say these cases are isolated pro
lems In a new program that needs corium:illy ace
tance. They soy there are many mere ex.,roplcss
retarded people receiving better care, extra alto
ties and more privacy in the new homes.

Interme.liote care facilities have opened in Sr.:.
Seminole County, Jacksonville and Tallahas.z.
Fiach,h(juses 6 rota ded people in a cluster of to;
ranchstyle homes,

The staff of the loc I, privately run facility agrei
to talk shout transfer roblems only if The Orie
Sentinel agreed not to pinpoint their home's lac:
tion. They said that While they are working ',viz
111(S to correct -.ho problems, they fear their net:.,1
bors Would rot understand.

Their home Is licensed to care for retarded poop:
who cannot walk s,or who have minor medics

Staff members met twice during July with HIS of
ficlais to ask that no More medical or violent ens:
be sent there. Three cases the dying girl, the Or
with a positive TB test and the boy with trouble tun
noting were reviewed.

Joyce Del.-111)pm one of many supervisors for pot
tions of the transfer plan, and ether state officials
agreed the violent zran should not have been placed
In the home end arrangements are beine made to
transfer hint back to'Gainesville's Sunland.
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High-risk pregnancies
births show increase
in Arkansas, nation
By TED JACKOVICS
osmccrat awe Blurt Wm

JONESBORO Kaye, Wil-
liams won't fosget the two
times she met an internation-
ally renowned professor .of
child development from Cali-
fornia

About three years ago, Mrs
Williams complimented the
professor on a speech she
'made about factors that lead to

Thla II the tint of a rift-part
*idea on hloh-rIsli pregnancies
and tilltia In Arkansas.

mental retardation and other

"Then 1 told her Jonesboro
didn't have those kinds of
problems," Mrs. Williams re-
called.

The two women met again
earlier this yeai.

"This time I was not so
smug," Mrs. Williams said.

And for a good reason.
These days, she spends her

time counseling people like 14-
year -old Suzy, who tried to
hide her pregnancy by dieting
and sieve birth to a child_that
died alter three weeks.

As co- coordinator of one of

High
risk
pregnancy

Part I

9

the state's pilot parenting edu-
cation programs, Mrs. Williams
is well versed with the prob-
lems of the approximately
10.000. annual hithlisk births
which touch the lives and
pocketbooks of Arkansans.

Last year in Arkansas, more
children than the student body
at Arkansas State University
were born tither with birth de-
fects, at a low birth weight or
to mothers in their early teens
or without husbands.

These children, because of
their _medical .or aociaLcondi

tion at birth, have the poten-
tial of becoming developmen-
tally disabled, officials said.

the dismay of people who
belie a mhny of the Psellel
could be prevented (inclu ingi
for example, 50 percent 4,4 all
cases or mental retardationi,
high-risk pregnancies and
births are pervasive in Arkan4
sag

Statistics from the nation's
first count of high-risk Infants,
prepared specifically for Ar4
kansas, show the following.

The number of children
ith birth defects jumped

from ti in 1980 to 347 in 19111,'
about 1.1 percent of all births.
The most serious defects, often
ass hat.od___w h m ristWr.--
d tio rose itiriiiicent in 1981
compared to 1980.

To deal with problems of
child development; Arkansas
is making a large investment.

More than 200 agencies that
sponsor programs for develop-
mentally disabled people, as
defined by complex federal
law, spent more than 3200 mil-
lion in 1980.

However, a closer took
shows there is no os.erall strut-
egy of prevention, early inter-
vention and treatment to guide
the myriad of services in Ar
kansas, , .

And officials believe many
people who need 'services are
rot getting them.

The Developmental Disabil-
ities Planning Council has re
sponsibility for statewide
planning, but has no authority
to implement its plans. Direc-
tor Mary Eddy Thomas said.

Agency officials with the
same general Idea about im-
proving the lives of children
are fightirig behind the scenes
for funds for individual pro.
grams as federal cutbacks

/ have made money scarce.
And Arkansas, which at-

tained national notoriety in
the 1970s by ranking first
among states in illegitimacy

. and teen-age pregnancy prob.
terns, is not the only state with
problems of high-risk pregnan.
cleS and births.

1 / A report issued in 1980 by
'the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services predicted
that between 100,000 and
1,59,090 'children born each
year will be destined to be
mentally retarded. Many of
these children will have other
birth defects, the report said.

A New York research
agency published a report in
1975 that found the rate of de-
liveries among U.S. teen-agers
- an age group sum tible to
problems of high-risk pregnan-
cies - was among the world's
highest. I

Oily' four hdustrialized
countries - tomania, New
Zealand, But Aria and East
Germany - /reported higher
teen-age fert 'lily rates.

And soma people have said
the cities are being
threatened with on epidemic
of- illegitirMite children and its

1 related prilblenis
a n,

s_i (
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, senator John H. Chafee of Rhode Island'has introduced

S. 2053 (Community ind Family Living Amendments Act of 1983) in the United

:Itates senate; and

WHEREAS, S. 20:3' would provide monetary incentives to severely disabled

persons to leave institations and return to community settings; and

s. :0) would _men_'- the Social Security Act to phase out

Title XIX funds going to most institutions for severely disabled persons; and

WHEREAS, Senator Chafee has stated that S. 2053 would shift the federal

share of Medicaid funds from institutions housing severely disabled persons

to community -based integrated settings; and

WHEK.IAS, Senator Chafee has use stated that S. 2053 is designed to

encourage states to reduce the number of severely disabled persons living

in institutions by providing community Jiving arrangements; and

WHEREAS, this proposed federal legiiilation would result in the closing \

of must institutions for severely disabled persons in Arkansas; and

WHEREAS, the closing of our institutions would result in virtually

tnrowing our severely disabled citizens on the street; and

WHEREAS, 5. 2053 is unconscionable and must not be enacted into law,

N0,4 I-HEREFORE,

Z.-.N6aE3 SI3NAL ntsTa;c7 c.,Lcts OF T'AF. OF'

TIE .;fiNATE AND HOUSE iF REPRESENTArIVES OF TIC ARKANSAS GENERAL ASSEMBLY;

That the members of Arkansas' Congressional Delegation are hereby

requested to seek the defeat of S. 2053 entitled The Community and Family

Lietne Amendments At Ji 1983.

Ket,resentattve )ran J. Willem,

C.:lairman

Third Congressional District Caucus

tb11/T F.'"U7,"7" f. "1t:U'
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t'' !:;le 0.iot

tN: prsc.t zf: cf Senate, F.;1 ;"33,

increased developmet cf family-sired residential facilities-.- This letter ,,,(plairs why

we f11.1 OF Aay and offers some corstruCtive comecnts On recommended charors for your

Consicitratic,n.

The Apple Creek Developmental Centerlis a 346 bed iirte operated developmental center for

the mentally retarded and,developmentally disabled. At one time, it was one of the worst

facilities. in the country. Now, because of court widated compliance with national

accreditation standards (AC/MRDO and CARF), it is considered to be one of the best

facilities in the country and the turn-around has been raarkable.

Citizen Advisory Boards, established under Section 5119 of the Ohio Revised Code, have .

a monitoring and review function at state-operated developmental centers.. Members serve

without pay. Many of the members on the Apple Creek Developmental Center Citizens

Advisory Board have had some involvement with trying to get small residential facilities

established in the community. Some of the Citizen Advisory Board members are parents

of mentally retarded and developmentally disabled children who are also served in

community programs. We of the Citizen Advisory Board are concerned with service

provision to this group of people and with long-range planning.

We agree that in general the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled are better

off in small family-sized homes. We feel that many of the people now at the Apple Creek.

Developmental tenter would do well in small community facilities (least restrictive settings)

where they would be enrolled in ccumdnity schools and workshops.

1"

lI
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e e.icr e'./or

''t 'eol can he . iately ;,1,,v.,:! in

et iris !!7', Crect Develcor.nntal Carter "vn a a ;'-ac, cf last

retort for proliem pe:Iple that corminity agencies havorr-A been able to deal with

dormAtely. There are aryrox:.mately 5-10 probate arkissiors to ACDC each year of this

to are cn. dliLr develop d1 cente,t be needed for

this group of people.

for these reasons;' we oppose those provisions in the Bill that would totally cut off

Medicaid funding to all state institutions within 10 years (pg. 15 of the Bill); or

which would limit thE length of time an individual could stay in a Medicaid-funded

facility only to two (2),years (pg. 2 of the Bill, line '31). Haw certain are the

A
sponsors of this Bill that all waiting lists incommunity programs will be eliminated with-

in ten years? How certain are the sponsors of this Bill that all community programs

will stop excluding people and develop zero-reject philosophies? Where would a

developmentally disabled person go at the end of the two year period when there is no

one else available or willing to serYe them?

There it another danger in sLtting rigid time limits to withdrawal of funding from the

institutions; namely that eople would be forced into the community before appropriate

fallities and programs have been established for them. Our Advisory Board is particularly

sensitive to this because as Ohio has reduced its
institutional population from 10,017 in

1967 to below 3,000 in 1984, some serious questions have been raised about "dumping"

in order to meet the rigid timetables set by the state. Several class action suits were

initiated as a result of this overall policy. ;

0
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Tne re:ar3ec and deve',:71:-... :ally Gliabled t-.at hf.ve be.n zt.t f r,. :he

ins:iti.tns thus far have teen :.e far.i:tioninq resider.ts, ere

for tie rest part lower J...nctierjr,ii and ixt,y be 1ere dif!lcult to !rip en-. _,ity

school and workshop's.

While we adnere to the Phil01.02"li trot faily-szied unils are rest a.:;1-.7.,priste from tFe

standpoint of normalization, we recognize at the same time that if a facility is family.

sized, it may be too small to have 'the specialited staff of a larger facility to meet

the complex behavioral and/or medical needs of a low-incidence population. A 6-8 bed

group home is not necessarily better than a 32 bed residential facility with specialized

staff and quality programs. Therefore, we do not endorse the rigid prirvision of

restricting all Medicaili,funded community facilities to those of "a number of beds that

does not exceed the product obtained by multiplying 3 times...the number of individuals

in the average family household" (pg. 6, lines 7-18),,but believe very strongly that

the effectiveness of a program cannot be measured simply by its size but by its ability

-tulwtp-OtneT3-ITTKir-W5irii-Oirg-iit7JTiy services.

A somewhatlarger facility may also be more cost effective and easier to manage. However,

we recomMend that the sponsors Cry this Bill seriously consider developing greater

financial incentives to encourage the development of smaller, more home-like centers and

not categorically set arbitrary limits that may otherwise shut down scne very fine programs.

Another way .to encourage small residential facilities,would be to cut down on the paper-

work. We feel many small home operators now are not getting involved in Medicaid because

they are afraid of the paperwork.

O4
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of lo:atioq miKliced facilities ir, " residential

reic,,horm7ads" ',,AtnoJt oefining tee term :oq. 6, lines 19-31). The Bill_fails to

reco;nize that facilities larger than 6-E Leds ire not favored by city 7nning codes.

Therefore anything larger than this is moct likely to be built in an unincorporated

area where there are no zoning restrictions. We suggest that the Bill incorporate language

that provides that such facilities in uninco,norated areas be Lillt within a 39 minute

radius of schools and workshops for the retarded. Without this provision, those with

more severe seizure disorders'may not he transported and will be denied adequate

program and community services.

The Bill stipulates that community and family living facilities should not be "unduly

concentrated in any residential area (pg. 8, line 14). We suggest that this language

be made more specific to prevent litigation over the term by developers who may want to

for example, two 12 bed homes side by side in thg_Ume_nel.9006mt4... , $ mat__
.

. .

that you restrict the concentration of such facilities to "no more than one facility ?e!'

block face", or no more than one facility in a 1/4 mile radius.

The Bill provides for "periodic independent monitoring or review of the quality of

medical assistance provided" (pg. 8, line 20). The problem with this section is that it

does not provide for reviewing aspects of the facility other than medical assistance.

Nor does it suggest who is going to do the independent monitoring. Parents and consumer

groups want to be involved in thi monitoring and this issue should not be glossed over

lightly.

3
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Section C 11 (pg. B. lines2641)..pcovides for a "oeriodic-review by a State agency,. .

ummunity and facility or provider of medical assistance". We Strongly disagree with

this language. It can be, interpreted to mean that no one other than the medical

doctOr who has a vested financial interest in the facility needs to review the program.

The State Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities or its

delegated agent should he reviewing whether or not the needs of the individual are being

served. This responsibility should not be solely a function of the State Department

of Health.

We suggest that the language in G iii be made more specific (pg. 9, lines 1-4). ,Instead

of saying residents should have "access to appropriate social, educational and medical

services...", say "should have access to appropriate social and medical services and

should be enrolled in on-site programs in schools and workshops". Otherwise inferior

services may be substit t d "rr.

.0n page 10, line 27, the language of the Bill proposes that all coMmunity or family

living facilities be accredited by the Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally

Retarded and Other Developmentally Disabled Persons or is licensed, or certified by an

appropriate state agency. The sponsors of this Bill are probably not aware that licensing

regulations are minimal (approximately 200) as compared to 565 Medicaid standards and

approxiMately 1.483 accreditation standards. Our recommendation would be that all

programs should be licensed. All programs should either be certified or accredited

since accreditation standards are approximately three times,more difficult to meet than

Medicaid certification standards. However, if a program is accredited they have a chance

through "deemed status" to waiver any Medicaid survey requirements as long as their

accreditation status is in effect. Accreditation should always he ona voluntary

basis and there should he snna incentive for agencis to extend themselves in a more

difficult r-oner to improve the quality of services, This also would be a nice way to

C /7 0 nnic
t.: 9 Q
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v.

reduce the alount of recuaticist.cut,I:e rDhittrire t a0F,.:i9F and

unnecessary paperwork.

Referring to page 10 of the Bill, approval for licensure should rave to be jointl) shared

with the Departmert of R/;D and th6 5a;-,rtment of health. ft'Hiwise. you z)(-1-v't J ituition

where facilities are established inappropriate to the nees o tne'inentally retarded.

An instance of this nature occurred this last year where a nearby private facility was

granted a Certificate of Need by the Ohio Department of Health to increase to 240 beds

despite the written opposition of the Department of MR/DD, the community Board of MR,

and our Citizens Advipry Board.

The Bill provides that aarent or guardian may appeal the transfer of a family member

to a flcility where "the types of medi.Cal osistance_specil4ed
. _

plan developed with respect to such an individual are inappropriate or inadequate".

We think there needs to be a definition of these terms since they have different meanings

for parents or for facility developers. Moreover, the medical assistance could be fine,

but there could be other reasons that the parent or guardian objects to a transfer

where a hearing would be warranted. Parents will not be able to successfully contest

a transfer (pg. 10, lines 4-26) unless some definition of what is appropriate is written

into the Bill. Moreover, it should be provided in the Bill that any parent that contests

a transfer should be furnished with a copy of the pertinent legislation. Otherwise parents

with limited means unable to hire a lawyer may not be able to present their case.

Other comments that we consider relevant are that privileges of normalization should

include but not be. limited to living in a facility that does not look like a nursing home

and which is not attached as awing to a nursing home:unless intended for senior citizens.

Grounds of community living facilities should he landscaped. Individuals living In such
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a fac114 be rs'err:..e a9,-,2-i:-s and as patic-ts.

Wif believe that In most instances residerts sc..7.uld he placed in their cotrties of

origin. rnis is lic'ortant for two reams: namely so that an individ6a1 can he close

to r''-sr Ir5i. anJ 0.1so cf tc a.fve- o f2f;(-ct on 'ac:lities

that develops when most of the retarded in a Large geographical area are concentrated

into a small geographical area. The tax base of onc'county should not be forced to provide

school buildings and workshops unreasonably re ated to the local need.

Approved 3/22/84.

0
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO/THE UNITED STATES COMMITTEE

ON FINANCE, SBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

IN SUPPORT OF 5.2053

THE COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTP(tCT

(FEBRUARY 27, 14 HEARINGS)

ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR P RSONS_WIN SE HANDICAPS

BY

THE WORK GROUP ON COMMUNITY LIVING AT SygACUSE UNIVERSITY

Steven J. Taylor/Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Special EduOation and Rehabilitation

Director, Center op/Human Policy
Syracuse Uiniversity
4 E Hunqiigton Hall
Syracu* NY 132.10

(31w 423-3851
I-

4;/

Douglas Biklea, Ph.D. / .Deborah Olson
Alison Ford, Ph.D. Josephine Sera ,

Stephen Murphy, Ph.D. Stanford Searl, Ph.D.
Jan Nisbett, Ph.D. Bernice Schultz
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On kwhalf of, The AnsOciation for Persons with Severe

Handicaps. (TASH) and the Syracuse University Center on Human

Policy,We wish UT express our strong support for S.2053.6 the

Community mid Family Living 'Amendments Act. We also want to

'offer our assistance to the .Subcommittee on Health of the,Senate

Finance Committed in its efforts to. improve the'quality of

services offred to citizens with severe disabilities.

The Association on Persons with Severe Handicaps is composed

of 5,000 professionals and'parents. Our members4 includes not

only university researchers, special educators, and community

service professionals, but institutional. employees as.well.

Based on its professiOnal expertise and experience, our

.membership issued a policy statement that supported family-like

1

community- based services.for all pedple with severe handicaps:

TASH POLICY
Po realize the goals and objectives of the

Association for the Severely Handicapped,. the
following resolution is adopted:

In order to develop, learn; grow and live
as fully as possible, persons with
handicapping conditions require access to
services which allow for longitudinal,
comprehensive, systematic and 'chronological
age appropriate interactions with pekeons
without identified handicaps.

Such interactions mush oce.ur in domestic
living, eduCational, vocational and
recreational/leisure environments.

SpeCiefiC'arly, handicapped individuals
should:

participate in family -likes and/or
normalized community based domestic living
environments;

2. receive educational services in

chronological age-appropriate . regular
eon tional environments=

receive training in and access\to a
wi,- ariety of vocational environments and
opportunities, regardless of functioning
level; and

.01
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4. participate in a wide range of ,

6prMalized recreational/leisure environments
and activities that involved.persons without
identified handicaps.

.\The Association for the Severely-
Handicapped believes that the above
conditions must be met in order. to provide
/quality service and that these conditions can
only be met by community based services.

THEREFORE, The Association for the
Severely jiandicapped -twill

-----cvorkcoward the. rapid termination of living
environment' -and educational/vocational/
recreational service* that segregate,
regiment and isolate, persons from the
individualized attention and sustained
normalized 'community interactions necessary
for maximal groWth, devel9pment and the
enjoyment of life.

4

. S.2053 requires the transfer% of.federal Medicaid funds from

institutions tot community and family living facilities over an

extended period of time. Let 's briefly summarize why our

Association supports this important legislation:

*S.2053 corrects the current federal financial bias in

favor of costly, restrictive, and ineffective

institutionalilation for people with severe disabilities.

*The current cCF /MR program lacks accountability; conditions

at Medicaid funded. institutions remain grossly inadequa\te.

*S.2053 supports the direction of federal policy as

articulated over the past two decades.

*S.2053 is consistent with the state of the art in

professional services and programs for peoplwith severe

disabilities.

*S.2053 is supported by the preponderance of research

evidence on institutions and community settings.
.

*S.2053 is supported by studies concluding that'costs for

386
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comparable serviceg in the community'are, on the average,

less expensive than services in institutions.

*S.2053 would prevent the placement of persons with severe:

disabilities in inappropriate and ineffective settings.

*S.2053 contains safeguards on the rights and interests of

people with severe handicaps and their families.

We devote our testimony to each of these points in favor of

S. 2053.
V

THE CURRENT FEDERAL BIAS

Mpdicaid, specifically the ICF/MR program,, is today perhaps

the single most formidible obstacle to community living for

people with severe disabilities nationally. By making federal

funds readily available for institutionalizatiom and requiring .

states to spend scarce resources for institutional construction

or renoyation, the Medicaid program has perpetuated' institutions

for people with mental retardation and other disabilities.

Under the Intermediate Care Facilities. (ICF) program, the

federal government provides a strong incentive for states to

maintain people with severe handicaps in institutions for the

mentally retarded and.developmentally disabled, nursing homes,

and similar facilities. Through this program, the federal

government pays. 50% to 78% of the costs 0/f medical and,

rehabilitation services provided in " intermediate care

' facilities," including "intermediate care facilities for the

mentally retarded (ICF/MR)." In 1978 alone, payments under the

ICF/MR. program totalled $1,337,325,086. Today, payments total

between $3 and $4 billion per year.

if."
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As of June, 198L, tIu populations of public institute s for
4

the mentally retarded totalled 128,472 (Scheerenberger, 1982).

an 1980, an additional 69,021 mentally retarded persons remained

in nursing homes (Lakin, et ., '982). Thousands of others were

placed in other forms of institutions, including mental hospitals

and priv e stitutions.

Th -federal ICF program subsidizes the costs of
0

institutionalization for the vast majority of peoplewith severe

disabillities currently residing in public institutions and

nursin homes. Scheerenberger (1982) reports that in a survey of

18 public institutions for the mentally retarded 94% were at

leist iShrtially funded by Medicaid under the ICF program.

`Fhe ICF progi.am also encourages states to invest capital

funds in institutional construction and'reri'eAtion. Under the

ICF /'MR program, states have undertaken major capital construction

projects in order to insure the continued receipt of federal

Medicaid monies. According to one national survey, in the fiscal

years 1977-80, 49 states'and the District of Columbia included in

their budgets appropriations or requests for capital' investment

in institutions at a cost of $821,456,000 (National Association

of State Mental Retardation Program Directors, 1980).

Significant capital investment in institutions continues today.
41.

For example, New York and Massachusetts recently announced plans

to allocate massive capital funding for institutions for the

'.mentally retarded and developmentally disabled.

While some states have used Medicaid funds to develop

0 community services, the vast majority of funds continue to be
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spent for public institutions. Further, in many instances,

states h ve used. these funds for private institutions, rather

than s 11 family-scale settings '(Taylor, et al., 1981).

2053 replaces federal financial incentives to

institutionalize people with severe handicaps with incentives to

serve them in their own homes and communities.

INSTITUTIONAL. CONDITIONS

Institutional conditions have improved over the past decade,

though not as much as some commentators claim. With decreased.

populations, institutions are no longer so overcrowded and

understaffed as they once were. Yet institutiOins continue to

deprive their residents of programming, meanfingful activities,

and human dignity, and respect.'

Recent studies of Medicdaid-funded institutions indicate'

that the conditions that have plagued institutions traditionally

persist to this day to some extent. In 1981, the Centeron Human

Policy .issued a.national report on the impAct of the federal

'Medicaid ICY/MR ,Program (Taylor, et al., 1981). Based on a

review of federally-mandated surveys at 44 4ICF)MR-certified

institutions in 23 states, the' report concluded that serious

violations of the standards existed at all of the' instttutions.

The surveys reviewed in this report documentta----rlack. of

programMing and professsional services, .unsanitary conditions, a

lack of privacy, and other shocking conditions at these federally'

subsidized institutions. Examples of violations listed .in

ICF/MR surveys included:

. .
./Sixty-four out of sixty-seven activity

schedules reviewed and personal observation

389
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ih'zthe living unitii indicates that residents
do '-not participate in activities as
scheduled, the schedule's also showed more,
than three hours duration of unscheduled
activity. . .

. . .Residents.who were incontinent were not'
bathed or cleansed immediately afte voiding
or soiling as observed by surveyors in Unit E
and in. the dining room in Holly Building. It
was reported,that residents were brought to
the support services with wet or soiled
clothing. .

. .Thirty of thirty activity schedules
reviewed did not allow for bindividual
activities with appropriate Materials as
individual needs had not been defined by the
program team. . .

. .Food was taken from one'resident's mouth
and plAcedback.on another resident's tray
during_mesltime . .

. .A resident who needed to.be dressed was
taken to a public area where there was four
members of the opposite `sex andiundressed
without any regard for. the resident's
dignity, and redressed. One female resident.
was wearing a turkish towel for a diaper. . .

. .Fixtures,.furnishings,,and floors were
found to be excessively soiled and some areas
were objectionably odorous. The facility is
also in need,of more effective.pest control
as evidenced by a cockroach infestation in
many buildings. . .

. .Many areas do not have furniture other
than beds for residents. In some cases,.,
storage of clothesis in open bins. . .

. . .Common use of hairbrushes between
residents is practiced. . .

. No individuial privacy provided between
commodes in toileting areas. . . .

. *Seclusion' was used as punishment. Only
17 of 65 residents, subject to this
seclusion, were functioning with an existing
behavioral plan. . .

3!-Jo
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In an indepth analysis of ICF/MF survey reports conducted by

state inspectors at Mansfield Training School in Connecticut,

Taylor (1982) found widespread noncomplianCe with federally

mandated ICF/MR standards, Taylor reported that violations of

ICF /MR standards actually increased over a four year period:. from

1978 to 1981, despite the institution's. repeated assurances that

violations would-be corrected within a six -month time frame.

The inability of large -scale outmoded facilities to meet

minimum programming. standards, even with massive federal funding;

is widely acknowledged by those who operate the facilities. At

.
Mansfield, for example, the Superintendent proposed for 1984 to

spend $38,000 (including federal funds) per year. Even that

amount he acknowledged in his budget narrative "does not reflect

the needs of our clientele for consistent basic care, protection

from harm and minimally active treatment in accordance with. .

r.egulatidifis governing the operation of Intermediate Care

Facilities for the mentally xetarded (Title XIX)."

The failure of Medicaid-funded institutions to provide a

minimal level of programming or even a decent level of custodial

care has been documented by other researchers as well. In 1979,

Burton Blatt (Blatt, Ozolins, and McNally, 1979) published a

ten -year follow-up study of his now fammis photographic essay,

Christmas in Purgatory (Blatt and Kaplan, 1966). Blatt found

that despite a massive infusion of public fuinds .institutions for

the mentally retarded remain grossly substandard. In the

conlusion of this follow-up study, Blatt and his colleagues make'

I- fl 3
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an eloquent plea for the closing of all institutions for the

met ally retarded. (Blatt, Ozolins, and McNally, 1979:143):

We must evacuate the institutions for the
mentally retarded. There is no time any more
for task forces and new evaluation teams.
The time is lOng since past for such
nonsense. Joint accreditation commissions do
no good. We need to mpty the institutions.
The quicker we accomplish that goal the
quicker We will be able to repair the damage
done to generations of'innocent inmates. The
auicker we get about converting our
ideologies and xesources.to a community
model, the quicker we will learn how- to
forget what we perpetuated in the name of
humanity.

Repp and Barton (1 80).conducted an observational study of

certified and noncertified units at a single institution. They

concluded that there was little programming or even

,Staff-to-resident interaction in either certified or noncertified

units du ring normal-programAing hours. According to Repp and

Barton, institutidnar;.units can be certified when they are not

providing habilitation.

Institutional expenditures have soared since the inception

of the Medicaid .ICF/MR program. According to the former

Commissior of Mental Retardation And Developmental Disabilities

in New Yotk State, the average cost'of institutionalization

statewide stood at $53,200 per person per year in 1981. The

federal government paid for half of these costs. Yet conditions

at many institutions remain shocking. Programs are implemented

haphazardly if at a11. Institutional residents lack a decent,

quality of life.

TASH believes that the orderly and graduated phase-out of

federal aid to institutional facilities, contemplated by S.2053,

Q1)()lJ V
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.necessary.to.extriento the federal government from long-term
fr

support for high-cost, custodial care.

FEDERAL POLICY 1

On .February 5, 1983, following the findings' of his

President's Panel on Mental Retardation, President John Kennedy.,
0

delivered a Special Message to the Congress calling its attention

to the ""antiguiated,'vastly overcrowded, c4a.in of custodial state,

institutions." 1963Public Papersof the Presidents.126,:128; 109

Cong. Rec. 1837, 1838 (1963). As to the future, the President's'

1963 Message said:

"(S)ervices to the mentally retarded must be
community based...We must -move from the
outmoded use of distant Custodial
institutions to the concept of
community-centered agencies., Id. at 128,

134; 109 Cong.Rec. at 1838, 1841.

The Special Message called upon the Congress to legislate;

To retain in and return to the
community...the mentally retarded, and there
to restore and revitalize their lives through
getter health programs and strengthened
educational and rehabilitation services."
Id. at 137; 109 Cong. Rec. at 1842.

Congress responded by authorizing funds for comprehensive

retardation plane (The Maternal and Child Health and Mental

Retardation Planning Amendments of 1963, P.Li 88-1561 and by

enacting a new federal-state grant-in-aid program to fund

community-based alternatives (The Mental Retardation Facilities

and Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act of 1963,

P.L. 88-164).

In 1967, Congress expanded federal funding authority to

include grants to the states for staffing and start-up expenses

3 93
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of community facilities ((The Mental Retardation Amendments of

1967, P.L. 90-170, $4, 81 'Stat. 528).

In 1970, Congress replaced. these authorities with the

Developmental Disabilities SerNaces and FaCilities Construction

Amendments, a broad, new federal state grant-in-aid program

intended (1) to provide funds to the states for "gap-filling"

community services, because. othet statutes, for example, the

Social Security Act and the Rehabilitation Act, by now provided
. ..

the largest portion of federal funds to state retardation
--.

,--
servicesi and (2) to focus the state's use of these other federal

funding authorities upon supplying communit alternatives to

institutionalization by requiring certain state planning

mechanisms. See P.L.91-517, B4 Stat. 1316721; $101(b).

In the early 1970's, Congress,enacted a set of'laws. intended

to enable severely handicapped children and adults to live, learn,

and grow with their families and -friends in the community.

Sectionr504 of the Rehabilitation Act of1973,,F.L. 94 -142,. the

Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, and the

Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act of

1975 were all a piece.Of the C ngressional charter to reverse

patterns of segregation and ins itutionalization of people with

_disabilities and return them to heir rightful place in society.

In the Developmentally Di abled Assistance and Bill of

Rights Act of 1975 the Congres addressed residential programs

for the severely retarded. CongressIkabraced the standard that

state'rcsidential programs "shoUld be designed to maximize the

developmental potential" of every severely retarded person and
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that this design could beet be accomplishedin small-scale (i.e.,\

. family-styled), community-based residences (i.e., in the language

of.the statute, "in the setting that is least restrictive of

...personal liberty"). Through the Hearings on the D.D. Act,

just as in the recent 5.2053 Hearings before this Committee, at

no point is there:identified.or described, as a matter of act or

theoretically; any large public institution. designed to maximize

developmental potential. The Senate Committee instead concluded:

It must be recognized that the vast majority
of developmentally disabled persons and the
vast majority of persons now
institutionalized should not be in these
institutions at all. Efforts to assure
proper treatment, education, and habilitation
services in large institutions should not
deflect attentionfrom thelact that most of
these institutions themselves are
anachronisms, and that rapid steps should be
taken to phase them out. Many of these
-institutions by their very nature, their
sizpi.their isolation, their impersonality,
are unsuitable for treatment, education, and
habilitation pro rams." S. Rep. 94-160. at
32-33 (emphais su plied).

The funding approach i S.2053 is based upon -the

standing recognition by ngresg of these facts about

institutions.

A significant. step in M wing the Federal government's policy

on long-term care to include support for community alternatives

to. institutions was taken wi h the Medicaid Amendments in the

Omnibus /Budget Reconciliation ct of 1981. Section 2176 addsla

new section, 1915(c) to Title XIX of ?the Social Sedhrity A

authorizing the Secretary of th Department .of Health and H an

Services to waive existing statutory limitations that previou ly

prevented ,;Mates from pmyi4 f8
\I.

home and Community-based

t. 9 5
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services under their State Medicaid Plan. Such Waivers allow the

state under its Medicaid plan to cover home care and other

services for individuals who, without-suela services, would-

require institutional
ocare in 'a Title. XIX certified facility.

,

Before enactment of this legislation, practically no federal
---

support was available f9r long -ter ',supportive services in

community settings, even though Medicaid-provided full or partial

coverage for such services,'within nursing home and institutional

settings. The Home and Community BaNed Services Am4ndment to the

Medicaid plan recognized that the existing funding pattern has

served as an incentive for the development of institutional

services and a disincentive for the development of alternative

s ?rvice delivery models.

Thirty-one states have elected te provide community services

Under the waiveX programs. Those states\have demonstrated their'
)1

desire to move away from institutional programs to yommunity
,

services. Wisconsin's waiver proposal provides'e. good.statement
\

of the rationale to redirect Medicaid funding from institutions

to the communitn
\

Wiscons\in has Chosen to participate ink the
waiver program'in the belief that Many of the
individuals who are currently residingiin the
State Centers for the Developmentally
Disabled con benefit from serviceslprovided
in their home communities. For many
individuals with disabilities, community-
based services offer substantial ;admantages.
In particular, it is easier to become an
'active member of the community and enjoy
consistent contact with friends and family
members. The small, integrated nature ol
many, community programs can provide greater
opportunities for participants to be viewed
as individuals and have services designated
to meet their individual needs'.

4 9
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.

The diversity of most communities and the
man environments and activities available in t

e communities can provbiean increased
number of learning. opportunities.
Community-based programs also have the
advantage of Allowing 'the citizens of a
community to gain experience with the
services needed by individuals with

aee _those individuals
livigg, working, an06recreating in 'normal'
community environments. Such experiences'.
advance the understanding,. of- individual
differences and facilitate the acceptance of...
individuals with. disabilities as meibers of

*the community.

S.2053 provides the next logical incremental step in thg

transition of federal support for. residential services from one

of a segregated, institutional model to a range of community and

family service options.

financial assistance with federal

policy pronouncements on the disabled-L-NothinTLi-n-the-proposed

.legislation)reguires.states to close instituttonsi' even,tnough

this may be desirable. S. 2053 simply sets conditions on the

receipt of federal Medicaid funds forservicesfor people with

severe handicaps. 4
,

STATE OF THE ART

Tremendous strides have been made in servicestfor people

.

with severe handicaps lover the past decade. Model community and

family living facilities for people with the most severe

disabilities may be found throughout the nation. The Eastern

Nebraska Community 'Office of Retardation (ENCOR) and the

-
MacombOakland ,Regional Center in MiChigan are two notable

4community%ervice systems that serve a lerge number of people

With severe handicaps (includingpeo le with severe and profound,

EMI
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rctittal. retardation, multiple disabilities, medical involvements,

'and'behavior problems) in family-scale community settings. For

every indiVIarai.....1,iving in an institution today, there is another

individual with the Same level of disability ,thriving in a

community setting -somewhere i-n oursountry_____
t----T

he primary barriers to community' living for persc,'As with.,i --. .-
severe disabilities, are 45,4.-techziologleli-TOrliktfe-Selonal. The

cy--t1T-iie all people in family-scale

Rather, the,barriers are' administrative and

They refleCt the lack of clear incentives to

technololy-stmdil_

'community settings.

economic in nature.

maintain people with disabilities in their home communities.

Whed Congres.s-enaeted the Education for All

Handicapped Children Act, some commentators. disputed-whether-ail

handicapped chicidren could benefit from a free appropriate publid

'educatiOn./Now hardly anyone would deny that P.L. 94-142 was

morally-,right and progriammatically' sound. Today some

commentators question whether all_peopl&with-seVdre disabilities.

should live in normal homes-and-cbmmuLties.

THE RgSEARCH EVIDENCE

Social science 'research can seldom, if ever, resolve major

public policy debates and dilemmas. While sound research should

inform policy decisions, the research evidence alone is never

'conclusive. This is true for several reasons: researchers

seldom agree on the key variables to study; no study follows a

lperfect research design; some of the most important areas of life

are the most difficult to measure objectively (for example,

'quality of life); all researchers bring their own values, biases,

., 1, -=
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and assumptions into their research. It.'should not be

surprising,. therefore, that researchers will disagree on the

evidence supporting S.2053. Indeed, some may even argue that

more research is necessary before supporting such a' major piece

of legislation.

The`Nabes o institution versus community setting And large

versus small faci]ities have been the 'Subject of a large numbe'r
0

of stUdies. For the reasons stated above, these studies are not

all consistent. yet a preponderance of the research evidence
\

strongly supports the basic provisions of S.2053. Here isa

brief summary of some.of the research that supports the policy

direction contained in S.2053:

*In a study of resident management practices in England,

King, Haynes, and Tizard (\971) found .that practices were

more resident-oriented in smaller group homes than in either

large hospitals or medium size "voluntary homes."

*In a replication of the King,'et al. study in Scandanavia .

and the United States, McCormick, Balla,-and Zigler-(1975)

confirmed that care practices are more resident-oriented and

less regimented in community homes than in large

institutions or regional centers.

*Ahost of sociological studies of mental hospitals and

institutions for the Mentally retarded in Engird and the

United States have concluded that institutions foster

dehumanization and depersonalization: Coffman (1961),

Morris (1969), Bikler (1977), Taylor (1977), Perrucci

(1974).

3 9 9
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*18 an Bnglish study, Tizard (1969) reported that "severely

subnormal" children transferred to family -typehomes made

significantly greater advantes in verbal and social

development than a matched group who remained in a public'-

*A national survey-of community residential facilities by

O'Connor (1976) found that smaller.settings were more

normalized than larger ones,

*Another national study of institutions and community

residential facilities /by Rotegard, Bruininks, and Hill

(1981). -in 1978-79 reported that community residential

facilities with fewer than 15 residents were, much more

home-like than-either larger private facilities or

public institutions. .

*Hull and Thompson (1981),found that size .was an important

factor in the degree of ndi'malization of residential

institutions.

*Thompson and Carey (1980) found, significant increases in

intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior among

residents transferred from an institution to a normalized

community home.

*Eyman, Demaine, and Lei (19.79) reported a significant.

relationship between normalization of community residential

facilities and gains in residents' adaptive behavior.

*Separate studies by.Xnight, Zimring, Weitzer and Wheeler

(1977) and MacEachron (1983) found,that normalization of

living units within institutions resulted in positive gains
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in.residents' functioning.

*Rotegard, Bruininks, and HIll (1981) reported in a study

.

.ot,( 156 private facilities and 75 public institutions that

small community settings containing eight or fewer' residents

encouraged more resident activity and autonomy than larger

private facilities or public institutions.

*In a review of the research on the relationship between

residential size and the quality of services, Baroff (1980)

identified seven studies that demonstrated advantages of

small settings; while one study showed no difference in

facilities of differing sizes.

*In an indepth study of three institutions for the mentally

retarded, Bogdan, Taylor, deGraapre, and Haynes (1974).

.found that direct care staff' members'at institutions. subvert

innovative programs designed by professionals and

adMinistrators.

*In an observation study of licensed and unlicensed units

at one institution, Repp and Barton (19804 found a lack of

programming and habilitation efforts during normal

programming hours.

*Conroy, Efthimiou, and Lemanowicz (1982) reported

significant gains in adaptive behavior among a group of 70

individuals placed in small; community settings as compared

to a matched group who remained at the institution.

As noted previously, the research evidence is seldom

perfectly consistent. One study which yields a different

impression than the body of research listed above is cited

332'7O 0-84---26
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repeatedly to justify' large facilities. This study, published by

Landosman-Dwyer, Sackett, and.Eleinman 11980), seems to indicate

there is not much difference between large and small residential

facilities. Howevpr, since this study focused solely on

community residences (ranging in size from six.to twenty) and

included a study sample that is not representative of persons

currently residing in institutions, its relevance to S.2053

/
dubious at best.

, The Landesman-Dwyer, et al. study has been subject to

misinterpretation and is characterized by methodological and

conceptual weaknesses. For this reason, we analyze this study in

depth in the Appendix of this statement. As our analysis

indicates, this study fails to provide a sound. basis for

opposition to ' .2053.

In concluding this sectiOn on the research on institutions

d community living, it is essential to point out thai not'one

f research supports the policy of institutionalization.

storically, our society has institutionalized hundreds of

thousands of individuals with mental retardation, developmental

isabilities, and physical impairments in the absence of

scientific research. Indeed, myths and unfounded stereotypes

have been the major force behind institutionalization. Even if

the research evidence on the benefitS of community living were

less clear, it would be impossible to justify denying severely

disabled individuals the right to fullparticipation in community

and family life.

Al 00
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COMPARATIVE COSTS OF SMALL-SCALE COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

The Senate has kept itself informed as to the conditions in

large-scale institutions for the mentally retarded. Most

recently, Hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on the

Handicapped revealed continuing violations 'of basic human rights

in institutions in Maryland, Connecticut and. Oklahoma. However',.

up to now 'congress has not focused on the cost of federal funding

of such in' titutiona. The cost of institutional care and

comparable oats for community care should be carefully

considered b theCongress in determining whether to continue

federal fundi g for institutions into the long-term indefinite

future. Early coat studies have not been helplful because a

range of commu ity prograts for severely handicapped persona have

not been avai able, and studies often compared "apples and

oranges". More recently studies have been completed reachihg the

conclusion that cost in the communityskr.comparable servaices to
$

similarly disabled persons is on the average less expensive in

small scale community settings. In a carefully controlled

cost - effectiveness' study conducted by the Temple Univeriity

Developmental Disabilities Center for the U.S. Department of

Health andHuman
/

Services as part of the five-year longitudina

study of the deilistitutionalization of Pennhurat, an ins

the State of P nnaylvania plans to phase out, the Temple

researchers rea bedthe following conclusions:

-- C Tents placed in CLA's increased in
aptive behavior, while clients remaining
t the institution did not;

Clients placed in CLA's were receiving
,greater total. amounts of direct,
structured, developmentally oriented if

services than their matched peers at the /

403
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institution;

-- The public dollar amount expended for
clients in the CLAs was less than that in
the institution (institutional mean, ,

$47,000/year, median, $4.7,000; CLA mean
$42,000, median $36,000);

-- The state share of the.public cost was far
.greater for the clients in CLAs (89%) as
opposed to clients at the institution
(45%).

The Temple researchers attributed the imbal4nce in

state-federal funding share for community services to the fact
.

that the Federal government, under the ICF/MR prOgram,paid over

half of, the total institutional costs, while CLAs were not part

of the ICF/MR program. 5.2053 is designed to' correct this

imbalance and relieve the burden on states to fund community

programs without federal assistance.

PREVENTION OF INAPPROPRIATE PLACEMENTS

5.2053 does not merely4equire'the closing of institutions,

but rather, encourages the planned phase-out of institutions and

the transfer of financial, resources necessary, to ensure

appropriate and successful community placements.

Over the past decade and one-half, thousands of. persons with

disabilities have been placed in high quality appropriate

settings in the community. Yet deinstitutionalization has

proceeded amid charges of "transinstitutionalization" and

"dumping" (Blatt, Bogdan, Biklen and Taylor, 1971). That is to

say, in some locations, deinstitutionalization has meant nothing

more than the release of individuals from public institutions.

Many persons have been transferred from large institutions to

small ones and from custodial care facilities to non -care ones.

4, 0 4
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The populations of pUblic inglitutions for tne mentally

retarded and developmentally disabled have declined at a steady

pace since the late 1960's. However,. many individuals have

simply been moved to other forms of istitutions. Lakin,

Bruininks, Doth, hill, and Hauber (1982/y report that as of 1980,

69,024 mentally retarded people resided in nursing homes.

Scheerenberger (1982) reports that'over.30%(appoximately 3,000

individuals) of the mentally retard d persons who were. placed out

of public institutions in the fis al.year 1980-81 ended up in

other forms of institutions, in uding nursing homes, mental

hospitals, and other facilities for the mentally retarded. In

),addition; many of what are ter ed "community facilities" are, in
I -1

fact, 'relatively large, segre ated institutions.

While "dumping" has of occurred in the fieldof

developmental disabilities to the same extent as the field of

mental health, there are lsoreports that. many developme!ftally

/ disabled individuals hay been moved from public institutions to

substandard facilities and boarding homes in.the community

(General Accounting 0 fice, 1977). One recently published study

by Bercovici- (1983) found that many mentally retarded persons

have been placed In substandardcommunity facilities in which

they are

lived in

just as isolated and segregated asthey were when they

instit#ions.

The passage of S.2053 would call a halt to widespread

"transinstitiftionalization" and "dumping". The proposed/
legislation/ contains numerous prpvisions to assure that the

405
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phasn-out ,of institutions is conducted in a planned and

)111;

coordinated fashion:

*The ten-to-fifteen year time period' given institutions to

reduce their populations to zero, which will provide states

with sufficient time to engage in careful planning of

services;

*The requirement that institutions develop'written phase-out

plans and submit 'progress reports, including information on

individuals transferred to community facilities, every six

Months;

*The expansion of services reimbursable through Medicaid

that will enable the diverse needs of severely, disabled

individuals to be met in the community; notably,

comprehensive services for independent living and vocational

services;

*The requirements for independent monitoring of. services,

the provision of case management services, and ihe

development of a community services plan for each severely

disabled individual residing in an institution;

*The requirements in regard to the location of community and

family living facilities in residential neighborhoods.

While some professionals and parents have expressed fears.

that S.2053' might result in "dumping" of severely disabled.

individuals into the community, the proposed legislation

represents a federal mandate to halt the 'placement of individuals

in inappropriate or substandard facilities. S.2053 might

prOperly be called an "anti-dumping" act.

406
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SAFECUARDS

S.2053 contains numerous safeguards on the rights ,of

individuals and their parents or guardians. The proposed

legislation requires an individual plan of assistance. foreach

severely disabled individual and provides for the central

...involvement of parents and guardians in. the provisions Of

services.

5.2053 establishes essential due proces's procedures,

including 'provisions for an impartial hearing and private

enforcement, which are currently lacking in Medicaid' prograMs.

Under the ICF and ICF/MR' programs, individuals and their

guardians are deprived of mechanisms through which to dhallenge
*

decisions. regarding proposed services and placements.. In fact,

the ICF and ICF/MR programs enable a facilitiy to continue to

receive federal financial.assistance even when pladement at the

facility is.determined to. be inappropriate for an individual.

0. 5.2053 has generated opposition frOm some parents of

severely disabled individuals currently residing a institutions.

Our Association sympathizes with those parents who, often on the

advice of professionals in another era, made a painful decision

to institutionalize their children and .strongly supportStheir

rights to assure that their children receive appropriate

supervision and services in the community.. Often parents'

concerns and fears about community living stem from the negative

deinstitutionalization experiences described in. the preceding

section. However, we cannot agree that some individuals should

be cut off from community participation simply because of their

407
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disabilities. Indeed, most parents of formerly institution lized

individuals express satisfaction with community placement ver

time, despite initial opposition.

Parents and guardians should have opportunities to

participate in the development of individual plans and should

have available mechanising to challenge inappropriate placement

and services decisions.
1

They should have the right to assure

that their childreh recelive the community supports and services

their children require. 'S.2053 provides these things.

CONCLUSION

The Association for Persons with Severe Handicaps joins

those organizations and individuals who have given their Support

to 5.2053. The time to return people with severe,disabilitieato

their rightful place in the community has long since-passed.

Like Section 504 and P.L. 94-142, 5.2053 represents a madate to

end] the exqlusion of people with disabilities from the mainstream

of American life. Federal funds must be used only to support

community participation and not isolation and segregation.

We want to offer once more our consultation and assistance

to the Senate Committee on Finance in its continuing

deliberations on 5.2053. We stand ready to assist the Committee

in strengthening this extremely sound piece of federal

legislation.

In closing, our Association expresses its appreciation to

the U.S. Senate Committee on Finance for itg efforts on behalf of

Sour nation's citizens with severe disabilities.

N

4
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,ASSOCIATION for the At ANCEWNT of PSYCHOLOGY .

March 16, 1984-*

Senator Dave-Durenberger .

Chairman, Health.Subcommittee
Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Association for the Advancement of Psychology
and the-Ameridan Psychological Association (APA/AAP), representing
over 70,000 psychologists_nationwide4-we would like tio\thank you for
this opportunity to submit for the record ourcommentsand concerns
regarding S.2053, the CommUnity and Family Living Amendments of `1983.
We also wish to commend the Committee, and its Members, for its interest
in the needs of the mentally retarded (MR) and developmentally diSabled
(DD) persons in this country.

S.2053 would provide mentally retarded and developmentally disabled,
persons with greater access tb community-based treatment. In so
doing, the legislation is responding to the importance of offering these\
persons effective alternatives to institutional-breed cares a finding

that is weli-documented in the psychological literature and substantiated.
by the trend .6f the past decade away from institutional care for all
but the most severely mentally retarded or developmentally disabled in-.,.

dividual.

In its present form, 5.2053 would amend Title XIX (Medicaid) of
the Social Security Act so as to effect a shift in Medicaid funding
from large institutional (16-2,000 bed) providers-of intermediate
care to small community- based-(fewer than 10 bed) providers. A

change that is needed to correct the institutional bias that set in
after 1971, when Congress amended Title XIX to permit reimbursement
for services provided in intermediate care facilities (ICFs), and
the States amended their own Medicaid plans to:include intermediate
care, facilities for the mentally retarded (ICES /MR). However, in

its present form, .5.2053 accomplishes that end to the detriment of

institutional-based care: it creates a "community-bias" whereby.
institutional care is no longer a financially viable option..

At present, there are only three forms of Medicaid-certified
providers to serve the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled f
population: intermediate care facilities, intermediate care facilities
for the mentally retarded, and skilled nursing facilities (SNF8).

1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W., Waihinglon, D.C. 20036 Phone (202) 466.5767'
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The majority of-HR/ho persons receiving institutional care do so
in the large ICFs/MR setting. Tip ii because of the high level of

professional care that can be offered at such facilities and the
UP financial constraints that limit a femily's range of options'.

A primary concern with the implementation of this deinstitUtionalization
program is that quality of care must not be .sacrificed as a result
of the change. any large institutions are capable of providing a
wide range of seru'ces along with sophisticated professional care.
Proper treatment of the mentally retarded and developmentally disabled
requires that th6y have access to a full range of health care practitioners,
appropriate therapeutic and rehabilitation programs, and high quality :

nutritional and life/safety stendards. Anything lest would be to shirk
the responsiblility that ie. ours. The present Medicarp and Medicaid

. statutes and regulations diaCrilinate-Againstthe prOVItion oreNt
'full range of professional services required by those in need of help
for mental illness, developmental disabilities and mental retardation. .

Fr instanse,-Sec. 1833(c) or the Social Security Act which limits
--Mediaii-Payment for mental and emoticinal illnesses to $250.00-with a

$250.00 co-mment andrestricts accept to mental health' professionals,
has not been improved since Medicares inception in 1967. The opportunity
exists for ,Congtess to address these issues in the present legislation

as part of a partial deinstitutionalixation prograi. Such programs and
facilities must be in place before larger institutions could ha
phased put.

Congress took the first step toward deinstitutionalitation
when it included Section 2176 in the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of
1981 (ORA). In essence, that section granted the_lertary-oe-ee--
Department of-ifealth-end-leasn Services the authority to waive certain

Medicaid requirements to permit States the ileXibilitic.of_estabLishing------
-----hnie'and community-based long-term care delivery systems for Medicaid-

eligible individuals Who were at risk of institutionalization. This
represented a significant advancement in providing * full range of
care to the mentally retarded or developmentally disabled *Person who

requires 24-hour care. And it continues to offer the greatest
assurance that a full range 01 oPtiOne_Will be retained in the

future'.

The present legimlation, howeve , would phase out ell of the large

'Medicaid-funded ICFs over the nottlo years. The only exceptions to

ththat phaseout would be the exempti n granted to those facilities
with fewer than 15 residents at the time of the bill's nar'vent,
end the 5 year extension for these facilities that were opened after
January 1, 1979 and maintain 16-75'residentt. .Yet, the net effect
of this action would be to eliminate one inequity by creating another3
the availability of coMmunity-based care needs to be expanded, and
it is equally important that institutional-based care continues to be pro-

Vided, This is especially true for the profoundly 'retarded individual

who'simply cannot obtain a coiparable level of professional care in
the 'mailer setting; for them, the consequentem of deinsiitutionalitation '

are literally a matter of life and death. Similarly,rthere are those- for

whom deinstitutionalitation would result in homelessness.

REST COPY liVAILI2LE
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There are significant difficulties in Obtaining community and
zoning approval for the small group facilities that are envisioned
by this legislation. Experience has shown that citizens favor
Aeinatitutionalization from large facilities but fear loss of property
values and "neighborhood peace" if a MR/DD group homemere to be located
in residential areas. In spite of this community fear, however, these
small group homes have not proven to be disruptive. But, the committee
needs to consider the political impedimenta to rapid development of
community resources as opposed to the good intentions of the public
policy that is proposes.

. Beyond the social concerns of this legislation, attention must
also be focused on its economic aspects. In its present form, the bill.
would provide a 5 percent increase in the Federal Medicaid matching
-rate for 5-yearm for eacAdeinstitutionalized-:adividual.

Yet, there is insufficient data to indicate that this amount tould,cover
the transition costs involved in dismantling one system and establiihing
another. For if there is a'leason. to be learned from history, it
is that the bensficiariee of this legislation will be the onem to
suffer from any mfecalculation of judgment or cost excess. And their
suffering is likely to carry with it some very real congequences;
mainly, a reduction in the quality'of care being provided and the
elimination of vital services.

- .

Furthermore,. the economic impact Of thi legislation would
adversely affect those who are employed-by-the institutions.
The employment assurances contained in the bill's present form do not
provide ample safeguards against, the unemioloyment end displitcemaint_
of workers that these
g ly trained professionaliare not Icist'from the workforce.

In sum, our concerns with this legislation as it is currently
drafted are' that the option of institutional care be retained; that there
are adequate assurances that a high level of professional care can
be maintained in a small community setting; and that the closing of
the larger institutions will not produce an economic hardship on its
employees. As an alternative to the problems that this bill would
create, we respectfully suggest that the Committee consider utilizing
the existing Section 2176 Medicaid waiver provisions as a more efficacious
means of accomplishing a worthy end. '

We appreciate the Committee's willingness to accept our comments
and entertain our proposals.

Sincerely,

6
Michael S. Pallak, Ph.D.
Executive Officer
American Psychological Aspociation

are ce J. r in
Executive DirectOr and General Counsel
Association for the Advancement

of PsycholOgy
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ASSOCIA'TIONPOR RETARDED CITIZENS - CALIFORNIA
1414 "K" Street, Suite 300

. Sacramento, CA. 93314 . (916) 441-3322

TESTIMONY PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION TO THE UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,

PERTAININGTO S. 2033,NCOMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS OF 1933"
FcTid..21dcisgl

I am Owen Mock, president of the Association for Retarded Citizens-California, an

organization consisting of fifty-two (32) local units representing all regions of the state.

Our principal reason for existence is that of working to bring about quality programs and

'services for the more than 660,000 mentally retarded residents In California. We applaud

the basic Intent of. S. 2053, that of mai:In-available the federal funds required to

guarantee adequate quality commudity_residential-services.- Each -mentally-retarded

individual must be assured the right to live In Or near.his or her home community and we

enthuslattically support that provision of the bill.

We also endorse other provisions of the bill which require: that the quality of services be

reviewed and monitored by an Independent entity; that case management services be

provided; that protections to preserve employee tights and benefits be establishedi and

that all staff receive adequate and continuing training. We believe that quality health

care and all other services are best available In those same communities In which we

choose to live. In short, we share the same goals as the sponsors of S. 2053, the right for t

eachindividual to be apart of the community and share those rights and privileges which

each of us considers inviolable.

We must part with the sponsors of S. 2053 In certalii sections of the bill which deal with

process. The bill appears to assume that all of the fifty states are starting from

approximately the same point, and that for all practical purposes each state can begin

and end a process at the same time; and with equal and positive results. We maintain

that the several states are vastly different, that they are not all at the same point In a
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transition to adequate quality community living arrangements. Among our basic concerns

are the following:

I. It is impossible for each state to accomplish .a total change to community

residences of ten or less In a period of ten years. California currently has 7,000

individuals residing in its state-operated congregate care institutions and at least

another 7,300 who would require the same type of community facilities over the

ten-year time frame. Small homelike facilities, housing ten or fewer, would

require 'a construction schedule of approximately 1,400 units per year. The

availability of adequate state funcli_to_r_neet that schedule cannot be assured.

There is also the fact that use permits, zoning, restrictions and restrictive

covenants must all be dealt with before building can even begin. It is a simple

fact that laws are not always changed easily and if an impasse in that regard

should occur, California, would lose its current federal funding and the mentally

retarded citizens of this, state would bear the brunt of a political misapplication

of justice.

2. Whether or not a maximum of. 9 or 10 residents per facility is the most

appropriate size remains to be proven by history. In the meantime, we cannot

accept someone's arbitrary judgment that such is the case. Because of the

.diverse needs of the mentally retarded 'population, It may be possible that

facility size, in some cases, should be in the 20 to 23 range. Tpere is no
s

conclusive evidence that: small is good and there must be opportunity /for

flexibility in facility size. The havoc caused by such restrictive and rigid size

requirements would probably be of very substantial proportions.

3. We are deeply concerned with the lack of attention to standards and a

monitoring process. Section 1918(00XL) calls for eachfacility being accredited

414
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by the Accreditation Council for Services for Mentally Retarded and Other

Developmentally Disabled Persons (or another appropriate national accrediting

body) or is licensed or certified by an appropriate state agency. Allowing a state

licensing procedure to substitute for accreditation by ACMR-DD is tantamount

to the continuation of an unacceptable process now used in California.

Permitting each state to accredit Its own facilities through a license is totally

unacceptable. A monitoring plan in the bill is chiefly noticeable by its absence.

I must also note that I do not believe this bill should be merchandised as a less expensive

system of residential services.. State institutions have a reputation for .being more

expensive largely because of the salary disparity. While state employees have finally

achieved some semblance of adequate pay for their work, community facilities often pay

at or near minimum wages. U we expect to develop a quality community residential

system, we must pay appropriate wages. Quality staff can only be recruited and retained

if fairly compensated. A plan which allows for the transition of congregate care

employees into community facilities demands higher wages. Whatever real cost

difference there may be between community and institutional facilities will most likely

disappear if quality residences are developed.. No individual legislator should support S.
r.

..2()53 because of its cheapness.

We do believe, as already stated, that each individual has a right to live-in the community.

We cannot, however, accept the rigidity of S.' 2053's ten-year transition period n or the

arbitrary size imposed upon the community facility. The bill must be revised in these and

other areas I have touched upon before it .can be supported by ARC-California. In its

present form the bill's enactment could very well destroy one system without constr.cting

a better one in its place. Surely, we cannot take that chance. Give us a bill with

flexibility that truly-reeognizes. the individuality of each state and the mentally retarded

citizens who dwell therein.

4 15
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SUMMARY OP TESTIMONY PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION ORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, SUBCOM TTEE ON HEALTH,
PERTAINING TO S. 2053, "COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIYI ENDMENTS OF 1983"

ARC-California agrees with the following provisions of S. 2053:

A. The diversion of federal funds for the support of community living arrangements;
B. That the quality of services be reviewed and monitored by an Independent entity;
C. That case management service be provided;
D. That protections to preserve employee rights and benefits be established; and
E. That all staff receive adequate and continuing training.

Major issues with which we disagree are as follows:

A. The bill appears to assume that all of the 50 states are starting from
. approximately the same point, that for all practical purposes they can begin and

end a process at the same time and With equal and positive results. We maintain
:'that the several states are vastly different and that the 10-year transition phase
is highly unrealistic. Start-up costs and zoning problems are major obstacles.

B. The arbitrary size of 9 to 10 residents per facility is not based upon solid
evidence and greater flexibility in size is required.

C. We are deeply concerned with the lack of attention to standards and a
monitoring process. Permitting each state to accredit its own facilities through
a license is totally unacceptable.

_ D. A monitoring plan is chiefly, noticeable by its absence in the bill.

In summary, the till is not acceptable In its present form.. Without major overhaul its

enactment could very well destroy one systerri without constructing a better one in its

place. We are also dismayed that supporters of the bill have introduced its purported

"cheapness" as a si ,nificant reason for its passage. Quality community iiving

arrangements are not ilkely to cost less than institutional programs.

2/2i/84

4,16
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Dr. and Mrs. Jack Bartholmaic
Route 4, Box 162
Heaver Damisconsin 53916,.-

Senate Finance Committee
isubcomaittse on Health
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510 .

February 8, 1984

Re Senate Bill #2053 "Community and Family Living Amendments"

Honorable Senators;
As parents of a profoundly, retarded child, who is now living

at Central Wisconsin Center for'the Developmentally Ditabled (CWC),
.

we are concerned as to the.oftents of 622053 on her life and the

.
lives of other institutionalised retarded withtedical problems.
This letter isimeantId gift yoU an exaaple of the contrast
between good institutional medical care and care received.in
aoommunitv settled.

Our daughper 'Nadi, is mentally retarded along with severe
spastic tetraplegia and microcephaly. She requires 24 hdur a
day nursing and\nedical care including the administrationof
medicationsto controll Muscle spasms and seisure activity.

At CWC registered =Sees are on duty 24 hours a day, medi-
oinseAre dispensed. by them and aedical needs. are brought to
their attention as soon as they. are noticed by the staff.
Physician, who are employed by CWC, are called in to see our
daughter and diagnose and treat her as heeded withOut having to
move Wendi Iroa her unit,. 11 hoipitalisation is needed, CMC
has its own. These nurses and phyeicians have develOped,
through years of experience, special skills and expertise in
the diagnosis'and treatment of Medical problems in the mentally
retarded. They'have an.interest in and understanding of the
retarded as. human beings wibb feelings, fears, and needs just

- like anyone else. They express 'sadness and joy'over the health
status of their patients and have always kept us, as parents,
well informed of .our daughters Well being.

In contrast; let us tell you of some of our experiences with
medical facilities outside of Central Wisconsin Center. .

In 1981, our daUghteras admitted to a Madison hospital
for a gastrostomy ( a tube placed directly into the stomach for
feeding), The attitude of the Ossioian and nursing staff towards
the dignity.of our daughte'S life is reflected in the events
:that.occured. Wendi's routine medications to control spasm. end
seizure. activity'were often not given an schedule or lost due
to poor administration technique or failure to notice that they
:.ere vomited out soon atter being given. Nurses did not respond
to call buttons and trips to the nurses station by parents when
Vendi was in great distress from pain or gagging. Wendi's face
became swoJlen and skin broke down from lying in wet caustic
bedding. A bladder and-surgioal eight infection developed due
to. poor hygione.oare. Nurses wermoverheard saying, "she (Wendi).
doesn't know the differenee.",,requent-OallS-to-the-peyeiOien-in

4 9
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in Onarg, were never answered, ancfwe were unable to talk to
him throughout the hospitalization. Our daughter returned to
CWC. with* bed sore, and infections all due to lack of prover
care. The staff at CWC was enraged, as were we, at Wendi's
condition.

These are not isolated incidents, but rather a pattern we
and other parents have experienced with our retarded 6hildren
in hospitals in the oommunity.setting. Medical professionals
in the community are used lo treating "normal" sick people and
lack the expertise, interest, experience, and often proper
attitudes needed in the proper and humane care of the pro-
foundly retarded. Medical and nursing schoola as well as
resident programs do not deal Jaime treatment of the retarded .
or create specialists in this field. Only those medical per- /
sonelle who truly care about the well-being of the retarded
and work in a placasuchaeCMC will gain the expertise re-
quired to handle their needs, . //

Senate Bill 2053 will within 10 years on enactment, indis
criminantly close all institutions for the mentally retarded an
thereby shut the door to- medical care being obtained in a place
Aare the staff has the aforementioned skills and ihtereat in
the retarded's well-being., SB2053 aotually requires that "honf,s"
for the retarded not be near a hospital. This bill would, the e-
fore, put an unusual burden on local physicians and hospitals

. scattered about communities in the-United States. As a fath
a retarded child and a physician, I ask you to consider to

medical implications of SB 2053. As caring parents, we ask ou
to. investigate the effects of moving children-like oure.int '

community vetting.. Will thaavailability and quality of m ical
care be as good or better than presently. obtain iii the ins tution-
al setting? Where will the medical. professionals with nee Nary
attitudes and expertise in the care of profoundly retarded come
from? Will thesechildren survive in the tommunity "home"

We feel that $B2053 threatens the health and. dignity f

children like ours and indeed;their very survival. We op- ose
this bill for many reasons, the greatest of these being s
failure to insure the availability of health cars aervic s equal
to or better than those presently received in good inst utional
settings.

-29444 /614,4-41-12"4-4.A: /

Sincerely,

/

ark and Holly Bartholmai ,/

/.1.. 2 0 LEST COPY LAME
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TESTIMONY TO THE SENATE FINANCE.COMMITTEE

IN OPPOSITION TO SENATE BILL S-2053

Parents and Friends of Belle Chasse

State School'

P. O. Box 1522

'Belle Chasse, LA 70059
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THE PARENTS AND FRIENDS CLUB OF BELLE CHASSE

STATE SCHOOL, BELIEVING THAT ALL LIVING OPTIONS,
r.

BOTH INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, SHOULD

REMAIN OPEN TO RETARDED CITIZENS, OPPOSE SENATE

BILL S-2053, COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS

ACT, BECAUSE IT WILL CUT OFF ALL INSTITUTIONAL

FUNDING.

The Parente and Friends Clubof Belle ,Chasse State School

is an organization composed of.relatives of residents of the

school, professionals and other interested friendi who are

dedicated to the enrichment'of the lives of the retarded

children and adults living at.BCSS. Besides our efforts to

provide special activities during the year, we have provided

funds for such projects as .a swimming pool, special equipment .

and wheelchairs, audio-visual aids and sports equipment and

uniforms. We have worked closely with the administration and

staff to identify areas where our assistance can be most

Special services for the disabled in Louisiana are adminis-

rtered regionally, with Belle Chasse State SchOol the center

of services for a four-parish region. Under this regional

management system, we have seen i commitment to develop a full-

spectrum community services system coordinated,by,case managers.
W

In the 1984-85 regional plan, needs were identified for resi-

dential.living options includingresidential. facilities, group .

homes, supervised apartments, foster care, .respite care and

A22,4,



home living, with the requisite support services necesq,ary for

each. In support of this commitment for a full range of options,

our group has cooperated in setting up several group homes'in'

our community. We are'trying to help increase community awareness

and acceptance through our' educational efforts. Many of the

residents at BUSS have benefitted fro these new options and

are able to live more independently in the community.. We feel

the mechanisms are in place in the stateto develop community

services. We feel federal incentives will be more effective in

encouraging new progress An developing programs than imposition

of.penalties.

We feel strongly-that Senate Bill S-2053 is a threat to

the rights of retarded citizens for'an appropriate INDIVIDUAL,

treatment plan. To mandate a single option for services under N'

strong budgetary and time constraints will cause unconscionable

hardship as many severely handicapped individuals are deprived

of the special sdrvices they require. Senator Chafee's bill

is .a well-meaning attempt to provide optiMum care to the retarded,

but is unrealistic in its insensitivity to the, wide range of

disabilities to be served. He disregards the need to asieas the

varying needs of each individual. Believe us, we want the best

for our children. That "beat" must be the result of a carefully

thought out decision by parents or advocates and piofessionals

who are familiar with each person's unique needs.

We'are concerned that implementation of such a mandate

would cause a fragmentation of services. Without a strong

case management system and support' services in the areas of

ti
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,1 educatiod, training, recreation and medical assistance already
4

in place it would be very difficult to identify and provick

for the needs of persons in various:programs. We do not want

the special few with severe or multiple disabilities to "fall

through the crack" as centralized services disappear. In the

same way, persons requiring services in rural areas would be

d prived because their small communities would'be unable to meet

.the r:needsA

The.continuing emotional debate over "BIG BAD" institutions,

and "S ALL GOOD" community homes isaL unfair indictment of

many de cated persons providing, excellent care.and training
1

to reside\ts in large facilities. The issue is not large versus

small, but\O in fact our demand for excellence,.no matter the

size. or location of a facility. Our goal is for all retarded

persons to be treated with dignity and caring and helped to

achieve the Most they can. Strict standards and strict enforce-

ment of theSestandards can help to achieve this goal,.not the

.closing down'af facilities already providing superlative care,

Lowering of costs has been cited as a fundamental benefit

of S-2053. To date, one of the cost sudiesJhave proven con-

clusively such a clai . Group home costs for high functioning

individuals, excluding all medical and educational costs, are

'hardly comparable to the costs of 24-hour facilities caring for

predominantly severely and profoundly handicapped individuals.

" As parents and friends of the retarded, we would urge passage,

of this legislation, no matter the cost, if we felt our children

42 4
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would be better served. However, we ask you not to consider

passage of a bill that would spend more money and would cause

...,abandonment of nneded services to our most. severely handicapped

persons.

There are some who claim to speak for the retarded who

have endorsed this legislation. The National Association for

,e9

Retarded Citizens has approved S-2053, without endorsement of its

individual members or the member state bodies. 'The louisiana ARC

has taken a formal position in opposition to the bill which

we attach. Dissension among providers of care is not new, and

,iii fact is welcome for'development of creative solutions to the

problems of deyelopmental disabilities. Listen to the endorse-

ments of S-2053 as voices calling for expansion of servicSs

elibd to enanie some e-ilidivfauals to-rive indepen -.

dent and happy lives. But pease heed the voices of those who
11.

protest passage of S-2053. We do not prdpose institutionaliza-

tion for all! We want to preserve an existing option which,

works for many by providing a sheltered, safe environment where

an individual can thrive without the dangers and frustrations

of a so- called "normal" life. Indeed the definition of normal

4 as varied as the number of individuals on the face of the earth.

''Please, vote against Senate Bill S-2053 and preserve our

right to choose a safe and appropriate environment f6r all

retarded persons.
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IE IT RESOLVED IWO. Leutelene Paselotten fir Retarded Chime Bob .

WHEREAS , The Lightens keeststion Ow Reseeded Citiswe Beaky's Hot 4t,.
the vat miler* of WWII with mantel reterittion Wildentiel living eritler0-,..-
within Cie winiegnit, is tie epprepriste placements but AO the Louislone .

Aowelstion reowins Molly owsmItted to the develeprowtt and prevision ef,p .

wide tense of apposite., 141111111.1011 bring rottener wit

WHEREAS; The Willem Agmelellan dew not believe that the pevisleni of
Unite Bill 200 shish mendeles Hs Adel phwe-out eITItla XIX funds to ell
facilities Miter Own "seirowilty w holly living losilltleeN a defined in the
Act will whines the pleviskin Ow o wide spienet el testrientisi living
wiles hi this Oates end

WHEREAS, Senate Bill 2053 hes the afloat of eliotinsting the right of en
Individual with developientol disabilities testae" rignpleffetrestiontiel.,---------
Ilidno option

RE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED Hot the Louisiana Aserrelitien for Retarded
Cttisere reposes the pew. el Senses Bill 2053.

SE IT FURTHER RESOLVED Oat the Laulshirm AseeelatIon. f Retarded
Chiron, supports new fodsal leghlitien which would:

-

I. Add "hem and estietwitlIrtweed eivlees* Ow terns Is
cu,ently used ht Section 1915 (C) (4) (5)- of the sSeglal Security Act,
et en optional service whisk Metes way sleet W easy under their .
reepecHve eodlal asehlones Wens, weriitted In essemiones with the
'previsions of Section 1902 o1 11e Ace. .

Smitten 1915 (C),ef the Air hp woolly that In order to
quelify oppregel of is new or renewal weivw request, en or after
July 1, 1914, state must enter We en dreamt with MS which
outlines the slope It will Hobe to wore *et, no liter dew ten yews
ifter the Initial dote if opprevelk full raw of home and emwmilliy.
bawd Novices wii be svellable, statewide, Mr Nedleildwligible
elderly,' blind end disabled Individuals eopebto el benefiting born
such services.

3. Amend Section 1902 (A) i, the Aet, effective My 1, 1914,
to increrie the federal might?h ratio ler home and eeriwunity-lsowd
services, delivered M oftwolemw with on warmed Section 1915(C),
waiver requester a on eptionel NNW under Ogle's Medfield
plan, by No witrintegs Feint sleeve the percentage Note is
otherwise entitled to receive under the previsions of Settion 1905(10
of Ow Act. .

4. Explicitly eutherise the Hoke te ewer lirevesittenel services
for eligible, non-elderly Ambled pawns under s time end arreimity
'core waiver program sitters dote plan endieent.

5. Amend Section 1915(C) (2) (0) ef the Socieflecurity Act to
limit the Secretery's avthertly to piece certain restrictions on the
wetter In which swage per *spite oispenditures are calculated for
purposes of detriminetion whether stele quelifles fa home end
community urn wives' mew (1) Is eligible le banish under the
proposed optionel stets Win etmenderent.

o. Amend Union 1902 ref the let to require that HMS conduct
volitkolso surveys 1w He Pipers of determining if perticipeting
stets ere fulfilling the him of their egrownent with HMS, a
outlined under hem 2 obese.

Adopted by the Rind of Directors on January 22, WU.
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Introduction

Beverly Enterprises provi

422

es cere'for individuals with mental

end physical disabilities in m

1

ny 'setting. across the United States.

We presently Operate facilities" in eight states which are specificall

dedicated to providing services' to children and adults who suffer

from mantel retardation or pay hiatric ddsotders. These facilit ea

range in size from 38 to 208'residents.

S. 2'053, which seeks to divert ICF-MR Title XIX funds f om

"large" institutions (larger ttlan sixteen beds) to 'male residential

programs, raises issues deservtng far more careful anal eis than'

apparent to date. Those iisuek include cost' of care/numbers and

4 types of services available 4 the community, quality end monitoring

/
of service., end adequacy f safeguards for heal and life safety.

Based on ourexperienceand the4fadings from number of studies.

. we feel theit a group home or, "small" residential program are not
/ .

the only appropriate/settings foxmeetingAhe needs of the mentally

retarded northe (7elopmentally disable/d.

.

!

Background

PriOr'to the availability of federal funds from Title XIX,

states were appropriating general State revenue funds to support

intitutional services for mentally retarded persons. There was

a wide range of quality in the care rendered to these facilities

throughout the country. During the 1960-1970 decade, many

states were involved in litigation in which the plaintiffs

0
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argued that the legal and constitutional rights of persons in these

institutions Ware abridged.

The Intermediate Cars Facility for the Mentally Retarded

(ICF-MR) program was developed by the federa: government during

this time (early 1970's).and most state' eventually participated.

The government objectives behind this deVelopment were eueldous.

They included a desire to apply consistent standardn of care to

all institutions to improve the quality of Care in these institu-

tions, and to create community based programs for mentally retarded

yereons. The hope was that institutions would be helped by a

masaive infusion of federal funds to prepare people for moving

to their home communities.

During the last decade thee° objectives were met. Quality

of service's rendered to persons in state schools/hospitals increased

substantially and thousands of-persons were traces erred or die

to both public and privatelynwned, community-based I6F-MR

facilities; This has been possible due to the availability of ICF-MR

Title XIX funds. It is important to note that there are at least

four settings of cars within the ICF-MR system. Those are (1) large

.state institutions, (300-2.000 residents), (2) private community-
.

baeed facilitiei (generally 30-90 residents), (5) public and private.

15 bed .ICF-MR facilities, and (4) 8 beds or less group homes. Medicaid

support for these settings vary by state according to.theie prcpram.

Position on S. 2053

Beverly Enterprises concernedtas to the impact of the

Community and Family Living A emlments At as written, on the basis

that it would withdraw fund ng frets the well-developed system of

4;
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residentisl. habilitotivn, training and support services currently

being provided todevslopmentally disabled through the ICF-MA Program.

We dolinpport the further. development of community based

living alternatives but not by eliminating existing programs

.which .re providing cast effective quality services.

A discuision of our contentions regarding S. 2053 follows:

1. No one setting or service delivery model can appropriately meet

the needs of all developmentally disabled persons. A.major

feature of the bill is that Medicaid payments would only be

permitted on behalf of eligible individuals residing in

"community or family living facility". This is defined as .a

community based home with a Capacity no greater than twice

the number of poisons in the average family household in the

area where the facility is located (maximum of 5-6).

'a. These is no independent evidence that independent living

skills can be taught only in a certain, size ficility or

'that developmentally disabled persons progress slower in

'larger settings, given the same individualized care.

b. Size is not a guarantee of success. Without the provision of

training, opportunities far vocational and social activities,

and outside monitoring of programming, it is possible that

a "small" home may be evem more sterile then that of a large

residential facility. Studies of the Willowbrook cats,

A
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produced by the New.YOrk State Commission on qualify of

care for the mentally-retarded: Willowbrook From the ' .

,Institute,to the Community, and various facilities in

California have revealed that ip some cases smaller environ-:

ments do not functibn as well as larger ones.

c. Developmentally disabled persons have varying and diverse

needs. In addition to suffering from mental retardation,tan

individual might also, for example, be deaf, blind, epileptic,

.and'unabli to speak or walk. Service requirements may vary

from the need for vocational training and money management

skille,,to the need for intensive medical care and therapy

services. Larger institution 1CF-MR. can offer residents

number of servicews . registered nurses, speech pathologists,

speech clinics, and education departments with teachers

mined in special education, music therapy and recreation

therapy. A continuum of programs and living alternatives

are necessary to meet the changing needs of an individual

at any time of life. Sometimes the placement most appropriate

to meet a person:s needi is a larger facility where the

needed professional staff and cervices are immedietly :available.

2. The proposed csre systee will increase costs. It has not been

substantiated that small facilities are less expensive than

larger facilities. Quits the contrary is true.' We have several

questions regarding the cost savings to the Federal Government

131
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as portrayed by the Congressional budget Office's report.
;

a. For example, the state of Texas definerthree levels

of care for ICF/MR; as Severely Retarded Moderately

Retarded and Mildly Retarded. Mildly Retarded has a

cost to the state of $52.86 per day, per patient bed with a bed

requirement of 15 or leap. Moderately Retarded patient

care coat is $44.54 per day and Severely Retarded' patient

care cost. is $54.89- per, day with no restrictions on the number
of beds.'

This clearly.draws into question the argument that small

facilities are lase costly since the most expensive rate is

paid to the smallest facility for the least disabled

patient.

b.
An appaZent conflict in the cost datais oleo pioduced by

the lack of a common definition of the yak/one existing

"institutional" and community
programs.. Although the study

attempted to the definition of a residential facility.

for Survey purposes, it did not differentiate between

facilities according to types or numbers-of'services
offered.,

Instead, it emphasized publicly owned versus privately

ownedfacilities and facility size. Cost data will, of

course, be affected_sinca types and number of services,

and staff needed to provide services will alter the costs.

9 IA ti 4.4
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For example;

The data regarding number of private and public facilities

in each state is questionable. The figures for

Texas, for example, report 73 publicly operated facilities

with 4.546 MR Residents.. These figures do nd't correlate

with figures from Texas State agencies. For example,

the'agencies report 42 publicly operated facilities. It

.appears many facilities were inclUded that should not have been.

Additionally, institutional usually refers to the large,

state schools and not the smaller private, community based

ICF-MR facilities although both are classified ae institutional

And maybe funded under the Medicaid program.

Furthermore, unless covered by ICF-MR regulations, services

prOvided in a7coMmunityresidential facility or group

home may range from a basic room and board program, to a

highly supervised support'service program foi the 'profoundly

disabled individual.

J.

c Smaller. does not necessarily equate to lower costs. Discussions

with Officials associated with 8 beds or less'programs it

Pennsylvania, Mew York, and Michigan have revealed\costs

that are two to three times the cost of ICF-MR community

based care. In Michigan, the McComb - Oklahoma Development

Center. which. is responsible for 1,300 developmentally

disabled persons, reports average costs oc $70 to $130 day.

ti

.1'

38-270
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/, This doss not include any ape allied equipment, transportation

or medical care. Coats in New irk rangs from $95 to $155

-psi day. It was reported that Pe nsylyania has picked' up .

45% df the cost of cars for.individ ale in the institution;

following deinstitutionalisation to t s community, thwatate's

share escalated to B9%.

Studios, other than those previously diced, and some of

their findings are:

"Comparative costs of Public Residential and Comm nity

Residential Programs", (in Taxes), Texas TechiUnive city,

concluded: "Based upon the data collected in this our sy,

the costs of providing community based residential eery ces

appear to be at least equal to if not greatersthan those

in a public residential facility . . . . One should try not

to "sell" group.home care as being better than care in a

public residential facility because of lower cost."
-

"The Cost of Community Residential Care for Mentally Retarded

Person.", Clearing house on the Handicapped, Inez Fitageral

found that; the development of copmunitY residential facilities

entails a shift of public, funds, with fever federal monies

used and a greater dependence on state funding.

s Unpublished 1981 report by the Department of Health and'Human

Services: Long Term Care: Background and Future Direction,

cites the aev ral factors influencing per diem rates as

r
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differences between geographic regions', capital expenditures

to upgrade institutions which have been factored into rates

and the level o disability of residents (which affects

composition of f facility's staff and is equal to 75't of

institutional casts).

"Long Term'Cart Background and Future Directions" U.S.

Department of Health and Human Servicel; reported that there is

little evidence that coverage of community based and

in home services reduces total public expenditures. Most!

of the evidenCe,le to thecontrary. This isbecause expanded

service benef.ts largely go to a new (additional) service

population rather thanksubstituting for institutional tare.

c. q, zu, proposes to expand coverage to individuals with a

developmental disability manifested before he attains age

50, rather than the current requirement of 22. It also would

allow coverage of,severely disabled children who live with

their natural or adopted 'families and who have been ineligible

because of their familiee' income and resources. While

this is commendable, we question ,what consideration has

been given.by the Congressional budget Office to the cost

of serving this new and greatly expanded population. This

is indicative of the "woodwork effect" cited in a 1981 report

by NHS' Region X.Office ef Inspector General. The report

said that although there is a great public demand for more

community based services, it feared, a "woodwork effect"

BE C;17! 4 3 5
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where a large numhsr of people not currently taking

.advantageg.of financed 'services, would dO'solf made

available.

3. Quality of care And the lafity of the deinstitutionelised person
o

will be diminished due to an inadequate community support system,

inconsistent standards of hare/licensing requirements and

insufficient monitoring,. S. 2053 would terminate, over a .period

'of years, Medicaid funding to any facility serving over sixteen

persons.

a.v Past experience has shown that deinstitutionalimation,'of

the mentally ill, without an adequate community. system of

services is .detrimsntal to these individuals' own health and

safety. S. 2053 proposes narrowly defined system of care

and we are skeptical .0f. the ability of the government to

prevent the "dumping" that has and may occur as states are

required to deinstitutionalise.

b. Studies reveal that many mentally retarded persOns in

"community" settings rec ived inadequate medical care and

suffered more health probl ma than those in a setting with

a treatment program and men cal personnel who are willing

to treat them. A study coed ted by the University of

Massachusetts entitled "The St tus of Health Care for

Deinstitutionalised Mentally Retarded People in Massachussettel

Present and Future Directions," reports that the state found!

(1) current health systems are reluctantly responsive to the

deinstitutionaliztd, (2) many of the skills needed by the

physician exceed those,which he customarily received during

436
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training (3) provislton of medical cars to the mentally

retarded persons is exceedingly complex and timil-consuming

for the physician. (4) direct,care.ft.tia and medical cgre

staffs ire usually Ill prepared or knowlidgeablo to deal

with the mentally retardsd's health problems, (5) doctors, .

. dentists, and nurses have a problem in managing people whose

appearance or behavior is different and want them segregated

from other patteWta, and (6) 25Z of .the sample had difficuItife-

in obtaining medical services.

c. Thousands of new proViders, often in the form of converted

private holies, would be generated by this bill. Residents

would auhoiedly partake of a multiplicity of services offered
r!

by an assortment of providers, all operating under various ,

standards and authorities. The homes, according to current

requirements, would operate under iinimal licensing and fine

safety standards (depending on, size and state/local codes.)

We would question the value gained in the quality of life for

the individuals 'unless the providers were monitored to protect

the health and safety.of the mentally retarded residents to

the same level as in the other nursing facilities. This

would create a new administrative burden for the state and

Federal officials at a sizeable new cost.

States_have been wrestling Unsuccessfully for a number of years

with enforcing the Keys Amendment which governs the- licensing-
1

of troiCkding homes where many aged and disabled persons reside.

A tragic thought is that 5; 2053 may very well push even more

disabled\persons into substandards boarding homes. Problems

with safety' standards in these settings have received national

press attention for. years.

x,37
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4. Sufficient ,incentive already exist for appropriate deinetitu-

tionalization under the "Home amd Community -Based Waiver"

provisions of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981.

a. This Act'allows states to finance' non-institutional long

term care services through the Medicaid Program. This new

waiver au bority has presented the states with an eFcellent

opportunity to experiment with alternativeZroachesand to

deteimihe their cost effectiveness. States have responded

to this opportunity. As of July, 1983, 44 states had

submitted 86 waiver applications. Most states have

recognized any transfer of 'large numbers of persons froth

institutions to community must be done with considerable

planning and preparation. This is to assure that appropriate

services are In place to guarantee that the quality of life

will, in fact, be. improved.

b.. The waiver includes safeguards on program costs and sizes.

The statute requires states to provide an assurance that the

per capita Medicaid program costs will nottincrease as a

result of the waiver. Also, states are not able to use the

savings generated by keeping people out of institutions to

provide services to new clients who may not have gone into

an institution although they themselves would meet the criteria

for receiving services.

c. Finally, we believe states, not the federal goyernment,

should have the primary respon6ibility for planning a continuum

of services for their aged and disabled citizens. Itlappears

3 3
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with few exceptions. that states see a need to include a varied

number of institutional beds as part of that continuum.

P

In conclusion, we would oppose S. 2053 es currently drafted on the
a

grounds that the system of care it proposes would in fact be

detrimental to the care of the developmentally disablea,

Appropriate planning and research have not yet been done. Numerous

WIAtians.4._idcludin*t-homs-wir-ttrve-ra/wel-,-Ui44-t-6-4-addrissed

about the practical implications of restructuring the way in which

services to the developmentally dialbled are provided.

The current system is not perfect but it should only be replaced

with well researched and independently tetted techniques for
0

meeting the needs of the del:felopmentallydisabled. It should not

be replaced by a program whose foundation is the size of the facility.

rather than the practical ability of the facility to provide

the necessary trained staff and appropriate services in safe

environment.

We believe that yes in some initancea. thve three qualities can. be

met in small facilities but there is no basis for establishing

an arbitrary rule... at. a-gIven-bed-eapacity.--Any liiits should'.

reflect an assessment by state and local authorities of the needs

of the involved population and the resources available in the

facilities to meet those needs.

We stand ready as a provider to participate in any research or

studies designed to perfect the best service program for the

developmentally disabled. At the same time we are willing to

support the work of this, Subcommittee in developing the legislation

_L0_1413111 e-me n-t-

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on the

"Community and Family Living Amendments Act of 1983"; S.2053.

q
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4EVERLYFANW5CHOolE5TABLISHEDM
"NEVERLYFARM*FoUNDATICa4ESTASUSHEDhis7

BEVERLY FARM FOUNDATION
ANON PROFIT CORPORATION

A HOME & DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR RETARDED CHILDREN & ADULTS
6301 Humbert Road

Godlrey, Illipols 62035..

Senate Finance Sub-Committee
Hoaring,of Senate Dill 2053,
Testimony of Beverly Farm
Godf

My name is William J. Penly, I am the father of Suzanne, a 32 year
old mentally retarded daughter, and the Vice Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Beverly Farm. A parent owned facility located in Godfrey, U.
where developmental care is provided to 400 happy, mentally handicapped
children and adults. My comments today are based on my experiences as .a
parent, and my experiences' from having aerved,in various aisacities for
20 years in the operation of Beverly Farm.

I appreciate this opportunity to, present to you the seriousness of
withdrawing funds frominstitutioni,-in fact closing them, without regard
to the quality or role they play in making life meaningful for over 123,000
Mentally retarded citizens.

My training as an engineer has taught me to first Study all aspects of
the problem before adopting a solution. There iillstrong evidence that this
bill was not conceived oh this premise. I urge this committee to fully ire
investigate the problem areas in this discriminating legislation. To do,
otherwise would be criminal and negligent. Thereby; failing the men*
retarded who most need the best professional help end support of the
government,

It has been said, "Idealism increases in direct proportion to ones'
distance from the.srOblem!!...1.caa-get-closer-to-theprotilazartNit-Taiiit-7
'be-dealt with and achieved in any government supported program. Each of
the following should NI anslyzed indepth_and legisletiewadopted that
Pnly_fully Meets these-eliterias.

1. The right§ of all citizens to equal treatment.
2, Quality development care for ell.
3. Safe physical care
4. Permanency
5. Affordable

Before commenting specifically on each of the above objectives the
following general comments are offered. First, we are not opposed to
community facility living, nor do we favor large institutions. We do
believe there is a need for both. Regardless of size, any facility should
be properly operated as a developmental center, with a.wide range of pro-
grams, services, and recreation.

._
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Secondly, it is readily apparent that the problems involved in the
care of the retarded .are very complex and it is naive to think the answer
lies in one and only one solution.

Third, the advocates of this legislation contend community facility
living provides better care for all regardless of severity of retardation
or disability, and for less cost. If true, is it necessary to advance
'community facilities by destroying all other methods which provide develop-.
mental care? The propobed legislation S 2053 answers this question in the
affirmative.. It is thisreasoageWhO-have-reeponsibilitteh-for-dailicare

...;.--are--se-coneerri6C-T<Caei, We,strongly oppose this dangerous and ill con-.
ceived legislation.

The proponents may have had good intention in dictating only one
concept but they failed to conceive or'vieualiZe the broad speotum of
problems in caring. for the retarded. Theyhave left more voids than benefits
and the following comments on the above 5 objectives address these omissions.

1,. On individuals'lrights - The need to protect &Citizen's rights, is
the American way, and should not require any comments, This proposed legis-
lation is discriminatory in favor of Select few who are fortunate enough
to fit into the standards compatible. with Community residential living. It

completely ignores those. with more severe problems who heed it the moat;
Would you allow a public fire department to protect 2211 single family resi-
dents and deny the same protection to persons living in apartments? Of course
not. Similarly you should deland the'saMe support and assistance to all
handicapped peraoni regardless of where they reside for developmental care.
The proposed legislation camouflages this diicriminatory act by establishing

a pitifully inadequate transition time eed witrIty ',Durance the proposed
commitments are feasible. It is shocking that. this basic principle is so
blantantly ignored.

The proponents of this bill state their objective is to phase out all
care that does not fj,t their definition of community living facilities. What

makes their difinition right? Beverly Firm, a home for 400 mentally retarded,
is surrounded y residential homes, with no barriers. It is recognized and
receives consi able support from the administration and the citizens of
the city of God y. Local citizens have established an organization titled,
"Friends of Beverly Farm", which has contributed much in time and monies to
make Beverly Farm an integral part of the community. Volunteers have organized
scout troops, churches offer choir training and bell ringing, etc. In parti-
cular this selfless spontaneous response provide& opportunities for the
handicapped to associate with non-disabled persons in a relaxed environment
without frustrations or pressures. At the same time it contributes to perso-
nal interactions with their friends. When you see the happy faces, how can
anyone say,B to 10 is better? It is doubtful if fragmented and dispersed
homes could produce the same high degree of collective community awareness
and support,

-------The- presp &T n£s-o'fthis bill presume 11 large health care facilities

11
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are bad, and small units are good, We challenge this statement, It is no
more logical than stating all tall people are bad and short people are good,
so let's get rid of all tall people.

2. puality developmental care for all - The majority of parents of the
400 residents at Beverly Farm can assure youfrompersenal_eXperience,--t-hat------
after_examlniarg-the-futt-speCtfUM-OreireCacilities, they deciddd on Beverly
Farm for the care of their loved one, not because of the size, but because
of the type of care, and the opportunities offered to develop his or her
personality, The programs offered are so varied, 'that each resident partici-
pates regardless of degree of handicap or age, Currently the age varies from
5 to 85. They actively participate daily in programs focused on his or her
needs. What he does rather than what he lacks,

Beverly Farm provides therapy, medical care, psychological, speech,
-recreation, vocational training etc. None of which can be provided in small .

facilities of 8 to 10. It is too appalling to imagine that the government
would propose phazing out.this facility that offers so much in development
and loving compassionate care.

The subject of what is best for growth and development of the retarded
'"has been studied by experts with varing conclusions and opinions. These have
frequently changed when theory is applied in actual practice. We will continue
to have this pattern repeated as we progress to better care. It is pointed out
that larger social groups offer more flexibility than sma/1 facilities, in
implementing new developmental programs and discarding those that prove to not
have. merit or benefits.

Beverly Farm, founded in 1897, has proven its excellehcy by surviving
these 87 years when it has always been a matter of choice. This is contrary
to the proposed legislation that can only advance the community residential
facilities by eliminating all other choices. This concept is so discriminatory
and dangerous we do not believe this proposed legislation can even be used as
a framework. for discussions in providing better care to the retarded.

3. Safe physical care - I mention this important criteria because it is
not normally available in small residential homes, such as, fire protection,
freedom of barriers, and health services. In Beverly Farm and larger facilities,
these safe guards are the norm. Sprinkler systems meet NFPA codes, doors and
corridors are extra wide to accommodate those with low or even no mobility,,
side walks are wider, easy access to all buildings, etc.

In addition Beverly Farm has a comprehensive health service program
including; a Medical Director, highly qualified nursing staff, physical and
speech therapy, and dental care. All on the campus, The cost of similar

________PhYSizal-proteetion-and-beatth-care-In-STriall-iairEWbecOMiieiCessively
. expensive.

A. Permanency - The major concern of all parents of retarded children is
"how will their loved ones be cared for after they are gone"? Beverly Farm

)
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hae provided a permanent home for the retarded for over 87 years. Three
,viars ago c resident passed .away that came to Beverly Farm in 1897. We
e,'arrently have 40 residents who no longer have living relatives. This.is
it only comforting to the parents, but is essential to the residents, who

i.ave developed a companionship of like individuals.

The Nashville Tennessean newspaper on February 5, 1984 carried a
feature story on;a couple who became foster parents to four retarded
children when a ommunity home closed because of "funding problems".
Larger facilitie with a broader base of support are more stable and less
apt to close at the drop of a hat,

Even with adequate funding can you be assured community acceptance will
let you achieve high quality residential environments.' It is inconceivable
that anyone would phase tut an existing high qUality facility until this pro-
blem has been resolved. The.possibilitY of ending up with no provision for
thousands is real.

S. Affordable - We must face reality and constraints imposed by the limits
of monies available regardless of the source, :lather than engage in a specula-
tive .dialeque on relative costs we will provide you with the actual costs at
Beverly'Parm. You can then make a comparison with actual costs of operating
a community residential facility of 10 or less, being sure to include the same
support costs in community homes, 'offered at Beverly Farm,.

In the first place, BeverljLFarm facilities valued at over $7,000,000
were built exclusively with prillt2 fundst We are just completing a $1,20b0,000
residential building with monies raised by parents' sacrificei. The need for
this building was dictated by the government and now before it is occupied,
this legislation wants to close it. Not because of. the quality of care and
equipment, but because it is too large,

This years operating budget is at a coat of $12,000 per resident per
year and over halfof that is privately funded. Stated differently the average
government support cost is.$6,000 per resident per year. Are community resi-
dences costing less? Beverly Farm's costs are low for the services, programsc
and care offered because parents take an active personal interest in the
operation and they assure monies are only spent for the benefit of the resident.

,The National Association of State Mental Retardation Program Directors
INASMRPO. had estimated conservatively that the initial capital investment
would be $12 billion. This lesiglation provides zero do Lars, That is twit:
amount to voluntarily jumping out of an airplane without parachute.

In addition is,this bill places an immediate and devastating impact
on privately supported facilities. Contribution would soon cease with the
enactment of.the Bill. Contributors would rightly conclude needed plant and.
operation support would be without purpose for a facility with no future.

This proposed bill has no provisions for funding the training require
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ments, added cost during transition, and the list goes.on. It is obvious
that the bill must be defeated. We are dealing with live people and we
cannot start from a negative position by destroying one part of the system

until other productive alternatives are in place.

In summary this proposal Senate Bill 2053 is counter productive and

we respectfully request that you defeat this unacceptable bill.

WJPipr

I

Sinderely,

William J. Penly
Vice Chairman of the Board
Beverly Parm.Poundation

1
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. Re: Senate Bill 3.2053

"Community. and Family Living Amendment of 1983!'

Hearing date February 27,'1984

Beverly Farm is a residential home for mentally

retarded. It is a not- for - profit corporation located

in Godfrey, Illinois. It is owned and operated by the

parents of children residing there.

Beverly Farm was started by Dr. and Mrs. William
A

Smith in 1897. Theil4 son, Dr. Groves.B. Smith, took over

management of the Farmin 1928. Due to serious illness,

Dr. Smith sold the Farm to the pa'rents in 1958 The Farm

consisted of 16 buildings find equipment. The parents have

..since added 10 new buildings.at a cot of three million
.

dollars financed completely within the Beverli Farm family

and its friendsvia contributions. Beverly'Farm has no

debt. .I
. *

Dr. Groves Smith described Beverly Farm as a little

world within the larger world, where competition is lessened,

the'pare is slowPr, and tZecuity andaeceptance are felt by

each child. This philosophy has been carefully nurtured, by

-the parents.

In an atmosphere of kindness, patience, and loving

r
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care the 400 residents are able to pursue the maximum of

their abilities without the frustration of being forced

to try to perform at levels beyond their measured capabili-

ties.

Many residents are severely retarded and also have

multiple physical handicaps. They require a great amount

of individual, care. Beverly Farm has been the home of

many of these children fcr most of their lives. Many

residents are higher functioning and a broad range of

programs offers them opportunities for growth and develop-

ment.

Beverly Farm has an "Open Door" policy where visits

are encouraged at, any time. The campus setting permits

freedom of movement for all residents. Activities include

baseball, bowling, Special Olympics, visits by bus to the

zoo, amusement parks, band concerts, circus, and municipal

opera. Birthdays and holidays are celebrated as special

occasions.

The great relationship between residents, parents,

and house mothers, freedom of discussion, and lack of

regimentation, provide a peace of mind to parents and a

home with a spirit of love for our children.

Farm.

Senate Bill S.2053 would completely destroy Beverly
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Many years of hard work, dedication, sacrifice,

and love have gone into the development of this home.

Please don't destroy something that is 'good and has a

long proven record by Substituting something that is

going to be more costly, more difficult to Monitor, has
.

o
.

not been proven as realisftc on this scale, and can not'

possibly offer theservices offered by Beverly Farm.

?loving these residents from their Mame, separating

them from friends of many year and completely uProoting

their relationship with the people wbo.have been .carig

for them for most of their lives can have a devastatir.

effect on their lives. Please do not\permit'this to

happen.

Your opposition to Senate Bill $.2053 is respect-
,

fully requested.

Sincerely;

William R. Black
Chairman of the BotOd
Beverly-Farm .'
(Father of a mentally retarded
son, David Black of Beverly Farm)
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL RETARDATION
GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL' ON MENTAL RETARDATION

March,12, IVA

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Senate caltittee on Finance
Room 221
Senate Dlrkson Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

The following represents TESTIMONY OF THE CONNECTICUT COUNCIL ON
MENTAL RETAADATIONON 52053 - COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS
OF 196).

The Connecticut Council on Mental Retardation is an. II member body]
appointed by the Governor to advise the State Commissioner of Mental Retarda
tion and to recommend legislation to the Governor and General Assembly.

This Council applauds any and all Congressional efforts to extend
Medicaid reimbursement to a wide array of community based services and
residential programs for severely handicapped persons. We recognize the
serious inequities in federal funding of programs for mentally retarded
people, with funding much more easily available to institutional programs
than it is for community-based residential facilities and programs. How-

ever, we oppose S 2059, as currently/written, because it goes too fir.
More specifically, we oppose the withdrawal of Medicaid reimbursement
of larger residential' facilities. We do so for three reasons:

1)' It Is sheer folly to eliminate the existing system of reimbursement
to larger facilities in order to "encourage" states to provide
services in the community. Why not simply provide what hasn't
existed up to this time: Medicaid system that pays for community.- -

based services? State's don't have to be forced to develop com-

munity services with Medicaid funds. They need only be enabled

to do so,

2) This bill chills state investment in federal programs by punishing
those states who have made good faith Investments In the current

Medicaid system.

What a message the Chafee bill sends! "Tough luck," it says,
"Too bad that you invested heavily In physical plan improvements
In order to qualify for our old'passe Medicald,relmbursement
system. No matter that It was the only program option available

at the time. Too bad we haven't fully amortized your capital

expenditures like we promised. The rules of the game haVe

34. NIttn M.nn Stret
Walt 'Hartiord, CT 06117

Phone:466464 7 phone: a36.2531

J4-Xim-Shves 44*46,47-Ceotteetiettt-044-14

An Equal Opportunity Emplover
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changed now. We don't like those big facilities anygpre.
If you want federal funding you'll have to replace them with
the latest CongrUssionel gimmick - the family size community
residence. WIII we change our minds again'a few years down
the road? Probably not, but only time will tell."

3) There Is little, if any, empirical evidence that ALL severely
disabled persons, woutd-be'better served in small community facI1111
It would be,highty Irresponsible for Congrqss to eliminate funding
of a wide range of vsidential alternatives for those who would
benefit frail their in order to support the group home rhetoric.

Essentially, OA proponents of this bill seek to eliminate funding
from Institution4 because they feel that institutions are utilized
too heavily. But the net result of their proposal would be overuse
of small community facilities. Group homes aren't for everyone
either.

A better, more rational,' solution would be to provide for reimbursement
of a wide range of residential programs, but to require and fund
a state screening and monitoring system to ensure that clients
receive only that level of care which their needs dictate. Funding
would be contingent upon appropriate placement which could be
neither too restrictive or too unstructured. This system, too,
would haVe to be phased in as the proper mix of alternatives
for individuals has not yet been completely dev'eloped in most
or all states.

ro

In summary, the Council on Mental Retardation-believes that the com-
munity focus of S 2053 Is laudable but the b111 goes much further than
is necessary or wise if Its goal Is to Increase community, service options

for severely handlc'apped persons.. The amendments should be redrafted
,to create fiscal incentives for states to develop community-based programs.
Given such incentives, we are certain that states will accelerate that
already established trend toward develOpment of smaller homellke.residentlal
options and services at the local level. And states will also make usd
of any avallablejunds to develop,services to support families in caring
for their disabled members 4r:et° permit handicapped persons to live as
Independently as possible.

. We support the inclusion of state screening, processes to ensure appro-
priatse placement and of close federal monitoring of state use of Medicaid
funds under this program. But we vehemently oppos'e the statutory dlsenfrachise-
ment of thhusands of people in !arget facilities Which Is threatened by
the current chafee amendments. It Is not wise, It Is not human, and it
is not necessary.

4

HD:C:eac

cc: Council members

1

33 -210 )--84----29

Sincerely,

ji;,,uttei ALA
. Herbert Barall, Chairman

Governor's Council on Mental Retardation

%ea
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Mr. Rodoriok D.Armont
Chief Coen-Ill and Staff Director, Committee on Finance
e, s. Senate, Rome SD 219
Washington, D. C. 20510

Rai Pronged Rill 0 52053 "Community and Family Living Amendments of 190"

Dee*. Mr. DeArment!

I would like to goon repord)s being opposed to the above bill. My brother
Jimmy cannot survive if th4-aboVe bill becomes lawl Currently, Jimmy, lmodt 42 years
nf'sTe, resides in Wisconsin's excellent Central Center for the Developmental,ly
Disabled in Hadison. He has been there for almost 24 years. Prior tq -

lived at-home----witti-irmriii,-eirrinci-perents, 2 sisters, nd

brother - in the community. He was institutionalized because as we all got of r,
0

ennecially our parents, it beoame terrifyingly apparent that we as 'family end the
community as .a wnoln, could not oentinua to pare for him properly.

Mille um were growing up, there were many things we could not do bemuse the
were no facilities fer Jimmy, many places we could not go because Jimmy was not
"allowed." There were no ramps fOr him wheelchair to enable his passage into bull
logs whether hhejleillings were.tba_deator's offteeF-dentist'w-office, itores,-m ies,

Tf wn lid manage to lift his chaiv'into any place, he was frenuently au
jneted to stares and very cruel remarks. Now, more than 25 yearn later, and as
mother of 4 healthy, normal, active children, I can appreciate the monumental task
my parents-had in providing care for my brother. I also realize that communities ( rd
people) today are not mewed to provide pare and faoilitiem for citisens like my
brother any more than they were then.

The knowledge that he is well cared for and would be well cared for until his
death, made his institutionalization bearable for our whole family, This proposed

has destroyed this knowledge,and created confusion and muoh consternation - not onl
in my feral?, but in other families with relatives in similar situations aoross the
eountry.

Jimmy oanngt it up, walk, talk, or oars fr himself in ex way. But he does

enjoy his life at the Center tremendously. The'Center providea this enjoyment - e

daily, constant stimulation of lot, of people and their activities would cease if he
warn subjected to "oommunity living." Jimmy is in a ward with 15 other residents with
simile!' afflictions. In addition to the aides, a nurse is on duty 24 hours a day A

doctor is always available 24 hours a day. This partioular institution consists of
10 buildings interconnected by wide underground tunnels; These tunnels enable- sidents

to move or be moved for various activities in safety. There is air oonditionin g floors

' are heated allowing residents to lay down, crawl or roll about on special carts there

is a well equ'pped hospital! there is a Braces Shop-very necessary for repairs modifi-

cations, etc. to special wheelohairs and other equipment no residents with at phied

.limbs can tolerate sitting positions for several. hours, All these services a right

thern-on the premises- where they are needed and used - not spread out over ilea in

many different directions as in the community. A move back into the oormuni y would
greatly disrupt and disturh Jimmy's happy life and in all probability - shor en
considerably.

I thoroughly agree that some retarded belong, in the community - but n all.

MOST EMPHATICAIIN NOT ALIJ And those that are in the community need a ve well

educated community - not in the academic sense, but in the sense that the community
is aware of thcp speoial needs of these special people. This proposed bi , if enacted,

will undoubtedly go the way of the Foster Cam program, people will vole tear, strictly

for the money, Our country's existing social and law enforcement genc es (at any level-
federal, state, local) cannot effectively police that program and pro de a safe environ-
ment for "normal" oitizens, how can they be exreoted to effectively ice a program for
the retarded. Exploitation at its worst will be the name of the game

I
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I ask that your oommitton investigate and understand the plight of the profoundly
through the mildly mentally retarded much more thoroughly before taking any further
action on this bill. Irvestigate the "bdrn out" rate of doctors, nurses, aides, and
nthere who work with these people. It is the highest burn out rate known. Investigate
ton, the onst of moving them into the community. Mary new housing units will have to
be construoted. In order to ponvert existing, houses to suit their needs, many expensive
modifications will be needed on each ewelling. The cost will be staggering. The strain
on the existing, community services and to the taxpayer, whose taxes (federal, state, and
local) will rise appreciably in order to pay for the training and salaries of the
additional personnel that will be necessary. And what becomes of the existing facilities-
that our tax dollars have already paid for? ,Please investigate the future of these ergipty.
buildings that cover acres in each state., Will the huildings be-demolished-and the
acreage used? In what wiy, by whom, at whose expense, at whose profit?

Please vi'sit several different states institutions for the mentally retarded. Some
states hews very poor facilities indeed. But on the other hand, states like Wisconsin,
Michigan, and Minnesota have excellent facilities and should not be closed down, federal
funding limited, or penalited.in any way because of the poor administrations and/or lack
of state funding, in other states. Institutions, like people, should be judged on their
individual merits or fcults.

This bill:denies the retarded ani/or hablicapped,.their parents and/or guardians,
__She_nhoice of institutional-or7ComMunityliving. This hill forces all back into the

community whether they want it or nat, whether to their benerk or not, and whether to
the oommunity's benefit or not. A very large portion of our tax dollars are presently
appropriated to social velfare programs. Muoh of thin poen towards assistance (in some
form) for those who are physically and mentallx.able to care for themselves. It appears
to me that perhaps a better target for funding outs can be found, while we as a society
continue to support and provide for the truly needy,

1-m /

Sincerely,

Gail M. Danielle

RR #5, Pox 585, Pt, 37
New Fairfield, CT .0 R12

(203) 746-9867
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STATEMENT
or

DIXON ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
IN OPPOSITION TC

UNITED STATES SENATE BILL 2053
SUBMITTED TO

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

By way of introduction, DARC is a non-profit Organization,//

composed of parRnts, relatives, guardians and friends oV
1.

residents of the Dixon Developmental Center. Our org ization

i.s 34 yearn old and has as its primariy purpose promot ng the

general welfare of the mentally retarded, wherever hey may be,

and particularly those multiple handicapped at th Dixon

Developmental Center.

The Dixon Developmental Center is located in DixtbIli--1-1-15ois,

a community of approximately 16,000 persons and, as you know,

the hometown of President Reagan. The current population of

the Dixon Developmental Center consists of 199 multiple

handicapped, developmentally disabled individuals, the youngest

of which is seventeen years of age.

The following chart summarizes the multiple handicaps which

are encountered by this population of 109 residents at the

Dixon Developmental Center.
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MENTAL RETARDATION'

Mild Moderate Severe Profound

13 22 11 62

SEIZURE DISORDERS

Not
Controlled Controlled

, 18 13

AUTISM

Mild or
Moderate Severe

1

CEREBRAL. PALSY

Mild Moderate Severe

14 7 0

HEARING IMPAIRMENT

t

Hard-of
Deaf

60' 15

PIS ION IMPAIRMENT

unpaired Blind

6 . 30

OTHER

Normal
Intel.

1

The dominant group i this multiple handicappe'd setting ate the

deaf, 41 yes idents , and the deaf -bl ind, 28 residents. However,

what is important is the recognition that each of these individuals

ham, at a sin n i mum , two riandicapu, of which severe mental retardation is

just one. In essence, you are dealing with the severely retarded

mull iple hand icapped , dove lopmentally disabled.

. Its
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Our purpose. hurt today it A give tentimony opposing Senate Bill

2053. Upon review of Senate Till 2.053,' one draws the concludi4n

that it is dedicate'd to ultimately closing down all state and

private institutions for the mentally retarded having' more than

ten individuals. fn 'thin regard, we quote Senator Dave Durenberger:

"S. 2053 would seek to provide more individualized services for

the severely disabled by shifting federal medicaid funds from

institutions for the disabled, primarily.intermediate care

facilities (TCF's) and ICF's for the mentally retarded, to

community -bared settings." While this may be a desired effect'by

sDme, without medicaid funds,. any institutional facility for the

mentally retarded could only provide custodial care and none of

the programs that arc*necessary for the well-being of their

residents. In effect, these institutions become warehouses and

set back to the 'Tliddle-Ages the cause of the mentally retarded.

The Dixon Association for Retarded Citizens has not opposed the

moving of residents into "ComOnity Facilities," but has been

insistent that these facilities provide the appropriate programmatic

and'habilitative needs of the resident. However, experience has

demonritt.tte-d that those who are able to function in "Community

Faci lit ies" are the mildly retarded. Further, these facilities

are programmed, depigned and staffed to meet the needs of such

individuals. In the case of the more severel_y_retarded multiple

hand the experience is different.
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When Governor Thompson, In January of '1982, announced the- conversion

the,Dixon Developmental Center (DDC) into a prison, the Illinois

Association for Retarded Citizens, through its directors, attempted

to assure the parents at DDC that there were one thousand beds

available in the community to take care of the residents. Many

parents of DDC residents were not impressed with these pronouncements

and turned to the courts far assistance.

The end result of the legal maneuverings was that the Department

of Mental Health and Detvelopmental Disabilities recognized its

responsibilities in this matter and implemented a process which

ensured that the retarded multiple handicapped residing at Dixon,

except for the deaf, deaf-blind, and a few other severely retarded

multiple handicapped, were placed in appropriate settings which met

their programmatic and habilitative requirements. Respectfully,

we point out to this Senate Committee that of the approximately

seven hundred residents transferred, only twenty-five,were able

to be placed in "Community Facilities," or approximately 3.5 percent;

the remaining were moved to other state facilities.

This case alone demonstrates the inability of "Community,,FacilitieS"

to meet the programmatic and habilitative needs of the retarded

ultiple handicapped. The Association for Rekarded Citizens

(National) and Illinois Association for Retarded Citizens do not seem to

recognize and appear determined to ignore the fact that community

living facilities do not meet the needs of a substantial number of the

retarded multiple handicapped. The facts point out that these people

V
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need a highly trained rtaff and dynamic programs within a

prOtective'setting.- At this point, and with all due respect

to the parties involved, we must point out that in this most

serious matter the Association for Retarded Citizens (National),

one of the driving jorces behind this bill, does not speak for us

nor for an overwhelming number of the multiple handicapped,

developmentally disabled.

One of the outstanding areas of the Dixon Development.1 Center

'was the development of a program for the deaf and deaf-blind.

retarded. This program had gained national attention and had

been looked upon by others as a model program. When Governor

Thompon gave his statement on the conversion of the Dixon

Developmental Center into a prison, he also noted the unique

qualities of this program and announced that it would 'remain

in.Dixon and be housed in a new facility.

The decision of Governor Thompson to retain this specialized

population at Dixon was based on the multiple needs of the

severly and profoundly, developmentally disabled deaf and

deaf-blind individuals currently residing at this facility

for whom there is no appropriate alternative residential

placement.
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At.the.present time, the Department of Mental Health and

Developmental DisabilitieP is proceeding with the development

of a new facility in Dixon which will be used as a state resource

in developing programs for the'deaf and deafblind ret,-,nled- This

facility will be built on a lovely 16-acre site which will contain\-..

one administration building and seven residences, each complete

with dining, recreational and specialized training rooms, and

each housing sixteen persons.

This. new facility is specifically designed for small individualized.

. groupingslin a more normalized living environment. Since these

residential buildings are clustered, it. is possible to Maintain

the large group of specialized training staff who are necessary to

meet the needs of these residents. It would have been economically

prohibitiYe.and impossible to maintain this program and core of

highly specialized staff had the housing of these resideqs been

scattered over a larger geographical area.

When the conversion of the Dixon Developmental Center was announced,

the State of Illinoi6 and the4imerican Federation of State,' County

and Municipal Employees Union met to discuss the deaf and deaf-blind

program. These meetings resulted in retaining the specialized staff,

which provided direct care services to these individuals, outside

the normal layoff process (last hired,- first fired). The principles

involved in this decision were that these individuals had, had years.

of specialized training and experience in working with the deaf and

deaf-blind, severely and profoundly mentally retarded, individuals.

461
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..Nowhere else in the state, is theresuch a concentration of staff

t:i.h tier :TeCialized education and dedication to meet these needz.

This staff training not only includes providing basic care needs
1

1,e the :;evetely and profoundly, developmentally disabled individual,

but also specialized training in manual communication for the deaf',

anl whi,!11, incidentally, °all the staff have

The Dixon Developmental Center, in aresidential setting, is structured

by t.he.principles of normalization and provides habilitative training

in the areas of self-help skills, maladaptive behavior reduction,

communication skills, gross and fine Motor skills, socialization

skills and 'independent living skills within a protective environment..

Fhr prgram used for this training have been specifically designed

for use wLth,the deaf and deaf-blind impaired, developmentally

disabled population and have been refined over the course of several

year5.

The Dixon Developmental Center staff responsible for the provision

o! habilitative services, include two administrators (with'elinical

backgrounds in social work and nursing), a psychologist, a

registered nurse, a social worker, two activity therapists, a speech

patholog'ilt, an audiologist and a mental.health specialist, as well

as a -Tecially trained and highly dedicated group of mental health

technicians.
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in addition, Dixon Developmental Center recipients, where appropriate,

are enrolled in prop rams at Xrieder Services, 1pe., a CARF accredited

'organization,' in the areas of day care, work activity and workshop

Programs, thus providing a coordinated hierarchical continuum of

habilitativesservice.

The late professor of psychology Abraham MasloW set forth what he

considered five levels of human needs, and it is appropriate that

we examine these needs and how they are fulfilled at_the Dixoln

DevelOpmental Center.

Level. 1: PHYSIOLOGICAL. NEEDS

Hunger,-Thirst,-Sleep, and Waste Elimination.

The deaf and deaf-blind multiple handicapped need

special assistance to assure that these needs are

met - these needs have been met at the Dixon

Developmental Center because of the °specialized

training given the staff in both manual communication

and sensitivity to.the problems of the multiple

handicapped deaf arid deaf-blind.

Level 2: THE NEED FOR SAFETY AND SECURITY

Exarbjes: Safe Shelter, a Sense of.Home, Security from

Physical Threats and Loss of Property, and

Familiar Surroundings;

The deaf and deaf-blihd multiple handicapped would

be overwhelmed in an urban surrounding - yet he or

she can attain this level within the protective

setting of the Dixon Developmental Center.

4C3
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Level THE NEED FOR LOVE AND KLONGINGNESS

Examples: Companionship, the Care by Others'', Social

Adaptation, and the Caring for Others.

The deaf and deaf-blind multiple handicapped

are able to achieve this level with their own

peers, and staff that can relate to their

special needs, as well as their families.

A "Community.Facility" could pot provide the

interaction of a homogeneous group nor the

specialized staff to meet these needs - both

of which 'exist at the Dixon Developmental Center.

Level 4: THE NEED FOR ESTEEM

Examples: Self-Respect and Personal Adequacy.

The deaf and deaf-blind multiple handicapped find

this in workshop programs and'group activities

specifically designed to meet their special

requirements.- these programs are in an action

mode.at the Dixon Developmental tenter.

In the heterogenequs setting most likely to

be found in a "Corrunity Facility," it would

be almost Impolsible to find equivalent programs

for the deaf-and deaf-blind multiple handicapped.

Upt
_.0 rr.,r, ,; .0 ,
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Level 5: THE NEED FOR SELF-ACTUALIZATION

Examples: Accomplishment ofUseful Tasks; e.g., Making

One's Bed, Washing Onei.s Clothes, and Brushing

of Teeth.

The deaf and deaf-blind multiple handicapped

can learn these skills in a collective setting

and under the supervision of specially trained

personnel. The deaf and deaf-blind multiple

handicapped ere able to sene accomplishment

when performing these tasks in front of their

own peers. The'Dixon Developmental Center

offers the setting and dedication for the

fulfillment of this level'.

Students of human behavior would generally agree that an in vidual

who 'achieved these levels of human needs.would adjust to h's or her

setting and that this adjustment will be even greater if that

individual has won the respect of his or her peers.

In the case of the deaf, deaf-blind and other severe y retarded

multiple handicapped, their .eers are similarl low incident

handicapped -not us.

In conclusion, the passage of Senate Bill 2053 would destroy this

tremendous program and obliterate whatever progress these individuals

may have made toward attaining their dignify.

Therefore, we Tpose passage of Senate Bill 2053.

Thank you.

33-270 0-84--3ll

Nicholas J. De Leonardis, President.

Dixon Association for Retarded Citizens
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\\STATEMENT OF LEONA FIALKOWSKI
IN SUPPORT OF 5.2053

I am Leona Fialkowski of 5113 James Seat, Philadelphia.

I wish to have my statemeht in support of S.2053 made part of

the record of the Hearings held on 5.2053, the Community and

Family Living Amendments Act. \

I had the opportunity to attend the hearings on 5.2053, r
anilisten to the testimony of the experts and professionals on

the.complex issues surrounding services ,for disabled and retarded

persons. I would-like you to consider as well the views of par-

ents, who have attempted over a long pliciod of time; to secure

approptia0 services for their children. I am not a profes-
/

sio al, I,have no degrees or credentials, but from-my life ex-

/
p fence I believe I qualify as an expert in parenting and the

e
. arent's struggle to obtain appropriate services. I am 60 years

old and with my husband, now retired, have brought up. 10 chil-

dren. Two of my sons, Walter and David, are severely handicap-

ped. David', age 22 who is still at home, will "graduate" om

high school next year. Walter, age 32, lives nearb, n a.com-
e,

munity residence, and attends a workshop in theast Philadel- .

phia. /

When David and Walter were of school age, there was no.

public school for them. Iri wanted "education", my only choice

was an ihstitution far from home. I did not know much about in-

stitutions in those days, but 1 did know Nat I did not want my

sons separated from their family. With no public school services
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aysilable, we started our own school, for children with severe

handicaps. Finally, as a result of Court tion and the enact-,

ment of federal law P. L. 94-142, David and Walter were accepted

into public schooi.

While I,was always concerned with the quality of education

for niy sons,
_

as they grew older I fully realized that the equally

\important question was: "where do they go after they finish school ".1

'or children as severely handicapped as Walter and David, the

likely answer was an institution. Throughout my years of advoca-

ting for my children and working with parents I came to know in- 1

stitutions. I know the worst, like Pennhurst, where'I served as I

a qarent advocate for residents; and I know the so-called good

institutions such as Woodhaven, where I serve, on the Board of

Trustees. Despite all, the professional debate about improving
a

institutions, it takes little more than a pa'rent's common sense to

know that no institution is a substitute for hone and family. Par-

ents have used institutions as a last resort because there are

no other aaernatives.
9

a

As a parent who has struggled to keep our sons, in the

family with us, and as a taxpayer, I am angry and upset when I.

learn that my federal taxes go to support ICF institutions but

not for in-home support or community services. If I choose to

place my two sons in Woodhaven, an ICF institution for 300 de-

velopmentally disabled persons. in Philadelphia, it would cost

at current ICF Medicaid rates over $180.00 a day for each, or

over $131,000 a year for both. The federal government would

t.
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pick up more than half the cost. On the other hand, if I want

to keep my fatally together an in the community, I and other

parents must maXe do on our own and be continually told, "there

is no money, there are no progxamenly-wwiting-ltg" if we '

could have just a fraction of what the federal government is wil-

ling to spend.if we institutionalize our children, local commun-

ities could sunort severely handicapped children and adults at

home and in the rynmunity. My sons are now young men. Many

parents of younger severely handicapped children, thanks to

Cqngress have never been excluded:from-school programs, do not

realize what is waiting for them after the school yearA. If

CongreMlo does not enact S.2053 or similar legislation, the fu-

ture will be more institutions, separated families, and a waste

of.the years of investment in education of our'handicapped young-

sters.

I urge you .-not to let 5.2053 die. If there are problems

with the bill, correct them; but do not abandon those families

who have sacrificed in the-past and urgently need support now.

Thank you for your consideration of my view:

8

.11
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February 20, 1984

To; Mr. Roderick A. De Arment, Chilpf Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance SD 219
Dirksen Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

We are opposed to Senate Will 2053 which discimi

ates against profoundly retarded people and their par

and guardians becausel

1. It denies them the right to select the most normaliz

ing residential services is the community.

2. It denies states such as Wisconsin, which have sups

institutional programs, the :right to provide a continuum

of care for all retarded people.

3, It denies Medicaid fundint to states, such as Wisconsiri,

which have been responsible in t.:e use of that money.

In coglusion: Between us we have had 67 years of

service in the Milwaukee Public, Schools as teachers of

special and,.academic classes, counselors to disadvantaged

pupils, and as administrators; we know from experience

the compassionate and eduational programs available to the

largest number of retarded people in the community

Sincerely yours,

( Mr. and. Mrs. Fred C. Gee )

3451 N. Frederick Avenue

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
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Ileorgetown University Medics) 'enter

GORMAN SUILDING,q,

300 RESERVOIR P1OAD, WW.
WASHINGTON, D.C. a0007

Introduction

I'am JosepsixA. Bellanti, M.D., a professor f Pediatrics and Micro-

biology at Georgetown University School of Medici e. For the east 20

years I have been engaged in research, education a d patient care ac-

tivities related to children. I this capacity I have provided care for

hundreds of children with various forms of chronic andiapping condi-

tions, including mental retardation. Many of these hildren have been

referred from residential institutions, such as Great Oaks facility in

Maryland, wiiich have provided quality care to these ch9dren,many of

whom are severely and profundly mentally retarded. Included within this

testimony is a basis for my recommendation to the Subcomelittee that both

residential institutions and community facilities are needed in a compre-

hensive system of care for the mentally retarded. The follOwing is a

summary of the principal points included in th4 statement:

Changing trends of placement of mentally retarded persons from pub'

lic institutions to residential placements in the community.

Medical need for institutions in providing care for these mostise-
,

riousl) involved - a need which cannot be met by residential place/net-as in

the conmen ty

DIVISION or GEORGETOWN ITT MEDICAL CENTER
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Nerd for a diversified approach of care for the mentally retarded in-
.

volving alternative facilities for the monthly retarded in response to

the wide spectrum of severity of mental retardation ranging from minimal

involvement to those who are severely and profoundly affected.

Reduction of medical and related services for mentally retarded

would not be cost-effective.

O The record of community facilities thus far is not reassuring.

t Will group homes envisaged by S. 2053 fall heir to the ills of the

nursing homes?

Conclusion - the need for diversification of health care facilities

for the mentallyetarded. AP

(171
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1. gackgroundt institutional and community oriented residential
facilities for the Mental* retarded

In 1971, a Presidential statement on Mental Retardation established a.

',goal of placing one-third of some 200,000 mentally retarded persona in public

Institutions in residential placements in the community. The goal was based

on public recognition that large numbers of persons living in overcrowded

conditions in underfinanced public institutions might be better able to

lead richer and more rewarding lives in smaller residential settings in

the community. By June 1979 the number in Such institutions had decreased

to about 140,000 and in 1982 this number had further declined to about

119,000. At the same tinee the number of mentally retarded persons living

in community based residential facilities increased from about 600 facilities

housimg over 9,000 persons to nearly 5,000 facilities housing 62,000 persons.1/

While this goal was in the process of realizationt Congress also

recognized the basic medical reality that residential institutions will
4

10
continue to be needed in the spectrum of services that must be available

for the mentally retarded. As Senator Allan Cranston noted of the bill

which became the Developmental Disabilities Act, that bill:

"***recognlzeldl that the need for some long-term residential
programs will remain. The bill specifically provides that
where institutional programs are appropriate, adequate support
should be planned for them so that the necessary treatment and

1/ Longitudinal Study of Court-Ordered Deinstitutionalization of
Pelinhurst Residents (Dec. 15, 1983). Federal funding helped play a

"Federal housing assistance programs can be successfully
used to fund many of the types of housing in the community
needed by mentally disabled persons. Although housing assistance

.

leglslatiun wastam6xled in 1974 to authcrize assistance to mentally

disabled persons, surprisingly ittPie federally funded housing has
netmally been extended to this populatinn. The money to available,
however, and many (Ape roadblocks which have traditionally
prevented its use to fund needed housing for aisabled persons
gradually are being removed."

Yohalem, "Federal Housing Programs for the Mentally Disabled," 2 PLI Legal
:Rights of7Mentally Disabled Persons 1145 (1979).

el F,1 ')A
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habilitation programs can be given residential patienta to
develop .their full potential."1/

2. A medical need for institut,ions for those most seriously involved

Congressional recognition of ipie continuing role that institutions

for the mentally retarded must play is based on 0001e harsh medical facts.

While many retarded persons are endowed with the good health that may

allow them to function well in the community, there are tens of thousands

of others who regrett'ably are in a very different category. Crippled,

non-ambulatory, seizure-prone, unable to feed themselves or attend to

their basic needs, blind, deaf and without language, theae persons are in

constant need of medical surveillance and attention. It is a tragic fact

that among a substantial proportion of the mentally retarded, nature has

not been content to visit only a single handicapirppon its victims. It

has all too often struck with catastrophic effect and, plagued these

people with multiple deficits. These occurrences are so fiequent that

careful ,physicians who find themselves in the presence of one handicap,

whether at birth/ or subsequently, especially if manifested in severe or

profound form, ,will routinely search for a syndrome of handicaps and

problems. This phenomenon has long been recognized and is commonly

reflected in surveys of the handicapped population.

Now the innate deficits that may be discovered in many mentally

retarded persons do not unfprtunately exhaust the catalogue of illness

1/ 121 Cong. Rec. 1650 (19/5).

:3
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to which they are subject. They are at higher risk than the general

'copulation to the ,ravages of infectious diseases. as well. To take but

one example, the incidence and mortality of.respiratory disease in the
-----

retarded is-higher than in the general population and it is greater in

the more severely retarded than in the less retarded. Of all causes of

death .among the retarded, respiratory disease has been documented

as the most frequent, especially in the profoundlymentally retarded.

The diffilences between the death rates for the profoundly mentally

retarded and other retarded persona in comparison to those rates for

the U.S. population as a whole are especially striking. Thus one studyl/

disclosed the following comparisons:

Age - standardized death 'rates/1000

All deaths Reap: deaths

Profoundly mentally retarded

Other mentally retarded

U S.A.

40

15

9.5

Respiratory-
specific death

ratios

27 66.7

9 50.1

0.4 4.2

iThe study noted that profound retardation was at particularly outstanding

risk when in combination with epilepsy, inability to ambulate, and

developmental cranial anomalies.

1/ Chaney, Eyman, Miller, "Comparison of Respiratory Mortality in the
Profoundly Mentally Retarded and in the Less Retarded," 23 Journ. of Mental
Deficiency 1 (1919).

A "1
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This state of affairs is but one indicium of the need of a substantial

class of mentally retarded persons for A medically. adequate setting.

1. Recognition of the need for a diversified approach involving
alternative facilities for the mentally retarded

It has long been recognized by professionals and others concerned

with the problems of the mentally retarded and other developmentally

(Nsabled1/ that these labels do not describe a single homogeneous'class..

Rather they apply to a large number of disparate individuals whose needs

require a spectrum of alternatives rather than a single panacea, however

beguiling its appeal. 'Phillip Roos, a former Executive Director of the

National Association for Retarded Children (now Citizens), hag written:2/

"***We must develop alternative plans and solutions, resisting
the.temptation of simplifying life by selecting a single answer
to a problem.***"

If we are to capitalize on this liberalizing trend in
our society, we must, of course, expand differentiated service
options so that .selection.among varied desirable alternatives

is indeed possible. Adequate funding is, of course, essential.
However, it Is.not-sufficient. Standards and regulations which

determine funding patterns must encourage alternative service
models. We are tempted to adopt simplistic answers and to
encourage simple solutions while eliminating options. For

instance, there are voices raised today which clamor for the
complete abolition of residential instltu ions. Based on the
deplorable conditions cprrently existing tp many institutions,
the temptation is indeed great to elimpla e this posslble

11-- The term "developmental disability" is defined at 42 U.S.C. i6001(7)
and includes mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism and

learning disabilities.
2/ Roon, "MontaTly Retardod CitIzeoH: Chnlieogoe for the 1970'n,"

235yrnooqv Lnw RevIvw 1059, l060, 1063, 111b5 (1912).

A 7a
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alter ative. Yet this solution is simplistic and is based on
emot hal rather than on rational grounds. .1f we are to
capi lize on diversification we need to expand rather than

tail possible alternative solutidns."

Elizabeth M. Boggs, a former president of the same organization, has

also stressed the need for a multifaceted approach 7 the needs of the

mentally retarded:

"***Successful societies are students of ergonomics; they
fit the habitat to the inhabitants. If the inhabitants differ
from one another, then so should the habitats and even the
subcultures, ethnic or otherwise. In an era of divergent
life styles, it seems partiCularly ironic that we place such
stress op normalization for the retarded. Somehow the gap
between public policy and private preferences seems great
at timed. Social reforms based on theoretical constructs
are still pursued with the same missionary zeal as was the
eugeni,cs movement in times past."1/

The need. for a diversity of approaches. that is stressed by both

Mr. Rocs'and Mrs. Bog requires recognition that the needs of the more

14-5medically involved ret rded must never be sacrificed in order to advance

the cause of those more advantaged in health.

4. Cost savings should not be realized by reducing medical and
related services

If health requirements for the most disadvantaged among the retarded

cannot be sacrified to ideology, should they be acrificed to the more

mundane concerns of cost? Advocates of wholesale einstitutionalizetion

have been joined by those who see in themOverpsli the possibility of

conserving public revenues. A number of studies has been conducted to

ascertain the roate of public and community residential facilities but

they are far from un 1 to rm in their conclusions:

1" Who is Putting Whose Head in the Sand Or in the Clouds as the Case
May Be?" in Turnbull & Turnbull, Parents Speak Out 51, 64.(1978).
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Over the, past decade, there have been a number of studies

the relative costs of inatitutional:and community residential
programs in an attemptto replace these presumptions with hard

data. Wieck and Bruininks (1980) provide an excellent review

of such studies. The results of these and more recent studies

are not conclusive.' Some researchers indicate lower costs for
community alternatives (Murphy and Datel, 1976; Touche Ross and
Company, 1980; Temple University, 1982; Ray, Blessing, Bradley
and McCausland, 1982; Sullivan, Bosworth, and Nurney, 1983);
Others are unable to find a consistent difference in costs in

favor of community programs or institutional programs (Mayeda

and Wai, 1975; Jones and Jones, 1976; Templeman, Gage, and

Fredricks, 1982). As noted by Wieckand pruinlnks (1980, p. 17)

"Opinions about the costs of residential services abound, while
rigorous studies remain difficult to design, implement, and

-evaloate."1/

In.the Wieck and Bruininks2/ study just mentioned,.another study (by

Mayeda and Wai) is summarized. The'latter provides a distressing clue

as to the nature of the savings that might be ascribedlto an exclusively

community oriented approach:

One of the most carefully designed studies of comparisons
between community and public facilities was conducted by Mayeda

and Wai (1975). The model they employed aggregated costs over

sivedirect variables and ono indirect cost variable including:
a) room and board, b) attendant services, c) special Trograms,

d) educational programs, f)support services, and g) general

administrative costs. By analyzing budgets of state hospitals

and regional centers in California, Florida, and Washington for

a six -month period in 1974 and 1975, Mayeda and Wai were able

to trace and record the total costs for services provided to

4,284 community and institutional residents."..

The clue emerges in the first two conclusions 9f the Mayeda and Wei

study:

"***The first conclusion of this study was:

The cost of services to developmentally disabled persons

in state hospitals .does not differ significantly from the

adjusted true costs of services in community settings provided

both groups are provided with a full ariity of needed services."

(underscoring supplied)
r

1T Longitudinal Study of Court-Ordered Deinstitutionalization of

Peiinhurst Residents 3 (dec. 15, 1983).'

2/ Wieck and Bruininks, The Cost of Public and Community Residential

Care for Mentally Retarded People in the U.S. (1980).

A 77
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In other words, if needed services are supplied to the mentally retarded,

there is no significant cost benefit in favor of a community setting.

That there may, in fact, be a coat differential arises from the fact

that less services are given to those who need them in the community

facilities. Nor can this'be wholly ascribed to the elimination of

"unnecessary" services to what is most evidently not a pampered

population.

"The authors concluded:

The service utilization patterns in community settings

are lower than utilization patterns of services in state
hospitals due partially ,;to the weaknesses of the coordinating

interface in community settings and differences in repayment
criteria and policies." (underscoring supplied)

In short, if "savings" are to be derivedyfrom a diminishment of services

that were until recently universally recognized as inadequate, then it is

those least able to defend themselves who will lose out. Predictably,

these'will not be the more highly functioning individuals with superior

health. The loss will fall disproportionately on those in precarious

health and with medical complications. The result is foreseeable,

With every decrease in medical and related services there will be a

parallel increase in the illness, suffering and mortality of the

severely and profoundly retarded.

5. Community facilities: the record thus far is. not reassuring

This brings me to a consideration of how well the community

facilities are In fact working for if the nation were to decide to

phase out its public residential institutions in accordance with the

mandate of S. 2053, it is these facilities that would form the bulwark

\,/
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and standard of ttie new system. The concluilton can only be preliminary

and tentative and f undertake it not as ab adversary of community facilities '

but rather as one who believes that, properly constituted and regulated,

they will contribute importantly to a comprehensive system of alternative

facilities for the mentally retarded.

I regret to say that the conclusion is not unmi ed. In the view of

one objective and sympathetic observer:

"***Only in a few states and a number of isolated communities
were there the support services and commitment ne essary to
overcome inertia and planned opposition. Too man former
residents of institutions were rendered helpless y community
placements that were made without regard to the ividual
needs of the disabled person. Too many individual capable
of living outside the institution were never given the proper
opportunity to do so. -Decentralization in many-i antes
made enforcement of the most basic humanitarian va ues
impcissible; abuses were simply allowed to go on unc ecked.
Even with the heartwarming examples of how deinstit tionalization,
when properly supportd, has worked out well, the o erwhelming
series of horror stories from across the United Ste es has left
a bad impression in the minds of many policycsakers."1/

As far back as 1976. Butterfield had sounded an alarm:

"***The question must. be asked:

Are these released people faring better outside t an they -,
were inside the institution?"2/

He noted the lack'of objective information about 'the quali y and outcomes

of care provided. More recently cotaprehEns'ive,inquiriee h ve been

undertaken in New York and California.

1 'Summary ,and Analysis," American Bar Association Commi sion -rfrErie
Mentally Disabled, 5 Dental Disability Law Reporter 379 (No . -Dec. 1981).

2/ . Butterf leld, in Chan, in Patterns in Residential Servie s for the
Mentally Retarded, President s Committee on Mental Retardati n 34 (1976).

Z11 79
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. InNew York since 140, the number of mentally re arded persons

in public institutions has been reduced from 27,563 tce approximiaely

14,000 in.1980. A study conducted by Willer and intagliata found

'***wide variations in the quality of care and a P00114 planned system

for determining community placenients"1/ Etzioni wars less cautious

in his assessment.2/

1/ "Study says flew York's placement of mentally retarded in
is poorly planned," A.B.A. Commission on the Mentally Disabled
Disability Law Reporter 52 (Jan.-Feb. 1981).

2/ Referring to the fortunate who are ambulatory, he wrote:

For New Yorkers the 'deituititutionalized/ are familiar
fixtures. On .uppe r Broadway, for example, they line the
benches of the traffic islands, next to paper bag which
contain the full measure of their belongings. Others
scavenge trash baSkets in the Bowery, or sleep in the
doorways in the Bloomingdale's area."

Moreover, in seeking the cause of a basically good idea gone
attempted to go to the heart of the matter:

"ttsnyou can repeat after Schumacher 'small is beau fuls
until all the big institutions are broken up into mall
ones. but .please also note that the greatest a es occur
in the small ones. Thus horrid as the huge sVte institutions;
are, many 'adult' residential halls and nur.i homes, in which

'many of the so-called tdeinstitutionalizedpersons end up,
are more scandal-riddled and more abusive than anyone ever
charged any state institution of being, ///'Small' here means
even more difficult to oversee, inspe , anal keep tabs on,
than big, and hence even more unrespaisive to reform.
Alt.so, 'small' ofte.- means run on a, rofitmaking basis,
and these small institutions are ten run not by normal
businessmen, but by profiteers. As Senator Frank Moss
s4id when he released a report oh the boarding home
industry, pzepared.--by-the.staff iof the Senate-Subcommittee
on Long-Tern: .Care: 'Operators undetistand that the way to
make n prof it in to rut hark i food, H taf bedding and
other vital service9. What er is not spent becomes prof it."

Etzioni, "Deinstitutionaltzation...A Vastly Oversold Good Idea,"
Columbia 14, 17 (Spring 1978),
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In December, 1983 California released a comprehensive study of

its community care facilities. As long ago as 1975 in a Study-of

family-care homes with six or fewer residents and board and care

facilities in California, Edgerton stated:

"Some board and care facilities are open setting which provide
more nearly normalized experiences than large institutions

..-ty pially do. Most, however, are closed ghetto-like places,
whose residents are walled off from any access to community
life. Such places frequently lag/most medical, psychological,
and recreational services and thc(ir amenities are few indeed.
the quality of life in the alternative care facilities we
have studied is highly variable, with evidence here and there
of exciting progress toward the goal of normalization. For
moat mentally retarded people in this system, howevet, the
little institutions where they now reside appear to be no
bettei than the large ones from which they came, and some
are manifestly worse. (pp. 130-131)"1/

The recent study of the California State Commisaionlhas gone further:

The first finding of this study is the most shocking:
California is tolerating the operation of numerous community
care facilities in deplorable conditions.2/

tin; the California stusly was not confined to group homes for the retarded.

It examined a variety of different forms of community care facilities.

1/ Edgerton, "Issues relating to the qualify of life among mentally
retarded persons in Begab f. Richardson, The Mentally Retarded in Society (1975)
quoted in Saila, "Relationship of Institution Size, to Quality of Care:
A Review of the Literature," 81 Am. Journ. of Mental. Deficiency 117 (197b).

2/ The report continued:

Comm

"The residents are subjected to physical and sexual
abuse, neglect, and generally unsafe livIng conditions.
As one representative of the community care industry observed,
'the conditions are far more severe than ever existed in

.rs Eng homes .fifteen years ago. It's a snake pit out there,'

The unfortunate difference is that few people, particularly
gove nunont of fir fats, a re aware of the unconsc touch le coed it ions
which t hwse /Ida of community care residents, most of whom cannot
care for themselves, must live in each day."

r-rrriState Government Organization and Economy,
'Community Residential care in Call fornia (Dec. 1983) at p. 21. See

also New York Times, Jaruary 16, 1984.

33-210 O- 84 - -31
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Of 22,000 community resfdential care facilities throughout the state,

18,000 (8"271) were licensed for six or fewer residents. Of the latter,

approximately 4,000 housed the elderly and developmentally and mentally

disabled clients, white the remainder served foster care children. .What

united the category under study was the absence of on-site medical care:

"It.is 'nonmedical care' that places'all these quite disparate
care'options into the singly category 'community care' for
purposes of licensing. The efforts of government to reduce
the high costs of professional long-term care for various
disabilities have Led to this categorization and have thereby

stimulated the demand for increasing numbers of community care
beds., Individuals without medical training, but with their
own homes to offer as a resource, have come forward to supply
this care,

it is thla aspect that particularly concerns me when I consider the

plight of those retarded, especially the profoundly and severely

affected, who frequently display the most medical complications and

enjoy only the most fragile health. With their hold on life tenuous

at best, lit le need be left to the imagination were their well-being

to he consignci to facilities whose proprietors, however well intentioned,

were distinguished by their lack of medical knowledge and skill.

6. Will the group homes envisaged by S. 2053 fall heir to the ills
of the nursing homes?

to most of us the term "group home" is new. Thin is the colloquial

description of the kind of community facility which S. 2053 would seek to

establish. Because of its novelty, it may be difficult to assimilate it

conceptually. One way of doing 90 would be to cumpare it briefly with

facilities with Mitch we have [lure familiar associations. Consider the

nursing- home.1/

1/ See Brown, An Appraisal of the Nursing Home Enforcement Process,"
17 Arizona Law Rev. 304 (1975) from which the following analysis- is drawn.

(1 S,,
LJ AS
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There are currently in excess of 20,000 nursing homes in the

United States and their revenues exceed $7 billion, of which more than

one-half is public funds. Since the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid

in 1965 the nursing home industry has experienced rapid growth.

Over one million people live In nursing homesand most suffel' from

several chronic diseases. A substantial number suffer trom cerebral

arteriosclerosis which restricts the flow of blood to the brain. Many

of the residents must rely for help on others. Thus less than half can

walk or bathe by themselves and almost a half need help in dressing.

About ten per cent need help in eating. To some extent, then the

problems of these persons resemble those of
/

the severely and profound ly

,retarded.

. As a general matter, nursing homes are facilities that provide

medical services to persons who do not need the extensive medical care

available in hospitals. There are two basic types of nursing homes.

One type is the "skilled nursing facility." It offers 24 hour nursing

care under a registered nurse's supervision. There are more than 9,000

of these facilities with almosc 650,000 beds. The second type of nursing

home is called an "intermediate care facility." It provides health- related

care to persons who need more than bed and board but less than that which

is furnished by the "skilled nursing facility." Both types of nursing

homes are regulated by the Department of Health and Human Services,

as well as by he states.i/

If There i a third facility which, although not truly a nursing home,
may be borne n mind as well. It 18 a custodial care facility sometimes
called a "bediand hoard home." It provides no nursing services, but only
custodial setliiees such as aid in bathing, dressing and eating. Unlike

the t rue nursjiny, homes, it is not eligible for reimbursement under
Medicare mid liedlcnid and is supervised only by the states.

3
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Professor Brown has supplied an evaluation of the nursing homes:

In some homes, the care we desire is provided ccespassionately
and comktently. In others, it is not. 'indeed, evidence is
mounting that more than half the nursing homes in this nation
are abusing the public trust; patients; are neglected or physically
abused, their money and property is stolen, their very, lives are
endangered, and massive misuse os: public funds is commonplace
in the industry. Further, despite the nation's enormous moral
and monetary investment in the nursing home industry, public
agencies entrusted with the regulation of nursing homes have
been ineffectual in preventing these abuses."1/

While the nursing home ls not an exact model for the "group home,

certain features of the two are similar. Both would ordinarily have

homogenous populations, would ordinarily be located in the community

and would serve individuals (especially in the case of the severely

and profoundly retarded) who need more medical and medically related care

than the general population.

Although nursing homes are the recipients of substantial federal

funds and' the subjects of federal regulation, experience has sadly

demonstrated that much is wanting in the services that they render to

their rhstidents. Now the regulatory framework is more explicit in
404"'

regard to the type of medical care that must be provided to those

housed in nursing homes than to the type that woul(berequired to

be provided to those who would be housed In the community facilities

that would be established if S. 2053 were enacted. Nor are the means

of enforcement of any federal 'standards that may be promulgated to

implement the vague criteria of S. 2053 concerning the provision of

17- 'bid nt p. 305.

LI
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medical care any better than those that have hitherto proved inadequate

in respect of nursing homes.

Many observers of the nursing home industry have suggested ways

in which federal standards of care might be enforced.1/ S. 2053

shows no evidence that its drafters have taken notice. If the

medical care mandated under S. 2053 is vaguer and the enforcement

, procedures no better than those already developed for nur4ng homes,

I cannot be optimistic concerning the welfare of persons w

11

o would

be transferred to the Community facilities.

7. Conclusion

I

In conclusion, both residential institutions and. com unity facilities

are needed in a comprehensive system of care for the went Ily.retarded.

Both need'federal funding and federal regulation to assu e that proper

medical and Other standards are observed. Neither is a complete answer

in itself and they should be encouraged to play both co plementary and

competing roles. The latter role is as important as th former for it

is only through competition that the one may serve as quality control

upon the other. The former role cannot be dispensed as long as we

recognize the harsh facts of medical reality: There are large numbers

of severslor and profoundly mentally' retarded personsiwith medical

complications who will always require the resources land specialized

core that only a high quality institution can offer!.

1TTij(C,(::g.: Brown, "An. Appraisal of the Nuns iiliomt Kilf(WC(:Wit

Process," l7 Ariz. Law Rev. 304 (1975); Berman, "T e Nursing Home Morass,"
11 Ariz. Law Rev. 357 (1975); "Governmental Regultion of Nursing Homes-
An Inquiry," Utah Law Rev. 270 (1913); Kemanis, Critical Evaluation of

the Federal Role in Nursing Home Quality Enforce .nt," 51 Univ. of Colorado
Law Rev. 607 (1979-1980); Regan, "A Qualiti.Assu ance System in Nursing
Homes," 53 Journal of Urban Law 153 (1975).

P,1
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"Experience should teach us to be moat on our guard...when the
government's purposes are beneficent .... The greatest dangers
to liberty lurk in insidious encroachments by men of zeal,
well-meaning but without understanding." Olmstead v. united
States, 277 U.S. 438, 479 (1928) (Brandeis J., dissenting)

* * * * * *

A bill (S. 2053) called "Community and Family Living Amendments of 1983"

has been introduced into the U.S. Senate. Its objective is to phase out, over

a period of ten to fifteen years, all institutions for the mentally retarded

with more than 15 residents by taking away their federal funding. It would

direct that this funding be put into small group homes instead.

We are the parents of mentally retarded persons residing at Great

Oaks Center in Silver Spring, Maryland. We feel that some persons would

benefit by being in group homes but that other persons need the shelter

and specialized resources that only a quality institution can offer. It is

our'belief that, in a free society, there should be a choice of arrangements

for the mentally retarded and that neither the federal government nor any

one else should dictate the type of arrangements. Both institutions and

group homes have their place and should be aupported by federal funds,

neither to the exclusion of the other,. Bot', should be monitored, kept at

a high standard and constantly improved in quality. Because S. 2053 fails

to recognize these important points, we have serious reservations to that bill.

Our parents' association has taken the following resolution:

"It is resolved that it is the opinion of the. Great Oaks
Assoc!ation that every effort be made, including the amendment
of Lne proposed bill (S. 2053),. to preserve Great Oaks Institution
aLd other institutions that have comparable fine quality,"

in our view, an amendment to the bill would have to make clear that:

(1) institutions for the mentally retarded would not be'phased out,
but would continue to receive federal funding adequate for
their needs and would continue to be upgraded in quality,.

(2) mandatory standards of care and inspection would have to be
inserted into the amended bill to assure quality care for
those retarded persons who would live in community facilities.

187
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(3) effective means of enforcement of those standards of care that were
set out in the amended bill would have to be afforded, on behalf
of the retarded, to both the supervisory agencies and the families
of the retarded.

* * * * *

(1) There is an important and continuing need for quality residential
, institutions (in addition to group hometi)arLtdaccordir.
funding should not be withdrawn from the institutions.

For more than a decade important progress has been made in the care

of the mentally handicapped. Hundreds of million of dollars hove been

invested through federally asaisted funding of state programs in improving

residential institutions.1/ Simultaneously, large numbera of retarded persons

have taken up residence in communityfacilities.2/ Movement to community

facilities reflects the view that many retarded persons are able to

profit by living in the community in small group homes. This view is,

in turn, based on a belief that "normalization" is the best policy and

that retarded persona should enjoy the "least restrictive conditions

appropriate to their needs."

While there is general consensus on these points, differences of opihion

arise concerning th4ir implementation. Thus, Philip Roos, a former Executive

Director of the National Association for Retarded Citizens, has written that

1/ According to one estimate:

"In order to comply with federal ICF/MR standards, states
invested well over a billion dollars during the late 1970's
and earlier 1980's Co improve the physical plants of public
institutions for the mentally retarded." National Assn. of
State Mental Retardation Program Directors, Inc., Position
Statement on S. 2053 at p. 4 (1984).

2/ From 194,650 in 1967, the number of mentally retarded persons living
in public residential facilities declined to about 119, 335 in 1982. Lakin,
Krantz etal., "One Hundred Years of Data on Populations of Public Residential
Facilities for Mentally Retarded People," 87 American Journal of Mental
Deficiency (1982).
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there are circumstances in which an institution is less restrictive than a

group home:

"But how do we determine 'restrictiveness'? It may be naive
to assume that the most 'normative' setting is necessarily the
least restrictive for everyone. What feels restrictive to one
person may feel unconstraining to another. A wheelchair Is a
restriction to an ambulatory person, but it.erovides increased
freedom to a paraplegic. The problem is especially complicated
for persons suffering sensory or cognitive 1mpairment. A setting
which provides freedom to a non-handicapped person may be more
restrictive to a handicapped person than a specially designed
prosthetic environment. And the problem is more complicated
still when the least restrictive alternative test is applied
to the larger social environment in which a retarded person
lives as opposed to facilities designed for specific progiams.
A small group home nestled in a hostile neighborhood, even if
honorifically labeled as 'community care,' or a place 'in the
community,' may be considerably more restrictive to its
residents than a small village-type facility in which retarded
residents are full participants in their owp 'community,'
even if some might call that community an 'Institution.' The
ultimate complexity of the least restrictive alternative
analysis, however, may be that restrictiveness and freedom are
experiences of individuals, and that categorical determinations
of these matters will always be clumsy."1/

Writing of her institutionalized son, Elizabeth M. Boggs, a former president

of the National Association for Retarded Citizens, has noted:

"But what of the community environment? The 'community'
surrounding David's 'home' is the campus of the state school.
It is an ergonomic community; that is, one which has been planned
to suit the inhabitants. Its swimming pool is designed so that
any one can stand up in any part of it. There is a twenty-mile
hour speed limit on all its roads. Its doctors make house calls.
Its respite care arrangements'are always available, that is, when
the parent surrogate has an emergency, another one is available.
There is a restaurant where no one stares at the sloppy eaters.
Nobody there thinks that it is inappropriate for a thirty-two-year-old
man to use a swing on the playground by choice; it is not considered
dehumanizing to let a man act like a child if he wants to. David

is not restricted by any such environmental taboos."

1/ Roos, "The Law and Mentally Retarded People: An Uncertain Future,"

31 Stanford Law Rev. 613, 622 (1979). (underlining provided)

189
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From his point of view this community is more facilitative
and more enhancing than the town half a mile down the road."1/

What is important to observe about these comments is that there is no

preordained form of living arrangement that is best for all retarded persons.

Smaller does not necessarily mean better:

"It has been assumed that, almost by definition, quality of
care for retarded individuals is superior in small institutions to
that in large central institutions. Unfortunately, there seems to
be little empirical basis for this a,..sumption."2/

Both residential institutions and group homes have advantages and disadvantages

both in general and in the particular. While some institutions are better

than some group home's, the converse is also certainly true. The answer

depends on the particular institution, the particular group home and the

needs of the particular retarded individual.

It is important to note that not all persons may benefit from living in

group homes and the welfare of many may actually require the epecializ d

resources and protection of a residential institutiob.3/ This is espe tally

true of the multiply handicapped and those with medical problems who

require an adequate medical setting'in which nurses and doctors famili r

with the needs of the handicapped are at hand. Parents of these chil ren

1/ Boggs, "Who is Putting Whose Head in the Sand Or in the Clouds as the
Case May be" in Turnbull 6 Turnbull, Parents Speak Out 63 (1978) (underlining
supplied)

2/ Balla, "Relationship of Institution Size to Quality of Care," 81
American Journal of Mental Deficiency 117 (1976).

3/ "Small residences with half a dozen clients maybe unable to provide
specialized care and could isolate the.aeverely retarded person more fully
than life in a larger institution***." Rose-Ackerman, "Mental Retardation
and society: The Ethics and Politics of Normalization," Ethics 81, 90
(Oct. 1982). (underlining provided)

(
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are only too aware of the problems of finding doctors and other specialists

in the community who are knowledgeable and wil.11:4( to assist in the

specialized care and problems of the severely and profoundly handicapped.

Attempting to get a house call for an ill nonambulatory retarded person

or, conversely, attempting to transport him to a doctor's office can be

a frustrating and even tragic event.

Severely and profoundly retarded persons with multiple handicaps and

medical problems are not the only persons who may require the speCialized

resources of an institution. Those perlons afflicted with behavioral

disorders may also require the shelter of an institution.1/ That these

persons are not insignificant in number can be noted from the concern of

professionals in regard to the increasing number of readmissions of

persons to residential institutions after an attempt by them to resid

in the community:

"Although there has been a steady decline in the. number
of new admissions to public residential facilities since 1965,
there has also been an increase in the number of readmissions***
In 1964, the ratio of annual total readmissions to the average
population of public residential facilities was 1:113.6.
In 1969, this same ratio was 1:65.4 ***; 1n 1977, 1:27.0;
and in 1980, 1:25.6 ***"2/

1/ "The finding ortu're frequent affective behaviors among
those in jeopardy of placement failure suggest that group
homes may be less tolerant of, or capable of dealing with problems
stemming from chronic characterological traits
(affective behavior problems) than with episodic behavior
problems."

Jacobson and Schwartz,, "Personal and Service Characteristics Affecting Oroup
Home Placement Success'," 21 Mental Retardation 1, 54February 1983).
2/ Lakin, et.al, "Neu) Admissions and Readmissions to a National Sample of

Public Residential Facilities," 88 American Journal of Mental Deficiency 12
(July 1983) (underlining supplied)
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(2) Detailed standards of care and inspection should be made a part of
any bill that seeks to obtain increased federal funding of community
facilities.

One grave deficiency of S. 2053 is that it is almost devoid of any

statutory standards to which group homes woufd be held in the kind of care

that they would be required to provide to their retarded residents. The

closest that the bill comes to setting standards are provisions that would

require States to enter into agreements concerning group homes:

(i) to assure that each resilient has some sort of "written plans

of assistance" (SecOon11918(h)(2)(D)) and of "medical assistance"
(Section 1918(1)(i)land

(ii) to meet "such standards of safety and Sanitation" as are
established by the Secretary of Health and Human Resources
and state law (Section 1918(h)(2)(E)(0).1/ .

To put this regretta=ble abfence of real standards of care in proper

perspective, it is necessary to compare the experince.of the retarded

in residential institutions. '

There was a time when institutions operated in a relative'vecuum

without the framework of clear standards of care. With a lack of adequate

funding and minimal staff, inhumane abuses became rife. Eventually, in

the historic case of Wyatt v. Stickne. 344 F. Sunp. 387 (1972), a court

olaborated,a set of express minimum standard's of care that an institution

was required to meet. The order of the court covered thirteen pages of

explicit standards.

17 In addition, the bill would require agreement to provisions that
would "ensure continuity of medical assistance for severely disabled
persons who reside in a facility or institution that ceases to provide
such assistance" (Section 1918(i)(1)(B)). This is limited in its scope
to an institution or facility that once provided medical care to an
individual but then discontinued it

r A
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"The decree set forth standardsmaranteeing basic patient
rights to privacy, presumption of competency, communication with
outsiders, compensation for labor, freedom from unnecessary medica-

tion or restraint, and freedom from treatment or experimentation
without informed consent. Requirements were established governing

staff-to-patient ratios, educational opportunities, floor apace,

sanitary facilities and nutrition. The court also ordered that
individual treatment plans be developed, that written medication
and restraint orders be filed, and that these be periodically

reviewed."1/

.Among the most. important provisions in the court order were minimum

staffing ratios based on those adopted by the American Psychiatric

Association which are reproduced below:

"Unit
(1) Psychologists

(2) Social Workers
(3) Special Educators (shall

include an equal number of
maater'q degree and bachelor's
degree holders in special

education)
(4) Vocational Therapists

(5) Recreational Therapists
(shall be mas' ..r's degree

graduates from an accre-

(6)

(7)

(8)

Mild Moderate--

Severe/

Profound

60 60 60

1:60 1:60 1:60

1:60 1:60 1:60

1:15 1:10 1:30

1:60 1:60 1:60

1:60 1:60 1:60

dited program)
Occupational Therapists 1:60

Registered Nurses 1:60 1:60 1:12

Resident Care Workers 1:2.5 1:1.25 1:1

The following professional staff shall be fulltime employees of the
institution who shall not be assignd to a single unit but who shall
be available to ;Jeet the needs of any resident of the institution:

Physicians
Physical Therapists
Speech 4 Hearing Therapists
'Dentists

Social Workers (shall be principally involved in the
placement of residents in the community and shall include
bachelor's degree graduates Zrom an accredited program in

social work)

Chaplaina

1:200
1:100

1: 100

1:200

1:80

1:200"

1/ "Wyatt v. Stickney and the Right To Treatment," 86 Harvard Law

Review 1282 (19;3).

.1 q '4
, ql
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Subsequent to the Wyatt case, the federal government adopted a somewhat

Watered down but detailed set of minimum standards by way Jf regulation for

public residential institutions for the mentally retarded which qualify for

medicaid assistance. These are set forth in 42 C.F.R. Section 442.400-442.516.

The standards apply to the civil rights of the residents, communication

between them and their families, health and safety, records, transfers

to other facilities, activities, personal possessions, discipline, physical,

chemical.and mechanical restraint, behavior idification, hygiene, grooming,

grouping of residents, location, size and furnishing of.bedrooms, bathrooms

and dining rooms, heating and ventilation, dential service, 'food and diet

requirements, medical, nursing and pharmacy services, as well as therapy,

social, psychological and speech and audiology services.

Standards such as those that were adopted by the Wyatt court and those

that appear in the federal regulations are absolutely_ essential to assure

the wellbeing of retarded _persons. Without them, care deteriorates into

neglect and then into outright abuse. It is no answer that group homes

will be different from institutions because they are small or because

they are located in the community or because they may have devoted employees.

Unless they are subject from the outset. to rigid standards, they will.

deteriorate, too. This is the lesson that California has recently learned

After a special state commission studied condiiions in its community care

facilities.

After extensive investigations of the 22,000 community residential care

facilities in that State (of which 18,000 were Licensed for six or fewer

residents) the California Commission stater.:

4 r

it 'f
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"The first finding of this study is the most shocking:
California is tolerating the operation of numerous community
care facilities in deplorable conditions. The residents are
subjected to physical and sexual abuse, neglect, and generally
unsafe living conditions. Aa one representative of the
community care industry observed, 'the condittons are far
more severe than ever existed in nursing homes fifteen years
ago. It's, a snake pit out there.'

The unfortunate difference is that few people; particularly
government officials, are aware of'the unconscionable conditions
which thousands of community care residents, most of whom cannot
care for themselves, must live in each day.

Members of the Little Hoover Commission visited facilities
and saw first-hand the dirt, the neglect, and the emptiness."1/

Proponents of S. 2053 may suggest that it would be cumbersome

and awkward to incorporate standards of care for community facilities

into a statute and that these should rather be left for the courts or

the administrative agencies to develop.2/ This is merely postponing

consideration of what should be the most important matter of any bill

that would extend community facilities. If there is a fear that the

standards, once established by statute, will become entrenched, so much

the better. They may be expressed as minimum standards that an

administrative agency may tighten (but not loosen) as conditions

indicate the appropriateness of such action.

Are minimum standards ever incorporated into a statute? Of course.

In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court noted that the Senate version of the bill

1/ Commission on California State Government Organization and Economy,
"Community Residential Care in California," at p. 1 (Dec. 1983) (hereafter

referred to as "California Report")
2/ See, e.g. Gilhool, "The Uses of Courts and Lawyers," Chanting Patterns

in Residential Services for the Mentally Retarded 155, 170 (1976).
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which subeequentlY became the Developmentally.Disabled Assistance and Bill

,of Rights Act:

"***contained over 400 pages of detailed standards 'designed
to assist in the protection of the human rights guaranteed
undor the Constitution.' S. Rep. No. 94-160, p. 34 (1975)."1/
.(underlining provided)

Those who have the welfare of the retarded at heart should ins/* upon

the inclusion of standards of care in the bill from the outset.

(3) Real means of enforcement of standards of care that would be set
out in an amended bill would have to be afforded, on behalf of the
retarded, to both the supervisory agencies and the families of the retarded.

A look at the enforcement provisions of S. 2053 shows them to be

sadly deficient. At moat they seem to be but three vague and feeble provisions:

/
(i) Section 1918(f) provides that the Secretary may treat certain payments

made to a state as inappropriate;

'(ii) Section 4 confines itself to reduction of certain funds if residential

\-.institutions (but not community fa lilies) do not meet federal standards for

them;

(iii) Section 5 allows individuals to bring suit against a State plan,

but apparently not against a community facility which is in violation of

whatever vague standards may be found or deduced from the bill.

lr Pennhurst State School and Hospital v. Haldeman, 101 S.Ct. 1531 at
p. 1541 (1981). These standards were unfortunately lost when the House bill
vas substituted in conference. See 2 U.S. Code Congressional and Administra-
tive News 961 (1975) at which the House Conference Report No. 94-473 noted:

"The Senate amendment, but not the House bill states the purpose
of the bill of rights to be establishing standards to assure the
humane care, treatment, habilitation and protection of mentally
retarded and other developmentally disabled individuals who are
served by residential and community facilities and agencies."
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The absence of real enforcement measures in the bill practically

guarau/tees that abuses in community facilities,
if detected at all, will

go unchecked indefinitely.

Instead of creating a system of federally financed community facilities with

built in enforcement problems,
would it not make more sense to explore realiatic

remedies? In the related area of nursing homes similar problems have been uncovered:

if HEW's performance in enforcing
standards has been ambivalent, the

efforts of many states have been aptly
described as 'a national farce.'

The enforcement pattern is all too familiar: (1) the inspection force

is understaffed; (2) inspections are infrequent; (3) advance notice of

the inspection is routinely sent to the facility; (4) inspections are

cursory and ritualistic; (5) they concentrate on the physical plant

rather than patient care; and (6) adverse recommendations are ignored."1/

Professor Regan has addressed some of these problems with the following suggestions

for a workable system of inspection and enforcement. In such a system:

"1. Complaints against a facility, triggering the inspection-citation

system, may be filed by any person, not just the state agency.

2. No advance notice of an inspection should be given unless authorized

by an administrator of the agency or otherwise required by raw. Public

employees giving advance notice in violation of law should be subject to

disciplinary action.

3. The complainant or his
representative may be allowed to accompany

the inspector on his tour of the facility.

4. At least two classes of citations should be established, depending

on the degree of risk of death or serious physical harm that can result

from the violation.
Different penalties would be attached to each class

of citation.

5. Each citation which has become final must be posted in a place or

places for a specified period in
plain view of the patients, persons

visiting those patients, and persons who inquire about placement in

the facility.

1/ Regan, "quality Assurance Systems
in Nursing Homes," 53 Journal of Urban Law

153, 185 (1975).

33-270 0-84--32
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6. A report listing all***homes and the status of any citation
issued against them should be published periodically and made
available to the public.

7. All records pertaining to the citation should be ()p.m to
public inspection.

8. Retaliation against any patient or employee who participates
in the citation process should be prohioited.

***"1/

Those recommendations should be made a part of a system of inspection and

enforcement of group homes. They should be incorporated into any bill

which conditions the increased availability
of federal assistance to states

for group homes. Moreover such procedures should be required to be in place

before federal funds are made available for this purpose.

The CalfOrnia Commission which disclosed the glaring deficiencies of

community facilities in tio;'c state also made a series of recommendations to put

teeth into the law which are orth noting. Among other things, it recommended

the following:

(1) the development of "***specific criteria regarding abusive or
life-threatening conditions in a community care facility that
indicate when * * *(thc supervisory authority' should seek a temporary
suspension order with the intention of revoking the liceriss."2/
The Commission further recommended the establishment of "***an
emergency fund, possibly out of increased fines***to provide for-
the relocation and care of residents when***ithe supervisory,
agency) closes facilities on short notice."3/

(ii) Increased fines for violations. The Commission stated:

"If fines are to deter willful violations of law and regulations,
they must be high enough to make noncompliance a financial hard-
ship for the administrator."4/

1/ Id. at pp. 193-194.
2/ California Report at p. 93.
3/ Id. at p. 94.
4/ Id. at p. 96.
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"We further recommend hat fines for repeat violations be Arebled."1/

"We recommend that***[ he supervisory authority] retalin in its

own budget 50 percent of the total fines revenue to support

enforcement activitie ; we further recommend that the remaining

50 percent: be used ti), support monitoring effoT by vulunteers."2/

(iii) .Require all licensee of community facilities be be bonded. The

Commission stated:

'"We recommend that* *all community care licenses* *be bonded***."

"(The superviaory gency)***wIll have the right t collect the

fines from the bo ding entity. When the amount o ed for fines

exceeds the amoun of the bond, we recommend that **(the

supervisory pgenc be required) 'to automatically initiate

license revocatiof proceedings."3/

(iv) Authorize the supervisory agency to place a community care

facility into receivership. This should

"***include a wade choice cif. receivers; a mechanism whereby

residents can equest, or petition for, receivership; and

wide discretio to Invoke receivership and determine the

duration of re eivership in any given situation."4/

(v) Authorize the supervisory agency to develop a "crisis

team that coo d be sent to facilities that are experiencing

administrate e failures, but which (itl***considers

redeemable." /

(vi) Private actilons. The Commission recommended:

"Encourage l'rivate Action Against Unsatisfactory Community
Care Facil ties by Allowing Recovery of Legal Fees by

Attachmen s of Administrators' Property."6/

1/ Id. at p. 97.

T/ Ibid.

3/ Id. at p. 9
4/ Id. at p. 99.

5/ Id. at p. '9.

6/ Id. at p. 00.
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In our view, effective means of enforcement such as those set out

above should be required in any bill that would increase federal aidl/

to states in respect of group facilities. Only with these in place can

we rest assured that the welfare of the retarded will be safeguarded.

We believe these safeguards are necessary because the nature of a

decentralized system of small group homes, uncoordinated and without

the layers of supervision that exist in institutions, will otherwise

lead to a silent corrosion of care and responsibillity. In the. words

of Professor Etzioni:

"Sma110***means even more difficult to oversee, inspect,
and keep tabs on, than big, and hence even more unresponsive
to reform."2/

17Zihority already exist for states to receive federal funding. for
community facilities. Under current law the Secretary of Health and
Human Services may approve waiver requests submitted by states that
wish to provide medicaid-reimbursable

home and community based services
to-the mentally retarded. See Section 1915(c)(1) of the Social Security
Act, 42 U.S.0 11396n(c). In order for such a waiver to be granted, a
state must provide assurances, aaong other things, that "***necessary
safeguards (including adequate standards for provider participation)
have been taken to protect the health and welfare of individuals provided
services under the waiver and to assure financial accountability for
funds expended with respect to such services***." As of December 1983,
31 states had submitted a total of 48 such requests to the Secretary
which expressly 'aught authority to provide hose and community care

... services for the mentally retarded and developmentally handicapped.
Twenty-nine of these requests have been approved, three disapproved and
one rejected as of that date. See National Association of State Mental
Retardation Program Directors, Inc., Position Statement on S. 2053 at
p. 15 (Feb. 1984).

2/ Etzioni,. "Deinstitutionalization...A Vastly Oversold Good Idea,"
Columbia 14, 17 (Spring 1978).

r\ 0
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY ON SENATE RILL 2053 -

COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS OF 190

Submitted by

The Parents Association
Hammond State School
Route 3, Box 165 P

Hammond,LA.

March 5, 1984

Note:Request to give verbal
testimony at Feb.27-0984
hearing was not granted.
This written statement
is submitted for.the 'record
in accorddnce with normal
procedure in such easel.
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The Hammond State Schnol

With its 607 residents, this "awful" institutinn would seemingly be fair.

name for the anti.institutinpallsts,many of whom seem to be obsessed with

the matter of size. Isn't this a nlace with bars on the windows and

children lying neglected in crowded wards? The answer is a resounding

"No". The fact is that a devoted staff and an active Parents Association

have Joined together to make the schools environment as close as possible

to a home-like atmosphere. While we feel that HSS is outstanding, we Anow

that other large institutions across the country -both publicoand private

are doing a fine joh. We are sure that they can and will speak for

themselves.

Because "instirutions"have been uniustly maligned, we will devote part of

this testimony to describe the character of HSS. The school is located,

about sn miles outside New nrleans on inn beautiful woodland acres

donated by a private citizen. It enjoys an excellent reputation, thanks

to sound, compassionate mananement, the c000eratinn of the PeOents

Association, and a modern physical plant.

The first residential center far Vocational Rehabilitation residents

was the Seid Hendrix Memorial Center established at Hammond State School

in 1964. This center offers evaluation and work adjustment training

to young men and women housed there.

About ten years ago, HSS benan preparing for accreditation under the

Title XIX Pronram as an Intermediate Care Facility for the mentally retarded

This included renovation of the school's cottages at a cost of 53.5 million,

and comoletion of a new Section of Total Care. Accreditation was

awarded and is beinn continuted in strict compliance with stringent

novernmental standards. The cottanes are so architecturally arranged

as to enable the severely and nrofoundly retarded oersons to live their ii,ms

2
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as fully and: as independently as possible.

HSS is the official domicile of the Louisiana Special Olympics)

housing the Special Olympics staff. The school, active in this

area for several years, was partially resnonsihle for the

International Games belnn held at Louisiana. State University in

Raton R ouge in 1903. Participants came from every state in

the United States. five U.S. Territories, and forty seven

foreign countries.

The school is presently in the process of doing a self-study with

the goal of becoming accredited by the Accreditation Council on

Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabilities (ACMROO).

This is being done in cooperation with the Parent'Ktsociation,which

is represented on the committee conducting the study.

HSS was the first facility for the mentallv.retarded in the

country to form a JAYCEE Chapter. The Chapter has won numerous

awards for community work and other activities. The school asked

for and was granted special dispensation from the National

Office to have a Jayne Chapter. This was done even thounh the

National Bylaw s reouire d Jayne heing married to a JAYCFE.The

Jayne Chapter is also very active.

The school's Music Therapy Group has apneared on innumerable radio

and television programs. They have been Quests on television

Stations in New Orleans, and have made numerous appearances on

the Dwane Graham "Morning in.Louisiana" Show, Channel 0,8aton Rouge,

La. They are in constant demand by many civic organirations,church

groups, Louisiana Conference of Social Welfare and by ARC oroos,

7Ci CN
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AMMO Meetings, and have performed fnr the Governor at the State

Capital. A highlight was a 'visit to Washingtnn,O.C..when they

entertained the President in the White House.

The school's budget has grown from has than SI million q. the

present budget of approximately i?n million. This reflects the steady

increases in services which today finds MSS with a full spectrum of

activities benefiting the retarded. The school is considered the

Epilensy Center of the State and the only tracheotomy and gastrostomY

unit in Louisiana, housinn some 40 residents.

Over the years, the Parents Association has worked very closely with

HSS officials to provide the best possible living environment for the

residents. Contributions included $67 ,rann toward construction of 40 all

faith chapel, construction on gazebos throughout the campus. financing

of an annual Bible School, sponsorship of Christmas parties and parades,

purchases of wheelchairs, televisions and other wilances, providing

materials and furnishings for both the gymnasium and swimming pool,

subsidization of the industrial Therapy Program and numerous other

activities. A partial list is attached).

Residents are regularly entertained through picnics, trips to State

Fairs, football and other athletic contests, and various other outings.

A group of "Foster Grandparents" visit the school several times

each week to spend time with the residents. The school also has a

Parent-Surrogate Program with parents "adopting"children other than

their own, whose parents have expired. The participants visit regularly

with the children, giving them Christmas and Birthday presents, End

otherwise envoking a feelino of family among them.
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ProAlund
Severe
Moderate
Mild
.Borderline
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Residents of Hammond State School

No. Percent

avn
114
82
45
16

totals 687 .

62.6
1F.6
11.9
k.6
2.1

100.n

4

A total of 265 residents, or 38.6% ire' non-ambulatory. Four

hundred or 58% are non-verbal. Those without self-help skills

total 275 or 40%. Of course, there are overlappings, with some having

more than one disability(e.g, blindness, deafness).

It is difficult indeed'to imagine that the maloritv of these

residents could function in a community setting, without the 24

hour attention that they require. Many would he easy prey for

murderers and rapists, and would be in constant Peril from things

normally considered as reutine, such as crossing a busy street

unattended. Some would suffer the fate of being a virtual prisoner

behind locked doors and windows. (A neighbor of a community home

recently noted that since the home opened seven months ago, no

one has seen the residents.1

It would be wonder!11 if these people could be mainstreamed and

striving for this goal would be admirable if such a goal were

attainable. Rut the truth is they would he utterly lost in a

community setting. It is wrong to stereotype the retarded. There

are different degrees of retardation and what will work for one

will not work for another.

51_) 5
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The Obsession with _Size

S.?053 nrovides that Community and Family living facilities will

not exceed three times the average household size in the areas in

which they are locat,d., Accordinn to the National ARC, census

finures would therefore limit the size of these residences to 9

or 10 people. (Units now having un to 15 residents would be

grandfathered"in). In the nrocess of setting up such homes

for all retarded citizen's. title XIX funds would he diverted

from units with more than lq residents, thus eliminatinn the

many excellent large scale State-and Private schools throughout

the country which are providing a service for the severely and

nrnfoundly retarded that could by no stretch of the imagination

he duplicated or even aoproached by small community living units.

nroponents' of 5.7053 seem to be obsessed with the idea that units of

more than 15 residents are, Per se, verboten. This leinhlv arbitrary

conceot flies in the face of numerous studies to the contrary.

But formal studies aside, it shoulci he obvious that large is net

necessarily had. just as small is not necessarily nood.

Size of a facility is not as important as other factors such as

the nature of social groupinns. In larger institutions, the

residents ennane in a more social hehavior,oarticulerly with

Peersiand are more likely to have intense recinrocal friendships

than in smaller fariliriec

?ha Cont Factor

A common contention of the anti institutional nroup is that

institutional care is far more costly than community -hosed

residence care. Little in the form of documentation has been

.9
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offered in support of this position. What data has been

presented is obsolete! moreover, the instiutional costs reported

inevitably include the full spectrum of services offered by

large institutions, while reflecting for the small units only

the cost of housinq,food and live-in_--sta-fr. This is comparing

app'es with oranges.

Despite this obvious distortion, some studies have shown that

institutional costs are still lower than those for small homes.

Given the Economy of Scale principle, large units showld hive

lower unit costs, a factor commonly overlooked by those who would

'insist that S.2053 would save money.

The fact is that no reliable cost data is now available. Per-

haps in any event cost should not be a primary issue in providing

services to retarded people. Autiritis to he considered, a cothplete

objective study should be made by an independent group, (living

full consideration to the kinds of services available at both

types of living arrangments/and the, number of cost units to which

overall expenses can be spread.

Community_ Based Residences

We are fully in favor of properly staffed and operated homes for

those retarded persons who would indeed function better in such

homes than in large-scale instiutions. As parents, we dearly

wish our children could fit into these homes, but from long and

painful experience, we know that this lust cannot be. (If it

5 7
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could. we would have our children in our own homes!).

We often hear of the abominable state of some commueitv-hased

residences. Some are extremely -unstable. closinn abruptly without any

consideration of or provision for the residents. What results are

forced transfers, which can he very unsettling to the persons involved.

Proper training is often lackinn, and nersonnel turnover can he

stangerinn. If all this can have a detriMental effect on the

'moderately retarded person who might ordinarily fit in with a

properly operated home, --imanine what this would do to the severely

and profoundly retarded nersons. One authority found that the

most dramatic and -tranic consenuence of the inability of profoundly

retarded people to adlust to even a sinnle relocation from institution

to community living was an increased incidence of death, The National

Association and nther orononents of C.9/151 should realize this and abstain

from promoting a program which would exneriment with sociolonical ideas

rather than face reality,

Efforts to locate community homes are constantly being stymied by

neighborhood nrouns who unfortunately, for various reasons, feel that

the presence of retarded persons would somehow adversely affect their

oropertv. One could nossihlv be sunportive of their oosition, 1.

severely a,nd profoundly retarded lived in their neinhborhoods,not

because these unfortunate neonle would do anyone anyharm but

because they would be in constant danger of wanderino off,nettinn

lost, and possibly beinn inlured or killed. Penardloss'ofhe

reasons for and the morality of the neinhhors' Position, their stand
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represents a real and continuing restraint on the location of

these homes in suitable neighborhoods.

Commercial interests are now offering community homes. One could

argue that one concern operating several homes could throunh experience

become more proficient. but what will happen if a venture turns out to

be a money losing propositton? Obviously it would be terminated. with

the residents being subjected to the trauma that goes with transfers.

The profit motive could encourage an operator to curtail services to

the detriment of the residents.

In this litiquous age, lawsuits involving defective care of the

severe and Profoundly retarded would be rife. Government agencies as

well as community homes would be targets.

Implimentation of S. 7053 would be an administrative nightmare.

Rights. of*.the Sev_erely and Profoundly Retarded

Retarded citizens are entitled to all citizenship rights.and in par-

ticular. to the freedom of choice of residential facilities that

best suit their particular needs. Proponents of 5.7053 will point

out that many former institutional residents expressed a preference

for community living. The fact that they could respond to a

systematic interview would indicate that these persons were functioning

at a reasonably high level and no doubt did not belong in a large

multi-Purpose facility in the first place. Compare this situation

with one involving the severely retarded. many of whom cannot talk.

509
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Just,is many of the moderately retarded belong in small homes.

practically all of the severly and nrofoundly retarded belong in an

environment that will best suit their needs. And this is an

environment with 24 hour availability nf medical and nursinn

services and the sophisticated eruioment And other facilities that no

with these things.

At the national ARC convention in Detroit, a Panel of retarded

nersons werc featured,all nf whom spoke hinhlv of community-

based homes. These articulate People made splendid presentations.

Proponents of S.2153 had a retarded nerson testify in favor of the

legislation at the Senate hearinn on February P7,14F14, and this

person also did an excellent lob. in tenth instances, the speakers

were no doubt thrivinn in their community settings, with some

possibly gainfully employed. We aonlaud this, and reneat that wt

are stronoly in favor of properly run homes for the moderately

retarded. We only wish that all retarded peonle could do as well

in these homes., but we know that the severely and Profoundly retarded

cannot.

Position of National ARC fines not reflect
that of all APC Chanters.....

In advocating S.2n51,the national APr wronnlv imnlied that the

state'ARC chanters also endorsed the lenislation. The fact is

that the states voted only to sunport the rights of the retarded

to live in community settinns. The national group does not sneak

for all state chapters, and certainly not for the narents of the

ti 0
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severely and profoundly retarded children who know from sad

experience that they could not function in small community-livinn

units

At the recent ARC national convention in getrolt,several state'

ARC representatives vehemently nrotested the national (wimp's"

endorsement.with sol. warning that such . ueilaterlal "actions

could split the ARC.

Community placement will not lead to improvements
in functional levels

There is no clear evidence to supnort the relative suneriortiv

of community nlacementoarticularly for the tvoes of severely

handicapped residents who constitute the hulk of the current

instiutlonal onou ,Lions, despite'assumption to the contrary

reflected in the proposed legislation.

The role of parents

Throughout history of the anti-institution movement, little if

any input has heen asked of the narents of severely retarded

children. This type of aooroach is usually taken by those

"profeSSionals" who discount the oninions and feelings of

parents, relying on their academic trainino that often leaves

little room for iudgements based on the out experiences of

parents. 'Rut to ignore narents and to write them off as not

heinn emotionally conditioned to know what is really best for
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their own flesh and blood is not only unfair, but rather

foolish. It may come as a surnyle...tg same tttat_the narents

know more about their children than the nrofessionals do,

especially those experts who may have spent only a few minutes

or no time at all with the children.

One good thing that has come out of the anti-institution movement

and its climax in the drafting of s.*n91, is that the parents are

now alerted as to what is nning un, and their presence is at

last being felt. Parents Network and .other arnuns are in the

midst of pronrams informing the parents and educating those

well-- meaninn people who do not have retarded children and are

therefore not aware of the need for institutions that noble though

it may sound, the concept that retarded nersuns should be in

community homes is wholly unrealistic: The parents are also letting

Washington know where they stand.

Summary ald..tcpclustons...

We are strongly opposed to Senate Rill 1(153 for the following

reasons'

1. It would divert Title XIX funds from large-scale institutions

to !Mall community-living units, resultino in the closure of

the former. Large scale schools -state and private -will always

be needed for the severely and nrofoundlv retarded who renuire PA

hour attention and the ready avallahility of medical and nursinn

care with the sophisticated enuipment that goes with these things.

Large and small units are not mutuall'v exclusive. Roth are
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lied. One cannot sterentvne the retarded which S.9/151 tends to

del,. There are, different denrees of retardation, and what will

w rk for one will not wnrk for annther. 'And beinn bin is not

n cessarilv had, lust as .beinn small is not necessarily nrind.

. There is substantial opnosition to S.9°51. This crimes from

state AR( chapters. and, more imnortantlY, from parents of

etarded children.

1. There is no qUestion that some retarded nersnns can function

well in small homes, and sufficient funds shnuld he made available

so that all nersons in thiscatenory Are niven the cmortunitv of

living in properly °oersted community homes. Rut to apply this

premise across the board is sheer lunacy. It should he nbvinus

that if a severely retarded nerson could fit in with a community

liyinn situatinn. his parents would have him in their own home.

4. We maintain that an indenendent,thorouohlv nbiective cost

.study would reveal that ner-diem costs of small homes would he

hinhter than instiution costs. Those holdinn the onnnsite nositian

use stale data which innores the Ecnnomy of Scale nrincinle, and

compares costs of a continuum of service available at carne

institutions with simple room and board costs of community homes.

What the prononents come un with is definitely slanted analnst

institutions.

S.The instability of community homes and the traumatic effect reassin-

ment would have on retarded nersons es homes abruot!v no out Lf

business. Attitude of neinhbnrhond nrnuns nnnosinn location on

. ,
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homes in their areas is already creatIng:problems in locating
\

.

retarded persons. with ;he liklihood that the solution will lie

in opening these homes in less desirable areas. .\

6. It would be highly arbitrary to dismantle schools which'

over the years have evolved into fine instiutions simply to

test the idea of a relatively small group that institutions,per se,

are bad and that small community homes will he the answer to

everything.

7. The national ARC and other groups wishino to mainstream

all retarded citizens, and ourselves really have a common goal:

we want the best for these citizens. It is indeed unfortunate that

we are involved in a larne vs. small dichotomy. There really is

need for both types of environment. It is our hone that both

factions can unite ,in a program that will indeed benefit the

retarded citizens, including those that are severely and

Profoundly retarded.

Submitted by:

Parents Associetion

Hammond State School
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The following are same of the eoccopliehmesta of the Parents Association
since it was organised at the *ad of 1964.

Our first project, financing brightly painted, wooden fence for play-
groend area, used by the smaller, mdbulatery ehildree. This hes since been re-
located and replaced with a more durable metal fence.

The next major undertaking was buying the colorful tractor train and
couches, that still give so much ploweru to the residents, as they ride around
the grounds and in various parades in the sourroundimg areas.,,

Through the years may different types of picnic tables and benches have
bees purchased and placed around the grounds for the convenience of the residents
and their visitors. .

Funds were supplied for thn finishing materials and furnishings for both
the gymnasium and Swimming Pool.

Needed materials were purchased to build the boat pavilion, near the gym-
nasium.

To protect the residents and their visitors,from sun and rain, funds were given
to build the gazebos, that dot our compound.

The Industrial Therapy program was able to be started because of our ability .

to subsidise this activity.

Much needed linens were supplied, during some of the past linen shortages.

Our All Faiths Chapel Building Fund raised $67,000.00 in addition to the
$100,000.00 that Mr. Billups contributed. This enabled us to build and completely
furnish our Chapel and offices, in natter of four years.

Our annual vacation Bible school, organised by brother T. V. Owen, is financed
from the Chapel Fund.

Since building the Chapel we have improved the outside by creating a beauti-
ful little patio between the Chaplain's offices and the Prayer Mom. Me aleo
changed !hi lighting system end now have a much brighter and, prettier interior.
Safety glass was installed complete sound system that can be used in sad out;of the building was purchas .

The Chapel Fund has paid the cost of fencing in our Cemetery, erecting a
lovely wrought iron entranceOwith the school's name and also build a beautiful.
grenihUmozument, in honor of those residents who are buried there.

Christmas Le beautiful at the schoel. This is time of great activity for

the children, staff, parents sad A-chriatmas parade is organized and travels
the whole campus so that all residents cart view and enjoy the event. Christmas

parties are held in all areas with 22 Santa Clause' the. center attraction:
Christmas morning all residents who are unable to be at hams, receive Special

.gift. The staff members'are elso-romomberad with a. small Christmas memento.
This Program has became such a tradition that all the residents look forward free
one year to the nest for this season.

ef
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Through the years we have eepplied such needed items as washers, dryers,
air-conditioners, T. v.'s, electric team, wheelchairs, electric, shaver., akiln for ceramics, C. D. radios-and a *octal lama mower for the play areas.

We have been able to underwrite the publiostioe of the Chair's firet elhamand also generously contributed to their ihshAnotom trip.

Every year .we fioancially assist in the iseborPrOgrau.

We have added to and aocmmulatod fends to provide two Station Wagons and
Compact car for the Social Service Department. These are used to transport

our residents to the various parts of town that require transportation.

We established visual record of our past superintendents. Pictures ofPr. E. Roy Rogillio and Pr. edger
Lee Worsen, were made from smell photos andinstalled in the lobby of the school.

our Legislative Committee keeps in close contact with our State and Federal
Legislators. They have been able to insure that the school would not be without
natural gas during the energy crises. They were instrimental in having the school's. budget increased, when more direct care was needed for the children. They also.
petitioned the Governor for his aid in securing housing and financial help toobtain the necessary medical personnel that was needed. Our political involvement .is a most important activity

that requires thi support of all our wept, andfriends.

We are constantly trying to make the public aware of the Hammond State School
and educate them' to the needs of our children.

We have created a special fund to furnish "Works Activity building that
the &tate has built for the school.

Seven pianos were bOught to be able to have thee in all areas, so that the
residents could be entertained with music and song.

We have paid to have train room'built to house a oemplete collection of
electric trains, that wee given for the enjoyment of the residents. This collectionwill cover an area of 64 square feet.

An area for outdoor Picnics, had been developed, this means shelters, tables'
benches, barbecue pits and water facilities. we feel is hapertant as it will
provide specs where private getharingscan belted, right on the school grounds.

A vary generous contribution was given to the 'Walt Dome agieway le promotion
to raise funds for tha International Special Olympics.

In answer to an emergeoni plea from our Snperistamdeat, funds Were Made
:-=available to purchase. an ante clove Cart to oosplete the malt preVided by the state.

Many problems and needs within the O-.:77=4 Stet* Sdleol have bees solved
by the Parents Ampoodation and the Ccar;21, %sitting closely to;ather, for the benefit
of the residents. This is the resoon for eur Aeosciatieme first for the good of
the children, their welfare and proteetiom, peocedly to aid the acheol, our
parents and guardians.
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Concerned Families
of Hazelwood Facility

Mr. Chairman and members of the Health sun- committee, My name

is Louise Underwood and l represent over 1000 caring'and concerned

families of the mentally retarded from the state of Kentucky.

These families are well satisfied with the care our children and

relatives receive in our fine state and private residential

institutions for the mentally retarded. If I may, I'd like to

give you the results of our experiences with institutional care

and community care in Kentucky over the past 10 yeai.s.

As one of the leading states'ill.duveloping community services for

the mentally retarded in the early 1970's, Kentucky started a

-program called the "Circle of Care".. The purpose or the program

was to place MR children back into communities under. the supervis-

ion of Regional Comprehensive Care Centers. At face value the

program appeared to be a good one but after operating about three

years it was abandoned. Pour monitoring, excessive cost, and

self interest resulted in inadequate care, neglect and even death

for some of our helpless MR. children. Some aTe alive today'

because they were fortunate enough to bu returned to the safety

of our state residential facilities.

In 1975, Kentucky began another well-meaning deinstitutionalitation

effort called- the "New Dtuu41.4ons Program ". Again, 111'1140ns and

millions of dollars were poured into another program designed to,

care for the mentally retarded in--the community. This time the

state's child welfare department's social workers were plugged into

the system to assist the comprehensive care Lenters workeis

1'
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ill monitoring placements alter the Lhildien Jell the slate Institut

ions. The program looked great on paper! Part of the program

involved placing plofoundly retarded, nonamhulatury children Into

the very best community' skilled nursing facilities. However, before

ton,{; problems began to develop. Monitoring by inexperienced social

workers, conflict between agencies, improper or inadequate placements

and increasing cost all began to lead t'o meglect and rapid movement

from one type f placement to another, Children became lost in .the

system. Our Hazelwood children who were placed into very fine

community, skilled nursing facilities started to deteriorate and

some began to die. One of our friends at the facility did a study

and found that )he life expectancy of a profoundly retarded, non-

ambulatory per,..on with no self help skills and who had chronic

medical problems had.a life expectancy,of 8,8 months after leaving

Hazelwood. A similar type of child at the facility but one who was

too weak to be placed into .the community, had a life span of 2.1-
-i

YhARS at Hazelwood. I want to emphasize that only the healthiest

and strongest left Hazelwood for community pla-cement'. Once they

were in the community, their life spans were dramatically shortened.

In April 1978, Roger ( an 18 year old young man) was placed out

of Hazelwood into a very good community skilled nursing facility

wlitch spec.iali.zed in coring lur ,.uch pvr,.1,n, Viv Ony,i alter

Hazelwood': he died, Roger's death and the deaths of others resulted

in a suit against the state of Kentucky. 1.46-eause the state agreed

to halt such O./MI.1111i} plucements the -mit wa., dropped. This time

5 I s
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it had taken the lives of some of our mentally retarded children

to inform the prOTessionals what we as parents and relatives had

already known. lhat is---- If our children could have been

adequately cared for in the community, we would have kept them

at home with us in the first place!!

In 1979 Kentucky began it third dcinstitutionalization effort and

called it the "New Neighbors l'rogram". Again, the state had the

non-profit, comprehensive care centers playing a major role in

the program. This time, however, the states own Child Welfare

social workers were not included in the after placement monitoring

process. In previous deinstitutionalizatio6 efforts these state

social workers had made thy comprehensive care centers too uncom-
,

fortable by reporting too many problems. I should like to remind

you that these community comprehensive care centers are now functionin

at less than 50% capacity then when they were back in the days of
4

plenty. Some in Kentucky have taken bankruptcies and others are

fghting for their financial survival. Staff have been reduced,

personnel turnovers are!frequent and funding sources arc bccomming

increasingly uncertain. In spite of all this instability, Kentucky's

Division for Community Services again contracted with the Comprehen-

sive Care Agencies and continues to use them to develop placement

sites and then to do their own monitoring. It is quite believable

that the Comprehensive Care Centers are not going to find fault

with a prOgram from which they financially benefit and it is conceiv-

able that the state's Division may...liesitate to criticize its own'

program if things don't go well. Again, the welfare of our children

) 5 9
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Is uxposed! This time the -.1.1te \,ocial workers .112 nut in the field

co monitor what is happening to ou'i;children. Twice before,

deinstitutionalization programs cool not function even in times of

better funding, more personnel and mAe resources so it is no wonder

that we have again began to hear of alnie and neglect. Recently
\we were able to obtain a few sample\repoits concerning someof the

children placed into community placements\rom state residential

institutions under the NCR Neighbors Program. I have attached copies

of these reports to materials I gave to the'committee. 'these reports

show that many of the community placements are anything but successful

when you compare the care these MR persons received in our state

residential institutions.

We parents and relatives of the mentally r,!tarAed in state and private

institutions number over 1000 families in Kentucky. We have had

extensive experiences with community placements. We know that comm..-

unit/ placements are not appropriate for all types of mentally

retarded children. We know that there is d significant difference

between the following:

1) A profoundly retarded child.

2) A profoundly retarded child who is non-ambulatory and who has
minimal self-help skills.

3) A profoundly retarded child who is non-ambulatory and who has.
minimal or no self-help skills and who is further effected by
chronic medical problems. Children to whom a common cold becomes
life threatening pneumonia because their immunological defense
systems function poorly,

Many authors of community MR programs deal with later two categories

of MR children by omission. As an example, 1 am including to the

committee a copy of one such program designer's definitions of various

classifications of Mental Retardation. In it he completely ignores

5 '4, ()
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the existance of the very type of child that tills our Ha.:elwood

facility. Such children as these makC, up apprimimatcly 10-15 of

all menLally retarded Children. Such children would die without

intensive, ongoing and welllmonitored care as is ftitind in Kentucky's

state residential institutions.

This type of mentally retarded child cannot be successfully placed

into community settings unless tax payers are ready to spend

-upwards of $40,000. PER YEAR per child (just to start the placement).

Attached is a copy of correspondence identifying this amount as the

cost for one of Hazelwood's residents who was to be placed into the

community. The cost of care for this young man was computed by

Kentucky's Division fel- Community Services who are very eager to

place children out of our fine state institutions. Knowing them as

I do, I would say the figures probably fall short of the true cost

of community care for this persoa. Since this particular resident

of Hazelwood is one of our few higher functioning individuals who

has nu medical problems, community care very well'may be appropriate

for him. But: -considering cost by itselfthis young man

has available to him at Hazelwood every conceivable type of

therapy, medical c;:i-e and teaching staff at a cost of $23,000. per

year. lie price for providing in the community such resources as

is available to him at Hazelwood would exceed $100,000. per year if

you cuuid get it But you can't get it in the community. How many

of you know doctors, psychologist or physical therapists who make

hause calls? In some areas of Kentucky there is not N doctor for

5d and not a physical therapist "-for ill or more. The Hazelwood

chiidlea 01 whom i speak nut only ire ongoing preintivi ilu licti.t
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care hut medical tieutment thdl must be rapidly available if it is

to he effective.

Anther type of mentally retarded person poorly suited for community

placement is one who has severe behavioral problems. Some mild

behavior problems may be successful but I am concerned. about the

More severe situations.
I am giving the committee copies of sample

reports I obtained which show what has happened to such mentally

retarded persons and to the individuals who. cared for them. Imagine

the actual cost of taking care of a MR person with severe behavioral

problems in the community whereby sometimes one-to-one care around

the :lock is not sufficient.

MY PolNrs OF CONCERN ARE THESE:

.1- Community mare is NOT less expensive than institutional care for

some children. Indeed, it is far more costly than institutional

care.

Institutional care can provide more services at a lesser cost for

many ,:hildren because all services are located in the same facility.

This is especially true for MR children who require a higher level

of care.

3- There are insufficient numbers of doctors
l therapists available

In all cunununities, to travel from home to home in order to provide

good care. Even if there were the cost would he out of sight,

4. Community care programs for the mentally retarded handled through

the Comprehensive Caro Centers have not been a: succu.tut as the

5 4ti
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various Associations for Retarded Citizens' Public Relations

men would have you believe. Kentbcky has gone through three

such efforts and spent millions of dollars with little to show

in proportion to the amount it used,.

5. Effective Community care programs for the Mentally Retarded

must be operated directly by state agencies who are directly

responsible for them. Contracting out for services, even

with the best monitoring system, still adds excessive layers

of administrative cost. An example: The state division for

community services in Kentucky contracts with the I:even

Counties Comprehensive Care Centers for community services.

The comprehensive care center sub,Lontracts with the Council

for Retarded Citizens for these services. The Council then

subcontracts with Community Living, Inc. who finally gets

the job done Imagine how much money is wasted through all

these layers of administrative contracting. There are simply

too many fingers in. the pie! Community care for the mentally

retarded is becoming a very large and lucrative business, it

provides a solution for various organizations who are eager

to maintain their financial security and'expand their areas

of influence and this is not always in the best interest

of the mentally retarded child,

G. It is no more correct to say that one form of Laic is right

for all types of mentally retarded children that it Is to ,:a>

only on tom of medication is correct for all Inlm, ui

7. Till,: is but another effort, on the part of proic:-,sianal,

lavoi ieintitotionalization, to try to close alit tine Adls.

523
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and private instiUtions. We have dealt with these Assoeilations

for the Retarded for years and although their strategies Orange

their ultimate goal remains the same. At home 1 have a

newspaper clipping from several years ago that quotes one

of the Association's officials. It boldly states:

in our plans there is no room for
institutions, large or small".

I can assure you that this association does not speak fyr

over 1000 families in Kentucky who want good institutional

care for their children, such as we have in Kentucky`'

W. if Senate Bill 2053 is approved, I can assure you,Ithe cost of

care for the mentally retarded will greatly incv*ase while

the quality of care will shrink. The victims/r11 be our

children!

In closing, I should like to offer a few suggestions that might

continue the same level of services and at the same time reduce

the /cost of such services:

A/ There are many Mk persons who do not require ICl/MR level

of care and who would du well in a lower level of care such

as PERSONAL CARE with' attached MR programming (PC/MR). Personal

care is'less expensive than Intermediate Care. Such a level

of care could be offered both in institutions and in the

community.

0/ Establit-11 a leel ut care higher than the current ICI./MR

level. 'inch a IVrel .ould he called Skilled Nursing MR

(SW/MR). ilea, level 1.oul.f empha.ize skilled nursing ind mv,11,.11

PEN
?IL/ j:
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care with programs to provide stimulation for the purpose of

preventing regression. Henvy/intense training in self help
0

skills would not be necessary here because many of these children

function at less thin A one your level. With permanently

damaged nerves:and muscles, the expectations of these children

developing self help skills is eemote, at best. Since

intense programming and training accounts for 65 to 70$ of

the. cost of operating'an ICE/Mit, a significant reduction in

cost could be realized,

C/ Public law 94-l42 is excellent for the handicapped and some

higher functioning MP children. But for profoundly retarded

children who are non-ambulatory, who have no ability to comm-

unicate, who have no self help skills, who are chronically

ill and who, because of permanent brain damage, function at

less than one year level and.who will always be dependent--

feel that busing st.,:11 children as these to school Icross

town on col(' winter mornings iy not nurmalizatioP but speaks

more of child abuse. Yet, we do this very thing tci some 71)

__children at Hazelwood etch day because the officials we

must do it to obey the law, Some of these children wh require

physical therapy inorder to stop contractures from dove ing,

must wait to receive th'. therapy until their little tiro

bodies airiv,-,-44.,1, al Ha.!olwood, late in the day. The v '''Y \
programs th, ,,chunk oiler (as well as the viirious.thet\apics

which they du 00i) ai all available at Hazelwood Al A All

LESSER COST.

D/ kent0.1., ,u,ly taitcd pios.iiing an option lot Mcdikal

A.. -.1 e I p II. 1 I ri Cal(' in inst I tut ion: oi .111

ij
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in'the community. It is called Alternative Intermediate

Services/Mental Retardation or AlS/MR for short. In other

words, the state has just begun to financially support a

system of care/ulted to the needs of the mentally retarded

individual. Provided it does not become too costly, I

believe this is the answer to the care that all of our

.mentally retarded children require.

I thank you for your time.in letting no express the feelings

of our many Keritu families. As you know, we are people

who must work for a living and must take time from work to

plead the needs of our children. Since we are not endowed

like the various As'sociations, I can say as parents and

relatives of the mentally retarded, that our concerns are

sincere and without any motive other than good care for our

very special children.

-Louise Underwood
Prestdent, Concerned Familie;..

of Hazelwood Facility

February 27, 1084

Address: .512A-86nk St
Louisville, Ky; 40212

5 2 G
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BEFONE LEAVING HAZELWOOD ICF/MR

FOR COVNUNITY ?LAMENT

AFTER RETURNING TO HAZELWOOD
FROM COMMUNITY PLACEMENT

r I
.
)ti Iv/



Proiecuon and Advocacy Division
564.3967

July 28, 1983
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COAAMONWEALTHOF KENTUCKY

OFFICE FOR PUBLIC ADVOCACY
State Office lbsildino Ar17104, Frankfort, Fentucky 40401

Oefeniu Services
InvesdiatIve Branch

564470

Public Defender
50+3754

Dr. Jeff Btrully
seven Counties Servit7ea BLhLm lu n comMuntLy cumprehunNIVu COru Ogency

BoX 628
Starks Building
Louisville, Kentuoky 40202

Dear Dr. Btrullyi

I am a bit confused about the st
application to the.AIS/X1 pro r
told by Mr. Bill Draper that
living r place
acisio
this program. Please advise me
the 0411t estimate has been est
residential slots are taken.

I Understand that there May be
moving IMMOMMINON into his own
.be receiving a report from Has
belongs to VOW already and the
might need and does not own.
Cassidy in identifying other
himself in new home in an

us of
Al I mentioned to yoi, I was
eitimted oast for community
I wee liter informed that a

on acceptance to
if a decision has been made, if .

lished, and if those seven

came expensive kattial colts in.
apartment. larIY next week I will
lwood ICPAR es to what equipment
purchase cost of any equipment OM
I am also eager to work with Ms.
'sources in helping 41111 establish
nexpensive manner.

I would hops that before a final deoision as to costs or
acceptance is made from your agency that you would allow NIB
MONO= time to obtain *nether cost estimate if deemed.necessery,
'and to speak with you about the quality. of the living situation
*chooses to piece himself in. I would assume that you would
give his guardian and myself as his representative that same
opportunity.

Nose: At Hazelwood ICF/MR this person's

care cost $23,000 per year as opposed

to $40,000 per year plus initial cost

\\%%.-.

of moving & setting up the apartment
plus medical needs.

r; f) .;



I am sure that. we can work together to ensure that the procedures
taken to determine his eligibility are working towards Mrs
bonofit.

Sincerely,

Pam Clay, Res dentialAdvocate
Protection and Advocacy Division

PC/cyd

\\ oo

Ms. Paula Corbett

528
33-270 0 -84 ----34
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MARCH 14, 1978

82 Residents who have been placed out of Hazelwood from
6/1/71 to 3/14/78

-5 Returned ro Hazelwood after placement (did not meet
criteria, etc.)

77 Permanent transfers
-1 Residents not admitted to Hazelwood for treatment but

only for "holdover ". until they could be sent to TIP home.
76 Residents transferred

15 died since transfer*, Life span for those who diedis 8.8 months (average). 20% mortality rate for placed
residents.

376 Total admissions to Hazelwood
-12 Respite care cases admitted

364

-76 Transferred from Hazelwood

288 Hazelwood admissions

38 Died at Hazelwood, Life span for those who died
is 2 years (average)

13 % mortality rate for Hazelwood Population

OF THOSE TRANSFERRED FROM HAZELWOOD:

Life span during stay at Hazelwood 2.31 years
Life span at transfer facility (nursing home) 8.8 months,

It should be noted that 14 transfers have been made within
the past 8 weeks. Although these 14 hav'e been considered in
this report, such a recent concentration of placements (which
is unusual) artificially decreases the mortality rate of placed
residents. Prior to 8 weeks ago, placement mortality ratewas 22.58%.

The 15 deaths (of residents transferred) are cases of which
Hazelwood is aware. It is very probable that other deaths
have occurred of which we are not aware. No surveys have been
made during the past three months during which deaths of
placed residents also may have occurred.

6-6 ,1-11 y
n to



DEATHS AFTER PLACEMENT

ADM. INPATIENT YRS TRANSFER YEARS OF LIFE AGE

NAME DATE AT HAZELWOOD DATE AFTER TRANSFER DEATH BIRTHDATE AT DEATH

SCHRICHTE,JOAN 11/13/72 .90 10/09/73 1.06 11/01/74 05/31/29 45

MEREDITH, LOTTIE 07/10/73 .23 10/22/73 2.73 07/18/76 03/08/11 65

RIZKETSON, LORENE 07/12/73 .36 11/21/73 .02 11/30/73, 03/.10/09' 64

REYNOLDS, SARAH 08/25/72 1.43 02/01/74 .17 _04/06/74 02/06/30 44

CRANE, MAYME 07/12/73 .72 04/02/74 .51 10/06/74 02/24/27 47

SUMMITT, ROBERT THOMAS 11/27/73 .61 07/11/74 .08 08/12/74 10/02/47 -26

ROUNDTREE, EDWARD MARTIN 08/04/71 3.01 08/09/74 1.62 03/23/76 08/31/51 24

'BRYANT, CHARLES KEVIN 04/12/73 2.52 10/20/75 1.37 03/06/77 07/27/62 14

TORSTRICK, AUGUSTA 08/25/72 3.63 04/13/76 .25 07/15/76 03/12/18 58

WILHOITE, SANDRA GAYLE 08/12/71 4.81 06/04/76 .07 07/02/76 04/29/50 26

CROMWELL, JONAS WESLEY, JR. 04/16/73 3.38 09/02/76 1.07 09/30/77 02/15/61 16

ROGERS, JOSEPH JULIAN 04/03/73 3.56 10/27/76 1.11 12/09/77 07/22/39 38

TURNER,.DONNIE LEE 06/11/73 3.42 11/12/76 .46 04/29/77 07/05/59 17

REYNOLDS, KAREN 05/10/73 4.06 05/31/77 .13 07/21/77 04/05/53 24

MORGAN, TIMOTHY 07/24/75 2.04 08/10/77 .37 12/25/77 04/21/68 09

AVERAGE 2.31 AVERAGE... 0.73 AVERAGE.. 34.46

inpatient years of life

at Hazelwood

years of lire
after transfer
from Hazelwood

age at death
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DEATHS AT HAZELWOOD

ADM.
NAME DATE

IN-PATIENT
YEARS

DEATH AGE AT
DATE bEATH flIRTHDAT

Averbock, Todd Alexander
6-01-71 .50 12.02-71 11 2-25-60lessee, Linda Gayle
7-07-n 2.02 7-15-73 16 8.10-56Johnson, Ray .

7-08-71 1.71 1.26-73 25 8-30-47Browning, Katherine
7-13-71 .38 12-01-71 15 5-13-56Reed, Carrie Etta
7.13-71 2.60 2.18-74 21 4 -04 -32Webster, Stanley Michael
7-29-71'Nish, 2.44 1-06-74 17 8-06-56Donald Edward
7-29-71 4.33 11-28-75 22 2-27-52Boone, Deborah Karen
8-05-71 5.61 3-14-77 21 8 -15 -S5Sexton, Carl Lynn 8-1171 2.81 6-04-74 17 7-08-56Livingston, Vickie Lynn 8-18-71 1.08 '9.18-72 15 11-02-56.Cocke, Cynthia Ann
8-18-71 5.02 8-25-76 18 12-05-57Blanwtordk Wanda Lou
8-18-71 1..21 11-04-72 15 12-14-56floleman, Andrew Bennvtt
12.08-71 1.15 4-17-73 15 1-12-511woods, Mark Nickolas
12-20771 2.00 12-22-73 8 3-14-65.Crnshaw, Cary Wayne
12.20-71 3.01 12-26-74 14 5-23-59.Polley, Alma
8.18-72 1.44 1-'29-74 58 8-20-15Drake, Felecia Frederick
8-18-72 2.40 1-14-75 30 6-12-44Richardson, Floyd E.
8-25-72 .86 7-05-73 50 2-.14-23Xpainhoward, Tobutha Carol 4-02-73 3.65 11-26-76 9 6-14-67Bradford, Dara Kay
4-17-73 .49 10-16-73 ..6 2-02-67MorriglaY, William McMurray, Jr. 5.10-73 3.13 6-26.76 14 7.14-61Rnyhill, Dawn Bliss
5-10-73 .05 5.29-73 23 12-13.49Thompson, Sharon Gayle
5-10-73 4.75 2 -11 -18 19 9-22-58Xoberley, Lawrence Barry 6-13-73 1.91 5-13-75 16 4-10-59Rodgers, Ploreno
6.18-73 2.34 10-21-75 32 3-15-43Brown', Frances Susan 619-71 .03 7.03-73 11 12-19-61Douglas, Caylon Cane 6-20-73 ,03 7-03-73 15 7-07-58Greer, Douglas Welliford
7.05 -73 1.58 2-05-75 32 4-28-42Page, James Bland
7.05-73 .86 5-16-74 51 3-03-23Wright, Earl Turner III
7.10-73 .27 10-19-73 16 942-57Speed, Gary Stanley
7-12-73 3.66 3-11-77 25 8.-07-51Johnson Roy Cone
9.07-73 0 9-10-73 27 9-02-46Kahle, Douglas Scott
2.11-74 .24 5-10-74. 6 7.01-67Lewis, Sharon Marie
5.09-74 3.46 10-23-77 24 12-16.52Rider, Alice Michelle
9.13-74 1.46 2-28-76 15 8-06-60Kirkpatrick, Charlee Russell 12.17-74 1.04 1-01-76 5 2.25-70Dethridge, Melissa Ann 4-15-76 .58 11-13.76 14 6-26.62KinnInn, Charlom Kinn
5411-71 4:29 7-.21-70 11 12.30-64AVERAGE YEARS AT )

-
HAZELWOOD AT Tim AVERAGE ACE
OF DEATH 1.89 AT DEATH... 20.02

t.) a.) ti
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It should be noted that nearly all of the children who died
at Hazelwood were very delicate children and were admitted
in very poor condition. Examples: (at random)

Averbeck- very frail, prone to upper respiratory
infections, chronically III, totally
helpless. Had to be turned, etc.

Douglas- Admitted as an emergency. Dehydrated, not
eating, had bleeding ulcer. Very frail.
Totally helpless.

Rayhill- Congenital heart disease, frequent cyanotic
spells wherein could not breath. Frequent
upper respiratory infections, Very frail
and totally helpless, etc.

WHEREIN--those residents who were placed out of Hazelwood were
in very good health with no serious or problem medical conditions.
-All they required was good basic day-to-day maintenance care.

1 r
4

0 13.

ATTACHMENT TO THEJLACEMENT STUDY

533
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292 Wooderoft Cir.

Car ollton, Texas 75006

March 1, 1984

Roderick A. Dearment, Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance SD219
Dirksen Office Bldg..
Washington, A.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DearMents

I'wish to be on record as strongly supporting SR 2053, the "Community
and Family Living Amendments of 1983". This bill is absolutely es-
sential if we are to provide "state of the art" services for thousands
of persons in our country with mental retardation, It is time we di-

\ rented medicaid dollars into appropriate channels to allow the devel-
opment of human, cost effective, non-warehousing productive services

\
for our citizens in their own community.

1

Present Medicaid funding is directed to the costly maintainahce and
perpetuation. of primarily inappropriate services in large institutions.
This gives no choice to the hundreds of thousands of persons with re-
tardation who will need services for the near and long term future.
t does not elloW these people to utilize and complement their edu-

c tional and vocational training provided by enlightened teachers and
trainers in the past generation.

Subs antial Medicaid funds must be diverted to community sources.
These services are are badly in need. of stable funding. These ser-
vices a cost effective, desirable and better for both retarded

.

personsnnd our society at large. Let me tell you how I know this
to he tru .

My son had o reside in a large state institutLon for more than
twenty years. He is non verbal and was judged to be severely re-
tarded. His state school evaluation team considered his living
skills and socially adaptive behavior insufficient to warrant a
classification to enable him to live in a group home. His I.Q.
was variously reported to be from 18 to 40. His living conditions
in the large\facility included poor or non-existant developmental
programming, inadequate and insufficient medical care, isolation
from society,\boredom, sexual abuse and other serious phyoiCal abuses.
Because of the, stultification of the environment and inadequate and
untrained staff (usually busy with crisis intervention) Micky was un-
able to demonstrate the living skills which I nurtured in hie home
visits (about 1/3 of the year).

Small wonder that an institutionalized staff in an institutionalized
environment could see littla. potential in their clients. Small won-
der that the staff expected (and therefore received) limited response
from clients. Small wonder that the society outside perceived these
state school residents to be incompetent, unproductive, dangerous
and different. Small wonder that a resident was judged to be incapable
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of handling, a table knife when he was never provided with the oppor-
tunity to use one. Small wonder that a client displayed little init-
iative in an environmciic where one is required for staff convenience
to stand in line for everything--meals, tooth brushing, shaving and
in a line of naked persons for showering.

Aciease I believed in Micky's skills, potential and the state-of-the-
art and through my own efforts over a period of years Micky moved into
a small groep home in the community about 18 months ago. A recent
evaluation plaeen his I.Q. at 47. The evaluation notes a rise in
his socially adaptive behavior from a six to a nine year level. He
keeps his; own room, washes his own clothes, helps prepare meals, makes
his own lunch, use:: bus transportation, works in p workshop and comes
in "oetart with many many folks in the community. Most importantly
he hv bonome proud of himself and is a productive member of society.

'!ommunity groups are now beginning to accept and understand as well
as to help persons with retardation. A feature of Micky's group home
pro,Tam t howling on Saturday mornings. At Christmas time the mana-
ror of the local bowling alley presented each resident with a new
bowline ball of their own. Generic services such as pools, restau-
rnnts, parks,movies, museums and churches now belong to persons with
retardation too.

i'm :nre that many persons with institutionalized relatives oppose
this redrectien of funds. They too had no choice of service delivery .

ey:Iteme when they needed choices. After many years they dare not or
will not ine:ition the viability of that system. Their "problem" is
ci ?axe- are of, they rigidly believe. They have time to write

%estify nol to attend meetings organized by providers with
7-e-,d interests who uree them to "save their schools".

I
ni,,ecot to you that less than,t10 years ago in Texas the state was

Jueeorting i".; own massive institutional system without Medicaid funds.
rhe nystom can survive without Medicaid funds entirely as it once did.
Instittti.onal se:orters praised their system then as they do now.
do mu'; ,ot allow a small percentage (hut very vocal) of selfish per-
sons deorive thousand3 of persons with retardation of the choices for

a decent

1 stn thick of ro better endorsement of SA 2053 than Micky's story.
MediiJ lollarn have been locked for too long into large institutional
f.rdier whi]o facilities go begging. We must have Federal fundinu

ao tnat thousands of Mickys might be removed from a suf-
raatit.r and limited lifestyle to one which more nearly approximates

,!-; WY' mire.

Sin-mrPly.

////. p A-ioy
HIV'MA.1
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HOWE ASSOCATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
a not lot [mold ofganitabon of (mole walking for pOplo

I an testifying in the name of Howe Association for Retarded Citizens,

the ARC group which advocates for Howe Developmental Center, a State Institu-

tion housing 771 developmentally disabled residents with a variety of handi-

caps. Were told that the largest portion of money goes to institutions

which care for only 13% of the DD population, We do not dispute this fact,

however we want to call to your attention that the 13% in institutions includes

the more severely handicapped, medically, physically and behaviorally involved

who have the greatest need..

I recall that one of the speakers at the last National Convention,

obviously a parent of a higher level leas handicapped retardate, indicated

that for years she had wondered why she was even a member of this organiza-

tion because the emphasis had always been on support of the institutions.

As I listened to her I couldn't help but reminisce about my early days as a

member of an ARC Unit,when we urged the parents of children in Educable

molasses to join with us in working for the retarded. They wanted no part of

us then, their children were not in the same category with ours. At that

time the only option we had for placement was the Institutions and th-' was

only after years on the waiting list. The few private schools which eLsted

were extremely restrictive and very expensive. None of us were happy to place

our charges in State Institutions, particularly with the conditions as they

were then, however there was no alternative, There were no Education, Recrea-

tion or Vocational Training Programs in the community for severely and pro-

foundly handicapped. As those programs came into existence and some housing

began to surface in the community, a few of our residents were transferred to

those facilities, however it was noted that residents in State Institutions

hntsidsnt ihooditto &Ohm, /9e Linden Art, Elmhurst, Illinois SOta
First iko ProAdontGrelp Stubhoom Wtilowithsoir, Illinois 108141
Second Vico Pntsidonhhiosi Soisnci, 4t fort 1601* Moos, South ileond, Illinois 60413
Socistry.S.Who Humble, 8360 North lalutwood, Memo, Illinois 60880
TroossinhEinlly gnash% 1232 Illotehon Art, Loam's Pork, Illinois 60625

;
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were very carefully screened. It is not our intention to criticize, but mere-

ly to point out that the more severe, hard to manage retardaieSisometimes

needing much medical care, are those remaining in the institutions.

As far back as 1980 we had the Compliance Plan which called for deinati-

tutionalization here in Illinois. I quote John Harcourt'from an article in

the ARC/I Newsletter, The Compliance Plan was written for the purpose of

obtaining a waiver from the Federal Government to allow the State of Illinois

to begin receiving Title XIX funds for beds which currently do not meet any-

one's standards and, therefore, focuses on institutional changes. By attract-

ing Title XIX funds now, money will be available for use in Community Devel-

ment and for upgrading institutional services". This plan called for the

reduction of population at four institutions--Dixon, Lincoln, Shapiro and

Murray. I'm not too familiar with the progress made in complying with

that plan in the other three institutions, but I do know that the plan was

eventually approved by the government and extra Federal Dollars were poured

into Illinois under thiswaliver agreement for Dixon, even though the units

lid not meet ICF/DD standards. Renovation of buildings was begun and some

residents were transferred closer to their homes. The target population

figure at Dixon was somewnere around the 600 figure by 1982. After much of

'the renovation had been completed during which the residents suffered as a.

result of the many moves which had to be made from building to building

due to the repairs being male, the Governor then made the decision to close

Dixon and thr residents were, for the most part, transferred to other estate

Institutions. lopulation at 3hapiro increased to 800 plus and Howe zoomed

from 4,T) tr 772 by the time Dixon was closed. Ludeman and Waukegan were re-

(pired to increase thr population in each of their houses from 8 to 10. Of

the 05 rrsilents transferred an a result of the closure of Dixon, only 34

receivol commenfty placement.

537
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An additional plan was set in motion last July for reducing the popu-

lation at State Institutions. Medicaid Waiver Funds would be granted to

Community Organizations willing to accept retardates from institutions in

Illinois. The Department, with Federal approval, plans to transfer these

funds if 75% of the residents accepted for the new facility will come from

State Institutions. Budgets at the beginning of this fiscal year for the

Institutions were based on the anticipated gradual reduction of population

due to this plan. 2l9 residents are to be moved to the community from the

State Institutions in Region II alone. To date, I'm not aware of any

movement out of the institutions to group homes in this region and all of

our institutions are operating at a deficit due to this.

Feur years after being told that the Compliance Plan was the answer to

leinstitutionalization we still have had very little movement from the insti-

tution to the community. Now we're being told that the threat of removing

Federal Funds within 10 years will result In the establishment of group

homes 15 or under,for 5000 retardates now in State Institutions plus those
.

in private institutions and all in the community waiting placement.

We're toll that residents will not be dumped but will only be transferred

when appropriate community cervices are available. Will, those services include

all that now are available to our residents in the institutions? Will there

be a doctor ani nurse on call around the clock in those group homes? Will

Vocational, Educational, Psychological and Recreational Services be available

to each and every one of those group homes at the much reduced coste that

have been publidized? 'cos, we're assured that the transferred funds will be

available not, only to provide living arrangements but all supportive services

necessary, but we can't understand how it is possible to guarantee that the

nrrvices are available before tho resident is transferred, if, as were told,

ti tJ
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the money is to follow the resident. What about seed money for the establish-

ment of those group homes and the aervices needed? Are we going to be depend-

ent upon the State for these funds? Illinois' reputation in this area is

nothing to brag about. We understand that since 1977 only 16 group homes

have been opened'in this state. Lack of seed money is one of the important

complaints to say nothing of the zoniag problems.

Regarding the cost issue, ARC claims that a study made by the Hubert

Humphrey Institute for Public Policy proved that only by doing what SS 2053

proposes,could there be substantial savings to both Federal and State

Governments.: Upon investigating we have learned that the study referred to

was made in 1980 and it's no secret to any of us that only the more tractable

retardates with the most skills were welcome in the community then, or in

.
some cases even now for that matter. Bill Copeland of the Hubert Humphrey

Institute informed us that a later study was made of the severely and_pro-

foundly mobile retardate with no behavior soblems and it was determined that

community dare costs for that group were 80% of the institutional care., If

they ever fet around to making a study of a similar group but also include

some who are medically fragile and behaviorally involved, maybe we'll get a

more realistic comparison of costs. After all, our State Institutions are

expected to care for residents who have any or all of these handicaps and

the costs are averaged out over all of their residents.

We're assured that the bill does not call for the closure of state

operated institutions and that they will be required to meet ICF/DD standards

even after Medicaid Funds have been cut off. Without the threat of losing

those funds, how can we guarantee that the standards will be met? We

suggest that at the end of the time period for loss of Federal Funds, those

residents left in State Institutions will merely receive custodial care at

the lowest level and we will have lost 20 years of progress in tho care of



the retarlel. Yes, some improvements will have been made in the community

but in this State I fear the most severely handicapped, physically and be-

haviorally Involved, will remain under the State's wing.

We are not opposed to group homes in the community. We strongly support

funding, for that purpose and readily admit that some residents who are now

in estate Institutions can profit by transfer to the community, however

we do not feel that group homes are the'answer for all retardates. We need

a continuum of services and we feel this is what our National and State

Organizations should be promoting without sacrificing funding for one end

of the continuum in order to promote care at the other end. In our opinion

this bill is not the answer to our problems and should be scrapped. We'd

like to see a new bill which would avoid discrimination against any portion

of our handicapped indiViduals and provide the services needed for all of

our loved ones.

Bernadette Sullivan, President
Howe Association for Retarded Citizens
798 Linden Avenue
llmhurst, Illinois 60126
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OP & VIMIAM P. Jomon, PARENTS OF CAROLYU MARIE

AND PAflET,A CATHERINE.JMWSM, ONYCACO, ILLMOIS

For me having to write this :Ante:lent on 1.,ohs.lf of dtuChtcro

nokoo no very angry 'et the political structure or the UOtoO 2tateo,

This coAnt.,:y as I honor° stands for rra,,dom, r'lat you are trvinf;

to do tith this Senate Bill 2053 to to trO:o awe,' tho freedom t; pot;

onjoy, I feel that as parents of two mentally hsndierpnod chU,dren,

we sinculd havo the freedom to chows the type of school or I.e.-Ade:leo

that is boot suited for then. I kaow yeu you_Ao not :.aoy thor, ro ho.;

can you tell no or than that a rcsidintiol school of 10 or weds

is hest for then end ono that her: yore is no'comi for thor, vol,

to nao this judgoneat is Do absurd, ro it would bp for no to to13 you

what is best for your children rhother handicapped or not,

I an eloo dicaolcintod in no human boilgs with in,;,:uo'L4vo

statoncnts about how mostly things are with tho oltnlAy loadicred,

Hoy much monoy io wastod in rid to other countries, military h!Irdw.rc,

political jun%ots, and noodles:1 government printtngi Tho only prt.crato

senators and congroosmon Support aro too onos that servo their.politicel

ambitions, I would 11;:o to say who noode you, but I cringe at the day

when 1 leave this life and my daughtorm aro loft to your cost cuttina

rhino.

In olosing we do not support Sonata Bill 2053 and will not support

any adnondricnto to it, rithdraw this bill from conoideration,'
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Mrs. Willis King

Formerly Board Kerber and Officer,
The National Association

for
Retarded Citixens

. Roderick A. De Arment, Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance
Dirksen Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

March 12, 1904

Members of Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee on Health:

oxe
.

recently ontMLChaffee's S-2053 and listened
attenti ly to the testimony. I have dftelairthat', althoLgh the bill could
conceivably serve my own family interest, its final thrust is destructive.
Its implementation will deetroy many very good things a great number of
dedicated people have worked lifetimes to achieve. My own first
Congressional hearing on behalf of the mentally retarded was some amain
the fifties. Moreover, it will acoomplish only a fraction of what it
intends. .

lb address the two arguments most frequently used in its favor, the
increase in beneficial care and personal attention clients will receive,
and the decrease in cost:

Sister M. Antonette Boroncini (Administrator for St. Mary's Training
&tool, Alexandria, Louisiana. See testimony on Senate Finance Committee,
Subcommittee on Health hearing on 5-2053 on February 27, 1984) described the
benefits of the loving care and attention to individual persons in smell
groups in the idyllic setting of her Catholic project. But it is most
certainly not the small aim that produces these results. It is the
devoted, practiced staff, supervised by an attentive, frequently present,
Mother Superior type, who teaches and trains and checks often.

This bill will not produce this kind of care or this kind of situation.
In fact, it will frequently do quite the opposite. Its bureaucratic choice
of "cars providers" is by a. kind of bidding process on the part of the
government unit, a process a little like a slave auction, except that the
human beings in question go to the lowest bidder instead of the highest.
The winning entrepreneur will hire his staff as inexpensively as possible.
Mere may be some training since this kind of personnel is frequently either
very young or very old and unskilled. Mere will no doubt be a caseworker
who, given the usual case load for government social workers, may drop in
now and then. But what happens in these :mall, isolated units will most
surely be almost entirely in the hands of the casual caretakers currently in
charge. The nature of the clientele's disability will naturally discount
any observations they might make--if they were so inclined or able to do so.

There is a flyer somewhere in the current propaganda which is an
assembly of selected inflammatory headlines about malfeasance in
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institutional care. I would suggest that any casual reading. of 74
Meshington Post over the period of a month or two would provide an equally
grim series of headlines about disaster in nursing homes, group homes, and
similar community placements where patients from St. Elizabeth's have been
placed recently in the metropolitan area. These events will occasionally
take place in either situation. But they are less likely to be known and
therefore corrected in isolated units. In a well-run accredited, small,,
modern institution with an excellent professional staff (like Great Oak*,
Prince Georges County, Maryland) they will happen less often and are more
likely to be recognized and corrected.

The statistical arguments about costs are worth examining as well.
.Cr. David Braddock.' statistics (See Senate testimony on 5 -2053, Expenditure
Analysis Project, Dr. David Braddock, Director, Institute for the Study of
Developmental Disabilities, M.R.D.D.) were thorough and accurate. But
precise parallels are very difficult to establish because it is almost
impossible to useable comparative cost figUres for two such disparate
financial and operative situations. Some common sense conclusions remain no
matter what gymnastic configurations the figures may assume.

One selected example is suggestive. Ile fact that costs in an
institutional setting go up as the institution decreases in size is not,
except peripherally, a function of the change in size. It is the change in
the nature of the population, which becomes concentrated on a high-cost
clientele which require much specialized can and equipment. If they have
this kind of care--and a civilized humanity since Dorothy Dix believes that
they should have--it will coat as much, or more, divided into spell
repetitive units. And again, the caretaker will be no more able, and
possibly less able-under inconvenient circumstances, to give the
professional as well as the loving care which is desirable. This high coat
for the care of the severely handicapped is the figure which causes the
average cost for the can of the mentally retarded in institutions to seem
so high. The higher functioning mentally retarded are less expunsive to
care for wherever they area

There is another possible result of ever expanding community can which
needs to be faced squarely. There are now in the community a number of high
functioning mentally retarded individual,' who could conceivably become
eligible. Any anticipated decline in cost would rapidly vanish in any such
exploding use. When all Medicaid funds are sharply curtailed, which seems
not unlikely, there will surely ensue a confused state of affairs with no
resource for the truly infirm and handicapped if the good institutions have
lapsed by that time.

It reminds me of the generation of college students who left the
dormitories for apartments in droves ten years ago and uto are now back in
the dormitories --when there is roan for them.

I am nOt sure how persuasive personal experience is, but I can give you

543
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an example of what "less restrictive environment" means when there is real
pressure to deinstitutionalize a population.

Our son is currently living at Great Oaks Center in Maryland, an
example of an excellent small institution. He is a low level Down syndrome
young man, thirty-seven years old,.with a mental age of about five. He has

intelligible speech, is blind in one eye, and rapidly becoming blind in

the other. At Great Oaks he has had the benefit of a well - chosen, community

day placement, and good professional direction in other areas. Oyez-the
eight years he has spent there, he has improved dramatically. Now he is la

pleasant, cooperative individual who likes to make beds, set tables and
clear them, and generally be orderly and responsive. On that campus he can
go where he pleases, since he is familiar with the terrain, and since if he
speaks unintelligibly in that place he will be listened to patiently. If he

wonders into the roadway, no one will smash him. Then he can return to

Cottage 3,to a big common room with twenty-four to thirty colleagues to
share the'company and music and so forth. In that environment he can go on

and be blind, secure, at home, and still, as far as possible, free.

Great Oaks, however, must make room for two hundred clients from
another institution which is being closed. So Christopher, as a result of

profiting frbm their training, is to be transferred to a "less restrictive
environment," a house in a suburb. There he will not be able to step out of

the house onto the busy-street unattended. Except for the times spent at

his sheltered workshop, unless he is taken somewhere on a special expedi-
tion, he will be shut tp in that small suburban living room with a few
colleagues for the foreseeable future.

Some mentally retarded can be happily situated in community placement
and perhaps thereby save the State some money. This is mast likely to occur

in areas with a high tax base and an aware, articulate citizenry, (cf.
Montgomery County, Maryland). But there are now many fine small institutions

who also do an excellent job for their clientele. They both exoell in their

own spheres. Let us keep them both.

The terrible Mr. and Mrs. SqUeers in Mr. Dickens' Nicholas Nickleby
would not suddenly change their pattern of behavior if boyDoths Hall were

reduced to five or ten inmates. Poor hapless Smike would be just as hapless

in what Mr. SI:peers doubtless would call "a less restrictive environment."

Mrs. Millis King
Formerly Board Member and Officer,
The National Association for
Retarded Citizens
Associations for Retarded Citizens,
Georgia, Maryland, District of Columbia
Active in related areas until early seventies

Enna, 11311 king
tilt k.ipiskuncli Rom'
litilioda, 211$16
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The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod
1333 South Kirkwood Road, Saint louts, Missouri 63122

Telephone: 314.965.9000

Boyd lot Social Ministry Services

Senator Dave Durenberger
Ms, Lynn Blewett
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator and Lynn,

February 23, 1984

Let me thank you for the assistance you have given me in pointing out the

direction that I might take as I expressed concern over S. 2053.

Since I will not be at the hearings, let me request that the enclosed

material be submitted for the record. This is my report to the Board of

Directors of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod concerning this issue.

Let me request, fdrther, that you advise me at any future stage of

developments when legislation is pending. My denomination has no small

interest - and a substantial stake -- in issues such as this.

Enclosures

EWL:ge

33-270 (1 -- --31i

Sincerely Yours,

Eugene W. Linse, Executive Secretary
Board for Social Ministry Services
The Lutheran -Church-Missouri Synod

r- r-
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Agencies of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod providing Residential
Care for the Developmentally Disabled

At my request, our Secretary for Agencies and Institutions, Mr. Virgil Fuchs,
has provided a brief summary of the agencies, services rendered, cost of
facilities, annual budget and voluntary contributions to these agencies.
These agencies would be materially affected were S. 2053 to be enacted in its
present form. It would be contrary to current public policy emphasis to
terminate program activities in which such a large measure of volunteer work
and charitable contributions have contributed directly and subsidized the
activities involved in providing quality care to the residents of these
facilities.

CEDAR LAKE LODGE, LAGRANGE, KENTUCKY

Cedar Lake Lodge was established in February of 1970. In a residential
treatment center licensed as ICF/MR, 76 residents are served. Sounseling is
also provided for their families. Plans are underway to open group homes in
1986.

The current value of property is approximately 3.1 million dollars. Cedar
Lake Lodge has an endowment fund currently of $700,000. With 110,mmployees,
the current annual operating budget is 1.9 million dollars.

Of the operating budget, 10X is charitable subsidy.

GOOD SAMARITAN LUT$IERAN HOME, CYPRESS, TEXAS

Good Samaritan Lutheran Home was founded in 1968. It serves 40 residents in a
24 hour residential care facility and special'education program. It is not
currently licensed as 1CF/MR. Ten residence are served in a group home, and
two additional group homes will open in the near future, one serving 16
residents and the other serving 6 residents.

The current value of property is approximately 3 million dollars and endowment
trusts is currently valued at $862,000.

With 48 employees, the annual operating budget is $1,180,850. Of the total
operating budget, 62X is charitable subsidy.

GOOD SHEPHERD LUTHERAN HOMES, TERRA BELLA, CALIFORNIA

Good Shepherd Homes were founded in 1955. One hundred-forty residents are
served in ICF/MR facilities. Forty -two residents are served in 6 group homes,
32 residents are served in a HUD 202 group home and apartment project.
Twenty-seven people are served in 14 apartments. Four hundred residents are
served in community care facilities under California license, and plane are in
the process to disburse these, residents to ICF/MR facilities and to group
homes.
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The current value of property is approximately 12 million. The agency is
assisted" by a foundation with a value of 5 million dollars.

With 500 employees, the annual operating budget is 10 million dollars. Of the
annual operating budget, 25% is charitable subsidy.

BETHESDA LUTHERAN HOME, WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN

in 1904.1 Five hundred residents are served at the
campus, including residential, skilled nursing, and
addition, 72 residents are served in 10 group homes
The agency is also licensed 'for children's services in

Bethesda was founded
Watertown, Wisconsin
ICF /ME services. In
around the country.,
mental retardation.

The value of properties is approximately 27 million dollars. A foundation
serving Bethesda is valued at 3 million dollars currently.

With 600 employees, the annual operating budget is 14 million dollars. Of the
annual operating budget 50% is charitable subsidy.

VLF/cc
.

February b, 1984

7
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

S. 2053: ANALYSIS AND COMMENT:

The Community and Family Living Amendments of 1983, S.2053, was introduced in
the United States Senate by Senator John Chafee (R) R.I., on November 4,

1983. The measure has been referred to the Senate Finance Committee where
hearings have been scheduled by the Subcommittee on Health on Monday,
February 27, 1984. Announcement of the hearings evoked a very large number of
requests to testify before that subcommittee, largely from opponents of the
proposed legislation. Hearings to be held on February 27 are the third in a
series of hearings on loeg term health care. Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Health is Senator Dave Durenberger (R), Minnesota. In announcing the
hearings, Senator Durenberger said in part... the Subcommittee is interested
In the development of an integrated long-term care delivery system which
provides an appropriate level of care, in an appropriate setting, on a

cost-effective basis." Senator Durenberger said that the Subcommittee is
interested in hearing from the Administration, the states, providers and
consumers... particularly in comments on the possible benefits to be derived
for the disabled from the Medicaid program as the result of the proposed.shlft
to community-based'care; the feasibility and, obstacles to providing such care,
and the experience available from existing community based facilities for the
disabled.

Background:

In 1975 rules were Issued allowing residents of Intermediate Care Facilities
for the Mentally Retarded (ICF/MR) to be eligible for Medicaid. The goal of
the ICF /MR program is to help each developmentally disabled person reach
his/her maximum potential. Each resident is to have an individual. active
treatment and training program. The assumption is that the resident can
develop beyond current capabilities.

TCF /MR facilities are licensed and monitored by the states and must meet Life
Safety Code provisions and many other state and federal standards. (There are
560 specific federal standards alone governing such facilities.) Facilities
are inspected for quality of programming and treatment of residents, for
physical safety and sanitation and for utilization, reviewing the level of
care appropriate to meet residents' needs.

Professional services are extensive. They include nursing, dental, medical,
psychological, physical and occupational therapy, speech pathology, audiology,
therapeutic recreation, pharmacy, social and dietary services. Organizations
such as Good Samaritan, Good Shepherd, Cedar Lake Lodge, and Bethesda provide
an additional dimension of service of no small significance - the religious
atmosphere of the home and the opportunity for worship and religious

experience for its residents. ICF/MR programs serve persons with a -broad

range of needs: blindness, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and mental retardation.
Some ICHER residents have no next of kin and are wards of the state for a

number of reasons, including abuse and rejection by parents.
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In I97r. Public Law 95-602 was enacted to define more clearly the nature of

disability in order to qualify for Medicaid assistance. From b to 15% of the

mentally retarded /lye in some fort: of residential setting; the majority are

cared for at home. Residential settings vary in size from the very large

btate-run institutions to cottage-type residential facilities for 8 or 10

individuals. Local public sentiment, often hostire to the establishment of a

facility in a given neighborhood, creates an added burden in attempting to

care for ICF/MR residents close to their former residence.

Prior to the t4me that S.2053 was introduced in the Senate, a number of

meetings produced modifications in the thet .proposed legislation. However,

the thrust of the legislation remains the same - to deinstitutionalize the

mentally retarded. Major proponent of the legislation is the Association of

Retired Citizens. Opponents include the American Health Care Association,

which represents some 8,000 institutions providing one form of care or

another, as well as Parents Network, the Child Welfsu League and National

Homes for Children.

Substance and critique of the proposed legislation:

There are some admirable characteristics Ir. the proposed legislation that

should not be dismissed lightly. Its purpose: to promote full participation

of the severely handicapped in community life. Sections of the bill state

that severelv handicapped persons are able to learn and to contribute to

society and should be encouraged to lead productive lives. Emphasis on the

development of settings that emphasize freedom and maximum participation are

commendable. One section of the bill stresses the importance of small

facilities and argues that they should be established in residential

neighborhoods. These are all worthwhile objectives.

Detects in the proposed legislation are
readily apparent. To the extent that

S.2053 stresses the small institution over against any other size and, would

withdras hum federal funding any Institution In excess of 10 persons, the

proposed legislation misses some important considerations. Small is not

necessarily good. 8lg Is not necessarily bad. The bill should address the

question of quality of care rather than one of size. In many cases the range

of services the disabled need are not available in small facilities. Stated

another way - the bill prop)ses a simplistic answer to a complex social

problem. The question of the lze of an institution is relevant only in the

context of available services :hat are to he measured in terms of quality and

diversity. Lfteitiveness of treatment is quite forgotten in the concern over

numbers. No consideration in the legislation as proposed is given to the

quality of services provided by a trained staff, very necessary if residents

arc to learn those skills that will equip them to function effectively and

live as independently as possible.
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The bill also suffers from a lack of discussion of standards, provides no
safeguards against patient abuse, fails to discuss sanctions to ptovide for
enforcement, and may well be considerably more expensive than what Medicaid is
willing to pay. The impact of the legislation as proposed is that it would
withdraw funding from good facilities, such as Bethesda,' Cedar Lake Lodge,
Good Samaritan and Good Shepherd Homes, that provide services that enable the
mentally disabled to learn skills needed for independent living. At the some
time the bill would transfer funding to, facilities with an unknown ability to
care for the mentall disabled.

huVrve..r,well-intentioned the legislation is - to deinstitutionalize care for
the disabled - major shifts in the delivery of services that lack adequate
preparation, facilities available to accept responsibility for such a
transfer, or.,at least the probability that the benefits envisioned would
outweigh the risks and pitfalls such a change might well engender, are
ill-conceived and in need of reconsideration.

Summary and Conclusion:

From a national perspective, what seems to be needed is a healthy mix of
institutions, large and small, that minister to the diverse heeds of the
handicapped in our society. Emphasis needs to be placed on QUALITY OF SERVICE
rather than on size as a determinant for funding, whether from Medicaid or
from any other source. Institutions that are public as well as those that are
private, large and small, regional and local are all part of a balanced
approach to the care of the severely disabled.

As constituted, 5.1.053 ignores the history of service and the quality of care
that has been recognized nationally, that has earned the continuing
endorsement and support of large constituencies, as in the case of Bethesda
Lutheran Home - one of many religiously related quality-service institutions
in America today. If the effect of legislation as proposed in 5.2053 is to
disa.,,,w the services of such institutions, our society will be poorer for such
a legislative decision.

A Political Note:

S.2053 has been scheduled for hearings on February 27. Social Ministry
Services will monitor that hearing and report on it. No companion bill is
scheduled In the House of Representatives, not are there any known sponsors
for such legislation at the present time. The political implication of S.2053
in an ele'ction year are such that few congressmen would have an interest in
endorsing legislation that has the potential for the arousal of public
sentiment thdt could be detrimental in an election campaign.

0
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While interest Ens beep generated in Lutheran circles, efforts to engage in

significant political action at this time do no: seem warranted. S.2053 in

its present form has'aroused more opponents than it has garnered supporters.

In tiny case, organizations such as the American Health Care Association, with

whom we are in touch, have promised to keep us apprised of developments, vill

coordinate response to this, as well as to other proposed legislation, am has

requested our cooperation at the information as well as the action level of

response. Through testimony before the Senate Subcommittee our concerns will

be given ample consideration.

Eugene W. Linse
Board for Social Ministry Services
January 31, 1986

EWL:gc

''2v. 2/20/84
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Statement by

ARTUR MAGER

Submitted for inclusion in the printed record

OF THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

HEABING_Pk_gOMMUNITY_ ONP-BMILY-6IYIN4AMODMNIPAE-128 4AL-404

To be held February 27, 1984 in Washington D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees

As a parent of a blind, severely retarded daughter, 2-nd Vice President

of the Association for Retarded Citizens of California, past Chairman pf

Los Angeles Developmental Disabilities Area Board, past President of the

Exceptional Children% Foundation and a'recipient Of ARC-CA's Golden Rule

Award. I would like to call the Subcommittee's attention to the many

obJectionable provisions of S. 2053 and urge you to defeat this

potentially very harmful bill.

As you know, S. 2053 provides for amendments to the Medicaid laws which

would substantively widen Medicaid eligibility and coverage, but deny

assistance to severely disabled individuals residing in facilities which

have more than approximately 9 bads. All larger residential facilities

would be phased out over a 10 tip some very special cases, 15)

r; t7 i)
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year Iliariod. Since such facilities are currently serving primarily

severely and profoundly, often multiply handicapped, mentally retarded

individuals, these would be the people most adversely affected by this ill

conceived legislation.

But 'let me list and explain my concerns'

1.Contrary to often repeated assertions, serious research into the matter

of desirable size of residential facilities for mentally retarded people

(Ref. 1) discloses lack of any substantive evidence that large facilities

are "bad", Just becauSe they are large, and similarily there is no

evidence that small facilities are "good", just because they are small.

Therefore the proposed phase-out of large facilities is grossly

inappropriate and irresponsible because some of the existing large

facilities (such as the newly remodeled, to provide homelike settings,

Lanterman State Hospital and Developmental Center in Pomona, CA) are

delivering much needed, excellent quality, developmental care. Moreover,

it should be noted that this simplistic use of size as a sole determinant

of the quality of care is particularily'wasteful today because many,States

have recently spend hundreds of millions of dollars to improve their large

facilities.

2.Accordtng to serious researchers the selection of "optimal" residential

facilities for mentally retarded people depends on local environment and

local constraints. The matter of size should be related to a person's age,

past experiences, ability level, current life situation and his or her
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physical, psychological or medical rwipirements. B#cause of that, a

properly balanced, but full, spectrum of various kinds of facilities is

required. Legislative imposition of a singly mode residential system is

highly inappropriate since it would deny soma people the right to care in

facilities that they need.

3. The proposed Medicaid restructuring doss not address the lack of

incentives for the establishment of community based facilities. Certainly

not Medicaid-certified facilities, capable of delivering cire appropriate

for the needs of profoundly and severely- mentally retarded, people.. It will

dismantle large facilities without any assurance that the needed community

based residences will come into being. In CaLifornia alone I estimate that

more than about 4700 new facilities would be required to house the

population currently residing in large facilities. Nationwide probably

some 170000 to 200000 new facilities would have to be opened. Because of

that, the restructuring is potentially harmful, physically and

developmentally, for the severely and profoundly mentally retarded

individuals. It will repeat the tragic mistake we made when

deinstitutionalizing the mentally ill at an uncountable cost in human

suffering, a mistake which today, in California, we are trying and finding

so expensive to correct.

4. It is very difficult, if not impossible, to accurately determine

whether the costs of care in large facilities are any different than the

costs, at the same standard of care, in small facilities. Most compariSons

of cost neglect the much greater need for the personal care of the

' t
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severely and profoundly mentally retarded population, as well as,

start-up, monitoring and phaso.out costs which the proposed restructuring

would impose. Indeed, the California Legislative Analyst's data (Ref. 2)

indicates that the costs of similar services in community based

facilities, including start-up, are slightly higher than in comparably

remodeled state hospitals (includingramodeling costs). This means that

the proposed restructuring will not only fail to reduce costs, but, even

for the same expenditures, it is likely to lead to a reduced standard of

care for the severely and profoundly mentally retarded people currently

residing in large facilities. And when the major cost increases connected

with the proposed expansion of Medicaid eligibility and coverage are

considered, then it becomes obvipus that the aim of this. legislation is

not td reduce costs, but to transfer the Medicaid support from those that

need it most to those who can, to a large degree, be self-sufficient.

Isn't this contrary to the very purpose of Medicaid?

5. The transition time provided in ths/bill is pitifully inadequate.

Nebraska, which since 1968 has been/reducing it's institutional population

of only 2400 personsl 17 years lsier, by 1985, will still have some 250 in

institutions. This slow process was deliberately introduced in 1972 to

stop inhumane "dumping" (that is, discharge from large facilities

regardless of the existence. of appropriate community based facilities).

And in spite of this telling experience this bill proposes to phase-out

large facilities within 10 years! Apparently the cost of human Suffering

is unimportant since most of the severely and profoundly mentally retarded

people cannot speak, much less speak for themselves.

0
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6.Periodically, in our daily newspapers, we see stories pertaining to the

abominable state of community based residences. Many problems of these

residences may he traced to the fact that privately owned facilities are

extremely unstable, closing overnight without an/ consideration of what

that will do to their residents. As a result of these forced transfers the

residents live in perpetual threat of a crisis. Moreover, monitoring and

. licensing of community based facilities is very superficial and the

constantly, changing staff in these facilities lacks any training

whatsoever. I am sure that you can readily see what that would do to even

'"normal" people. For sensorily deprived, severely and profoundly mentally

retarded individuals this is an incessant psychologically and physically

injurious trauma often resulting in death (Ref. 3). Hardly a normal,

homelike family setting which the proponents of 5. 2053 are promising. But

the proposed bill makes but a feeble and meaningless attempt to fix these

most pressing problems of community based facilities which, because of the

additional demand that it will create, are likely to, become very much

worse.

Because of the above reasons S. 2053 is not realistic solution to the

fiscal problems of Medicaid, but a naively wasteful, simplistic approach

to a very complex issue which goes against the very purpose of Medicaid.

It is likely to result in very substantial increase of costs and will

cause untold harm to many. It deserves to be defeated!

You should know that because of the and other objections, the

Association for Retarded Citizens of California (ARC-CA) passed two
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strongly worded resolutions aga1nstit's national organization's

involvement in sponsoring this legislation and continues to be strongly

opposed to S. 2053. 1 am aware that similar opposition throughout the

Nation is also shared by many other ARC organizations.

Refrences:

1. S. Landesman-Dwyer: Uving_ih_the_Community. Am. Journal of Mental

Deficiency 1981, Vol. 136, No. 3, pp. 223-234.

2. Legislative Analyst State of CaliforniaS ThR_Ehesemigut of the

Develgpmental Disabilitigs_Progcam at Pattgn gtate_HospitalL January 1982.

3. C. R. Miller: Deinstitmtignalizatigh_ahg Mortality Trends for the

PEgfogndly_Retardeg,, in C. C. Cleland & L. J. Talkington (Eds.) R

With Profoundly Retarded. Austin TX The Western Research Conference and

the Brown Schools.
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Edward ArMalone
Management Comm Itiutt

Mr. Roderick DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate Room SD219
Washington, O.C. 20510

February 8, 1984

Dear Senator:

I am writing you concerning Semollrir11666**44)&11...katitled "The
Community and Family Living Amendments of 1983" which was intro-
duced in the Senate on November 4,.1983 by Senator John H. Chafee
of Rhode Island. I consider this bill to be ill-conceived and
one that should be cancelled or dropped.

I consider myself to be well qualified to comment on this bill.
I have a son who is mentally retarded, and presently resides at
Beverly Farm in Godfrey, Illinois. Ned has resided at Beverly
Farm since 1966, a period of 18 years; they have been 18 great
years for Ned and 18 years of confidence for our family. Beverly
F rm is an outstanding facility, is owned by the parents/guardians
o: the residents there, is licensed as an intetmediate care
acility (ICF-MR) by the State of Illinois and provides excep-
tional accommodations with particular emphasis on tender loving
care to each resident.

.

The care, activity and development in the least restrictive
environment as furnished at Beverly Farm could not be dupli-
cated for my son in a group home facility. I am not opposed to
group homes as a community facility but to have a group\home
program as proposed in Senate Bill #2053 would be compleply
unacceptable to me and I believe to the majority of the parents
of profound and severely retarded children.

I am not represented by any group other than the Beverly Farm
parents group and the "Voice of the Retarded" group in Chicago.
I desire that my opposition to Senate Bill.#2053 be considered
opposition of a parent with experience.

I recommend that'Senate Bill #2053 in its entirety be cancelled
or dropped and that my letter be entered as testimony in opposi-
tion to Senate Bill #2053.

EAM:am

Sincerely,

Edward A. 48ne
1126 Hunting Court
Palatine, IL 60067

Food Service Planning, Operation, Marketing, and Management at a Profit

5 8
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PARENTS & FRIENDS VOLUNTEER ASSOCIATION
OF

Itit, Vernon Developmental Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 762 Mt. Vernon, Ohio 43050

WRITTEN TESTIMONY FOR THE RECORD - SENATE HEARINGS ON 52053

C.B.O. MEMORANDUM:

The Q.B.O. Memorandum of December 8, 1983 by Diane Burnside, subjecting Senate

Bill 52053, Community Based Living Arrangements, to a cost analysis can be

described as being, statistically and factually inaccurate even from the view-

point of a layman.

First consideration must be paid to the outlay estimates as presented which are

doubtful, at best. It must be assumed that such figures are projected both by

the number of residents presently in M.R. institutions, and the alleged cost

ti rfferential of these same residents in a community setting. It should be

pointed out, however, that all cost comparisons to date have been conducted

using mildly retarded persons as models in both settings. Research organiza-

tions have yet to produce studies of the severely handicapped retarded population's

comparison costs in both environments because they do not exist. Residents of

institutions selected for possible community placement are screened carefully

for adaptable characteristics before placement. Wn must, therefore, discount

the difference in cost theory on the basis of institutional per diems being

exactly equal for a mildly involved resident as opposed to a profoundly involved

one, requiring more intensive care, therapeutic and medical treatment.

By all means, we must question the outlay estimates when the fact that many

thousands of people will be added to Medicaid rolls who are presently receiving

family and other support. By virtue of the broad scope of 52053, the National

Association for Retarded Citizens estimates one million people will be added

who are not now receiving Medicaid.

The cost of deinstitutiot6lization estimates are rather paltry when one considers

the start-up costs of one Medicaid7certified facility. It would be interesting,

to know the source of these estimates. According to 52053, the structure must

not be unlike its surroundings; must conform to all local building codes; and

must meet strict Medicaid standards as to square footage per resident; emergency

facilities; emergency exits; furniture (quantity and quality); training of toff;

rehabilitative and recreational programming; resident charting, planned diets,

and proper medical procedures, to mention only a few. The figures, however, seem
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only to assume movement into non - certified homes.

In addition to the expense of Medicaid certification, there will be the age-old

problem of finding a community in which the homes will be approved. Many of our

Ohio communities have enacted moratoriums on group homes, regardless cf size. In

such cases, court proceedings may be necessary to test constitutionalities and

litigation will add to the start-up costs.

The C.B.O. report makes many open -ended statements which are questionable, such as:

1. Projection - decline of institutionalized residents at a .017 rate due to death

and placement.

Statistical Fact - One (1) in five (5) babies born per year are mentally retarded,

.2% requiring institution placement for various reasons.

Question: Isn't the .017% a lower rate than the .2% admission rate?
2. Projection - Certain educational programs for institutionalized residents are

paid by other sources, but will be picked up by this program.

Statistical Fact - Many institutions provide on-grounds programs which are then

a part of their per diem costs.

Question: Is the added cost of these programs included in the deinstitutionaliza-

tion cost projection, or will public education and local M.R. Boards be required

to assume the responsibility?

3. Projection - Each state would select its own models of community living deter-

mining the cost/saving factor.

Statistical Fact - Due to the absence of data comparing institutional versus

community costs, community costs on a resident by resident basis may be higher.

Question: It Is constantly assumed there will be a savings in all cases. To

what point do we retreat if the cost is greater overall?

4 Projection - No allowance was made for behavioral treatment of the residents

placed in the community.

Statistical Fact - According to a study by The Association for the Retarded

in MinneSota, " unfortunately, some people who have been moved to small living

arrangements have regressed. Small scale facilities do not cause good programs."

Question: How does the possibility of regression impact the per diem figures?

What is the ratio of progressive to regressive behavioral patterns?

The C.8.0. estimate, like S 2053, assumes "one size fits all" and reflects a study

Lompleted in haste and totally without foundation of statistically or technically

accurate analysis. Observation of recent development by community providers would

indicate that even 15-bed facilities are not cost effective, given the services
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that must be provided; therefore, 32, 48, and even 100 bed facilities have been

newly constructed. S 2053 would effectively establish their demise some 15 years

down the road and we view that as financially demoralizing.

GENERAL. OVERVIEW of S2053 and ITS IMPACT

Despite its claims to "protect" the institutionalized M.R. population,-S,2053

will, in effect, legislate deteriorating living conditions in institutions.

The influx of Medicaid funds into institutions, and the necessity to meet ICF/MR

standards, have made possible steady improvements In the surroundings and quality

of life for all residents. In addition, for the first time, there exists a

stability of funding never possible when this population was riding the roller

coaster of shifting state political priorities.

Apparently Ohio is further advanced than many states in community development.

At Mount Vernon Developmental Center there has been active placement in the

community, with the only recidivism being necedsitated by severe medical or

behavioral needs. Our population already reflects only the most medically

and/or behaviorally involved residents. ...-

The State of Ohio has problems, however, with efforts to-mandate wholesale

deinstitutionalization. An example. is Ohio's decision to close Orient Develop-

mental Center and adapt the facility to a prison. Accordingly, Orient's budget

monies were redirected to community development and, now that the Center's

alternative placement is bogged down with approximately 300 residents not yet

placed, money must be drawn from the remaining Centers' funding to operate the

facility. This represents a serious deprivation for all concerned.

As parents, we protest the condescending attitude of the M.R. professionals who

persist in "patting us on the head" 45 they assure us that our sons and daughters

.belong ln tho community despite their multihandicaps. Nonsense. This intellectual

"philosophy" on the rights of the retarded was long overdue for many who can Profit

from life LT. the community; however, we had our family members in the community

and sought placement ln an environment where,
overnight, they achieved a human

dignity and security that was not and WILL NEVER BE available in the public sector.

Only the larger fa( Ility can ynarantee residents the hollt-in monitoring systems,

Clients' Rights Advoca4, and Security team
which protect our family memers who

cannot protect themselves from abuse.

561
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We who have failed at coping on a 24-hour basis, not only recognize the obvious

benefits of three 8 hour shifts, but also understand the pressures contributing

to the frequent turnover in group home .stoff. Doable to manage a family member's

phr,ical, medical, and behavioral needs In the community, parents view with

concern anyone's ability to cope successfully in.a group home situation. The

longevity of group home operation is also a concern, as frequent closure is

already evident. Again, the larger facility must be available as a support

service,

No legislation from Washington will diminish the community's staring; nor will

it banish the zoning moratoriums; or encourage the medical community to under.

:land and treat the.M.R. population with compassion. Given the meqical and

physical involvement uf our population, Senator Chaffee's bkll literally strips

us of any notion' of secure, lifetime care; old0r institutions fazed out In 10

years, newer large facilities In 15.

IL is our understanding that there arc alternative bills being drafted - one

by the New Jersey Division of Advocacy for the Developmentally Disabled and one

by the National Association of State Mental Retardation Prog;'am Directors. Roth

emphasize the need for a continuum of services and neither'would remove federal

assistance from larger facilities as long as standards arc met and residents

appropriately served. We heartily endorse both approaches nod urge consider-

ation of either of these bills as alternatives to S 2053.

5 ; IA:1!
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STATEMENT
OF TlEE NATIONAL COUNCIL Of HEALTH CENTER9

TO THE
SUBCONNITTEE ON HEALTH
COMITEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON THE

CONMJNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1983
FEBRUARY 27, 1984

The National Counc.il of Health Centers takes this opportunity to offer

.
its views on S 2053, the Community and Family Living Amendments Act of 1983.

Tie proposed legislation would phase out Medicaid funding for residential

facilitis serving more than six to nine severely disabled persons while

entitling such individuals to receive a wide array of home and community-based

services.

Members of the National Council are investor-owned multifacility ruising

home corporations that own or manage approximately 2,000 nursing centers in 48

states and the District of Columbia. Our members also provide many other

health-related services, such as home health, alcohol and drug rehabilitation

programs, retirement communities, and hospice centers. In addition, National

Council members operate many facilities that provide services to children and

adults who suffer from mental retardation or psychiatric disorders. Based on

the experience our members, we believe that the program proposed in S 2053

would be detrimental to the improvements in care for the developmentally

disabled that have been achieved over the past several years.

We fully support the 1.?gislation's intent: "the full participation of

severely disabled individuals in community and family life." Improving the'

lives of such Americans should, without question, be the goal of Congress, as

it is the National Council's. But the provisions of S 2053 are based on

arbitrary size limitations, and supported by questionable cost analyses and

interpretations of major studies, relating to &institutionalization.
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Recent national efforts to restructure care for the severely disabled

have met with little success. The anti-institutional outcry of the 1970s and

the "normalization" campaigns that followed were aimed at the

deinstitutiorwlization of overcrowded large mental institutions.

The result was disastrous and tragic. Thousands of mentally ill persons

flooded communities without the corresponding shift of adequate community

services or resources. Many of these people, unable to live independently,

were forced into substandard boarding homes or shelters for the homeless.

Others were isolated in small homes uncared for and ignored or eventually

forgotten. The message that emerged was that deinsiitutionalization is good

in theory, but without proper planning, research and community support, it has

been badly executed. We believe that S 2053 would he an other example of Such

poor execution, and we urge thq Senate Finance Health Subcommittee to oppose .

it.

The following are our specific concerns:

There is little evidence to support the argument that all mentally

retarded individuals are better off living ip small community-based

settings. S 2035 would limit MediCaid payments to eligible individuals

residing in a "community or family living facility" with a capacity no greater

than three times "the number of persons in the average family household in the

area in which the facility is located. ." As the average family household

in the United States generally runs between two and three, the maximum size of

a community or family living facility would be six or nine individuals. The

current literature offers no evidence to support the premise that independent

living skills can he taught only in certain-sized facilities or that given the
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same individual care, developmentally disabled persons progress better in

smaller than in larger settings,

A 1980 study, 'On Size and the Quality of Residential Care: A Second

Look" by George S. Raroff, reviewed several major analyses of size as

relevant factor in residential care practices in institutions. The author

examined the two kinds of studies that pertain to size, One involves the

relationship between size and the'degree to which care practices are resident-

oriented .versus institution-oriented. The second considers actual resident

adjustments in settings of differen ;ize, Neither instance showed a

relationship between size and the degree to which care practices were

resident- vs. institution-oriented.

Similarity, after analyzing data on clients in group homes of differing

size (ranging from 6 too 20 residents), a research team at the University of

Washington Child Deve147nt and Mental Retardation Center concluded that:

group home size usually was not the most important factor.

Variables such as geographic location of the'home, heterogenity of the

resident's background, and average age of the residents were typically

more important than was the number of residents in determining patterns

of eating, social behavior, organized activity and being unobservable."

Coamumity placement is ideal for many developmentally disabled persons

but not all. These individuals have varying and diverse needs. In addition

to suffering from mental retardation, an individual might also, for example,

be deaf,. blind, epileptic and unable to speak or walk. Service needs may vary

from vocational training and management skills to the intensive medical care

and therapy services, Lower-fimctioning individuals are seldom accepted into

5 6
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cmviiniity or family care homes. Inconkinent and non-ambulatory clients

require more than can be provided in a community setting. Others who are not

accepted into the small community environment are people who may function in

\the severe to moderate range,of retardation but have involved .medical

'problems, Severely impaired individuals with cerebral palsy, uncontrolled

seizure disorders, and/or sensory impairments are just a few examples. These

people may not need the expensive and intensive care of the restricted

environment of a state hospital, but neither is community placement

appropriate for them. They are aptly cared for in an inteitediate care

facility for the mentally retarded (ICFMR).

ICF,MRs also have two important advantages over smaller community

facilities: a stress on socialization and staff longevity. Portland

Residence, a ICF/MIZ in Minneapolis, t.4, serves 100 residents. To give its

clients experleace with small groups, the facility is divided into eight

living units. For socialization purposes, a resident has the opportunity to

mingle within his or her unit or in other unitg. This flexibility in the

setting allows an individual the stimulation of a variety of functioning

levels. If a person in a group home has an active personality problem with

others, that individual will likely leave the facility. At Portland

Residence, however, there is an opportunity for residents to move within

different levels of environment so that a client who has conflicts with others

does not have to he removed from the system and feel that he or she haS

failed.

Staff longevity is an important element of many 1CF/Mlots. These

experienc_e a very low burn-out or turnover rate because the staff

wort. an R to 10-hour shirt per day during a 40-hour week. These limited

shifts leip the .taff mentally and physically fresh while working with
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residents. This arrangement contrasts sharpq\with the high burn-out and high

turnover rate in small community-based facilities where the staff live and

work with the residents 24 hours a day. Further, many ICF/MRs hire only

college graduates to work as direct care staff, thereby employing mature,

disciplined people who are traine.''to think and work with the residents.

Economies of scale and other effic en es gained froM their size allow ICF/MRs

to offer the competitive salaries to at ract such employees. This cannot be

said of many small community facilities. Large ICF/MRs offer the residents an

array of services; registered nurses, speech pathologists, spech clinician

and education departments with teachers trained in special education, music

therapy, and recreation therapy.

The evidence is quite.clear. iA continuum of programs and living

alternatives are necessary to meet the many needs of the severely disabled.

Often the placement most appropriate to that individual's needs is a large

ICF/HR facility where the r,cessary professional staff and services are

available.

The 0.rent literature offers no substantial evidence that small

facilities apejesscluensive_thanjargerfacilities. Major studies indicate, .

at best, a weak relationship between size and costs. New York City 1.981

examination of community residence programs for individuals with severe and

profound developmental disabilities found.that the small and community-based

residences studied reported higher per-client costs than the comparable

adjusted average annual per-client cost for develupmental centers in the

met. ropol i tan areas.
4

A 1Q76 study of coimminity care facilities, "A Typology of Community Can

Facilitis and Differential Normalization Outcomes," by ::agar Butler and Ann
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Bjaanes, concluded that there are substantial differences in utilization of

community agencies, services and programs by facilities, and variations in

normalization activities within facilities. The authors found that:

"Larger facilities, by and large, utilize agencies, services and

programs, and have more internal normalization activities and, thus,

appear to he closer to the objective of normalization and developing

social competence than smaller facilities."

A comparative cost study of public residential and community residential

programs by the Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation at Texas

Technological University revealed:

"Based upon data collected in this survey, the costs of proviOing

community-based residential services appear to be at least equal if not

greater than those in public residential facilities."

The Health Care Financing Administration, in a January 1981

report, "Background and Future Directions," said

"There is little evidence that coverage of community-based and in-home

services reduced total public expenditures in an open-ended fee -'for-

services system. Indeed most of the evidence is to the contrary. This

is because expanded service benefits largely go to a new (additional)

service population rather than substituting for nursing home care."
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We agree with the National Association of State Mental Retardation

Program Directors, Inc.'s argument that when some of the very studies cited by

proponents of community-based services arc examined, the relationship between

facility size and cost is not nearly so clear as it may appear. "For example,

a recent report by the New York State Commission of Quality of Care for the

Mentally Retarded, "Willowbrook: From Institution to the Community," points

out that the average annual per-client cost of care in state-operated

developmental centers in the New York City area were approximately 29 percent

higher than the average client costs among the sampled community residences.

The authors of the report, however, go on to note that:

The average per client cost among apartment residences ($39,156) was

actually $2,132 greater than the average per client cost among the

developmental centers. And, more significantly, the average per client

cost among state-operated apartment residences ($47,660) in the sample

was nearly 29 percent greater than the average per client developmental

'enter costs.' "

It is quite obvious that there are no definitive studies of the

relationship between operating costs and size. The scattered evidence that is

availabl, is contradictory and subject to various interpretations. Smaller

facilities are not necessarily cheaper. Programs with eight beds or fewer in

Pennsylvania, New York and Michigan have revealed expenses that are two to

three times the costs of ICF/MR care. The McComb-Oakland project in Michigan

reports costs of $70 to $130 per day. Costs in New York have ranged from $95

to SW'S a day. Most small facilities for the mentally retarded are reimbursed

at S'S per day, many by at least $100 per day.

f; f1
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Most states provide a $65-to-70 per diem for ICF/MR care. For example,

Portland Residence's daily rate is $60, $10 less than the state's payment for

ICF/MR care. This large facilty serving 100 persons also provides numerous

services, i.e., speech patholo6 and behavior analysis, that otherwise are

available in a small facility only through expensive contractual arrangements.

The quality of care for the severely disabled will suffer due to

inadequate community support. As mentioned earlier, past national efforts to

deins'titutionalize the mentally ill without proper community support have met

with little success. No new law or regulation can guarante-: that the

necessary system of services will be in place in every community thoughout the

United States. it is impossible. We are skeptical of the ability of

governments -- federal, state and local -- to prevent "dumping!' that has

occurred in the past-and may occur under S 2053.

We are particularly concerned with the problems the proposal would bring

to states with large areas with sparse population. For example, Lakecrest

Developmental Care Center is an Orem, UT 7S bed ICF/MR that provides services

to adolescents with mild behavior problems and other mentally retarded

individuals. The facility is currently at capacity and has a patient-

admission area covering a 400-mile radius., The trAnsfer of the facility's

residents into the community would be disastrous due to the lack of community

services. The population distribution i3 inadequate for the handling of the

deinstitutionalzation of 1CF /}4R patients. With 50 percent of the population

of Utah located around Salt Lake City, the test if; spread sparsely over the

state, In three-fourths of the state's communities, the availabiiity of

services, physicians, speech and occupational therapists as well as

psychologists and physicians is limited. In addition, travel time and actual
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Medicaid dollars, available would make S 2053 unrealistic except in the Salt

Lake City area.

A study conducted by the University of Massachusetts on the status of

health care for deinstitutionized, mentally retarded persons in that state

found several disturbing factors. Current health systems are reluctantly

responsive to the deinstitutionized. Care for the mentally retarded person is

exueedingly complex and time-consuming for physicians, and the skills needed

by a doctor to care for the mentally ill usually exceed those that he or she

redeived during training. Most medical staff are ill-prepared or lack the

knowledge to deal with the mentally retarded's health problems, and many

physicians, dentists and nurses have problems dealing with people whose

appearance or behavior is different and want to segregate them from other

patients. In a similar vein, the Texas Technological University study found

that:

". . . being in a group home does not automatically mean a better quality

of life. Without the provision of training, opportunities for vocational

and social activities and outside monitoring of programming, it is

possible that a group home may become more sterile than that of a public

residential facility."

S 2053 would unfairlL restrict state flexibility in providinv services

for the severely disabled. The proposed legislation is oppressively

prescriptive at a time when states need maximum flexibility in devoting

shrinking funds and resources to care for the severely disabled. State

institutions still will need to remain open to incur full fixed costs of

operation as well as the marginal casts of caring for individuals who will
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remain institutionized because of their medical condition or the inability of

the state to make a community placement. Further, S 2053 would force states

to comply equally with statutory priorities not tailored to the current status

of their efforts to deinstitutionize.

The increase in the number of program eligibles and program costs that

would be imposed by the new legislation would be extremely 6.fficult for the

states to absorb, particularly in light of the Reagan Administration's efforts

to further reduce the federal share of Medicaid.

The states have already moved consistently over the past 15 years to

successfully reduce the total population of public institutionp. That

population has dropped by 37 percent over the last 11 years while the number

of community residencies has increased by more than nine-told over the same

period.

The states, and not the federal government, should have prime

responsibility for planning a continuum of services for severely disabled

citizens. The federal government should be supportive, not pre-emptive. It

should serve as a catalyst and supplement state efforts only as needed.

Clearly, states will continue to include a varied number of institutional beds

as part of that continuum of care,

Deinstitutionalization of the severely disabled is already available

through home- and community-based waivers. Incentives for appropriate

deinstitutionalization already exist under home- and community-based service

waivers available under Section 1915(c) of the Medicaid law. At present more

than 20 states have waivers for the mentally retarded, and other states are

pending approval. These waivers increase the incentives for states to develop

less costly alternatives to institutional care and to operate their facilities

[or the mentally retarded more efficiently.
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Many community service packages for the developmentally disabled are more

costly than institutional care, a fact that casts doubt on the savings

assumptions included in the proposal. If community care is less expensive, it

can be covered under present law and no statutory changes are necessary:

Sumnala

For the many reasons discussed, the National Council of Health Centqrs

opposes S 2053. The National Council believes the program and support fcr the

legislation is based on arbitrary size limitations and questionable cost

analyses and interpretation of major studies relating to

deinstitutionalization. S 2053 would jeopardize the improvements in care for

\

',the mentally retarded that have been achieved over the past several years.

The National Council urges the Senate Finance Health Subcommittee to oppose S

2053.

"") ')t) ti
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Mr. Chairman, the National Federation of Licensed

Practical Nurses, Inc. (NFLPN) appreciates the opportunity to

present its views regarding the inadequacies of the present

Medicaid reimbursement system, and the future of health delivery

to our Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Disabled (M.R.D.D.)

citizens.

The NFLPN is the professional organization which

represents this country's 750,000 licensed practical nurses

(LPNs). As an organization whose members are dedicated to the

delivery of high quality nursing health care, we have long been

concerned with the lack of access to quality long-term health

care which Medicaid provides to the economically disadvantaged.

Unfortunately, today a number of problems plague the Federal-

State partnership that provides care for patients with such

disabilities as severe mental retardation, severe epilepsy,

cerebral palsy and paralysis.

The vast majority of thene, and other economically

disadvantiged patients, receive long-term care in large, multi-

purpose qtate institutions. Our experience tells us that these

facilities are often too large and too inefficient to provide

adequate care for a very diverse group of patients. In this type

of facility, Aubtle differences between patients may be easily

overlooked; consequently, the tendency is to tailor treatment to

broad categories of patients rather than to the individual, As a

result, sometimes patients do not receive the type of personal

and individual nursing care which they need and deserve.

575
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These large instit,Itions hinder optimum habilitation in

a second way. Despite the best of intentions, these facilities

act as effective barriers between patients and the world. Our

experience indicates that M.R.D.D. individuals, many of whom are

only physically disabled, do not progress as well as they

otherwise might when they are separated by miles and walls from

their spouses, parents, friends and the general public. While

such isolation can slow or even prevent, proper treatment,

constant interaction with others improves morale and

habilitation.

The true tragedy of this situation lies not in the fact

that such facilities exist, but in the fact that so many disabled

individuals are forced, often. with no regard for the appropriate-

ness of treatment, to reside in them because they have no

alternative/. As the subcommittee knows, the cause of these

problems is the instrtutional bias within the Medicaid system

that forces states to rely So heavily upon large institutions

Their overreliance is apparent in the fact that of all mc;)ty

spent on Mentally Retarded Intermediate Care Facilities (MRICF),

82 percent is spent on larger, multi-purpose facilities, while a

mere 4.5 percent is spent on public community and family care

facilities.

Although some states, such as Rhode Island, have

aggressively taken the lead in the shift to smaller community

care homes, the present Medicaid system serves as a disintentive

to change. It is presently the view of many health care

professionals that the Federal government, as a partner with the
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states, must act if change is to occur. We believe, therefore,

that 5.2053 is an excellent proposal for change.

The'effectiveness'of $.2053 lies in the fact that it

would attack the problems by eliminating their root, cause. The

inefficient and ineffective treatment of individualsin large

public facilities would be alleviated by transferring these

patients to smaller, individually tailored, closely supervised

community and family care facilities. Such a transfer would be

achieved by reversing the biag o0Medicaid funding.. In these
I

small homes, men and women would have access to the individual

treatment and attention that they require. We would expect thesse

homes to establish regulations which would assure/quality health

care delivery.

/

Despite the claims. of some critics, this prop al would

oot force all patients to fit into a predetermined, infle 'ble

ild, or force patients to reside in a community 'setting

regardless of the care they need. It is our opinion that section

1918(b)(1) world require care that "is not available at community

or family living facility" in'their home state. Thuso'this

proposal would make it financially possible for most patients to

transfer to community living settings.

For those many men'and women who would reside in a

community or family setting, the benefits would be great and

immediate. First, the ability of a disabled individual to live

with or.-riear a spouse, parent or loved "One is an invaluable

benefit. 'ndly, these people would be allowed the dignity to

care for themselves. LPNs qu'ickly'jearn that patients progress

33-270 0-84 .
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\most rapidly when they are treated as adults and as individuals.

proposal seeks to provide a fiscal mechanism that would

allow disabled men and women. to find-dignity through independent

living.

Although. the NFLPN enthusiastically endorses S.2053, we

do offer one suggestion for consideration. We encourage the

subcommittee to'include a provision that would reimburse the,
,

states for the training mandated by the bill., While we applaud

the realization that such a.mandat6 is necessary, we are

concerned that state funding will not be Adequate to provide the

necessary training and retraining. If such a provision is

included, 5.2053 will ,,serve to greatly improve the:way this

country provides for its disabled citizens.

,3
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My name is Richard C. Surles, and I am a member of the National Mental
Health Association's public policy committee ate. well as Director of
Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services for the City of
Philadelphia. Prior to 1983 I was Commissioner of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation in the state of Vermont.

My statement today is presented on behalf of the National Mental
Health Association (NMHA), a voluntarycitizen organization, represen-
ting approximately one million consumers 4nd citizens interested in
the treatment and preventionof mental illness and the promotion of
mental health.

NMHA fully supports the concept of S 2053 -- f.e. that mentally disab-
led individuals should be cared for in the least restrictive setting,
and that long term institutional care is no longer appropriate for
most of this population. S 2053 primarily addresses the needs of
mentally retarded individuals, although itlso would cover those
suffering from a mental illness, if they are under age 21 or over age
65.

0

My statement addresses the long term care needs of chronically mental-
ly ill individuals, and how 52053 might better address those needs.

There are an estimated 1.7 to 2.4 million people living in
institutional and community settings who, by virtue of their
diagnosis, duration of illness and resultant disability, may be termed
chronically mentally ill. Many of these people are inappropriately
placed in institutions such as public mental hospitals and nursing
homes, many live in substandard or inappropriate housing and many are
homeless. Most of these people are missing one or more of the basic
life supports necessary to a satisfactory quality of life.

Over the past two decades, it has been convincingly demonstrated that
people 'with chronic mental illness can become more productive members
of society if they have appropriate community living arrangements
linked to rehabilitation and support services. Thousands of people
currently in'hospitals or nursing homes could function more
independently in psychosocial programs, group homes, family foster
care or supportive aplrtments if adequate numbers of such programs
were available--at a total cost to the taxpayers that would be less
than the costs of current arrangements, according to a report issued
An February 1983 by the Departments of Health and Human Servides and
of Housing and Urban Development on FederalEfforts to Respond to.the
Shelter and Hasid Living Needs of ChiTSITITilly Mentally ITT
Individuals,

What is needed is a continium of residential options for this popula-
tion, ranging from hospitals to nursing homes, to group homes, to
foster care, to shared apartments, to independent living. No single
residential option can meet the needs of all the population.

Current problems in. meeting the shelter and basic living needs of
chronically mentally ill individuals stem from a number of causes, not
the leaSt of which are instances of localized shortages of housing
affordable by lowincome people and the stigma against people with
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Mental health problems. In addition, however, it has become
increasingly clear that there are major problems related to funding
patterns, unclear or antithetical legislation, eligibility determina-
tion, factors, planning and coordinating factors, and program
accessibility. The outcome 'is overuse of hospitals and nursing homes,
the use of substandard community shelter settings, and the shortage of
supervised, appropriate community arrangements.

Chronically mentally ill citizens are not now adequately served under
Medicaid, and yet many of them are among the truly needy, leading only
a marginal existence and falling within the lowest socioeconomic
strata of society. -

The current Medicaid program is structured in such a way that, for the
mentally ill,, it emphasizes institutional care for those who may not
need it, and encourages (even in non-institutional settings) more
intensive care than is often warranted.' In this respect, the priori-
ty given to institutional services by Medicaid is similar for mentally
retarded and mentally ill persons. H,wever, in one important respect,
Medicaid coverage for these two. populations is very dissimilar.
Medicaid has noprovision to cover intermediate care facility ser-
vices for the mentally ill' and specifically excludes inpatient care in
a psychiatric hospital for those between the ages of 21 and 64.

With the enactment of the Medicaidfdome and Community Care Waiver in
1981, states were permitted to substitute community care for institu-
tional care when community treatment would be more appropriate, and
also leas expensive. However, in developing a waiver request for
Vermont (and. Vermont was one of the first state.fo have a waiver which
included services for the mentally ill approved by the Health Care
Financing Administration) I found that it was, very difficult to use
the waiver authority to improve services for the mentally ill. This is
because the only 'institutional" services which may be offset against
community, care costs fer the mentally ill, are services provided in
psychiatric institutions for those under 21 and over 64.

Thus currently, Medicaid-eligible mentally ill individuals have a
limited range of community services available to them, and severe
restrictions on long-term psychiatric inpatient care if they are
betweep the ages of 21 and 64. On the other hand, if persons are
served in general hospitals then Medicaid'will pay for acute care,
thus encouraging the'use of episodic acute care.

The problems in providing appropriate treatment to the mentally ill
are many and the need for a nations orientation. to care is
critical. It is on these problems o propriate care that I want to
focus today in the context of S 053.

S 2053 describes in some detail the types of services that would be
available for funding for disabled people or, in other words, the
services that would be considered to be medically appropriate by the
Frderal Medicaid program if S 2053 were enacted. These services
include those now provided to mentally retarded persons residing in an
intermediate care facility (ICF-MR), those services available under
the Medicaid waiver program (case management, homemaker/home health
aide services, personal care services, adult day health care,
hats` station services, respite care and other services as approved by
the Department of Health and Human Services), comprehensive servtces
for independent living and specialized vocational services which
enhance the independence, productivity and community integration.of
severely disabled individuals.
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-S. 253 uses the same definition of "developmental disability" that is
found in the Fedefal Developmental Disabilities Act, and therefore
covers, the chronically' mentally ill. It is appropriate fox the
chronically mentally ill ta,be included within this definition since
the types of services they require and their problems in adjusting to
community living parallel those of, other disabled individuals.
However, mentally ill individuals, unlike those with mental xetarda-
tion, may need periodic in patient psychiatric care and the total
duration of such care is unpredictable. Thus, it is important tgat
S2053 not delete any current Medicaid institutional coverage for
mentally 11/1persons under age 21 or over age 64.

We understand, that S2053 is not intended to limit this institutional
coverage for the mentally ill, but believe the bill needs to be
amended to clarify this. currently, section 1918 prohibits
institutional services to all those Covered under the bill. Mentally
ill persons under age 21 and over age 64 should be excluded from this
provision, so that they remain eligible for all currently covered
mental health services.

The inadequate coverage of mental health services undercurrent
Medicaid law is a major problem. It results, in part from Federal
restrictions, and in part from many states not opting to fully cover
such services. As a result there is a lack of Medicaid institutional
dollars:to transfer into community services,'as well as a serious and

_critical shortage-of such community services. This is why i had such
difficulty designing a Medicaid waiver program for Vermont and why so'
few states have even tried to apply for a Medicaid waiver which covers
this population.

The most critically,neededxeform to Medicaid for mentally ill persons
is expansion of Medicaid coverage for the less intensive services
which' are provided in the, community and designed to prevent institu-
tionalization. These services include especially case management,
psychosocial rehabilitation, residential piograms, assistance with
housing and other services defined in S 2053, and in the Medicaid
waiver authority.

As a first step towards this end, NMHA urges-the Committee to amend S
2053 so as to add a new provision amending Section 1519 of Medibaid
(the Medicaid waiver) so as to enhance the opportunity for mentally
ill persons to be included within the existing waiver program. This
requires looking at the "institutional" services which, under the
waiver, are to be replaced with commun..: services in a slightly
different way. For instance, states cannot. now count as institutional
services under the waiv , inpatient acute care provided in general
hospitals. Also, some o the services provided on an outpatient basis
are more intensive (a less costa-effective) than alternative
community support ser ices which are not now eligible for.Medicaid
reimbursement. Thus, partial hospitalization.might be appropriately
replaced with a pay ,o- social day program' for a given patient.
Intensive outpatient t erapy might be replaced with case management to
assist the patient with a whole range of problems, which .a re
significantly effecti his/her mental health and so on.

We'thus propose tha the Medicaid waiver authority be amended to
specifically allow states to receive Medicaid reimbursement for
community alternati s now described in under Section 1915 when these
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services are furnished to individuals diagnosed as having a mental
illness and whose condition iss seyere a,.d persistent,but for whom
long-term skilled or semi-skilled nursing care is inappropriate, and
for whom it is determined that a reduction of the disabling effects of
this serious mental illness can best be accomplished in a non-institu-,
tional setting. These community services would be provided to
individuals who might otherwise require services furnished on an
inpatient basis by a general hospital, services provided on an
outpatient basis by a general hospital, by a community mental health
center.or other clinic or private practitioner, or. partial hospitali-
zation services provided by a hospital or other provider.

States participating in the waiver shotild be required to promulgate
regulations which will ensure that patients have a goal-oriented
treatment plan, which will integrate clinidal services and community
support services, provide for continuity of services, and set stan-
dards for licensure of community facilities for mentally ill persons.

We further suggest that these home and community services. funded
through the MedicAid waiver for the mentally ill be paid for by the

federal government at a higher rate than is allowable for
institutional and othdr inpatient. care. Specifically, the match for
community' services should be 5% higher than for institutional or
hospital services. This will give states a positive fiscal incentive
to develop community-based alternatives for those at risk of more
intensive care. .

While such a higher rate might appear illogical during a period of
such federal fiscal constriction, we suggest that such provisions are

cost effective. For example, in-Philadelphia, inpatient mental health

care in a general hospital now runs about $500 per days community
programs are significantly less expensive. Thus the use of coAnunity
services'is much less costly and much more'effective than continuous
admissions and,re-adMissionns for inpatient acute care. Moreover, in

keeping with the waiver concept, an overall cap on expenditure can be

establiished to prevent' run away cost from over subscription. Unless

incentives are provided to states, however, people experiencing
episodes of mental illness will continue to stay in hospitals because
there is no where else to place them, and.Federal funds will continue
to encourage the utilization of the most expensive options for treat-

ment.

AlSo, we are experiencing serious problems with the manner in which
Pennsylvania has implemented Medicaid restrictions on, public patients.
Some hospital administrators are denying Medicaid patients who have no

fixed address admission to the hospital, because when the patients are
ready to be released there will be no place for them to go. If they

fail to place a patient, the State medical assistance authority will
deny the hospital public assistance for the inpatient care.

These changes are 'needed now more than ever as evidence grows that
Medicaid budget pressures art causing states to single out services
for the mentally ill for cutbacks and restrictions.

Our proposal for changing the Medicaid waiver is designed primarily to

5 8
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address the community-care needs of chronically mentally ill adults.
S2053 alsq authorizes a range of community services for children under
21 and older adults-over 64, if they meet the definition of disability
in this bill. I want to.emphasize that NMHA fully supports the inclu-.sion of these individuals under $ 2053. The services defined in thebill are exactly those needed by seriously and.chronically mentally
ill people and S 2053 represents a major and highly significant change
in the Medicaid program's structure. I would like to specifically
point'out the importance of vering pre-vocational services. Day
habilitation services which i de task-oriented activities intended
to helli participating clients cquire the social and job-related

/'skill that are prerequisites entry into a vocational training
progr4lm are essential if chroni ally mentally ill peoplAare to
benefit from services furnished through rehabilitation programs.Curre'ntly, the chronically mentally ill are seriously underrepresented
in the vocational rehabilitation

system, primarily because they are
not 'Vocationally feasible' under the VR system's definition.

Another excellent provision in 52053 which I would like to strongly
endorse is ,the fact that all those whose diSability had its onset
before age 5p would be covered. The DD Act definition limits servicesto those whose disability had its onset before age 21. Yet manychronically mentally ill people first show signs of their illness
-after the ale of 21. Thus the age of onset in this bill is a signifi-cant provisilpn for the chronically mentally. ill, and we urge that itbe retained.

There is one other amendmtnt which.NMHA would like, to propose with
respect to coverage for mentally ill persons under S 2053. As now
written, someone who is 20 years old and diagnosed as schizophrenic
when this ,bill is enacted. would be eligible for a wide range of
community services, which could enable him or her to live in.a group
home in the community, to receive vocational services designed to
eventually enable him/her to hold a job, attend a psychosocial day
program to assist with his/her independent living skills and receivemedical treatment. What happens under S2053 when that same individual-
turns 21 a year later? There is no automatic coverage for any of
these services. Indeed if he/she lives in a state which has-failed. Co
cover clinic services, and Which hag not applied for a waivet such an
individual may find the only Medicaid services available are inpatient
and outpatient general hospital treatment. and physician services.
Such a drastic cutback ire40,pportive health-related services will
quite certainly cause mdny'Chronically mentally ill people to suffer
serious relapses and their 'potential to become independent and
Possibly productively employed citizens will be lost.

While Our proposals to amend the Medicaid waiver would, in a substan-
tial way,. improve Medicaid coverage of health - related community seri.
vices, S 2053 would cover additional services and because the waives
authority is optional, some states may not apply for a waiver for the
mentally ill. There are also restrictions placed by'lICEA on thosestates which do apply, and the rigidity of the formula used'to
calculate costs has already restricted the use of the waiverauthority.
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Thus, coverage under S 2053 is a significant improvement over the
waiver authority, even though the waiver amendment recommended here is

a significant,improvement over current law.

We are therefore concerned about those mentally. ill young people
covered when 52053 is enacted, but who would lose that eligibility as
they'turn21.,. NMHA urges the Committee to amend S 2053 so as to raise

the age of cut-off from 21 to 22 a year after enactment, and by one

year each year thereafter so that those initially eligible for a full

range of family and community services retain that eligibility as

they grow older.

In conclusion, we recommend:

*That S 2053 be amended tO clarify that institutional
services for mentally ill Individuals will continue to
be reimburseable under Medicaid;

*That S 2053 be amended to include language which
amends Section 1915 of Medicaid so as to allow for
appropriate reimbursement for home and community based
services for 'chronically mentally ill individuals;

*That the age of onset under the definition of

eligibility used in S 2053 remain as age 50:

*That the services defined in S 2053 as reimburseable
under Medicaid not be changed, and particularly that

pe-vocational services be retained;

*That children and youth who are underage 21 when this
bill is enacted, and who suffer from a serious and

chronic mental illnesd,'retain their eligibility for
community services as defined in this bill as they grow
older (i.e. that the lower age limit under Section 1918

(h) be raised by one year each year).

With the changes suggested above, NMHA endorses S 2053 and urges its

adoption by the Congress.

Our proposals to amend S 2053 would mean that chronically mentally

people have available to them a range of community care alternati es

whiCh are, for the most part, already available to other disc( led

'people. Care for chronically mentally ill individuals has b.en a
public responsibility for over a century. It still is a public
responsibility, even though many chronically mentally ill people are

no longer locked away in large remote institutions. Medicaid/is the

single most important, funding stream for health-related services t&

this population, and for too long the mentally ill have been denied

adequate access to the most appropriate and cost-effective services

under Medicaid.

We urge the Committee to make the changes suggested above, and then to

enact S 2d53 as soon as possible.
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COMMENTS ON S. 2053

--Submitted by--

Parents Association of Northweat Louisiana State School

The Parents Association of Northwest Louisiana State School has gone on

record as strenuously opposing the Community and Family Living Amendments of

1983 (S: 2053), as introduced by Senator John Chafee. Our opposition rams'

from the fact. that S. 2053 is berried upon a radical "anti.iinstitution" philos-

ophy which runs contrary to research findings reported in the eoientific

literature. For examples'

A core assumption underlying the legislation seems to be'that fac-

ility size per ee is a major determinant of program quality, and

that smell residences aresthus inherently superior to larger ones,

Available research data dces not support this premise. Placing a

ceiling upon the size of facilities eligible for Title XIX funding

is thus a highly arbitrary that simply reflecte a sub-

jective bias a ainst larger, multi-purpose residential programs,

The proposed 1 gielation also seems to presuppose that placement in

a small commun ty-based residential facility will, in and of itself.

result in gre ter developmental growth and a superior: quality of

life then would &collo tomentally retarded persons in an institu-

tional eetting. Here again, this contention ie not supported by

existing research findings,

586

"If you stand at all, stand tall"
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It is frequently argued that community -based care is less expansive

than institutional proramming. However, even a cursory examina-

tion of the "studies" commonly cited to support this stance reveals

that they involve highly specious oomparisona, i.e., while the

institutional coste reported inevitably include the full spectrum

,'Of services offered by the facility, oost data from the community

Eire ordinarily limited to houaing, tood and live-in staff, exeip-

ing the cost of providing the full spectrum orneeded programs for

clients. The studies which have taken into account the monies

needed for programs in the community have usually revealed that the

cost of community placement does not differ significantly from the

cost Of institutional care and is, in some instances, more

expensive.

-1( The Chafee legislation seems to ignore the,significant differences

between curr nt institutional populations and those retarded people

who are bein successfully served in the community. The data make

it clear tha the overwhelming majority of residents of public

institutions re severely and profoundly retarded (e.g., some 57%

have TQs of 20 and below), have'' high rate' of concomitant physical

Alandicaps, are ighly dependent on others for tssistance and

support (e.g., ome 60% cannot dram, without assistance, 95% cannot

understand the spoken word, and 43% are not toilet trained), and,

many require intensive medical life supporemeasures. This

population contraitm sharply with the markedly less handicapped

persons who are Cynically served in, community residences.

If you stand at all, stand tall-

5 8 7
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The proposed legislation would, in effect, disenfranchise parents

in terms of making'decisiona concerning the type of placement that

would best meat their chiIre needs. It ignores the findings of

setreral studies ifidicting parental satisfaction with institutional

care and strong parental objections to tranaferring their offspring
1

to the community. \ '

It is our belief that major social policy decisions such as thosepro-

posed in S. 2053 should be based upon a careful Icrutiny of available empirical

data. We thus urge that the Senate Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Heal/h

bolicit testimony from recognized authorities in the mental retardation

research community. ,Opecifically, we suggest that you seek input from Dr.

Norman R. Ellie of the University of Alabama and from Dr. Carl Haywood of

George Peabody College for Teachers in Nashville, Tennessee. Dr. Ellis is

probably' the world's foremost authorNr in the field of mental retardation

'research, and has-made'extensive contribUtions to the scientific literature

(e.'g., he is editor of the Handbook of Mehtal',Deficiency, Psychological Theory

and Research and also edits the International Review of Research in Mental'

RetarAtion, a series which currently includes 11 volumes. Dr. Haywood is

also a leader in'the area of mental retardation research, and recently served

as president of the American Association orf Mental Deficiency. We view this

type of expert testimony as particularli important in light of the alarming

volume of emotionally laden hyperbole and aoientifically unsubstantiated

contentions which we have observed in many of the written and oral

presentations supporting S. 2053.

"If you stand at all, stand tall"
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While opposing S. 2053, the Parents Association of Northwest Louisiana

State School clearly recognizes the fact thatoan individual's service needs

may differ at various stages of his or her life. We thus strongly endorse the

development of a wide array of service options, including both institutional

and community-based programs.

e
Submitted By:

Tommy Head, President

Parents Association of Northwest,

Louisiana State School

Bossier City, Louisiana

If you stand at all, stand tall"
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PARENTS J; ASSOCIATES OP THE

INSTITUTIONALIZED RETARDED

OF VIRGINIA

March 4. 1984
9000 Orange Hunt Lane
Annandale, VA 22003

'Mr. Roderick A. Dearment
Chief Counsel'

. Senate Committee. of Finance
SD 219
DirksOn Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510

Reference 82053

Dear Mr. Dearm t,

ti

writing on behalf of the members of the Parents and
Associates of the Institutionalized Retarded (PAIR) of Virginia, to
express our strong opposition to the provisions Q4 'Senate Bill 2053.
"The Community and Family Living Amendments Act of 1983." In your
FebruarV 17 reply to PAIR President Mr. Bobby Tuck's letter of
February 6, ybu advised that it would nbt be possible for PAIR to
testify at the . recent hearing, but that written testimony would be
accepted. Mr. Tuck has requested that I provide that testimony.

PAIR is Comprised of representatives of the fiYe institutions for,
the mentally retaeted operated by the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Briefly stated, there are several-kev points we wish to makes

o We fully support community programs. for those individuals who
would be best Served in the .community..

o While we feel strongly that many retarded citizens are best
served in the community (e.g., a group home), we do not support the
notion that every retarded person is in this category. Approximately
76% of the residents of state-operated facilities are profoundly or
severely retarded. Many of these individuals require special care
that cannot be offered in the community in an effective and efficient
manner. We are also Concerned that the potential for abuse of such
individuals is greater' in community facilities; the public has much
better visibility over institutional. programs.

o The conventional wisdom that it is less expensive to care for
the retarded in community. homes is simply not proving true in the case
of the severely and profoundly retarded. Experience of the Falls
Church Community Service Board in Northern Virginia, for example, is
proving. that the costs of providing quality care in the Community
setting will be staggering compared to the cost of providing the same
programs in the institutional environment.

.83-210 0-84-38
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o Being in an institution does not preclude communityinvolvement if the right' programs are provided,, The excellentcooperation which exists between some institutions and the localcommunity suggest that some institutionalised retarded May actuallyhave better access to the "community" than those who are isolated athome or in some group homes.

o The quality of programs is not related to the size of thefacility providing the cares it is based on the funding and other
support provided the 'program and the quality'. of the staff.- Werecognize that there exist institutions with poor programs and
facilities', and encourage efforts to improve those situations; we
alsdirecognize that- there Ara community settings with poor programs.

In summary. Mra Doormen!, we recognize and appreciate the concernof the Senate over the safare of the retarded. We only hope that anylegislation on b 4 of the retarded will recognize that there is noone solutio ich is best for everyone, we must retain theflexibili offered under the present system whi..:h provides the mode
of ca and development which is most appropriate to the needs of theindividual.

Sincerely.

Bob DuPwe
Member. PAIR

5 9 4
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4111

7 Fury Dr1Ve.
Selden, New York' 11784
March 6, 1984

congress of the United States
\.1. S. Senate
`Finance Committee
Health.Subcommittee

Hearing: IFebruary.27, 1984
S. 20837 Community and Family Living Amendments
.Act of 1983

Test mony: Roy and Arleen Probeyahn
7 Fury Drive
Selden,Ji. Y. 11784

We att ch our testimony to our State Legislature as part of this
record fqr background and orientation purposes.

As to t e proposed legislation, we generally favor the concept
that se erely disabled individuals are entitled as a matter' of.
right t a free epPropriate continuum of services regardless

\\
of age ased on' the needs'of the individual in thelleast restrictive
environment. .,

We .favor deinstitutionalization but perceive that those families
in the community with severely disabled individuals at home have
been clearly discriminated against in the past to deinstitutionalize.
More needs te,be'done to equalize the support of both segments of.
the population..

However, we do not favor any dramatic shift that will return thou.
in the institutions to warehousing conditions again, in order to
correct thelinequities now being perpetrated on us in the community.
There is room and enough resources to commit .to equal support of
these minorities who

.Lare separated only by their housing environ
ment but whose needs otherwise are essentially the same.

We suppor this legislation if amended to reflect a-balanced
position o suppOrt all those with severely disabling conditions
that fee era the placement of housing for them in the community
but does not.unrealistically attempt to impose rapid changes by
inappre riate funding shifts.

RTAir

,/

Cordially,

6V,12,41 tide7141 ,t
VC

Roy Probeyeihn
Arleen Preheyahn

5,9 5
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The Tragedy of Aging Out
Roy & Arleen Probeyahn, 7 Fury Drive, Selden, NY 11784
On Behalf of: Roy, Jr, Mike & Glenn & Their Peers
March 6, 1984 - Day in Albany

My wife Arleen and I 'tie the parents of thfee autistic young men,

Roy, Jr., Mike and Glenn, ages 21, 20 and 16. We love them very deeply

and have raised them. in our home together from birth 'til this'very day.

We hope to be able to continue as a united family in our natural home

environment for many years to come. We are opposed to the human ware-

housing of disabled people in institutions.

The boys' functioning level can best be described as profound to

severe. Michael is.most severely handicapped being essentially non-

verbal and not becoming toilet-trained until he was 13 years old. By

the way, it took us five years to get, then Suffolk State, to do that

for Michael as an out patient resident there, as we refused to commit

him. We knew he was not incapable but was actively resisting it and

24 hour, round the clock efforts were needed, and we were right!

He still has occasional lapses but he is trained. Roy is less disabled

but does not engage in conversation although verbal. Our youngest

Glenn is the least affected but has a very fragile emotional base and

4as toilet accidents regularly, but he is quite Verbal.

Eighteen years ago the local school district could not deal with

Roy nor later ike and we turned to AHRC for help in.their education.

'Then Suffolk CeYtter for. Emotionally Disturbed Children began servicing

clients end they went there and ultimately to Suffolk BOCE' III Autistic

5 )6
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Program at qaMes E. Allen Learning. Center, Melville. Glenn followed

much the same track. Roy, as you may have noted, aged out this year

and is back at Suffolk Center Adult Day Treatment.

Arleen-and-T-do-not-believe-inimletting George do it" either and

saw as pare of our mission in life; not only the care, and feeding of

our sons, but atditionally the. work of advocates for them..and all

"other handicapped children.

As our.listed affiliationi,.attached, will *how we volunteered

as active members of numeroup( private and public organizations for

the betterment of the qual y of life of handicapped students. We

took leadership roles, so etimes actually formulating the organization,

we worked on committees, did fund raising, supported legislation,

educating ourselves coTilstantly so'as:to keep abreast and knowledgeable.

We were suCcessfull. e and the parents and educators and friends we

joined with can pro }idly bask in the light of whet has been achieved

for the improveme

and young people under the age. of 21 in the educational and social;

sphere.

t of the quality of life for all disabled.childrin

To be,sure much remains to be done, diplomas for the disabled,

community b sad placement in local school district programs for even

profound' and severely disabled students, sdelressing of thi 30 some

odd state non compliance areas via a. vii PL94-142 etc:

OW' major concern with the State Department of Education

rec,iations are that they cease to apply to students over 21 years

'of/age. Only now are our children growing and blossoming and beginning

5 97
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to fulfill our dream. for them in free appropriate educational

settings. I must tell you that only in the last three years do I

truly believe our son's I.M.P.0 have been realized.

Arleen and I, however, have made asses out of ourselves and

others, because, that's what happens When you assume. We assumed,

that while we worked so hard for the younger ones, the children

someone vas doing the necessary for the adult., And it seem., most

particularly for the aging out adult. who have lived. in the community,

we assumed wrongly, Thing. are worme now for aging out adults than

when we began in the educational sector for children 18 years ago.

While we certainly empathize with those who have suffered the

indignities of humen,warehoUsing and by no means belittle their'

plight, I am addressing today the concerns of parents like my wife

and I who were able to cope with their handicapped children at home -

thank God - given the promise of help and free appropriate education

from the society at large through the public sector. We struggled

for yearn to have theme right. guarantied into law only seven mhort

years ago.

And yet, my oldest this year and my second next year; Roy and

Mike, 'having reached the magicil, mystical age of all knowledge - 21 -

will or have fallen into the abyss of day treatment because the law

says they can no longer benefit from In education.

Have we been mold a bill of,goodm? Is that all there is? Is

this Ila.ultimate Catch 22? We've coped, we've loved them, fought

for them and their peer. for twenty years, and what'. our reward? -

A
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More scratching and foraging and work and advocacy for our "aging

Out" children's appropriate care, training and housing.
,

You've heard of students' "aging out", what about Went "burn out".

When can'we rests assured. that the full life of our children, to what-

ever extent it can reach is insured. The puzzle must be finished and

all the pieces filled in - our work is not yet done. We've been led

down the garden path into a bed of thorns.

Were we wrong not to have placed them in institutions or

residential care? Had we done so we would have freed ourselves of

the burdens of dealing with their exceptional needs in our homer

freed ourselves of the financial burden of their upbringing which

included almost catastrophic medical expenses. They would receive

more 'time under State Education funding as students, they would have.

first dibs on hostel beds, and day care placement,under your plan.

Not to mention a savings of about $50,000 a year in cost to the

state for institutional care times three times 21 years which comes

to about $3,000.000.

Of course, there are some who play the numbers game'who might

sey that we cost everyone money.

I have little doubt that Mike and Glenn who suffered severe

pulmonary problems as children and Roy who almost succumbed to a

rare disease would not have lived to adulthood if left to the tender

mercies of the then, institutional care mechanism in place, had we

chosen that for them. A:similar fate, suffered by their.peers by
0

the thousands, I'm afraid, who had no such choice. Since we obtained

5 99
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for them the best medical care available they are ali e and well today and

have a right to live their lives to the fullest as do a all.

We personally know, in our suburban/rural community numerous

single parents in their seventies caring for 30 and 40 year old

adult handicapped persons, many of them married who have been in

the community a],1 th\ir lives.

Do the nay sayers fail to see the growing crisis? How inhumane

and unfair if these people end up in institutions or on the streets.

A, subtle but dramatic shift has occurred in the last seven

years. Our society admits a responsibility for profqpndly and

severely developmentally disabled adults from the cradle to the

grave while institutionalized prior to'that time. This warehoused

all people whose handicaps made them significantly different from

their "normal" peers and had full support from society which grew

°tit of the general populace's fear and prejudice through ignorance

of these disabled persons.

1
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Now those kept in the community, are notothought of as having

a right to live in a society/ which provides them necessary services
1

under the guartntee of law after reaching age 21, simply because

state education funding \stops, but as merely having an understandable

but somewhat unrealistic expectation that some services may be

available. These people have, as a matter of human and civil right,

entitlement to a continuum of appropriate perigees which must be

guaranteed in law with due prOcess safeguards, based On the needs.,

of each individual.

We urge. you to join us in this last frontier ofeivil and

*human rights, for a minority which is incapable of asserting their

own right-s, and unequivocally state your support for this concept.

We believe disabled people are entitled to live in the community

and receive a free, appropriate pUblid education and training regard-

less of age. They need to be taught how to compete in thereal

world of work, to become taxpaying, productive members of soei\7ty

in.the employment marketplace. They belong in the community, in,

homes, churches, schools/ at work and in places of recreation so

the non-disabled can gdt to'know them and not be afraid nor ignorant

of them, nor prijudicedtoward them/ so that they themselves, can

benefit from the exposure to the modeling behavior of normal

healthy persons, more fortunate than they.
. ;

How many, thinking back, can say as children they ever saw or

knew a severely disabled person. How many children and adults

141
could answer differently today? It has not changed - and it must -

for us to overcome.

601
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Th e people 1 O6 not criminals, nor freaks, not to be pitied,

but rath r to,be accepted es theYaret human beings, eitize4 of

this gr t state and nation, who are the waytbey'are through an

accident of fate, through no fault of their own. They are not to

he treated differently, warehoused together in residential care,
1

schools and at work, hidden from their normal peers, denied

diplomas upon graduation, segregated from society at large in

every conceivable way. They do need a good faith commitment from

the state to fund the public and private sector in a meaningful

and consistent way so thiS\can begin to happen.

1

We've tried to'do our part, we take the boys shopping in the

supermarket and other stores, to the movies, swimming at the beach,

bowling, plays and to Church on Sunday in the hopes of making more

people aware and accepting of them and it works.

We kept our sons at home becaust we love them and believe that

is right. But, we thought there was a partnership with our government:

.that continuum of services would exist, We thought wrong! again)

Wfiere are the hostels aed community residences for them to live as

they approach and reach manhood? Where are the jobsdor Day Training

or prevocational programs to help them get those jobs?

,There is not a continuum of services available for community -

clients. In Suffolk County there is no Day Training Module in place

today. Not one application has been made in BAbokhaven Town

..

Si
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for a community residence in 15 months and the goals for beds
_ 7

set forth seems woefully inadequate. .Not only:are

there losses of jobs in the institutions- through. attrition but

there have been actual layoffs- in the Community Services offices.
1

We applaud recommendations to commence census taking and

.centralisation of service access and provision. it is a morass

of bureaucracies we are faced with; 0.M.R.D.D., Suffolk County

Department of Social Service. for medical end transportation,

--efface of Vocational Rehabilitation for training and on and on.

We are also troubled at what appears to be s mindset among the

bureaucrats and service providers that day treatment is lifelong

and day training and prevocationil training- if it exists anywhere -

is preparatory to sheltered employment and the latter is the ultimate.

expectation level. Our vision is that our constituents, our children

and their disabled peers, no matter how.severe their disability,

should be trained towards-competitive work and the necessary done

to find and place and keep them in those jobs. if you Only plan, to

build-a hovel you'll never have a home.

The sheltered/workshop, like the human warehduse is a bad

idea whose time should be ending if not over.

It's goal should be to train itself out of existence, not to

be an end in itself. We have worked and effected change in curricula

where the boys have been educated/ to lay that groundwork for the

adult programs. But, that does not mean we should write off the

'existing clients. Let us begin to teach them meaningful work

6 3
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today and put them to work in the community of competitive employment.

tomorrow, sweeping, washing, delivering, photostating, folding,

stacking, whatever work there ii to bedione, no matter how menial

or simple. Please join us in that vision.

Where are the overnight respite services - not a day ward in a

hospital with .a TV on'the wall - but a community residence desiglied

to be flexible to take my Michael when we have a function to go to

that Roy and Glenn would benefit from but not our dear Mike. What

happens. is we don't attend the event or leays.them all home or hire

person to-care' for them while we're gone. Without this service,

lord forbid we get sick together, and we have and we do and it's

tough, let me tell you, to care for ourselves and them..

Is this Catch 22? - ITU've closed the institutions - but -

not provided the community based 'services to help us and our children

as we "age-out"?!

Have we wasted the money ed time and effort of le years of

education, all the state hid and local' dollars spent, all the

professional talent in drafting I.E.P.s and conferences and teaching

Nms,
and parent effort, that will be lost in the springboard down into

post 21 services and programs.

In closing let me share with you, our greatest fear - that our

children will outlive us - based on the level of services presently

available we rather. lace the horrible, unthinkable grief of burying,

our children than think of leaving them to the tender mercies of life

in this place and time without us to insure their.rightljand dignity

as human beings.

We hope you ace us as reasonable, involved and concerned thinking

people - if you do and you think about that statement all she is

extraneous - please put that fear to rest, allow us the right to-hope

for as long and healthy life for our children as you do for yours.

\
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/ I AFFILIATIONS

Middle Country Central School District 011 - Special Education
P.T.O. - Past President - Ten Terms

2. Belden Taxpayers Assoc., Inc. - Past President - Three Terms

3.' James H. Allen Learning Center P.T.C. - Past President -

1Mo Terms

4. Suffolk Child Development Center - Parents Assoc. - Vice President .

S. Middle Country Central School District *11 School Community
Relations Committee - Charter Member - Vice Prelident

6. Middle Country Central School District *li Committee on the
Handicapped - Parent/Child Advocate Member - 5 years

7. Middle Country Central School District *11 - Property Tax
Relief Committee - Chairman

S. 'Town of Brookhaven Hostel Site Selection Committee - Current Member

9. .Town of Brookhaven Advisory' Committer on the Handicapped - Current

Chairman

10. A.H.R.C. Mid-Island Auxiliary/Suffolk Chapter - Board of Directors

11. Roth Recipients of the Yew York State Congress of
Jenkins Memorial Award

12. Senna (Nassau-Suffolk Special Education Alliance)
Member

P.T.A.'s

- Charter

13. Members Nassau/Suffolk ChaPte - National Society for Autistic

Children

14. Member of Lt. Governor's Task Force on "Aging Out"
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President's Council's Statement

regarding

Senate Bill S-2053

The President's Council of Parents Associations of Institution-
alized Retarded Citizens ('New Jersey ) represents 8,000.families.
The President's Council feels that Medicaid support should be made
available to all eligible Retarded Citizens regardless of where they
are living. Thus, Medicaid should be made available to all those elig-
ible ones living with their families, group homes. as well as institut-
ions.

We realize that at the present Medicaid support may. only be avail-'
able to those living in institutions. We feel that this support should
expanded to those 'eligible citizens living elsewhere. This portion of
2 -2053 is very good.

However, The President's Counoil Vehemently objects to the.pro-
vision of S-2053 having to do.with theicomolete phasing out of long
term care facilities ( State-Institutons ). It hap to be recognized
that as the long care facilitieb become delpopulated through.the 'moving
of the Retarded Citizens into .the community, the less capable.may have
to remain in the institutions. There are also many non-ambulatory Re-
tarded 'Citizens who can never expect to be moved into group homes,' nor
could community facilities other than hospitals or extended care fac-
ilities be able to furnish, adequate. care for such citizens.

Therefore, The President's Council feels that S-2053 in it's
'present form should be defeated and not be reintroduced until or un,
less it is revised to delete the portion having to do with the phas-
ing out of long term care facilities. Only then would we oonsider
S-2053 to be a viable instrument to permit the 'staring of Medicaid
support with all'eligible Retarded Citizens in New Jersey.

C
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STATEMENT::

IN OPPOSITION TO

.52053 - COMMUNITY LIVING AMENDMENTS 1983

FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

Senator Dave Durenberger, Chairman.

March 13, 1984

PREVARED.BY: Polly Spare, President
Pennsylvania League of Concerned
Families of Rethrded Citizens, Inc.
P.O. Box 1131
Doylestown, Pa. 18901
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Si.nat or Durentairger, Members of We Committee:

I am the mother of two severely profoundlymentallY retarded adults

who reside in Pennsylvania state facilities. My daughter, Sandra, age 31, is

d Ptsinhurs t.Clan's member who has been ordered by a Federal District Court into

t Ile e ,111111Illn ey over our ohieclions. .

My presentation will address the realities Of that mandate, its effect

on the mentally retarded individuals Involved, their families, and other citizens..

My purpose is to provide you with hard facEC for your consideration as yoU discuss

Medicaid restructuring.

1present this position statement for The Pennsylvania League of

Convorned FaMIlies of Retarded Citizens, Inc.
I serve as President of this

atgaS77.Ion , as well as President of the PennhurSt Parents-Staff Assoelatlon.

Inc. TheTuague, as we have. come to be. known, is a totally voluntary, nonprolit

ptIvate orAnization, Incorporated in Pennsylvahia on September 10, 1981. We pro-

vide individual and group advocacy gervices, as %ell as infamation, to parents,

h.gIslators, and thv public at large. We are all volunteers from professional and

nooptolssional disciplines: law, pn101c relations, accounting, business, lust

plain pdrents, etc. We serve persons who live In state laullitles, private

Iii-ensed facilities, and ht. the community. We provide no residential or day

'ser"vicos. We receive no public' monies. (See attachment 111)

In the past 27 months, Pennsylvania League has emerged as 'a, long overdue

tellable resource for hiformillon whtch iv frilly understood and easily accessable

.h, the average family. We are not identified with hormalizatlon, deinstitutionaliza-

Him, OF the least restrictive afternalive. 41dvocakes of the "comMunity only

philosophy" have historically shown little or no interest ht.insLitutionalized

'petsons and have otfeted little or nn ,a1pPnvt fit. their families in times of crises.

BE S C
113 0 8
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In Pennsyl Yank), it was ARC7PA., who deliberately created a crisis of

monumental proporat Ions -. the Ha Ideman vs Pennhors t litigation, a class action

law !.o 1 t des i pled to set a pt ev [dent fur eventual c 1 osure of al 10 institutions,

-Th.11 I iasco remains Unresolved alter 10 years or appearances in Federal District

(',nut, Third CI neuit Court of Appeals, and three appearances before the U. S.

Supreme Court . WE SSEE S2051 AS AN ARC SPONSORED ALTERNATIVE TO THE UNSUCCESSFUL

RESOLUTION OF THE PENNHURST CASE. CoMmunity .advocates see the ICF/MR federal

Innis to state centers as a financial alternative to increasing state funding

61 ix i s . (Set! Costs, paw, 12) Our state centers care for our-most. debilitated

population. These people will require as much, if not more, money for quality

tuuwtnnity .

WHY IX) WE 01IIEC:1: TO 3205m

Mils Ri 1 1 appears to be a- re's t ruct.uring, proposal based on

.v...timpt ions Aunt eare that could result In Irreparable harm to very vulnerable.

pctql h.- liv 101 1 owlfly, I st partially covers our convents:

I._ .111r at Nude in this proposal is that all Institut ions are

regressive, We disagree !

2. This Art assumes that all 'community plaentotts are good just because

(bey are smaller units, The re is no empi ric al evidence, th rOugh present

t Imo to support Such a coil tvot oa.

1, S2055 arbitrarily us tablieltes support for Just one approach t care vith-

knit recognition of the diverse needs of our mentally retarded population,

It fal lacIously assumes that are equally capable of .growth, develop-

ment. and integrat ion int o lhr c,mmnutl t y. It 'does not al low for Ind it.1d-

oa I it y or inability to cot farm.

r
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4, It seem to' ignore al I posit lye psigregate , as well as negative

coaxial I ty living arrangement (CLA) experiences.' Unfortunately, it

is always the -elient who faits in the_ conmuni16, - n/yr the system.

Our deinstitut tonal I zed mentally reta.r.41 people areturning up in

mental health facilit ivs' and un the streets.

makes no '41owance for parental or state, preference in. designing

or establishing system that' hest accommodates. "needs" of the pop-

ulittion to ye serve in a given geographic area. Ole program cannot

possibly serve SO stat,

h.' it dues not 'seem to clearly establish that quality standards must apply

to the 'community placement equally with. the institution. What is good

for one should apply to the other.
, It does order state centers' to.

comply (witilor without federal funding) to federal standards according

to an implementation agreement, with a penalty clause. Mentally retard-

ed persons will he the losers in a noncompliance issue - budgets,

programs, and support staff willIll' cut. Mentally retarded people are

dependent on all three. ,Private community providers of small Comm-

unity facilities have proven that they cannot and will not operate with-

out certain financial assurances.

7. It ignores the subject of medically involved persons who require

behavior eon-trolling medication. Our Pennsylvania CLAs do not employ

.

nurses to dispence medicat ions, The community is meant. to be -normal-

izing r it is not a medical. model. (Sue "Case Histories", page 8)

S2053 assumes_ th"at all. people can he assimilated into the general pop-

ulation, Present experience with. the court ordered Pennhurst dispeiSal

clearly indicates *the opposite: Our people are very often lonely when

S.
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they graduate independence. Friends are Jew and hard to find.

Kelae'ionships with staff are nut lasting due to high turnover 'rates. 1

recelvt anxious calls from families asking if we can locate a "friend

or roommate" for their high- functioning on or daughter who is currently

at home because they are unable to support a community. placement

S2053 has all the prerequisites of an.administrative castnstrophe. Every

little unit will be a mini institution requiring. separate staffs, cure

teams (professional evaluation'piegrammers and therapists), fiscal and

holisekeePing,personnel,-and transportation. Real Estate brokers are busy

fiq1 ding new lucations when leases expire and landlords say "mu90 on".

this happens with regularity. It will be administratively, cost heavy

and impossible to monitor. (See "Costs", page 12)

10. , it seems to place some emphasis on foster care and adoptive homes. I

would like to stress that as parents we have "loved and lost" because

we could nut Thysically and emotionally nurture our handicapped family

member 24 hours'a-day.at home. it has been done, but oftenat the expensi.;

of broken marriagesand broken family units. This Act assumed that families

will stay together. What about elderly parents?. What about emotionally

unstable family units? What about the single parrot?

Periodic independent reviews are required in the Act, but are not defined:

How frequent is periodic? How comprehensive and independent is the review?

in Pennsylvania, parents are not part of the monitoring procesS. The

Pennsylvania 1984-85 Proposed Budget suggests a line itemof$400,.000 set

aside for monitoring this year.

12. Case Management services; availably to all, will 'need to be limited to

case loads of 12, to 15 persons if they are to be effective. My experience

with Pennhurst dispursal shows that case management is just the bviiinaing.

6 Li
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ninlitrative and supnot-Live staffs Iron both existing and Ipw provider.

agencies are requi red for 11 1 1 1', I I I P , and 11:1' ineei, Digs, hear ;igs, trial

visits, etc. As an advocate in such cases, I can assure yo/ it is not
unusual to have to attend a series of planning meetings fo one client

with 10 L9 20 other professignals present each time, some of whom never

give input. Meetings may lust from 1 hour to most of a day. ALL

PARTICIPANTS. ARE SALARLKD WITII PUBLIC FUNDS, .except the c
I/lfent, his

family, and the advocate. in s ome eases, evettthe advo te (not
Pennsylvania League) is salaried. The family is, alway placed on the

defensive and in the minority numerically. This superiytructure, one of

many, could become a mandate for some 1,000,000 mentilly retarded persons

according to those who support this proposed legista /ion. Under S2053,

Medleald funds or an equivalent substitute would be iiceded not just for
olio or two years,, but a lifetime - 10, 20, or 50 -y.14rs. Where are the

/cost studies to support even first year iixpenditu ics? -Generalization and

.cost approximations; are used as fact. In the se tion on PCosts", A 'have

developed a financial projection assaming $30,?p0 per client per year,

with and without an inflation factor., (See Cots, page 12) The resulting

I l The needs of our people are Co be met with Stfilal Security, Supplemental

Security Income, Medicaid and Medicare, federal programs in continuing

jeopardy because they were never e.oncelvtid to be more than "supplemental"

incorne. Many states are near bankruptyy./Ilt would appear that our

Pennsylvania InstiL ut ions were upgraded tO at tract federal dollars that are

now convertible through the .2176.W:dyer/for community resources.. The

19/1445 Department of Public. Welfare 11/idget reflects this trend using

waivers that have not yet been ciliary() in Washington.

statisti.t. ii. 1;taggeringl

612



14. Fiscal audits.are a mandate. What about independent program review

. audits and quality control? hi-Pennsylvania, Department of Public ...

Welfatil (DPW) plans, duAigns, funds, and monitors its own programs.

Perinhurst dispersal originally ordered by the courtialso now has the

Pennhurst'Implementation TeamC(P.1.T.) who review, approve, and monitor

all program plans. THE FOX GUARDS THE HEN HOUSE! When a facilIty is

slated to close,. the Director is superseded by a Central Office employee

for more direct control. (See Attachment #2, MR Bulletin 99-84-03)
t

February 9, 1984.) Where do we lot* for due process?

i

15. S2053 proposes a federal mandate for ongoing Pennhurst.type litigation

through the federal cnurts *if the terms of the Act are violated. Thisiss

probably the most oppurtune time to discuss how such actions may affect

the unsuspecting person, Penhhurst Class members and Aheir families were

never forewarned or inforMed of their'offieial status nor were we as

parents allowed to "opt out our mentally retrded family member. We saw

ourselves initially as Defendants the Plaintiffs claimed to rePresent

our mentally retarded people. They still claimIthat right. Today, 10

years later, we are at the mercy of the Defendants (Comm. of Pa.) who hay,

determinqd that they too plan to close Pennhurst Cchter by 1986 hispite ;of
7

two U. S. Supreme Court- rulings charging tluit the lower courts "erred."

The Pennhurst litigation has been a multimillion dollar income opportunity!

for all the attorneys involved. With the exception of the legal represent-

atives of the parents, all art. paid with tax dollars.

WE TOTALLY OPPOSE SECTION 5 WHICH WOULD ALLOW CONTINUING AND
FURTHER OPPORTUNITY FOR PROLONOED CONFRONTA'T'IONS BETWEEN PARENTS
AND "ADVOCATES" WHO DO NOT RF.PRESENT THE INTERESTS OF ALL MENTALLY
RETARDED PEOPLE AND-THE1R FAMILIES.

BEST
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I wish to make it clear that Pennsylvania league is not opposed to

community living as one alternative in a full spectrum of residential services, but

to eliminate the use of the institutlon-by withdrawing funding is not the answer to

growing program. The Institution is a natural setting for an expernced

iesour& center, an appropriate evaluation and intake facility, an inpatient and

outpatient service fotrtliin. kinds of pedple, and a place whete longevity of

employment provides experience and knowledge which can be shared. With an open

community-institution policy, I am convinced that we could provide far better services

to many more people, gain family and community' acceptance,- and gut the best possible

return for our financial investment,

Use of Alio funds should he controlled. A national program of the.

macii Itude provided through the private .sector only would be an administrative

catastrophe. Just the cost of oversight would outweigh any potential cost bent.fit.

Example; The minute $400,000 set `aside for our Pennsylvania monitoring program could

he l0 Million dollars nationally.

We can provide service to more people-in need, We do nut.ubject to

reasonable Medicaid restructuring, We do see the need.fur service expansion at a time

when funding is not about to be more available

BUT

We do not support the dismantling of an existing system that is the only. established

resource to serve as backup while we experiment using a population that cannot be

'expected to respond to our philosophical concepts of what should be. (AttachMent 03,

1'41m1alE4. an experienced professional evaluation of where we are today.) All we

need to accomplish our goal is an open mind and a committment to this purpose.

Competition for the available dollars (with opportunity for profit)

Invites investor,.. not always interested in More than financial return and not alwaYs

prufssionally qualified. We need medicaid money to assist congregate facilities

that service a sevarely profoundly multi-handicapped mentally retarded population

that Is sOcially the least desirable, most fragile, behaviorally difficult, and vwry

BEql COPY1,..J
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costly to support on a scattered basis. In the communie9, these severely pro-

fowtdly retarded people will be the first to be rejected when funding cuts must

be implemented.

Case Histories of Persons Who Have Been Forcibly MoVed

11. female. age 38, mildly mentally retarded

B.A.L. lived for 18 years in a 28 bed private facility. Her County identified her as

a class member, "offered" her a three person semi-independent CLA where she could come
and go freely, even to the local bar. She visited the site and emphatically said "NO".
As with all clients, she was told, "There is a court order - yoU have no choice."
R.A.L., her family, and advocate continued to 'object. Rejection of that placement

resulted in a reciPitomimove to a much larger faci.lity (BOO beds) where they said,
she was .to be evaluated.' She was not allowed her personal possessions, TV, stereo,
etc. because she had to share a small room. Telephone privileges were restricted.
She increasingly withdrew, did poorly in her work assignment, and constantly asked .""
"Why emit 1 go home? What did 1 dot ":

Thiee months later, she was again precipitously moved into a apartment with a room-'
mate who was not compatible. There was no in-house supervision. She walked 20
minutes in the dark at 6 a.M. every morning, to catch the first of 3 bus-trolleys to
her workshop. The trip took 2 hours in each direction. She was forced to do food
shopping independently even though she was very much embarrassed by her inability to
learn the time of money. To and from work she was given tokens. Within three weeks,
she ran away, contacted her family, and refused to return to the apartment site.
Her County gave her 20 days to change her mind and threatened 'to cut off her support.
Fortunately for R.A.L., the Federal Court has just issued an order extending the
Jurisdiction of their Hearing Master to cover Class Members being transferred from
private facilities. We sought his intervention. He allowed fot mediatien and a due

process that has been denied her previously. It failed. A negotiated settlement.

between the County'and the advocate (without Commonwealth support) allowed for her
return to her'original facility which she called "home," to avoid what was by now
an ulxviuus need for some mental health intervention. The Court agreed.

R.A.L.!s "Home"
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H.A.I- is a 'semi-competent adult capable of some self-determination especially about
where she wants tp live. At this pninf in time, the is being giVen, once again, no
alternative, she is being threatened with a return to the apartment site chat caused
her initial community problem.e No consideration is. given taller wishes or to the c.
heavier cost factor. (The apartment is at least twice as costly as her "home" facility)

could live and work happily at the place she calls "home" and except for a work-
shop requirement she might live out her life in the beautiful setting where *he has
friends and could "earn her keep."She is too nigh functioning for a workshorsetting.-
In a free country, what right do we have to tell'people where they should live and with
whom Just because they-happen to be mentally retarded? Welfare recipients receive-
grants 'without such restrictions!

02. P. C. male age 211 severely retarded, nonverbal, hyperactive

this young man was placed in a large center city Philadelphia apartment 7 months ago.
It required a huge lock, a bolt, and a chain lock for security. The area is cnn-
sIdered a high, crime section, but bordering on a University area. The building, on
the corner of a busy intersection, has no recreational facilities and no yard. The
closest park is 5 blocks away. The other apartment residents are 60% transient.
P.C. has a small single room. His parents reside in another state, no family member
lives in Philadelphia. His parents fear for his safety in'that setting anclwonder
about his future. At Pennhurst he had room to run off his excess energy.

P. C.. is typical of caSes that are increasingly frequent in our experiences as
advocates. Behavior problems are being dealtwith by using psychotropic medications.
on many of our mentally retarded people are being maintained through drug therapies
that are not always adequately controlled. There are noon -site medical professional
in Wks. In the case of Y.C., Our first hearing revealed the use of two contra-
indivated medications that could have had fatal results.. The Hearing Master direr ed
immediate medical intervention and scheduled a second hearing to follow At that time
the one questionable drug had been replaced by a new member of the same drug family.
Nobody was sure of its side effects, but,P.C. reportedly was given this to treat-
pYakettesia, a palsy sometimes found in mentally retarded people. P. C. had never
displayed this problem arkl showed no symptoms that day. He was still:heavily
medicated. A behavioral psychillOgist had charted his February behavior episodes. The
young man had had only 4 incidents of abobt 20 minutes in'durution in the 29 day montt
but was felt that medical control was definitely indicated.

A final resolution on this case is yet to come, but as P.C.'s father so aptly put it,
"They are making drug addicts out of our mentally retarded kids in the commwaity'."

01. PA:, female, age 37, severely profoundly. retarded, microcephalic, epileptic
assaultive, hemiplegic, 4' 7" tall

This tiny lady has no habilitative skills, no aptitudes for community living. Her
T1HP shows no programmatic goals

except "normalization according to the Court Order.'"
She has been in the community for 2 months over her mother's objections. Her Mother,
who is P.H.'s only relative is a stroke victim confined to a wheel chair, blind in one
eye, partially Paralyzed, but spunky. Her goal Is to see her daughter safely returned
.in a mere secure institutional setting where she can interact safely at her veryskated level with her peers. She lives only to achieve that goal.

6 6
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P.H. is also being maintained in the community on heavy doses of psychotrbpic
medications which were never given to her at Pennhurst Center. (Attachment 114
licport of Hearing Master to the Federal District Court) 'It is wellworth the time
to review,keeping in mind that it has been prepared by a Court appointed represent
at lye with a presumption in favor of the community. I would recommend that you
read at thenlesst page 2, para. 1, footnote wee 5, page 7 last paragraph, page 10
quotation, footnote page 11, page 13, page 14.

institutions are perceived by proponents of 82053 ns regressiva, not least restric-
tIve and a violation of client rights. I feel tlfat P.C. and P.N. are being sub-
jected to abusive treatment, are endangered by the use of dangeroUs substances in the
CL.A without c lose, quality, on-grrn-ds medical supervision.

04. W.D. female., age 24, cute 'and lovable, too friendly for her own good, and prune
to acting out episodes

She also was placed with no due process over parental objection. W:D. was withdrawn
from a lovely family-type private licensed facility and moved into a supervised
apartment whichwas far less desirable, convenient, or socially comparable. Her
family retained at different times two attorneys. Both withdrew, one because he
discovered a conflict. His firm represented the provider.

faint ly was notified on April 6, 1983 that she was .a Pennhurst Class member,
therefore, a candildate for the community. On May 5, 1983 she was placed with no prior
preparation, no program plan. The Federal Court Order had saidour people were to have
piaeements that are "Equal or better." This 'location is minimal habilitation by
comparison; but twice as cost ly. W.D. is still in that apartment. There have been 2
hearings, multiple meetings, mid at this titre, the Order of tin Hearing Master to re-
tain W.D. at that site has been appealed. by her parents with no response in over two
isontbs. 1 understand that, some appeals are outstanding for over two years.

62 years old, mental age-3 years, 45 years at Pennhurst Center

.1.1.. knows on ly Pennhurst. His family is Irkjecting to n proposed transfer to an
apartment across the street from the Philadelphia International Airport. He has
problems walking, reacts badly to noise, has no awareness of congregate city life,
and is proposed to be discharged on a 2176 Waiver - good only to age 65. What happens
after age 65? The answer to his brethers's question is a simple, "We'll work on it."
Should J. L. have to ge to El workshop at this ago? The ansW'r is "yes", everyone does
-regardless of their age. Recently J.L.'s family received a letter demanding a signed
1iccept:itive on the 2176 Waiver form. J. L. will he more confined in the city environs- .

swot than he has ever been at Pennhurst.

community after over 40 years in a facility. M. K., age 83, has a son who has spent

42 or Ills 54 years in Elwyn Institute; We have been able to delay his placement due

to M. K.'s recent stroke, but this Is not tlw answer. lie is one of five similar eases
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at that facility. The Pennhurst Class definition includes persons at Pennhurst

or in danger of being incarcerated at that facility. 2500 people remain to be

placed under this Court Order

lb P.M., age 15, severely prof6Undly retarded, physically disabled, needs leg
braces to ambulate.

His move was court ordered over parental objections almost two years ago. ills

famlfy sees no significant change. He is reported to be unaware of his surroundings.
His move from Pennhurst cost him the daily services of a licensed physical .therapist
on grounds at Pennhurst, an outstanding special educational program off grounds, and
the devotion of an involved stable staff who literally taught him to walk, respond;
and use his braces. He was very sp1ciall In the community, he does not have the . 1

physical the py program. Resident advisors (RAs) are trained by the Core Team,
specialist to dminister what it calls physical therapy. Who monitors these programs?
Months ago the hind Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the wishes of this family
re P.M. should e respected. There is still no final disposition on P.M.

Gentleman, these case histories are filet! . They are but a sammlin and

they I aye been summarized. Each has involved months of turmoil and hours upon

hours of meetings lor the individuals in quest ion'and their families. I serve as

advocate In all but the P. M. case. He has very capable professional parents .nd

we cooler. Layers upon layers of paid staff, professional and non-professional,

,wore Involved.; Had 1 realized that I might someday be preparing.a report, I would

have attempted to log data and personnel involved with each case to estimate the

expenditure involved in preparation timo only before a person. even arrives in the

usnxin 1 Is this a valid use of scarce resources? The process is cumbersome. There

are no guarantees of success, only that feeling that our people must take risks.'

618)
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COSTS

There Is considerable rhetoric about cunt of community vs institutional care

based on assumptions and often only partial information, but never on true cost

accounting studies. In a Congressional Budget Office memorandum, dated December

H, 1983, C. F. suggests that Medicaid savings associated with community placements

will increase 10 fold by 1988. Even this report is based on estimates'and states

that "certified community 1CF/MRs (15 beds ur.lesS) are assumed.to have the

supportive services that, are required in this provision and, therefore, no

Increase In cost is 'expected." is that realistic? inflation Is an ever present

lactor. Page 2 of the C.B.O. memo also states that 178,500 people are in Anstit-.

talons. ARC-US estimates S2053 will serve at least l million persons or 5 times

as many as are currently on the rolls. How can there possibly be savings?

in this sectian, I will again rely'on facts. There is a sampling of

'audits by the Pennsylvania Office of the Auditor General and the Proposed 1984-85

Budget. Providers will not bp qdentified, but the audit reports would bo. available

on request. They are public documents.

The following tpree summarized audits will give some insight into

community operations:

Provider 01

This facility served 45 persons in 1982 4n CLAs at an annual cost of $35,960.93
per client. These rates did not include medical or dental care, specialized
professional services, core team, etc. The annual cost for leased vehicles
Ulth maintenance was $89,953 or $1998.95 /client per year. The annual cost for
rent and utilities was.$142,874 or $3,174.98/client-per year.

findlny0 and reConiMendations:

Finding 01 - Provider NI realized $115,370 in profits from per diem
funded CLA program

Finding 02 - Prior years' overpayment of $52,000 should be returned
to County

finding 03 - Provider HI should return retirement contributions for
individuals employed under the Federal Comprehensive,
Employment and Training Act (CETA)

6.19
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I't:oylder 112.

Ill Is Ia a large pro!\rlet.ury Idyll Ity :;ervlog .thoot 1(0 pc nions In 1 Ile
severe profound rat: e . The. I art I I t y Ia ; I l i n t i t 1 2 y1/.1101 a i d anti reportedly
provides a respeetv quality of eon.,

...rtilli Is a two page summary taken dl reedy Ii.lin the 51 !taw report Rich
lids leal 1 y listed 15 Findings 811th Kl.C131111114.11thlt 1111Ic . 'Mere .ire 8 at Jekhelderi,

Findin No. I = Income of A itiiato!y $815,606 In Estimated To ve Been
the Center Stockholder's

1111111111111111. stockholder , oleo stockholders
11.41111MillkM, Inc.; (see Find g No. 3) and .

0/1.4) (tee Finding No. 2), t gether received .the
see for the two-year period en d June 30, 1979.

For 4 Fiscal Year Ended
June 1 1979 une 30, 978 Total

We estimate that
in the related corporstio

110041111MIEW
followingin profits Ind

Actual profit and fessintaid to $01111111111011

lehabilitation Canter der DPW contract:
Profit (see piles 1,8 and 14)
Direttors' fees

Cnneultine fees p id to a related ()tr./mien-
tIon, INNOINIMINionmpin.
(see Finding No. 2 for discussion) 192,000 192,000 384,000

/

VW:rated Inc me of a related organization,
. (see Finding No, for

discuosion)j 1 76,460 70,700 147,160

Tot profit, fees, and estimated
In ons to stockholders

,J.,.........,

$194.640
.1112=.94.92 $R1V11/2f

received by the center's stockholders largely resulted from the fees and se tasted I

Incorm generated by the two related corporations (the home and MP). Ns eili-

The total of $615,608 in profits, fees and estimated income directly or indirectly

meted the fees and income generated by the two related corporations, since the
center's management refused to provide financial information or sufficient dncu-
mentation relating to phe two corporations. Except for the contract signed between
11111and the center,and the lease signed between the home and the center, the center's
management would not or could nor'supply us with any other documentation to substan- '

tilt services being performed by alllor support for the actual costs (depreciation
and interest charges on mortgages) incurred by the home.'

The $815,608 income and fees received during the two years ended June 30, 1979
represented en average profit to the stockholders based on budgeted costs of 13.2%,
which is almost double DPW's,intended contracted allowable annual profit rate of 8X.
In addition, our calculation of the center's stockholders return on investment for
the two fiscal years is'aPProximotely 122%.

This is equivalent to more than doubling.
the stockholders investment in just two years. This rate of return received by the
stockholder', and permitted by DPW, at the expense of commonwealth taxpayers, is
unconscionable. Our calculations are shown in the following chart:

/illioso $143,666_ 8255,646
14,400 14,400 28,800
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1PW should `request the return of $501,084 based on the following adjustments
ot"the year ended June 30, 1978:

(1) To reduce health and life insurance benefit expenses,
.which were incurred on behalf of the stockholders and

. auditor (see Finding No. 6). ($ 12,765)

'(2) To increase emp»oys benefit expenses to reflect unreported
union employe expenses. 6,600

(3) To reduce capital improvement expeniem. for legal fees which
were unrelated to the contracted servicee.and compliance with.
life safety code requirement. (see. Finding No. 51.

(4) To reduce rent expenses for estimated profit taken by
J1111111111111111111.11111, Inc., which is owned by the same stockholders

me the center (see Finding No. 3).

(5) To reduce management consulting for unsubstantiated
'services allegedly provided by
Associates-, which is owned by six of the eight center
stockholders (see Finding No. 2). .

(6) To reduce professional services expenses which were
performed by the center's CPA firm (see Finding No. 15).

(7) To reduce nonbudeted directors fees which were paid to the
converse eight stockholders (see Finding No. 1)

(8) To reduce insurance ($850),. repair ($324), and depreciation
($445) expenses related to the nonessential use of an

.

autoombile operated by center. stockholder (see Finding
No. 9).

(9) To reduce miscellaneous expenses unrelated to program
operations (see Finding No; 10).

10) To reduce payroll taxes whick were inappropriately paid
on behalf of the stockholders (see Finding No. 11 1.

11) To reduce the following expenses to comply with the
contractual budgetary restrictions:

Maintenance payroll ($58,967)
Program p!eyroll ( 89,654)
Payroll tease and other benefits ( 6,325)
,Food costs ( 6,899)
Peat and lish ( 2,619)
Laundry end 1 ( 7,599).
Kitchen suppl ( 1,869)
Office suppli ( 422)

BEST C01.)7. 6 94

( 15,768)

. ( 70,700)

( 192,000)

( 19,160)

( 14,400)

1,619)

( 995).

508)
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Provider 03

This prograM shows assets of over $1,150,000. It was not possible to
determine how many people they serve. The audit reflects the following
concerns:.

Some physical sites were considered structurally deficient.
to house MH and MR clients.

MH and MR clients are housed together which some county program
personnel believe may

The

in prolonging an MH clients treatment
within the program: The prolonged treatment results from the MH
persona inability to deal with a .iow.functioning MR person in.a
daily living environment. Otherprogram personnel believe MH and.
MR clients living in the same apartment bhild on each. others'
strengths. We were informed by county program personnel that
may be the only residential program in the commonwealth to house
MH and MR clients in the same residential. setting.

MH and MR services funds are separate funding sources from the
commonwealth. MH expenditures are 90% fended and MR expenditures
are 100% funded. When MH and MR clients are housed together the
funding source of program expenditures losses its identity.

There are MR patients within the III program who .do not belong
there.. As mentioned previous.y,1111's program has three different
types of residential services which represent stages of progression'
to an independent setting outside of the MM /MR program. The county
administrator's office indicated it believes about half of the MR
population of 102 may not belong in a IIIII type program. They are
low functioning MR clients who may not progress Into an independent
living arrangement.

Fiddings and Recommendations:

Finding No. 1 - 111 Includes Payroll Expenses on Its Financial State-.
ments and Reimbursement Reports for Persons Not
Employed at 111C For the Year Ended June 30, 1981 the
Expense Claimed for Non 110 Employes Was $94,730 and
for the Five Years Ended June 30, 1982 Was $388,037

Finding No.2 - ms's Financial Statements and County Reimbursement
Reports Improperly Included $173,325 of Encumbrances ...

Finding No. 3 - 10 Improperly Includeu $98,759 of'Expenses Incurred.
By Its Building Fund and Related Corporation, Housing
Facilities, inc., in Rei.abursement Reports to DPW.

Finding No. 4 - Leases Buildings to HFI and Rents Back MN/MR
Counselor Space Which Resulted in Excess Commonwealth
Reimbursement Totaling $5,491

Finding No. 5 -IMP Did Not Repnrt Offsetting Income Totaling
$18,643 to Allegheny County
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Finding No. 6 - MOB Reported and Received Reimbursement for
Sli,898 of Ineligible Automotive and Auditing
Expenses.

Finding No. 7 - A $73,500 Advance From the County MH/MR Program
in 1976-77 Was Nut :Repaid by 1111.

Finding No. 8 - IP, Improperly Claisified $5,200 of Fixed Assets
Purchases in Fiscal Reports to the Allegheny County,
MH/MR Program

Finding No. 9.- Appraisals for Leased Houses and Apartments Were
Not Obtained

Finding No. 10 - C6ntracts for Providing R:sidential Services
no Not Always Ccmply with Model Contract Require-
ments

These three reports were intended to point Outadministrative and

program difficulties-that surfaced While auditing costs. All three programs

ale still opertional and under contract for CLA and ICF/MR services

It wuuld be interesting to calculate with more audits to draw from

Ite.t how mu:h profit will accrue to providers nationally from tax dollars.

Progiam costs will vary from County to County and Start to State. We fear that

it will not be 'tong before the low income program will feel entitled to a greater

fInvoial reward causing escalation of custs.

'II CO P\''
623
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The following charts were prepared to illustrate the amount of
canital.nveded to provide for lifetime care at an initial cost of $30,000
per year fur a client now iiite 28, assumhig, 6% and 8% interest rates, with
and without inflation. Payments are assumed to he made from both capital and
and interest.

INTEREST \INFLATION
RATE

Assumnx CLIENT
LIVES TO ACE

CAPITAL.

NEEDED

fa 0% 70 $484,000
(I% % 80 $504,000

ta 4% 70 $876,000
62 4% 80 '8949.000

8% 0% 70 $389,000
82 0% 80. $398,000

8% 67. 70 $881,000
HZ 6% 80 $1,007,000

For example, assuming a 6% interest rate and no inflation, It would
require a capital investment of $484,000 to provide rare to, age 70 for a client
now age 28. At 6% interest and a 4% Inflation rate, this would Increase to
$816,000. At 8% Interest and 6% Inflation, It Would require capital of $1,007,000.
All of Ow figures assume that the capital would be exhausted on. the age shOwn.

B

,2
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In this statement I have indicated that the Proposed Pennsylvania

Mental Retardation Budget for 1984-135 reflects a new direction, expectation

of a dramatic increase in federal support for MR community services apd less

state funding. It is of great concern to parents to see a decreasing State

cummittment by Pennsylvania to our people placing more dependence on others to

provide for needs. It was initially a lack of committment that Contribuced to

a decline of the institution more than any other factor, At a time when funds

could have been made available fof Centers, advocates for the mentally retarded

had no ,vndorsovent for the provision of a quality life for our instituclonaliaed

family members, Only the community as the resource for servlc, was the pre-

vailing emphasis. Meanwhi le, federal financial resources for our Institut tonal

population n were increased to upgrade physical and environmental care, In

Pennsylvania, we did a very acceptable Job of accessing ICP/MR certification in

a re lati ye I y short period of time, Medicaid fond it now appear to be one of

the very few possible new sources of funds for the community, 'once S2053,

The fol lowing excerpts will Illustrate the new. direction:
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Basically,' these figures show:

1. 238% 40 in Federal Funding for County Services mandated by the
Pennsylvania MIMI Act of 1966.

2. 400% in Medical aasistance - Community bribed services

3. 590% -.14 in Medical assistance - Community residential services

4. 95% )1P Social service - Block Crant

5. 1000X .7.4 Community residential services overall

6. $14,500.000 for early intervention from the Pa. Lotter Fund

(designed to be used for Senior Citizens)

It is of'great concern that we must luok heavily to other resources

to fund tills program which between 1983-84 and 1988-89 shows no change in the

numbers of persons residing in community residential'facIlities:

Thank you for the opportunity to present our concerns.

k

627.
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STATr.:!.21411 _OF'

BACHGROUND: AOTIVATION AND AFFILIATIONS

My wife Annette,'and I are the parents of Arnold David Raynes,
a 22 year old, neurological impaired beverely disabled youth.
To review his development from whence he came and what the
prognosis was to where he is would require more time and paper,
than this committee has the patience to endure; -therefore let
us concern ourselves to today and where he is Being. His Child-
hood struggle, although unique to us, is an oft repeated tale
told by a parent of a ceverly handicapped child.

In order to secure righta for our child we recognized that the
rights of all handicapped children must be established. This is
a fundamental American premise, equality. The aystem that guides
the destinies of our Aandicapped citizens in.my state and other
states does.not givaon the same magnitude; even or fairly serv-
ed portions of treatment to all. Thia imbalance of service deliv-
ery is rightly interpreted by parents,' families and consumers
that by misfortune of a label they'have been denied aceess to
treatmont ther-.,y being lose of a person and certainly a citizen
who' has lost hie constitutional safeguards.'

Our concerns for our child and all.theoe handicapped children
has forced our involvdment and participation in a vaeicity of
activities and programs, Some recent commitments include:-
JOINT VENTURE- Founder and co-chairman, This 'newly forthed
4oW0o atte-wide membership parent advocacy group is composed
of our children served oy the state Mental Health Agency as
well as the Mentally Retarded and Developmentally Dioabled
Agency also including State Education Department and'Vocational
Rehabilitation, Department. of Social Services and those who
also remain unnerved. On August 5, 1983 we presented.our united
concerns to our governor at his New York City Offiee.

PLUS GROUP HONESiINC -Advisory Board Member. This is a
group of parents of aged out children who tried to establish
a community residence for these autistic young adults but. had
previously met with years of defeat. I am proud that I played
a small part in obtaining approval for PLUS so they may develop
an intermediate care facility. vith a New York State.share of
A00,000,00 of Potential capital costs.

RHINE9F0{ ASSOCIATION OFPARENA_TSINC. (RAP)- Founding president
and board member, The Rhinebeck Country School in Rhinebeck, New
York is a privatly owned residential facility which serves the
needs of almost 200 developmentally disabled, mentally retarded
and emotionally disturbed youths under age twenty-one licensed
by the New York State Educational Department as well as several
other stater). During 1981-82 we saw thirteen private schools
in our state forced,to close their doors forever. New York State
makes it virtually 'impossible for the private for profit sector
to operate within its borders. The Rhinebeck School, based on
in-state and out of state reviews. and audits has been rated as
a role model, one of the finest facilities of its type in the
state and in the nation, and it to was and still is threatened
with extinction. This was a prime purpose in the formation of
RAP,

1328
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During 1981 services delivered by the Rhinebeck Country, School

cost less than most similar type voluntary agency facilitieS and
substantially less than. the public sector-delivering in most

instances superio ,service by camper-lion was being forced by

the state to cease operations, It was the activities of the

parents that spec eaded an effort that has to thie'day pre-
vented this from happening. RAP was the first group to reach

out and nation with other similar state and national. organ

izations and pecame the nucleus in tho establishment of a

statewide parental effor,t.
RAP inspired: leadership

qualities in parentis who went on to /

assume key roles in other'groups.. Four RAP members serve on /

the Lt. Governors Concerned Citizens Task Force on Aging Outs/

one is a president. of a United Cereb41 Palsy group, another

has become chairman of a major advocacy group plus many have
rededicated.themselveewith new fervor in advocating--for the

needs of the disabled.
RAp worked to spotlight to government and the p ublic the plight

of.the "aging out." The first media mention on °aging out" was

about RAP parents and the first public forum in New York State

on "aging out" wee concieved by RAP parents who joined with

parents of other schools: worked to address this into law.

RAP raised funds to provide extras for handicapped children
and continues to see that educational standards for the dis-

abled are not compromieed.RAP has prepared testimony before

state and federal hearings arid, has represented parents on

an individual basis in securing their rights to various

governmental agencies.
.

ADVISORY BOARD. OF THE PRADER-iIILLI. ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

STATE Director of & deeply involved fn the affairs of ifa.
population. This groups until recently was practically

obscure 'and neglected by governMent. I have worked withP/W assn.

director, hand in glove to secure federal recognition through

HHS for this death dealing syndrome. We have received our first

state grant. We have worked on representing as a group and .

individual cases. to government the crucial neccessity of

programs and proper placements. We are currently working _ _

with other groups for the design of the first P/W facility

(residential group home) in New York State. We are also

targeting on a medical awareness program to make certain

that when these problems are found they are correctly diagnos-

ed and treated.

CONCgRNED CITIZEN FOR CENTRAL ISLIP- Member of Board which is

66.5iahed "of parents and advocate-s-Vf patients at Central Islip

Psylchiatric Center, a state run:hospital administrated by the.

Office of Mental Health . We are conceerned improving

conditions of. the patients and putting in place an orderly,

proper and well planned flow of services when people are

moved from the hospital back into the community. We have

recently\boen offered a possible fifty bedite to aide in

this transition,

623
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SUFFOLK CHILD DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER PARENT_ASSOCIATION-member
of it adVocacy comMittee* Arnold had been a client of this
facility from 1969 through 1978 an4 is currently attending
their adult day care program. I have.apdien before their parent
groups' and involved them in the aging out issues. I,have
testified through state and federal hearings on the urgency
!of establishing a group home for theca youngadults. At our
town board site selectibn hearings called.tadiscusa the
merits of a commun ty residence b ught out forty people to
speak against th measure, our of orta turnei out 200 local

na to support the proposed group home. As of this date
a fir t group home (ICF-M/R) is under way and should be ready
to ace pt its new tenants, my on included* this April. A
second unit will be ready this fall.

CONGEeNED CITIZENS TASK FORGE ON AGING OUT-Member Of task force,
and played a koy role in establishing the initial contact.between
involved individuals anct Lt. Governor Alfred DelBello. I have
worked on the goals., objectivespitaitions and directions that. we.
have taken. 'I represent the Task Force to the State Education
Department and have met with legislative (state) leaders and
government officials in preparing state directions in needed
extensions of services. We have also prepared.", media events
focusing on the need for services. The task force is current-
ly preparing "Aging Out!' day in Albany where parents will meet
with their legislators and Voice their feelings. thia'group
has also monitored the placement policy of aged out persons in
educatiunal/ residential facilities. It is now preparing it's
plan to present to government for enactment.

1

ADVISORY BOARDO.LONG ISLAND RESPITE NETWORK-member of board.
armThe network is a Of the state Office of Mental Retardation

DeVelopmentar Disabilities and serves to prepare respite
programs composed of funded residential progrhma and self.
help groups of parents designing respite services. With proper
respite machinery in place we can with certainty considerably
reduce the flow of individuals into institutionalization.

Among recent activities that I have been involved with included
working with the ASSEMBLY OF NV YORK STATE.. SUB-001011'1:TEE ON
}WWI RIGHTS , (Chaired by Assemblyman Steven Sanrlerai-in prep-
aration of their recently held' heerings on transitional servciA.
I also represented parents in prebenting to the United States
department of HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES the plight of the Aging
out. Prior to my contacting H1WtheY had ignored this problem.
Since their involvement we have seen some movement whichAnc-
ludas aging out as a priority for all D.D. xouncila in their
state plan. RHS has:. through hearings and parent contact present-
ed to the state the fifty most urgent New York cases and has
been following upon each. I shall not bore this body any longer
but feel enough has been said to establish my concers and
credentials.
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THE NEED FOR SERVICES
I was made aware ofhese hearings through the National Govern-

mental Affairs Office monthly.AROla.Government Report. In that
article they sta ad, "many have compared the importance and

P.L. 94 -142, the ucation for All Handicapped Children Aoto'i
scope of the Comm tty and Family Living Amendments to that of

Indeed this legislation provides assurances for mentally i'rel

tarded and other disabled persona, including those beyond
school age, that services necessary to their growth and de-
velopment Will_be available within the community, whether in
a a family home or A email community facility."

If indeed this proposed legislation could do everything that .

we understand it to moan, than this bill is of landmark import -

ance. P.L. 94.142 and de-institutionalization have racked severe
strains on states and localities as the needs for community

programs and residenoes have sharply grown. An entire new genera-
tion of handicapped, brought along the educational ladder to

age 21 has. come along only for many to find that the next rungs .

are missing. We, in New York oall this "aging out,"Oft times
parents, feeling abandened by Government, are left.to their
own 'devices to secure help for their children. They can not

i
i understand why one handicapped ohildvbecause he came out of

an institution and the state is under court pressure to find
a community slot for this person, or this other child is in

a foster care systeM which requires monitoring and treatment
receives a priority in placement, or their child may have the
misfortune to be diagnosed with a so- called minority syndrome
(ie; Prader-Willi, Autistic, Tourette Syndrome, dual diogostio
and multiply handicapped to name a few) where little or no
programs are available.These genericolabela create restrictions
that congress must break down. In .New York we have about 200
childrpn a year age out of residential schools and several

thousand.ore age-c4rof theimlooAV:sohoolLdistriet program
or privata:sector.d4yeschoel.program3irrtthblrloommunity.that
their child had attended. The needs.always outpace availability.

Deinatitutionalization is the official state policy however,

the practice of "dumping" 0,111 continues, although the record

states it ended in 1978.Simply stated dumping is discharging

of psychiatrically or emotionally disabled persons without
support services in place.. Patients are thrust out of over.
crowded wards or allowed to walk off the grounds. At Manhattan
?sychiatric Center in New York City kora than 60% of all
patient discharges from May through September, 1982 were
'escapees." Statewide 8000 patients await placement at a cost

of $117.00, per day, Since 1960 due to the new discharge
plan, stiffer admission policies, patient deaths and rise in

escapees over 70,000 patients have left state hospitals.
..The plan was to have staff and resources follow the patient
bank to the community, in reality only the patient left the
hospital. In New York State of the 1.9 Billion dollars spent
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by the Department of Mental Health yearly over two thirds Bowl
to 22,500 patients. in it's institutions, the remaining one third
funds all other operations including the 125,000 people in
communities who need services. Without community support services
the result is the most expensive form. of care known to western
man today, rehospitalization. any also fall viotims to the-.
drug, alchohol situations and find themselves charges of the
states criminal justice system. Meanwhile a paradox exists;
those who need service can't get, in due to stiffer admissions
and those who are ready to -come out can't, because'there is no
place to $42,.

.Prior to the Willowbrook Consent .Decree there wore nineteen (19)_
state ihospitals administered by the department of Mental Health-
srving a total of 80,000 patients. After the ,Decree the state
designed a new agency, the Office of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities. Today we have atotal offifty one
(91) institutions in the state serving a combined population..
4.33,000 with more employees to administer services and the
quality of servioes delivered in both agencies, in a significant
majority of '-.iocumented caeca injures the oases for continuing
this costly,ineffective, inhumane warehousing of.humanitY.

A continuumhof services, from inception of diagnosis to that
point where services and treatment are no long needed is not
only cost effective and probably would represent long range
savings to the tax-payers, but would be the humane enlightened
approach to a antiquated funded and managed structure;

OBS;ACLES

As mentioned earlier when a rung in the ladder is missing
development stagnates, in many cases, even regresses. The
Intermediate Care Facility, Mentally Retarded or Development-
ally Disabled (ICF/1.2i) is such an examplei in New York State.
Our state Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental Dis-
abilities (OMRDD) has placed major emphasis on the ICF. Federal
guidelines require a heavy concentration of therapeutic services
in an ICF. The result has been that a client who may only need
one or two of these services is placed in an 'OF, (a more exp-
°naive alternative) only becaUse one or two of the eervicea
needed. are not available in a less restrictive, therapeutically
intense, and certainly less expensive program.Another problem
in the continuum are those clients who have developed to the
maximum level the ICF can give but because simpler, less costly
programs are not available they must stay in the ICF. Conversly
the person who is leaking to get in to the ICF is denied access
because space is net available. ICI'S have been used in place
of needed community residences because they allow the capture
of Medicaid revenues. In many instances local governments have
opposed ICFa because of local Medicaid coat sharing. OI4RDD
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.responded by alloWing full state funding through utilization
in those facilities ofinstitutionalized clients, only.'

As mentioned earlier we withold treatment to many because of
.
a label. Many disabled in th3 OMRDD sector could wellbe served
by a provider of servioea in his area but hie generic mark
becomes a barrier to admission in a program that he could benefit

Itwould in many cases be unneccessarnto create faoilities,
and highly costly to .serve a minority population khan in those
cases where their needs can be served by axis ng.services than
they should.

Community oi33s6altion to group homes is a bas economic issue.
The major basis for protection of group homes has'been the re-I
interpretation of the meaning of the word ily. Many courts
have agreed that a group home which exists as a single heuse-
keeping unit with permanent live in parenta that provide a
stable and family typo environment, actually qualify as a fam-
ily. While there often is difficulty prior to opening a group
home the incidence of hostilities with neighbors after opening
are few and far between. In almost all cases group homes have
been good neighbors accepted by a once hostile oomMunity.

In New York State our alto selection law allows the community
to oppose a group home at a local town hearing. Communities
may offer alternate proposals which take oft-times the form
of other properties for sale in other Communities. The law
allows a 40 day' determination by the commissioner after a board

' rejects a site. Over saturation of facilities is often cited
as a objection. There is a strong case to be made that.these
hoarings are a harrasment and a denial of Constitutional Riata
as they violate ones freedom of oheioe coley on minority grounds.

Disabled citizens living in residential programs in New York
State represent a broad diversity of functional capabilities.
Dollars are wasted and needs largely remain unnerved whenever
clients are.placed in or remain beyond time necessary in a
program which does not meet their level of care needs. Such
is the case of the ICF and the state run Developmental Centers.

Residential services to those who fall into the Office of
Mental Health (OMR) are not only more llmited than. OMRDD but
are characterized by a significant lack of adequate back up
services. An example are programs Which provide for the evelop-
ment of critically needed community living skills.

It is estimated that 30 to 70 percent of the homeless are
product of our mental hygiene system. A briefperiod of hospital-
ization does.not adequately equip deny state psychiatric) patients
for an immediate return te,independent living. Experience has
clearly demonstrated this r lity. What is needed is t. viable
continuum of supervised livin alternatives for those patients.
The provisions of these alternatives must be balanced with a

6 3 3
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gradual diminishing of our reliance. on state centers as the
primary access point for the.chronically mentally ill patient.
in need of residential care. This shifting of direction for
inpatient care le unquestioned by experienced clinicians treat-
ing the chronically mentally ill. Fiscal facts testify to ite
ultimate eoonomy. A single 30 day stay in a state psychiatric)
unit cost upward of $4000.00 for a patient under age 62, a
menthe care in a supervised community residence with case
management add day treatment could cost the state lessthan
$550,00

FtE001a1ENDATIONS

WE continue to defend, expand and cover up for our state -run
institutional systems. Evidence is overwhelming that the majority
bing served in those facilities could beat be served in a lesser
restrictive .environmont.'The system in New York has failed in .

the hands of 01.21 and OMRDD. Their can be no room. for compromise
where the standards of service delivery are in question,- The
records of our state agencies in these areas is well established
and the price tags that taxpayerd and consumers has paid has
been staggering, If the private sector can offer'quality pro-
grams at ono-third to one-half the cost of the state system, it
they can serve more and deliver results for less, why continue

.

with the moat expensive least productive system for the care of
the disabled in the history of mankind,

Aparamount consideration at the planning level should Ise given
to parents of the disabled whose prime concerns include the
development of their child to full potential, adequate service
and proper treatment to suit individual needs with safe- guards
designed to protect their child ghen they oan no longer be
present to advocate for their children. As this is a strong
humane issue parental input vital to the success of this
program.

It is important that residential programs not be inaugurated
withput proper programs (io: workshops, vocational, day tread
ment) and to assure that needs are properly met a system of
case management should be designed using that same person or!
agency to serve one individual untill need is-no longer re
quired.

If this law can bridge from education of the disabled to the
adult world than this congress will have the eternal gratitude
of millions of Americans,

MANX YOU
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Sheila and Joel Small
78 cedar hidge Ha.
Newingion, Conn. 06111

April 1, V84.

Roderick A. peArment, Chief Counsel
Senate. committee on Finanoe

\ boom 221
Senate'Dirkson Office Building
Weehi ton, D. C. 40510

bear m LeArmenti

The following letter represents rbSTIMONY OF 410; CONNKTIC4
COUNCIL ON MENTAL.RLTARDATION Oh S400-OOMMUNIIX AND FAMILY LIVING
AkENDMERPS OF 1983.

we live in the Hartford Connectiout area. we have a uown Syndrome
Bon whioh is going-to be three years of age. Our on has been in the
Regional Center program since birth which was June 1, 1981. my husbana
and leel.that.without the help and the need of the Regional Center my son
would not of received the help he neeaed with his early eduoational program.
Studies have shown that the aooner a retorted pereon.is taught, the better
he pr she would be as a person. £he Regional Center also played an.
important role in our lives such as thesupport, anathe help and the knowledge
the teachers have given us with OW son.

If the S4051.1aw is passed, all of the help ana support that
the Regional Center preview; will no longer be in existence. Parents like
ourselves needs this facility for support ana to help the present and future
parents with Handloapped.ohildren.

If we didn't have our current Regional Center Program for our son. I
don't know how we would of been able to cope as parents without their
support and knowledge they have given us. our son would not be doing what he
is doing today if this program was not in existence.

Y

Sincerely,
. .

Sheila and Joel Small
Parents of a Retorted Child
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SFCC, Inc.
SAN FRANCISCO COMMUNITY CARE, INC:

50 El Camino Drive
Code Madera, CA 94925
(415) 924.6877

February 28, 1984

Roderick A. DeArment, Chief
Senate Committee on Finance SD-219
Dirksen Office Build16
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chief Counsel DeArmenti

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for responding
to my letter. I am sorry that I was not able to testify in parson
for the committee, but would like to use this letter as a form of
written testimony to be presented to the Committee on Finance.

I am a disabled person, who lived in a state hospital for years. I
now live in a. community prograi where I feel my life_is generally
better. I do not want to live.in another state hospital and would
refuse to go if ever the situation arose.

I would like to go on record stating my full support for Senate
Bill S2053. I feel the government should spend Medicaid monies
on community programs and stop the support to state hospitals.

Sincerely, ;

TUNNEL WILLIAMS /.
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t
ilATEMENi Marilyn Straw

RE: "Community and Family Living Amendments
of 1983" (S2053)

I have a 23 year old son who has been living at our State resi-
dential facility for the Mentally Retarded (approx. 550 residents)
for the past 10 yeays before and after they received Title XIX
dollars. 'Needless to say, there have been vast improvements.

'I have also been a volunteer there for the past 10 years (1 day
per week) working directly with various residents On a 1-:1 basis.
1 am a parent representative on the institutions Human Rights
Committee and a.Board member of the Home Association (sort of a
PTA).

Because of these varied experiences I feel that I am able to
address this bill (S2053) with more knowledge than the average
parent, about the workings of an Anstitution'of this size.

Not all institutions are "bad" if done right: Those that have
become Intermediate Care Facilities for the Mentally' Retarded
funded by ritleXIX have accomplished this. By having to comply
with Federal regulations, the states alllcated enough money to
provide proper staff ratio; enough money for daytime programs,
directors, and support personnel; enough money for upkeep and
maintainance and have reduced the number of residents to a
manageable level, usually between 400-600 people.

Our State facility (Woodward) offers an excellent environment for
- the multiple handicapped or -severely retarded individual with

fragile health because of it being a ",medical model". If these
same people lived in the community t y would have to be trans-
ported by para-transit buses from gr p homes to workshops or
"centers" and then back again to group homes at the end of the
da42".- in all kinds of inclement weather and I question their
.6-6mfort and health, This would need to be done in order to provide
them with a variety of experiences away fAom their living environ-
ment. At Woodward this is accomplished by interconnecting passage-
ways from one building to another and it works beautifully.

Woodward also offers a protective environment for the physically
active person not capable of handling the same freedoms in a
commurrity setting. because of traffic, becoming lost, or being
molested and yet still gives them a sense of Independence and worth.
It also offers those retarded individuals with adverse social.
behaviors a place to be re-trained or "contained", whatever the .

case may have to be. Any adverse behavior that is displayed in a
community unfortunately "labels" all retarded people as being
the same.

I have also actively served on the Board of Directors of ARC/
Polk Co., Iowa for-the past 8 years and have been a faithful
supporter of community based facilities. Our ARC successfully
operates six Group Homes in Des Moines, Iowa for moderately
retarded adulls and provides a daytime workshop for approx.
250 people.

Ei ci no it, -1
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STATEMENT Page 2

So, even though I wholeheartedly support the philosophy of
community facilities for the mentally retarded, I also am
convinced that we need a, wide range of services to be offered
so that all levels of functional ability are addressed. Those
"Institutions" that are being run properly with Title XIX funds'
need not be closed down but. rather "grandfathered" in, as they
do fill the needs of a definite portion of the mentally. retarded
population.

Marilyn Straw

929 - 39th St.
West Des Moines, Iowa
50265
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1

e"enator John H. Chafee
irksen Building, Room 567
ashington, D.C. 20510

ar Senator Chafee,.

We are writing to inform you of our opposition to "The Community\
and Family Living AMendment of 1983", Senate Bill #2053, in. its 1

present form. We are definitely, in favor of the. concept of the
bill and greatlyappreciate your taking the initiatl,ve to improve
conditlons-for the severely disabled individuals of'our nation:
We moarstrongly disagree with the idea that this can only be
done in small (10 bed, widely dispersed) community faoilities.

There should indeed be an effort made,tb close any size facility
(state or private) which does notmeet,siandarda of high quality.
Many of. the standards which are contained in the bill such as
trained staff,iriterctisciplinary team formation of individual plans
of assistance, and adequate monitoring of\facilities) are excellent.
The assumptions:

. 1. that these services can only be leat,rendered in 10 bed
facilities which are not in clusters \but widely dispersed,

2. that the resultinvincreased numbers of Such facilities
will be able to be adequately supervise and monitored, and

3. that the larger number, of smaller facilities will be more
economically feasible

are not realistic.

There are currently facilities of 35 - 200 which do a good job in
providing for DL individuals. Our.severely retarded daughter has
had the privilege of residing in two of them. They meet existing
quality standards 'and strive to give the individual, personal dig-
nity and acceptance in the community at large as well as providing
good medical, behavioral and educational services.

We believe that existing facilities which can meet the standards_,
you are striving to set (regardless of their size) should continue
to be, supported legislatively and monetarily (Medicaid funding).
We also °recommend that as poor quality facilities (state and pri-
vate) are phased out, sufficient community facilities (varying .

sizep) be provided to meet the needs of all DD individuals who
require such services. We have every carrdence that this bill
can be revised to provide the direotion'and incentives necessary.

Thank you for your attention to our concerns.

copies: Senator Robert Dale .
Senator David Durenburger
President Ronald Reagan

Sincerely,

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Sigle
2011 McDaniel Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60201
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February 27, 1984

Community and Family Living

Amendment of 1983, S. 2053.

\

I an Ruth Snyder, the parent of a mentally retarded daughter. I live at 8301 \

Franwood, Austin, Twias 78758, telephone 512 + 453-7145.

I have been an active volunteer in the field of mental retardation since 1955.

Together, my husband and I founded the Parent Association for'the Retarded of Texas

(PART). PART is,..an association of parents, guardians and other close relatives of

mentally retarded persons living in state operated facilities for the mentally re--

thrded in Texas. This Lrganization will have its tenth anniversary in June and has

3,500 plus members.

My husbhnd and I jeintly received the Texas Department of Mental Health and

Mental Retardation Commissioner's Award.in 1979 for having an impact on the greatest

number of mentally retarded persons in the State on a volunteer basis.

I represent this group of people who are vitally interested in their mentally
. 0

retarded children. They want me to express to you our strong objection to S. 2053.

We know that you want what is best for the mentally retarded, so we ask. that you

please hear our point of view.

Iwant to thank each of you for your interest and concern for the handicapped

population of the nation. I will address specifically the needs of the mentally

retarded, as this is the handicap of which I have first hand knowledge.

Mental retardation is a condition that appears during the developmental years

and remains throughout one's life time. If you took all of the mentally retarded

people in the world and charted a curve, it probably would fit neatly over the curve

6 4 0
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for the so called normal population. If the total population were retarded, thee the

mildly retarded would be the Einsteins of the population. At the other end of the

curve you would find those who are totally dependent on others for their very exist-

ence.

In Texas the State Schools (institutions).provide good and loving care for the

'mentally retarded who are residents. S.2053 would eliminate the state scho.)14 as an

option for the mentally retarded by cutting off, federal funding.

Residents of the Texas State Schools are not isolated. The Communitv comes on

campus in large numbers as volunteers. Some of these volunteers, work with clients on

a one to one basis while others come in groups. Many in both categories volunteer on

a regular basis.

Residents of Austin State School have been to the Covenors Mansion fat a party,

to the Sheraton-Creit'Hotel for dinner, in both large and small groups, to Spaghetti.

Warehouse (a good analogy perhaps- it is a fine Italian Resturant) as well as most of

the quick food places in the area. Their love for fast foods - may indica e their

mental age - I recall a friend taking his two yOung grandsons on vacation nd making

the mistake of telling them they could choose where they wanted to eat. H ate

McDonald hamburgers for a week:

Residents of all the Texas State Schools have access to the Leander Rehabilation

Center where they can go for a day or a week. On this 756 acre mith there is fish-

ing, horseback riding, swimming, picnicing, hayrides, with a verity animals available

for pettingby clients. Accomodations range :tom primarive cabins to those with heat -

log and airconditioning.

Austin State Schools residents have been to most of the concerts, country west-

ern shows, ice capades, circuses or whatever entertainment that has coed-to Austin.

They go AO'the San Antonio Zoo, Six Flags over Texas in Arlington, Astro-World in

Houston, State Fair in Dallas, and to the beach on the coast of Texas. Sothe residents .
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participate in the choir festival each year'which takes them to cities throughout

the state. Some of the residents are involved in SpeCial Olympics and go to the

local, regional and state meets. Those who win go on to national competitions.

Other schools provide similar activities for their residents4 Some have made

. .

trips to Mexico, Grand Canyon; and to Disney Land in California.

The "Music-Makers" at Travis State School have been invited to the National

Arts festival at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D. C, in Mayl 1984. They plan

to go.

We have many fine employees working in State Schools (institutions) in Texas.

During the last session of the Texas Legislature a law was passed which provides for

additional screening of applicants before they are hired by the Texas Department of

Mental Health and Mental Retardation. We have in place rules which elloW fordis-

missal-and prosecution of staff who abuse clients or who fail to report abuse when

they have knowledge that abuse has occurred.

Incidents of abuse in Texas may seem high for records are kept on abuse for

verbal statements which tend to demean a client, to overreaction by An employee

who is trying to protect themselves from a client who is very upset-and actin', out,

as well as, (hose who intentionally abuse clients.

We have a number of employees who are, also volunteers. They provide many extras

for clients. Some take them home with them on a regular basis others provide extras

on special occasions.

An excellent example of employees who care was recently demonstrated when a

client from Austin State School had to go to Houston'r M.D. Anderson Hospital for very------"-

complicated cancer surgery. Some of the staff on the unit took up a collection so the

family could be with their loved one fora longer perlod during this traumatic time.

The staff who went to Houston to'help with the client did soon a volunteer basis

with no mstra pay. Staff from n sister school volunteered to stay on the night shift

ti
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after working. the4c regular day shift without any extra pay or time off. I am sure

there are other examples of.staffs personal sacrifice throughout the state that would

be equally as dramatic.

Each day more mentally retarded persons are being born, and, as 4 result of

medical progress, more' people with severely handicapping conditions, both mental and

physical, are liYing longer.. It certainly will not be cost effective to provide small .

individual settings with the dbnstant nursing and medical care they will need.

The community care waiver, which most states have already applied for, provides

federal funding for those who can benefit by living in a small home but allows funding

to continue.for those who benefit more from the protected campuses of the state schools

(institutions). Why would anyone want to take away a good option from a group of

people who are happy whith what they have? More and more mentally retarded Persons

are becomming mentally ill because of the pressures put on them to perform in areas

in which-they are incapable of performing. Small changes such as moving their beds

from one place in the room to another can take weeks of adjustment for some menially.

retarded persons.

There are no definitive studies of the relationship between costs and facility

size. Certainly the Congressional Budget Office report to Christine Fergeson, dated

December 8, 1983, is based on assumptOns and false premises.

Cold hard facts And figures are very elusive, but you can rely on common sense

to tell.you if you provide services for many people in many settings. it will coat

more than if the service is provided in one location where cost can be shared.

A good analogy. mould be a large family living in a large house. together. 'A

family of eight could live in a home that has been paid for with theonly remaining

expenses being, taxes, insurance, and utilities. In Austin, Texas, a four bedroom

home in a middle class neighborhood, taxes are approximately $1500 per year, insur-

mice for a brick construction near a fire station is approximately $650 per year, a

and 4.1 utilities could be as low as $250 per month, or between 9600-$800 maximum.
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By using the lower figures for axpenses, the family of eight could live in their

home fur $5750 per year.

If one family member moved into an apartment costing $325 per month aneonly had.

to pay his electric bill, he possibly could'keep his bill an low as 535 per month for,
k0 electricity, a very conservative estimate. AP"

If two of the family Members moved into .two bedroom house and paid $450 per

mont4they.possibly could'maintain utilityvbills averaging $100 per month.

If three of the family members moved into a three bedroom.house paying e500 per

;month, the utility bills would be at least $150 per month. This means that it would

cost the children $18,720 per year to haVe a place to live, while the parents would

continue to pay the same expenses as they did before the children loft. Now the

family pays $24,470 per year to.have_a place to 'live, compared to the original $5750.

The figures I have given you are Very conservative for'a midtile class neighbor-

hood in Austin, Texas. These figures do 'not inchide many other necessities of life

such as food, clothing, medical and dental expenses, and'tranaportation.

In a regular household a telephone could conceivably be considered a luxury,

but for the severely handicapped, it could mean the difference Netween life and death.

I know 'from personal experience, as well as from the experiences of other members

of PART, that our children will be much more isolated in a small house in the comm-

unity than they are at a state school (institution) in Texas where they can move

about the campus area freely to attend classes, to go to workshop, to Visit the doc-

tor and dentist, to use the barbershop or beauty shop, to enjoy the recireation areas,

to swim in the enclosed year-round swimming pool, to worship in the chapel, and to

take advantage of all the other services offered to thetl.
.

People from the normal population are currently moving into secure neighborhoods

with locked gates and security guards patrolling the urea, or into apartments where

no one enters the building without first identifying themselves. Yet we, who e

1

parents of mentally retarded children, are being asked to place our loved ones who

are the most vulnerable to exploitation, out in the "community" to take the risks

the normal population is no longer willing to take.

The State Schools (institutions) aswe know them in Texas are the least restric-

tive, most cost effective, appropriate place for our children. We chose this service.

We want other parents to be able to choose the service.which is best for their retard-

ed children and the family as a whole. The current fund:ing mechanism allows for this.

ARC-US has promoted S. 2053 as being the will or desire of their general member-

ship and has stated that millions of dollars will be saved. At ARC-115 national.
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meeting in Detroit a number of people in attendance told me that they had never heard

of the proposed bill until a short time before going to Detroit --the times varied

from two weeks to two to three months-land they were very much opposed to the bill.

The Lufkin Council, which is affiliated with ARC-Texas and ARC-US states that

they were never given an opportunity to vote on a resolution which recommends closin,g

' the State Schools. The comments at their meeting on February 2, 1984 were almost un-

animous against the resolution to close State Schools.

The Dallas ARC reported in their newsletter that they had voted not to support

S. 2053 and I have been told that other ARC groups have done the same thing.

I dare skty that many individual members share the same views as PART'ormbers an?'

would agree with the fall issue of Texas Talk, the newsletter of ARC-Texas, which

states: ."We must recognize that on an individual basis, cost may be higher than

those in an institution." _

We do not need federal laws which allows federal funding for only one type of.

service. This would be discrimination in its worst form.
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Statement from SPARS (Parents and Relatives of Gulf Coast Center
residents located in Fort Myers, Florida)

Gulf Coast Center is a very nice residential center, located on 600 acres in

east Lee.County, Florida. Our children live in small cottages which have been

renovated to provide a more homelike environment. Our children have access

to parks. playgrounds, swimming pools, gyms, training schools, obmplete medi

cal services,'vocational and hortitherapy programs, and all kinds of special

therapies; all located on the Center's landscaped grounds. The Center has a

Staff Development Department to provide ongoing staff training to better

serve our children. In addition, Gulf Coast Center has. a'full time Quality

Assurance Department which continuously monitors the quality of care and

treatment our children receive. Our children live in a pl ce that is designed

for them and respects their right to'dignity despite their andicaps.

r.ost of the residents of our Center are profoundly retarded, eeding very

close supt:vision and care.

Under the ICF /Ma medical program our Center has made many impr vements in the

care and treatment of 'our children. We feel,,,that the enactment of the Chafee

111
Bill would destroy all the progress that we have made.

We would like to make the following points:.

1) The cost of care at Gulf Coast Center is currently 01,000 p r year per

client. This compares to approximately $34,000 for the priv te community

based ICP/MR1a. Currently the private community ICF/MR's se ve only pri

marily moderately retarded clients. They would require more money to
.

serve people who have multiple handicaps ae well as being pr Soundly

retarded. Also, the cost of are for small 6 to 8 bed ICF/Mt facilities

for people with severe handicaps or behavior problems would be much more

expensive than the current communityekCF/MR rate due to the fact that the

cost of servicen,woUld be spread over fewer clients, there y raising the

Cost of care per client.

2) We feel that monitoring and support services would need td be drastically

increased in order to assure a satisfactory level of car in the small

facilities. Such activities would be much mor? difficult and who would be

accour.cable for the care of our children? Currently, wk know who to go to

to Get action when we have concerns or need help.

3) Zoning in Florida often prohibits the building of care facilities in nice

neighborhoods. M1 our children be forced to live i lens desirable

neirtborhoods or business areas? Is this normalizat on or mainstreaming?
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Jeveral parents in our group have had bad experiences with "community"

facilities and are plsased with havinr, their children living in Gulf Coast

Center.

5) arc the parents of the people that this Bill would affect. We feel that

our concerns and input should be heard. We feel that the Chafee Bill is

much too drastic in its scope and impact, and will end up costing the tax
.

payer more moneys 'Ail are taxpayers tool

our children's intuiest be best served by this extreme Bill? We don't

think so. as a, parents' group of retarded persons, elpport the placement

of retarded persons in Community settings whenever practi'al. Vie do not feel

that the principle'of a client's right to live in the Communitythould be

confused with a mandate to move clients to the ComMunity as we feel thin Bill

proposes.

Thank you for the opportunity to voice Our concerns.

1ulie Fous

President, SPARS

February 20, l9841

address: 8949 Beacon Street
Fort r.yere, Fl. 33907
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Mr. Roderick DeArment,
Chief Counsel and Staff Director
Committee on Finance
U. S.. Senate, Room SD219

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:
/

Please include the attached letter as t'Otimony for the
written record.

///

Oak Lawn, Il.
Feb. 7, 1984

Yours very truly,

Anna Timm
9128 S. Pulaski Rd.
Oak Lawn, Il. 60453
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I request that Senate Bill #8-2053 be voided in that
it does not meet 'the requirements of the-severely
handicapped residents in institutions at this time.

There are different categories of retardation and it
is not practical, humane nor economical to phase out .

all institutions within a 10-year period and place
the severely retarded into community homes housing
no more than 10 people. If homes would have to be

purchased or built for every 10-people group could
you realize the number of tomes that would have to

be built and then, too,,what would happen to the
institutions that are now- housing these people.

Some of these patient6 have been in institutions for
20 to 40 or 50 years, are non-verbal, cannot take care
of themselves, need medication, etc. Could you place

yourself in this position?

We have money for the space program, defense, and help

all other people in the world, but we have no heart

for our own retarded handicapped citizens.

I
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UCPA respectfully submits its tentative position on S. 2053, the
*Community and Family Living Amendments Act of 1983.* The tentative

'position has been developed in joint session by two committees of the
UCPA Board of Directors-governmental 'activities and professional services
program. The UCPA Members of the Corporation will consider this
tentative position at its May 1984 annual meeting.

UCPA TENTATIVE POSITION ON S. 2053

(1) UCPA reaffirms three progralmatic assumptions which endorse

the concept behind S. 2053:

(a) Most of the current institutionalized population can have
their.needs met in the community.

(b) Even severely disabled persons have the potential for

growth and development.

(c) Persons with disabilities benefit from regular and
substantial social contact with nondisabled peers.

(2) UCPA operates on the assumption that S. 2053 covers only

Medicaid certified long term care facilities (which are skilled nursing
facilities, intermediate care facilities, and.. intermediate care
facilities for the mentally retarded).

(3) UCPA endorses the partial phasing-out of institutions.

(4) UCPA rejects the SC: 2053 proposed facility size threshold of

three times the average household.

(5) UCPA endorses the application of the least restrictive
environment concept to a cascade of service placements with a ceiling on
all residences of 50 beds. UCPA supports the phasing-out of all Medicaid
certified long term care facilities over the size of 50 beds. The 50 bed
threshold is established in recognition of the inappropriateness of 15
(small ICFs/MR and grandfathered in by S. 2053) because of special
population considerations. Facilities should include no more. than 15
residents with three exceptions: the medically fragile where 110 other
appropriate facility is available, rural areas, and large densely
populated urban area with limited housing stock where such facilities
are appropriate to its community. But, in no case would the number of

residents exceed 50.

(6) UCPA recommends that the federal SSI definition of disability
be used in targeting eligibility for S. 2053.

(7) Existing UCPA corporate policies and positions also relate to
S. 2053. These include the least restrictive environment, individual
choice, individual plane, funding following the individual, the need for
a secure and stable community services federal financing source,
.endorsement of alternatives to institutional care and incentives for
deinstitutionalization including higher matching rates for community
services and lower rates for institutional services, endorsement of a

5 1
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federal government responsibility for promoting national leadership in
developing appropriate services to persons with disabilities, and quality
assurance apprpaches including accrediation.

APPLYING THE' LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT
TO THE 'CASCADE' OR 'SPECTRUM' OF SERVICES

UCPA 'of Pittsburgh and its member Dr. June. Mullins attempted to
conceptualize the application of the least restrictive environment (LRE)
to living arrangements as used in implementing P.L. 94-142, the
'Education for All Handicapped Children Act.' Dr. Mullins also relies on
E4elyn Deno's model as described in Exceptional Children, 1970. Dr.
Mullins and her Pittsburgh associates believe the LRE midel is
appropriate for adult living arrangements. The approach is based on an
assessment of the individual's needs and appropriateness of the
residential placement.

P.L. 94-142 requires that to the maximum extent appropriate,
handicapped children, including children in public on private
institutions or other care facilities are educated with children who are
not handicapped and that special classes, separate schooling or other
removal of handicapped children from the regular educational environment
occurs only when the nature or severity of the handicap is such that
education in regular classes with the use of supplementary aide. and
services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.' The placement is to be
determined at least annually: is based on the individualized education
program which is developed by an interdisciplinary team, the child, and
the child's family: and 'is as close as possible to the child's home.'
The P.L. 94-142 regulations state that "in selecting the least
restrictive environment; consideration is given to any 'potential harmful
effect on the child on the quality of services which he or she needs."_

The P.L. 94-142 regulations contain a section on the 'Continuum of
Alternative Placements.' This section specifies that '(a) Each public
agency.shall insure that a continuum of alternative placements is
available to meet the needs of handicapped children for special education
and related services. (b) The continuum required under paragraph (a) of
this section must: (1) Include the alternative placements listed in the
definition of special education under 121a.13 of Subpart A (instruction
in regular classes, special classes, special schools, home instruction,
and instruction in hospitals and institutions). and (2) Make provision
for supplementary services (such as resource room or itinerant
instruction) to be provided in conjunction with regular class placement.'

f:11:.'" I)a
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Dr. Mullins hap developed the, following Spectrum of'Living
Arrangements for Developmentally Disabled Adults:"

Independent living in apartments/houses with related services as
needed, including attendent care.

Supervised independent living in apartment/houses with related
services as needed including attendent care.

Family like group home integrated into the community activities with
related services.

Residential institutions with community activites available to
residents.

Residence with parents or foster parents with related services
including respite care.

a.

Residential institution providing total care accessible to family
friends and other community members.

Residential institution providing total care in area distant
from residents community or origin.

Hospital setting needed for necessary medibal services.

UCPA endorses the application of the least restrictive environment
to a cascade of service placements with a ceiling- on all residences of 50
beds. The state would be obligated, in deVeloping the individual plan,

. to clearly document why the individual could not possibly live in the
least restrictive netting. Having documented that decision to the
aatisfaction of the individual, family, and interdisciplinary team, the
process is repeated for the next least restrictive setting. The process

is continually repeated until the most appropriate setting in the LRE is
located and agreed upon. UCPA believes that this proposal is the most
meaningful of our suggestions to the current debate on S. 2053.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR
THE MEDICALLY FRAGILE

An issue constantly raised as a concern related to S. 2053 is the
level and appropriateness of services for the 'medically fragile' person
with a developmental disability. Mary Smith, in her February 1984
Congressional Research Service background paper, estimates that '25 to
30% of the institutionalized HR /DD population is either medically fragile
or has very severe behavior problems.' She does not provide an
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operational definition of 'medically fragile' but characterizes them as
'MR /DD persons Who require. 24-hour nursing care and frequent physician
aervices.'

John Siepp, Director of UCPA's Professional Services Program
Department, observes that there are a variety of definitions And concepts
within the UCPA professional services community regarding the term,'
"medically fragile:' Some of these views are based on a more_clinical
definition of what constitutes Imedically.fragile conditions. Other
views are based on the manner that current Medicaid ICF/MR rules force
providera to define the term to ensure reimbursement.

o.

Patricia McNally, R.N., Chairman, UCPA Professional Services Program
Committee, has offered the following tentative working definition.
'Medically, fragile persona are those persona who experience an
instability of their health condition which require close, intensive, and
daily professional nursing supervision.' These persons would require at.
least weekly physician visits. Examples of medically fragile conditions
would include serious metabolic disorders, very high risk for' aspiration,
and unusual and complex position and handling to sustain life.

Two Senate Subcommittee testimonies addressed the particular
situation of the medically fragile. Karen Green McGowan, R.N. and
Sister Barbara Eirich. lie reintorce their statements.

Lit
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DATE: February 27, 1984
SUBJECT: Community and Family Living'

Amendments of 1983, S, 2053

Dear Senator Dole:

. My fourteen year old daughter, Kristen, is currently a resident

of St. Mary of Providence School, 4200 North Austin,. Chicago,

Illinois. St. Mary of Providence School is .a school and home for

the mentally retarded. It is. run by the Sisters of St. Mary of

Providence, a religious order dedicated to the care of the mentally

retarded. Kristy attended the school for several years as a day

student. In September of 1983 she became a full time resident. The

transition has proved to be a wonderful success. aFor the first time

ip her life, Kristy ispart of a community in which she has peers.

She loves living at "the apartment", as she calls it, and yet she

comes home to visit every other weekend and for'all holiday vacations.

It's a wonderfully balanced solution to Kristy's problem. She

now has the specialized environment needed for her growth and

4
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development and we still have Kristy as a regular part of our family:

It has come to my attention that the Community and Family

Living Amendments of 1983 would propose to eliminate all institutions

for the mentally retarded containing more than 10 mentally retarded

persons. I understand that the word "institution" often carries.

with it a negative connotation, especially when talking about the

mentally,retarded. Such a simplistic approach, however, ignores the

facts that many of these institutions are the answer to many a

retarded child's parents' prayers. Prayers not only for health and

assistance in sharing the parents' burden in caring for their child,,

but the.answer to finding an envi-ronment for our retarded children where

they can make friends and learn to help people even less fortunate

than themselves and develop a sense of self-worth and pride.

Kristy loves St. Mary's and my wife and I know the dedicated

women of the Sisters of St. Mary's of Providence treat her with loving

care. Let's fact it, the good Sisters aren't doing it for the

money. Care of the mentally retarded is their calling in life and

anyone who spends any time around them will see that they genuipely

love their work. If they didn't, they wouldn't stay. I can't tell

you what a great comfort this is.for parents to know that their

retarded child is in the hands of such dedicated, loving people. The

good Sisters love is evident everywhere, in the spic-n-span physical

plant in which they live and care for their charges to the wonderful

enthusiaSm of the helpers, teachers and social workers who assist
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them in the care of Kristy and her friends. Anyone who conjures up

the image of an "institution" as a cold, dark, friendless place

need only visit St. Mary of Providence to forever change his

.attitude about "institutions" per se.

Some day Kristy may be ready for a group community home.

Accordingly, I am not interested in doing anything to discourage

the funding and development of group community homes. Hut

group community homes are not the sole answer. An institution., such

as St. Mary of Providence by virtue of its larger size is able

to provide many additional services and facilities for the children.

Economics alone would prohibit group community homes from providing

these same services.

I feel we need both the group community homes and the larger

institutions so that parents will have a choice as to wh t best

suits the needs of their mentally retarded child. Sup rt group

community homes, yes. But close down institutions th t are already

meeting the needs of our retarded children, NO Su h a move is

senseless, unnecessary, and potentially disastero . Institution

such as St. Mary's should be encouraged, not di- ouraged.

Kristy is happy there, we are happy there and e good nuns and the

wonderful people. that work with Kristy know t d joy that a retarded

child can bring to them while:they work at St. Mary's.

Don't tamper with success! I beseech you not to take Kristy's

"apartment" away from her. I urge you to vote "No" on the Community

83-170 0-84--42 657
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and Family\laving Amendments of 1983. The objective of the bill may
be laudatory Brut the exclusiveneds of the remedy reeks of a

'phi".1ARsophical intolerance and insensitivity to the needs of Kristy,--

her ErindE,their2srents and the wonderful dedicated people who

have given so much of 'their lives to.the care of retarded in

institutions such as St.NMary's. Don't destroy the St. Mary's 9f
this country, for you will risk destroying the Kristys and their

parents too. Note "No".at all costs.

JFW:jts.

f: 5

Very truly yours,

John F. Ward, Jr.
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S. 2053
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On,behalf of the Board of Trustees of Woodhaven Center (Philadelphia,
"kno4ro

Pennsylvania),1 mould like to go'on record as advocating the concept of

federal aid to support diving arrangements as found in S. 2053, "Community

and Family Living Arrangements' Act of 1983".

The program at Woodhaven Center is provided by Temple University

under a contract with The Department of Public Welfare of the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania. It is a nationally known residential program providing

short-term intensive, 'aabilitative training presently unavailable to in-
!.

dividuals in their home communities.

The Woodhaven Program serves 380 people at our main, campus and the

Extension Program at Philadelphia State Hospital. In addition to direct

service delivery, the program is involved in evaluation, researchtraining,

and public education. It is one of the largest university programs

of its kind in the United States.
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Temple University's Woodhaven Progra is recognized as a pioneer in

:the training of mentally retarded citizen
. Less than 25 years ago', the

I

predominant philosophy was basically cost dial - keep them quite, fed and,

most definitely, out of sight. Barren in titutions with ivy-covered walls,

located miles from nowhere, were consider d the "most humane method" of

keeping this population from the conscienc s of the rest of the world.

However, advancements in the last 20 years ithin the field of behavioral
\

psychology have rendered this old way of th nking, not only archaic, but

costly, cruel and impersonal.

Through the use of new behavior modification techniques, even these

individuals considered to be the most difficullt can be returned to a more

meaningful life in an appropriate community seiting. An example of how

this is accomplished at Woodhaven Center is as follows: From morning

wakeup time, in the classroom, in special therapy, in social and athletif

activities, and in living skills programs, such as eating, cleaning, ddIng

the laundry, our clients successfully strive to meet individualized exit goals

within specified time limits.

Our Center's main purpose is to use the latest advancements within the

field of human service to improve the quality of life for our clients.

Our experience has shown that even people with severe behavAoral

problems have responded well to our program, enabling them to piepare for

a new life in the community. The kinds of people, their problems and their

specific needs which we provide service for are reflected in'the following

charts.
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Unfortunately, in many instances, when our clients have reached

their exit goals, the present system.has not provided adequate fiscal

resources to ensue their.retUrn to the community. number of

people prepared to leave our Center for a life i neighborhood setting

versus the number of clients actually leavin has been a dismal statistic

which is reflected on the chart below.

Year of
Admission

Total
' Admissions

Number of
Discharges

In Residence
as of 1983

% Still
In Residence

1974 126 2 49 39

1975 192 19 99 52

1976 24 37 7 29

1977 56 62 27 48

1978 29 31 16 55

1979 18 19 11 61

1980 28 27 13, 46

1981 33 33 22. 67

1982 35 34 29 83

Total Number of Admissions since 1974 541

Total Number of Discharges since 1974 264

Percentage of Discharges vs. Admissions 49%

Total Number of People-in Residence
More than Two Years 209

1

667
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In reality, this stagnation of our clients' development growth(

has been not only a cruel hoax
to the individuals involved, but a costly

waste of taxpayers money. As in any educational proCoss,
when the oppor-

tunity for learning ceases, skills are lost and.maladaptIve behaviors

often occur. In other words, the mon 'spent to prepare clients for a

new life is wasted. . 7
. Studios havo shown that lifetime

maintenance of people in institutions

is Moro costly than woll-planned
community programs which offer people the

opportunity for continuing growth. In addition, once in the community, the

cost of required services for the
individual is usually less. When there

is a Long delay in the
process of people moving from the institution to

thn community, as is occurring,
savings are not realized. As an example:

COMMUNITY LIVING ARRANGEMENT
(CLA) EXPENDITURES AND

CLIENT CAPACITY, 1976-1983

Fiscal
Year

Expenditures
.

% New MonoY
Per Year

Client Capacitt

% New
Slots

State Dollars
Ex ,pendod

increase From
Prior Year

Total Slots Increase Prom
Available Prior Year

1976-77 1,391,325 3,083,044 20% 2,338 269 1.1.5%

1977-78 21,222,140 5,830,815 27% 2,155 417 151
1978-79 29,634,000 8,411,860 28% 3,246 491 15%
1979-80 38,943,104 9;309,104 23% 3,507 261 , 7%
1980-81 52,644,996

3

13,701,892 26% 3,952 445 11%
1981-82 62,930,143

3
10,285,147 16% 4,191 239 5.7%

1982-83 68,481,772 5,551,62D 8% 4,456 265 5.9%

l) Additional third party funds (SSI, food stamps, etc.)
also support the CLA Program but

arc not shown here.
2) jasea_on actual slots developed.
3) 'Represents budget

appropriation, not actual expenditures.
Rased on Information

Received from Pennsylvania
Office of Mental Retardation'

668
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Few incentives exist to.encourage transition of our clients from

the institutionto the community. Funding changes which are proposed .

in Act S. 2053 help to facilitate the movement of our special population

to a meaningful life in the community, reduce the wasteful process in

which institutions are now forced to operate, and provide a more desirabfe,

cost-benefit ratio for the taxpayer.

In short, Senators, the WoodhaveneXperience reflects a radical

change in the state-of-the-art of care and opportunity offered mentally

retarded citizens.

The hopeless attitude of twenty years, ago has been replaced by the

commitment to help individuals develop to their fullest potential in

community settings.

The law you have before you today could be the dawning of a new age'

in human services, one in which all citizens in this country will be able

to reach their full potential within our society.

Not to modernize laws to be consistent with current thinking as regards

mentally retarded people would be as outrageous as refusing students to be

taught reading in public schools.

On behalf of the Board of Trustees of Woodhaven anter, I urge you to

act expeditiously to enact this much needed law and thank you for the

opportunity to share our ,thinking with you.
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TESTIMONY FOR. THE WRITTEN RECORD - SENATE BILIIsm2
ENTITLED "COMMUNITY AND FAMILY LIVING AMENDMENTS ACT.",

We are writing in opposition to Senate Bill 52053. This legis-
lation is a hoax on the public and on those families which have children
who require the protective environment of an institution. practically
speaking, if passed, it will result in the closing of every State Insti-
tution in the United States, and turn over the care and supervision of
these individuals to a group of profit-motivated entrepreneurs. History
has shown that this only reducesporvices and increases cost.

While it is true that there have been probUms with some State
Institutions, the answer for the profoundly retarded is not to destroy
them, but to improve them, as wehtive done here in Wisconsin. Let's not
throw out the baby with the bath waters

Our daughter suffered brain damage due to illness as an infant.'
Today, at age 29, she presents a physical picture of normality, with the
intellectual ability of a:first grader,-'and the emotional stability of a
three year old. She is in an institution where she has a nominal job,
continuing craft training, and absolute freedom of movement over the
600 acre institutional grounds. If she was in the community, she would
be confined to her residence unless she

was'accompanied everywhere she
went. For her, the institution is clearly the "least restrictive" en-
vironment.

Although this piece of legislation is sponsored and supported
by the National Association of Retarded Citizens, of which we are members,
at their recent convention 40% of the membership were opposed to this
support. The 60% supporting were obviously people who have never had the
experience of caring for a profoundly retarded individual in the com-
munity. This group of profoundly retarded represents less than 10% of
all the retarded persons, and since their problems are riot the same as
the less"severely handicapped/ they should not be lumped together for
determining the types-of service they need.

May we add that everything that might be accomplished by,this
legislation is already available through the Community Options Program
and the Community Integration Program, thus rendering this bill super-
fluous and totally unnecessarJ.

RAZtjrz

I/
41A241
Janis R. Zank

i-'t _1_4*--'""--/.

Richard A. Zank-
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February 16, 1984

Date of Hearing: February 27, 1984

882053

TO WHCM IT MAY CONCERN:

I am asking that you do not support the
Amendments Act introduced by Senator John
is intended to gradually shift the feder
institutional to community based settings.
a good idea and in the best interest of me
the damage it would do to the institutio
would be devastating.

The bill establishes the time frame for ph
matching funds for institutional care. 7%
State legislatures would be totally respon
programs. I can assurb you that in South
not pick up the balance that Medicaid funds
in institutions being closed sane say
know that I work at an institution for the
the programs and services to the residents o
tremendously. Most of these improvements ca
becoming certified under Title XIX of the
to receive Medicaid funds. These Medicaid do
more staff and improve training programs for
a facility which provideseicellent care and

ty and Family Living
H. Chafee, as I understand this act
bill of Medicaid funds frcM
Co the surface this appears to be

:tally retarded people. Hower r,-

programs' across the United Cates

out of federal Medicaid
ultimate result would-be that
le for funding institutional
ota the State legislature would
have provided. This would result
uld begood. I want you to

ntally retarded and have seen
this facility improve
be attributed to our facility
ial Security Program In order
lays have allowed us to hire
ur clients. The end result is
raining for the clients.

I want you to knew that I support the cartrunit
developed in recent years but I do not think
develop them at the expense of fine institutio
were originally allocated to institutions in or
services and this goal is being achieved. I wo

dismantle one part of the service delivery syst
order to satisfy a few idealists who think the
institutional programs.

I would like you to know that I speak not only a
citizen but as a person who has been involved in
mentally retarded people since 1973. I have work
guardians in an effort to promote community plac
daughter. At the same time I have became increas
the residentb who remain at this facility. Passa

would be a terrible blow to the clients who needt
such as ours. Please vote no on 582053.

-based programs. which have
should attempt to further
programs. Medicaid dollars
r for them to improve their

ld ask that you don't
to the mentally retarded in
stem is better off without

I will be happy to provide the
would ask for. Thank youl

RI:mak

committee with ally

--
a concerned South Dakota
he delivery of services to
with parents and
nt for their son or

ngly aware of the needs of
of a bill such as 582053

e services of a facility

Randy J
Educational Unit 'irector
Box 410
Redfield State Ho pital and School
Redfield, SD 574'9

dditional information they

67.1


